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Editorial

The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the 
acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s 
results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we 
managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as 
the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.

Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth com
prised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency 
effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating 
margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as 
well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of mar
gins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate 
granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection 
with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special 
effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted 
EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, 
with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined 
by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the 
EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) 
and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to 
CHF 484.0 million.

The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the 
Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction 
with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in 
the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following 
February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 
production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to 
this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom 
with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology 
behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future 
lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in partic
ular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the 
United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a 
substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter 
of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work 
was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales 
activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be 
on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.

The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important 
factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range 
with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The Clean
Line shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, 
safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional 
shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all 
expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control 
and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ popula
tions in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. 
Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, 
which sets new standards in this category.

As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the 
continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the 
Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at 
the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The 
groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 
2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that 
the extensions can commence operations the same year.

The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in 
contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly 
by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors
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intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid devel
opment of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of pre
vious years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary Gen
eral Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio 
of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% cor
ridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback 
programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million 
had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire 
programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 
as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the 
share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by 
the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be 
submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in 
the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.

There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the 
board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary 
General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman 
of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as 
Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of 
Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his con
tributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi 
Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new 
Member of the Board of Directors.

From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational struc
ture as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added 
to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of 
Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division 
and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van 
Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of Inter
national Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.

We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which 
is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and profession
alism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and 
appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial 
and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive col
laboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed 
shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company.

The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the 
integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is 
operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus 
shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising 
initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, 
which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation 
in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing 
services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain 
market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new 
products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in 
which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very 
promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures 
shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The 
Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company 
is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.

Albert M. Baehny
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Christian Buhl
CEO
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				A time of integration
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February, making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures merged, processes standardised and the sales structures adapted.
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				Groundbreaking ceremony in  
Pfullendorf
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17 April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics processes and gearing up for the future. 
				


			

		

		
            
				Is there enough for everyone?
			


			
				
			
			
				
					At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are lowered, creating an impression of emptiness. 
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				Efficient cleaning with water
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush flush technology.
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				A neat solution
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are won over by the individual installation options, the fact that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge capacity and the installation process that has been carefully thought out down to the last detail. 
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				A gem along the Spree
			


			
				
			
			
					A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56 freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in Berlin. 
					In addition to offering a spectacular view, the building also features impressive bathrooms that were designed 
					according to the customers’ specific requirements, thanks to the flexible installation technology from Geberit.
				


			

		

		
            
				Reaching new heights
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes. 
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		The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.    
        


        
		Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.  
        

 
        
		The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.
        

 
        
		The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in this category. 
        

 
        
		As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence operations the same year.
        


        
		 The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.    
        


		
        
		There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.
        


        
		From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.
        


        
		We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company. 
        


        
	 The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.       
        


         


		 
        		

  
 		

  
 

		Albert M. Baehny

                Chairman of the Board of Directors  
            		Christian Buhl

                CEO  
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        Share price performance in the year under review


        
            The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange
            rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at
            CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
            rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share subsequently
            performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a
            disproportionate recovery in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
            corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over
            the past five years, the Geberit share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The
            Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.
        


        
            The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.
        


        
            At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.
        



        Distribution


        
            Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic
            growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital
            structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a buffer
            of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth
            targets, and on the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to
            shareholders. Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This is
            also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.
        


        
            Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to shareholders in the form of
            distributions or share buybacks. During the same period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20
            at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.
        


        
            Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.
        


        
            The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the
            course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in
            the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and
            cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a separate trading line
            on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600 shares, which corresponds to around a
            third of the entire programme, had been acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback
            was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition,
            which is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – were repurchased by
            the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016
            ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and
            to cancel the shares.
        



        Communication


        
            Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all market participants and
            interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com),
            including ad hoc announcements. Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
            available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add their names to a mailing list
            ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/)
            in order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.
        



        
            CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations Roman Sidler
            are in charge of the ongoing communication with shareholders, the capital market and the general public.
            Contact details can be found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is
            provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
            presentations.
        


        
            Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com
        


        
            Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share information
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            Basis:1:10 stock split implemented on 8 May 2007

            Source:Bloomberg
            
Click on the caption to display and hide the related content
        



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30
























































































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Total distribution to shareholders and share buybacks
 (CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907











































































































        
            

        


        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Major data relating to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF 0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX











































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Key figures

(CHF per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

2 Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016














































        
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Time schedule		2016

		General Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend payment		12 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr 

		Half-year results		16 Aug 

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct 

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan 

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar 

		General Meeting		5 Apr 

		Dividend payment		11 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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		With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
        





    


    		
                1.

                Focus on sanitary products

            		
                2.

                Commitment to innovation and design

            		
                3.

                Selective geographic expansion
				

            		
                4.

                Continuous optimisation of business processes
				

            






    

        		
				Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall” sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology as well as attractive design.
            

		
                Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative strength is founded on research and development in areas such as hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of customers. 
            

		
                Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high standards in terms of quality and profitability. 
            

		
                Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development. 
            




		

    

	

        


            Strategic success factors


                

	
        
        
		The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The most important are:
        



        		
            a clear, long-term strategy,
            

		
            the focus on sanitary products,
            

		
            solid, sustainable  growth and earnings drivers,
            

		
            a strong competitive position,
            

		
            an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer needs,
            

		
            a proven, customer-focused business model,
            

		
            a stable management structure,
            

		
            a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,
            

		
            a unique corporate culture.
            




		
	
    
 
	

            Medium-term goals


                

	
        
        
		Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows. 
        


		
		 
	 The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and 6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.
		


		
		
		In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150 million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.
		


		
		
		Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial criteria. 
		


		
		
		The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious medium-term goals:
		


		
        		 „Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key decision-makers in the industry,
                    

		 Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,
                    

		 Value strategy, to increase the proportion of higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products already have a high degree of market penetration,
                    

		 Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category in Europe, 
                    

		 Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to set new standards, and
                    

		 Continuous process and cost optimisation.
                    




		
	
	

	

            Value-oriented management


                

	
        
        
		Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


		
		The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital. Details can be found in the   Remuneration Report.
        


		
		
		Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a premium. 
	    


		
		
		In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.
		


		

		
	

	

        
                Management of currency risks


                

    

        
            In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural
            hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same
            proportion in which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful, particularly as regards
            the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and
            the Nordic or Eastern European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business,
            the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy, currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects).
        



        
            In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the Swiss franc should be 10%
            weaker or stronger than all other currencies:
        




        		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points






        
            For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated
            Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management, Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the
            Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial Instruments.
        




    
    

	

        
                Sanitec acquisition


                

	
        
        
		On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of CHF 1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months. 
        


		
		
		At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24 sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading brands that are firmly established in their local markets. 
        


		
		The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015. 
		


		
      For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create added value.
        


		
		The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.
		


		
		
	

	


        
            
                Financial Year 2015


        
        

	
        
        
		The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.
        


 
		
		
	
    
 
	


        
                Market environment


        
        


    
        Business climate still challenging
    


    
        As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by developments that varied by region.
        There was no comprehensive recovery in the industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive
        development. Elsewhere, volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities in
        the construction industries of China and Russia.
    


    
        In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015 down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct, the more cautious
        outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that building construction would increase by 2.0% in
        2015. As in the previous year, new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations
        (+1.2%). It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40% down on the level seen
        in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has once again almost reached the level seen at that
        time. Euroconstruct estimates for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%),
        United Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were all below the
        average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted
        particularly strong growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe
        to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the relevant competition during the
        year under review. The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.
    


    
        In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion relates to building
        construction. Residential construction accounted for just under 60% of this, and non-residential
        construction for just over 40%. More than half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation
        projects, primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential construction.
    




    
        









    
    








  





  
  






  

Total construction output
Europe 2015(EUR 1,371 billion)
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015
        


    




    
        In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and the economy grew slightly
        more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the US construction industry published by the U.S.
        Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential construction increased by
        17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the
        development of the health care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit,
        was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction
        continued: the number of building permits for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0%
        (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the long-term average
        before the financial crisis.
    


    
        At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed marginally compared with
        the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the
        year under review; figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53% (previous year
        61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this region. The lion's share of that growth was
        achieved in China and, to a lesser extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation,
        some of the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China in particular,
        there has been a significant slump in residential construction. Stocks of unsold residential properties,
        which had increased further compared with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new
        builds.
    





    
        

        









    
    














  
  






  

Construction output and Geberit
net sales in Europe 2011 – 2015(Index: 2010 = 100)
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL), June 2015
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        




    

	


        
                Net sales


        
        
	
		Solid sales growth


		
		Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015. 
		


		
		From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649 million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.
		


        
		In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.  
        


		
		The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million, corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in Polish zloty.
        


		
		The following changes in net sales in the markets and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.
		


		
		Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


		
		The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland. Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%), Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak market environment in China.
		




		Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


		
		Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%. 
		


		
		Net sales for the Installation Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth rates  - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5% of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and bidets experienced a decline. 
		



	

	
		









    
    









  




  
  






  

Net sales development 
2006 – 2015(in CHF million)
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Net sales by markets/regions 2015 
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		Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8 million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary Systems – as was the case in the previous year. 
		


		
		Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.
		


		
		The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
		



	

	
		

		









    
    








  





  
  






  

Net sales by product areas and product lines 2015 
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                    Results
                


            
            

    

        Profitability remains impressive 


        
            In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various special effects in
            connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better comparability, adjusted
            figures1 are
            shown and commented on.
        


        
            Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel
            and
            pension costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a negative effect.
        


        
            The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever
            level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous
            year,
            due mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business.
            Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in
            net
            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's operating
            results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.
        



        
            The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million, and the adjusted EBIT
            margin
            reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which
            led
            to an adjusted return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per share came to CHF 13.23
            (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net
            income,
            was due to the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback programme.
        



        Operating expenses under control



        
            Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to CHF 2,002.8 million. As a
            percentage
            of net sales, this equates to 77.2% (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses
            as
            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's activities. In contrast,  foreign
            currency effects had a reducing effect.
        


        
            Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0 million and rose slightly from
            28.9% of net sales in the previous year to 29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing
            expenditure on both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by 35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous year 23.2%).  Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel
            expenses decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and rise in staff numbers,
            see
            also  
            Business and financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic terms, a decline would have been posted.
        


        
            The adjusted net financial result came to CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million
            compared to the previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest expenditure in
            connection
            with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and
            foreign currency losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF 80.6 million.
            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of 14.0% (previous year 13.3%),
            which
            was attributable to completed amortisation that had an impact on taxes.
        



        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement



        
            The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
        




        Increase in free cashflow



        
            The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects resulting from the Sanitec
            acquisition, the majority of which are mutually compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to
            CHF 596.3
            million. When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and equipment were more than
            offset by positive effects of the change in net working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay distributions of
            CHF 310.7
            million to shareholders and to repurchase shares totalling CHF 159.8 million.
        




        
            1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

            2 Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible
            assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation
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            * Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        


        


           



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Acquisition and integration related costs

(in CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income level		71

		* related to purchase price allocation























































           



        
















  
  





  
Raw material price development(Market price; index: December 2010 = 100)
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            1
            Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
            

            2
            Source:  London Metal Exchange
            Click legend items to show and hide data


           


	

         
		









    
    














  
  






  

EUR/CHF exchange rates
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            Financial structure


                

    
        Strong financial foundation



        
            Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution from free cashflow allowed
            the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback programme to be continued while also maintaining the
            very healthy financial foundation of the Group.
        


        
            Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This development was
            heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong Swiss franc.
        


        

            Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF 459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million).
            This resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net cash of CHF 739.2
            million at the end of the previous year. This development was shaped by the financing of the Sanitec
            takeover, dividend payments to shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
            CHF 159.8 million.

        


        
            Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million compared to the previous
            year. Property, plant and equipment increased from CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while
            goodwill and intangible assets rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items –
            and the key figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec acquisition and
            integration.
        


        
            The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous year to +45.9%. The equity
            ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%). Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity
            (ROE) was 32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%). Average invested
            operating capital, comprising net working capital, property, plant and equipment, and goodwill and
            intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9 million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5
            million). The adjusted return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was
            17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing, ROE and ROIC calculations, please
            refer to the  Financial
            Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of
            Capital.
        


        
            The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered
            in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were
            acquired as part of the share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
            mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
            Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was
            launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of
            5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
            years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended
            from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of
            the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the
            programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to
            carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.
        


        1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the
            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Debt

(in CHF million; as of 31 December) 

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




































































    


        
                Investments


                
    
           
		Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years
        


		
        
		In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7% (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out as planned. 
        


        
		The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3 million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment, while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to property, plant and equipment.
        




	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7





























































		









    
    








  





  
  






  

Investments by purpose 
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                Employees


                
    

        
            At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of
            5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the integration of the
            acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees increased
            by 96, or 1.5%.
        


        
            Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original Geberit organisation
            amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
            newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.
        


        
            As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of Sanitec resulted in a shift
            toward production, at the expense of all other processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales
            accounted for 23.9% of employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
            Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6% (previous year 3.7%). The share of
            apprentices was 2.1% (previous year 3.7%).
        


        
            Image as an attractive employer
        



        
            First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in mind, a variety of efforts
            were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive employer with an open
            corporate culture and international development opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering
            and sales. This included specialists from various departments attending a series of university career fairs,
            together with Human Resources managers.
        



        
            Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits –
            adjusted by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2
            million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to
            the Income Statement. Employees can also participate in share participation plans at attractive
            conditions, see  Consolidated financial
            statements Geberit Group, 17. Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.
        


        
            Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The proportion of female employees at
            the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%), and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year
            7%). There are no women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.
        




        
            Interesting prospects
        


        
            Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further training. Geberit employed 255
            apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship
            was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a
            period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the
            internationalisation of employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both
            employees and the company.
        



        
            The two-stage Potentials Management Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify
            talents throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior management. Initial
            experience of managerial or project management responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as
            part of the programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide decision-makers with
            concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to help fill at least half of all vacant managerial
            positions within the company with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
            management vacancies (previous year 69%).
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Employees by countries

(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100











































































































        









    
    








  





  
  






  

Employees by business processes 2015(as of 31 December)
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            Standard assessment scale
        


        
            The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process has been in place since
            2012. This standardised process enables the company to gain an overview of the available potential. The aims
            of PDC are severalfold: to reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
            the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the standard job assessments used
            throughout the Group provide a solid reference system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with
            the exception of manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
            currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.
        



        
            A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the previous survey, the aim is to
            ascertain identification with the company and employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific
            questions about the integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.
        




        
            Proactive internal communication


        
            The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for many years. But this status
            was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec Group. During a transitional phase, the two former
            Intranets were operated in parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
            the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within the Geberit Group, and
            information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the integration process
            going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no access
            to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
            screens.
        



        
            From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been published three times, were
            broadened to include all employees of the company. This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to
            over 12,000 copies, now in six rather than the previous two languages.
        




        
            Identity and Code of Conduct updated
        


        
            Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially
            responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit
            Compass – which formulates the identity of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible
            for our success, how we work together) – and the  Geberit
            Code of Conduct for employees serve as the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of
            the Compass, together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our employees (see
            also Compliance section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by
            the CEO in the employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at the start of
            2015 (see also  Compliance section).
        




        
            Focus on occupational safety
        


        
            The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the Sanitec Group. However, the
            targets have had to be revised to take account of the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the
            aim is to halve the number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be reduced
            to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number
            of days lost per million working hours).
        


        
            Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The accident severity rate
            increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to the acquisition. As the majority of occupational
            accidents and time lost are still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
            behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive masterplan on
            occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is
            also part of the annual appraisal of managers at the plants.
        




    
    


        
                Customers


        
        

	
        
        A focus on specific customer needs
        


        
		With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales force received training in the enlarged product range.
        


        
	         By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start of 2016.     
        


		
		A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external events. 
		


		
        
        Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European countries
        


        
		The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets. 
        


        
        To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.
        


        
		September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced. 
        


		

        
		Local contact with plumbing specialists
		


        
		The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.
        


      
	  
        
        Trade fair presence to foster business relations and customer contacts
        


        
		Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.
        


		
        Core competencies open doors


        
		Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.
		


        

	




        
                Innovation


                

	
        
        Innovation as the foundation for future growth
        


        
		Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in 2015. 
        


        
        Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.
        


        
		At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this process. 
        



	    
            Broad-based competencies
        


        
		Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry standards. 
        


        
        Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.
        



        
        Comprehensive development activities pay off
        


        
		A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart. 
        


        
		The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4


























































    



    
        
        New products for greater comfort and better hygiene
        


        
        The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:
        


        		
        The CleanLine  shower channel combines a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all expectations.
        

		
        Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features: the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer complete the new shower toilet.
        

		
		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10 for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder. The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope for the bathroom.
        

		
		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required. It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the building service management system.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.
        



        
		Several new product launches are planned for 2016. Among them will be:
        


        		
		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling from the building structure.
        

		
        The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres.  The easy maintenance systems are extremely economical to maintain and operate.
        

		
		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.
        




	


        
            
                    Production


                    

	
        
        New production network 
        


        
		 With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic production. 
        


        
		Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants placed a particular focus on this.
        



        
        Environmental management in production
        


        
		 The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic terms. 
        


        
       Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018  of maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.
        


		
		

        
        CO2 strategy
        


        
        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the long-term 
	   CO2 strategy sheet to be met and all measures to reduce
		
		 CO2 emissions to be implemented.
		


		

        
        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2 emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the 
		company's participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
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                Logistics and procurement


                

	
        
        Two different logistics worlds
        


        
		Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.
        



        
        Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf
        


        
		The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and emissions. 
		


        
		With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.
        



        
        Sanitec suppliers integrated
        


        
		The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated. Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the plants could be guaranteed in the year under review. 
        


        
        All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50 main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than 90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.
        


	




        
                Sustainability


                
	
    
        Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


		
		A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas.
        


		
		Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
        


		Water management still an important subject


		
		In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration, urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology: water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important. The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales. 
        


        
		The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.
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        Green building competencies are being expanded


		 
		Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards, such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green building.
        


        
		In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort, climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on green building.
        


        
        More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27” student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and, following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to both properties.
        



        Sustainability strategy consistently rolled out


        
		The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added sites.
        


        
        The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among these are  green procurement,  green logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective monitoring.
        



    
    



    
        
    




        

        
        Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.
        


       
        
        All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been  verified by GRI.
        



        
		Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors, Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.
        



        
		The efforts in terms of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment segments, which are still gaining in importance. 
        



        Eco-design as a standard in product development



        
		As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source, the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and economic operation.
        


        
		Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental performance in a transparent manner. 
        



    
    




        
                Compliance


                

	
        
        Transparency established  
        


        
		Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in 2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.
        


        
        Effective Compliance organisation
        


        
		A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec Group. 
        


        
		The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or the checks described.
        


        
		Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of 2016.
        


        
        Overhauled identity launched
        


        
		In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all employees, with a letter from the CEO.
        


	
    


        
                Social Engagement


                

    
        
            Focus on water
        


        
            With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company
            rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets
            this out.
        


        
            The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability. This is why it has for many
            years undertaken social projects that exhibit a relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core
            competencies and corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional education:
            by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing regions of this world, apprentices become
            familiar with other cultures and acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the
            Group's social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution to implementing the
            follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations, which seeks to give all
            humans access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by 2030.
        


        
            Tangible commitment – global and diverse
        


        
            In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time close to the port of Durban in
            Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils attend the school,
            which was originally designed to accommodate around 500 children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure
            upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
            and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, went to the school
            to install new sanitary installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
            neighbouring “LIV village”.
        


        
            The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for another two years. Geberit
            once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a substantial
            contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas
            and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of the earthquake in the
            spring of 2015.
        


        
            The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was continued in the reporting
            year. The goal of this platform is to bring together all those involved in the topic of water supply (from
            academic, economic as well as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
            promote international dialogue on water.
        


            A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the
            local level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit
            employees in the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
        


            In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly
            work to workshops for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2
            million.
        


            For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments
            in infrastructure and services primarily for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related
            commitments are neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties
            or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
            is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.
        


    
    

            Changes in Group structure


                

	
        No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting year, aside from the  Sanitec acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


	

 
            Outlook


        

        
            
 
	
        
		Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging 
        


        
		The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very differently. In Europe, there are signs that the construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.
        


        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10% currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016 price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.
        


        
		In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.
        



        Geberit

 
        
		The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.    
        


        
		 The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our future success.  
        



	
 
	

        

    















    

        
            
                1. Group structure and shareholders


            Management report

            Corporate Governance

        
        
	
	
1.1 Group structure



 The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management Structure.





Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.





The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of 31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.



	
	 




	
		
		1.2 Significant shareholders 


			
			The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.
			


			
			Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.
			


			1.3 Cross-shareholdings


			
			In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%. 
			



			1.4 Important changes to the Articles of Incorporation


			
			As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the Articles of Incorporation in 2015.
			



	

	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Significant shareholders*

(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los Angeles, USA		4.94

		*  In accordance with the corresponding reports
to SIX Swiss Exchange


























































	



        
                    2. Capital structure


        
        
	
	
	2.1 Capital


        Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of 31 December 2015: 
        


				Ordinary capital: 		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital: 		–

		Authorised capital: 		–





		

		For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.
		


		
	
	 




	

		 
		2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details 


	    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised capital. 
        


	
	
		
		2.3 Changes in capital


		
		For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.  
		


		
		For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).
		



		 
		2.4 Shares and participation certificates


		
		The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each. 
		


		
		With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of capital reduction.    
		


        No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding. 
        



    	 
		2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


        No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.
        


	
	

		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0
































	





	
		 
		2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


		
        Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital. 
		


		
        The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.  
		


        
        Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in terms of registration or voting rights.
		


        
		In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting year. 
        



		
		2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


		No convertible bonds are outstanding. 


		
		
		No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.
		


	
		
		




        
            3. Board of Directors


        
        
	
	
		3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


		
		At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.  
		


	

	
	
	  

	 


	
	
		
		Albert M. Baehny (1952) 


			
			
                Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)

				Swiss citizen

                CEO Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)
			
			


			
			Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 



	
	
		 
		Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


			
			
			Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011 until the end of 2014)

Swiss citizen

Chairman of the Board of Directors Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH) 


			
			


			
		Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from 1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997. In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
			


			        
        Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 




	
	
		 
		Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2013

Swiss citizen

Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)

			
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH) in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in 1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			


			
			
			  
				 

  
 
			  
			
			



	
	
		 
		Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2015

Swiss citizen

Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)
 
            
			


			
			Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant & Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to 2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR), where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From 2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996 to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and manufacturer association.
   			


			  
			Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group. 
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   

	 



	
	

	
	
		 
		Hartmut Reuter (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2008

		German citizen 

		Member of the Shareholders Committee and Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co KG, Bad Münder (DE)

			


			
            After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various supervisory bodies. 
			


			
            Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 

	 


	
	
		 
		Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


			
			
				Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012 
				

                Danish citizen 

                Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK); Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political Committee

			
			


			
			Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11 countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000. 
			


			            
            Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   



	


	
	

        3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC



        
		Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        

 
        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.  
        


        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision. 
        

    		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register. 


		
	




	
		 
		3.4 Elections and terms of office


			
			 Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the remaining term of office. 
            


			
			Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary General Meeting following their 70th birthday. 
            


		
		
			Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing for re-election for a further year. 
            


		
		3.5 Internal organisational structure


		
		The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).
		


            
			As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit Committee. 
            

	
			
			Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014. 
			


			
			
			The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors. 
			


			
			The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 	
            


			
			The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.
			






		
	
	




	
	

	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X








































































































	




	
		
	
 
     
            
            The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board members:  
            


		


    Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee) 



            
                The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this Committee. 
            



            
             The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
            


            
			The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015 were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            



		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the following principles:
            



            		
				Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
				

		
				Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
                





            
            The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related matters.
            


            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            




            
            Audit Committee (AC)



            
            The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees. 
            




            
			As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            




			





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management (refer to   “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board”).  The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            
            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            





        3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility



        
          Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable responsibilities: 
        



        		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation, regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness





        
		The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. 
        



        
		To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group. 
        


        
		As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. 
        


        
		The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the decision-making powers and Group management duties. 
        



        
        The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee  can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.
        





        3.7 Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board 



        
		At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development. The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of the operational management on the development of results until the end of the financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the Board of Directors held eight meetings. 
        




        
		Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies. 
        




        
        Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition, responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors. Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to   Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals of previous audits.
        




	



	
	
	
		
    
	


         
            4. Group Executive Board


        
        
    
		4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


            
    		At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members. 
    		


    




	
	
        Christian Buhl (1973)


						
                
                   Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January 2015

member of the Group Executive Board since 2015

with Geberit since 2009

Swiss citizen
			
			


			
Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000 to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  


	
	  
		 
		Roland Iff (1961)


			
			
				Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005

with Geberit since 1993

Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)

Swiss citizen

Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH) 
 

			
			


			
			Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US). Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE) before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to   Management Structure.
			


	  

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 





	



  
	
	
		
		 
		Michael Reinhard (1956)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005

with Geberit since 2004

Head of Group Division Products

German citizen

Member of the Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH) 


			
			


			
			Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing. In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400 employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management Structure.
			


	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 




  


	
	
		
		
		Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957) 


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands

German citizen



			
			


			
			Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things – at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 



  


	
	
		
		
		Karl Spachmann (1958)


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Sales Europe

German citizen


			
			


			
			Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 


	
		 
		Ronald van Triest (1969)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015

with Geberit since June 2015

Head of Group Division Sales International

Dutch citizen


			
			


			
			Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong. From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director, he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 


    
    


	
	

        	 
		4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


        
		Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


		
		The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.
		


		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.
		


		 

		4.4 Management contracts


			
			The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.
			


	
	 


         
            5. Compensations, shareholdings and loans


        
        
	
	

	See  Remuneration Report.



	
	
	
	


        
                    6. Participatory rights of the shareholders


        
        
	
	
		6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


		
            The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote. 		
         



		
		
		Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises only one representative per share. 
		



		
		
		The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect. 
		



		
		
		For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.
		


		

		 
		6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


		
		The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged by law.
		




		 
		6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


		
            The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions. 
		


		
		Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the proposed candidates.
        




		 
		6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


		
			In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the right to participate and vote. 
		


	
	
	
	



                 7. Changes of control and defence measures


        
        
	
	
    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


        
        There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to “opting-up” or “opting-out”. 
        

    
    
    7.2 Change of control clauses


    
    For agreements and plans in the event of a change of control, see the  Remuneration report.


		
	
	
	
	


                 8. Auditors


        
        
	
	
		8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


		
		PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015. 
		




         
		8.2 Auditing fees


		
		In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group. 
		



         
		8.3 Additional fees


		
		
		For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.
		



         
		8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


		
		Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015. 
		


		
		The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.
		



	
	
	
	


                 9. Information policy


        
        
	
	
		
Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts. 
		



		
		Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once a year. 
		



		
		Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the appropriate chapters.
		



		
		Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.
		



		
		For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.
		


		
	
	
	
	


    















    

        
            
                Remuneration Report


            Management report

            Remuneration report

        
        
    

        The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as well as
            information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by the
            shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of
            Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.
        


        The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in
            Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX
            Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
            economiesuisse.
        


        The report is structured as follows:
        



        		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee
            

		Remuneration policy and principles
            

		Determination of remuneration
            

		Remuneration architecture
            

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Summary of share and option plans 2015
            

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 13 December 2015
            




		
		
Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.




    
    


            1. Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee  


                
	
	 


        
        Dear Shareholder
        



        

        
        The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests of our shareholders. 
		


        
        Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive Board. 
		


        
        We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report. Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on the regulatory requirements.
		


        
		At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).
        


        
        The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.
        


        
         
        


        
        
        Yours sincerely 
        





        

  
 

        
        Robert F. Spoerry

        Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee
        



		
	 
	 
	
            2. Remuneration policy and principles    


                
    

        Core principles


        
            In order to ensure the company's success and to maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to
            attract, develop and retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support this
            fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:
        



        		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and long-term value creation
            

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of executives and the alignment of
                their interests to those of the shareholders
            

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and insurance programs





        Remuneration of the Board of Directors



        In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the Group
            Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and
            non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
            Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of Directors.
        



        Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


        
            The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable elements.
        


        The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on prevalent market practice.
        


        The variable remuneration drives and rewards best-in-class performance by
            ways of continuously setting ambitious and stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of
            short-term and long-term elements:
        



        		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers, such as sales, earnings before
                interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as
                individual objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process. This remuneration
                balances the reward of individual performance and company success.
            

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested capital (ROIC) and aims to reward
                sustainable performance, to align the interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster
                long-term retention of the executives.
            





        
            The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk taking or short-term profit
            maximisation at the expense of the long-term health of the company, refer also to  Remuneration
            architecture, Group Executive Board.
        



        Governance and shareholders’ involvement


        Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of Incorporation and the
            Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.
        


        
            The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of
            the Group Executive Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
            addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a consultative vote, refer also
            to 
 Determination of remuneration.
        


    
    

        
                3. Determination of remuneration 


                    
	
	 

        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


        
        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy, including: 
        



        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of Directors





        
        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:        
        



	 
     
     
	
	
	 





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative 
vote

		1 Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2 Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 







































































































	

    
	     
        
        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as members.
		



	 




	

        
        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year. In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following pre-defined recurring agenda items: 
		


	 
         
        
	
	
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				Beginning of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring 
(April/May)		Summer 
(August)		End of year 
(December)

		Remuneration policy						Review of remuneration policy and programs



				

		Group Executive Board (GEB) matters				
Individual performance appraisal previous year


		
STI payout previous year


		
Vesting of equity awards previous years




				Benchmarking of GEB remuneration



				Succession planning for GEB positions


		Talent management session




				Target remuneration following year


		Target setting for STI following year


		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria LTI for next grant






		Board of Director (BoD) remuneration						Benchmarking of BoD remuneration



						BoD remuneration following year






		Governance				AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)



		 				Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on the remuneration report



				Draft remuneration report


		Agenda NCC for following year












































































































    

    
        
            
                As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee only.
            


            
                After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee reports to the Board of
                Directors on its activities and recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.
            



            3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


            Benchmarks and external consultants



            
                Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark
                studies on comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the
                remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out by an
                independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other
                mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer group of
                industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum,
                Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza,
                Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study,
                together with other published data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the
                CEO and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different
                factors, such as individual role and contribution, company performance and affordability, are considered
                to determine remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in
                principle positioned around the market median.
            


            
                In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are reviewed
                periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting. 
            



            Performance management



            
                The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group Executive Board members
                depends on the company and on the individual performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual performance management process: company and individual performance objectives are approved
                at the beginning of the business year and achievements against those objectives is assessed after
                year-end. The performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual remuneration.
            




        
    


    


        

        
            
                
                    Objective setting

                    (December – January)


                    Determination of individual objectives
                


            

            
                
                    Mid-year review

                    (July)


                    Mid-year discussion on performance to date against predefined objectives
                


            


            
                
                    Final review

                    (December – January)


                    Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                


            


            
                
                    Determination of compensation

                    (February – March)

                    

                    Determination of actual compensation

                


            

        



    

    

        

             



            3.3. Shareholder involvement



            
                In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and shareholders’
                representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of
                transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’ vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity to express their opinion about the remuneration system.
            



            
                In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in Listed Stock Corporations,
                shareholders are asked to approve the amount of remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group
                Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business year.
            




            
            		* Detailed information regarding the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the invitation to the General Meeting.
                    




            
            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security contributions made by the employer.
            



            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board includes the following:
            



            		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer contributions to retirement plans and
                    estimated employer contributions to social security
                

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with maximum possible value of matching options)
                

		Fair value of the options at grant
                





            
                Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.
            



            
                We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate remuneration amounts, combined with
                a consultative retrospective vote on the remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a
                far-reaching “say-on-pay”.
            



            Articles of Association



            
                As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit include the following provisions on
                remuneration: 
            



            		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:

                    The members of the Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may include short-
                    and long-term elements and which is linked to the achievement of one or several performance
                    criteria. Performance criteria are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual
                    and company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and conditions of any share-based
                    remuneration, including time of allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                    exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back mechanism.
                

		
                    Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board appointed after the vote on
                    remuneration at the General Meeting:

                    For the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been appointed after the
                    approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of up to 40% of
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the Group Executive Board is available
                    without further approval of the General Meeting.
                

		
                    Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the Board of Directors and of
                    the Group Executive Board: 

                    No loans or credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive
                    Board.
                





            
                The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to
				 Remuneration
                architecture, Board of Directors.
            



        
        
    

    
        

            4. Remuneration architecture 


                

	

		4.1. Board of Directors


		
			The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their expenses, paid out in cash.
		


		
			The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.
		


		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Annual fees 		in CHF		Delivery 

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC / Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense allowance		15,000		Cash








































































































		
			The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company pension plan.
		


		
			The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.
		


		
			Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the 2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation to the 2016 General Meeting.
		



		4.2. Group Executive Board



		
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:
		



				Base salary 

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI)) 

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites  





	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


					Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance period (staged)		Performance metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed base salary		Annual base salary		Monthly cash payments		Pay for the function		 		 

		Short-Term Incentive		Short-Term Incentive, STI		Annual variable cash		Drive and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year performance period		Sales, EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of variable cash in restricted shares		Align with shareholders’ interests		Shares:

3-year restriction period

		 		 		 		Share options:

4-year vesting period (staged),

7-year plan period		Share options:

ROIC

		Long-Term Incentive		Share Option Plan MSOP		Performance share options		Drive and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’ interests 
Retain		4-year performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-

stiftung

Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company car, expense policy		Attract & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year plan period     		 













	

		Base salary



		
			The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent. The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience of the individual in the role.
		



		Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)



		
			The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150 additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated within the annual performance management process.
		



		
			The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70% of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of individual objectives.
		





		



	
	


	


	
		Functionality remuneration model


		
		
			The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.
		



		
			The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.
		



		
			As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the annual base salary.
		



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).
		



		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP shares and options:
		



	
	

		
		To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.


		
	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested options		Vested options		Restricted shares

		Death		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Retirement or disability		Regular vesting schedule		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period		Regular blocking period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


		
			The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years after grant), effective 1 January 2016.
		


	
	
    
        To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at
            
                 www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.
        


    
	



	
		
			Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.
		



		
			The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the remaining third four years after the grant.
		



		
			For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a term of ten years.
		


		
			The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the underlying share at the time of grant. 
		


		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP options:
		


	
    
    
    




	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Disclosure of targets



		
			Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


		Benefits



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law. The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.
		



		
			Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax authorities.
		


		Employment terms and conditions






		
			All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board are not entitled to any severance payment.
		



		
			In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the respective variable remuneration.



	


	
            5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015 


                
	
	 
        
        This section is audited by the external auditor.
        


        
        The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF 2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:
		


		
		

		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group Executive Board in 2014.





        		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of Directors.




		


        
        Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of members of the Board of Directors:  
        


	 
	 
		
	
	
	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman2		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95) The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in shares is used for the payment of social charges and for Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board members.

2 In 2014, the remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.










		

	
	
	
	
	
	 
        
For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.
		


       
	    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the company:  
        


	 
	 
		
	

	
   
	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%











	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as CEO











  

 
 
	 
		 
        As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.
	   



     
	 
 
            6. Group Executive Board: remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015 


                

	
	 
	 
     This section is audited by the external auditor.
	 


        6.1. Performance in 2015  


		
		
			The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products. 
		


       
	    
			Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.
		


		
		
			To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly exceeded the targets. 
		


		
        6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


        
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various factors.
		


		
		
			Reducing impact on remuneration: 
					The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous year.




		
		
			Increasing impact on remuneration:
					Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




		
		
			The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board. 
		


		 
			 Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General Meeting 2016.
		 


		
        
	

	
	  
		

		
		
        The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of remuneration for 2015 and 2014:
        


		

	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C. Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A. Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP 2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP 2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares or in cash.

2 Registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period, valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (PY CHF 281.95).

3 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

4 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

5 Valuation in accordance with the guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of the purchase cost per month).

6 Immaterial payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall, these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group Executive Board.

7 The remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.     










	

	
		
        The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated financial statements.


        
        
    
	
    
	


        6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


        
        As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following shares in the company:
        





	 
        
    
	
 
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. 
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K. 
Spachmann		R. 
van 
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option








            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		A. Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights options		0.17%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option










	
 
	 
         
As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive Board.



	 
     
 

        
                7. Summary of share and option plans 2015 


            
            
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial statements. Under the three different share plans, the following numbers of shares were allocated.
        



	 
	
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of
blocking
period		Number of
participants		Number of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan 2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program 2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the average closing price during the subscription period 03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s performance in 2015, per plan rules.

MSPP and DSPP: Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of the share during the 10 trading days before the grant date.










	

    
	
	
	 
        
        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of treasury shares.
        


        
        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of options were allocated. 
        


	
	 

    
	 
	 
	 
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of 
vesting 
period		Maturity		Number of 
participants		Number of 
options 
allocated		Exercise 
price CHF

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 










     

    
	 
 
  
	 
        
        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call Options”.
        


     
     
 
 
     
        
        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:
        


	 
     
 
 
     
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Exercise 
price1		Expected 
Ø volatility		Expected Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual 
period		Risk free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




 1  The exercise price corresponds to the average price of Geberit shares for the period from 3.-16.3.2015.








         




 
 
	 
        
            Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015 (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).
        


   
     
 
        


            8. Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 31 December 2015 


                
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e. 0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.   
        


        
		The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December 2015: 
        




	 
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			End of vesting period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options 
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF		Number of 
options in 
the money		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59










             


		

       
	
	
	 
        
        The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:
        



	
	 
	 
	
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total 2015		 		 		Total 2014

		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding 1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding 31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at 31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06










                 


     

     
 
	 
        
        The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6 years.
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting 
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting on the
remuneration report 2015



    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.
    



    Board of Directors’ responsibility


    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.
    
    


    Auditor’s responsibility


    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the remuneration report.



    
    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
    



    Opinion


    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.



    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


	
     		

  
 		

  
 

		Beat Inauen

                Audit expert

                Auditor in charge
            		Martin Knöpfel

                Audit expert
            




     


    Zurich, March 8, 2016 
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                                                            A time of
                                                            integration


                                                            
                                                            The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February,
                                                            making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products
                                                            in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures
                                                            merged, processes standardised and the sales structures
                                                            adapted.


                                                                   More
                                                            

                                                            
                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Groundbreaking ceremony
                                                            in 
Pfullendorf


                                                            
                                                            
                                                            The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the
                                                            Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17
                                                            April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be
                                                            completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With
                                                            this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics
                                                            processes and gearing up for the future.


                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Is there enough for
                                                            everyone?


                                                            
                                                            At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is
                                                            co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource
                                                            scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is
                                                            consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are
                                                            lowered, creating an impression of emptiness.


                                                                   More
                                                            

                                                            
                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Efficient cleaning with
                                                            water


                                                            
                                                            The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is
                                                            packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an
                                                            intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray
                                                            shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush
                                                            flush technology.
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                                                            A neat solution


                                                            
                                                            The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design
                                                            and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are
                                                            won over by the individual installation options, the fact
                                                            that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge
                                                            capacity and the installation process that has been
                                                            carefully thought out down to the last detail.


                                                                   More
                                                            

                                                            
                                                        

                                                        
                                                            A gem along the
                                                            Spree


                                                            
                                                            
                                                            A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56
                                                            freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in
                                                            Berlin. In addition to offering a spectacular view, the
                                                            building also features impressive bathrooms that were
                                                            designed according to the customers’ specific requirements,
                                                            thanks to the flexible installation technology from
                                                            Geberit.


                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Reaching new
                                                            heights


                                                            
                                                            The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden
                                                            behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers
                                                            check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit
                                                            contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with
                                                            actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes.
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                                    Editorial

                                    
                                    
                                        The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of
                                            the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial
                                            year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a
                                            good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading
                                            supplier of sanitary products in Europe.


                                        Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth
                                            comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign
                                            currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec
                                            acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial
                                            volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These
                                            were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of
                                            Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland.
                                            The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec
                                            acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects
                                            increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT
                                            margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million,
                                            with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share
                                            declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to
                                            CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for
                                            net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
                                            Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.


                                        The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of
                                            the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction
                                            with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and
                                            supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in
                                            the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by
                                            6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong
                                            local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create
                                            added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of
                                            perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in
                                            front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for
                                            sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in
                                            regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern
                                            Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The
                                            integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went
                                            according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was
                                            completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales
                                            activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016
                                            will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial
                                            synergies.


                                        The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important
                                            factor for the success of Geberit. The
                                            company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015,
                                            thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one
                                            example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation
                                            while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower
                                            channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all
                                            expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new
                                            control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and
                                            germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them
                                            when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new
                                            standards in this category.


                                        As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth
                                            and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and
                                            irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to
                                            further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest
                                            around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension
                                            was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be
                                            completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence
                                            operations the same year.


                                        The development of the Geberit share
                                            price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market
                                            Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20.
                                            Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the
                                            shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the
                                            business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous
                                            years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary
                                            General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year.
                                            The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range
                                            of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share
                                            buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205
                                            million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally
                                            planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014
                                            until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is
                                            why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally
                                            planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the
                                            end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary
                                            General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total
                                            repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.


                                        There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board,
                                            Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary
                                            General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and
                                            Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he
                                            has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like
                                            to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further
                                            development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the
                                            General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.


                                        From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational
                                            structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands
                                            division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the
                                            Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head
                                            of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the
                                            start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the
                                            Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the
                                            Geberit markets outside Europe.


                                        We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec
                                            activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of
                                            motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We
                                            wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance.
                                            Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special
                                            thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least,
                                            we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your
                                            continued confidence in our company.


                                        The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year
                                            is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s
                                            activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a
                                            single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall
                                            also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising
                                            initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to
                                            be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the
                                            European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing
                                            services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous
                                            years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted
                                            marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense
                                            penetration of markets in which Geberit
                                            products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very
                                            promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be
                                            accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The
                                            Board of Directors and the Group
                                            Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the
                                            upcoming opportunities and challenges.


                                         


                                        				

		Albert M. Baehny
Chairman of the Board of
                                                        Directors		Christian Buhl
CEO
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                                    Geberit share information

                                    
                                    Share price performance in the year under review


                                    The development of the Geberit share price in
                                        2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange rate by the Swiss
                                        National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning
                                        the year at CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in
                                        line with the market before rallying to reach an all-time high of just over
                                        CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share
                                        subsequently performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend
                                        dropping to around CHF 290, before a disproportionate recovery in the fourth
                                        quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this corresponds to a
                                        slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%.
                                        Viewed over the past five years, the Geberit
                                        share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached
                                        CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.


                                    The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX
                                        Swiss Exchange, Zurich.


                                    At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.


                                    Distribution


                                    Given a normal market environment, Geberit
                                        achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic growth, used to repay
                                        debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The
                                        capital structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid
                                        balance sheet structure with a buffer of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy
                                        guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth targets, and on
                                        the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are
                                        distributed to shareholders. Geberit
                                        continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This
                                        is also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.


                                    Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to
                                        shareholders in the form of distributions or share buybacks. During the same
                                        period, the price of the Geberit share has
                                        risen from CHF 216.20 at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.


                                    Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec
                                        acquisition), the Board of Directors will
                                        propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40,
                                        an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net
                                        income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of
                                        Directors. Subject to the shareholders’
                                        approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.


                                    The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on
                                        30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a
                                        maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to
                                        be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and cancelled
                                        by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a
                                        separate trading line on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600
                                        shares, which corresponds to around a third of the entire programme, had been
                                        acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback was suspended from
                                        July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which
                                        is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount –
                                        were repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016.
                                        A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a
                                        capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel
                                        the shares.


                                    Communication


                                    Geberit publishes current and comprehensive
                                        information simultaneously for all market participants and interested parties on
                                        the website ( www.geberit.com), including ad hoc announcements.
                                        Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
                                        available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add
                                        their names to a mailing list ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/) in
                                        order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.


                                    CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications &
                                        Investor Relations Roman Sidler are in charge of the ongoing communication with
                                        shareholders, the capital market and the general public. Contact details can be
                                        found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is provided in the form of regular media
                                        information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
                                        presentations.


                                    Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com


                                    Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share
                                        information
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                                        		Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30




                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Total distribution to shareholders and share
                                                        buybacks
(CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907




                                    

                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Major data relating
                                                        to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF
                                                        0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification
                                                        number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX




                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Key figures
(CHF
                                                        per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted
                                                        for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition
                                                        (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well
                                                        as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs
                                                        resulting from the inventory revaluation)
2
                                                        Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016




                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Time
                                                        schedule		2016

		General
                                                        Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend
                                                        payment		12 Apr

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr

		Half-year
                                                        results		16 Aug

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar

		General
                                                        Meeting		5 Apr

		Dividend
                                                        payment		11 Apr

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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                                        Strategy


                                        Management report

                                        Business and financial review

                                        
                                        With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement
                                            in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so
                                            is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to
                                            innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous
                                            optimisation of business processes”.


                                        
                                        		
                                                        1.

                                                        Focus on sanitary products

                                                    		
                                                        2.

                                                        Commitment to innovation and design

                                                    		
                                                        3.

                                                        Selective geographic expansion

                                                    		
                                                        4.

                                                        Continuous optimisation of business
                                                            processes

                                                    




                                        
                                        		Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall”
                                                sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well
                                                as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of
                                                the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and
                                                supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology
                                                as well as attractive design.

		Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and
                                                extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative
                                                strength is founded on research and development in areas such as
                                                hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as
                                                process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically
                                                applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of
                                                customers.

		Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success
                                                is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which
                                                Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside
                                                Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These
                                                include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region
                                                and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the
                                                company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this
                                                respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high
                                                standards in terms of quality and profitability.

		Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this
                                                focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long
                                                term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly
                                                through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day
                                                work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development.




                                        

                                    
                                    Strategic success
                                        factors


                                    
                                    The success of the Geberit Group is based on
                                        a series of success factors. The most important are:


                                    		a clear, long-term strategy,

		the focus on sanitary products,

		solid, sustainable  growth and
                                            earnings drivers,

		a strong competitive position,

		an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer
                                            needs,

		a proven, customer-focused business model,

		a stable management structure,

		a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,

		a unique corporate culture.




                                    
                                    Medium-term goals


                                    
                                    Geberit has set itself the goal of being the
                                        standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in
                                        a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things,
                                        this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average.
                                        Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its
                                        sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in
                                        terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows.


                                    The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net
                                        sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been
                                        successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local
                                        currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and
                                        6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an
                                        operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to
                                        be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested
                                        capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.


                                    In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to
                                        the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150
                                        million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.


                                    Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any
                                        potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial
                                        criteria.


                                    The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious
                                        medium-term goals:


                                    		„Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key
                                            decision-makers in the industry,

		Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated
                                            technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,

		Value strategy, to increase the proportion of
                                            higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products
                                            already have a high degree of market penetration,

		Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category
                                            in Europe,

		Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to
                                            set new standards, and

		Continuous process and cost optimisation.




                                    
                                    Value-oriented
                                        management


                                    
                                    Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


                                    The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration
                                        portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated
                                        on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on
                                        invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for
                                        the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the
                                        option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital.
                                        Details can be found in the  
                                        Remuneration Report.


                                    Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved
                                        only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an
                                        investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a
                                        premium.


                                    In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked
                                        over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of
                                        objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.


                                    
                                    Management of currency risks


                                    
                                    In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as
                                        possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure
                                        that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in
                                        which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful,
                                        particularly as regards the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor
                                        deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and the Nordic or Eastern
                                        European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec
                                        business, the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in
                                        particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy,
                                        currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses
                                        result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc
                                        (translation effects).


                                    In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the
                                        Swiss franc should be 10% weaker or stronger than all other currencies:


                                    		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points




                                    For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management,
                                        Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes
                                        to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial
                                        Instruments.


                                    
                                    Sanitec acquisition


                                    
                                    On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that
                                        it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a
                                        price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of
                                        CHF 1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29%
                                        compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the
                                        Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months.


                                    At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom
                                        ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin
                                        of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24
                                        sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading
                                        brands that are firmly established in their local markets.


                                    The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late
                                        January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of
                                        the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was
                                        effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt.
                                        Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a
                                        squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed
                                        successfully in September 2015.


                                    For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec
                                        represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio
                                        will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European
                                        market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its
                                        position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and
                                        Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet
                                        gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology
                                        “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition
                                        also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create
                                        added value.


                                    The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went
                                        according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was
                                        complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales
                                        activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will
                                        be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.


                                    
                                    Financial Year 2015


                                    
                                    The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of
                                        the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial
                                        year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to
                                        achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved
                                        growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various
                                        special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively
                                        influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw
                                        material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the
                                        dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the
                                        currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further
                                        consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.


                                    
                                    Market
                                        environment


                                    
                                    Business climate still challenging


                                    As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by
                                        developments that varied by region. There was no comprehensive recovery in the
                                        industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive development. Elsewhere,
                                        volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities
                                        in the construction industries of China and Russia.


                                    In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct
                                        adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015
                                        down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct,
                                        the more cautious outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that
                                        building construction would increase by 2.0% in 2015. As in the previous year,
                                        new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations (+1.2%).
                                        It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40%
                                        down on the level seen in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has
                                        once again almost reached the level seen at that time. Euroconstruct estimates
                                        for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%), United
                                        Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were
                                        all below the average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in
                                        Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted particularly strong growth for the
                                        Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe to
                                        assume that Geberit's organic development
                                        once again outperformed the relevant competition during the year under review.
                                        The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate
                                        granted.


                                    In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion
                                        relates to building construction. Residential construction accounted for just
                                        under 60% of this, and non-residential construction for just over 40%. More than
                                        half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation projects,
                                        primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential
                                        construction.


                                    
                                    
                                        Total
                                            construction output
Europe 2015(EUR 1,371 billion)
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                                    Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in
                                        Budapest (HU), December 2015


                                    
                                    In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and
                                        the economy grew slightly more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the
                                        US construction industry published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, United
                                        States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
                                        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential
                                        construction increased by 17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in
                                        the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the development of the health
                                        care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit, was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4%
                                        in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction continued: the
                                        number of building permits for new private residential units increased
                                        significantly by 12.0% (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are
                                        still around a quarter below the long-term average before the financial
                                        crisis.


                                    At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed
                                        marginally compared with the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the
                                        global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the year under review;
                                        figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53%
                                        (previous year 61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this
                                        region. The lion's share of that growth was achieved in China and, to a lesser
                                        extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation, some of
                                        the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China
                                        in particular, there has been a significant slump in residential construction.
                                        Stocks of unsold residential properties, which had increased further compared
                                        with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new builds.


                                    
                                    
                                        Construction output and Geberit
net sales in Europe 2011 –
                                            2015(Index: 2010 = 100)
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                                    Net sales


                                    
                                    Solid sales growth


                                    Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total
                                        growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency
                                        effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The
                                        currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and
                                        a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the
                                        currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015.


                                    From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649
                                        million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline
                                        in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.


                                    In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net
                                        sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.


                                    The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million,
                                        corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in
                                        euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in
                                        Polish zloty.


                                    The following changes in net sales in the markets
                                        and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the
                                        explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics
                                        complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.


                                    Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


                                    The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European
                                        countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland.
                                        Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United
                                        Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries
                                        (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%),
                                        Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from
                                        the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to
                                        the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa
                                        region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far
                                        East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak
                                        market environment in China.


                                    Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


                                    Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to
                                        CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%.


                                    Net sales for the Installation
                                        Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important
                                        product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth
                                        rates - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the
                                        strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the
                                        Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5%
                                        of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of
                                        the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the
                                        previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the
                                        development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very
                                        pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the
                                        Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for
                                        4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly
                                        attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets
                                        in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste
                                        Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group
                                        net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and
                                        traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and
                                        bidets experienced a decline.


                                    
                                    
                                        Net sales development 
2006 –
                                            2015(in CHF million)
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                                        Net sales
                                            by markets/regions 2015
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                                    Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8
                                        million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary
                                        Systems – as was the case in the previous year.


                                    Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net
                                        sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE
                                        drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage
                                        system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems
                                        product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The
                                        contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group
                                        net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are
                                        important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a
                                        negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.


                                    The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics
                                        Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in
                                        February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in
                                        the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.


                                    
                                    
                                        Net sales
                                            by product areas and product lines 2015
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                                        Results


                                        
                                        Profitability remains impressive


                                        In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various
                                            special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better
                                            comparability, adjusted figures1 are shown and commented on.


                                        Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product
                                            mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate
                                            in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel and pension
                                            costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a
                                            negative effect.


                                        The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to
                                            CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin
                                            came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous year, due mainly to the
                                            aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the
                                            Sanitec business. Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was
                                            marginally better than the corresponding increase in net sales of 4.2%. The
                                            negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's
                                            operating results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec
                                            integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend
                                            by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA
                                            margin was -0.4 percentage points.


                                        The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million,
                                            and the adjusted EBIT margin reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted
                                            net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which led to an adjusted
                                            return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per
                                            share came to CHF 13.23 (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which
                                            is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net income, was due to
                                            the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback
                                            programme.


                                        Operating expenses under control


                                        Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to
                                            CHF 2,002.8 million. As a percentage of net sales, this equates to 77.2%
                                            (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses as
                                            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's
                                            activities. In contrast,  foreign currency effects had a reducing
                                            effect.


                                        Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0
                                            million and rose slightly from 28.9% of net sales in the previous year to
                                            29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing expenditure on
                                            both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by
                                            35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous
                                            year 23.2%). Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel expenses
                                            decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and
                                            rise in staff numbers, see also   Business and
                                            financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate
                                            effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic
                                            terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets
                                            amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other
                                            operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic
                                            terms, a decline would have been posted.


                                        The adjusted net financial result came to
                                            CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million compared to the
                                            previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest
                                            expenditure in connection with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the
                                            amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and foreign currency
                                            losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF 80.6 million.
                                            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of
                                            14.0% (previous year 13.3%), which was attributable to completed
                                            amortisation that had an impact on taxes.


                                        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement


                                        The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition
                                            amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT
                                            and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to
                                            CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million
                                            for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return
                                            on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.


                                        Increase in free cashflow


                                        The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects
                                            resulting from the Sanitec acquisition, the majority of which are mutually
                                            compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to CHF 596.3 million.
                                            When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and
                                            equipment were more than offset by positive effects of the change in net
                                            working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was
                                            achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay
                                            distributions of CHF 310.7 million to shareholders and to repurchase shares
                                            totalling CHF 159.8 million.


                                        1 Adjusted: adjusted for
                                            costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration,
                                            and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets
                                            and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
2
                                            Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the
                                            amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the
                                            inventory revaluation
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                                            		Acquisition and integration related costs
(in
                                                            CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for
                                                            intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income
                                                            level		71

		* related to
                                                            purchase price allocation




                                        

                                         


                                        
                                            Raw material price development(Market price; index: December 2010
                                                = 100)
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                                        1 Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
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                                    Financial structure


                                    
                                    Strong financial foundation


                                    Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution
                                        from free cashflow allowed the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback
                                        programme to be continued while also maintaining the very healthy financial
                                        foundation of the Group.


                                    Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This
                                        development was heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong
                                        Swiss franc.


                                    Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF
                                        459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit
                                        lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased
                                        substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million). This
                                        resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net
                                        cash of CHF 739.2 million at the end of the previous year. This development was
                                        shaped by the financing of the Sanitec takeover, dividend payments to
                                        shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
                                        CHF 159.8 million.


                                    Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million
                                        compared to the previous year. Property, plant and equipment increased from
                                        CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while goodwill and intangible assets
                                        rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items – and the key
                                        figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec
                                        acquisition and integration.


                                    The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous
                                        year to +45.9%. The equity ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%).
                                        Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity (ROE) was
                                        32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%).
                                        Average invested operating capital, comprising net working capital, property,
                                        plant and equipment, and goodwill and intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9
                                        million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5 million). The adjusted
                                        return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this
                                        ratio was 17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing,
                                        ROE and ROIC calculations, please refer to the  Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of Capital.


                                    The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury
                                        shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered in the
                                        Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the
                                        Commercial Register) were acquired as part of the share buyback programme that
                                        started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are mostly earmarked for share
                                        participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
                                        Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme
                                        announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this
                                        programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital
                                        recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
                                        years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The
                                        share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the
                                        ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of the share capital – or
                                        some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of
                                        the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the
                                        2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of
                                        the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.


                                    1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs
                                        in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and
                                        one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and
                                        one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Debt
(in CHF million; as of 31 December)

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable
                                                        securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




                                    

                                    
                                    Investments


                                    
                                    Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years


                                    In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
                                        amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the
                                        previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7%
                                        (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out
                                        as planned.


                                    The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new
                                        building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By
                                        far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at
                                        the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was
                                        held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important
                                        development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The
                                        investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the
                                        infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling
                                        CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went
                                        toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to
                                        acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3
                                        million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment,
                                        while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to
                                        property, plant and equipment.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and
                                                        intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7




                                    

                                    
                                        Investments
                                            by purpose
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                                    Employees


                                    
                                    At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group
                                        employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of 5,879 people
                                        or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the
                                        integration of the acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the
                                        number of employees increased by 96, or 1.5%.


                                    Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original
                                        Geberit organisation amounted to TCHF 308.1,
                                        or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
                                        newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this
                                        figure was TCHF 207.9.


                                    As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of
                                        Sanitec resulted in a shift toward production, at the expense of all other
                                        processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales accounted for 23.9% of
                                        employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
                                        Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6%
                                        (previous year 3.7%). The share of apprentices was 2.1% (previous year
                                        3.7%).


                                    Image as an attractive employer


                                    First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in
                                        mind, a variety of efforts were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive
                                        employer with an open corporate culture and international development
                                        opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering and sales. This
                                        included specialists from various departments attending a series of university
                                        career fairs, together with Human Resources managers.


                                    Geberit offers its employees attractive
                                        employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits – adjusted by
                                        various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to
                                        CHF 654.2 million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to the Income Statement. Employees can
                                        also participate in share participation plans at attractive conditions, see  Consolidated financial statements Geberit Group, 17.
                                        Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.


                                    Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The
                                        proportion of female employees at the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%),
                                        and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year 7%). There are no
                                        women on the Board of Directors and the
                                        Group Executive Board.


                                    Interesting prospects


                                    Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further
                                        training. Geberit employed 255 apprentices
                                        at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent
                                        employment relationship was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%.
                                        Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a period of six months on
                                        completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the internationalisation of
                                        employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for
                                        both employees and the company.


                                    The two-stage Potentials Management
                                        Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify talents
                                        throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior
                                        management. Initial experience of managerial or project management
                                        responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as part of the
                                        programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide
                                        decision-makers with concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to
                                        help fill at least half of all vacant managerial positions within the company
                                        with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
                                        management vacancies (previous year 69%).


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Employees by countries 
(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100




                                    

                                    
                                        Employees
                                            by business processes 2015(as of 31 December)
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                                    Standard assessment scale


                                    The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process
                                        has been in place since 2012. This standardised process enables the company to
                                        gain an overview of the available potential. The aims of PDC are severalfold: to
                                        reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
                                        the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the
                                        standard job assessments used throughout the Group provide a solid reference
                                        system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with the exception of manual
                                        workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
                                        currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.


                                    A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the
                                        previous survey, the aim is to ascertain identification with the company and
                                        employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific questions about the
                                        integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.


                                    Proactive internal communication


                                    The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for
                                        many years. But this status was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec
                                        Group. During a transitional phase, the two former Intranets were operated in
                                        parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
                                        the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within
                                        the Geberit Group, and information by the
                                        CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the
                                        integration process going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones.
                                        For employees in production, who have no access to a personal computer, there
                                        are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
                                        screens.


                                    From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been
                                        published three times, were broadened to include all employees of the company.
                                        This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to over 12,000 copies, now
                                        in six rather than the previous two languages.


                                    Identity and Code of Conduct updated


                                    Geberit aims to act as a role model for
                                        ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially responsible operations. In this regard, the
                                         Geberit Compass – which formulates the identity
                                        of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us,
                                        what is responsible for our success,
                                        how we work together) – and the  Geberit Code of Conduct for employees serve as
                                        the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass,
                                        together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our
                                        employees (see also Compliance
                                        section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by the CEO in the
                                        employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at
                                        the start of 2015 (see also  Compliance section).


                                    Focus on occupational safety


                                    The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the
                                        Sanitec Group. However, the targets have had to be revised to take account of
                                        the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the aim is to halve the
                                        number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be
                                        reduced to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR
                                        (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number of days lost per million working
                                        hours).


                                    Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The
                                        accident severity rate increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to
                                        the acquisition. As the majority of occupational accidents and time lost are
                                        still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
                                        behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive
                                        masterplan on occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been
                                        devised and adopted. Occupational safety is also part of the annual appraisal of
                                        managers at the plants.


                                    
                                    Customers


                                    
                                    A focus on specific customer needs


                                    With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force
                                        in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are
                                        the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning
                                        the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of
                                        wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In
                                        other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets
                                        takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such
                                        as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales
                                        force received training in the enlarged product range.


                                    By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were
                                        amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start
                                        of 2016.


                                    A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities.
                                        Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided
                                        with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25
                                        Geberit information centres in Europe and
                                        overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external
                                        events.


                                    Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European
                                        countries


                                    The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in
                                        which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets.


                                    To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the
                                        campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour
                                        from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested
                                        parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various
                                        models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the
                                        opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more
                                        about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing
                                        sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales
                                        initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a
                                        result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.


                                    September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system
                                        Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model
                                        exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog.
                                        The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been
                                        introduced.


                                    Local contact with plumbing specialists


                                    The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of
                                        numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer
                                        visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical
                                        documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been
                                        organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved
                                        specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers
                                        the opportunity to assess Geberit
                                        innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were
                                        addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.


                                    Trade fair presence to foster business relations and
                                        customer contacts


                                    Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and
                                        enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them
                                        was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary
                                        industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were
                                        present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo
                                        in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor
                                        of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were
                                        Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul
                                        as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen
                                        & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were
                                        specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.


                                    Core competencies open doors


                                    Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary
                                        installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been
                                        developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and
                                        plumbers and position Geberit as a
                                        professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the
                                        Adriatic markets proved highly promising.


                                    
                                    Innovation


                                    
                                    Innovation as the foundation for future growth


                                    Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s
                                        success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the
                                        development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in
                                        2015.


                                    Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to
                                        the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and
                                        development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary
                                        technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result
                                        of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4
                                        million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on
                                        future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable
                                        to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to
                                        the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6%
                                        year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as
                                        part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and
                                        intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for
                                        the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for
                                        products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five
                                        years to 108.


                                    At Geberit, all new product developments go
                                        through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the
                                        Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the
                                        development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a
                                        system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product
                                        developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this
                                        process.


                                    Broad-based competencies


                                    Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and
                                        materials technology – Geberit possesses
                                        uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry
                                        standards.


                                    Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies
                                        such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be
                                        accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.


                                    Comprehensive development activities pay
                                        off


                                    A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in
                                        particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation.
                                        For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were
                                        ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics
                                        laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the
                                        strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire
                                        protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also
                                        subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute
                                        at the University of Stuttgart.


                                    The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro
                                        – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group
                                        to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating
                                        conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades.
                                        The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of
                                        the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4




                                    

                                    
                                    New products for greater comfort and better
                                        hygiene


                                    The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:


                                    		The CleanLine shower channel combines a
                                            high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time
                                            solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of
                                            a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit
                                            paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as
                                            possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all
                                            expectations.

		Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in
                                            Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took
                                            place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features:
                                            the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and
                                            yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless
                                            WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as
                                            heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of
                                            the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer
                                            complete the new shower toilet.

		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10
                                            for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder.
                                            The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a
                                            distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope
                                            for the bathroom.

		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control
                                            and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations
                                            in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required.
                                            It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in
                                            hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are
                                            operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the
                                            building service management system.




                                    For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.


                                    Several new product launches are planned for
                                        2016. Among them will be:


                                    		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which
                                            represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in
                                            connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified
                                            fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and
                                            unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to
                                            three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall
                                            thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling
                                            from the building structure.

		The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary
                                            planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction
                                            situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless
                                            urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned
                                            with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even
                                            with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres. The easy maintenance systems
                                            are extremely economical to maintain and operate.

		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their
                                            harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and
                                            Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for
                                            washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.




                                    For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.


                                    
                                    
                                        Production


                                        
                                        New production network


                                        With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17
                                            plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which
                                            manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting
                                            compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures).
                                            The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of
                                            plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance
                                            construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic
                                            production.


                                        Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and
                                            their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of
                                            continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby
                                            achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The
                                            central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which
                                            comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally
                                            applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant.
                                            Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants
                                            placed a particular focus on this.


                                        Environmental management in production


                                        The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new
                                            ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the
                                            processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very
                                            energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased
                                            fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also
                                            increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact
                                            increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced
                                            by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic,
                                            currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which
                                            is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic
                                            terms.


                                        Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets
                                            formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the
                                             Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018 of
                                            maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the
                                            main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the
                                            themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as
                                            energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this
                                            system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health
                                            protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy
                                            management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.


                                        CO2 strategy


                                        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a
                                            result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced
                                            by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic,
                                            currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the
                                            long-term  CO2 strategy sheet to be met and
                                            all measures to reduce  CO2 emissions to be
                                            implemented.


                                        Geberit bases the implementation of its
                                            ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is
                                            about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing
                                            efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of
                                            high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2
                                            emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the company's
                                            participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).


                                        
                                        
                                            Energy consumption 2015 –
effect Sanitec acquisition(in
                                                GWh)
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                                    Logistics and
                                        procurement


                                    
                                    Two different logistics worlds


                                    Geberit heavily centralised and integrated
                                        its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics
                                        organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs
                                        of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and
                                        reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.


                                    Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf


                                    The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in
                                        south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the
                                        plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient
                                        transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined
                                        with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and
                                        increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main
                                        transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service
                                        providers regularly report to Geberit on
                                        their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of
                                        energy consumption and emissions.


                                    With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics
                                        processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec
                                        acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in
                                        Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking
                                        ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.


                                    Sanitec suppliers integrated


                                    The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw
                                        materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production
                                        plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external
                                        services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more
                                        important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated.
                                        Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the
                                        plants could be guaranteed in the year under review.


                                    All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers
                                        are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality,
                                        socially responsible and healthy
                                        working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to
                                        fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is
                                        aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding
                                        for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to
                                        abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50
                                        main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers
                                        that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than
                                        90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing
                                        volume.


                                    
                                    Sustainability


                                    
                                    Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


                                    A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way
                                        enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further
                                        development. Geberit has a decades-long
                                        commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for
                                        customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration
                                        of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the
                                        former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably
                                        produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production;
                                        procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and
                                        good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide.
                                        Geberit realises its corporate social
                                        responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing
                                        regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development
                                        organisation Helvetas.


                                    Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as
                                        increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for
                                        many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the
                                        international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader
                                        Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies
                                        in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.


                                    Water management still an important subject


                                    In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the
                                        Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development
                                        Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes
                                        which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the
                                        business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and
                                        indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic
                                        sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair
                                        conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important
                                        role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable
                                        development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration,
                                        urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are
                                        currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These
                                        global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology:
                                        water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important.
                                        The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its
                                        political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient
                                        toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water
                                        efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the
                                        European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was
                                        introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for
                                        electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation
                                        aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups –
                                        corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified,
                                        eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17%
                                        overall of Group net sales.


                                    The analysis of the entire Geberit value
                                        chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water
                                        consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding
                                        graphic takes account of all Geberit
                                        products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new
                                        product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable
                                        resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.


                                    
                                    
                                        		* Geberit organic




                                    

                                    
                                    Green building competencies are being
                                        expanded


                                    Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the
                                        private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of
                                        sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more
                                        buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards,
                                        such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners
                                        and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding
                                        green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and
                                        energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself
                                        in the frontline with regard to green building.


                                    In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product
                                        portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine
                                        the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort,
                                        climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive
                                        know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will
                                        involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness
                                        among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product
                                        catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on
                                        green building.


                                    More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of
                                        the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office
                                        complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was
                                        inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key
                                        aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building
                                        (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27”
                                        student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and,
                                        following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the
                                        KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to
                                        both properties.


                                    Sustainability strategy consistently
                                        rolled out


                                    The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential
                                        objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even
                                        in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy.
                                        Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to
                                        all newly added sites.


                                    The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among
                                        these are  green
                                        procurement,  green
                                        logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear
                                        objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective
                                        monitoring.


                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in
                                        accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The
                                        switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process
                                        for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic
                                        starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal
                                        process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the
                                        purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the
                                        sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene
                                        another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the
                                        sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.


                                    All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The
                                        information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the
                                        “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been
                                         verified by GRI.


                                    Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the
                                        United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN
                                        designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A
                                         Communication on Progress regarding measures in
                                        the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and
                                        combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of
                                        the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is
                                        reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was
                                        overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with
                                        the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance
                                        processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management
                                        of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the
                                        Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors,
                                        Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.


                                    The efforts in terms
                                    of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is
                                    strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds
                                    segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability
                                    Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as
                                    well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds
                                    hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a
                                    significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment
                                    segments, which are still gaining in importance.
                                    


                                    Eco-design as a standard in product development


                                    As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the
                                        eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that
                                        environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to
                                        disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development
                                        phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from
                                        an ecological perspective. The new Geberit
                                        urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically
                                        controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The
                                        central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were
                                        developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low
                                        consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with
                                        electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source,
                                        the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and
                                        economic operation.


                                    Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making
                                        aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products
                                        that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have
                                        already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186,
                                        concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The
                                        environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European
                                        standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used
                                        directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the
                                        Geberit urinal system presents relevant,
                                        comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental
                                        performance in a transparent manner.


                                    
                                    Compliance


                                    
                                    Transparency established


                                    Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in
                                        2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance
                                        had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues,
                                        the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this,
                                        presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In
                                        parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the
                                        CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without
                                        Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.


                                    Effective Compliance organisation


                                    A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a
                                        very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors
                                        concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group
                                        functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that
                                        are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas
                                        of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights
                                        and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures
                                        had been completed, the Geberit Group's
                                        Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec
                                        Group.


                                    The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which
                                        has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed
                                        since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all
                                        organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now
                                        includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant
                                        breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct
                                        attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust
                                        legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and
                                        made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication
                                        channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on
                                        correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in
                                        2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service
                                        is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual
                                        harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of
                                        significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or
                                        the checks described.


                                    Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were
                                        held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of
                                        the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance
                                        in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned
                                        in the first quarter of 2016.


                                    Overhauled identity launched


                                    In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones
                                        of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational
                                        principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO
                                        presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the
                                        Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of
                                        2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all
                                        employees, with a letter from the CEO.


                                    
                                    Social Engagement


                                    
                                    Focus on water


                                    With innovative sanitary products, Geberit
                                        continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company rigorously
                                        pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets this out.


                                    The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability.
                                        This is why it has for many years undertaken social projects that exhibit a
                                        relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core competencies and
                                        corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional
                                        education: by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing
                                        regions of this world, apprentices become familiar with other cultures and
                                        acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the Group's
                                        social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution
                                        to implementing the follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of
                                        the United Nations, which seeks to give all humans access to clean drinking
                                        water and basic sanitation by 2030.


                                    Tangible commitment – global and diverse


                                    In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time
                                        close to the port of Durban in Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of
                                        the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils
                                        attend the school, which was originally designed to accommodate around 500
                                        children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the
                                        preparatory construction work. In November and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany,
                                        Austria and Switzerland, went to the school to install new sanitary
                                        installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
                                        neighbouring “LIV village”.


                                    The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for
                                        another two years. Geberit once again
                                        supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a
                                        substantial contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been
                                        planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because
                                        of the earthquake in the spring of 2015.


                                    The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was
                                        continued in the reporting year. The goal of this platform is to bring together
                                        all those involved in the topic of water supply (from academic, economic as well
                                        as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
                                        promote international dialogue on water.


                                    A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the local
                                        level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are
                                        regularly checked by Geberit employees in
                                        the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations
                                        (NGOs).


                                    In addition, a number of Geberit production
                                        plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly work to workshops
                                        for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was
                                        CHF 6.2 million.


                                    For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments in infrastructure and services primarily
                                        for public benefit. All of Geberit’s
                                        donations and related commitments are neutral from a party political point of
                                        view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties or politicians. As a rule,
                                        no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
                                        is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.


                                    
                                    Changes in Group
                                        structure


                                    
                                    No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting
                                        year, aside from the  Sanitec
                                        acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


                                    
                                    Outlook


                                    
                                    
                                        Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging


                                        The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The
                                            individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very
                                            differently. In Europe, there are signs that the
                                            construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the
                                            United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is
                                            expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction
                                            industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in
                                            recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In
                                            North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public
                                            sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a
                                            continued recovery in residential construction. The Far
                                            East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China
                                            in the residential construction segment. In the Middle
                                            East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive,
                                            whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the
                                            construction industry, due to the low oil price.


                                        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings.
                                            Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into
                                            Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency
                                            fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient
                                            natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various
                                            currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are
                                            generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change
                                            this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit
                                            margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10%
                                            currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss
                                            market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016
                                            price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please
                                            refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.


                                        In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be
                                            slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of
                                            industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any
                                            more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.


                                        Geberit


                                        The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year
                                            is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s
                                            activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a
                                            single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further
                                            harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just
                                            as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to
                                            be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the
                                            European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing
                                            services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous
                                            years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted
                                            marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense
                                            penetration of markets in which Geberit
                                            products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very
                                            promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be
                                            accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.


                                        The Board of Directors and the Group
                                            Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the
                                            upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result
                                            of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and
                                            design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced
                                            and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have
                                            been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future,
                                            a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on
                                            trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s
                                            continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec
                                            are vital to our future success.


                                        

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    1. Group structure and shareholders


                                    Management report

                                    Corporate Governance

                                    
                                    1.1 Group structure


                                    The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing,
                                        market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code,
                                        please refer to  Geberit share information.


                                    The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015
                                        to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head
                                        office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In
                                        addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid
                                        to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the
                                        former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of
                                        31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the
                                        scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.


                                     
                                    1.2 Significant shareholders


                                    The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of
                                        Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered
                                        in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of
                                        the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.


                                    Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit
                                        during 2015 and published by Geberit via the
                                        electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.


                                    1.3 Cross-shareholdings


                                    In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any
                                        other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%.


                                    1.4 Important changes to the Articles of
                                        Incorporation


                                    As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive
                                        Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of
                                        Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the
                                        Articles of Incorporation in 2015.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Significant
                                                        shareholders* 
(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los
                                                        Angeles, USA		4.94

		* In
                                                        accordance with the corresponding reports to SIX Swiss
                                                        Exchange




                                    

                                    
                                    2. Capital structure


                                    
                                    2.1 Capital


                                    Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of
                                        31 December 2015:


                                    		Ordinary capital:		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital:		–

		Authorised capital:		–




                                    
For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.


                                     
                                    2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details


                                    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had
                                        no conditional or authorised capital.


                                    
                                    2.3 Changes in capital


                                    For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the
                                        table to the right.


                                    For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements
                                        in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and
                                        consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to
                                        the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to
                                        the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:
                                         consolidated statements of changes in equity and
                                        statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).


                                    
                                    2.4 Shares and participation certificates


                                    The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid
                                        in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered
                                        shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each.


                                    With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share
                                        registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one
                                        vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the
                                        share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been
                                        collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in
                                        accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the
                                        general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury
                                        shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG
                                        and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of
                                        Directors will propose to cancel the
                                        treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme
                                        announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of
                                        capital reduction.


                                    No participation certificates of the Geberit
                                        Group are outstanding.


                                    
                                    2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


                                    No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit
                                        Group are outstanding.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share
                                                        capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained
                                                        earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0




                                    

                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


                                    Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares
                                        are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they
                                        explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own
                                        account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum
                                        of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of
                                        Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders
                                        with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the
                                        nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for
                                        which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital.


                                    The Board of Directors has the power to
                                        delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if
                                        the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give
                                        the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case,
                                        the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.


                                    Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in
                                        terms of registration or voting rights.


                                    In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of
                                        shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in
                                        excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in
                                        the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting
                                        year.


                                    
                                    2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


                                    No convertible bonds are outstanding.


                                    No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to
                                        employees of the Geberit Group, reference is
                                        made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated
                                        Financial Statements of the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                    
                                    3. Board of Directors


                                    
                                    3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


                                    At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors
                                        was composed of six members.


                                    
                                    Albert M. Baehny (1952)


                                    Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)
Swiss citizen
CEO
                                        Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)


                                    Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in
                                        biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in
                                        the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various
                                        marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow
                                        Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico
                                        (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M.
                                        Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and
                                        expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker
                                        Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group
                                        Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of
                                        2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive
                                        Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has
                                        been Chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        since 2011.


                                    
                                    Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


                                    Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive,
                                        independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011
                                        until the end of 2014)
Swiss citizen
Chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of
                                        Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors
                                        Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH)


                                    Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal
                                        Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of
                                        Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from
                                        1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial
                                        public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997.
                                        In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors.


                                    Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years.
                                        Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate,
                                        he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2013
Swiss citizen
Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive
                                        Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest
                                        Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the
                                        Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)


                                    Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH)
                                        in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he
                                        completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group
                                        General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive
                                        Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a
                                        leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as
                                        well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career
                                        as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in
                                        1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the
                                        Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the
                                        firm.


                                    Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years.
                                        Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate,
                                        he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2015
Swiss citizen
Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director
                                        B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of
                                        Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of
                                        Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory
                                        Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)


                                    Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant &
                                        Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he
                                        received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to
                                        2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International
                                        Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR),
                                        where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international
                                        franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From
                                        2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors of
                                        Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE),
                                        he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002,
                                        and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the
                                        increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of
                                        purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996
                                        to 2000. Before he was responsible for
                                        the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief
                                        Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years
                                        up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the
                                        most important European retail and manufacturer association.


                                    Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years.
                                        Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate,
                                        he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Hartmut Reuter (1957)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2008
German citizen 
Member of the Shareholders Committee and
                                        Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board
                                        GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co
                                        KG, Bad Münder (DE)


                                    After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt
                                        (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During
                                        more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various
                                        industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and
                                        controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was
                                        member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for
                                        the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has
                                        worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various
                                        supervisory bodies.


                                    Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years.
                                        Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate,
                                        he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012
                                        
Danish citizen 
Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK);
                                        Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political
                                        Committee


                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from
                                        the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management
                                        further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University
                                        (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials
                                        manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its
                                        sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11
                                        countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials
                                        sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group
                                        in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and
                                        production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was
                                        responsible for the respective national
                                        companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in
                                        1996 and Germany from 1999–2000.


                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years.
                                        Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate,
                                        he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning
                                        the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1
                                        OaEC


                                    Members of the Board of Directors may hold up
                                        to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in
                                        non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the
                                        Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal
                                        entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as
                                        well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board
                                        of Directors of the company, or held by
                                        order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not
                                        count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside
                                        the Geberit Group which are under common
                                        control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member
                                        of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity
                                        outside the Geberit Group or held by order
                                        and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be
                                        deemed one mandate outside the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                    Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of
                                        the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of
                                        such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates
                                        within the meaning of this provision.


                                    Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme
                                        governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to
                                        be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign
                                        register.


                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    3.4 Elections and terms of office


                                    Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a
                                        member of the Board of Directors ends at the
                                        closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis.
                                        Re-election is possible.


                                    Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their
                                        term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General
                                        Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of
                                        Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the
                                        Board of Directors from among its members
                                        for the remaining term of office.


                                    Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are
                                        also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only
                                        members of the Board of Directors are
                                        eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary
                                        General Meeting. Re-election is possible.


                                    The members of the Board of Directors,
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors and
                                        members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary
                                        General Meeting following their 70th birthday.


                                    Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary
                                        General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new
                                        member of the Board of Directors and – if
                                        she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation
                                        Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if
                                        Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the
                                        Board of Directors intends to appoint him as
                                        Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board
                                        of Directors and the remaining members of
                                        the Board of Directors are standing for
                                        re-election for a further year.


                                    3.5 Internal organisational structure


                                    The organisation of the Board of Directors is
                                        governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors
                                        of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).


                                    As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the
                                        amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman
                                        of the Board of Directors and the members of
                                        the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on
                                        an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting,
                                        the Board of Directors elects the Vice
                                        Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and
                                        Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit
                                        Committee.


                                    Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny
                                        as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no
                                        longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014.


                                    The Board of Directors meets whenever
                                        business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each
                                        (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by
                                        the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board
                                        of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who
                                        need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group
                                        Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors.


                                    The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a
                                        majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via
                                        telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes
                                        cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote.


                                    The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so
                                        that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The
                                        participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    
                                    The Board of Directors has formed two
                                        committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board
                                        members:


                                    Nomination and Compensation
                                        Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee)


                                    The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this
                                        Committee.


                                    The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent,
                                        non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and
                                        Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General
                                        Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed
                                        by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination
                                        and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the
                                        corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and
                                        Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are
                                        present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of
                                        a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote.


                                    The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015
                                        were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The
                                        committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each
                                        (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.


                                    
                                        

                                        				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    


                                    The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by
                                        law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and
                                        personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The
                                        powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the
                                        following principles:


                                    		Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy
                                            and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to
                                            compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as
                                            submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of
                                            Directors.

		Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation
                                            to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors
                                            and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective
                                            proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors.




                                    The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.


                                    The Board of Directors may delegate further
                                        powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of
                                        nomination, compensation and related matters.


                                    The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and
                                        Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.


                                    
                                    Audit Committee (AC)


                                    The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the
                                        Board of Directors. They are appointed
                                        annually by the Board of Directors. The
                                        Board of Directors appoints a member of the
                                        Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority
                                        of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes
                                        cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the
                                        meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings
                                        exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal
                                        auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can
                                        obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees.


                                    As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter
                                        (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year
                                        generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for
                                        meetings in 2015 was 100%.


                                    
                                        

                                        				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    


                                    The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by
                                        law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the
                                        internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and
                                        ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal
                                        control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the
                                        internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every
                                        meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on
                                        all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee
                                        monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses
                                        the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management
                                        (refer to  “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the
                                        Group Executive Board”). The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance
                                        issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and
                                        develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and
                                        competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.


                                    The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the
                                        Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee
                                        (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.


                                    3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility


                                    Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and
                                        irrevocable responsibilities:


                                    		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary
                                            directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well
                                            as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and
                                            the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in
                                            particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation,
                                            regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the
                                            first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the
                                            General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness




                                    The Board of Directors determines the
                                        strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides
                                        on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of
                                        Directors are set out in the Organisational
                                        Regulations of the Board of Directors and
                                        the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations.


                                    To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational
                                        Regulations, the Board of Directors has
                                        assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The
                                        individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in
                                        particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief
                                        Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual
                                        members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group.


                                    As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief
                                        Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive
                                        Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination
                                        and Compensation Committee.


                                    The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board
                                        of Directors regulate the duties and powers
                                        of the Board of Directors as a governing
                                        body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also
                                        define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth
                                        in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The
                                        Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the
                                        decision-making powers and Group management duties.


                                    The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.


                                    3.7 Information and control instruments
                                        vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board


                                    At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of
                                        Directors of current business developments
                                        and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between
                                        meetings, the Board of Directors is
                                        comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the
                                        company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report
                                        contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key
                                        figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and
                                        October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit
                                        development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines
                                        and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development.
                                        The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of
                                        the operational management on the development of results until the end of the
                                        financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity
                                        and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as
                                        market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the
                                        Board of Directors held eight meetings.


                                    Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in
                                        contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate
                                        policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with
                                        respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies.


                                    Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a
                                        comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the
                                        business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis,
                                        control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk
                                        management. In addition, responsible
                                        persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These
                                        responsible parties decide on specific
                                        actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year,
                                        the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the
                                        Board of Directors. Significant risks are
                                        also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board
                                        of Directors, which take place on a regular
                                        basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to  Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements,
                                        4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit
                                        department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits
                                        and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals
                                        of previous audits.


                                    
                                    4. Group Executive Board


                                    
                                    4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


                                    At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members.


                                    
                                    Christian Buhl (1973)


                                    Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January
                                        2015
member of the Group Executive Board since 2015
with Geberit since
                                        2009
Swiss citizen


                                    Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)
                                        in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in
                                        the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000
                                        to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute
                                        of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre
                                        for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian
                                        Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for
                                        various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the
                                        area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic
                                        Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the
                                        end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company –
                                        the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive
                                        Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1
                                        January 2015, refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    Roland Iff (1961)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since
                                        1993
Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
Swiss citizen
Vice
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH)


                                    Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated
                                        with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started
                                        his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead
                                        Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US).
                                        Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE)
                                        before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in
                                        Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995,
                                        he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as
                                        Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
                                        of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also
                                        to  Management Structure.


                                    
                                    Michael Reinhard (1956)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since
                                        2004
Head of Group Division Products
German citizen
Member of the
                                        Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH)


                                    Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University
                                        Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche
                                        Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project
                                        manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey
                                        & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael
                                        Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various
                                        functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing.
                                        In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division
                                        and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400
                                        employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard
                                        became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group
                                        Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015
with Geberit
                                        since 1997
Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands
German
                                        citizen


                                    Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen
                                        University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf
                                        (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager
                                        of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems
                                        product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among
                                        other things – at Geberit’s German sales
                                        company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a
                                        position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing.
                                        The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head
                                        of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015,
                                        refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    Karl Spachmann (1958)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011
with Geberit since
                                        1997
Head of Group Division Sales Europe
German citizen


                                    Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University
                                        of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German
                                        Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader
                                        and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH &
                                        Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of
                                        Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995,
                                        he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since
                                        1997, he has been responsible for the
                                        German sales company of the Geberit Group,
                                        initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as
                                        Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division
                                        Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    Ronald van Triest (1969)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015
with Geberit
                                        since June 2015
Head of Group Division Sales International
Dutch
                                        citizen


                                    Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at
                                        the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal
                                        Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the
                                        areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on
                                        wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and
                                        executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong.
                                        From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation
                                        in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service
                                        and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From
                                        2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing
                                        Director, he was responsible for
                                        setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established
                                        a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and
                                        created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint
                                        venture in India. The Board of Directors of
                                        Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as
                                        Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer
                                        also to  Management Structure.


                                    
                                    4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of
                                        permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in
                                        profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented
                                        legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are
                                        controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held
                                        by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the
                                        company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities
                                        controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the
                                        Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal
                                        entities outside the Geberit Group which are
                                        under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity
                                        as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal
                                        entity outside the Geberit Group or held by
                                        order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it,
                                        shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group.


                                    The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal
                                        entities outside the Geberit Group must be
                                        approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination
                                        and Compensation Committee.


                                    Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing
                                        bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be
                                        recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.


                                    
                                    4.4 Management contracts


                                    The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or
                                        natural persons) outside the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                     
                                    5. Compensations,
                                        shareholdings and loans


                                    
                                    See  Remuneration Report.


                                    
                                    6.
                                        Participatory rights of the shareholders


                                    
                                    6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


                                    The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting
                                        shareholder in the share register of Geberit
                                        AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote.


                                    Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal
                                        representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in
                                        accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises
                                        only one representative per share.


                                    The Board of Directors determines the
                                        requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with
                                        the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect.


                                    For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.


                                    
                                    6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


                                    The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the
                                        General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged
                                        by law.


                                    
                                    6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


                                    The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of
                                        the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this
                                        context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the
                                        performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any
                                        shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders
                                        representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items
                                        on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General
                                        Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions.


                                    Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing
                                        together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an
                                        extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating
                                        the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the
                                        proposed candidates.


                                    
                                    6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


                                    In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for
                                        inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the
                                        right to participate and vote.


                                    
                                    7. Changes of control and
                                        defence measures


                                    
                                    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


                                    There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to
                                        “opting-up” or “opting-out”.


                                    7.2 Change of control clauses

For agreements and plans in the event of a
                                    change of control, see the  Remuneration
                                    report.
                                    


                                    
                                    8.
                                        Auditors


                                    
                                    8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


                                    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead
                                        auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015.


                                    
                                    8.2 Auditing fees


                                    In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in
                                        connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well
                                        as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    8.3 Additional fees


                                    For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax
                                        consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the
                                        non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.


                                    
                                    8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


                                    Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing
                                        about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related
                                        to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the
                                        meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on
                                        their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two
                                        meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015.


                                    The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
                                        makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the
                                        auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the
                                        attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the
                                        scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the
                                        external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal
                                        auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational
                                        structure, Audit Committee.


                                    
                                    9. Information policy


                                    
                                    Geberit maintains open and regular
                                        communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public
                                        with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations
                                        as direct contacts.


                                    Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to
                                        shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an
                                        integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial
                                        statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once
                                        a year.


                                    Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact
                                        addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be
                                        found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the
                                        appropriate chapters.


                                    Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive
                                        ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All
                                        published media releases of the Geberit
                                        Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.


                                    For further details on the Geberit Group’s
                                        information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.


                                    
                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Remuneration Report


                                    Management report

                                    Remuneration report

                                    
                                    The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as
                                        well as information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also
                                        includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related
                                        to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant
                                        information to be considered by the shareholders when making their decision with
                                        regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted
                                        to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.


                                    The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against
                                        Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to
                                        information on Corporate Governance issued
                                        by the SIX Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best
                                        Practice for Corporate Governance of economiesuisse.


                                    The report is structured as follows:


                                    		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation
                                            Committee

		Remuneration policy and principles

		Determination of remuneration

		Remuneration architecture

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015

		Summary of share and option plans 2015

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of
                                            13 December 2015




                                    Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.


                                    
                                    1. Introduction by the Chairman of the
                                        Nomination & Compensation Committee


                                    
                                    Dear Shareholder


                                    The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate
                                        employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that
                                        are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to
                                        proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing
                                        business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our
                                        remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests
                                        of our shareholders.


                                    Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance
                                        against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously
                                        assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent
                                        years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of
                                        the Board of Directors, the introduction of
                                        a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting
                                        period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as
                                        the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments
                                        made to the Group Executive Board.


                                    We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report.
                                        Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the
                                        Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that
                                        shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and
                                        disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with
                                        additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can
                                        better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will
                                        continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote
                                        sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on
                                        the regulatory requirements.


                                    At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total
                                        remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following
                                        General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further,
                                        you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration
                                        Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration
                                        awarded to the Board of Directors for the
                                        compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the
                                        limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the
                                        remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year
                                        2016).


                                    The Board of Directors would like to thank
                                        you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that
                                        you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system
                                        rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with
                                        the shareholders’ interests.


                                     


                                    Yours sincerely


                                    
                                    Robert F. Spoerry
Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee


                                    
                                    2. Remuneration policy and principles


                                    
                                    Core principles


                                    In order to ensure the company's success and to
                                        maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to attract, develop and
                                        retain the right talent. Geberit’s
                                        remuneration programs are designed to support this fundamental objective and are
                                        based on the following principles:


                                    		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit
                                            competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and
                                            rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and
                                            long-term value creation

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of
                                            executives and the alignment of their interests to those of the
                                            shareholders

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and
                                            insurance programs




                                    Remuneration of the Board of Directors


                                    In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the
                                        Group Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form
                                        of cash and non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The
                                        remuneration system for the Board of Directors does not contain any performance-related
                                        component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of
                                        Directors.


                                    Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable
                                        elements.


                                    The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on
                                        prevalent market practice.


                                    The variable remuneration drives and rewards
                                        best-in-class performance by ways of continuously setting ambitious and
                                        stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of short-term and
                                        long-term elements:


                                    		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers,
                                            such as sales, earnings before interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested
                                            capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as individual
                                            objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process.
                                            This remuneration balances the reward of individual performance and company
                                            success.

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested
                                            capital (ROIC) and aims to reward sustainable performance, to align the
                                            interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster long-term
                                            retention of the executives.




                                    The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk
                                        taking or short-term profit maximisation at the expense of the long-term health
                                        of the company, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Group Executive
                                        Board.


                                    Governance and shareholders’ involvement


                                    Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of
                                        Incorporation and the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.


                                    The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of
                                        remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board are
                                        subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
                                        addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a
                                        consultative vote, refer also to 
 Determination of remuneration.


                                    
                                    
                                        3. Determination of remuneration


                                        
                                        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


                                        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational
                                            Regulations of Geberit AG, the
                                            Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its
                                            duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel
                                            policy, including:


                                        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy
                                                and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other
                                                members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the
                                                Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive
                                                Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of
                                                Directors




                                        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:


                                        
                                        
                                            

                                            		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and
                                                            guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of
                                                            Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount
                                                            of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group
                                                            Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration
                                                            of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including
                                                            fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration
                                                            of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for
                                                            all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative
                                                            
vote

		1
                                                            Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2
                                                            Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 




                                        

                                        
                                        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of
                                            independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the
                                            General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F.
                                            Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as
                                            members.


                                        
                                        

                                        
                                        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year.
                                            In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following
                                            pre-defined recurring agenda items:


                                        
                                        
                                            

                                            				Beginning
                                                            of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring
                                                            
(April/May)		Summer
                                                            
(August)		End of
                                                            year 
(December)

		Remuneration
                                                            policy				
                                                            		Review of remuneration policy and programs




                                                        				

		Group
                                                            Executive Board (GEB) matters		
                                                            		Individual performance appraisal previous year

		STI payout previous year

		Vesting of equity awards previous years




                                                        		
                                                            		Benchmarking of GEB remuneration




                                                        		
                                                            		Succession planning for GEB positions

		Talent management session




                                                        		
                                                            		Target remuneration following year

		Target setting for STI following year

		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria
                                                            LTI for next grant




                                                        

		Board of
                                                            Director (BoD) remuneration				
                                                            		Benchmarking of BoD remuneration




                                                        				
                                                            		BoD remuneration following year




                                                        

		Governance		
                                                            		AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB
                                                            and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)




                                                        		 		
                                                            		Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on
                                                            the remuneration report




                                                        		
                                                            		Draft remuneration report

		Agenda NCC for following year




                                                        




                                        

                                        
                                        As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate
                                            Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and
                                            Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman
                                            of the Board of Directors and the
                                            executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own
                                            performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each
                                            meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination
                                            and Compensation Committee only.


                                        After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee reports to the Board of Directors on its activities and
                                            recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.


                                        3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


                                        Benchmarks and external consultants


                                        Geberit regularly reviews the
                                            remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                                            Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to
                                            three years, in benchmark studies on comparable functions in other
                                            industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the remuneration of
                                            the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out
                                            by an independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This
                                            consulting firm has no other mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was
                                            conducted on the basis of a peer group of industrial companies of comparable
                                            size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum, Barry
                                            Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba,
                                            Logitech, Lonza, Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS,
                                            Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study, together with other published
                                            data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the CEO
                                            and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016.
                                            While many different factors, such as individual role and contribution,
                                            company performance and affordability, are considered to determine
                                            remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that
                                            is in principle positioned around the market median.


                                        In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are
                                            reviewed periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a
                                            review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by
                                            Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study,
                                            together with other published data, served as basis to determine the
                                            remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting
                                            at the 2016 General Meeting.


                                        Performance management


                                        The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group
                                            Executive Board members depends on the company and on the individual
                                            performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual
                                            performance management process: company and individual performance
                                            objectives are approved at the beginning of the business year and
                                            achievements against those objectives is assessed after year-end. The
                                            performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual
                                            remuneration.


                                        
                                        
                                            Objective setting
(December –
                                                January)

Determination of individual objectives


                                            
                                            Mid-year review
(July)

Mid-year discussion
                                                on performance to date against predefined objectives


                                            
                                            Final review
(December –
                                                January)

Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                                            
                                            Determination of compensation
(February –
                                                March)

Determination of actual compensation


                                            

                                        
                                         


                                        3.3. Shareholder involvement


                                        In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and
                                            shareholders’ representatives, Geberit
                                            has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms
                                            of transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration
                                            principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on
                                            the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome
                                            the progress made. Geberit foresees to
                                            continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’
                                            vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity
                                            to express their opinion about the remuneration system.


                                        In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in
                                            Listed Stock Corporations, shareholders are asked to approve the amount of
                                            remuneration of the Board of Directors
                                            and of the Group Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting.
                                            The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the
                                            prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General
                                            Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business
                                            year.


                                        
                                        		* Detailed information regarding
                                                        the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the
                                                        invitation to the General Meeting.




                                        The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                                            value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security
                                            contributions made by the employer.


                                        The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board
                                            includes the following:


                                        		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer
                                                contributions to retirement plans and estimated employer contributions
                                                to social security

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if
                                                the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and
                                                assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with
                                                maximum possible value of matching options)

		Fair value of the options at grant




                                        Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to
                                            shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of
                                            remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group
                                            Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively
                                            paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective
                                            business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.


                                        We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate
                                            remuneration amounts, combined with a consultative retrospective vote on the
                                            remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a far-reaching
                                            “say-on-pay”.


                                        Articles of Association


                                        As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit
                                            include the following provisions on remuneration:


                                        		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:
The members of the
                                                Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may
                                                include short- and long-term elements and which is linked to the
                                                achievement of one or several performance criteria. Performance criteria
                                                are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual and
                                                company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and
                                                conditions of any share-based remuneration, including time of
                                                allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                                                exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back
                                                mechanism.

		Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board
                                                appointed after the vote on remuneration at the General Meeting:
For
                                                the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been
                                                appointed after the approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration
                                                amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that the maximum
                                                aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of
                                                up to 40% of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the
                                                Group Executive Board is available without further approval of the
                                                General Meeting.

		Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the
                                                Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board: 
No loans or
                                                credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the
                                                Group Executive Board.




                                        The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order
                                            that the Board of Directors has
                                            sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in
                                            the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place
                                            are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and
                                            are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the
                                            independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable
                                            remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of
                                            Directors.


                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                    4. Remuneration architecture


                                    
                                    4.1. Board of Directors


                                    The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by
                                        the Board of Directors and consists of an
                                        annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The
                                        remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year
                                        blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their
                                        expenses, paid out in cash.


                                    The chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted
                                        shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the
                                        same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee
                                        attendance.


                                    
                                        

                                        		Annual fees		in CHF		Delivery

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted
                                                        shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of
                                                        Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC /
                                                        Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit
                                                        Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense
                                                        allowance		15,000		Cash




                                    

                                    The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to
                                        regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company
                                        pension plan.


                                    The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain
                                        subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.


                                    Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the
                                        2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation
                                        to the 2016 General Meeting.


                                    4.2. Group Executive Board


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted
                                        by the Board of Directors and consists of
                                        the following elements:


                                    		Base salary

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI))

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites




                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        				Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance
                                                        period (staged)		Performance
                                                        metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed
                                                        base salary		Annual
                                                        base salary		Monthly
                                                        cash payments		Pay
                                                        for the function		 		 

		Short-Term
                                                        Incentive		Short-Term
                                                        Incentive, STI		Annual
                                                        variable cash		Drive
                                                        and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year
                                                        performance period		Sales,
                                                        EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share
                                                        Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of
                                                        variable cash in restricted shares		Align
                                                        with shareholders’ interests		Shares:
3-year
                                                        restriction period

		 		 		 		Share
                                                        options:
4-year vesting period (staged),
7-year plan
                                                        period		Share
                                                        options:
ROIC

		Long-Term
                                                        Incentive		Share
                                                        Option Plan MSOP		Performance
                                                        share options		Drive
                                                        and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’
                                                        interests 
Retain		4-year
                                                        performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-
                                                        
stiftung 
Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover
                                                        retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company
                                                        car, expense policy		Attract
                                                        & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year
                                                        plan period     		 




                                    

                                    
                                    Base salary


                                    The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is
                                        determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the
                                        market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent.
                                        The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the
                                        company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience
                                        of the individual in the role.


                                    Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)


                                    The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150
                                        additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual
                                        financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated
                                        within the annual performance management process.


                                    The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of
                                        all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70%
                                        of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is
                                        driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of
                                        individual objectives.


                                    


                                    
                                    Functionality remuneration model


                                    The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return
                                        on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have
                                        been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing
                                        the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing
                                        profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line
                                        contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the
                                        basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee,
                                        the Board of Directors determines the
                                        expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the
                                        following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader
                                        and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements
                                        against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet
                                        the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial
                                        plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class
                                        performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of
                                        performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum
                                        level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are
                                        determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the
                                        maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the
                                        financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.


                                    The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual
                                        objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and
                                        individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the
                                        Board of Directors and the CEO. The
                                        individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may
                                        include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation,
                                        entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The
                                        maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target
                                        income.


                                    As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group
                                        Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the
                                        annual base salary.


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all
                                        their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management
                                        Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to
                                        purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash
                                        remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of
                                        three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a
                                        free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The
                                        options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a
                                        quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the
                                        grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter
                                        four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the
                                        performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those
                                        applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see
                                        section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).


                                    In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP
                                        shares and options:


                                    
                                    To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive
                                        graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report
                                        > Remuneration report.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Termination
                                                        reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested
                                                        options		Vested
                                                        options		Restricted
                                                        shares

		Death		Accelerated
                                                        vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as
                                                        determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		Retirement
                                                        or disability		Regular vesting
                                                        schedule		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		Other
                                                        reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise
                                                        period		Regular blocking
                                                        period

		Change of
                                                        control*		Accelerated
                                                        vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as
                                                        determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation
                                                        of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the
                                                        participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or
                                                        liquidation.




                                    

                                    
                                    Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


                                    The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to
                                        ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of
                                        executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The
                                        MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition
                                        effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five
                                        years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years
                                        after grant), effective 1 January 2016.


                                    
                                    To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive
                                        graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report
                                        > Remuneration report.


                                    
                                    Every year, the Board of Directors determines
                                        the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts
                                        to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group
                                        Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management,
                                        the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.


                                    The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four
                                        years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the
                                        grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the
                                        remaining third four years after the grant.


                                    For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five
                                        years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest
                                        three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the
                                        grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a
                                        term of ten years.


                                    The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance
                                        criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the
                                        respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating
                                        cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance
                                        for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance
                                        (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the
                                        target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of
                                        capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by
                                        linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have
                                        a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they
                                        expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the
                                        expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair
                                        market value of the underlying share at the time of grant.


                                    In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP
                                        options:


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Termination
                                                        reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the
                                                        basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting
                                                        period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of
                                                        the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death,
                                                        retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on
                                                        effective performance at date of termination as determined by
                                                        the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation
                                                        of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the
                                                        participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or
                                                        liquidation.




                                    

                                    
                                    Disclosure of targets


                                    Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are
                                        considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would
                                        allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive
                                        disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose
                                        the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a
                                        general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general
                                        principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous
                                        year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of
                                        performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


                                    Benefits


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension
                                        fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of
                                        a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related
                                        contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a
                                        supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including
                                        actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law.
                                        The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.


                                    Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company
                                        car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations
                                        applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax
                                        authorities.


                                    Employment terms and conditions


                                    All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with
                                        notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board
                                        are not entitled to any severance payment.


                                    In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on
                                        payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations
                                        where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with
                                        financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of
                                        disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI
                                        payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek
                                        reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount.
                                        The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the
                                        respective variable remuneration.


                                    
                                    5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share
                                        ownership in 2015


                                    
                                    This section is audited by the external auditor.


                                    The remuneration of the Board of Directors
                                        consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and
                                        non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF
                                        2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and
                                        committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The
                                        structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the
                                        previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely
                                        due to the following factors:


                                    


                                    		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the
                                            Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group
                                            Executive Board in 2014.





                                        		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of
                                            Directors.




                                    


                                    Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of
                                        members of the Board of Directors:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F.
                                                            Ehrat		T.
                                                            Hübner		H.
                                                            Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of
                                                            Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social
                                                            insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the
                                                            Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman2		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F.
                                                            Ehrat		H.
                                                            Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of
                                                            Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to
                                                            social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the
                                                            Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet
                                                            paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first
                                                            quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the
                                                            company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair
                                                            value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95)
                                                            The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in
                                                            shares is used for the payment of social charges and for
                                                            Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board
                                                            members.
2 In 2014, the remuneration of
                                                            A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his
                                                            total CEO remuneration.




                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the
                                        remuneration paid to the Board of Directors
                                        amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by
                                        the 2015 General Meeting.


                                    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the
                                        company:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings
                                                            Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights
                                                            shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of
                                                            Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive
                                                            Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights
                                                            shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as
                                                            CEO




                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding
                                        loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former
                                        members of the Board of Directors.


                                    
                                    6. Group Executive Board:
                                        remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015


                                    
                                    This section is audited by the external auditor.


                                    6.1. Performance in 2015


                                    The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the
                                        acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial
                                        year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result,
                                        maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the
                                        leading supplier of sanitary products.


                                    Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth
                                        comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign
                                        currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition.
                                        Operating margins for the old Geberit
                                        business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower
                                        raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted
                                        in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower
                                        operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results
                                        comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition.
                                        Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to
                                        CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%.
                                        Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return
                                        on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to
                                        CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on
                                        Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.


                                    To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance
                                        Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all
                                        equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target
                                        is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average
                                        of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly
                                        exceeded the targets.


                                    6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015
                                        (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786
                                        in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the
                                        Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various
                                        factors.

Reducing impact on remuneration:
                                    		The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous
                                            year.



Increasing impact on remuneration:
                                    		Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




                                    The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained
                                        unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower
                                        results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits
                                        increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board.


                                    Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for
                                        the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of
                                        remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General
                                        Meeting 2016.


                                    
                                    The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of
                                        remuneration for 2015 and 2014:


                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C.
                                                        Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A.
                                                        Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares
                                                        in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP
                                                        2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP
                                                        2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company
                                                        vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social
                                                        insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution
                                                        health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the
                                                        amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable
                                                        salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group
                                                        Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares
                                                        or in cash.
2 Registered shares of the company
                                                        with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period,
                                                        valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15
                                                        (PY CHF 281.95).
3 Call options on registered
                                                        shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued
                                                        within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program
                                                        (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an
                                                        exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95);
                                                        definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on
                                                        various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at
                                                        25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65)
                                                        determined using the binomial method.
4 Call
                                                        options on registered shares of the company with a par value of
                                                        CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share
                                                        Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1
                                                        registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous
                                                        year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option
                                                        (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking
                                                        period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous
                                                        year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial
                                                        method.
5 Valuation in accordance with the
                                                        guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of
                                                        the purchase cost per month).
6 Immaterial
                                                        payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall,
                                                        these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group
                                                        Executive Board.
7 The remuneration of A. Baehny
                                                        as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated
                                                        with his total CEO remuneration.     




                                    

                                    
                                    The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out
                                        in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated
                                        financial statements.


                                    
                                    6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


                                    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following
                                        shares in the company:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in
                                                            CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M.
                                                            
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K.
                                                            
Spachmann		R. 
van
                                                            
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive
                                                            Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage
                                                            voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call
                                                            options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total
                                                            options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights
                                                            options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




                                            1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option


                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in
                                                            CHF		A.
                                                            Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive
                                                            Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage
                                                            voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call
                                                            options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total
                                                            options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights
                                                            options		0.17%		<
                                                            0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




                                            1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option


                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding
                                        loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive
                                        Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive
                                        Board.


                                    
                                    
                                        7. Summary of share and
                                            option plans 2015


                                        
                                        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the
                                            Consolidated Statements of Geberit
                                            Group.


                                        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different
                                            share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of
                                            Directors in this Remuneration Report
                                            and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial
                                            statements. Under the three different share plans, the
                                            following numbers of shares were allocated.


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		End
                                                            of
blocking
period		Number
                                                            of
participants		Number
                                                            of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan
                                                            2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program
                                                            2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the
                                                            average closing price during the subscription period
                                                            03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s
                                                            performance in 2015, per plan rules.
MSPP and DSPP:
                                                            Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of
                                                            the share during the 10 trading days before the grant
                                                            date.




                                            

                                        

                                        
                                        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of
                                            treasury shares.


                                        In 2015 Geberit management participated
                                            in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans
                                            are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option
                                            plans, the following numbers of options were allocated.


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		End of 
vesting
                                                            
period		Maturity		Number of
                                                            
participants		Number of 
options
                                                            
allocated		Exercise 
price
                                                            CHF

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)
                                                            /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan
                                                            2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 




                                            

                                        

                                        
                                        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and
                                            CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The
                                            fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call
                                            Options”.


                                        
                                        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		Exercise
                                                            
price1		Expected
                                                            
Ø volatility		Expected
                                                            Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual
                                                            
period		Risk
                                                            free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




                                                1 The exercise price corresponds to the
                                                    average price of Geberit shares for the period from
                                                    3.-16.3.2015.


                                            

                                             


                                        

                                        
                                        Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015
                                            (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled
                                            CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).


                                        

                                    
                                    8. Summary of shares and options held by
                                        employees and management as of 31 December
                                        2015


                                    
                                    This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated
                                        Statements of Geberit Group.


                                    Geberit is committed to a vigilant management
                                        of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the
                                        employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e.
                                        0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.


                                    The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December
                                        2015:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		End of vesting
                                                            period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options
                                                            
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price
                                                            
CHF		Number of 
options in
                                                            
the money		Ø exercise 
price
                                                            
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59




                                        

                                         


                                    

                                    
                                    The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total
                                                            2015		 		 		Total
                                                            2014

		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding
                                                            1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding
                                                            31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at
                                                            31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06




                                        

                                         


                                    

                                    
                                    The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between
                                        CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6
                                        years.
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                                    Report of the statutory auditor to the General Meeting on the remuneration
                                        report 2015


                                    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit
                                        AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.


                                    Board of Directors’ responsibility


                                    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair
                                        presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the
                                        Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies
                                        (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the
                                        remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.


                                    Auditor’s responsibility


                                    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration
                                        report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards.
                                        Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
                                        perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration
                                        report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


                                    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the
                                        disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans
                                        and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures
                                        selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks
                                        of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or
                                        error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods
                                        applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall
                                        presentation of the remuneration report.


                                    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
                                        to provide a basis for our opinion.


                                    Opinion


                                    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended
                                        31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the
                                        Ordinance.


                                    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


                                    				

		Beat Inauen
Audit expert
Auditor in charge		Martin Knöpfel
Audit expert




                                     


                                    Zurich, March 8, 2016
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				A time of integration
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February, making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures merged, processes standardised and the sales structures adapted.
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				Groundbreaking ceremony in  
Pfullendorf
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17 April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics processes and gearing up for the future. 
				


			

		

		
            
				Is there enough for everyone?
			


			
				
			
			
				
					At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are lowered, creating an impression of emptiness. 
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				Efficient cleaning with water
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush flush technology.
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				A neat solution
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are won over by the individual installation options, the fact that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge capacity and the installation process that has been carefully thought out down to the last detail. 
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				A gem along the Spree
			


			
				
			
			
					A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56 freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in Berlin. 
					In addition to offering a spectacular view, the building also features impressive bathrooms that were designed 
					according to the customers’ specific requirements, thanks to the flexible installation technology from Geberit.
				


			

		

		
            
				Reaching new heights
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes. 
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		The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.    
        


        
		Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.  
        

 
        
		The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.
        

 
        
		The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in this category. 
        

 
        
		As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence operations the same year.
        


        
		 The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.    
        


		
        
		There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.
        


        
		From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.
        


        
		We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company. 
        


        
	 The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.       
        


         


		 
        		

  
 		

  
 

		Albert M. Baehny

                Chairman of the Board of Directors  
            		Christian Buhl

                CEO  
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        Share price performance in the year under review


        
            The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange
            rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at
            CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
            rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share subsequently
            performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a
            disproportionate recovery in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
            corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over
            the past five years, the Geberit share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The
            Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.
        


        
            The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.
        


        
            At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.
        



        Distribution


        
            Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic
            growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital
            structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a buffer
            of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth
            targets, and on the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to
            shareholders. Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This is
            also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.
        


        
            Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to shareholders in the form of
            distributions or share buybacks. During the same period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20
            at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.
        


        
            Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.
        


        
            The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the
            course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in
            the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and
            cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a separate trading line
            on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600 shares, which corresponds to around a
            third of the entire programme, had been acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback
            was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition,
            which is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – were repurchased by
            the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016
            ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and
            to cancel the shares.
        



        Communication


        
            Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all market participants and
            interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com),
            including ad hoc announcements. Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
            available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add their names to a mailing list
            ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/)
            in order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.
        



        
            CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations Roman Sidler
            are in charge of the ongoing communication with shareholders, the capital market and the general public.
            Contact details can be found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is
            provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
            presentations.
        


        
            Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com
        


        
            Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share information
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            Basis:1:10 stock split implemented on 8 May 2007

            Source:Bloomberg
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			Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30
























































































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Total distribution to shareholders and share buybacks
 (CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907











































































































        
            

        


        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Major data relating to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF 0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX











































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Key figures

(CHF per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

2 Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016














































        
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Time schedule		2016

		General Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend payment		12 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr 

		Half-year results		16 Aug 

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct 

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan 

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar 

		General Meeting		5 Apr 

		Dividend payment		11 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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		With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
        





    


    		
                1.

                Focus on sanitary products

            		
                2.

                Commitment to innovation and design

            		
                3.

                Selective geographic expansion
				

            		
                4.

                Continuous optimisation of business processes
				

            






    

        		
				Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall” sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology as well as attractive design.
            

		
                Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative strength is founded on research and development in areas such as hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of customers. 
            

		
                Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high standards in terms of quality and profitability. 
            

		
                Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development. 
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		The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The most important are:
        



        		
            a clear, long-term strategy,
            

		
            the focus on sanitary products,
            

		
            solid, sustainable  growth and earnings drivers,
            

		
            a strong competitive position,
            

		
            an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer needs,
            

		
            a proven, customer-focused business model,
            

		
            a stable management structure,
            

		
            a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,
            

		
            a unique corporate culture.
            




		
	
    
 
	

            Medium-term goals


                

	
        
        
		Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows. 
        


		
		 
	 The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and 6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.
		


		
		
		In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150 million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.
		


		
		
		Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial criteria. 
		


		
		
		The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious medium-term goals:
		


		
        		 „Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key decision-makers in the industry,
                    

		 Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,
                    

		 Value strategy, to increase the proportion of higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products already have a high degree of market penetration,
                    

		 Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category in Europe, 
                    

		 Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to set new standards, and
                    

		 Continuous process and cost optimisation.
                    




		
	
	

	

            Value-oriented management


                

	
        
        
		Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


		
		The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital. Details can be found in the   Remuneration Report.
        


		
		
		Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a premium. 
	    


		
		
		In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.
		


		

		
	

	

        
                Management of currency risks


                

    

        
            In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural
            hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same
            proportion in which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful, particularly as regards
            the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and
            the Nordic or Eastern European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business,
            the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy, currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects).
        



        
            In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the Swiss franc should be 10%
            weaker or stronger than all other currencies:
        




        		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points






        
            For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated
            Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management, Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the
            Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial Instruments.
        




    
    

	

        
                Sanitec acquisition


                

	
        
        
		On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of CHF&nbsp1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months. 
        


		
		
		At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24 sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading brands that are firmly established in their local markets. 
        


		
		The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015. 
		


		
      For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create added value.
        


		
		The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.
		


		
		
	

	


        
            
                Financial Year 2015


        
        

	
        
        
		The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.
        


 
		
		
	
    
 
	


        
                Market environment


        
        


    
        Business climate still challenging
    


    
        As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by developments that varied by region.
        There was no comprehensive recovery in the industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive
        development. Elsewhere, volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities in
        the construction industries of China and Russia.
    


    
        In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015 down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct, the more cautious
        outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that building construction would increase by 2.0% in
        2015. As in the previous year, new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations
        (+1.2%). It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40% down on the level seen
        in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has once again almost reached the level seen at that
        time. Euroconstruct estimates for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%),
        United Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were all below the
        average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted
        particularly strong growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe
        to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the relevant competition during the
        year under review. The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.
    


    
        In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion relates to building
        construction. Residential construction accounted for just under 60% of this, and non-residential
        construction for just over 40%. More than half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation
        projects, primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential construction.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015
        


    




    
        In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and the economy grew slightly
        more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the US construction industry published by the U.S.
        Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential construction increased by
        17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the
        development of the health care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit,
        was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction
        continued: the number of building permits for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0%
        (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the long-term average
        before the financial crisis.
    


    
        At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed marginally compared with
        the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the
        year under review; figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53% (previous year
        61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this region. The lion's share of that growth was
        achieved in China and, to a lesser extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation,
        some of the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China in particular,
        there has been a significant slump in residential construction. Stocks of unsold residential properties,
        which had increased further compared with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new
        builds.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL), June 2015
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        




    

	


        
                Net sales


        
        
	
		Solid sales growth


		
		Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015. 
		


		
		From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649 million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.
		


        
		In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.  
        


		
		The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million, corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in Polish zloty.
        


		
		The following changes in net sales in the markets and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.
		


		
		Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


		
		The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland. Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%), Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak market environment in China.
		




		Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


		
		Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%. 
		


		
		Net sales for the Installation Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth rates  - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5% of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and bidets experienced a decline. 
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		Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8 million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary Systems – as was the case in the previous year. 
		


		
		Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.
		


		
		The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
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                    Results
                


            
            

    

        Profitability remains impressive 


        
            In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various special effects in
            connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better comparability, adjusted
            figures1 are
            shown and commented on.
        


        
            Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel
            and
            pension costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a negative effect.
        


        
            The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever
            level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous
            year,
            due mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business.
            Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in
            net
            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's operating
            results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.
        



        
            The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million, and the adjusted EBIT
            margin
            reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which
            led
            to an adjusted return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per share came to CHF 13.23
            (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net
            income,
            was due to the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback programme.
        



        Operating expenses under control



        
            Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to CHF 2,002.8 million. As a
            percentage
            of net sales, this equates to 77.2% (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses
            as
            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's activities. In contrast,  foreign
            currency effects had a reducing effect.
        


        
            Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0 million and rose slightly from
            28.9% of net sales in the previous year to 29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing
            expenditure on both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by 35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous year 23.2%).  Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel
            expenses decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and rise in staff numbers,
            see
            also  
            Business and financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic terms, a decline would have been posted.
        


        
            The adjusted net financial result came to CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million
            compared to the previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest expenditure in
            connection
            with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and
            foreign currency losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF&nbsp80.6 million.
            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of 14.0% (previous year 13.3%),
            which
            was attributable to completed amortisation that had an impact on taxes.
        



        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement



        
            The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
        




        Increase in free cashflow



        
            The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects resulting from the Sanitec
            acquisition, the majority of which are mutually compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to
            CHF 596.3
            million. When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and equipment were more than
            offset by positive effects of the change in net working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay distributions of
            CHF 310.7
            million to shareholders and to repurchase shares totalling CHF 159.8 million.
        




        
            1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

            2 Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible
            assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation
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            * Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        


        
           



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Acquisition and integration related costs

(in CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income level		71

		* related to purchase price allocation
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            1
            Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
            

            2
            Source:  London Metal Exchange
            Click legend items to show and hide data
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            Click legend items to show and hide data
        



    

        


            Financial structure


                

    
        Strong financial foundation



        
            Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution from free cashflow allowed
            the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback programme to be continued while also maintaining the
            very healthy financial foundation of the Group.
        


        
            Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This development was
            heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong Swiss franc.
        


        

            Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF 459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million).
            This resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net cash of CHF 739.2
            million at the end of the previous year. This development was shaped by the financing of the Sanitec
            takeover, dividend payments to shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
            CHF 159.8 million.

        


        
            Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million compared to the previous
            year. Property, plant and equipment increased from CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while
            goodwill and intangible assets rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items –
            and the key figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec acquisition and
            integration.
        


        
            The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous year to +45.9%. The equity
            ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%). Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity
            (ROE) was 32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%). Average invested
            operating capital, comprising net working capital, property, plant and equipment, and goodwill and
            intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9 million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5
            million). The adjusted return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was
            17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing, ROE and ROIC calculations, please
            refer to the  Financial
            Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of
            Capital.
        


        
            The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered
            in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were
            acquired as part of the share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
            mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
            Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was
            launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of
            5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
            years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended
            from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of
            the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the
            programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to
            carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.
        


        1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the
            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Debt

(in CHF million; as of 31 December) 

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




































































    


        
                Investments


                
    
           
		Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years
        


		
        
		In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7% (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out as planned. 
        


        
		The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3 million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment, while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to property, plant and equipment.
        




	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7
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                Employees


                
    

        
            At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of
            5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the integration of the
            acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees increased
            by 96, or 1.5%.
        


        
            Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original Geberit organisation
            amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
            newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.
        


        
            As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of Sanitec resulted in a shift
            toward production, at the expense of all other processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales
            accounted for 23.9% of employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
            Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6% (previous year 3.7%). The share of
            apprentices was 2.1% (previous year 3.7%).
        


        
            Image as an attractive employer
        



        
            First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in mind, a variety of efforts
            were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive employer with an open
            corporate culture and international development opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering
            and sales. This included specialists from various departments attending a series of university career fairs,
            together with Human Resources managers.
        



        
            Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits –
            adjusted by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2
            million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to
            the Income Statement. Employees can also participate in share participation plans at attractive
            conditions, see  Consolidated financial
            statements Geberit Group, 17. Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.
        


        
            Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The proportion of female employees at
            the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%), and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year
            7%). There are no women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.
        




        
            Interesting prospects
        


        
            Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further training. Geberit employed 255
            apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship
            was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a
            period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the
            internationalisation of employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both
            employees and the company.
        



        
            The two-stage Potentials Management Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify
            talents throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior management. Initial
            experience of managerial or project management responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as
            part of the programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide decision-makers with
            concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to help fill at least half of all vacant managerial
            positions within the company with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
            management vacancies (previous year 69%).
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Employees by countries

(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100
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            Standard assessment scale
        


        
            The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process has been in place since
            2012. This standardised process enables the company to gain an overview of the available potential. The aims
            of PDC are severalfold: to reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
            the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the standard job assessments used
            throughout the Group provide a solid reference system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with
            the exception of manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
            currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.
        



        
            A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the previous survey, the aim is to
            ascertain identification with the company and employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific
            questions about the integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.
        




        
            Proactive internal communication


        
            The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for many years. But this status
            was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec Group. During a transitional phase, the two former
            Intranets were operated in parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
            the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within the Geberit Group, and
            information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the integration process
            going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no access
            to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
            screens.
        



        
            From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been published three times, were
            broadened to include all employees of the company. This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to
            over 12,000 copies, now in six rather than the previous two languages.
        




        
            Identity and Code of Conduct updated
        


        
            Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially
            responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit
            Compass – which formulates the identity of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible
            for our success, how we work together) – and the  Geberit
            Code of Conduct for employees serve as the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of
            the Compass, together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our employees (see
            also Compliance section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by
            the CEO in the employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at the start of
            2015 (see also  Compliance section).
        




        
            Focus on occupational safety
        


        
            The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the Sanitec Group. However, the
            targets have had to be revised to take account of the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the
            aim is to halve the number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be reduced
            to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number
            of days lost per million working hours).
        


        
            Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The accident severity rate
            increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to the acquisition. As the majority of occupational
            accidents and time lost are still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
            behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive masterplan on
            occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is
            also part of the annual appraisal of managers at the plants.
        




    
    


        
                Customers


        
        

	
        
        A focus on specific customer needs
        


        
		With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales force received training in the enlarged product range.
        


        
	         By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start of 2016.     
        


		
		A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external events. 
		


		
        
        Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European countries
        


        
		The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets. 
        


        
        To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.
        


        
		September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced. 
        


		

        
		Local contact with plumbing specialists
		


        
		The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.
        


      
	  
        
        Trade fair presence to foster business relations and customer contacts
        


        
		Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.
        


		
        Core competencies open doors


        
		Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.
		


        

	




        
                Innovation


                

	
        
        Innovation as the foundation for future growth
        


        
		Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in 2015. 
        


        
        Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.
        


        
		At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this process. 
        



	    
            Broad-based competencies
        


        
		Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry standards. 
        


        
        Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.
        



        
        Comprehensive development activities pay off
        


        
		A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart. 
        


        
		The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4


























































    



    
        
        New products for greater comfort and better hygiene
        


        
        The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:
        


        		
        The CleanLine  shower channel combines a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all expectations.
        

		
        Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features: the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer complete the new shower toilet.
        

		
		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10 for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder. The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope for the bathroom.
        

		
		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required. It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the building service management system.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.
        



        
		Several new product launches are planned for 2016. Among them will be:
        


        		
		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling from the building structure.
        

		
        The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres.  The easy maintenance systems are extremely economical to maintain and operate.
        

		
		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.
        




	


        
            
                    Production


                    

	
        
        New production network 
        


        
		 With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic production. 
        


        
		Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants placed a particular focus on this.
        



        
        Environmental management in production
        


        
		 The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic terms. 
        


        
       Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018  of maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.
        


		
		

        
        CO2 strategy
        


        
        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the long-term 
	   CO2 strategy sheet to be met and all measures to reduce
		
		 CO2 emissions to be implemented.
		


		

        
        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2 emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the 
		company's participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
		


	
		
	
	
        
            Energy consumption 2015 –

                effect Sanitec acquisition
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            		1 Geberit, organic*

		2 Sanitec electricity

		3 Sanitec combustibles

		4 Sanitec fuel

		5 Geberit Group, consolidated




            
                * Electricity: 114.05 GWh, combustibles: 44.35 GWh, fuel: 17.45 GWh

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
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            CO2 emissions –

                effect Sanitec acquisition

                (in thousand tonnes of CO2)
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            		1 Geberit 2014*

		2 Geberit 2015, organic

		3 Sanitec 2015

		4 Geberit Group 2015, consolidated




            
                * Updated basic data, calculation in accordance with IPCC 2013, excluding Scope 3 emissions

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
            


        

	




        

        
                Logistics and procurement


                

	
        
        Two different logistics worlds
        


        
		Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.
        



        
        Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf
        


        
		The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and emissions. 
		


        
		With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.
        



        
        Sanitec suppliers integrated
        


        
		The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated. Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the plants could be guaranteed in the year under review. 
        


        
        All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50 main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than 90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.
        


	




        
                Sustainability


                
	
    
        Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


		
		A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas.
        


		
		Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
        


		Water management still an important subject


		
		In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration, urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology: water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important. The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales. 
        


        
		The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.
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        Green building competencies are being expanded


		 
		Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards, such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green building.
        


        
		In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort, climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on green building.
        


        
        More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27” student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and, following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to both properties.
        



        Sustainability strategy consistently rolled out


        
		The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added sites.
        


        
        The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among these are  green procurement,  green logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective monitoring.
        



    
    



    
        
    




        

        
        Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.
        


       
        
        All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been  verified by GRI.
        



        
		Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors, Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.
        



        
		The efforts in terms of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment segments, which are still gaining in importance. 
        

        Eco-design as a standard in product development



        
		As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source, the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and economic operation.
        


        
		Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental performance in a transparent manner. 
        



    
    




        
                Compliance


                

	
        
        Transparency established  
        


        
		Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in 2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.
        


        
        Effective Compliance organisation
        


        
		A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec Group. 
        


        
		The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or the checks described.
        


        
		Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of 2016.
        


        
        Overhauled identity launched
        


        
		In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all employees, with a letter from the CEO.
        


	
    


        
                Social Engagement


                

    
        
            Focus on water
        


        
            With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company
            rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets
            this out.
        


        
            The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability. This is why it has for many
            years undertaken social projects that exhibit a relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core
            competencies and corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional education:
            by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing regions of this world, apprentices become
            familiar with other cultures and acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the
            Group's social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution to implementing the
            follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations, which seeks to give all
            humans access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by 2030.
        


        
            Tangible commitment – global and diverse
        


        
            In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time close to the port of Durban in
            Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils attend the school,
            which was originally designed to accommodate around 500 children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure
            upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
            and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, went to the school
            to install new sanitary installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
            neighbouring “LIV village”.
        


        
            The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for another two years. Geberit
            once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a substantial
            contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas
            and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of the earthquake in the
            spring of 2015.
        


        
            The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was continued in the reporting
            year. The goal of this platform is to bring together all those involved in the topic of water supply (from
            academic, economic as well as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
            promote international dialogue on water.
        


            A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the
            local level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit
            employees in the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
        


            In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly
            work to workshops for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2
            million.
        


            For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments
            in infrastructure and services primarily for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related
            commitments are neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties
            or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
            is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.
        


    
    

            Changes in Group structure


                

	
        No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting year, aside from the  Sanitec acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


	

 
            Outlook


        

        
            
 
	
        
		Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging 
        


        
		The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very differently. In Europe, there are signs that the construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.
        


        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10% currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016 price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.
        


        
		In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.
        



        Geberit

 
        
		The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.    
        


        
		 The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our future success.  
        



	
 
	

        

    















    

        
            
                1. Group structure and shareholders


            Management report

            Corporate Governance

        
        
	
	
1.1 Group structure



 The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management Structure.





Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.





The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of 31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.



	
	 




	
		
		1.2 Significant shareholders 


			
			The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.
			


			
			Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.
			


			1.3 Cross-shareholdings


			
			In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%. 
			



			1.4 Important changes to the Articles of Incorporation


			
			As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the Articles of Incorporation in 2015.
			



	

	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Significant shareholders*

(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los Angeles, USA		4.94

		*  In accordance with the corresponding reports
to SIX Swiss Exchange


























































	



        
                    2. Capital structure


        
        
	
	
	2.1 Capital


        Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of 31 December 2015: 
        


				Ordinary capital: 		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital: 		–

		Authorised capital: 		–





		

		For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.
		


		
	
	 




	

		 
		2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details 


	    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised capital. 
        


	
	
		
		2.3 Changes in capital


		
		For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.  
		


		
		For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).
		



		 
		2.4 Shares and participation certificates


		
		The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each. 
		


		
		With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of capital reduction.    
		


        No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding. 
        



    	 
		2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


        No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.
        


	
	

		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0
































	





	
		 
		2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


		
        Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital. 
		


		
        The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.  
		


        
        Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in terms of registration or voting rights.
		


        
		In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting year. 
        



		
		2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


		No convertible bonds are outstanding. 


		
		
		No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.
		


	
		
		




        
            3. Board of Directors


        
        
	
	
		3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


		
		At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.  
		


	

	
	
	  

	 


	
	
		
		Albert M. Baehny (1952) 


			
			
                Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)
				Swiss citizen

                CEO Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)
			
			


			
			Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 



	
	
		 
		Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


			
			
			Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011 until the end of 2014)
Swiss citizen
Chairman of the Board of Directors Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH) 


			
			


			
		Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from 1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997. In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
			


			        
        Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 




	
	
		 
		Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2013
Swiss citizen
Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)

			
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH) in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in 1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			


			
			
			  
				 

  
 
			  
			
			



	
	
		 
		Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2015
Swiss citizen
Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)
 
            
			


			
			Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant & Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to 2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR), where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From 2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996 to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and manufacturer association.
   			


			  
			Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group. 
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   

	 



	
	

	
	
		 
		Hartmut Reuter (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2008

		German citizen 

		Member of the Shareholders Committee and Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co KG, Bad Münder (DE)

			


			
            After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various supervisory bodies. 
			


			
            Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 

	 


	
	
		 
		Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


			
			
				Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012 
				

                Danish citizen 

                Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK); Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political Committee

			
			


			
			Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11 countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000. 
			


			            
            Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   



	


	
	

        3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC



        
		Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        

 
        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.  
        


        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision. 
        

    		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register. 


		
	




	
		 
		3.4 Elections and terms of office


			
			 Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the remaining term of office. 
            


			
			Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary General Meeting following their 70th birthday. 
            


		
		
			Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing for re-election for a further year. 
            


		
		3.5 Internal organisational structure


		
		The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).
		


            
			As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit Committee. 
            

	
			
			Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014. 
			


			
			
			The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors. 
			


			
			The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 	
            


			
			The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.
			






		
	
	




	
	

	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X








































































































	




	
		
	
 
     
            
            The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board members:  
            


		


    Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee) 



            
                The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this Committee. 
            



            
             The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
            


            
			The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015 were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            



		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the following principles:
            



            		
				Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
				

		
				Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
                





            
            The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related matters.
            


            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            




            
            Audit Committee (AC)



            
            The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees. 
            




            
			As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            




			





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management (refer to   “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board”).  The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            
            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            





        3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility



        
          Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable responsibilities: 
        



        		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation, regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness





        
		The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. 
        



        
		To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group. 
        


        
		As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. 
        


        
		The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the decision-making powers and Group management duties. 
        



        
        The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee  can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.
        





        3.7 Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board 



        
		At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development. The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of the operational management on the development of results until the end of the financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the Board of Directors held eight meetings. 
        




        
		Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies. 
        




        
        Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition, responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors. Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to   Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals of previous audits.
        




	



	
	
	
		
    
	


         
            4. Group Executive Board


        
        
    
		4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


            
    		At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members. 
    		


    




	
	
        Christian Buhl (1973)


						
                
                   Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January 2015

member of the Group Executive Board since 2015
with Geberit since 2009
Swiss citizen
			
			


			
Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000 to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  


	
	  
		 
		Roland Iff (1961)


			
			
				Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 1993
Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
Swiss citizen
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH) 
 

			
			


			
			Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US). Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE) before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to   Management Structure.
			


	  

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 





	



  
	
	
		
		 
		Michael Reinhard (1956)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 2004
Head of Group Division Products
German citizen
Member of the Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH) 


			
			


			
			Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing. In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400 employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management Structure.
			


	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 




  


	
	
		
		
		Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957) 


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015
with Geberit since 1997
Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands
German citizen



			
			


			
			Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things – at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 



  


	
	
		
		
		Karl Spachmann (1958)


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Sales Europe

German citizen


			
			


			
			Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 


	
		 
		Ronald van Triest (1969)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015
with Geberit since June 2015
Head of Group Division Sales International
Dutch citizen


			
			


			
			Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong. From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director, he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 


    
    


	
	

        	 
		4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


        
		Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


		
		The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.
		


		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.
		


		 

		4.4 Management contracts


			
			The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.
			


	
	 


         
            5. Compensations, shareholdings and loans


        
        
	
	

	See  Remuneration Report.



	
	
	
	


        
                    6. Participatory rights of the shareholders


        
        
	
	
		6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


		
            The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote. 		
         



		
		
		Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises only one representative per share. 
		



		
		
		The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect. 
		



		
		
		For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.
		


		

		 
		6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


		
		The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged by law.
		




		 
		6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


		
            The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions. 
		


		
		Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the proposed candidates.
        




		 
		6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


		
			In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the right to participate and vote. 
		


	
	
	
	



                 7. Changes of control and defence measures


        
        
	
	
    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


        
        There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to “opting-up” or “opting-out”. 
        

    
    
    7.2 Change of control clauses


    
    For agreements and plans in the event of a change of control, see the  Remuneration report.
		
	
	
	
	


                 8. Auditors


        
        
	
	
		8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


		
		PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015. 
		




         
		8.2 Auditing fees


		
		In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group. 
		



         
		8.3 Additional fees


		
		
		For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.
		



         
		8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


		
		Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015. 
		


		
		The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.
		



	
	
	
	


                 9. Information policy


        
        
	
	
		
Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts. 
		



		
		Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once a year. 
		



		
		Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the appropriate chapters.
		



		
		Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.
		



		
		For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.
		


		
	
	
	
	


    















    

        
            
                Remuneration Report


            Management report

            Remuneration report

        
        
    

        The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as well as
            information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by the
            shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of
            Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.
        


        The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in
            Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX
            Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
            economiesuisse.
        


        The report is structured as follows:
        



        		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee
            

		Remuneration policy and principles
            

		Determination of remuneration
            

		Remuneration architecture
            

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Summary of share and option plans 2015
            

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 13 December 2015
            




		
		
Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.




    
    


            1. Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee  


                
	
	 


        
        Dear Shareholder
        



        

        
        The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests of our shareholders. 
		


        
        Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive Board. 
		


        
        We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report. Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on the regulatory requirements.
		


        
		At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).
        


        
        The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.
        


        
         
        


        
        
        Yours sincerely 
        





        

  
 

        
        Robert F. Spoerry

        Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee
        



		
	 
	 
	
            2. Remuneration policy and principles    


                
    

        Core principles


        
            In order to ensure the company's success and to maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to
            attract, develop and retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support this
            fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:
        



        		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and long-term value creation
            

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of executives and the alignment of
                their interests to those of the shareholders
            

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and insurance programs





        Remuneration of the Board of Directors



        In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the Group
            Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and
            non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
            Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of Directors.
        



        Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


        
            The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable elements.
        


        The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on prevalent market practice.
        


        The variable remuneration drives and rewards best-in-class performance by
            ways of continuously setting ambitious and stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of
            short-term and long-term elements:
        



        		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers, such as sales, earnings before
                interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as
                individual objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process. This remuneration
                balances the reward of individual performance and company success.
            

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested capital (ROIC) and aims to reward
                sustainable performance, to align the interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster
                long-term retention of the executives.
            





        
            The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk taking or short-term profit
            maximisation at the expense of the long-term health of the company, refer also to  Remuneration
            architecture, Group Executive Board.
        



        Governance and shareholders’ involvement


        Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of Incorporation and the
            Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.
        


        
            The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of
            the Group Executive Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
            addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a consultative vote, refer also
            to 
 Determination of remuneration.
        


    
    

        
                3. Determination of remuneration 


                    
	
	 

        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


        
        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy, including: 
        



        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of Directors





        
        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:        
        



	 
     
     
	
	
	 





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative 
vote

		1 Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2 Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 







































































































	

    
	     
        
        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as members.
		



	 




	

        
        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year. In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following pre-defined recurring agenda items: 
		


	 
         
        
	
	
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				Beginning of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring 
(April/May)		Summer 
(August)		End of year 
(December)

		Remuneration policy						Review of remuneration policy and programs



				

		Group Executive Board (GEB) matters				
Individual performance appraisal previous year


		
STI payout previous year


		
Vesting of equity awards previous years




				Benchmarking of GEB remuneration



				Succession planning for GEB positions


		Talent management session




				Target remuneration following year


		Target setting for STI following year


		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria LTI for next grant






		Board of Director (BoD) remuneration						Benchmarking of BoD remuneration



						BoD remuneration following year






		Governance				AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)



		 				Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on the remuneration report



				Draft remuneration report


		Agenda NCC for following year












































































































    

    
        
            
                As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee only.
            


            
                After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee reports to the Board of
                Directors on its activities and recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.
            



            3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


            Benchmarks and external consultants



            
                Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark
                studies on comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the
                remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out by an
                independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other
                mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer group of
                industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum,
                Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza,
                Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study,
                together with other published data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the
                CEO and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different
                factors, such as individual role and contribution, company performance and affordability, are considered
                to determine remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in
                principle positioned around the market median.
            


            
                In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are reviewed
                periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting. 
            



            Performance management



            
                The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group Executive Board members
                depends on the company and on the individual performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual performance management process: company and individual performance objectives are approved
                at the beginning of the business year and achievements against those objectives is assessed after
                year-end. The performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual remuneration.
            




        
    


    


        

        
            
                
                    Objective setting

                    (December – January)


                    Determination of individual objectives
                


            

            
                
                    Mid-year review

                    (July)


                    Mid-year discussion on performance to date against predefined objectives
                


            


            
                
                    Final review

                    (December – January)


                    Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                


            


            
                
                    Determination of compensation

                    (February – March)

                    

                    Determination of actual compensation

                


            

        



    

    

        

             



            3.3. Shareholder involvement



            
                In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and shareholders’
                representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of
                transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’ vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity to express their opinion about the remuneration system.
            



            
                In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in Listed Stock Corporations,
                shareholders are asked to approve the amount of remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group
                Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business year.
            




            
            		* Detailed information regarding the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the invitation to the General Meeting.
                    




            
            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security contributions made by the employer.
            



            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board includes the following:
            



            		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer contributions to retirement plans and
                    estimated employer contributions to social security
                

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with maximum possible value of matching options)
                

		Fair value of the options at grant
                





            
                Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.
            



            
                We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate remuneration amounts, combined with
                a consultative retrospective vote on the remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a
                far-reaching “say-on-pay”.
            



            Articles of Association



            
                As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit include the following provisions on
                remuneration: 
            



            		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:

                    The members of the Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may include short-
                    and long-term elements and which is linked to the achievement of one or several performance
                    criteria. Performance criteria are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual
                    and company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and conditions of any share-based
                    remuneration, including time of allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                    exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back mechanism.
                

		
                    Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board appointed after the vote on
                    remuneration at the General Meeting:

                    For the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been appointed after the
                    approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of up to 40% of
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the Group Executive Board is available
                    without further approval of the General Meeting.
                

		
                    Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the Board of Directors and of
                    the Group Executive Board: 

                    No loans or credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive
                    Board.
                





            
                The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to
				 Remuneration
                architecture, Board of Directors.
            



        
        
    

    
        

            4. Remuneration architecture 


                

	

		4.1. Board of Directors


		
			The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their expenses, paid out in cash.
		


		
			The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.
		


		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Annual fees 		in CHF		Delivery 

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC / Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense allowance		15,000		Cash








































































































		
			The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company pension plan.
		


		
			The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.
		


		
			Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the 2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation to the 2016 General Meeting.
		



		4.2. Group Executive Board



		
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:
		



				Base salary 

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI)) 

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites  





	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


					Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance period (staged)		Performance metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed base salary		Annual base salary		Monthly cash payments		Pay for the function		 		 

		Short-Term Incentive		Short-Term Incentive, STI		Annual variable cash		Drive and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year performance period		Sales, EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of variable cash in restricted shares		Align with shareholders’ interests		Shares:

3-year restriction period

		 		 		 		Share options:

4-year vesting period (staged),

7-year plan period		Share options:

ROIC

		Long-Term Incentive		Share Option Plan MSOP		Performance share options		Drive and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’ interests 
Retain		4-year performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-

stiftung

Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company car, expense policy		Attract & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year plan period     		 













	

		Base salary



		
			The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent. The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience of the individual in the role.
		



		Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)



		
			The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150 additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated within the annual performance management process.
		



		
			The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70% of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of individual objectives.
		





		



	
	


	


	
		Functionality remuneration model


		
		
			The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.
		



		
			The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.
		



		
			As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the annual base salary.
		



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).
		



		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP shares and options:
		



	
	

		
		To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.


		
	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested options		Vested options		Restricted shares

		Death		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Retirement or disability		Regular vesting schedule		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period		Regular blocking period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


		
			The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years after grant), effective 1 January 2016.
		


	
	
    
        To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at
            
                 www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.
        


    
	



	
		
			Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.
		



		
			The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the remaining third four years after the grant.
		



		
			For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a term of ten years.
		


		
			The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the underlying share at the time of grant. 
		


		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP options:
		


	
    
    
    




	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Disclosure of targets



		
			Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


		Benefits



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law. The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.
		



		
			Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax authorities.
		


		Employment terms and conditions






		
			All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board are not entitled to any severance payment.
		



		
			In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the respective variable remuneration.



	


	
            5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015 


                
	
	 
        
        This section is audited by the external auditor.
        


        
        The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF 2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:
		


		
		

		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group Executive Board in 2014.

		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of Directors.




		
        
        Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of members of the Board of Directors:  
        


	 
	 
		
	
	
	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman2		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95) The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in shares is used for the payment of social charges and for Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board members.

2 In 2014, the remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.










		

	
	
	
	
	
	 
        
For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.
		


       
	    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the company:  
        


	 
	 
		
	

	
   
	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%











	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as CEO











  

 
 
	 
		 
        As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.
	   



     
	 
 
            6. Group Executive Board: remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015 


                

	
	 
	 
     This section is audited by the external auditor.
	 


        6.1. Performance in 2015  


		
		
			The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products. 
		


       
	    
			Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.
		


		
		
			To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly exceeded the targets. 
		


		
        6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


        
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various factors.
		


		
		
			Reducing impact on remuneration: 
					The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous year.




		
		
			Increasing impact on remuneration:
					Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




		
		
			The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board. 
		


		 
			 Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General Meeting 2016.
		 


		
        
	

	
	  
		

		
		
        The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of remuneration for 2015 and 2014:
        


		

	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C. Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A. Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP 2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP 2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares or in cash.

2 Registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period, valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (PY CHF 281.95).

3 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

4 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

5 Valuation in accordance with the guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of the purchase cost per month).

6 Immaterial payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall, these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group Executive Board.

7 The remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.     










	

	
		
        The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated financial statements.


        
        
    
	
    
	


        6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


        
        As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following shares in the company:
        





	 
        
    
	
 
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. 
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K. 
Spachmann		R. 
van 
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option








            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		A. Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights options		0.17%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option










	
 
	 
         
As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive Board.



	 
     
 

        
                7. Summary of share and option plans 2015 


            
            
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial statements. Under the three different share plans, the following numbers of shares were allocated.
        



	 
	
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of
blocking
period		Number of
participants		Number of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan 2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program 2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the average closing price during the subscription period 03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s performance in 2015, per plan rules.

MSPP and DSPP: Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of the share during the 10 trading days before the grant date.










	

    
	
	
	 
        
        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of treasury shares.
        


        
        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of options were allocated. 
        


	
	 

    
	 
	 
	 
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of 
vesting 
period		Maturity		Number of 
participants		Number of 
options 
allocated		Exercise 
price CHF

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 










     

    
	 
 
  
	 
        
        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call Options”.
        


     
     
 
 
     
        
        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:
        


	 
     
 
 
     
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Exercise 
price1		Expected 
Ø volatility		Expected Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual 
period		Risk free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




 1  The exercise price corresponds to the average price of Geberit shares for the period from 3.-16.3.2015.








         




 
 
	 
        
            Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015 (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).
        


   
     
 
        


            8. Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 31 December 2015 


                
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e. 0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.   
        


        
		The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December 2015: 
        




	 
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			End of vesting period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options 
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF		Number of 
options in 
the money		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59










             


		

       
	
	
	 
        
        The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:
        



	
	 
	 
	
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total 2015		 		 		Total 2014

		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding 1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding 31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at 31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06










                 


     

     
 
	 
        
        The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6 years.
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting 
Geberit AG
Rapperswil-Jona



     




	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting on the
remuneration report 2015



    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.
    



    Board of Directors’ responsibility


    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.
    
    


    Auditor’s responsibility


    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the remuneration report.



    
    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
    



    Opinion


    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.



    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


	
     		

  
 		

  
 

		Beat Inauen

                Audit expert

                Auditor in charge
            		Martin Knöpfel

                Audit expert
            




     


    Zurich, March 8, 2016 
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				A time of integration
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February, making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures merged, processes standardised and the sales structures adapted.
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				Groundbreaking ceremony in  
Pfullendorf
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17 April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics processes and gearing up for the future. 
				


			

		

		
            
				Is there enough for everyone?
			


			
				
			
			
				
					At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are lowered, creating an impression of emptiness. 
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				Efficient cleaning with water
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush flush technology.
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				A neat solution
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are won over by the individual installation options, the fact that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge capacity and the installation process that has been carefully thought out down to the last detail. 
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				A gem along the Spree
			


			
				
			
			
					A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56 freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in Berlin. 
					In addition to offering a spectacular view, the building also features impressive bathrooms that were designed 
					according to the customers’ specific requirements, thanks to the flexible installation technology from Geberit.
				


			

		

		
            
				Reaching new heights
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes. 
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		The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.    
        


        
		Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.  
        

 
        
		The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.
        

 
        
		The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in this category. 
        

 
        
		As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence operations the same year.
        


        
		 The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.    
        


		
        
		There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.
        


        
		From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.
        


        
		We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company. 
        


        
	 The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.       
        


         


		 
        		

  
 		

  
 

		Albert M. Baehny

                Chairman of the Board of Directors  
            		Christian Buhl

                CEO  
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        Share price performance in the year under review


        
            The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange
            rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at
            CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
            rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share subsequently
            performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a
            disproportionate recovery in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
            corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over
            the past five years, the Geberit share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The
            Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.
        


        
            The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.
        


        
            At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.
        



        Distribution


        
            Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic
            growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital
            structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a buffer
            of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth
            targets, and on the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to
            shareholders. Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This is
            also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.
        


        
            Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to shareholders in the form of
            distributions or share buybacks. During the same period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20
            at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.
        


        
            Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.
        


        
            The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the
            course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in
            the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and
            cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a separate trading line
            on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600 shares, which corresponds to around a
            third of the entire programme, had been acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback
            was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition,
            which is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – were repurchased by
            the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016
            ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and
            to cancel the shares.
        



        Communication


        
            Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all market participants and
            interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com),
            including ad hoc announcements. Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
            available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add their names to a mailing list
            ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/)
            in order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.
        



        
            CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations Roman Sidler
            are in charge of the ongoing communication with shareholders, the capital market and the general public.
            Contact details can be found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is
            provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
            presentations.
        


        
            Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com
        


        
            Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share information
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            Basis:1:10 stock split implemented on 8 May 2007

            Source:Bloomberg
            
Click on the caption to display and hide the related content
        



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30
























































































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Total distribution to shareholders and share buybacks
 (CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907











































































































        
            

        


        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Major data relating to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF 0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX











































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Key figures

(CHF per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

2 Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016














































        
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Time schedule		2016

		General Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend payment		12 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr 

		Half-year results		16 Aug 

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct 

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan 

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar 

		General Meeting		5 Apr 

		Dividend payment		11 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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		With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
        





    


    		
                1.

                Focus on sanitary products

            		
                2.

                Commitment to innovation and design

            		
                3.

                Selective geographic expansion
				

            		
                4.

                Continuous optimisation of business processes
				

            






    

        		
				Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall” sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology as well as attractive design.
            

		
                Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative strength is founded on research and development in areas such as hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of customers. 
            

		
                Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high standards in terms of quality and profitability. 
            

		
                Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development. 
            




		

    

	

        


            Strategic success factors


                

	
        
        
		The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The most important are:
        



        		
            a clear, long-term strategy,
            

		
            the focus on sanitary products,
            

		
            solid, sustainable  growth and earnings drivers,
            

		
            a strong competitive position,
            

		
            an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer needs,
            

		
            a proven, customer-focused business model,
            

		
            a stable management structure,
            

		
            a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,
            

		
            a unique corporate culture.
            




		
	
    
 
	

            Medium-term goals


                

	
        
        
		Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows. 
        


		
		 
	 The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and 6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.
		


		
		
		In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150 million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.
		


		
		
		Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial criteria. 
		


		
		
		The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious medium-term goals:
		


		
        		 „Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key decision-makers in the industry,
                    

		 Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,
                    

		 Value strategy, to increase the proportion of higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products already have a high degree of market penetration,
                    

		 Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category in Europe, 
                    

		 Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to set new standards, and
                    

		 Continuous process and cost optimisation.
                    




		
	
	

	

            Value-oriented management


                

	
        
        
		Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


		
		The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital. Details can be found in the   Remuneration Report.
        


		
		
		Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a premium. 
	    


		
		
		In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.
		


		

		
	

	

        
                Management of currency risks


                

    

        
            In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural
            hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same
            proportion in which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful, particularly as regards
            the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and
            the Nordic or Eastern European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business,
            the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy, currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects).
        



        
            In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the Swiss franc should be 10%
            weaker or stronger than all other currencies:
        




        		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points






        
            For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated
            Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management, Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the
            Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial Instruments.
        




    
    

	

        
                Sanitec acquisition


                

	
        
        
		On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of CHF 1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months. 
        


		
		
		At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24 sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading brands that are firmly established in their local markets. 
        


		
		The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015. 
		


		
      For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create added value.
        


		
		The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.
		


		
		
	

	


        
            
                Financial Year 2015


        
        

	
        
        
		The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.
        


 
		
		
	
    
 
	


        
                Market environment


        
        


    
        Business climate still challenging
    


    
        As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by developments that varied by region.
        There was no comprehensive recovery in the industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive
        development. Elsewhere, volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities in
        the construction industries of China and Russia.
    


    
        In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015 down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct, the more cautious
        outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that building construction would increase by 2.0% in
        2015. As in the previous year, new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations
        (+1.2%). It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40% down on the level seen
        in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has once again almost reached the level seen at that
        time. Euroconstruct estimates for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%),
        United Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were all below the
        average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted
        particularly strong growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe
        to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the relevant competition during the
        year under review. The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.
    


    
        In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion relates to building
        construction. Residential construction accounted for just under 60% of this, and non-residential
        construction for just over 40%. More than half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation
        projects, primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential construction.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015
        


    




    
        In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and the economy grew slightly
        more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the US construction industry published by the U.S.
        Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential construction increased by
        17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the
        development of the health care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit,
        was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction
        continued: the number of building permits for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0%
        (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the long-term average
        before the financial crisis.
    


    
        At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed marginally compared with
        the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the
        year under review; figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53% (previous year
        61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this region. The lion's share of that growth was
        achieved in China and, to a lesser extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation,
        some of the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China in particular,
        there has been a significant slump in residential construction. Stocks of unsold residential properties,
        which had increased further compared with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new
        builds.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL), June 2015
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        




    

	


        
                Net sales


        
        
	
		Solid sales growth


		
		Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015. 
		


		
		From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649 million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.
		


        
		In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.  
        


		
		The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million, corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in Polish zloty.
        


		
		The following changes in net sales in the markets and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.
		


		
		Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


		
		The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland. Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%), Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak market environment in China.
		




		Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


		
		Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%. 
		


		
		Net sales for the Installation Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth rates  - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5% of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and bidets experienced a decline. 
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		Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8 million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary Systems – as was the case in the previous year. 
		


		
		Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.
		


		
		The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
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                    Results
                


            
            

    

        Profitability remains impressive 


        
            In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various special effects in
            connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better comparability, adjusted
            figures1 are
            shown and commented on.
        


        
            Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel
            and
            pension costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a negative effect.
        


        
            The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever
            level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous
            year,
            due mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business.
            Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in
            net
            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's operating
            results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.
        



        
            The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million, and the adjusted EBIT
            margin
            reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which
            led
            to an adjusted return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per share came to CHF 13.23
            (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net
            income,
            was due to the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback programme.
        



        Operating expenses under control



        
            Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to CHF 2,002.8 million. As a
            percentage
            of net sales, this equates to 77.2% (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses
            as
            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's activities. In contrast,  foreign
            currency effects had a reducing effect.
        


        
            Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0 million and rose slightly from
            28.9% of net sales in the previous year to 29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing
            expenditure on both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by 35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous year 23.2%).  Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel
            expenses decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and rise in staff numbers,
            see
            also  
            Business and financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic terms, a decline would have been posted.
        


        
            The adjusted net financial result came to CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million
            compared to the previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest expenditure in
            connection
            with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and
            foreign currency losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF 80.6 million.
            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of 14.0% (previous year 13.3%),
            which
            was attributable to completed amortisation that had an impact on taxes.
        



        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement



        
            The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
        




        Increase in free cashflow



        
            The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects resulting from the Sanitec
            acquisition, the majority of which are mutually compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to
            CHF 596.3
            million. When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and equipment were more than
            offset by positive effects of the change in net working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay distributions of
            CHF 310.7
            million to shareholders and to repurchase shares totalling CHF 159.8 million.
        




        
            1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

            2 Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible
            assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation
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            * Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        


        


           



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Acquisition and integration related costs

(in CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income level		71

		* related to purchase price allocation
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            1
            Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
            

            2
            Source:  London Metal Exchange
            Click legend items to show and hide data
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            Click legend items to show and hide data
        



    

        


            Financial structure


                

    
        Strong financial foundation



        
            Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution from free cashflow allowed
            the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback programme to be continued while also maintaining the
            very healthy financial foundation of the Group.
        


        
            Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This development was
            heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong Swiss franc.
        


        

            Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF 459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million).
            This resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net cash of CHF 739.2
            million at the end of the previous year. This development was shaped by the financing of the Sanitec
            takeover, dividend payments to shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
            CHF 159.8 million.

        


        
            Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million compared to the previous
            year. Property, plant and equipment increased from CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while
            goodwill and intangible assets rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items –
            and the key figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec acquisition and
            integration.
        


        
            The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous year to +45.9%. The equity
            ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%). Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity
            (ROE) was 32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%). Average invested
            operating capital, comprising net working capital, property, plant and equipment, and goodwill and
            intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9 million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5
            million). The adjusted return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was
            17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing, ROE and ROIC calculations, please
            refer to the  Financial
            Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of
            Capital.
        


        
            The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered
            in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were
            acquired as part of the share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
            mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
            Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was
            launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of
            5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
            years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended
            from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of
            the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the
            programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to
            carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.
        


        1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the
            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Debt

(in CHF million; as of 31 December) 

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




































































    


        
                Investments


                
    
           
		Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years
        


		
        
		In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7% (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out as planned. 
        


        
		The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3 million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment, while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to property, plant and equipment.
        




	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7
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                Employees


                
    

        
            At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of
            5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the integration of the
            acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees increased
            by 96, or 1.5%.
        


        
            Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original Geberit organisation
            amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
            newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.
        


        
            As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of Sanitec resulted in a shift
            toward production, at the expense of all other processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales
            accounted for 23.9% of employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
            Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6% (previous year 3.7%). The share of
            apprentices was 2.1% (previous year 3.7%).
        


        
            Image as an attractive employer
        



        
            First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in mind, a variety of efforts
            were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive employer with an open
            corporate culture and international development opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering
            and sales. This included specialists from various departments attending a series of university career fairs,
            together with Human Resources managers.
        



        
            Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits –
            adjusted by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2
            million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to
            the Income Statement. Employees can also participate in share participation plans at attractive
            conditions, see  Consolidated financial
            statements Geberit Group, 17. Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.
        


        
            Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The proportion of female employees at
            the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%), and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year
            7%). There are no women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.
        




        
            Interesting prospects
        


        
            Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further training. Geberit employed 255
            apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship
            was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a
            period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the
            internationalisation of employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both
            employees and the company.
        



        
            The two-stage Potentials Management Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify
            talents throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior management. Initial
            experience of managerial or project management responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as
            part of the programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide decision-makers with
            concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to help fill at least half of all vacant managerial
            positions within the company with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
            management vacancies (previous year 69%).
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Employees by countries

(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100
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            Standard assessment scale
        


        
            The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process has been in place since
            2012. This standardised process enables the company to gain an overview of the available potential. The aims
            of PDC are severalfold: to reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
            the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the standard job assessments used
            throughout the Group provide a solid reference system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with
            the exception of manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
            currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.
        



        
            A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the previous survey, the aim is to
            ascertain identification with the company and employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific
            questions about the integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.
        




        
            Proactive internal communication


        
            The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for many years. But this status
            was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec Group. During a transitional phase, the two former
            Intranets were operated in parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
            the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within the Geberit Group, and
            information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the integration process
            going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no access
            to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
            screens.
        



        
            From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been published three times, were
            broadened to include all employees of the company. This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to
            over 12,000 copies, now in six rather than the previous two languages.
        




        
            Identity and Code of Conduct updated
        


        
            Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially
            responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit
            Compass – which formulates the identity of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible
            for our success, how we work together) – and the  Geberit
            Code of Conduct for employees serve as the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of
            the Compass, together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our employees (see
            also Compliance section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by
            the CEO in the employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at the start of
            2015 (see also  Compliance section).
        




        
            Focus on occupational safety
        


        
            The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the Sanitec Group. However, the
            targets have had to be revised to take account of the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the
            aim is to halve the number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be reduced
            to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number
            of days lost per million working hours).
        


        
            Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The accident severity rate
            increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to the acquisition. As the majority of occupational
            accidents and time lost are still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
            behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive masterplan on
            occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is
            also part of the annual appraisal of managers at the plants.
        




    
    


        
                Customers


        
        

	
        
        A focus on specific customer needs
        


        
		With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales force received training in the enlarged product range.
        


        
	         By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start of 2016.     
        


		
		A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external events. 
		


		
        
        Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European countries
        


        
		The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets. 
        


        
        To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.
        


        
		September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced. 
        


		

        
		Local contact with plumbing specialists
		


        
		The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.
        


      
	  
        
        Trade fair presence to foster business relations and customer contacts
        


        
		Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.
        


		
        Core competencies open doors


        
		Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.
		


        

	




        
                Innovation


                

	
        
        Innovation as the foundation for future growth
        


        
		Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in 2015. 
        


        
        Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.
        


        
		At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this process. 
        



	    
            Broad-based competencies
        


        
		Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry standards. 
        


        
        Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.
        



        
        Comprehensive development activities pay off
        


        
		A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart. 
        


        
		The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4


























































    



    
        
        New products for greater comfort and better hygiene
        


        
        The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:
        


        		
        The CleanLine  shower channel combines a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all expectations.
        

		
        Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features: the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer complete the new shower toilet.
        

		
		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10 for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder. The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope for the bathroom.
        

		
		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required. It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the building service management system.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.
        



        
		Several new product launches are planned for 2016. Among them will be:
        


        		
		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling from the building structure.
        

		
        The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres.  The easy maintenance systems are extremely economical to maintain and operate.
        

		
		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.
        




	


        
            
                    Production


                    

	
        
        New production network 
        


        
		 With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic production. 
        


        
		Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants placed a particular focus on this.
        



        
        Environmental management in production
        


        
		 The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic terms. 
        


        
       Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018  of maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.
        


		
		

        
        CO2 strategy
        


        
        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the long-term 
	   CO2 strategy sheet to be met and all measures to reduce
		
		 CO2 emissions to be implemented.
		


		

        
        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2 emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the 
		company's participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
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            		1 Geberit, organic*

		2 Sanitec electricity

		3 Sanitec combustibles

		4 Sanitec fuel

		5 Geberit Group, consolidated




            
                * Electricity: 114.05 GWh, combustibles: 44.35 GWh, fuel: 17.45 GWh

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
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            CO2 emissions –

                effect Sanitec acquisition

                (in thousand tonnes of CO2)
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            		1 Geberit 2014*

		2 Geberit 2015, organic

		3 Sanitec 2015

		4 Geberit Group 2015, consolidated




            
                * Updated basic data, calculation in accordance with IPCC 2013, excluding Scope 3 emissions

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
            


        

	




        

        
                Logistics and procurement


                

	
        
        Two different logistics worlds
        


        
		Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.
        



        
        Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf
        


        
		The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and emissions. 
		


        
		With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.
        



        
        Sanitec suppliers integrated
        


        
		The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated. Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the plants could be guaranteed in the year under review. 
        


        
        All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50 main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than 90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.
        


	




        
                Sustainability


                
	
    
        Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


		
		A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas.
        


		
		Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
        


		Water management still an important subject


		
		In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration, urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology: water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important. The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales. 
        


        
		The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.
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        Green building competencies are being expanded


		 
		Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards, such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green building.
        


        
		In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort, climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on green building.
        


        
        More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27” student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and, following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to both properties.
        



        Sustainability strategy consistently rolled out


        
		The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added sites.
        


        
        The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among these are  green procurement,  green logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective monitoring.
        



    
    



    
        
    




        

        
        Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.
        


       
        
        All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been  verified by GRI.
        



        
		Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors, Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.
        



        
		The efforts in terms of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment segments, which are still gaining in importance. 
        



        Eco-design as a standard in product development



        
		As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source, the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and economic operation.
        


        
		Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental performance in a transparent manner. 
        



    
    




        
                Compliance


                

	
        
        Transparency established  
        


        
		Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in 2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.
        


        
        Effective Compliance organisation
        


        
		A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec Group. 
        


        
		The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or the checks described.
        


        
		Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of 2016.
        


        
        Overhauled identity launched
        


        
		In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all employees, with a letter from the CEO.
        


	
    


        
                Social Engagement


                

    
        
            Focus on water
        


        
            With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company
            rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets
            this out.
        


        
            The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability. This is why it has for many
            years undertaken social projects that exhibit a relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core
            competencies and corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional education:
            by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing regions of this world, apprentices become
            familiar with other cultures and acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the
            Group's social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution to implementing the
            follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations, which seeks to give all
            humans access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by 2030.
        


        
            Tangible commitment – global and diverse
        


        
            In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time close to the port of Durban in
            Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils attend the school,
            which was originally designed to accommodate around 500 children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure
            upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
            and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, went to the school
            to install new sanitary installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
            neighbouring “LIV village”.
        


        
            The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for another two years. Geberit
            once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a substantial
            contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas
            and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of the earthquake in the
            spring of 2015.
        


        
            The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was continued in the reporting
            year. The goal of this platform is to bring together all those involved in the topic of water supply (from
            academic, economic as well as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
            promote international dialogue on water.
        


            A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the
            local level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit
            employees in the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
        


            In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly
            work to workshops for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2
            million.
        


            For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments
            in infrastructure and services primarily for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related
            commitments are neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties
            or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
            is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.
        


    
    

            Changes in Group structure


                

	
        No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting year, aside from the  Sanitec acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


	

 
            Outlook


        

        
            
 
	
        
		Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging 
        


        
		The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very differently. In Europe, there are signs that the construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.
        


        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10% currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016 price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.
        


        
		In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.
        



        Geberit

 
        
		The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.    
        


        
		 The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our future success.  
        



	
 
	

        

    















    

        
            
                1. Group structure and shareholders


            Management report

            Corporate Governance

        
        
	
	
1.1 Group structure



 The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management Structure.





Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.





The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of 31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.



	
	 




	
		
		1.2 Significant shareholders 


			
			The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.
			


			
			Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.
			


			1.3 Cross-shareholdings


			
			In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%. 
			



			1.4 Important changes to the Articles of Incorporation


			
			As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the Articles of Incorporation in 2015.
			



	

	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Significant shareholders*

(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los Angeles, USA		4.94

		*  In accordance with the corresponding reports
to SIX Swiss Exchange


























































	



        
                    2. Capital structure


        
        
	
	
	2.1 Capital


        Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of 31 December 2015: 
        


				Ordinary capital: 		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital: 		–

		Authorised capital: 		–





		

		For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.
		


		
	
	 




	

		 
		2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details 


	    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised capital. 
        


	
	
		
		2.3 Changes in capital


		
		For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.  
		


		
		For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).
		



		 
		2.4 Shares and participation certificates


		
		The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each. 
		


		
		With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of capital reduction.    
		


        No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding. 
        



    	 
		2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


        No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.
        


	
	

		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0
































	





	
		 
		2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


		
        Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital. 
		


		
        The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.  
		


        
        Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in terms of registration or voting rights.
		


        
		In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting year. 
        



		
		2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


		No convertible bonds are outstanding. 


		
		
		No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.
		


	
		
		




        
            3. Board of Directors


        
        
	
	
		3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


		
		At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.  
		


	

	
	
	  

	 


	
	
		
		Albert M. Baehny (1952) 


			
			
                Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)

				Swiss citizen

                CEO Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)
			
			


			
			Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 



	
	
		 
		Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


			
			
			Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011 until the end of 2014)

Swiss citizen

Chairman of the Board of Directors Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH) 


			
			


			
		Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from 1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997. In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
			


			        
        Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 




	
	
		 
		Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2013

Swiss citizen

Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)

			
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH) in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in 1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			


			
			
			  
				 

  
 
			  
			
			



	
	
		 
		Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2015

Swiss citizen

Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)
 
            
			


			
			Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant & Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to 2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR), where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From 2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996 to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and manufacturer association.
   			


			  
			Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group. 
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   

	 



	
	

	
	
		 
		Hartmut Reuter (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2008

		German citizen 

		Member of the Shareholders Committee and Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co KG, Bad Münder (DE)

			


			
            After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various supervisory bodies. 
			


			
            Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 

	 


	
	
		 
		Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


			
			
				Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012 
				

                Danish citizen 

                Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK); Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political Committee

			
			


			
			Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11 countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000. 
			


			            
            Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   



	


	
	

        3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC



        
		Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        

 
        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.  
        


        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision. 
        

    		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register. 


		
	




	
		 
		3.4 Elections and terms of office


			
			 Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the remaining term of office. 
            


			
			Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary General Meeting following their 70th birthday. 
            


		
		
			Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing for re-election for a further year. 
            


		
		3.5 Internal organisational structure


		
		The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).
		


            
			As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit Committee. 
            

	
			
			Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014. 
			


			
			
			The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors. 
			


			
			The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 	
            


			
			The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.
			






		
	
	




	
	

	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X








































































































	




	
		
	
 
     
            
            The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board members:  
            


		


    Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee) 



            
                The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this Committee. 
            



            
             The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
            


            
			The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015 were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            



		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the following principles:
            



            		
				Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
				

		
				Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
                





            
            The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related matters.
            


            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            




            
            Audit Committee (AC)



            
            The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees. 
            




            
			As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            




			





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management (refer to   “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board”).  The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            
            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            





        3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility



        
          Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable responsibilities: 
        



        		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation, regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness





        
		The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. 
        



        
		To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group. 
        


        
		As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. 
        


        
		The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the decision-making powers and Group management duties. 
        



        
        The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee  can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.
        





        3.7 Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board 



        
		At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development. The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of the operational management on the development of results until the end of the financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the Board of Directors held eight meetings. 
        




        
		Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies. 
        




        
        Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition, responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors. Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to   Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals of previous audits.
        




	



	
	
	
		
    
	


         
            4. Group Executive Board


        
        
    
		4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


            
    		At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members. 
    		


    




	
	
        Christian Buhl (1973)


						
                
                   Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January 2015

member of the Group Executive Board since 2015

with Geberit since 2009

Swiss citizen
			
			


			
Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000 to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  


	
	  
		 
		Roland Iff (1961)


			
			
				Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005

with Geberit since 1993

Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)

Swiss citizen

Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH) 
 

			
			


			
			Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US). Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE) before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to   Management Structure.
			


	  

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 





	



  
	
	
		
		 
		Michael Reinhard (1956)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005

with Geberit since 2004

Head of Group Division Products

German citizen

Member of the Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH) 


			
			


			
			Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing. In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400 employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management Structure.
			


	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 




  


	
	
		
		
		Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957) 


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands

German citizen



			
			


			
			Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things – at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 



  


	
	
		
		
		Karl Spachmann (1958)


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Sales Europe

German citizen


			
			


			
			Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 


	
		 
		Ronald van Triest (1969)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015

with Geberit since June 2015

Head of Group Division Sales International

Dutch citizen


			
			


			
			Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong. From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director, he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 


    
    


	
	

        	 
		4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


        
		Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


		
		The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.
		


		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.
		


		 

		4.4 Management contracts


			
			The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.
			


	
	 


         
            5. Compensations, shareholdings and loans


        
        
	
	

	See  Remuneration Report.



	
	
	
	


        
                    6. Participatory rights of the shareholders


        
        
	
	
		6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


		
            The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote. 		
         



		
		
		Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises only one representative per share. 
		



		
		
		The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect. 
		



		
		
		For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.
		


		

		 
		6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


		
		The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged by law.
		




		 
		6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


		
            The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions. 
		


		
		Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the proposed candidates.
        




		 
		6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


		
			In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the right to participate and vote. 
		


	
	
	
	



                 7. Changes of control and defence measures


        
        
	
	
    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


        
        There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to “opting-up” or “opting-out”. 
        

    
    
    7.2 Change of control clauses


    
    For agreements and plans in the event of a change of control, see the  Remuneration report.


		
	
	
	
	


                 8. Auditors


        
        
	
	
		8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


		
		PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015. 
		




         
		8.2 Auditing fees


		
		In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group. 
		



         
		8.3 Additional fees


		
		
		For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.
		



         
		8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


		
		Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015. 
		


		
		The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.
		



	
	
	
	


                 9. Information policy


        
        
	
	
		
Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts. 
		



		
		Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once a year. 
		



		
		Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the appropriate chapters.
		



		
		Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.
		



		
		For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.
		


		
	
	
	
	


    















    

        
            
                Remuneration Report


            Management report

            Remuneration report

        
        
    

        The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as well as
            information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by the
            shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of
            Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.
        


        The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in
            Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX
            Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
            economiesuisse.
        


        The report is structured as follows:
        



        		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee
            

		Remuneration policy and principles
            

		Determination of remuneration
            

		Remuneration architecture
            

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Summary of share and option plans 2015
            

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 13 December 2015
            




		
		
Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.




    
    


            1. Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee  


                
	
	 


        
        Dear Shareholder
        



        

        
        The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests of our shareholders. 
		


        
        Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive Board. 
		


        
        We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report. Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on the regulatory requirements.
		


        
		At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).
        


        
        The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.
        


        
         
        


        
        
        Yours sincerely 
        





        

  
 

        
        Robert F. Spoerry

        Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee
        



		
	 
	 
	
            2. Remuneration policy and principles    


                
    

        Core principles


        
            In order to ensure the company's success and to maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to
            attract, develop and retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support this
            fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:
        



        		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and long-term value creation
            

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of executives and the alignment of
                their interests to those of the shareholders
            

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and insurance programs





        Remuneration of the Board of Directors



        In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the Group
            Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and
            non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
            Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of Directors.
        



        Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


        
            The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable elements.
        


        The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on prevalent market practice.
        


        The variable remuneration drives and rewards best-in-class performance by
            ways of continuously setting ambitious and stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of
            short-term and long-term elements:
        



        		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers, such as sales, earnings before
                interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as
                individual objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process. This remuneration
                balances the reward of individual performance and company success.
            

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested capital (ROIC) and aims to reward
                sustainable performance, to align the interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster
                long-term retention of the executives.
            





        
            The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk taking or short-term profit
            maximisation at the expense of the long-term health of the company, refer also to  Remuneration
            architecture, Group Executive Board.
        



        Governance and shareholders’ involvement


        Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of Incorporation and the
            Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.
        


        
            The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of
            the Group Executive Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
            addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a consultative vote, refer also
            to 
 Determination of remuneration.
        


    
    

        
                3. Determination of remuneration 


                    
	
	 

        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


        
        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy, including: 
        



        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of Directors





        
        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:        
        



	 
     
     
	
	
	 





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative 
vote

		1 Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2 Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 







































































































	

    
	     
        
        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as members.
		



	 




	

        
        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year. In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following pre-defined recurring agenda items: 
		


	 
         
        
	
	
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				Beginning of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring 
(April/May)		Summer 
(August)		End of year 
(December)

		Remuneration policy						Review of remuneration policy and programs



				

		Group Executive Board (GEB) matters				
Individual performance appraisal previous year


		
STI payout previous year


		
Vesting of equity awards previous years




				Benchmarking of GEB remuneration



				Succession planning for GEB positions


		Talent management session




				Target remuneration following year


		Target setting for STI following year


		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria LTI for next grant






		Board of Director (BoD) remuneration						Benchmarking of BoD remuneration



						BoD remuneration following year






		Governance				AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)



		 				Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on the remuneration report



				Draft remuneration report


		Agenda NCC for following year












































































































    

    
        
            
                As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee only.
            


            
                After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee reports to the Board of
                Directors on its activities and recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.
            



            3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


            Benchmarks and external consultants



            
                Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark
                studies on comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the
                remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out by an
                independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other
                mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer group of
                industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum,
                Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza,
                Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study,
                together with other published data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the
                CEO and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different
                factors, such as individual role and contribution, company performance and affordability, are considered
                to determine remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in
                principle positioned around the market median.
            


            
                In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are reviewed
                periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting. 
            



            Performance management



            
                The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group Executive Board members
                depends on the company and on the individual performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual performance management process: company and individual performance objectives are approved
                at the beginning of the business year and achievements against those objectives is assessed after
                year-end. The performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual remuneration.
            




        
    


    


        

        
            
                
                    Objective setting

                    (December – January)


                    Determination of individual objectives
                


            

            
                
                    Mid-year review

                    (July)


                    Mid-year discussion on performance to date against predefined objectives
                


            


            
                
                    Final review

                    (December – January)


                    Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                


            


            
                
                    Determination of compensation

                    (February – March)

                    

                    Determination of actual compensation

                


            

        



    

    

        

             



            3.3. Shareholder involvement



            
                In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and shareholders’
                representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of
                transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’ vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity to express their opinion about the remuneration system.
            



            
                In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in Listed Stock Corporations,
                shareholders are asked to approve the amount of remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group
                Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business year.
            




            
            		* Detailed information regarding the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the invitation to the General Meeting.
                    




            
            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security contributions made by the employer.
            



            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board includes the following:
            



            		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer contributions to retirement plans and
                    estimated employer contributions to social security
                

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with maximum possible value of matching options)
                

		Fair value of the options at grant
                





            
                Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.
            



            
                We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate remuneration amounts, combined with
                a consultative retrospective vote on the remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a
                far-reaching “say-on-pay”.
            



            Articles of Association



            
                As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit include the following provisions on
                remuneration: 
            



            		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:

                    The members of the Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may include short-
                    and long-term elements and which is linked to the achievement of one or several performance
                    criteria. Performance criteria are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual
                    and company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and conditions of any share-based
                    remuneration, including time of allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                    exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back mechanism.
                

		
                    Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board appointed after the vote on
                    remuneration at the General Meeting:

                    For the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been appointed after the
                    approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of up to 40% of
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the Group Executive Board is available
                    without further approval of the General Meeting.
                

		
                    Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the Board of Directors and of
                    the Group Executive Board: 

                    No loans or credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive
                    Board.
                





            
                The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to
				 Remuneration
                architecture, Board of Directors.
            



        
        
    

    
        

            4. Remuneration architecture 


                

	

		4.1. Board of Directors


		
			The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their expenses, paid out in cash.
		


		
			The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.
		


		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Annual fees 		in CHF		Delivery 

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC / Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense allowance		15,000		Cash








































































































		
			The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company pension plan.
		


		
			The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.
		


		
			Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the 2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation to the 2016 General Meeting.
		



		4.2. Group Executive Board



		
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:
		



				Base salary 

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI)) 

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites  





	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


					Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance period (staged)		Performance metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed base salary		Annual base salary		Monthly cash payments		Pay for the function		 		 

		Short-Term Incentive		Short-Term Incentive, STI		Annual variable cash		Drive and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year performance period		Sales, EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of variable cash in restricted shares		Align with shareholders’ interests		Shares:

3-year restriction period

		 		 		 		Share options:

4-year vesting period (staged),

7-year plan period		Share options:

ROIC

		Long-Term Incentive		Share Option Plan MSOP		Performance share options		Drive and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’ interests 
Retain		4-year performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-

stiftung

Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company car, expense policy		Attract & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year plan period     		 













	

		Base salary



		
			The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent. The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience of the individual in the role.
		



		Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)



		
			The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150 additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated within the annual performance management process.
		



		
			The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70% of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of individual objectives.
		





		



	
	


	


	
		Functionality remuneration model


		
		
			The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.
		



		
			The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.
		



		
			As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the annual base salary.
		



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).
		



		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP shares and options:
		



	
	

		
		To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.


		
	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested options		Vested options		Restricted shares

		Death		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Retirement or disability		Regular vesting schedule		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period		Regular blocking period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


		
			The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years after grant), effective 1 January 2016.
		


	
	
    
        To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at
            
                 www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.
        


    
	



	
		
			Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.
		



		
			The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the remaining third four years after the grant.
		



		
			For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a term of ten years.
		


		
			The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the underlying share at the time of grant. 
		


		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP options:
		


	
    
    
    




	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Disclosure of targets



		
			Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


		Benefits



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law. The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.
		



		
			Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax authorities.
		


		Employment terms and conditions






		
			All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board are not entitled to any severance payment.
		



		
			In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the respective variable remuneration.



	


	
            5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015 


                
	
	 
        
        This section is audited by the external auditor.
        


        
        The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF 2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:
		


		
		

		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group Executive Board in 2014.





        		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of Directors.




		


        
        Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of members of the Board of Directors:  
        


	 
	 
		
	
	
	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman2		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95) The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in shares is used for the payment of social charges and for Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board members.

2 In 2014, the remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.










		

	
	
	
	
	
	 
        
For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.
		


       
	    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the company:  
        


	 
	 
		
	

	
   
	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%











	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as CEO











  

 
 
	 
		 
        As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.
	   



     
	 
 
            6. Group Executive Board: remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015 


                

	
	 
	 
     This section is audited by the external auditor.
	 


        6.1. Performance in 2015  


		
		
			The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products. 
		


       
	    
			Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.
		


		
		
			To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly exceeded the targets. 
		


		
        6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


        
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various factors.
		


		
		
			Reducing impact on remuneration: 
					The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous year.




		
		
			Increasing impact on remuneration:
					Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




		
		
			The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board. 
		


		 
			 Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General Meeting 2016.
		 


		
        
	

	
	  
		

		
		
        The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of remuneration for 2015 and 2014:
        


		

	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C. Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A. Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP 2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP 2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares or in cash.

2 Registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period, valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (PY CHF 281.95).

3 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

4 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

5 Valuation in accordance with the guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of the purchase cost per month).

6 Immaterial payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall, these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group Executive Board.

7 The remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.     










	

	
		
        The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated financial statements.


        
        
    
	
    
	


        6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


        
        As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following shares in the company:
        





	 
        
    
	
 
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. 
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K. 
Spachmann		R. 
van 
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option








            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		A. Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights options		0.17%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option










	
 
	 
         
As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive Board.



	 
     
 

        
                7. Summary of share and option plans 2015 


            
            
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial statements. Under the three different share plans, the following numbers of shares were allocated.
        



	 
	
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of
blocking
period		Number of
participants		Number of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan 2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program 2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the average closing price during the subscription period 03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s performance in 2015, per plan rules.

MSPP and DSPP: Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of the share during the 10 trading days before the grant date.










	

    
	
	
	 
        
        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of treasury shares.
        


        
        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of options were allocated. 
        


	
	 

    
	 
	 
	 
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of 
vesting 
period		Maturity		Number of 
participants		Number of 
options 
allocated		Exercise 
price CHF

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 










     

    
	 
 
  
	 
        
        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call Options”.
        


     
     
 
 
     
        
        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:
        


	 
     
 
 
     
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Exercise 
price1		Expected 
Ø volatility		Expected Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual 
period		Risk free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




 1  The exercise price corresponds to the average price of Geberit shares for the period from 3.-16.3.2015.








         




 
 
	 
        
            Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015 (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).
        


   
     
 
        


            8. Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 31 December 2015 


                
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e. 0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.   
        


        
		The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December 2015: 
        




	 
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			End of vesting period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options 
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF		Number of 
options in 
the money		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59










             


		

       
	
	
	 
        
        The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:
        



	
	 
	 
	
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total 2015		 		 		Total 2014

		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding 1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding 31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at 31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06










                 


     

     
 
	 
        
        The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6 years.
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting 
Geberit AG
Rapperswil-Jona



     




	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting on the
remuneration report 2015



    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.
    



    Board of Directors’ responsibility


    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.
    
    


    Auditor’s responsibility


    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the remuneration report.



    
    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
    



    Opinion


    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.



    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


	
     		

  
 		

  
 

		Beat Inauen

                Audit expert

                Auditor in charge
            		Martin Knöpfel

                Audit expert
            




     


    Zurich, March 8, 2016 
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                                                            A time of
                                                            integration


                                                            
                                                            The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February,
                                                            making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products
                                                            in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures
                                                            merged, processes standardised and the sales structures
                                                            adapted.


                                                                   More
                                                            

                                                            
                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Groundbreaking ceremony
                                                            in 
Pfullendorf


                                                            
                                                            
                                                            The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the
                                                            Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17
                                                            April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be
                                                            completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With
                                                            this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics
                                                            processes and gearing up for the future.


                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Is there enough for
                                                            everyone?


                                                            
                                                            At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is
                                                            co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource
                                                            scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is
                                                            consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are
                                                            lowered, creating an impression of emptiness.
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                                                            Efficient cleaning with
                                                            water


                                                            
                                                            The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is
                                                            packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an
                                                            intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray
                                                            shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush
                                                            flush technology.
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                                                            A neat solution


                                                            
                                                            The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design
                                                            and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are
                                                            won over by the individual installation options, the fact
                                                            that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge
                                                            capacity and the installation process that has been
                                                            carefully thought out down to the last detail.


                                                                   More
                                                            

                                                            
                                                        

                                                        
                                                            A gem along the
                                                            Spree


                                                            
                                                            
                                                            A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56
                                                            freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in
                                                            Berlin. In addition to offering a spectacular view, the
                                                            building also features impressive bathrooms that were
                                                            designed according to the customers’ specific requirements,
                                                            thanks to the flexible installation technology from
                                                            Geberit.


                                                            

                                                        

                                                        
                                                            Reaching new
                                                            heights


                                                            
                                                            The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden
                                                            behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers
                                                            check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit
                                                            contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with
                                                            actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes.
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                                    Management report

                                    Editorial

                                    
                                    
                                        The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of
                                            the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit
                                            Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a
                                            very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further
                                            consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in
                                            Europe.


                                        Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth
                                            comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign
                                            currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec
                                            acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial
                                            volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These
                                            were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of
                                            Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland.
                                            The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec
                                            acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects
                                            increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT
                                            margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million,
                                            with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share
                                            declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to
                                            CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for
                                            net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
                                            Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.


                                        The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of
                                            the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic
                                            direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European
                                            manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition
                                            was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the
                                            Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands
                                            with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally
                                            positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions.
                                            The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and
                                            sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit
                                            is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular,
                                            strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the
                                            United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a
                                            substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second
                                            quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main
                                            organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a
                                            single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was
                                            achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and
                                            realising initial synergies.


                                        The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important
                                            factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven
                                            range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position.
                                            The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish
                                            with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean
                                            than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so
                                            far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary
                                            flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread
                                            of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by
                                            automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new
                                            Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in
                                            this category.


                                        As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth
                                            and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and
                                            irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to
                                            further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest
                                            around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension
                                            was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be
                                            completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence
                                            operations the same year.


                                        The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew
                                            – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8%
                                            – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the
                                            Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in
                                            the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the
                                            attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of
                                            CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly
                                            higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted
                                            net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by
                                            the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was
                                            continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been
                                            acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire
                                            programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015
                                            as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2%
                                            of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was
                                            repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016.
                                            A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry
                                            out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to
                                            cancel the shares.


                                        There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on
                                            the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at
                                            the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of
                                            Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during
                                            a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment
                                            and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like
                                            to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further
                                            development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the
                                            General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of
                                            Directors.


                                        From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational
                                            structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands
                                            division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the
                                            Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head
                                            of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the
                                            start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the
                                            Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the
                                            Geberit markets outside Europe.


                                        We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec
                                            activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of
                                            motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We
                                            wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance.
                                            Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special
                                            thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least,
                                            we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your
                                            continued confidence in our company.


                                        The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by
                                            the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales
                                            organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already
                                            mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of
                                            systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important
                                            shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a
                                            challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European
                                            construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services
                                            in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years,
                                            gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of
                                            the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of
                                            markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still
                                            under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line
                                            with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to
                                            continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the
                                            Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped
                                            for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.


                                         


                                        				

		Albert M. Baehny
Chairman of the Board of
                                                        Directors		Christian Buhl
CEO
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                                    Geberit share information

                                    
                                    Share price performance in the year under review


                                    The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment
                                        of the minimum exchange rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the
                                        first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at CHF 338.40, the share
                                        price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
                                        rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The
                                        Geberit share subsequently performed slightly weaker than the market, in a
                                        downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a disproportionate recovery
                                        in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
                                        corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI
                                        dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over the past five years, the Geberit share posted an
                                        annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The Geberit Group’s
                                        market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.


                                    The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.


                                    At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.


                                    Distribution


                                    Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is
                                        invested in organic growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any
                                        acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital structure is prudently
                                        maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a
                                        buffer of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial
                                        flexibility necessary to achieve growth targets, and on the other hand it offers
                                        investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to shareholders.
                                        Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as
                                        well. This is also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of
                                        Sanitec.


                                    Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to
                                        shareholders in the form of distributions or share buybacks. During the same
                                        period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20 at the end of
                                        2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.


                                    Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec
                                        acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General
                                        Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of
                                        1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in
                                        the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors.
                                        Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April
                                        2016.


                                    The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on
                                        30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a
                                        maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to
                                        be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and cancelled
                                        by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a
                                        separate trading line on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600
                                        shares, which corresponds to around a third of the entire programme, had been
                                        acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback was suspended from
                                        July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which
                                        is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount –
                                        were repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016.
                                        A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a
                                        capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel
                                        the shares.


                                    Communication


                                    Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all
                                        market participants and interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com), including ad hoc announcements.
                                        Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
                                        available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add
                                        their names to a mailing list ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/) in
                                        order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.


                                    CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications &
                                        Investor Relations Roman Sidler are in charge of the ongoing communication with
                                        shareholders, the capital market and the general public. Contact details can be
                                        found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit
                                        is provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’
                                        conferences, as well as financial presentations.


                                    Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com


                                    Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share
                                        information
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                                        		Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30




                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Total distribution to shareholders and share
                                                        buybacks
(CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907




                                    

                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Major data relating
                                                        to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF
                                                        0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification
                                                        number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX




                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		Key figures
(CHF
                                                        per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted
                                                        for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition
                                                        (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well
                                                        as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs
                                                        resulting from the inventory revaluation)
2
                                                        Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016




                                    

                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Time
                                                        schedule		2016

		General
                                                        Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend
                                                        payment		12 Apr

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr

		Half-year
                                                        results		16 Aug

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar

		General
                                                        Meeting		5 Apr

		Dividend
                                                        payment		11 Apr

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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                                                                     Chairman
                                                    Albert M. Baehny                 

                                                                     Vice
                                                    Chairman                     Robert F. Spoerry
                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                
                                                    CEO Division
 

                     Chief
                                                    Executive Officer                     Christian Buhl
                                                

                                                
                                                    Sales Europe
 

                     Member
                                                    Executive Board                     Karl Spachmann
                                                

                                                
                                                    Sales International
 


                                                    Member Executive Board                     Ronald
                                                    van Triest
                                                

                                                
                                                    Marketing & Brands
 


                                                    Member Executive Board                     Egon
                                                    Renfordt-Sasse
                                                

                                                
                                                    Products
 

                     Member Executive
                                                    Board                     Michael Reinhard
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                                        Strategy


                                        Management report

                                        Business and financial review

                                        
                                        With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve
                                            sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused
                                            strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary
                                            products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic
                                            expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
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                                        		Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall”
                                                sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well
                                                as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of
                                                the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and
                                                supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology
                                                as well as attractive design.

		Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and
                                                extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative
                                                strength is founded on research and development in areas such as
                                                hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as
                                                process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically
                                                applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of
                                                customers.

		Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success
                                                is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which
                                                Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside
                                                Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These
                                                include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region
                                                and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the
                                                company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this
                                                respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high
                                                standards in terms of quality and profitability.

		Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this
                                                focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long
                                                term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly
                                                through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day
                                                work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development.




                                        

                                    
                                    Strategic success
                                        factors


                                    
                                    The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The
                                        most important are:


                                    		a clear, long-term strategy,

		the focus on sanitary products,

		solid, sustainable  growth and
                                            earnings drivers,

		a strong competitive position,

		an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer
                                            needs,

		a proven, customer-focused business model,

		a stable management structure,

		a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,

		a unique corporate culture.




                                    
                                    Medium-term goals


                                    
                                    Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary
                                        products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining
                                        market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales
                                        growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to
                                        achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry
                                        leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high
                                        cashflows.


                                    The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net
                                        sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been
                                        successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local
                                        currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and
                                        6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an
                                        operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to
                                        be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested
                                        capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.


                                    In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to
                                        the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150
                                        million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.


                                    Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any
                                        potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial
                                        criteria.


                                    The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious
                                        medium-term goals:


                                    		„Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key
                                            decision-makers in the industry,

		Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated
                                            technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,

		Value strategy, to increase the proportion of
                                            higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products
                                            already have a high degree of market penetration,

		Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category
                                            in Europe,

		Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to
                                            set new standards, and

		Continuous process and cost optimisation.




                                    
                                    Value-oriented
                                        management


                                    
                                    Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


                                    The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration
                                        portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated
                                        on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on
                                        invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for
                                        the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the
                                        option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital.
                                        Details can be found in the  
                                        Remuneration Report.


                                    Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved
                                        only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an
                                        investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a
                                        premium.


                                    In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked
                                        over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of
                                        objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.


                                    
                                    Management of currency risks


                                    
                                    In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as
                                        possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure
                                        that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in
                                        which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful,
                                        particularly as regards the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor
                                        deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and the Nordic or Eastern
                                        European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec
                                        business, the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in
                                        particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy,
                                        currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses
                                        result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc
                                        (translation effects).


                                    In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the
                                        Swiss franc should be 10% weaker or stronger than all other currencies:


                                    		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points




                                    For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management,
                                        Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes
                                        to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial
                                        Instruments.


                                    
                                    Sanitec acquisition


                                    
                                    On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's
                                        shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This
                                        equated to a total transaction value of CHF 1.2 billion for 100% of the shares.
                                        The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average
                                        price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding
                                        three months.


                                    At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom
                                        ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin
                                        of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24
                                        sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading
                                        brands that are firmly established in their local markets.


                                    The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late
                                        January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of
                                        the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these
                                        shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its
                                        own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit
                                        held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the
                                        remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015.


                                    For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic
                                        focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The
                                        new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will,
                                        in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries,
                                        France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a
                                        firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the
                                        wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also
                                        supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create
                                        added value.


                                    The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went
                                        according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was
                                        complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales
                                        activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will
                                        be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.


                                    
                                    Financial Year 2015


                                    
                                    The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of
                                        the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015
                                        financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company
                                        managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions
                                        achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for
                                        various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were
                                        positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as
                                        lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of
                                        the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the
                                        currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further
                                        consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.


                                    
                                    Market
                                        environment


                                    
                                    Business climate still challenging


                                    As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by
                                        developments that varied by region. There was no comprehensive recovery in the
                                        industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive development. Elsewhere,
                                        volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities
                                        in the construction industries of China and Russia.


                                    In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct
                                        adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015
                                        down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct,
                                        the more cautious outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that
                                        building construction would increase by 2.0% in 2015. As in the previous year,
                                        new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations (+1.2%).
                                        It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40%
                                        down on the level seen in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has
                                        once again almost reached the level seen at that time. Euroconstruct estimates
                                        for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%), United
                                        Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets –
                                        were all below the average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building
                                        construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted particularly strong
                                        growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it
                                        is safe to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the
                                        relevant competition during the year under review. The development of sales in
                                        Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.


                                    In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion
                                        relates to building construction. Residential construction accounted for just
                                        under 60% of this, and non-residential construction for just over 40%. More than
                                        half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation projects,
                                        primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential
                                        construction.
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                                    Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in
                                        Budapest (HU), December 2015


                                    
                                    In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and
                                        the economy grew slightly more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the
                                        US construction industry published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, United
                                        States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
                                        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential
                                        construction increased by 17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in
                                        the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the development of the health
                                        care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for
                                        Geberit, was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The
                                        recovery in residential construction continued: the number of building permits
                                        for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0% (previous
                                        year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the
                                        long-term average before the financial crisis.


                                    At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed
                                        marginally compared with the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the
                                        global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the year under review;
                                        figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53%
                                        (previous year 61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this
                                        region. The lion's share of that growth was achieved in China and, to a lesser
                                        extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation, some of
                                        the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China
                                        in particular, there has been a significant slump in residential construction.
                                        Stocks of unsold residential properties, which had increased further compared
                                        with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new builds.
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                                    Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in
                                        Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL),
                                        June 2015Click legend items to show
                                        and hide data 


                                    
                                    Net sales


                                    
                                    Solid sales growth


                                    Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total
                                        growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency
                                        effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The
                                        currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and
                                        a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the
                                        currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015.


                                    From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649
                                        million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline
                                        in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.


                                    In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net
                                        sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.


                                    The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million,
                                        corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in
                                        euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in
                                        Polish zloty.


                                    The following changes in net sales in the markets
                                        and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the
                                        explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics
                                        complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.


                                    Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


                                    The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European
                                        countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland.
                                        Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United
                                        Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries
                                        (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%),
                                        Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from
                                        the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to
                                        the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa
                                        region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far
                                        East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak
                                        market environment in China.


                                    Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


                                    Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to
                                        CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%.


                                    Net sales for the Installation
                                        Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important
                                        product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth
                                        rates - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the
                                        strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the
                                        Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5%
                                        of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of
                                        the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of
                                        orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the
                                        previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and
                                        flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business.
                                        Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line,
                                        which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The
                                        growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US
                                        subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales
                                        for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The
                                        share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in
                                        shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for
                                        washbasins and bidets experienced a decline.
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                                    Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8
                                        million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary
                                        Systems – as was the case in the previous year.


                                    Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net
                                        sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE
                                        drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage
                                        system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems
                                        product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The
                                        contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group
                                        net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are
                                        important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a
                                        negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.


                                    The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics
                                        Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in
                                        February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in
                                        the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
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                                        Results


                                        
                                        Profitability remains impressive


                                        In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced
                                            by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For
                                            better comparability, adjusted figures1 are shown and commented
                                            on.


                                        Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product
                                            mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate
                                            in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel and pension
                                            costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a
                                            negative effect.


                                        The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to
                                            CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever level in Geberit's history. The adjusted
                                            EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous year, due
                                            mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the
                                            integration of the Sanitec business. Over the last decade, average EBITDA
                                            growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in net
                                            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why
                                            the previous year's operating results were not significantly bettered
                                            despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by
                                            the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on
                                            the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.


                                        The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million,
                                            and the adjusted EBIT margin reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted
                                            net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which led to an adjusted
                                            return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per
                                            share came to CHF 13.23 (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which
                                            is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net income, was due to
                                            the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback
                                            programme.


                                        Operating expenses under control


                                        Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to
                                            CHF 2,002.8 million. As a percentage of net sales, this equates to 77.2%
                                            (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses as
                                            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's
                                            activities. In contrast,  foreign currency effects had a reducing
                                            effect.


                                        Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0
                                            million and rose slightly from 28.9% of net sales in the previous year to
                                            29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing expenditure on
                                            both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by
                                            35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous
                                            year 23.2%). Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel expenses
                                            decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and
                                            rise in staff numbers, see also   Business and
                                            financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate
                                            effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic
                                            terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets
                                            amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other
                                            operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic
                                            terms, a decline would have been posted.


                                        The adjusted net financial result came to
                                            CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million compared to the
                                            previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest
                                            expenditure in connection with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the
                                            amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and foreign currency
                                            losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF 80.6 million.
                                            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of
                                            14.0% (previous year 13.3%), which was attributable to completed
                                            amortisation that had an impact on taxes.


                                        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement


                                        The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition
                                            amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT
                                            and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to
                                            CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million
                                            for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return
                                            on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.


                                        Increase in free cashflow


                                        The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects
                                            resulting from the Sanitec acquisition, the majority of which are mutually
                                            compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to CHF 596.3 million.
                                            When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and
                                            equipment were more than offset by positive effects of the change in net
                                            working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was
                                            achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay
                                            distributions of CHF 310.7 million to shareholders and to repurchase shares
                                            totalling CHF 159.8 million.


                                        1 Adjusted: adjusted for
                                            costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration,
                                            and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets
                                            and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
2
                                            Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the
                                            amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the
                                            inventory revaluation
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                                        * Adjusted for costs in connection with the
                                            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs
                                            as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting
                                            from the inventory revaluation)Click
                                            legend items to show and hide data 


                                        


                                         


                                        
                                            

                                            		Acquisition and integration related costs
(in
                                                            CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for
                                                            intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income
                                                            level		71

		* related to
                                                            purchase price allocation
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                                        1 Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
                                            
2 Source:  London Metal
                                            ExchangeClick legend items to
                                            show and hide data
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                                    Financial structure


                                    
                                    Strong financial foundation


                                    Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution
                                        from free cashflow allowed the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback
                                        programme to be continued while also maintaining the very healthy financial
                                        foundation of the Group.


                                    Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This
                                        development was heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong
                                        Swiss franc.


                                    Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF
                                        459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit
                                        lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased
                                        substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million). This
                                        resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net
                                        cash of CHF 739.2 million at the end of the previous year. This development was
                                        shaped by the financing of the Sanitec takeover, dividend payments to
                                        shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
                                        CHF 159.8 million.


                                    Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million
                                        compared to the previous year. Property, plant and equipment increased from
                                        CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while goodwill and intangible assets
                                        rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items – and the key
                                        figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec
                                        acquisition and integration.


                                    The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous
                                        year to +45.9%. The equity ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%).
                                        Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity (ROE) was
                                        32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%).
                                        Average invested operating capital, comprising net working capital, property,
                                        plant and equipment, and goodwill and intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9
                                        million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5 million). The adjusted
                                        return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this
                                        ratio was 17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing,
                                        ROE and ROIC calculations, please refer to the  Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of Capital.


                                    The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals
                                        2.3% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7%
                                        of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were acquired as part of the
                                        share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
                                        mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares
                                        entered in the Commercial Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The
                                        aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on
                                        30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a
                                        maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to
                                        be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and cancelled
                                        by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014
                                        until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only
                                        around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount –
                                        was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016.
                                        A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a
                                        capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel
                                        the shares.


                                    1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs
                                        in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and
                                        one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and
                                        one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Debt
(in CHF million; as of 31 December)

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable
                                                        securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




                                    

                                    
                                    Investments


                                    
                                    Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years


                                    In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
                                        amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the
                                        previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7%
                                        (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out
                                        as planned.


                                    The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new
                                        building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By
                                        far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at
                                        the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was
                                        held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important
                                        development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The
                                        investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the
                                        infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling
                                        CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went
                                        toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to
                                        acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3
                                        million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment,
                                        while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to
                                        property, plant and equipment.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and
                                                        intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7
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                                    Employees


                                    
                                    At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which
                                        equates to an increase of 5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of
                                        the increase is attributable to the integration of the acquired Sanitec
                                        employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees
                                        increased by 96, or 1.5%.


                                    Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original
                                        Geberit organisation amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly
                                        driven by negative currency effects. For the newly combined Group following the
                                        integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.


                                    As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of
                                        Sanitec resulted in a shift toward production, at the expense of all other
                                        processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales accounted for 23.9% of
                                        employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
                                        Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6%
                                        (previous year 3.7%). The share of apprentices was 2.1% (previous year
                                        3.7%).


                                    Image as an attractive employer


                                    First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in
                                        mind, a variety of efforts were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the
                                        job market as an attractive employer with an open corporate culture and
                                        international development opportunities at the interface between craft,
                                        engineering and sales. This included specialists from various departments
                                        attending a series of university career fairs, together with Human Resources
                                        managers.


                                    Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries
                                        and social benefits – adjusted by various special effects in connection with the
                                        Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2 million (previous year CHF 483.9
                                        million), please also refer to  the Notes to the Income Statement. Employees can
                                        also participate in share participation plans at attractive conditions, see  Consolidated financial statements Geberit Group, 17.
                                        Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.


                                    Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The
                                        proportion of female employees at the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%),
                                        and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year 7%). There are no
                                        women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.


                                    Interesting prospects


                                    Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further
                                        training. Geberit employed 255 apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year
                                        232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship was 64% (previous
                                        year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad
                                        for a period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global
                                        company, Geberit promotes the internationalisation of employees. Experience
                                        abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both employees and the
                                        company.


                                    The two-stage Potentials Management
                                        Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify talents
                                        throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior
                                        management. Initial experience of managerial or project management
                                        responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as part of the
                                        programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide
                                        decision-makers with concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to
                                        help fill at least half of all vacant managerial positions within the company
                                        with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
                                        management vacancies (previous year 69%).


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Employees by countries 
(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100
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                                    Standard assessment scale


                                    The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process
                                        has been in place since 2012. This standardised process enables the company to
                                        gain an overview of the available potential. The aims of PDC are severalfold: to
                                        reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
                                        the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the
                                        standard job assessments used throughout the Group provide a solid reference
                                        system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with the exception of
                                        manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of
                                        participants is currently being extended to include managers of the former
                                        Sanitec Group.


                                    A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the
                                        previous survey, the aim is to ascertain identification with the company and
                                        employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific questions about the
                                        integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.


                                    Proactive internal communication


                                    The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for
                                        many years. But this status was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec
                                        Group. During a transitional phase, the two former Intranets were operated in
                                        parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
                                        the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within
                                        the Geberit Group, and information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which
                                        help foster understanding of the integration process going forward and, in
                                        particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no
                                        access to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a
                                        newsletter and/or communal large screens.


                                    From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been
                                        published three times, were broadened to include all employees of the company.
                                        This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to over 12,000 copies, now
                                        in six rather than the previous two languages.


                                    Identity and Code of Conduct updated


                                    Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally
                                        friendly and socially responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit Compass – which formulates the identity
                                        of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible for our success,
                                        how we work together) – and the  Geberit Code of Conduct for employees serve as
                                        the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass,
                                        together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our
                                        employees (see also Compliance
                                        section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by the CEO in the
                                        employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at
                                        the start of 2015 (see also  Compliance section).


                                    Focus on occupational safety


                                    The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the
                                        Sanitec Group. However, the targets have had to be revised to take account of
                                        the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the aim is to halve the
                                        number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be
                                        reduced to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR
                                        (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number of days lost per million working
                                        hours).


                                    Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The
                                        accident severity rate increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to
                                        the acquisition. As the majority of occupational accidents and time lost are
                                        still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
                                        behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a
                                        comprehensive masterplan on occupational safety, including a catalogue of
                                        measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is also part of the
                                        annual appraisal of managers at the plants.


                                    
                                    Customers


                                    
                                    A focus on specific customer needs


                                    With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force
                                        in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are
                                        the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning
                                        the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of
                                        wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In
                                        other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets
                                        takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such
                                        as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales
                                        force received training in the enlarged product range.


                                    By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were
                                        amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit
                                        Group from a single source from the start of 2016.


                                    A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range
                                        of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or
                                        so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit
                                        products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and
                                        overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit
                                        know-how and products at external events.


                                    Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European
                                        countries


                                    The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in
                                        which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit
                                        AquaClean shower toilets.


                                    To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched
                                        numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for
                                        instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour
                                        from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested
                                        parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the
                                        various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile
                                        AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting
                                        events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that
                                        guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a
                                        hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels
                                        was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won
                                        during the reporting year.


                                    September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system
                                        Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all
                                        expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The
                                        appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced.


                                    Local contact with plumbing specialists


                                    The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of
                                        numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer
                                        visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical
                                        documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has
                                        been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved
                                        specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers
                                        the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this
                                        way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18
                                        countries in 2015.


                                    Trade fair presence to foster business relations and
                                        customer contacts


                                    Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and
                                        enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's
                                        innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most
                                        important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were
                                        present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo
                                        in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss
                                        Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels,
                                        MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the
                                        Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China
                                        in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at
                                        the Fuori Salone in Milan.


                                    Core competencies open doors


                                    Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary
                                        installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been
                                        developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and
                                        plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial
                                        use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.


                                    
                                    Innovation


                                    
                                    Innovation as the foundation for future growth


                                    Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources
                                        were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes,
                                        products and technologies in 2015.


                                    Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to
                                        the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging
                                        research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in
                                        sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as
                                        a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of
                                        CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent
                                        on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was
                                        attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the
                                        former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after
                                        adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and
                                        intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for
                                        the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year,
                                        Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec
                                        business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.


                                    At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and
                                        development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used
                                        to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of
                                        the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance
                                        here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances
                                        area will be aligned with this process.


                                    Broad-based competencies


                                    Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and
                                        materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and
                                        other areas, by setting industry standards.


                                    Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies
                                        such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be
                                        accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.


                                    Comprehensive development activities pay
                                        off


                                    A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in
                                        particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit
                                        Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction
                                        situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in
                                        Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the
                                        Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed.
                                        In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised
                                        Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the
                                        certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart.


                                    The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in
                                        selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance
                                        plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has
                                        been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound
                                        insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings,
                                        invariably achieve top marks.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4




                                    

                                    
                                    New products for greater comfort and better
                                        hygiene


                                    The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:


                                    		The CleanLine shower channel combines a
                                            high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time
                                            solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of
                                            a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit
                                            paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as
                                            possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all
                                            expectations.

		Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in
                                            Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took
                                            place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features:
                                            the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and
                                            yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless
                                            WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as
                                            heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of
                                            the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer
                                            complete the new shower toilet.

		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10
                                            for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder.
                                            The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a
                                            distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope
                                            for the bathroom.

		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control
                                            and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations
                                            in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required.
                                            It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in
                                            hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are
                                            operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the
                                            building service management system.




                                    For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.


                                    Several new product launches are planned for
                                        2016. Among them will be:


                                    		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which
                                            represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in
                                            connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified
                                            fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and
                                            unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to
                                            three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall
                                            thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling
                                            from the building structure.

		The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary
                                            planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction
                                            situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless
                                            urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned
                                            with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even
                                            with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres. The easy maintenance systems
                                            are extremely economical to maintain and operate.

		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their
                                            harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and
                                            Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for
                                            washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.




                                    For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.


                                    
                                    
                                        Production


                                        
                                        New production network


                                        With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants
                                            increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were
                                            joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6
                                            process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in
                                            the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used
                                            thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and
                                            extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly
                                            and ceramic production.


                                        Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and
                                            their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of
                                            continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby
                                            achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The
                                            central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System
                                            (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is
                                            universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every
                                            plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec
                                            plants placed a particular focus on this.


                                        Environmental management in production


                                        The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new
                                            ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint.
                                            Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very
                                            energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased
                                            fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also
                                            increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact
                                            increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced
                                            by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic,
                                            currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which
                                            is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course
                                            in organic terms.


                                        Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious
                                            reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the
                                            goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018 of
                                            maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the
                                            main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit
                                            management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health
                                            and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites
                                            are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the
                                            requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health
                                            protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy
                                            management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.


                                        CO2 strategy


                                        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a
                                            result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced
                                            by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic,
                                            currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the
                                            long-term  CO2 strategy sheet to be met and
                                            all measures to reduce  CO2 emissions to be
                                            implemented.


                                        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on
                                            three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The
                                            second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar
                                            comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy
                                            sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2
                                            emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the company's
                                            participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).


                                        
                                        
                                            Energy consumption 2015 –
effect Sanitec acquisition(in
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                                            		1Geberit, organic*

		2Sanitec electricity

		3Sanitec combustibles

		4Sanitec fuel

		5Geberit Group, consolidated




                                            * Electricity: 114.05 GWh, combustibles: 44.35 GWh,
                                                fuel: 17.45 GWh
Click legend
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                                    Logistics and
                                        procurement


                                    
                                    Two different logistics worlds


                                    Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005
                                        and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is
                                        decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions.
                                        Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in
                                        Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.


                                    Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf


                                    The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in
                                        Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface
                                        between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables
                                        resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for
                                        instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty
                                        kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place
                                        with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These
                                        service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental
                                        management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and
                                        emissions.


                                    With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics
                                        processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec
                                        acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in
                                        Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking
                                        ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.


                                    Sanitec suppliers integrated


                                    The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw
                                        materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production
                                        plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external
                                        services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more
                                        important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated.
                                        Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the
                                        plants could be guaranteed in the year under review.


                                    All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain
                                        comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and
                                        healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the
                                        commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is
                                        aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding
                                        for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to
                                        abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50
                                        main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers
                                        that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than
                                        90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.


                                    
                                    Sustainability


                                    
                                    Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


                                    A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way
                                        enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further
                                        development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a
                                        leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and
                                        other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability
                                        standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These
                                        standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally
                                        friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high
                                        environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the
                                        more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social
                                        responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing
                                        regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development
                                        organisation Helvetas.


                                    Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as
                                        increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this
                                        remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection
                                        ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure
                                        Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader
                                        Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies
                                        in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.


                                    Water management still an important subject


                                    In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the
                                        Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development
                                        Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes
                                        which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the
                                        business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and
                                        indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic
                                        sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair
                                        conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important
                                        role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable
                                        development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration,
                                        urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are
                                        currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These
                                        global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology:
                                        water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important.
                                        The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its
                                        political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient
                                        toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water
                                        efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the
                                        European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was
                                        introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for
                                        electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation
                                        aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales
                                        products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class.
                                        These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales.


                                    The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint
                                        shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product
                                        usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products
                                        before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product
                                        portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource
                                        water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.


                                    
                                    
                                        		* Geberit organic




                                    

                                    
                                    Green building competencies are being
                                        expanded


                                    Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the
                                        private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of
                                        sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more
                                        buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards,
                                        such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners
                                        and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding
                                        green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing
                                        these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products,
                                        consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green
                                        building.


                                    In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product
                                        portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine
                                        the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort,
                                        climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive
                                        know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will
                                        involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness
                                        among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product
                                        catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on
                                        green building.


                                    More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest
                                        to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29”
                                        office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was
                                        inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key
                                        aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building
                                        (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27”
                                        student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and,
                                        following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the
                                        KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability
                                        know-how is built in to both properties.


                                    Sustainability strategy consistently
                                        rolled out


                                    The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential
                                        objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of
                                        Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing
                                        sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added
                                        sites.


                                    The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among
                                        these are  green
                                        procurement,  green
                                        logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear
                                        objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective
                                        monitoring.


                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in
                                        accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The
                                        switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process
                                        for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic
                                        starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal
                                        process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the
                                        purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the
                                        sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene
                                        another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the
                                        sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.


                                    All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The
                                        information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the
                                        “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been
                                         verified by GRI.


                                    Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a
                                        global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation
                                        more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in
                                        the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and
                                        combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the
                                        local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of
                                        sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was
                                        overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with
                                        the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance
                                        processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management
                                        of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the
                                        Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors,
                                        Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.


                                    The efforts in terms
                                    of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is
                                    strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds
                                    segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability
                                    Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as
                                    well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds
                                    hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a
                                    significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment
                                    segments, which are still gaining in importance.
                                    


                                    Eco-design as a standard in product development


                                    As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the
                                        eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that
                                        environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to
                                        disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development
                                        phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from
                                        an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this.
                                        It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also
                                        with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless
                                        urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the
                                        low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with
                                        electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source,
                                        the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and
                                        economic operation.


                                    Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making
                                        aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products
                                        that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have
                                        already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes,
                                        AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns,
                                        urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product
                                        declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are
                                        becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building
                                        standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system
                                        presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s
                                        environmental performance in a transparent manner.


                                    
                                    Compliance


                                    
                                    Transparency established


                                    Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in
                                        2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance
                                        had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with
                                        other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity
                                        for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated
                                        page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon
                                        by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those
                                        without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.


                                    Effective Compliance organisation


                                    A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a
                                        very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors
                                        concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group
                                        functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided
                                        by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly,
                                        places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption,
                                        environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an
                                        assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit
                                        Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former
                                        Sanitec Group.


                                    The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which
                                        has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed
                                        since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all
                                        organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now
                                        includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant
                                        breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct
                                        attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust
                                        legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and
                                        made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication
                                        channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on
                                        correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was
                                        established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in
                                        2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases
                                        such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no
                                        reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the
                                        Integrity Line or the checks described.


                                    Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were
                                        held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An
                                        e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust
                                        legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of
                                        2016.


                                    Overhauled identity launched


                                    In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones
                                        of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational
                                        principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO
                                        presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the
                                        Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of
                                        2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all
                                        employees, with a letter from the CEO.


                                    
                                    Social Engagement


                                    
                                    Focus on water


                                    With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of
                                        people's lives. The company rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of
                                        the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets this out.


                                    The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability.
                                        This is why it has for many years undertaken social projects that exhibit a
                                        relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core competencies and
                                        corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional
                                        education: by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing
                                        regions of this world, apprentices become familiar with other cultures and
                                        acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the Group's
                                        social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution
                                        to implementing the follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of
                                        the United Nations, which seeks to give all humans access to clean drinking
                                        water and basic sanitation by 2030.


                                    Tangible commitment – global and diverse


                                    In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time
                                        close to the port of Durban in Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of
                                        the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils
                                        attend the school, which was originally designed to accommodate around 500
                                        children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure upgrade. The local Geberit
                                        sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
                                        and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and
                                        Switzerland, went to the school to install new sanitary installations and
                                        perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the neighbouring “LIV
                                        village”.


                                    The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for
                                        another two years. Geberit once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean
                                        drinking water and latrines, with a substantial contribution. The volunteering
                                        project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas and
                                        with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of
                                        the earthquake in the spring of 2015.


                                    The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was
                                        continued in the reporting year. The goal of this platform is to bring together
                                        all those involved in the topic of water supply (from academic, economic as well
                                        as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
                                        promote international dialogue on water.


                                    A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's
                                        social commitment at the local level. As a basic principle, all social projects
                                        and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit employees in the
                                        respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations
                                        (NGOs).


                                    In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been
                                        awarding packing and assembly work to workshops for people with mental
                                        disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2 million.


                                    For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments in infrastructure and services primarily
                                        for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related commitments are
                                        neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were
                                        made to parties or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and
                                        no political lobbying is carried out. This is ensured globally as part of the
                                        annual audit of the Code of Conduct.


                                    
                                    Changes in Group
                                        structure


                                    
                                    No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting
                                        year, aside from the  Sanitec
                                        acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to
                                        the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


                                    
                                    Outlook


                                    
                                    
                                        Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging


                                        The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The
                                            individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very
                                            differently. In Europe, there are signs that the
                                            construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the
                                            United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is
                                            expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction
                                            industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in
                                            recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In
                                            North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public
                                            sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in
                                            the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The
                                            Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further
                                            weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the
                                            Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa
                                            remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is
                                            expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.


                                        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings.
                                            Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into
                                            Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency
                                            fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient
                                            natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various
                                            currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are
                                            generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change
                                            this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit
                                            margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10%
                                            currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss
                                            market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016
                                            price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please
                                            refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.


                                        In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be
                                            slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of
                                            industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any
                                            more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.


                                        Geberit


                                        The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by
                                            the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales
                                            organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus
                                            shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and
                                            realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on
                                            Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking
                                            once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The
                                            objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the
                                            new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main
                                            focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced
                                            in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit
                                            products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very
                                            promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these
                                            measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business
                                            processes.


                                        The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the
                                            company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.
                                            The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in
                                            sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the
                                            wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a
                                            number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and
                                            product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented
                                            organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market
                                            partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid
                                            financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our
                                            future success.


                                        

                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    1. Group structure and shareholders


                                    Management report

                                    Corporate Governance

                                    
                                    1.1 Group structure


                                    The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in
                                        Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss
                                        securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.


                                    The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015
                                        to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head
                                        office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In
                                        addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid
                                        to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the
                                        former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of
                                        31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not
                                        include any listed companies.


                                     
                                    1.2 Significant shareholders


                                    The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of
                                        Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered
                                        in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of
                                        the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.


                                    Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit
                                        via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.


                                    1.3 Cross-shareholdings


                                    In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no
                                        cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%.


                                    1.4 Important changes to the Articles of
                                        Incorporation


                                    As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive
                                        Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of
                                        Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the
                                        Articles of Incorporation in 2015.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Significant
                                                        shareholders* 
(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los
                                                        Angeles, USA		4.94

		* In
                                                        accordance with the corresponding reports to SIX Swiss
                                                        Exchange




                                    

                                    
                                    2. Capital structure


                                    
                                    2.1 Capital


                                    Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of
                                        31 December 2015:


                                    		Ordinary capital:		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital:		–

		Authorised capital:		–




                                    
For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.


                                     
                                    2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details


                                    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised
                                        capital.


                                    
                                    2.3 Changes in capital


                                    For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.


                                    For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit
                                        Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and
                                        consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to
                                        the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to
                                        the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated
                                        Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and
                                        statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).


                                    
                                    2.4 Shares and participation certificates


                                    The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70.
                                        It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10
                                        each.


                                    With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share
                                        registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one
                                        vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the
                                        share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been
                                        collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in
                                        accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the
                                        general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury
                                        shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the
                                        2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the
                                        treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme
                                        announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of
                                        capital reduction.


                                    No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.


                                    
                                    2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


                                    No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share
                                                        capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained
                                                        earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0




                                    

                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


                                    Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares
                                        are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they
                                        explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own
                                        account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum
                                        of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of
                                        Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with
                                        voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees
                                        disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they
                                        hold 0.5% or more of the share capital.


                                    The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register
                                        retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the
                                        basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the
                                        opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is
                                        informed without delay about the deletion.


                                    Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in
                                        terms of registration or voting rights.


                                    In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of
                                        shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in
                                        excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not
                                        have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of
                                        entry in the reporting year.


                                    
                                    2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


                                    No convertible bonds are outstanding.


                                    No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to
                                        employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated
                                        Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    3. Board of Directors


                                    
                                    3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


                                    At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.


                                    
                                    Albert M. Baehny (1952)


                                    Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)
Swiss citizen
CEO
                                        Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)


                                    Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of
                                        Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of
                                        Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic
                                        planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993),
                                        Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie
                                        (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant
                                        knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining
                                        Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was
                                        Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005
                                        until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the
                                        Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.


                                    
                                    Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


                                    Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive,
                                        independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011
                                        until the end of 2014)
Swiss citizen
Chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of
                                        Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors
                                        Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH)


                                    Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal
                                        Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of
                                        Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from
                                        1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial
                                        public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997.
                                        In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors.


                                    Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit
                                        Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors'
                                        mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                    
                                    Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2013
Swiss citizen
Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive
                                        Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors
                                        Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest
                                        Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the
                                        Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)


                                    Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH)
                                        in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he
                                        completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group
                                        General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive
                                        Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a
                                        leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as
                                        well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career
                                        as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in
                                        1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the
                                        Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.


                                    Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group
                                        company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he
                                        does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2015
Swiss citizen
Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director
                                        B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of
                                        Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of
                                        Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory
                                        Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)


                                    Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant &
                                        Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he
                                        received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to
                                        2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International
                                        Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR),
                                        where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international
                                        franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From
                                        2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus
                                        International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract
                                        Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was
                                        Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO
                                        from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the
                                        increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of
                                        purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996
                                        to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at
                                        McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from
                                        1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR
                                        (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and
                                        manufacturer association.


                                    Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group
                                        company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he
                                        does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Hartmut Reuter (1957)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since
                                        2008
German citizen 
Member of the Shareholders Committee and
                                        Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board
                                        GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co
                                        KG, Bad Münder (DE)


                                    After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt
                                        (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During
                                        more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various
                                        industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and
                                        controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was
                                        member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for
                                        the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has
                                        worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various
                                        supervisory bodies.


                                    Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group
                                        company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he
                                        does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.


                                    
                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


                                    Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012
                                        
Danish citizen 
Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK);
                                        Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political
                                        Committee


                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from
                                        the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management
                                        further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University
                                        (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials
                                        manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its
                                        sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11
                                        countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials
                                        sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group
                                        in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and
                                        production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was
                                        responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991,
                                        France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000.


                                    Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit
                                        Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors'
                                        mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                    
                                    3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning
                                        the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1
                                        OaEC


                                    Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented
                                        legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or
                                        charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in
                                        legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company
                                        as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the
                                        Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company
                                        or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal
                                        entities outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities
                                        outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates
                                        held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body
                                        or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held
                                        by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it,
                                        shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a
                                        member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or
                                        held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by
                                        it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision.


                                    Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme
                                        governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to
                                        be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign
                                        register.


                                    
                                    

                                    
                                    3.4 Elections and terms of office


                                    Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a
                                        member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary
                                        General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual
                                        basis. Re-election is possible.


                                    Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by
                                        the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the
                                        following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to
                                        appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the
                                        remaining term of office.


                                    Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are
                                        also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only
                                        members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the
                                        closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible.


                                    The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and
                                        members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary
                                        General Meeting following their 70th birthday.


                                    Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary
                                        General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board
                                        of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of
                                        Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new
                                        member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April
                                        2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the
                                        Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as
                                        Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board
                                        of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing
                                        for re-election for a further year.


                                    3.5 Internal organisational structure


                                    The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors
                                        of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).


                                    As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the
                                        amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman
                                        of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation
                                        Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the
                                        General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors
                                        elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the
                                        Audit Committee.


                                    Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of
                                        2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore
                                        abolished as of 31 December 2014.


                                    The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four
                                        times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone
                                        conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his
                                        incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a
                                        Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of
                                        the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend
                                        meetings of the Board of Directors.


                                    The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present.
                                        Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions
                                        are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman
                                        shall have the casting vote.


                                    The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled
                                        early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The
                                        participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    
                                    The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of
                                        non-executive and independent Board members:


                                    Nomination and Compensation
                                        Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee)


                                    The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this
                                        Committee.


                                    The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent,
                                        non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination
                                        and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General
                                        Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed
                                        by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not
                                        complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding
                                        position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation
                                        Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions
                                        are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman
                                        shall have the casting vote.


                                    The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015
                                        were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The
                                        committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each
                                        (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.


                                    
                                        

                                        				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    


                                    The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in
                                        fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the
                                        area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers
                                        and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the
                                        following principles:


                                    		Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy
                                            and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to
                                            compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as
                                            submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of
                                            Directors.

		Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation
                                            to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors
                                            and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective
                                            proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors.




                                    The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.


                                    The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination
                                        and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related
                                        matters.


                                    The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and
                                        Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.


                                    
                                    Audit Committee (AC)


                                    The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the
                                        Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The
                                        Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The
                                        Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present.
                                        Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well
                                        as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary.
                                        Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with
                                        representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit
                                        Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the
                                        information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible
                                        employees.


                                    As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter
                                        (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year
                                        generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for
                                        meetings in 2015 was 100%.


                                    
                                        

                                        				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X




                                    

                                    


                                    The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties
                                        specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision
                                        of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and
                                        ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal
                                        control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the
                                        internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every
                                        meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on
                                        all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee
                                        monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses
                                        the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management
                                        (refer to  “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the
                                        Group Executive Board”). The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors
                                        with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate
                                        governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall
                                        responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee
                                        remains with the Board of Directors.


                                    The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the
                                        Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee
                                        (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.


                                    3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility


                                    Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG,
                                        the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable
                                        responsibilities:


                                    		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary
                                            directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well
                                            as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and
                                            the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in
                                            particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation,
                                            regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the
                                            first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the
                                            General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness




                                    The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general
                                        resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions.
                                        Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the
                                        Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the
                                        Organisational Regulations.


                                    To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational
                                        Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to
                                        the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief
                                        Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the
                                        Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to
                                        further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board
                                        and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group.


                                    As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief
                                        Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive
                                        Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the
                                        Nomination and Compensation Committee.


                                    The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board
                                        of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a
                                        governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations
                                        also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set
                                        forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board.
                                        The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the
                                        decision-making powers and Group management duties.


                                    The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.


                                    3.7 Information and control instruments
                                        vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board


                                    At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of
                                        Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of
                                        the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is
                                        comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the
                                        company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report
                                        contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key
                                        figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and
                                        October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit
                                        development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines
                                        and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development.
                                        The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of
                                        the operational management on the development of results until the end of the
                                        financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity
                                        and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as
                                        market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the
                                        Board of Directors held eight meetings.


                                    Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive
                                        Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of
                                        corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand
                                        information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies.


                                    Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit
                                        Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling
                                        the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk
                                        identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group
                                        Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition,
                                        responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual
                                        risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation
                                        and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit
                                        department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors.
                                        Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group
                                        Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For
                                        information on the management of financial risks, refer to  Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements,
                                        4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit
                                        department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits
                                        and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals
                                        of previous audits.


                                    
                                    4. Group Executive Board


                                    
                                    4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


                                    At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members.


                                    
                                    Christian Buhl (1973)


                                    Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January
                                        2015
member of the Group Executive Board since 2015
with Geberit since
                                        2009
Swiss citizen


                                    Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH)
                                        in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in
                                        the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000
                                        to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute
                                        of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre
                                        for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian
                                        Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for
                                        various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the
                                        area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in
                                        2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility
                                        for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014,
                                        Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most
                                        important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive
                                        Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.


                                    
                                    Roland Iff (1961)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since
                                        1993
Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
Swiss citizen
Vice
                                        Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH)


                                    Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated
                                        with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started
                                        his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead
                                        Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US).
                                        Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE)
                                        before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in
                                        Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate
                                        Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October
                                        1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group
                                        Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to  Management Structure.


                                    
                                    Michael Reinhard (1956)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since
                                        2004
Head of Group Division Products
German citizen
Member of the
                                        Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH)


                                    Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University
                                        Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche
                                        Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project
                                        manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey
                                        & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael
                                        Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various
                                        functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing.
                                        In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division
                                        and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400
                                        employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in
                                        2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to
                                         Management Structure.


                                    
                                    Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015
with Geberit
                                        since 1997
Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands
German
                                        citizen


                                    Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen
                                        University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf
                                        (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager
                                        of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as
                                        the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From
                                        2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things –
                                        at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary
                                        Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been
                                        Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon
                                        Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from
                                        10 February 2015, refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    Karl Spachmann (1958)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011
with Geberit since
                                        1997
Head of Group Division Sales Europe
German citizen


                                    Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University
                                        of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German
                                        Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader
                                        and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH &
                                        Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of
                                        Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995,
                                        he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales
                                        Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales
                                        company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field
                                        service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has
                                        been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.


                                    
                                    Ronald van Triest (1969)


                                    Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015
with Geberit
                                        since June 2015
Head of Group Division Sales International
Dutch
                                        citizen


                                    Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at
                                        the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal
                                        Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the
                                        areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on
                                        wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and
                                        executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong.
                                        From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation
                                        in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and
                                        logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to
                                        2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director,
                                        he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other
                                        things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production,
                                        R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle
                                        East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG
                                        appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with
                                        effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management
                                        Structure.


                                    
                                    4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of
                                        permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in
                                        profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented
                                        legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are
                                        controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held
                                        by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the
                                        company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities
                                        controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the
                                        Geberit Group.


                                    Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal
                                        entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as
                                        mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme
                                        governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit
                                        Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities
                                        controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group.


                                    The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal
                                        entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of
                                        Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.


                                    Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates
                                        in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are
                                        required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign
                                        register.


                                    
                                    4.4 Management contracts


                                    The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or
                                        natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.


                                     
                                    5. Compensations,
                                        shareholdings and loans


                                    
                                    See  Remuneration Report.


                                    
                                    6.
                                        Participatory rights of the shareholders


                                    
                                    6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


                                    The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting
                                        shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the
                                        company do not entitle the holder to vote.


                                    Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal
                                        representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in
                                        accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises
                                        only one representative per share.


                                    The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney
                                        and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue
                                        regulations to this effect.


                                    For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.


                                    
                                    6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


                                    The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the
                                        General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged
                                        by law.


                                    
                                    6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


                                    The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days
                                        before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not
                                        announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General
                                        Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and
                                        may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior
                                        announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may
                                        demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45
                                        days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda
                                        and the motions.


                                    Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing
                                        together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an
                                        extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating
                                        the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the
                                        proposed candidates.


                                    
                                    6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


                                    In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce
                                        the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative
                                        with respect to the right to participate and vote.


                                    
                                    7. Changes of control and
                                        defence measures


                                    
                                    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


                                    There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to
                                        “opting-up” or “opting-out”.


                                    7.2 Change of control clauses

For agreements and plans in the event of a
                                    change of control, see the  Remuneration
                                    report.
                                    


                                    
                                    8.
                                        Auditors


                                    
                                    8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


                                    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group
                                        since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat
                                        Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015.


                                    
                                    8.2 Auditing fees


                                    In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for
                                        services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group
                                        companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit
                                        Group.


                                    
                                    8.3 Additional fees


                                    For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax
                                        consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the
                                        non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.


                                    
                                    8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


                                    Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing
                                        about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related
                                        to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the
                                        meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on
                                        their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two
                                        meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015.


                                    The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the
                                        performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of
                                        Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General
                                        Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of
                                        the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and
                                        discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more
                                        details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3,
                                        Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.


                                    
                                    9. Information policy


                                    
                                    Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the
                                        capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate
                                        Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts.


                                    Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to
                                        shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an
                                        integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial
                                        statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once
                                        a year.


                                    Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact
                                        addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be
                                        found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the
                                        appropriate chapters.


                                    Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive
                                        ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All
                                        published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be
                                        downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.


                                    For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time
                                        schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.


                                    
                                

                            

                            
                            
                                
                                    Remuneration Report


                                    Management report

                                    Remuneration report

                                    
                                    The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles
                                        and programs, as well as information about the method of determination of
                                        remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the
                                        Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year
                                        2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by
                                        the shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the
                                        remuneration of the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted
                                        to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.


                                    The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against
                                        Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to
                                        information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX Swiss Exchange, as well as
                                        the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
                                        economiesuisse.


                                    The report is structured as follows:


                                    		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation
                                            Committee

		Remuneration policy and principles

		Determination of remuneration

		Remuneration architecture

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015

		Summary of share and option plans 2015

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of
                                            13 December 2015




                                    Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.


                                    
                                    1. Introduction by the Chairman of the
                                        Nomination & Compensation Committee


                                    
                                    Dear Shareholder


                                    The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate
                                        employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that
                                        are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to
                                        proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing
                                        business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our
                                        remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests
                                        of our shareholders.


                                    Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance
                                        against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously
                                        assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent
                                        years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of
                                        the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the
                                        coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive
                                        plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back
                                        policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive
                                        Board.


                                    We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report.
                                        Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the
                                        Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that
                                        shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and
                                        disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with
                                        additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can
                                        better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will
                                        continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote
                                        sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on
                                        the regulatory requirements.


                                    At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total
                                        remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until
                                        the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business
                                        year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this
                                        Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the
                                        remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period
                                        ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the
                                        2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group
                                        Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).


                                    The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about
                                        our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and
                                        are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and
                                        sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.


                                     


                                    Yours sincerely


                                    
                                    Robert F. Spoerry
Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee


                                    
                                    2. Remuneration policy and principles


                                    
                                    Core principles


                                    In order to ensure the company's success and to
                                        maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to attract, develop and
                                        retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support
                                        this fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:


                                    		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit
                                            competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and
                                            rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and
                                            long-term value creation

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of
                                            executives and the alignment of their interests to those of the
                                            shareholders

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and
                                            insurance programs




                                    Remuneration of the Board of Directors


                                    In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory
                                        function over the Group Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors
                                        receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and non-discounted shares with
                                        a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
                                        Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of
                                        Directors.


                                    Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable
                                        elements.


                                    The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on
                                        prevalent market practice.


                                    The variable remuneration drives and rewards
                                        best-in-class performance by ways of continuously setting ambitious and
                                        stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of short-term and
                                        long-term elements:


                                    		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers,
                                            such as sales, earnings before interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested
                                            capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as individual
                                            objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process.
                                            This remuneration balances the reward of individual performance and company
                                            success.

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested
                                            capital (ROIC) and aims to reward sustainable performance, to align the
                                            interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster long-term
                                            retention of the executives.




                                    The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk
                                        taking or short-term profit maximisation at the expense of the long-term health
                                        of the company, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Group Executive
                                        Board.


                                    Governance and shareholders’ involvement


                                    Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of
                                        Incorporation and the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.


                                    The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of
                                        remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive
                                        Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting.
                                        In addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a
                                        consultative vote, refer also to 
 Determination of remuneration.


                                    
                                    
                                        3. Determination of remuneration


                                        
                                        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


                                        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational
                                            Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC)
                                            supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and
                                            responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy,
                                            including:


                                        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy
                                                and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other
                                                members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the
                                                Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive
                                                Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of
                                                Directors




                                        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:


                                        
                                        
                                            

                                            		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and
                                                            guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of
                                                            Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount
                                                            of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group
                                                            Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration
                                                            of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including
                                                            fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration
                                                            of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for
                                                            all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative
                                                            
vote

		1
                                                            Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2
                                                            Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 




                                        

                                        
                                        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of
                                            independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are
                                            elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the
                                            NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and
                                            Hartmut Reuter as members.


                                        
                                        

                                        
                                        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year.
                                            In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following
                                            pre-defined recurring agenda items:


                                        
                                        
                                            

                                            				Beginning
                                                            of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring
                                                            
(April/May)		Summer
                                                            
(August)		End of
                                                            year 
(December)

		Remuneration
                                                            policy				
                                                            		Review of remuneration policy and programs




                                                        				

		Group
                                                            Executive Board (GEB) matters		
                                                            		Individual performance appraisal previous year

		STI payout previous year

		Vesting of equity awards previous years




                                                        		
                                                            		Benchmarking of GEB remuneration




                                                        		
                                                            		Succession planning for GEB positions

		Talent management session




                                                        		
                                                            		Target remuneration following year

		Target setting for STI following year

		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria
                                                            LTI for next grant




                                                        

		Board of
                                                            Director (BoD) remuneration				
                                                            		Benchmarking of BoD remuneration




                                                        				
                                                            		BoD remuneration following year




                                                        

		Governance		
                                                            		AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB
                                                            and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)




                                                        		 		
                                                            		Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on
                                                            the remuneration report




                                                        		
                                                            		Draft remuneration report

		Agenda NCC for following year




                                                        




                                        

                                        
                                        As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the
                                            Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the
                                            Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination &
                                            Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However,
                                            the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part
                                            in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or
                                            remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed
                                            session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation
                                            Committee only.


                                        After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee reports to the Board of Directors on its activities and
                                            recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.


                                        3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


                                        Benchmarks and external consultants


                                        Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that
                                            of the members of the Group Executive Board. This includes regular
                                            participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark studies on
                                            comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed
                                            analysis of the remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group
                                            Executive Board was carried out by an independent external compensation
                                            consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other mandates
                                            from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer
                                            group of industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and
                                            headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum, Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler,
                                            Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza, Mettler-Toledo,
                                            OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder.
                                            The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine
                                            the target remuneration levels of the CEO and other members of the Group
                                            Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different factors,
                                            such as individual role and contribution, company performance and
                                            affordability, are considered to determine remuneration levels, the policy
                                            of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in principle positioned
                                            around the market median.


                                        In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and
                                            levels are reviewed periodically by the Nomination & Compensation
                                            Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking
                                            analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid
                                            (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to
                                            determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the
                                            remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting.


                                        Performance management


                                        The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group
                                            Executive Board members depends on the company and on the individual
                                            performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual
                                            performance management process: company and individual performance
                                            objectives are approved at the beginning of the business year and
                                            achievements against those objectives is assessed after year-end. The
                                            performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual
                                            remuneration.


                                        
                                        
                                            Objective setting
(December –
                                                January)

Determination of individual objectives


                                            
                                            Mid-year review
(July)

Mid-year discussion
                                                on performance to date against predefined objectives


                                            
                                            Final review
(December –
                                                January)

Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                                            
                                            Determination of compensation
(February –
                                                March)

Determination of actual compensation


                                            

                                        
                                         


                                        3.3. Shareholder involvement


                                        In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and
                                            shareholders’ representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to
                                            improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of transparency and level of
                                            detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive
                                            outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports
                                            indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to
                                            continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’
                                            vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity
                                            to express their opinion about the remuneration system.


                                        In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in
                                            Listed Stock Corporations, shareholders are asked to approve the amount of
                                            remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board in a
                                            binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of
                                            Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective
                                            maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the
                                            next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the
                                            following business year.


                                        
                                        		* Detailed information regarding
                                                        the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the
                                                        invitation to the General Meeting.




                                        The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes
                                            the cash remuneration, the value of the restricted shares at grant and the
                                            social security contributions made by the employer.


                                        The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board
                                            includes the following:


                                        		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer
                                                contributions to retirement plans and estimated employer contributions
                                                to social security

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if
                                                the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and
                                                assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with
                                                maximum possible value of matching options)

		Fair value of the options at grant




                                        Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to
                                            shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of
                                            remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group
                                            Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively
                                            paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective
                                            business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.


                                        We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate
                                            remuneration amounts, combined with a consultative retrospective vote on the
                                            remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a far-reaching
                                            “say-on-pay”.


                                        Articles of Association


                                        As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit
                                            include the following provisions on remuneration:


                                        		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:
The members of the
                                                Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may
                                                include short- and long-term elements and which is linked to the
                                                achievement of one or several performance criteria. Performance criteria
                                                are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual and
                                                company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and
                                                conditions of any share-based remuneration, including time of
                                                allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                                                exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back
                                                mechanism.

		Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board
                                                appointed after the vote on remuneration at the General Meeting:
For
                                                the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been
                                                appointed after the approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration
                                                amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that the maximum
                                                aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of
                                                up to 40% of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the
                                                Group Executive Board is available without further approval of the
                                                General Meeting.

		Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the
                                                Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board: 
No loans or
                                                credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the
                                                Group Executive Board.




                                        The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order
                                            that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to
                                            the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration
                                            principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of
                                            the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate
                                            governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors
                                            are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer
                                            also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of
                                            Directors.


                                        
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                    4. Remuneration architecture


                                    
                                    4.1. Board of Directors


                                    The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a
                                        regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed
                                        retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid
                                        in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In
                                        addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover
                                        their expenses, paid out in cash.


                                    The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer
                                        paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking
                                        period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not
                                        entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.


                                    
                                        

                                        		Annual fees		in CHF		Delivery

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted
                                                        shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of
                                                        Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC /
                                                        Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit
                                                        Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense
                                                        allowance		15,000		Cash




                                    

                                    The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to
                                        regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors
                                        are not insured under the company pension plan.


                                    The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain
                                        subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.


                                    Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the
                                        2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation
                                        to the 2016 General Meeting.


                                    4.2. Group Executive Board


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted
                                        by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:


                                    		Base salary

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI))

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites




                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        				Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance
                                                        period (staged)		Performance
                                                        metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed
                                                        base salary		Annual
                                                        base salary		Monthly
                                                        cash payments		Pay
                                                        for the function		 		 

		Short-Term
                                                        Incentive		Short-Term
                                                        Incentive, STI		Annual
                                                        variable cash		Drive
                                                        and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year
                                                        performance period		Sales,
                                                        EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share
                                                        Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of
                                                        variable cash in restricted shares		Align
                                                        with shareholders’ interests		Shares:
3-year
                                                        restriction period

		 		 		 		Share
                                                        options:
4-year vesting period (staged),
7-year plan
                                                        period		Share
                                                        options:
ROIC

		Long-Term
                                                        Incentive		Share
                                                        Option Plan MSOP		Performance
                                                        share options		Drive
                                                        and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’
                                                        interests 
Retain		4-year
                                                        performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-
                                                        
stiftung 
Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover
                                                        retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company
                                                        car, expense policy		Attract
                                                        & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year
                                                        plan period     		 




                                    

                                    
                                    Base salary


                                    The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is
                                        determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the
                                        market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent.
                                        The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the
                                        company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience
                                        of the individual in the role.


                                    Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)


                                    The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150
                                        additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual
                                        financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated
                                        within the annual performance management process.


                                    The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of
                                        all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70%
                                        of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is
                                        driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of
                                        individual objectives.


                                    


                                    
                                    Functionality remuneration model


                                    The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return
                                        on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have
                                        been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing
                                        the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing
                                        profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line
                                        contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the
                                        basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee,
                                        the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for
                                        each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the
                                        company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior
                                        performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements
                                        are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line
                                        with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding
                                        target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the
                                        market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable
                                        remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the
                                        variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level
                                        between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear
                                        interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed
                                        60% of the target income.


                                    The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual
                                        objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and
                                        individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the
                                        Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more
                                        qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives
                                        related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of
                                        strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual
                                        objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.


                                    As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group
                                        Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the
                                        annual base salary.


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all
                                        their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management
                                        Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to
                                        purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash
                                        remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of
                                        three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a
                                        free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The
                                        options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a
                                        quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the
                                        grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter
                                        four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the
                                        performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those
                                        applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see
                                        section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).


                                    In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP
                                        shares and options:


                                    
                                    To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive
                                        graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report
                                        > Remuneration report.


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Termination
                                                        reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested
                                                        options		Vested
                                                        options		Restricted
                                                        shares

		Death		Accelerated
                                                        vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as
                                                        determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		Retirement
                                                        or disability		Regular vesting
                                                        schedule		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		Other
                                                        reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise
                                                        period		Regular blocking
                                                        period

		Change of
                                                        control*		Accelerated
                                                        vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as
                                                        determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise
                                                        period		Immediate
                                                        unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation
                                                        of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the
                                                        participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or
                                                        liquidation.




                                    

                                    
                                    Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


                                    The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to
                                        ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of
                                        executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The
                                        MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition
                                        effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five
                                        years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years
                                        after grant), effective 1 January 2016.


                                    
                                    To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive
                                        graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report
                                        > Remuneration report.


                                    
                                    Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In
                                        2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income
                                        for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60
                                        additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10%
                                        of the target income.


                                    The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four
                                        years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the
                                        grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the
                                        remaining third four years after the grant.


                                    For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five
                                        years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest
                                        three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the
                                        grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a
                                        term of ten years.


                                    The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance
                                        criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the
                                        respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating
                                        cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of
                                        Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will
                                        vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there
                                        is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are
                                        substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level
                                        between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation.
                                        There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years
                                        (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be
                                        exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The
                                        exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the
                                        underlying share at the time of grant.


                                    In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP
                                        options:


                                    
                                    
                                        

                                        		Termination
                                                        reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the
                                                        basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting
                                                        period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of
                                                        the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death,
                                                        retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on
                                                        effective performance at date of termination as determined by
                                                        the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation
                                                        of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the
                                                        participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or
                                                        liquidation.




                                    

                                    
                                    Disclosure of targets


                                    Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are
                                        considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would
                                        allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a
                                        competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not
                                        to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to
                                        provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a
                                        general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the
                                        previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of
                                        performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


                                    Benefits


                                    Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension
                                        fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of
                                        a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related
                                        contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a
                                        supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including
                                        actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law.
                                        The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.


                                    Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company
                                        car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations
                                        applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax
                                        authorities.


                                    Employment terms and conditions


                                    All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with
                                        notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board
                                        are not entitled to any severance payment.


                                    In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back
                                        policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers
                                        situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to
                                        non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws
                                        at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to
                                        recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results,
                                        and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly
                                        calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the
                                        payment of the respective variable remuneration.


                                    
                                    5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share
                                        ownership in 2015


                                    
                                    This section is audited by the external auditor.


                                    The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed
                                        remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares.
                                        In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF
                                        2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and
                                        committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The
                                        structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors
                                        have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration
                                        between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:


                                    


                                    		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the
                                            Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group
                                            Executive Board in 2014.





                                        		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of
                                            Directors.




                                    


                                    Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of
                                        members of the Board of Directors:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F.
                                                            Ehrat		T.
                                                            Hübner		H.
                                                            Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of
                                                            Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social
                                                            insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the
                                                            Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman2		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F.
                                                            Ehrat		H.
                                                            Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of
                                                            Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to
                                                            social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the
                                                            Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet
                                                            paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first
                                                            quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the
                                                            company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair
                                                            value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95)
                                                            The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in
                                                            shares is used for the payment of social charges and for
                                                            Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board
                                                            members.
2 In 2014, the remuneration of
                                                            A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his
                                                            total CEO remuneration.




                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the
                                        remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is
                                        within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.


                                    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the
                                        following shares in the company:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings
                                                            Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights
                                                            shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%




                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		A.
                                                            Baehny
Chairman		R.
                                                            Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J.
                                                            Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of
                                                            Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive
                                                            Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights
                                                            shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as
                                                            CEO




                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding
                                        loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors,
                                        closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.


                                    
                                    6. Group Executive Board:
                                        remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015


                                    
                                    This section is audited by the external auditor.


                                    6.1. Performance in 2015


                                    The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the
                                        acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit
                                        Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to
                                        achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further
                                        consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.


                                    Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth
                                        comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign
                                        currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition.
                                        Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by
                                        higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the
                                        effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected,
                                        overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly
                                        acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in
                                        connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for
                                        these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the
                                        correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by
                                        1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%.
                                        Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by
                                        5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.


                                    To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance
                                        Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all
                                        equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target
                                        is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average
                                        of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly
                                        exceeded the targets.


                                    6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


                                    The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015
                                        (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786
                                        in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the
                                        Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various
                                        factors.

Reducing impact on remuneration:
                                    		The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous
                                            year.



Increasing impact on remuneration:
                                    		Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




                                    The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained
                                        unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower
                                        results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits
                                        increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board.


                                    Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for
                                        the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of
                                        remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General
                                        Meeting 2016.


                                    
                                    The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of
                                        remuneration for 2015 and 2014:


                                    

                                    
                                        

                                        		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C.
                                                        Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A.
                                                        Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares
                                                        in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP
                                                        2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP
                                                        2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company
                                                        vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social
                                                        insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution
                                                        health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the
                                                        amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable
                                                        salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group
                                                        Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares
                                                        or in cash.
2 Registered shares of the company
                                                        with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period,
                                                        valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15
                                                        (PY CHF 281.95).
3 Call options on registered
                                                        shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued
                                                        within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program
                                                        (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an
                                                        exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95);
                                                        definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on
                                                        various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at
                                                        25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65)
                                                        determined using the binomial method.
4 Call
                                                        options on registered shares of the company with a par value of
                                                        CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share
                                                        Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1
                                                        registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous
                                                        year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option
                                                        (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking
                                                        period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous
                                                        year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial
                                                        method.
5 Valuation in accordance with the
                                                        guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of
                                                        the purchase cost per month).
6 Immaterial
                                                        payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall,
                                                        these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group
                                                        Executive Board.
7 The remuneration of A. Baehny
                                                        as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated
                                                        with his total CEO remuneration.     




                                    

                                    
                                    The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out
                                        in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated
                                        financial statements.


                                    
                                    6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


                                    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following
                                        shares in the company:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in
                                                            CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M.
                                                            
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K.
                                                            
Spachmann		R. 
van
                                                            
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive
                                                            Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage
                                                            voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call
                                                            options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total
                                                            options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights
                                                            options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




                                            1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option


                                        

                                        
                                            

                                            		 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in
                                                            CHF		A.
                                                            Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive
                                                            Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage
                                                            voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call
                                                            options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total
                                                            options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights
                                                            options		0.17%		<
                                                            0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




                                            1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option


                                        

                                    

                                    
                                    As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding
                                        loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive
                                        Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive
                                        Board.


                                    
                                    
                                        7. Summary of share and
                                            option plans 2015


                                        
                                        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the
                                            Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.


                                        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors
                                            participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the
                                            management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for
                                            the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial
                                            statements. Under the three different share plans, the
                                            following numbers of shares were allocated.


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		End
                                                            of
blocking
period		Number
                                                            of
participants		Number
                                                            of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan
                                                            2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program
                                                            2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the
                                                            average closing price during the subscription period
                                                            03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s
                                                            performance in 2015, per plan rules.
MSPP and DSPP:
                                                            Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of
                                                            the share during the 10 trading days before the grant
                                                            date.




                                            

                                        

                                        
                                        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of
                                            treasury shares.


                                        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option
                                            plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration
                                            Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of
                                            options were allocated.


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		End of 
vesting
                                                            
period		Maturity		Number of
                                                            
participants		Number of 
options
                                                            
allocated		Exercise 
price
                                                            CHF

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)
                                                            /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan
                                                            2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 




                                            

                                        

                                        
                                        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and
                                            CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The
                                            fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call
                                            Options”.


                                        
                                        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:


                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                

                                                		 		Exercise
                                                            
price1		Expected
                                                            
Ø volatility		Expected
                                                            Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual
                                                            
period		Risk
                                                            free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase
                                                            plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




                                                1 The exercise price corresponds to the
                                                    average price of Geberit shares for the period from
                                                    3.-16.3.2015.


                                            

                                             


                                        

                                        
                                        Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015
                                            (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled
                                            CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).


                                        

                                    
                                    8. Summary of shares and options held by
                                        employees and management as of 31 December
                                        2015


                                    
                                    This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated
                                        Statements of Geberit Group.


                                    Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of
                                        31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the
                                        employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e.
                                        0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.


                                    The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December
                                        2015:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		End of vesting
                                                            period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options
                                                            
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price
                                                            
CHF		Number of 
options in
                                                            
the money		Ø exercise 
price
                                                            
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59




                                        

                                         


                                    

                                    
                                    The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:


                                    
                                    
                                        
                                            

                                            		 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total
                                                            2015		 		 		Total
                                                            2014

		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price		 		Number
                                                            
of options		Ø
                                                            exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding
                                                            1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding
                                                            31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at
                                                            31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06




                                        

                                         


                                    

                                    
                                    The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between
                                        CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6
                                        years.
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                                    Report of the statutory auditor to the General Meeting on the remuneration
                                        report 2015


                                    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit
                                        AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.


                                    Board of Directors’ responsibility


                                    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair
                                        presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the
                                        Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies
                                        (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the
                                        remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.


                                    Auditor’s responsibility


                                    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration
                                        report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards.
                                        Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and
                                        perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration
                                        report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


                                    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the
                                        disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans
                                        and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures
                                        selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks
                                        of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or
                                        error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods
                                        applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall
                                        presentation of the remuneration report.


                                    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate
                                        to provide a basis for our opinion.


                                    Opinion


                                    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended
                                        31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the
                                        Ordinance.


                                    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


                                    				

		Beat Inauen
Audit expert
Auditor in charge		Martin Knöpfel
Audit expert




                                     


                                    Zurich, March 8, 2016
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				A time of integration
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February, making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures merged, processes standardised and the sales structures adapted.
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				Groundbreaking ceremony in  
Pfullendorf
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17 April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics processes and gearing up for the future. 
				


			

		

		
            
				Is there enough for everyone?
			


			
				
			
			
				
					At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are lowered, creating an impression of emptiness. 
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				Efficient cleaning with water
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush flush technology.
				


				
					 More
				

			
		

		
            
				A neat solution
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are won over by the individual installation options, the fact that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge capacity and the installation process that has been carefully thought out down to the last detail. 
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				A gem along the Spree
			


			
				
			
			
					A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56 freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in Berlin. 
					In addition to offering a spectacular view, the building also features impressive bathrooms that were designed 
					according to the customers’ specific requirements, thanks to the flexible installation technology from Geberit.
				


			

		

		
            
				Reaching new heights
			


			
				
			
			
				
					The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes. 
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		The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.    
        


        
		Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.  
        

 
        
		The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.
        

 
        
		The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in this category. 
        

 
        
		As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence operations the same year.
        


        
		 The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.    
        


		
        
		There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.
        


        
		From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.
        


        
		We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company. 
        


        
	 The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.       
        


         


		 
        		

  
 		

  
 

		Albert M. Baehny

                Chairman of the Board of Directors  
            		Christian Buhl

                CEO  
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        Share price performance in the year under review


        
            The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange
            rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at
            CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
            rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share subsequently
            performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a
            disproportionate recovery in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
            corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over
            the past five years, the Geberit share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The
            Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.
        


        
            The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.
        


        
            At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.
        



        Distribution


        
            Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic
            growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital
            structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a buffer
            of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth
            targets, and on the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to
            shareholders. Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This is
            also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.
        


        
            Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to shareholders in the form of
            distributions or share buybacks. During the same period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20
            at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.
        


        
            Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.
        


        
            The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the
            course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in
            the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and
            cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a separate trading line
            on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600 shares, which corresponds to around a
            third of the entire programme, had been acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback
            was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition,
            which is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – were repurchased by
            the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016
            ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and
            to cancel the shares.
        



        Communication


        
            Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all market participants and
            interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com),
            including ad hoc announcements. Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
            available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add their names to a mailing list
            ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/)
            in order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.
        



        
            CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations Roman Sidler
            are in charge of the ongoing communication with shareholders, the capital market and the general public.
            Contact details can be found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is
            provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
            presentations.
        


        
            Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com
        


        
            Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share information
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            Basis:1:10 stock split implemented on 8 May 2007

            Source:Bloomberg
            
Click on the caption to display and hide the related content
        



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Distribution paid (CHF per share)     

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		Dividend		–		–		3.80		7.50		8.30

		Capital redemption		6.00		6.30		2.80		–		–

		Total		6.00		6.30		6.60		7.50		8.30
























































































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Total distribution to shareholders and share buybacks
 (CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015		Total

		Distribution		236		242		248		282		311		1,319

		Share buyback		193		198		0		37		160		588

		Total		429		440		248		319		471		1,907











































































































        
            

        


        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Major data relating to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)

		Registered shareholders		25,522

		Capital stock (CHF)		3,779,842.70

		Number of registered shares 
of CHF 0.10 each		37,798,427

		Registered shares		22,719,562

		Treasury stock:		

		- Treasury shares		243,280

		- Share buyback program		634,600

		Total treasury stock		877,880

		Stock exchange		SIX Swiss Exchange

		Swiss securities
identification number		3017040

		ISIN code		CH-0030170408

		Telekurs		GEBN

		Reuters		GEBN.VX











































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Key figures

(CHF per share)		2014		2015		 

		Net income		13.28		13.23		1

		Net cashflow		16.20		16.00		 

		Equity		45.74		39.76		 

		Distribution		8.30		8.40		2 

		1 Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

2 Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016














































        
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Time schedule		2016

		General Meeting		6 Apr

		Dividend payment		12 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		28 Apr 

		Half-year results		16 Aug 

		Interim report third quarter		28 Oct 

		

				2017

		First information 2016		17 Jan 

		Results full year 2016		14 Mar 

		General Meeting		5 Apr 

		Dividend payment		11 Apr 

		Interim report first quarter		2 May

		(Subject to minor changes)
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		With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
        





    


    		
                1.

                Focus on sanitary products

            		
                2.

                Commitment to innovation and design

            		
                3.

                Selective geographic expansion
				

            		
                4.

                Continuous optimisation of business processes
				

            






    

        		
				Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall” sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology as well as attractive design.
            

		
                Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative strength is founded on research and development in areas such as hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of customers. 
            

		
                Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high standards in terms of quality and profitability. 
            

		
                Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development. 
            




		

    

	

        


            Strategic success factors


                

	
        
        
		The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The most important are:
        



        		
            a clear, long-term strategy,
            

		
            the focus on sanitary products,
            

		
            solid, sustainable  growth and earnings drivers,
            

		
            a strong competitive position,
            

		
            an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer needs,
            

		
            a proven, customer-focused business model,
            

		
            a stable management structure,
            

		
            a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,
            

		
            a unique corporate culture.
            




		
	
    
 
	

            Medium-term goals


                

	
        
        
		Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows. 
        


		
		 
	 The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and 6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.
		


		
		
		In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150 million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.
		


		
		
		Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial criteria. 
		


		
		
		The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious medium-term goals:
		


		
        		 „Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key decision-makers in the industry,
                    

		 Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,
                    

		 Value strategy, to increase the proportion of higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products already have a high degree of market penetration,
                    

		 Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category in Europe, 
                    

		 Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to set new standards, and
                    

		 Continuous process and cost optimisation.
                    




		
	
	

	

            Value-oriented management


                

	
        
        
		Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.


		
		The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital. Details can be found in the   Remuneration Report.
        


		
		
		Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a premium. 
	    


		
		
		In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.
		


		

		
	

	

        
                Management of currency risks


                

    

        
            In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural
            hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same
            proportion in which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful, particularly as regards
            the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and
            the Nordic or Eastern European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business,
            the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy, currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects).
        



        
            In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the Swiss franc should be 10%
            weaker or stronger than all other currencies:
        




        		  - 		Net sales:		+/-8% to +/-10%

		  - 		EBITDA:		+/-9% to +/-11%

		  - 		EBITDA margin:    		approximately +/-0,5 percentage points






        
            For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated
            Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management, Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the
            Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial Instruments.
        




    
    

	

        
                Sanitec acquisition


                

	
        
        
		On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of CHF&nbsp1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months. 
        


		
		
		At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24 sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading brands that are firmly established in their local markets. 
        


		
		The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015. 
		


		
      For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create added value.
        


		
		The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.
		


		
		
	

	


        
            
                Financial Year 2015


        
        

	
        
        
		The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.
        


 
		
		
	
    
 
	


        
                Market environment


        
        


    
        Business climate still challenging
    


    
        As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by developments that varied by region.
        There was no comprehensive recovery in the industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive
        development. Elsewhere, volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities in
        the construction industries of China and Russia.
    


    
        In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015 down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct, the more cautious
        outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that building construction would increase by 2.0% in
        2015. As in the previous year, new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations
        (+1.2%). It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40% down on the level seen
        in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has once again almost reached the level seen at that
        time. Euroconstruct estimates for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%),
        United Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were all below the
        average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted
        particularly strong growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe
        to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the relevant competition during the
        year under review. The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.
    


    
        In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion relates to building
        construction. Residential construction accounted for just under 60% of this, and non-residential
        construction for just over 40%. More than half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation
        projects, primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential construction.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015
        


    




    
        In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and the economy grew slightly
        more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the US construction industry published by the U.S.
        Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential construction increased by
        17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the
        development of the health care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit,
        was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction
        continued: the number of building permits for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0%
        (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the long-term average
        before the financial crisis.
    


    
        At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed marginally compared with
        the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the
        year under review; figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53% (previous year
        61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this region. The lion's share of that growth was
        achieved in China and, to a lesser extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation,
        some of the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China in particular,
        there has been a significant slump in residential construction. Stocks of unsold residential properties,
        which had increased further compared with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new
        builds.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL), June 2015
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        




    

	


        
                Net sales


        
        
	
		Solid sales growth


		
		Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015. 
		


		
		From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649 million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.
		


        
		In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.  
        


		
		The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million, corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in Polish zloty.
        


		
		The following changes in net sales in the markets and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.
		


		
		Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market


		
		The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland. Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%), Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak market environment in China.
		




		Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems


		
		Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%. 
		


		
		Net sales for the Installation Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth rates  - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5% of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and bidets experienced a decline. 
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		Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8 million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary Systems – as was the case in the previous year. 
		


		
		Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.
		


		
		The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
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                    Results
                


            
            

    

        Profitability remains impressive 


        
            In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various special effects in
            connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better comparability, adjusted
            figures1 are
            shown and commented on.
        


        
            Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel
            and
            pension costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a negative effect.
        


        
            The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever
            level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous
            year,
            due mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business.
            Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in
            net
            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's operating
            results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.
        



        
            The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million, and the adjusted EBIT
            margin
            reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which
            led
            to an adjusted return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per share came to CHF 13.23
            (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net
            income,
            was due to the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback programme.
        



        Operating expenses under control



        
            Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to CHF 2,002.8 million. As a
            percentage
            of net sales, this equates to 77.2% (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses
            as
            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's activities. In contrast,  foreign
            currency effects had a reducing effect.
        


        
            Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0 million and rose slightly from
            28.9% of net sales in the previous year to 29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing
            expenditure on both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by 35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous year 23.2%).  Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel
            expenses decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and rise in staff numbers,
            see
            also  
            Business and financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic terms, a decline would have been posted.
        


        
            The adjusted net financial result came to CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million
            compared to the previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest expenditure in
            connection
            with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and
            foreign currency losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF&nbsp80.6 million.
            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of 14.0% (previous year 13.3%),
            which
            was attributable to completed amortisation that had an impact on taxes.
        



        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement



        
            The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
        




        Increase in free cashflow



        
            The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects resulting from the Sanitec
            acquisition, the majority of which are mutually compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to
            CHF 596.3
            million. When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and equipment were more than
            offset by positive effects of the change in net working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay distributions of
            CHF 310.7
            million to shareholders and to repurchase shares totalling CHF 159.8 million.
        




        
            1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

            2 Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible
            assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation
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            * Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        


        
           



        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Acquisition and integration related costs

(in CHF million)

		

		Transaction costs		7

		Integration costs		27

		Inventory revaluation charge*		28

		Total cost on EBITDA level		62

		Amortisation charges for intangibles*		31

		Total cost on EBIT level		93

		Financing costs		6

		Tax effect		-28

		Total cost on net income level		71

		* related to purchase price allocation
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            1
            Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
            

            2
            Source:  London Metal Exchange
            Click legend items to show and hide data
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            Click legend items to show and hide data
        



    

        


            Financial structure


                

    
        Strong financial foundation



        
            Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution from free cashflow allowed
            the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback programme to be continued while also maintaining the
            very healthy financial foundation of the Group.
        


        
            Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This development was
            heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong Swiss franc.
        


        

            Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF 459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million).
            This resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net cash of CHF 739.2
            million at the end of the previous year. This development was shaped by the financing of the Sanitec
            takeover, dividend payments to shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
            CHF 159.8 million.

        


        
            Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million compared to the previous
            year. Property, plant and equipment increased from CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while
            goodwill and intangible assets rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items –
            and the key figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec acquisition and
            integration.
        


        
            The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous year to +45.9%. The equity
            ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%). Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity
            (ROE) was 32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%). Average invested
            operating capital, comprising net working capital, property, plant and equipment, and goodwill and
            intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9 million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5
            million). The adjusted return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was
            17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing, ROE and ROIC calculations, please
            refer to the  Financial
            Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of
            Capital.
        


        
            The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered
            in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were
            acquired as part of the share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
            mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
            Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was
            launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of
            5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
            years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended
            from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of
            the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the
            programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to
            carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.
        


        1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the
            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Debt

(in CHF million; as of 31 December) 

		 		2013		2014		2015

		Long-term debt		7.7		6.6		1,135.5

		Total debt		11.7		10.5		1,139.2

		Liquid funds and marketable securities		612.8		749.7		459.6

		Net debt		-601.1		-739.2		679.6




































































    


        
                Investments


                
    
           
		Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years
        


		
        
		In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7% (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out as planned. 
        


        
		The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3 million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment, while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to property, plant and equipment.
        




	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		92.6		86.0		98.0		104.8		147.3

		In % of net sales		5.0		4.5		4.9		5.0		5.7
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                Employees


                
    

        
            At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of
            5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the integration of the
            acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees increased
            by 96, or 1.5%.
        


        
            Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original Geberit organisation
            amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
            newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.
        


        
            As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of Sanitec resulted in a shift
            toward production, at the expense of all other processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales
            accounted for 23.9% of employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
            Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6% (previous year 3.7%). The share of
            apprentices was 2.1% (previous year 3.7%).
        


        
            Image as an attractive employer
        



        
            First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in mind, a variety of efforts
            were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive employer with an open
            corporate culture and international development opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering
            and sales. This included specialists from various departments attending a series of university career fairs,
            together with Human Resources managers.
        



        
            Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits –
            adjusted by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2
            million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to
            the Income Statement. Employees can also participate in share participation plans at attractive
            conditions, see  Consolidated financial
            statements Geberit Group, 17. Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.
        


        
            Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The proportion of female employees at
            the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%), and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year
            7%). There are no women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.
        




        
            Interesting prospects
        


        
            Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further training. Geberit employed 255
            apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship
            was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a
            period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the
            internationalisation of employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both
            employees and the company.
        



        
            The two-stage Potentials Management Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify
            talents throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior management. Initial
            experience of managerial or project management responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as
            part of the programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide decision-makers with
            concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to help fill at least half of all vacant managerial
            positions within the company with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
            management vacancies (previous year 69%).
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Employees by countries

(as of 31 December)

		 		2014		Share
in %		2015		Share
in %

		Germany		2,413		39		3,319		27

		Poland		58		1		1,532		13

		Switzerland		1,262		20		1,333		11

		Ukraine		–		–		1,089		9

		France		76		1		693		6

		China		688		11		665		5

		Austria		507		8		541		4

		Sweden		22		–		431		4

		Italy		118		2		425		4

		Others		1,103		18		2,098		17

		Total		6,247		100		12,126		100
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            Standard assessment scale
        


        
            The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process has been in place since
            2012. This standardised process enables the company to gain an overview of the available potential. The aims
            of PDC are severalfold: to reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
            the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the standard job assessments used
            throughout the Group provide a solid reference system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with
            the exception of manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
            currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.
        



        
            A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the previous survey, the aim is to
            ascertain identification with the company and employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific
            questions about the integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.
        




        
            Proactive internal communication


        
            The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for many years. But this status
            was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec Group. During a transitional phase, the two former
            Intranets were operated in parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
            the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within the Geberit Group, and
            information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the integration process
            going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no access
            to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
            screens.
        



        
            From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been published three times, were
            broadened to include all employees of the company. This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to
            over 12,000 copies, now in six rather than the previous two languages.
        




        
            Identity and Code of Conduct updated
        


        
            Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially
            responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit
            Compass – which formulates the identity of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible
            for our success, how we work together) – and the  Geberit
            Code of Conduct for employees serve as the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of
            the Compass, together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our employees (see
            also Compliance section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by
            the CEO in the employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at the start of
            2015 (see also  Compliance section).
        




        
            Focus on occupational safety
        


        
            The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the Sanitec Group. However, the
            targets have had to be revised to take account of the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the
            aim is to halve the number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be reduced
            to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number
            of days lost per million working hours).
        


        
            Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The accident severity rate
            increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to the acquisition. As the majority of occupational
            accidents and time lost are still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
            behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive masterplan on
            occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is
            also part of the annual appraisal of managers at the plants.
        




    
    


        
                Customers


        
        

	
        
        A focus on specific customer needs
        


        
		With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales force received training in the enlarged product range.
        


        
	         By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start of 2016.     
        


		
		A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external events. 
		


		
        
        Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European countries
        


        
		The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets. 
        


        
        To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.
        


        
		September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced. 
        


		

        
		Local contact with plumbing specialists
		


        
		The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.
        


      
	  
        
        Trade fair presence to foster business relations and customer contacts
        


        
		Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.
        


		
        Core competencies open doors


        
		Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.
		


        

	




        
                Innovation


                

	
        
        Innovation as the foundation for future growth
        


        
		Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in 2015. 
        


        
        Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.
        


        
		At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this process. 
        



	    
            Broad-based competencies
        


        
		Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry standards. 
        


        
        Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.
        



        
        Comprehensive development activities pay off
        


        
		A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart. 
        


        
		The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.
        


    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)

		 		2011		2012		2013		2014		2015

		 		48.4		49.8		50.9		55.8		63.4

		In % of net sales		2.6		2.6		2.5		2.7		2.4


























































    



    
        
        New products for greater comfort and better hygiene
        


        
        The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:
        


        		
        The CleanLine  shower channel combines a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all expectations.
        

		
        Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features: the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer complete the new shower toilet.
        

		
		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10 for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder. The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope for the bathroom.
        

		
		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required. It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the building service management system.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.
        



        
		Several new product launches are planned for 2016. Among them will be:
        


        		
		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling from the building structure.
        

		
        The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres.  The easy maintenance systems are extremely economical to maintain and operate.
        

		
		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.
        




        
        For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.
        




	


        
            
                    Production


                    

	
        
        New production network 
        


        
		 With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic production. 
        


        
		Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants placed a particular focus on this.
        



        
        Environmental management in production
        


        
		 The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic terms. 
        


        
       Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018  of maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.
        


		
		

        
        CO2 strategy
        


        
        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the long-term 
	   CO2 strategy sheet to be met and all measures to reduce
		
		 CO2 emissions to be implemented.
		


		

        
        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2 emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the 
		company's participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
		


	
		
	
	
        
            Energy consumption 2015 –

                effect Sanitec acquisition
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            		1 Geberit, organic*

		2 Sanitec electricity

		3 Sanitec combustibles

		4 Sanitec fuel

		5 Geberit Group, consolidated




            
                * Electricity: 114.05 GWh, combustibles: 44.35 GWh, fuel: 17.45 GWh

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
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            CO2 emissions –

                effect Sanitec acquisition

                (in thousand tonnes of CO2)
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            		1 Geberit 2014*

		2 Geberit 2015, organic

		3 Sanitec 2015

		4 Geberit Group 2015, consolidated




            
                * Updated basic data, calculation in accordance with IPCC 2013, excluding Scope 3 emissions

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
            


        

	




        

        
                Logistics and procurement


                

	
        
        Two different logistics worlds
        


        
		Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.
        



        
        Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf
        


        
		The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and emissions. 
		


        
		With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.
        



        
        Sanitec suppliers integrated
        


        
		The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated. Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the plants could be guaranteed in the year under review. 
        


        
        All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50 main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than 90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.
        


	




        
                Sustainability


                
	
    
        Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future


		
		A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas.
        


		
		Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
        


		Water management still an important subject


		
		In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration, urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology: water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important. The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales. 
        


        
		The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.
        



    
    



    
        
        
		  		* Geberit organic
                    




    





         

        Green building competencies are being expanded


		 
		Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards, such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green building.
        


        
		In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort, climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on green building.
        


        
        More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27” student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and, following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to both properties.
        



        Sustainability strategy consistently rolled out


        
		The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added sites.
        


        
        The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among these are  green procurement,  green logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective monitoring.
        



    
    



    
        
    




        

        
        Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.
        


       
        
        All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been  verified by GRI.
        



        
		Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors, Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.
        



        
		The efforts in terms of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment segments, which are still gaining in importance. 
        

        Eco-design as a standard in product development



        
		As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source, the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and economic operation.
        


        
		Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental performance in a transparent manner. 
        



    
    




        
                Compliance


                

	
        
        Transparency established  
        


        
		Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in 2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.
        


        
        Effective Compliance organisation
        


        
		A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec Group. 
        


        
		The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or the checks described.
        


        
		Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of 2016.
        


        
        Overhauled identity launched
        


        
		In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all employees, with a letter from the CEO.
        


	
    


        
                Social Engagement


                

    
        
            Focus on water
        


        
            With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company
            rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets
            this out.
        


        
            The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability. This is why it has for many
            years undertaken social projects that exhibit a relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core
            competencies and corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional education:
            by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing regions of this world, apprentices become
            familiar with other cultures and acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the
            Group's social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution to implementing the
            follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations, which seeks to give all
            humans access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by 2030.
        


        
            Tangible commitment – global and diverse
        


        
            In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time close to the port of Durban in
            Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils attend the school,
            which was originally designed to accommodate around 500 children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure
            upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
            and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, went to the school
            to install new sanitary installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
            neighbouring “LIV village”.
        


        
            The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for another two years. Geberit
            once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a substantial
            contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas
            and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of the earthquake in the
            spring of 2015.
        


        
            The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was continued in the reporting
            year. The goal of this platform is to bring together all those involved in the topic of water supply (from
            academic, economic as well as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
            promote international dialogue on water.
        


            A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the
            local level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit
            employees in the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
        


            In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly
            work to workshops for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2
            million.
        


            For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments
            in infrastructure and services primarily for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related
            commitments are neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties
            or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
            is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.
        


    
    

            Changes in Group structure


                

	
        No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting year, aside from the  Sanitec acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.


	

 
            Outlook


        

        
            
 
	
        
		Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging 
        


        
		The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very differently. In Europe, there are signs that the construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.
        


        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10% currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016 price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.
        


        
		In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.
        



        Geberit

 
        
		The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.    
        


        
		 The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our future success.  
        



	
 
	

        

    















    

        
            
                1. Group structure and shareholders


            Management report

            Corporate Governance

        
        
	
	
1.1 Group structure



 The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management Structure.





Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.





The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of 31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.



	
	 




	
		
		1.2 Significant shareholders 


			
			The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.
			


			
			Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.
			


			1.3 Cross-shareholdings


			
			In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%. 
			



			1.4 Important changes to the Articles of Incorporation


			
			As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the Articles of Incorporation in 2015.
			



	

	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			Significant shareholders*

(as of 31 December 2015)		in %

		BlackRock, New York, USA		5.11

		Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los Angeles, USA		4.94

		*  In accordance with the corresponding reports
to SIX Swiss Exchange


























































	



        
                    2. Capital structure


        
        
	
	
	2.1 Capital


        Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of 31 December 2015: 
        


				Ordinary capital: 		CHF 3,779,842.70

		Conditional capital: 		–

		Authorised capital: 		–





		

		For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.
		


		
	
	 




	

		 
		2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details 


	    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised capital. 
        


	
	
		
		2.3 Changes in capital


		
		For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.  
		


		
		For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).
		



		 
		2.4 Shares and participation certificates


		
		The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each. 
		


		
		With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of capital reduction.    
		


        No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding. 
        



    	 
		2.5 Profit-sharing certificates


        No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.
        


	
	

		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		31.12.2013		31.12.2014		31.12.2015

		 		MCHF		MCHF		MCHF

		Share capital		3.8		3.8		3.8

		Reserves		765.1		875.1		875.1

		Retained earnings		408.6		316.4		305.0
































	





	
		 
		2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations


		
        Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital. 
		


		
        The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.  
		


        
        Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in terms of registration or voting rights.
		


        
		In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting year. 
        



		
		2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options


		No convertible bonds are outstanding. 


		
		
		No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.
		


	
		
		




        
            3. Board of Directors


        
        
	
	
		3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors


		
		At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.  
		


	

	
	
	  

	 


	
	
		
		Albert M. Baehny (1952) 


			
			
                Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)
				Swiss citizen

                CEO Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)
			
			


			
			Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 



	
	
		 
		Robert F. Spoerry (1955)


			
			
			Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011 until the end of 2014)
Swiss citizen
Chairman of the Board of Directors Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH) 


			
			


			
		Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from 1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997. In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
			


			        
        Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 




	
	
		 
		Felix R. Ehrat (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2013
Swiss citizen
Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)

			
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH) in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in 1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.
			


			
			Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			


			
			
			  
				 

  
 
			  
			
			



	
	
		 
		Thomas M. Hübner (1958)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2015
Swiss citizen
Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)
 
            
			


			
			Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant & Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to 2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR), where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From 2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996 to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and manufacturer association.
   			


			  
			Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group. 
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   

	 



	
	

	
	
		 
		Hartmut Reuter (1957)


			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2008

		German citizen 

		Member of the Shareholders Committee and Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co KG, Bad Münder (DE)

			


			
            After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various supervisory bodies. 
			


			
            Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 

	 


	
	
		 
		Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)


			
			
				Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012 
				

                Danish citizen 

                Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK); Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political Committee

			
			


			
			Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11 countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000. 
			


			            
            Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   



	


	
	

        3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC



        
		Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        

 
        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.  
        


        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision. 
        

    		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register. 


		
	




	
		 
		3.4 Elections and terms of office


			
			 Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the remaining term of office. 
            


			
			Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. 
            


            
			The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary General Meeting following their 70th birthday. 
            


		
		
			Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing for re-election for a further year. 
            


		
		3.5 Internal organisational structure


		
		The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).
		


            
			As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit Committee. 
            

	
			
			Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014. 
			


			
			
			The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors. 
			


			
			The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 	
            


			
			The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.
			






		
	
	




	
	

	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				3 Mar		1 Apr		30 Jun		10 Aug		24 Aug		25 Aug		23 Oct		8 Dec

		Albert M. Baehny		X		X		X		–		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Thomas Hübner		n/a		n/a		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X		X		X		X		X








































































































	




	
		
	
 
     
            
            The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board members:  
            


		


    Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee) 



            
                The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this Committee. 
            



            
             The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
            


            
			The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015 were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            



		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		30 Jun		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Jørgen Tang-Jensen		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the following principles:
            



            		
				Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
				

		
				Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
                





            
            The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related matters.
            


            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            




            
            Audit Committee (AC)



            
            The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees. 
            




            
			As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            




			





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				25 Feb		5 Aug		24 Aug		7 Dec

		Hartmut Reuter		X		X		X		X

		Felix R. Ehrat		X		X		X		X

		Robert F. Spoerry		X		X		X		X







































































































		
            



            
            The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management (refer to   “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board”).  The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            



            
            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            





        3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility



        
          Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable responsibilities: 
        



        		The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary directives

		The establishment of the organisation

		The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well as the financial planning

		The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and the representation

		The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation, regulations and directives

		The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions

		The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness





        
		The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. 
        



        
		To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group. 
        


        
		As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. 
        


        
		The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the decision-making powers and Group management duties. 
        



        
        The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee  can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.
        





        3.7 Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board 



        
		At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development. The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of the operational management on the development of results until the end of the financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the Board of Directors held eight meetings. 
        




        
		Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies. 
        




        
        Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition, responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors. Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to   Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals of previous audits.
        




	



	
	
	
		
    
	


         
            4. Group Executive Board


        
        
    
		4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board


            
    		At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members. 
    		


    




	
	
        Christian Buhl (1973)


						
                
                   Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January 2015

member of the Group Executive Board since 2015
with Geberit since 2009
Swiss citizen
			
			


			
Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000 to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  


	
	  
		 
		Roland Iff (1961)


			
			
				Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 1993
Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
Swiss citizen
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH) 
 

			
			


			
			Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US). Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE) before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to   Management Structure.
			


	  

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 





	



  
	
	
		
		 
		Michael Reinhard (1956)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 2004
Head of Group Division Products
German citizen
Member of the Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH) 


			
			


			
			Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing. In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400 employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management Structure.
			


	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 




  


	
	
		
		
		Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957) 


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015
with Geberit since 1997
Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands
German citizen



			
			


			
			Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things – at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 



  


	
	
		
		
		Karl Spachmann (1958)


			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Sales Europe

German citizen


			
			


			
			Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 


	
		 
		Ronald van Triest (1969)


			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015
with Geberit since June 2015
Head of Group Division Sales International
Dutch citizen


			
			


			
			Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong. From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director, he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 


    
    


	
	

        	 
		4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC


        
		Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        


		
		The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.
		


		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.
		


		 

		4.4 Management contracts


			
			The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.
			


	
	 


         
            5. Compensations, shareholdings and loans


        
        
	
	

	See  Remuneration Report.



	
	
	
	


        
                    6. Participatory rights of the shareholders


        
        
	
	
		6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions


		
            The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote. 		
         



		
		
		Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises only one representative per share. 
		



		
		
		The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect. 
		



		
		
		For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.
		


		

		 
		6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation


		
		The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged by law.
		




		 
		6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda


		
            The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions. 
		


		
		Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the proposed candidates.
        




		 
		6.5 Inscriptions into the share register


		
			In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the right to participate and vote. 
		


	
	
	
	



                 7. Changes of control and defence measures


        
        
	
	
    7.1 Obligation to make an offer


        
        There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to “opting-up” or “opting-out”. 
        

    
    
    7.2 Change of control clauses


    
    For agreements and plans in the event of a change of control, see the  Remuneration report.
		
	
	
	
	


                 8. Auditors


        
        
	
	
		8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor


		
		PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015. 
		




         
		8.2 Auditing fees


		
		In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group. 
		



         
		8.3 Additional fees


		
		
		For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.
		



         
		8.4 Information tools of the external auditors


		
		Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015. 
		


		
		The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.
		



	
	
	
	


                 9. Information policy


        
        
	
	
		
Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts. 
		



		
		Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once a year. 
		



		
		Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the appropriate chapters.
		



		
		Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.
		



		
		For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.
		


		
	
	
	
	


    















    

        
            
                Remuneration Report


            Management report

            Remuneration report

        
        
    

        The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as well as
            information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by the
            shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of
            Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.
        


        The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in
            Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX
            Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
            economiesuisse.
        


        The report is structured as follows:
        



        		Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee
            

		Remuneration policy and principles
            

		Determination of remuneration
            

		Remuneration architecture
            

		Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            

		Summary of share and option plans 2015
            

		Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 13 December 2015
            




		
		
Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.




    
    


            1. Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee  


                
	
	 


        
        Dear Shareholder
        



        

        
        The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests of our shareholders. 
		


        
        Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive Board. 
		


        
        We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report. Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on the regulatory requirements.
		


        
		At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).
        


        
        The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.
        


        
         
        


        
        
        Yours sincerely 
        





        

  
 

        
        Robert F. Spoerry

        Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee
        



		
	 
	 
	
            2. Remuneration policy and principles    


                
    

        Core principles


        
            In order to ensure the company's success and to maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to
            attract, develop and retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support this
            fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:
        



        		Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit competes for talent

		Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and rewarded

		Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and long-term value creation
            

		Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of executives and the alignment of
                their interests to those of the shareholders
            

		Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and insurance programs





        Remuneration of the Board of Directors



        In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the Group
            Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and
            non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
            Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of Directors.
        



        Remuneration of the Group Executive Board


        
            The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable elements.
        


        The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on prevalent market practice.
        


        The variable remuneration drives and rewards best-in-class performance by
            ways of continuously setting ambitious and stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of
            short-term and long-term elements:
        



        		The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers, such as sales, earnings before
                interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as
                individual objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process. This remuneration
                balances the reward of individual performance and company success.
            

		The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested capital (ROIC) and aims to reward
                sustainable performance, to align the interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster
                long-term retention of the executives.
            





        
            The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk taking or short-term profit
            maximisation at the expense of the long-term health of the company, refer also to  Remuneration
            architecture, Group Executive Board.
        



        Governance and shareholders’ involvement


        Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of Incorporation and the
            Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.
        


        
            The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of
            the Group Executive Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
            addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a consultative vote, refer also
            to 
 Determination of remuneration.
        


    
    

        
                3. Determination of remuneration 


                    
	
	 

        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee


        
        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy, including: 
        



        		Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy and principles

		Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board

		Preparation of the remuneration report

		Personnel development of the Group Executive Board

		Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive Board

		Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of Directors





        
        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:        
        



	 
     
     
	
	
	 





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		

		Decision on		CEO		NCC		BoD		AGM

		Remuneration policy and guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of Association				proposes		approves		 

		Maximum aggregate amount of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group Executive Board		 		proposes		reviews		binding vote

		Individual remuneration of members of the Board of Directors		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the CEO (including fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)		 		proposes		approves		 

		Individual remuneration of the other members of the Group Executive Board		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		LTI2 grant for all other eligible parties		proposes		reviews		approves		 

		Remuneration report		 		proposes		approves		consultative 
vote

		1 Short-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 

		2 Long-Term Incentive		 		 		 		 







































































































	

    
	     
        
        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as members.
		



	 




	

        
        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year. In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following pre-defined recurring agenda items: 
		


	 
         
        
	
	
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
				Beginning of year 
(Feb/March)		Spring 
(April/May)		Summer 
(August)		End of year 
(December)

		Remuneration policy						Review of remuneration policy and programs



				

		Group Executive Board (GEB) matters				
Individual performance appraisal previous year


		
STI payout previous year


		
Vesting of equity awards previous years




				Benchmarking of GEB remuneration



				Succession planning for GEB positions


		Talent management session




				Target remuneration following year


		Target setting for STI following year


		Option valuation and definition of performance criteria LTI for next grant






		Board of Director (BoD) remuneration						Benchmarking of BoD remuneration



						BoD remuneration following year






		Governance				AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)



		 				Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on the remuneration report



				Draft remuneration report


		Agenda NCC for following year












































































































    

    
        
            
                As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee only.
            


            
                After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee reports to the Board of
                Directors on its activities and recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.
            



            3.2. Process of determination of remuneration


            Benchmarks and external consultants



            
                Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark
                studies on comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the
                remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out by an
                independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other
                mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer group of
                industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum,
                Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza,
                Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study,
                together with other published data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the
                CEO and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different
                factors, such as individual role and contribution, company performance and affordability, are considered
                to determine remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in
                principle positioned around the market median.
            


            
                In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are reviewed
                periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting. 
            



            Performance management



            
                The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group Executive Board members
                depends on the company and on the individual performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual performance management process: company and individual performance objectives are approved
                at the beginning of the business year and achievements against those objectives is assessed after
                year-end. The performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual remuneration.
            




        
    


    


        

        
            
                
                    Objective setting

                    (December – January)


                    Determination of individual objectives
                


            

            
                
                    Mid-year review

                    (July)


                    Mid-year discussion on performance to date against predefined objectives
                


            


            
                
                    Final review

                    (December – January)


                    Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                


            


            
                
                    Determination of compensation

                    (February – March)

                    

                    Determination of actual compensation

                


            

        



    

    

        

             



            3.3. Shareholder involvement



            
                In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and shareholders’
                representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of
                transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’ vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity to express their opinion about the remuneration system.
            



            
                In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in Listed Stock Corporations,
                shareholders are asked to approve the amount of remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group
                Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business year.
            




            
            		* Detailed information regarding the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the invitation to the General Meeting.
                    




            
            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security contributions made by the employer.
            



            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board includes the following:
            



            		Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer contributions to retirement plans and
                    estimated employer contributions to social security
                

		Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with maximum possible value of matching options)
                

		Fair value of the options at grant
                





            
                Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.
            



            
                We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate remuneration amounts, combined with
                a consultative retrospective vote on the remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a
                far-reaching “say-on-pay”.
            



            Articles of Association



            
                As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit include the following provisions on
                remuneration: 
            



            		Principles applicable to performance-related pay:

                    The members of the Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may include short-
                    and long-term elements and which is linked to the achievement of one or several performance
                    criteria. Performance criteria are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual
                    and company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and conditions of any share-based
                    remuneration, including time of allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                    exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back mechanism.
                

		
                    Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board appointed after the vote on
                    remuneration at the General Meeting:

                    For the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been appointed after the
                    approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of up to 40% of
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the Group Executive Board is available
                    without further approval of the General Meeting.
                

		
                    Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the Board of Directors and of
                    the Group Executive Board: 

                    No loans or credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive
                    Board.
                





            
                The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to
				 Remuneration
                architecture, Board of Directors.
            



        
        
    

    
        

            4. Remuneration architecture 


                

	

		4.1. Board of Directors


		
			The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their expenses, paid out in cash.
		


		
			The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.
		


		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Annual fees 		in CHF		Delivery 

		Chairman		985,000		Cash and restricted shares

		Vice-Chairman		245,000		Restricted shares

		Member of the Board of Directors		170,000		Restricted shares

		Chairman of NCC / Audit Committee		45,000		Restricted shares

		Member of NCC / Audit Committee		30,000		Restricted shares

		Expense allowance		15,000		Cash








































































































		
			The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company pension plan.
		


		
			The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.
		


		
			Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the 2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation to the 2016 General Meeting.
		



		4.2. Group Executive Board



		
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:
		



				Base salary 

		Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))

		Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI)) 

		Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites  





	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


					Program		Instrument		Purpose		Plan-/
performance period (staged)		Performance metrics 
in 2015

		Fixed base salary		Annual base salary		Monthly cash payments		Pay for the function		 		 

		Short-Term Incentive		Short-Term Incentive, STI		Annual variable cash		Drive and reward performance, attract & retain		1-year performance period		Sales, EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives

		 		Share Participation Program MSPP		Matching share options in case of an investment of variable cash in restricted shares		Align with shareholders’ interests		Shares:

3-year restriction period

		 		 		 		Share options:

4-year vesting period (staged),

7-year plan period		Share options:

ROIC

		Long-Term Incentive		Share Option Plan MSOP		Performance share options		Drive and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’ interests 
Retain		4-year performance period,
7-year plan period*		ROIC

		Benefits		Pension		Gemeinschafts-

stiftung

Wohlfahrtsfonds		Cover retirement, death and disability risks		 		 

		 		Perquisites		Company car, expense policy		Attract & retain		 		

		* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year plan period     		 













	

		Base salary



		
			The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent. The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience of the individual in the role.
		



		Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)



		
			The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150 additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated within the annual performance management process.
		



		
			The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70% of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of individual objectives.
		





		



	
	


	


	
		Functionality remuneration model


		
		
			The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.
		



		
			The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.
		



		
			As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the annual base salary.
		



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).
		



		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP shares and options:
		



	
	

		
		To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.


		
	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

		 		Unvested options		Vested options		Restricted shares

		Death		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Retirement or disability		Regular vesting schedule		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period		Regular blocking period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period		Immediate unblocking

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Long-Term Incentive (LTI)


		
			The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years after grant), effective 1 January 2016.
		


	
	
    
        To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at
            
                 www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.
        


    
	



	
		
			Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.
		



		
			The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the remaining third four years after the grant.
		



		
			For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a term of ten years.
		


		
			The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the underlying share at the time of grant. 
		


		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP options:
		


	
    
    
    




	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		Termination reason		Plan rules

				Unvested options		Vested options

		Death		Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting period		Regular exercise period

		Retirement or disability		Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date		Regular exercise period

		Other reasons than death, retirement or disability		Forfeiture		90-day exercise period

		Change of control*		Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors		Regular exercise period

		* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.










































































































	
		Disclosure of targets



		
			Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.


		Benefits



		
			Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law. The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.
		



		
			Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax authorities.
		


		Employment terms and conditions






		
			All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board are not entitled to any severance payment.
		



		
			In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the respective variable remuneration.



	


	
            5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015 


                
	
	 
        
        This section is audited by the external auditor.
        


        
        The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF 2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:
		


		
		

		The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group Executive Board in 2014.

		The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of Directors.




		
        
        Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of members of the Board of Directors:  
        


	 
	 
		
	
	
	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration1		300,000		320,000		200,000		150,000		245,000		200,000		1,415,000

		Cash remuneration		685,000		0		0		0		0		0		685,000

		Expenses		15,000		15,000		15,000		11,250		15,000		15,000		86,250

		Contributions to social insurance		52,825		15,145		9,788		7,388		11,807		9,794		106,747

		Total		1,052,825		350,145		224,788		168,638		271,807		224,794		2,292,997











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors		

		Accrued remuneration		0

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		0

		Contributions to social insurance		0

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		0











            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman2		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF		CHF

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Remuneration of the Board of Directors

		Remuneration		-		320,000		150,000		222,500		200,000		892,500

		Expenses		-		15,000		15,000		15,000		15,000		60,000

		Contributions to social insurance		-		15,071		7,431		10,725		9,716		42,942

		Total		-		350,071		172,431		248,225		224,716		995,442













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		 		 		 		 		 		CHF

		Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors

		Accrued remuneration		46,250

		Expenses		 		 		 		 		 		 		3,750

		Contributions to social insurance		6,069

		Total		 		 		 		 		 		 		56,069

		1 Director's fee booked, but not yet paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95) The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in shares is used for the payment of social charges and for Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board members.

2 In 2014, the remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.










		

	
	
	
	
	
	 
        
For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.
		


       
	    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the company:  
        


	 
	 
		
	

	
   
	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		T. Hübner		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		46,969		8,479		1,251		10		7,004		1,715		65,428

		Options		63,6881		0		0		0		0		0		63,6881

		Percentage voting rights shares		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.17%











	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		A. Baehny
Chairman		R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman		F. Ehrat		H. Reuter		J. Tang-
Jensen		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Board of Directors

		Shares		see Group
Executive Board		7,606		706		6,3361		1,284		15,932

		Percentage voting rights shares		 		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%

		1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as CEO











  

 
 
	 
		 
        As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.
	   



     
	 
 
            6. Group Executive Board: remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015 


                

	
	 
	 
     This section is audited by the external auditor.
	 


        6.1. Performance in 2015  


		
		
			The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products. 
		


       
	    
			Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.
		


		
		
			To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly exceeded the targets. 
		


		
        6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015


        
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various factors.
		


		
		
			Reducing impact on remuneration: 
					The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.

		Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous year.




		
		
			Increasing impact on remuneration:
					Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.

		The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.




		
		
			The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board. 
		


		 
			 Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General Meeting 2016.
		 


		
        
	

	
	  
		

		
		
        The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of remuneration for 2015 and 2014:
        


		

	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
		 		 		2015		 		 		2014

		 		C. Buhl
CEO		Total		 		A. Baehny7
CEO		Total

		 		CHF		CHF		 		CHF		CHF

		Salary		 		 		 		 		 

		- Fixed salary		756,800		2,819,507		 		946,803		2,793,345

		- Variable salary1		401,500		1,459,092		 		869,486		2,540,674

		thereof in shares in 20152						 		0		1,113,090

		Shares/options						 		 		 

		- Call options MSOP 2015/20143		439,927		1,502,281		 		685,661		1,347,411

		- Call options MSPP 2015/20144		18,937		144,005		 		41,813		112,290

		Non-cash benefits						 				

		- Private share of company vehicle5		6,648		39,864		 		9,660		39,984

		Expenditure on pensions						 		 		 

		- Pension plans and social insurance		159,607		786,263		 		246,523		861,830

		- Contribution health/accident insurance		2,238		13,388		 		2,262		11,903

		Total6		1,785,657		6,764,400		 		2,802,208		7,707,437

		1 The amounts to be paid respectively the amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares or in cash.

2 Registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period, valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (PY CHF 281.95).

3 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

4 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

5 Valuation in accordance with the guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of the purchase cost per month).

6 Immaterial payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall, these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group Executive Board.

7 The remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.     










	

	
		
        The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated financial statements.


        
        
    
	
    
	


        6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board


        
        As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following shares in the company:
        





	 
        
    
	
 
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		C. Buhl
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. 
Reinhard		E.
Renfordt-
Sasse		K. 
Spachmann		R. 
van 
Triest		Total

		2015		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		3,480		31,300		2,000		1,665		7,462		0		45,907

		Percentage voting rights shares  		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.12%

																				

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2016–2018		194.50		0		0		0		1,208		0		0		1,208

		2016		2017		205.50		525		1,417		1,542		583		1,330		0		5,397

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		2,008		4,676		4,844		1,244		5,620		0		18,392

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		2,172		10,419		10,559		1,872		9,592		0		34,614

		2016–2019		2022		349.15		13,696		10,029		10,474		5,860		9,040		0		49,099

		Total options		 		 		18,401		26,541		27,419		10,767		25,582		0		108,710

		Percentage potential share of
voting rights options		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0%		0.29%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option








            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Maturity		Average
exercise
price
in CHF		A. Baehny
CEO		R. Iff
CFO		M. Reinhard		K. Spachmann		Total

		2014		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Shareholdings Group Executive Board

		Shares		 		 		46,969		31,280		2,000		5,000		85,249

		Percentage voting rights shares  		0.12%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.23%

																

		Call options1

		Vesting period:

		Vested		2015–2017		207.40		0		0		0		1,038		1,038

		2015		2016–2018		228.00		1,792		957		1,017		483		4,249

		2016		2017		205.50		6,665		1,417		1,542		1,330		10,954

		2014–2017		2020		231.20		24,471		7,014		7,016		5,620		44,121

		2015–2018		2021		281.95		30,760		10,810		10,559		9,592		61,721

		Total options		 		 		63,688		20,198		20,134		18,063		122,083

		Percentage potential share of 
voting rights options		0.17%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		< 0.1%		0.32%




1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option










	
 
	 
         
As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive Board.



	 
     
 

        
                7. Summary of share and option plans 2015 


            
            
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial statements. Under the three different share plans, the following numbers of shares were allocated.
        



	 
	
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of
blocking
period		Number of
participants		Number of
shares
issued		Issuing
price
CHF1

		Employee share purchase plan 2015 (ESPP)		2017		2,077		17,928		192.03

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2018		74		12,616		349.15

		Directors program 2015 (DSPP)		2019		5		2,610		349.15

		Total		 		 		33,154		 

		1 ESPP: The issuing price is the average closing price during the subscription period 03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s performance in 2015, per plan rules.

MSPP and DSPP: Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of the share during the 10 trading days before the grant date.










	

    
	
	
	 
        
        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of treasury shares.
        


        
        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of options were allocated. 
        


	
	 

    
	 
	 
	 
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		End of 
vesting 
period		Maturity		Number of 
participants		Number of 
options 
allocated		Exercise 
price CHF

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		2016–2019		2022		74		12,616		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Group Executive Board		2017–2019		2022		5		44,871		349.15

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Other management		2016–2019		2022		62		40,260		349.15

		Total		 		 		 		97,747		 










     

    
	 
 
  
	 
        
        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call Options”.
        


     
     
 
 
     
        
        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:
        


	 
     
 
 
     
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		Exercise 
price1		Expected 
Ø volatility		Expected Ø 
dividend yield		Contractual 
period		Risk free Ø
interest rate

		 		CHF		%		%		Years		%

		Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35

		Option plan 2015 (MSOP)		349.15		15.95		2.65		7		-0.35




 1  The exercise price corresponds to the average price of Geberit shares for the period from 3.-16.3.2015.








         




 
 
	 
        
            Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015 (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).
        


   
     
 
        


            8. Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 31 December 2015 


                
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        



        
Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e. 0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.   
        


        
		The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December 2015: 
        




	 
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			End of vesting period		Maturity		 		Number of 
options 
outstanding		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF		Number of 
options in 
the money		Ø exercise 
price 
CHF

		Vested		2016–2021		 		49,223		232.22		49,223		232.22

		2016		2017–2022		 		109,962		254.97		96,743		242.10

		2017		2020–2022		 		91,060		288.83		62,884		261.81

		2018		2021–2022		 		68,663		311.27		40,486		281.95

		2019		2022		 		28,176		349.15		0		0

		Total		 		 		347,084		279.07		249,336		251.59










             


		

       
	
	
	 
        
        The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:
        



	
	 
	 
	
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


			 		 		MSOP		 		 		MSPP		 		 		Total 2015		 		 		Total 2014

		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price		 		Number 
of options		Ø exercise 
price

		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF		 		 		CHF

		Outstanding 1 January		274,454		248.26		 		28,460		245.33		 		302,914		247.98		 		263,893		213.39

		Granted options		85,131		349.15		 		12,616		349.15		 		97,747		349.15		 		140,395		281.95

		Forfeited options		1,111		247.29				15		221.23		 		1,126		246.95		 		16,784		249.89

		Expired options		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0		 		0		0

		Exercised options		46,263		232.60		 		6,188		217.77		 		52,451		230.85		 		84,590		196.08

		Outstanding 31 December		312,211		278.09		 		34,873		287.80		 		347,084		279.07		 		302,914		247.98

		Exercisable at 31 December		41,440		232.93		 		7,783		228.46		 		49,223		232.22		 		30,847		208.06










                 


     

     
 
	 
        
        The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6 years.
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting 
Geberit AG
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting on the
remuneration report 2015



    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.
    



    Board of Directors’ responsibility


    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.
    
    


    Auditor’s responsibility


    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.


    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the remuneration report.



    
    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
    



    Opinion


    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.



    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG


	
     		

  
 		

  
 

		Beat Inauen

                Audit expert

                Auditor in charge
            		Martin Knöpfel

                Audit expert
            




     


    Zurich, March 8, 2016 
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				A time of integration
			



			
				
			
			
				
					The acquisition of Sanitec is effected in February, making Geberit the leading manufacturer of sanitary products in Europe. The first step sees the corporate cultures merged, processes standardised and the sales structures adapted.
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				Groundbreaking ceremony in  
Pfullendorf
			



			
				
			
			
				
					The groundbreaking ceremony for the expansion of the Geberit Logistics Centre takes place in Pfullendorf on 17 April 2015. The building project, which is expected to be completed in spring 2017, costs about EUR 40 million. With this expansion, Geberit is optimising its existing logistics processes and gearing up for the future. 
				



			

		

		
            
				Is there enough for everyone?
			



			
				
			
			
				
					At Expo Milano, the Swiss pavilion – which is co-sponsored by Geberit – focuses on the topic of resource scarcity. The pavilion’s towers contain food. As the food is consumed, the platforms on which the visitors stand are lowered, creating an impression of emptiness. 
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				Efficient cleaning with water
			



			
				
			
			
				
					The new premium shower toilet Geberit AquaClean Mera is packed to the brim with technical know-how, such as an intelligent hybrid hot water system, the patented WhirlSpray shower technology and the virtually noiseless TurboFlush flush technology.
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				A neat solution
			



			
				
			
			
				
					The new Geberit shower channel CleanLine combines design and functionality. Both plumbers and private customers are won over by the individual installation options, the fact that the channel is easy to clean, the optimal discharge capacity and the installation process that has been carefully thought out down to the last detail. 
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				A gem along the Spree
			



			
				
			
			
					A modern 14-storey apartment block that is home to 56 freehold flats has been built on the banks of the Spree in Berlin. 
					In addition to offering a spectacular view, the building also features impressive bathrooms that were designed 
					according to the customers’ specific requirements, thanks to the flexible installation technology from Geberit.
				



			

		

		
            
				Reaching new heights
			



			
				
			
			
				
					The peak of the steep Matterhorn mountain is hidden behind a blanket of clouds. A little further down, plumbers check the water supply to the Hörnli hut. Geberit contributed to the renovation of the mountain hut with actuator plates, Duofix elements and pipes. 
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		The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc shaped the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, we managed to achieve a good overall result and further consolidated our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products in Europe.    
        



        
		Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of 2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. These were offset mainly by the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. The reported values amounted to CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million.  
        


 
        
		The 2015 financial year was dominated by the acquisition and integration of the Sanitec Group. In October 2014, the Geberit Group set a new strategic direction with its takeover bid for Sanitec – a leading European manufacturer and supplier in the sanitary ceramics segment. The acquisition was completed in the following February. As a result of the combination, the Group grew by 6,200 employees, 18 production plants and 14 European brands with strong local anchorage. Thanks to this step, Geberit is now ideally positioned to create added value in the bathroom with innovative solutions. The combination of perfectly functioning technology behind the wall and sophisticated design in front of the wall is where the future lies.Geberit is the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, the United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which the company has not yet gained a substantial foothold. The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was completed. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising initial synergies.
        


 
        
		The forward-looking, continuously optimised product portfolio is an important factor for the success of Geberit. The company again expanded its proven range with major innovations in 2015, thereby extending its market position. The CleanLine shower channel is one example, combining a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time being easier to clean than conventional shower channels. The market response to this product so far has exceeded all expectations. Another example is the compact sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology, which prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically rinsing them when required. Also launched in 2015 was the new Geberit AquaClean Mera premium shower toilet, which sets new standards in this category. 
        


 
        
		As already announced in the last annual report, with a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes – and irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – the decision has been made to further expand capacities at the Logistics Center in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015. The work is expected to be completed at the beginning of 2017 in order that the extensions can commence operations the same year.
        



        
		 The development of the Geberit share price was pleasing. The share price grew – in contrast with the Swiss Market Index (SMI), which posted a drop of 1.8% – slightly by 0.5% to CHF 340.20. Despite the slightly lower earnings, the Board of Directors intends to once again let the shareholders participate in the essentially solid development of the business and will maintain the attractive distribution policy of previous years. Therefore, a dividend of CHF 8.40 will be proposed at the ordinary General Meeting, which is slightly higher (+1.2%) than in the prior year. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is thus in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Furthermore, the ongoing share buyback programme was continued. By 31 December 2015, shares worth CHF 205 million had been acquired, which equates to around a third of the originally planned, entire programme. The share buyback was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, which is why only around 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.    
        



		
        
		There will be some changes on the Board of Directors. After seven years on the board, Robert F. Spoerry will no longer be standing for re-election at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. As a member of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and during a transitional phase as Lead Director, he has demonstrated great commitment and expertise. The Board of Directors and Group Executive Board would like to extend their thanks for his contributions and ideas towards the further development of the company. Mrs. Regi Aalstad will be recommended to the General Meeting as his successor and new Member of the Board of Directors.
        



        
		From February 2015, as a consequence of the changes to the organisational structure as part of the Sanitec acquisition, the Marketing & Brands division was added to the Group Executive Board. Therefore, at this time the Group’s former Head of Marketing, Egon Renfordt-Sasse, was appointed as Head of the new Group Division and a Member of the Group Executive Board. At the start of June 2015, Ronald van Triest took over the vacant position on the Group Executive Board as Head of International Sales, which encompasses the Geberit markets outside Europe.
        



        
		We owe the good results in 2015 and the integration of the Sanitec activities, which is so far going according to plan, to the high degree of motivation and professionalism of our employees in over 40 countries. We wish to express our thanks and appreciation for their exemplary performance. Our customers in the commercial and trade sectors again deserve special thanks for their trust and constructive collaboration. Last but not least, we also wish to express our gratitude, esteemed shareholders, for your continued confidence in our company. 
        



        
	 The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; as already mentioned, another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales force and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes. The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges.       
        



         



		 
        			

  
 			

  
 


			Albert M. Baehny

                Chairman of the Board of Directors  
            			Christian Buhl

                CEO  
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        Share price performance in the year under review



        
            The development of the Geberit share price in 2015 was shaped by the abandonment of the minimum exchange
            rate by the Swiss National Bank as well as by the first-time consolidation of Sanitec. Beginning the year at
            CHF 338.40, the share price dropped significantly in mid-January in line with the market before
            rallying to reach an all-time high of just over CHF 370 by mid-March. The Geberit share subsequently
            performed slightly weaker than the market, in a downwards trend dropping to around CHF 290, before a
            disproportionate recovery in the fourth quarter saw it close the year at CHF 340.20. Overall, this
            corresponds to a slight increase of 0.5% in 2015. In the same period, the SMI dropped by 1.8%. Viewed over
            the past five years, the Geberit share posted an annual average increase in value of 9.5% (SMI: +6.5%). The
            Geberit Group’s market capitalization reached CHF 12.9 billion at the end of 2015.
        



        
            The Geberit shares are listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange, Zurich.
        



        
            At the end of 2015, the free float as defined by SIX was 100%.
        




        Distribution



        
            Given a normal market environment, Geberit achieves solid free cashflow, which is invested in organic
            growth, used to repay debts, applied towards any acquisitions or distributed to shareholders. The capital
            structure is prudently maintained and the company strives for a solid balance sheet structure with a buffer
            of liquidity. On the one hand, this policy guarantees the financial flexibility necessary to achieve growth
            targets, and on the other hand it offers investors security. Surplus liquid funds are distributed to
            shareholders. Geberit continued this shareholder-friendly distribution policy last year as well. This is
            also expected to continue unchanged following the acquisition of Sanitec.
        



        
            Over the last five years, around CHF 1.9 billion has been paid out to shareholders in the form of
            distributions or share buybacks. During the same period, the price of the Geberit share has risen from CHF 216.20
            at the end of 2010 to CHF 340.20 at the end of 2015.
        



        
            Despite a drop in net income (adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition), the Board of Directors will propose to the ordinary General Meeting of Geberit AG on 6 April 2016 a dividend of CHF 8.40, an increase of 1.2% over that of 2015. The payout ratio of 63.3% of adjusted net income is in the upper range of the 50% to 70% corridor defined by the Board of Directors. Subject to the shareholders’ approval, the distribution will be paid on 12 April 2016.
        



        
            The share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was launched on 30 April 2014. In the
            course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of 5% of the share capital recorded in
            the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two years, less withholding tax, and
            cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback has been conducted via a separate trading line
            on the SIX Swiss Exchange. By 31 December 2015, 634,600 shares, which corresponds to around a
            third of the entire programme, had been acquired at a sum of CHF 205 million. The share buyback
            was suspended from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition,
            which is why 2% of the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – were repurchased by
            the completion of the programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016
            ordinary General Meeting to carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and
            to cancel the shares.
        




        Communication



        
            Geberit publishes current and comprehensive information simultaneously for all market participants and
            interested parties on the website ( www.geberit.com),
            including ad hoc announcements. Among other things, the current version of the investor presentation is
            available on the website at any time. In addition, interested parties may add their names to a mailing list
            ( www.geberit.com/download-centre/mailing-list/)
            in order to receive the most recent information relating to the company.
        




        
            CEO Christian Buhl, CFO Roland Iff and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations Roman Sidler
            are in charge of the ongoing communication with shareholders, the capital market and the general public.
            Contact details can be found on the website in the relevant sections. Information relating to Geberit is
            provided in the form of regular media information, media and analysts’ conferences, as well as financial
            presentations.
        



        
            Contact may be established at any time at 
 corporate.communications@geberit.com
        



        
            Comprehensive share information can be found at 
 www.geberit.com > investors > share information
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            Basis:1:10 stock split implemented on 8 May 2007

            Source:Bloomberg
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				Distribution paid (CHF per share)     


			 			2011			2012			2013			2014			2015


			Dividend			–			–			3.80			7.50			8.30


			Capital redemption			6.00			6.30			2.80			–			–


			Total			6.00			6.30			6.60			7.50			8.30


























































































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Total distribution to shareholders and share buybacks
 (CHF million)


			 			2011			2012			2013			2014			2015			Total


			Distribution			236			242			248			282			311			1,319


			Share buyback			193			198			0			37			160			588


			Total			429			440			248			319			471			1,907













































































































        
            

        


        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Major data relating to the Geberit share 
(as of 31 December 2015)


			Registered shareholders			25,522


			Capital stock (CHF)			3,779,842.70


			Number of registered shares 
of CHF 0.10 each			37,798,427


			Registered shares			22,719,562


			Treasury stock:			


			- Treasury shares			243,280


			- Share buyback program			634,600


			Total treasury stock			877,880


			Stock exchange			SIX Swiss Exchange


			Swiss securities
identification number			3017040


			ISIN code			CH-0030170408


			Telekurs			GEBN


			Reuters			GEBN.VX













































































        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Key figures

(CHF per share)			2014			2015			 


			Net income			13.28			13.23			1


			Net cashflow			16.20			16.00			 


			Equity			45.74			39.76			 


			Distribution			8.30			8.40			2 


			1 Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs, as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

2 Subject to approval of the General Meeting 2016
















































        
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Time schedule			2016


			General Meeting			6 Apr


			Dividend payment			12 Apr 


			Interim report first quarter			28 Apr 


			Half-year results			16 Aug 


			Interim report third quarter			28 Oct 


			


						2017


			First information 2016			17 Jan 


			Results full year 2016			14 Mar 


			General Meeting			5 Apr 


			Dividend payment			11 Apr 


			Interim report first quarter			2 May


			(Subject to minor changes)
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                    Strategy



                Management report

                Business and financial review

                
            
            

    

        
		With its innovative solutions for sanitary products, Geberit seeks to achieve sustained improvement in the quality of people's lives. Its proven, focused strategy for doing so is based on the four pillars “Focus on sanitary products”, “Commitment to innovation and design”, “Selective geographic expansion" and “Continuous optimisation of business processes”.
        






    


    			
                1.

                Focus on sanitary products

            			
                2.

                Commitment to innovation and design

            			
                3.

                Selective geographic expansion
				

            			
                4.

                Continuous optimisation of business processes
				

            








    

        			
				Focus on sanitary products: Geberit concentrates on “behind the wall” sanitary and piping systems for transporting water in buildings, as well as bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products "in front of the wall". In these areas, Geberit has comprehensive know-how and supplies high-quality, integrated and water-saving sanitary technology as well as attractive design.
            


			
                Commitment to innovation and design: continuously optimising and extending the product range is crucial for future success. Innovative strength is founded on research and development in areas such as hydraulics, statics, fire protection, hygiene and acoustics, as well as process and materials technology. The insights gained are systematically applied in the development of products and systems for the benefit of customers. 
            


			
                Selective geographic expansion: an important factor in long-term success is stronger growth in those markets within and outside Europe in which Geberit products or technology are so far under-represented. Outside Europe, Geberit concentrates on the most promising markets. These include North America, China, Southeast Asia, Australia, the Gulf Region and India. With the exception of North America and Australia, the company mainly engages in project business in these markets. In this respect, the company always adheres strictly to the existing high standards in terms of quality and profitability. 
            


			
                Continuous optimisation of business processes: the purpose behind this focus is to ensure a leading, competitive cost structure in the long term. This is partly achieved through Group-wide projects and partly through employees identifying improvement potential in their day-to-day work, thus making a major contribution toward positive development. 
            






		

    

	

        


            Strategic success factors



                

	
        
        
		The success of the Geberit Group is based on a series of success factors. The most important are:
        




        			
            a clear, long-term strategy,
            


			
            the focus on sanitary products,
            


			
            solid, sustainable  growth and earnings drivers,
            


			
            a strong competitive position,
            


			
            an innovative product range, developed in accordance with customer needs,
            


			
            a proven, customer-focused business model,
            


			
            a stable management structure,
            


			
            a lean, high-performance organisation with optimised processes,
            


			
            a unique corporate culture.
            






		
	
    
 
	

            Medium-term goals



                

	
        
        
		Geberit has set itself the goal of being the standard-bearer for sanitary products, continually developing those products in a sustainable way and gaining market shares in the process. Among other things, this approach yields sales growth that outstrips the industry average. Basically, Geberit is aiming to achieve its sales targets while at the same time maintaining its industry leadership in terms of profitability and the ability to generate high cashflows. 
        



		
		 
	 The medium-term goals were reappraised following the acquisition of Sanitec and the switching of reporting to net sales from the 2015 financial year onwards. Once the Sanitec business has been successfully integrated, from 2018 onwards the growth in net sales in local currencies, after adjustments for acquisitions, is expected to be between 4 and 6 percent in the medium term as an average over one economic cycle, and an operating cashflow (EBITDA) margin of between 28 and 30 percent is expected to be achieved. A third quantitative target has also been set: return on invested capital (ROIC), which from 2018 is expected to reach 25 percent.
		



		
		
		In order to achieve the expected growth, for upcoming larger projects and due to the integration of the Sanitec business, between 2016 and 2018 around CHF 150 million is to be invested in property, plant and equipment.
		



		
		
		Further growth through acquisitions has not been ruled out. However, any potential acquisition will have to satisfy strict strategic and financial criteria. 
		



		
		
		The following sales and earnings drivers are crucial to achieving the ambitious medium-term goals:
		



		
        			 „Push-Pull“ sales model, which concentrates on the key decision-makers in the industry,
                    


			 Technology penetration, which involves replacing outdated technologies with new, more innovative sanitary products and systems,
                    


			 Value strategy, to increase the proportion of higher-quality products – particularly in markets in which Geberit products already have a high degree of market penetration,
                    


			 Geberit AquaClean, to build up the shower toilet category in Europe, 
                    


			 Innovation leadership in the sanitary industry, in order to set new standards, and
                    


			 Continuous process and cost optimisation.
                    






		
	
	

	

            Value-oriented management



                

	
        
        
		Value orientation aspects are considered in many areas of the company.



		
		The remuneration model for Group management as a whole involves a remuneration portion that is dependent on the company’s performance and which is calculated on the basis of four equally weighted key figures – including the return on invested capital. In addition to the salary, there is an annual option plan for the Group Executive Board and other management members. Allotments under the option plan are also linked to a target figure for return on invested capital. Details can be found in the   Remuneration Report.
        



		
		
		Investments in property, plant and equipment above a certain amount are approved only if strict criteria are met. In this context, it is mandatory that an investment return be achieved that exceeds the cost of capital plus a premium. 
	    



		
		
		In the interests of value-oriented management, important projects are tracked over the long term following project completion, and the achievement of objectives is evaluated annually by the Group Executive Board.
		



		

		
	

	

        
                Management of currency risks



                

    

        
            In general, the effects of currency fluctuations are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural
            hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same
            proportion in which sales are generated. This hedging is almost entirely successful, particularly as regards
            the euro and US dollar. There are, however, minor deviations arising from the Swiss franc, British pound and
            the Nordic or Eastern European currencies, whereas, as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business,
            the currency risk resulting from the Swedish krona and Polish zloty in particular could be reduced. As a consequence of the natural hedging strategy, currency fluctuations only have a minor impact on the margins. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects).
        




        
            In terms of a sensitivity analysis, the following changes can be assumed if the Swiss franc should be 10%
            weaker or stronger than all other currencies:
        





        			  - 			Net sales:			+/-8% to +/-10%


			  - 			EBITDA:			+/-9% to +/-11%


			  - 			EBITDA margin:    			approximately +/-0,5 percentage points








        
            For more information on the management of currency risks, please refer to the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated
            Financial Statements, 4. Risk Assessment and Management, Management of Currency Risks and   the Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the
            Consolidated Financial Statements, 15. Derivative Financial Instruments.
        





    
    

	

        
                Sanitec acquisition



                

	
        
        
		On 14 October 2014, Geberit AG announced that it was making an offer to Sanitec's shareholders to acquire their shares at a price of SEK 97 per share. This equated to a total transaction value of CHF&nbsp1.2 billion for 100% of the shares. The offer represented a premium of 29% compared to the volume-weighted average price of the Sanitec shares on the Stockholm Stock Exchange over the preceding three months. 
        



		
		
		At that time, Sanitec was a leading European producer and supplier of bathroom ceramics. The company achieved net sales of EUR 689 million and an EBIT margin of 11.4% in 2014, and employed 6,200 people in 18 production facilities and 24 sales units. Sanitec sold its products primarily in Europe under 14 leading brands that are firmly established in their local markets. 
        



		
		The relevant competition authorities granted all the required approvals in late January 2015. At the end of the acceptance period on 2 February 2015, 99.27% of the Sanitec shares had been tendered to Geberit. The purchase/sale of these shares was effected on 10 February 2015 and was financed by Geberit using its own funds as well as new debt. Following an extended acceptance period, Geberit held 99.77% of the shares, with a squeeze-out process instigated for the remaining shares and completed successfully in September 2015. 
		



		
      For Geberit, the acquisition of Sanitec represents an expansion of its strategic focus. The future product portfolio will be enhanced with bathroom ceramics. The new company will be the European market leader for sanitary products and will, in particular, strengthen its position in regions such as the Nordic Countries, France, United Kingdom and Eastern Europe, in which Geberit had not yet gained a firm foothold. It combines technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” with design expertise “in front of the wall”. The acquisition also supports the Group's  key sales and earnings drivers and will create added value.
        



		
		The integration activities, which began in the second quarter of 2015, went according to plan. By the end of 2015, the main organisational work was complete. In particular, the aim of operating as a single company in sales activities on all markets by 1 January 2016 was achieved. The focus in 2016 will be on further harmonising processes and realising early synergies.
		



		
		
	

	


        
            
                Financial Year 2015



        
        

	
        
        
		The challenging environment in the construction industry and the integration of the acquired Sanitec business shaped the Geberit Group's results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, starting from a very high level, the company managed to achieve a good overall result. The majority of markets and regions achieved growth in sales and gained market shares. The results, adjusted for various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition, were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects as well as lower raw material prices. These were countered mainly by the negative impact of the dilution of margins due to the integration of Sanitec and the effects of the currency rebate in Switzerland. With these results, the Group further consolidated its position as the leading supplier of sanitary products.
        



 
		
		
	
    
 
	


        
                Market environment



        
        


    
        Business climate still challenging
    



    
        As in previous years, the construction industry in 2015 was shaped by developments that varied by region.
        There was no comprehensive recovery in the industry. Only a handful of markets experienced positive
        development. Elsewhere, volumes declined significantly: particularly notable was the slump in activities in
        the construction industries of China and Russia.
    



    
        In a recent updated assessment for Europe, Euroconstruct adjusted its previous forecasts for the building construction volumes in 2015 down from +1.8% to +1.1%. When compared with older forecasts by Euroconstruct, the more cautious
        outlook is clear: at the end of 2014, it was assumed that building construction would increase by 2.0% in
        2015. As in the previous year, new builds (+0.9%) increased by a smaller percentage than renovations
        (+1.2%). It is striking that the current volume of new building projects is 30 to 40% down on the level seen
        in 2007/2008. In contrast, the renovation business has once again almost reached the level seen at that
        time. Euroconstruct estimates for Germany (+0.7%), Switzerland (+1.0%), Italy (-0.3%), France (-0.9%),
        United Kingdom (+0.6%) and Austria (+0.3%) – Geberit's six biggest individual markets – were all below the
        average of the Euroconstruct estimate for building construction in Europe in 2015. Euroconstruct forecasted
        particularly strong growth for the Netherlands (+7.2%) and Sweden (+8.5%). Against this backdrop, it is safe
        to assume that Geberit's organic development once again outperformed the relevant competition during the
        year under review. The development of sales in Switzerland was affected by the currency rebate granted.
    



    
        In Europe, 77% of the total construction volume in 2015 of EUR 1,371 billion relates to building
        construction. Residential construction accounted for just under 60% of this, and non-residential
        construction for just over 40%. More than half of the building construction volume pertained to renovation
        projects, primarily as a result of the high proportion within residential construction.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015
        



    




    
        In North America, gross domestic product (GDP) rose by 2.4% and the economy grew slightly
        more than in 2014 (+2.2%). According to figures on the US construction industry published by the U.S.
        Department of Commerce, United States Census Bureau, investments in building construction increased by 14.8%
        compared with 2014. Within building construction, investments in non-residential construction increased by
        17.0% in total, which was considerably more than in the previous year (+8.8%). Although below-average, the
        development of the health care/hospitals and schools/universities segments, which are important for Geberit,
        was nonetheless positive, at +5.9% (-1.4% in the previous year). The recovery in residential construction
        continued: the number of building permits for new private residential units increased significantly by 12.0%
        (previous year +5.6%); however, the absolute figures are still around a quarter below the long-term average
        before the financial crisis.
    



    
        At +4.7%, economic growth in the Far East/Pacific region slowed marginally compared with
        the previous year (+4.9%), running counter to the global economic trend (of +2.5% in 2014 to +2.8% in the
        year under review; figures according to the International Monetary Fund). Nonetheless, at 53% (previous year
        61%) more than half of the global growth originated from this region. The lion's share of that growth was
        achieved in China and, to a lesser extent, India. Despite the relatively stable macroeconomic situation,
        some of the region’s construction markets suffered a slowdown. In a few regions of China in particular,
        there has been a significant slump in residential construction. Stocks of unsold residential properties,
        which had increased further compared with the previous year, had a negative impact on residential new
        builds.
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            Source:80th Euroconstruct Conference in Budapest (HU), December 2015 and 79th Euroconstruct Conference in Warsaw (PL), June 2015
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        





    

	


        
                Net sales



        
        
	
		Solid sales growth



		
		Cumulative net sales in 2015 increased by 24.2% to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a foreign currency effect of -9.6% and an increase of +31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. The currency-adjusted organic growth of +2.7% comprised a volume effect of +2.8% and a price effect of -0.1%, the price effect being significantly influenced by the currency rebate introduced in the Swiss market at the beginning of 2015. 
		



		
		From the start of February 2015, Sanitec's product range contributed CHF 649 million to the Group's net sales. Over the entire year, Sanitec posted a decline in net sales in local currencies of 2.2%.
		



        
		In spite of the decline experienced between 2008 and 2011, average annual net sales growth for the last 10 years in Swiss francs was 4.2%.  
        



		
		The currency losses contained in net sales amounted to CHF 201 million, corresponding to a minus of 9.6%. In 2015, 63% of net sales were generated in euro, 5% in each of British pounds, US dollars and Swedish krona and 4% in Polish zloty.
        



		
		The following changes in net sales in the markets and in the product areas are in local currencies and – except for the explanations relating to the product lines bathroom ceramics and ceramics complementary products – relate to the original Geberit unit.
		



		
		Currency rebate has severe negative impact on Swiss market



		
		The biggest region, Europe, grew by 2.5% overall. All European countries/regions posted positive growth - with the exception of Switzerland. Strong rates of growth were achieved by the Iberian Peninsula (+14.2%), United Kingdom/Ireland (+8.3%), the Benelux Countries (+7.5%), the Nordic Countries (+5.5%) and Germany (+4.7%). Central/Eastern Europe (+2.7%), Italy (+2.0%), Austria (+1.4%) and France (+0.2%) also grew. Switzerland (-8.3%) suffered from the 10% currency rebate introduced at the beginning of February, in response to the strong Swiss franc. Outside Europe, the Middle East/Africa region grew by +16.2% and America by +7.1%. The Far East/Pacific region experienced a decline of -4.1% due to the very weak market environment in China.
		





		Stronger growth in Sanitary Systems



		
		Net sales for the Sanitary Systems product area amounted to CHF 1,145.9 million, corresponding to growth of 4.2%. 
		



		
		Net sales for the Installation Systems product line, at 28.0% of Group sales the most important product line, rose by 5.3%. The drywall elements and - with double-figure growth rates  - the high-quality actuator plates made a major contribution to the strongest growth of all product lines. Growth of 0.6% was posted by the Cisterns and Mechanisms product line, which accounts for 8.5% of total net sales. The delivery problems caused by the major market success of the newly-launched Premium shower toilet AquaClean Mera, coupled with a lack of orders for the previous model, had a dampening effect. In contrast, as in the previous year the development of the Monolith WC module and the filling and flush valves was very pleasing, despite a downturn in the volatile OEM business. Net sales for the Faucets and Flushing Systems product line, which accounts for 4.5% of total net sales, increased by 5.1% in 2015. The growth was partly attributable to the positive market environment at US subsidiary Chicago Faucets in the business with schools and hospitals. Net sales for the Waste Fittings and Traps product line rose by 3.9%. The share of total Group net sales came to 3.2%. Positive growth rates were seen in shower drains and traps for urinals and WCs, while bathtub drains and traps for washbasins and bidets experienced a decline. 
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		Net sales for the Piping Systems product area were CHF 798.8 million. The increase was 0.7%, meaning growth was below that of Sanitary Systems – as was the case in the previous year. 
		



		
		Building Drainage Systems grew by 3.9%. The share of total net sales reached 11.0%. The Silent-PP sound-absorbing drainage system and the PE drainage system experienced positive development. The Silent-DB20 drainage system, however, stagnated. At -0.9%, the Supply Systems product line was the only product line that posted a decline in net sales. The contribution of this product line, which is the second largest measured by Group net sales, came to 19.8%. A negative market environment in markets that are important for this product line, such as Norway and Italy, coupled with a negative trend on the heating market were responsible for this decline.
		



		
		The product lines Bathroom Ceramics and Ceramics Complementary Products, which were consolidated for the first time in February 2015, accounted for 18.4% and 6.6% of Group net sales respectively in the 11 months since the Sanitec business was integrated.
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                    Results
                



            
            

    

        Profitability remains impressive 



        
            In the 2015 financial year, the results of the Geberit Group were influenced by various special effects in
            connection with the Sanitec acquisition. For better comparability, adjusted
            figures1 are
            shown and commented on.
        



        
            Operating margins were positively influenced by beneficial volume and product mix effects, as well as lower raw material prices. The 10% currency rebate in the Swiss market, negative currency effects, higher personnel
            and
            pension costs as well as the generally lower margins of the Sanitec business had a negative effect.
        



        
            The adjusted operating cashflow (adj. EBITDA) rose by 5.5% to CHF 693.5 million, its highest ever
            level in Geberit's history. The adjusted EBITDA margin came to 26.7% compared with 31.5% in the previous
            year,
            due mainly to the aforementioned dilution of margins as a result of the integration of the Sanitec business.
            Over the last decade, average EBITDA growth of 4.3% was marginally better than the corresponding increase in
            net
            sales of 4.2%. The negative influence of currency developments explains why the previous year's operating
            results were not significantly bettered despite the Sanitec integration. Adjusted EBITDA was negatively impacted by the currency trend by CHF 69 million or 10.4%; the corresponding effect on the adjusted EBITDA margin was -0.4 percentage points.
        




        
            The adjusted operating profit (adj. EBIT) rose by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million, and the adjusted EBIT
            margin
            reached 22.8% (previous year 27.6%). Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, which
            led
            to an adjusted return on sales of 19.0% (previous year 23.9%). The adjusted earnings per share came to CHF 13.23
            (previous year CHF 13.28). The fall of 0.4%, which is disproportionately small compared with adjusted net
            income,
            was due to the lower average shareholding as a consequence of the ongoing share buyback programme.
        




        Operating expenses under control




        
            Total adjusted operating expenses increased by 32.4% in 2015 to CHF 2,002.8 million. As a
            percentage
            of net sales, this equates to 77.2% (previous year 72.4%). The increase in total adjusted operating expenses
            as
            well as all subitems was attributable to the integration of Sanitec's activities. In contrast,  foreign
            currency effects had a reducing effect.
        



        
            Overall, the adjusted cost of materials increased by 25.1% to CHF 756.0 million and rose slightly from
            28.9% of net sales in the previous year to 29.1%. Falling raw material prices had the effect of reducing
            expenditure on both industrial metals and plastics. Adjusted personnel expenses grew by 35.2% to CHF 654.2 million, which equates to 25.2% of net sales (previous year 23.2%).  Adjusted for the acquisition, the adjusted personnel
            expenses decreased in absolute terms. The largely tariff-related salary increases and rise in staff numbers,
            see
            also  
            Business and financial review, employees were more than offset by exchange rate effects. Adjusted depreciation rose by 24.5% to CHF 95.9 million; in organic terms, it would have fallen. The adjusted amortisation of intangible assets amounted to CHF 6.7 million (previous year CHF 3.2 million). Adjusted other operating expenses increased by 42.5% to CHF 490.0 million; in organic terms, a decline would have been posted.
        



        
            The adjusted net financial result came to CHF -17.2 million, which is a minus of CHF 15.5 million
            compared to the previous year. This development can be explained by higher interest expenditure in
            connection
            with the financing of the Sanitec acquisition, the amortisation of acquisition-related financing charges and
            foreign currency losses. Adjusted tax expenses grew by CHF 4.0 million to CHF&nbsp80.6 million.
            This resulted in a slightly higher adjusted tax rate compared with 2014 of 14.0% (previous year 13.3%),
            which
            was attributable to completed amortisation that had an impact on taxes.
        




        Significant acquisition and integration costs in the income statement




        
            The negative special effects2 arising from the Sanitec acquisition amounted to CHF 62 million as regards EBITDA, CHF 93 million as regards EBIT and CHF 71 million as regards net income. The reported values amounted to CHF 631.7 million for the EBITDA (EBITDA margin 24.4%), CHF 498.3 million for the EBIT (EBIT margin 19.2%), CHF 422.4 million for net income (return on sales 16.3%) and CHF 11.33 for earnings per share.
        





        Increase in free cashflow




        
            The slightly lower operating cashflow (EBITDA) and various special effects resulting from the Sanitec
            acquisition, the majority of which are mutually compensating, led to a decline in net cashflow of 2.0% to
            CHF 596.3
            million. When calculating free cashflow, higher investments in property, plant and equipment were more than
            offset by positive effects of the change in net working capital. Consequently, an increase of 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million was achieved in free cashflow. Free cashflow was largely used to pay distributions of
            CHF 310.7
            million to shareholders and to repurchase shares totalling CHF 159.8 million.
        





        
            1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)

            2 Transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible
            assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation
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            * Adjusted for costs in connection with the Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
            Click legend items to show and hide data 
        



        
           




        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Acquisition and integration related costs

(in CHF million)


			


			Transaction costs			7


			Integration costs			27


			Inventory revaluation charge*			28


			Total cost on EBITDA level			62


			Amortisation charges for intangibles*			31


			Total cost on EBIT level			93


			Financing costs			6


			Tax effect			-28


			Total cost on net income level			71


			* related to purchase price allocation
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            1
            Source:  Kunststoff Information Verlagsgesellschaft mbH
            

            2
            Source:  London Metal Exchange
            Click legend items to show and hide data
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            Financial structure



                

    
        Strong financial foundation




        
            Once again, even after the acquisition of Sanitec, the substantial contribution from free cashflow allowed
            the attractive dividend policy and the share buyback programme to be continued while also maintaining the
            very healthy financial foundation of the Group.
        



        
            Total assets increased from CHF 2,431.5 million to CHF 3,553.8 million. This development was
            heavily influenced by the integration of Sanitec and the strong Swiss franc.
        



        

            Liquid funds and marketable securities decreased from CHF 749.7 million to CHF 459.6 million. In addition, the Group had access to undrawn operating credit lines for the operating business of CHF 345.6 million. Debts increased substantially to CHF 1,139.2 million (previous year CHF 10.5 million).
            This resulted in net debt of CHF 679.6 million at the end of 2015, compared with net cash of CHF 739.2
            million at the end of the previous year. This development was shaped by the financing of the Sanitec
            takeover, dividend payments to shareholders amounting to CHF 310.7 million and share buybacks totalling
            CHF 159.8 million.

        



        
            Net working capital decreased from CHF 169.1 million to CHF 146.6 million compared to the previous
            year. Property, plant and equipment increased from CHF 550.9 million to CHF 715.4 million, while
            goodwill and intangible assets rose from CHF 645.3 million to CHF 1,757.1 million. These items –
            and the key figures in the following section – were heavily impacted by the Sanitec acquisition and
            integration.
        



        
            The ratio of net debt to equity (gearing) increased from -43.0% in the previous year to +45.9%. The equity
            ratio reached a solid 41.7% (previous year 70.6%). Based on average equity, the adjusted1 return on equity
            (ROE) was 32.2%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was 27.6% (previous year 29.2%). Average invested
            operating capital, comprising net working capital, property, plant and equipment, and goodwill and
            intangible assets amounted to CHF 2,504.9 million at the end of 2015 (previous year CHF 1,404.5
            million). The adjusted return on invested capital (ROIC) was 20.1%, the non-adjusted value of this ratio was
            17.0% (previous year 35.5%). For details on the non-adjusted gearing, ROE and ROIC calculations, please
            refer to the  Financial
            Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 5. Management of
            Capital.
        



        
            The Geberit Group held 877,880 treasury shares on 31 December 2015, which equals 2.3% of the shares entered
            in the Commercial Register. Of these, 634,600 (1.7% of the shares entered in the Commercial Register) were
            acquired as part of the share buyback programme that started in 2014. The remaining 243,280 shares are
            mostly earmarked for share participation plans. The total number of shares entered in the Commercial
            Register stands at 37,798,427 shares. The aforementioned share buyback programme announced in March 2014 was
            launched on 30 April 2014. In the course of this programme, shares amounting to a total of a maximum of
            5% of the share capital recorded in the Commercial Register were to be repurchased over a period of two
            years, less withholding tax, and cancelled by means of a capital reduction. The share buyback was suspended
            from July 2014 until March 2015 as a result of the ongoing Sanitec acquisition, and thus only around 2% of
            the share capital – or some 40% of the originally planned amount – was repurchased by the completion of the
            programme at the end of February 2016. A proposal will be submitted to the 2016 ordinary General Meeting to
            carry out a capital reduction in the amount of the total repurchased shares and to cancel the shares.
        



        1 Adjusted: adjusted for costs in connection with the
            Sanitec acquisition (transaction, integration, and one-off financing costs as well as the amortisation of
            intangible assets and one-off costs resulting from the inventory revaluation)
        



    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Debt

(in CHF million; as of 31 December) 


			 			2013			2014			2015


			Long-term debt			7.7			6.6			1,135.5


			Total debt			11.7			10.5			1,139.2


			Liquid funds and marketable securities			612.8			749.7			459.6


			Net debt			-601.1			-739.2			679.6






































































    


        
                Investments



                
    
           
		Investment volume significantly greater than in previous years
        



		
        
		In 2015, investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets amounted to CHF 147.3 million, CHF 42.5 million or 40.6% more than in the previous year. As a percentage of net sales, the investment ratio was 5.7% (previous year 5.0%). All scheduled larger investment projects were carried out as planned. 
        



        
		The bulk of investments went toward machinery, building conversions and new building projects and the procurement of tools and moulds for new products. By far the biggest project in the reporting year was the expansion of capacity at the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf (DE), where the groundbreaking ceremony was held in the spring of 2015. Additionally, investments were made in important development projects and the further optimisation of production processes. The investment volume was also heavily influenced by investments in the infrastructure and processes of the former Sanitec organisation, totalling CHF 24.5 million. Overall, 43% of total investments, or CHF 63.4 million, went toward expanding infrastructure in 2015. 20% or CHF 29.6 million was used to acquire tools and equipment for new product developments, 26% or CHF 38.3 million was invested in the modernisation of property, plant and equipment, while 11% or CHF 16.0 million was used for rationalisation measures relating to property, plant and equipment.
        





	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Expenditures for property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
(in CHF million)


			 			2011			2012			2013			2014			2015


			 			92.6			86.0			98.0			104.8			147.3


			In % of net sales			5.0			4.5			4.9			5.0			5.7
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                Employees



                
    

        
            At the end of 2015, the Geberit Group employed 12,126 people worldwide, which equates to an increase of
            5,879 people or 94.1% year on year. The majority of the increase is attributable to the integration of the
            acquired Sanitec employees. In Geberit's original organisation structure, the number of employees increased
            by 96, or 1.5%.
        



        
            Based on the average headcount of 6,311, net sales per employee in the original Geberit organisation
            amounted to TCHF 308.1, or 7.0% below previous year, mainly driven by negative currency effects. For the
            newly combined Group following the integration of the Sanitec activities, this figure was TCHF 207.9.
        



        
            As regards the breakdown of employees by business processes, the takeover of Sanitec resulted in a shift
            toward production, at the expense of all other processes. As a consequence of this, Marketing and Sales
            accounted for 23.9% of employees (previous year 29.5%), Production 62.6% (previous year 54.1%),
            Administration 7.8% (previous year 9.0%) and Research & Development 3.6% (previous year 3.7%). The share of
            apprentices was 2.1% (previous year 3.7%).
        



        
            Image as an attractive employer
        




        
            First-rate employees guarantee the company's success in the future. With this in mind, a variety of efforts
            were again made in 2015 to position Geberit on the job market as an attractive employer with an open
            corporate culture and international development opportunities at the interface between craft, engineering
            and sales. This included specialists from various departments attending a series of university career fairs,
            together with Human Resources managers.
        




        
            Geberit offers its employees attractive employment conditions. In 2015, salaries and social benefits –
            adjusted by various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition – amounted to CHF 654.2
            million (previous year CHF 483.9 million), please also refer to  the Notes to
            the Income Statement. Employees can also participate in share participation plans at attractive
            conditions, see  Consolidated financial
            statements Geberit Group, 17. Participation plans and  Remuneration Report.
        



        
            Equal opportunities and equal pay for women and men are self-evident. The proportion of female employees at
            the end of 2015 was 25% (previous year 31%), and for senior management this figure was 8% (previous year
            7%). There are no women on the Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board.
        





        
            Interesting prospects
        



        
            Investments in employees are a key issue in terms of education and further training. Geberit employed 255
            apprentices at the end of 2015 (previous year 232). The transfer rate to a permanent employment relationship
            was 64% (previous year 82%). The target is 75%. Apprentices also have the option of working abroad for a
            period of six months on completion of their apprenticeship. As a global company, Geberit promotes the
            internationalisation of employees. Experience abroad and the transfer of know-how are an advantage for both
            employees and the company.
        




        
            The two-stage Potentials Management Programme continues to be held. The aim is to selectively identify
            talents throughout the company and support them along their path to middle or senior management. Initial
            experience of managerial or project management responsibility are part of this. The problems investigated as
            part of the programme are geared towards the reality at the company and provide decision-makers with
            concrete bases for action. The programme is intended to help fill at least half of all vacant managerial
            positions within the company with internal candidates. In 2015, this was achieved for 40% of all Group
            management vacancies (previous year 69%).
        



    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Employees by countries

(as of 31 December)


			 			2014			Share
in %			2015			Share
in %


			Germany			2,413			39			3,319			27


			Poland			58			1			1,532			13


			Switzerland			1,262			20			1,333			11


			Ukraine			–			–			1,089			9


			France			76			1			693			6


			China			688			11			665			5


			Austria			507			8			541			4


			Sweden			22			–			431			4


			Italy			118			2			425			4


			Others			1,103			18			2,098			17


			Total			6,247			100			12,126			100
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            Standard assessment scale
        



        
            The standard Performance Assessment, Development and Compensation (PDC) process has been in place since
            2012. This standardised process enables the company to gain an overview of the available potential. The aims
            of PDC are severalfold: to reinforce the performance culture, increase transparency and, finally, improve
            the identification and promotion of talents. As regards compensation, the standard job assessments used
            throughout the Group provide a solid reference system. All employees of the previous Geberit Group - with
            the exception of manual workers - are now incorporated in the PDC process. The circle of participants is
            currently being extended to include managers of the former Sanitec Group.
        




        
            A comprehensive employee survey is planned for the coming year. As with the previous survey, the aim is to
            ascertain identification with the company and employee satisfaction. The survey also includes specific
            questions about the integration activities as part of the Sanitec acquisition.
        





        
            Proactive internal communication



        
            The Intranet has been a central platform for communication with employees for many years. But this status
            was reinforced following the takeover of the Sanitec Group. During a transitional phase, the two former
            Intranets were operated in parallel but a new, joint Intranet was launched in October. Equally important on
            the new Intranet are balanced reporting, which reflects the new reality within the Geberit Group, and
            information by the CEO and Group Executive Board, which help foster understanding of the integration process
            going forward and, in particular, the associated milestones. For employees in production, who have no access
            to a personal computer, there are still special solutions such as a newsletter and/or communal large
            screens.
        




        
            From the second edition, the recipients of the employee magazine, which has been published three times, were
            broadened to include all employees of the company. This has increased its print run from more than 6,000 to
            over 12,000 copies, now in six rather than the previous two languages.
        





        
            Identity and Code of Conduct updated
        



        
            Geberit aims to act as a role model for ethically unimpeachable, environmentally friendly and socially
            responsible operations. In this regard, the  Geberit
            Compass – which formulates the identity of Geberit (what we do, what motivates us, what is responsible
            for our success, how we work together) – and the  Geberit
            Code of Conduct for employees serve as the applicable guidelines. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of
            the Compass, together with a letter from the CEO, was delivered to the homes of all our employees (see
            also Compliance section). Furthermore, the Compass was also explained by
            the CEO in the employee magazine. The revised Code of Conduct was communicated to employees at the start of
            2015 (see also  Compliance section).
        





        
            Focus on occupational safety
        



        
            The vision of a zero-accident company still holds after the takeover of the Sanitec Group. However, the
            targets have had to be revised to take account of the new situation: based on the 2015 reference year, the
            aim is to halve the number of accidents by 2025. By then, the AFR (Accident Frequency Rate) is to be reduced
            to a value of 5.5 (accidents per million working hours) and the ASR (Accident Severity Rate) to 90 (number
            of days lost per million working hours).
        



        
            Due to the acquisition, the accident frequency rate rose to 11.4 in 2015. The accident severity rate
            increased during the same period to 206.2, again due to the acquisition. As the majority of occupational
            accidents and time lost are still attributable to carelessness, the focus in this regard is on changing
            behaviour. To this end, as part of the Geberit Safety System (GSS), a comprehensive masterplan on
            occupational safety, including a catalogue of measures, has been devised and adopted. Occupational safety is
            also part of the annual appraisal of managers at the plants.
        





    
    


        
                Customers



        
        

	
        
        A focus on specific customer needs
        



        
		With the takeover of Sanitec, the number of advisors employed in the sales force in Europe was increased by around 200, and now totals more than 800. They are the frontline in daily contact with customers and decision-makers. When aligning the future sales organisation, the focus was on meeting the specific needs of wholesalers, plumbers, planners, architects, building owners and end users. In other words: a clear focus on the key customer groups in the respective markets takes precedence over advisors specialising in particular product Groups, such as ceramic appliances or piping systems. As a consequence, the entire sales force received training in the enlarged product range.
        



        
	         By the end of the year, the respective local sales companies in each country were amalgamated, with the aim of selling the entire product portfolio of the Geberit Group from a single source from the start of 2016.     
        



		
		A key instrument for retaining customers is and will remain Geberit’s broad range of training opportunities. Thus, during the reporting year, once again 30,000 or so customers were provided with education and further training on Geberit products and software tools in the 25 Geberit information centres in Europe and overseas. In addition, around 90,000 customers became more familiar with Geberit know-how and products at external events. 
		



		
        
        Geberit AquaClean has strong presence in 13 European countries
        



        
		The Czech Republic and Slovakia brought to 13 the number of campaign markets in which concentrated advertising measures are being implemented for Geberit AquaClean shower toilets. 
        



        
        To enable end users to experience cleaning with water, Geberit has launched numerous activities in the campaign markets. In Germany, Denmark and Norway, for instance, the new  Geberit AquaClean Mobile went on a major tour from July to the end of October. Under the motto “The first time”, interested parties had the opportunity to try out an AquaClean shower toilet and assess the various models. In Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Switzerland, a mobile AquaClean WC Lounge offered the public the opportunity at concerts, sporting events and other big events to find out more about a shower toilet. And so that guests don't miss out on the refreshing sensation of a shower toilet during a hotel stay, the international sales initiative for mid-range and high-end hotels was driven forward. Partly as a result of this, 40 hotel projects were won during the reporting year.
        



        
		September saw the sales launch of the new premium complete shower toilet system Geberit AquaClean Mera. Demand for the new top-of-the-range model exceeded all expectations and, regrettably, this resulted in a supply backlog. The appropriate measures to increase production capacity have been introduced. 
        



		

        
		Local contact with plumbing specialists
		



        
		The close contact with plumbers and sanitary planners remained a focus of numerous marketing activities. Existing and proven measures such as customer visits, training and the publication of regularly updated technical documentation and apps were continued. The “Geberit On Tour” campaign, which has been organised in numerous markets since 2011, was also continued. This involved specially fitted-out showroom mobiles visiting wholesalers and offering plumbers the opportunity to assess Geberit innovations and solutions on site. In this way, over 30,000 visitors were addressed at more than 1,000 events in 18 countries in 2015.
        



      
	  
        
        Trade fair presence to foster business relations and customer contacts
        



        
		Numerous trade fairs were once again used as platforms in 2015 to foster and enlarge our network of contacts in the market and demonstrate Geberit's innovative strength. Chief among them was the ISH in Frankfurt, the world's most important trade fair for the sanitary industry. Here, Geberit and Sanitec were present with a total of three large stands. Another highlight was the World Expo in Milan, where Geberit was a joint sponsor of the hugely popular Swiss Pavillion. Other important trade fairs attended were Batibouw in Brussels, MosBuild in Moscow, Ideobain in Paris, Unicera in Istanbul as well as the Kitchen & Bath Industry Show in Las Vegas and the Kitchen & Bath China in Shanghai. In addition, architects and designers were specifically targeted at the Fuori Salone in Milan.
        



		
        Core competencies open doors



        
		Not all European markets have the same degree of awareness of low-noise sanitary installations. Therefore, a series of communication instruments have been developed to raise awareness of this subject among sanitary planners and plumbers and position Geberit as a professional solution partner. The initial use of these instruments in the Adriatic markets proved highly promising.
		



        

	




        
                Innovation



                

	
        
        Innovation as the foundation for future growth
        



        
		Innovation is a key factor in Geberit’s success. Therefore, substantial resources were once again invested in the development and the improvement of processes, products and technologies in 2015. 
        



        
        Its innovative strength, which is above average for the sector, is essential to the Group's continuing success. It is founded on Geberit's own, wide-ranging research and development (R&D) activities in our original business areas in sanitary technology, combined with various competencies that have been added as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. During the reporting year, a total of CHF 63.4 million (previous year CHF 55.8 million) or 2.4% of net sales was spent on future products and solutions. Of that total, CHF 58.3 million was attributable to the former Geberit and CHF 5.1 million to the activities of the former Sanitec. Expenditures increased by 13.6% year-on-year, or 4.5% after adjustments for the acquisition. Additionally, as part of the  investments in property, plant and equipment and intangible assets considerable sums were invested in tools and equipment for the production of newly developed products. Over the last financial year, Geberit applied for 24 patents (including 4 for products of the former Sanitec business), bringing the total for the last five years to 108.
        



        
		At Geberit, all new product developments go through a structured innovation and development process, which ensures that the Group’s creative potential is used to the optimum extent and that the development activities focus on the needs of the market. Customer benefits and a system approach are of central importance here. From 2016, the product developments of the acquired ceramic appliances area will be aligned with this process. 
        




	    
            Broad-based competencies
        



        
		Acoustic insulation, hydraulics, statics, hygiene, fire protection, process and materials technology – Geberit possesses uniquely strong competence in these and other areas, by setting industry standards. 
        



        
        Because of this, the development of sophisticated new products and technologies such as the  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system can be accomplished almost entirely based on Geberit‘s own laboratories.
        




        
        Comprehensive development activities pay off
        



        
		A highly sound-insulating drainage system is expected to deliver one thing in particular to the end user: quietness. When correctly installed, Geberit Silent-Pro fully meets this expectation. For around 50 realistic construction situations, the sound levels were ascertained in accordance with DIN 4109 in Geberit's building technology and acoustics laboratory, in cooperation with the Fraunhofer-Institut, and compliance with the strict limit values was confirmed. In order to obtain all the necessary fire protection permits that are recognised Europe-wide, Silent-Pro was also subjected to extensive fire trials at the certified materials testing institute at the University of Stuttgart. 
        



        
		The huge effort paid off: Geberit Silent-Pro – which will be introduced in selected markets during 2016 – enables the Group to offer a high-performance plug-in drainage system. Under normal operating conditions, the material has been shown to have a service life of many decades. The high degree of sound insulation, coupled with the hydraulic properties of the individual fittings, invariably achieve top marks.
        



    
    
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			R&D expenditures
(in CHF million)


			 			2011			2012			2013			2014			2015


			 			48.4			49.8			50.9			55.8			63.4


			In % of net sales			2.6			2.6			2.5			2.7			2.4




























































    



    
        
        New products for greater comfort and better hygiene
        



        
        The following products were newly launched on the market in 2015:
        



        			
        The CleanLine  shower channel combines a high-quality finish with simple, safe installation while at the same time solving the hygiene problems of many shower channels. As the installation of a floor drain or a shower channel involves more and more trades, Geberit paid particular attention to making installation as simple and reliable as possible. Those efforts paid off, as sales so far have exceeded all expectations.
        


			
        Introduced to the public for the first time in March at the ISH in Frankfurt, the official sales launch of the  Geberit AquaClean Mera shower toilet took place in September. The new shower toilet has several impressive features: the WhirlSpray shower technology, developed by Geberit, ensures thorough and yet water-saving cleansing. The asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless WC bowl allows quiet and clean flushing out. Comfort functions such as heatable WC seat, muted orientation light, automatic opening and closing of the WC lid as well as odour extraction unit and intelligent warm air dryer complete the new shower toilet.
        


			
		The elegant and small  remote flush actuators type 01 and type 10 for cisterns are fitted with a high-performance, compact pneumatic cylinder. The actuations can be easily installed in drywalls or solid walls, at a distance of up to two metres from the cistern. This widens the design scope for the bathroom.
        


			
		The compact  Geberit sanitary flush unit with new control and sensor technology prevents the spread of bacteria and germ populations in pipes with standing water, by automatically flushing them when required. It therefore prevents hazardous contamination of drinking water systems in hotels, school buildings, sports stadia or hospitals. The devices are operated and programmed using a smartphone or by integration into the building service management system.
        






        
        For more details on new products in 2015, see the  Product Magazine 2015.
        




        
		Several new product launches are planned for 2016. Among them will be:
        



        			
		The new  Geberit Silent-Pro drainage system, which represents the state of the art for building drainage: perfected plug-in connections, proven high degree of sound insulation, versatile and certified fire protection solutions, simple installation, high-quality materials and unrivalled quality. The outstanding sound insulation is due primarily to three factors: the high inherent weight of the material, increased wall thicknesses at defined points of the fittings and a consistent decoupling from the building structure.
        


			
        The new  Geberit urinal system enables sanitary planners and plumbers to create the optimal solution for every construction situation. The central elements of the new urinal system are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva. Their inner geometry is precisely aligned with the newly-developed spray head and guarantees optimal flushing out even with the smallest flush volumes of 0.5 litres.  The easy maintenance systems are extremely economical to maintain and operate.
        


			
		The ceramics in the  Glow bath range are characterised by their harmonious forms. The bath range, which was designed under the IDO and Porsgrund brands for all Scandinavian markets, comprises ceramics for washbasins, WCs and bidets as well as bathroom furniture.
        






        
        For more details on new products in 2016, see the  magazine Facts & Figures 2016.
        





	


        
            
                    Production



                    

	
        
        New production network 
        



        
		 With the acquisition of the Sanitec Group, the number of Geberit plants increased. The existing 17 plants for processing plastic and metal were joined by 18 sites, 12 of which manufacture ceramic products. The other 6 process acrylic, mineral casting compound as well as aluminium and glass (in the case of shower enclosures). The range of manufacturing technologies used thus includes the areas of plastic injection moulding, blow moulding and extrusion, appliance construction, metalforming and thermoforming, assembly and ceramic production. 
        



        
		Efforts were focused during 2015 on the integration of the new sites and their workforces. One of the key aspects was establishing the principle of continuous, noticeable improvements in a sustainable manner and thereby achieving substantial increases in productivity over the longer term. The central component of this undertaking is the Geberit Production System (GPS), which comprises the main elements of lean manufacturing and is universally applicable, i.e. it can be applied to the situation at every plant. Intensive training attended by all managers of the former Sanitec plants placed a particular focus on this.
        




        
        Environmental management in production
        



        
		 The acquisition of Sanitec and, in particular, the integration of the new ceramics plants had a considerable impact on Geberit`s ecological footprint. Because of the processes involved, the manufacture of sanitaryware is very energy-intensive. For this reason, the Group's energy consumption increased fivefold in 2015. Its environmental impact and CO2 emissions also increased significantly. In absolute terms, its environmental impact increased due to the acquisition by 279%; however, organically, it reduced by 2.1%. Environmental impact in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) decreased by 4.7%. As regards the long-term target, which is based on a decrease of 5% per year, Geberit therefore remains on course in organic terms. 
        



        
       Despite the acquisition-related development outlined, Geberit's ambitious reduction targets formulated in 2006 are unchanged: Geberit is pursuing the goal formulated in the  Sustainability Strategy 2016-2018  of maintaining or further extending its sustainability leadership. One of the main instruments that helps achieve this goal is the integrated Geberit management system, which unites the themes of quality, environment, health and occupational safety as well as energy. By the end of 2018, all new sites are to be integrated into this system and accordingly satisfy the requirements of standards  ISO 9001 (quality),  ISO 14001 (environmental management) and  OHSAS 18001 (occupational safety and health protection). Adding certification according to ISO 50001 (energy management) will be on the agenda for selected sites.
        



		
		

        
        CO2 strategy
        



        
        CO2 emissions increased in 2015 by 296% to 251,430 tonnes as a result of the Sanitec acquisition. Organically, however, they were reduced by 3.1%. CO2 emissions in relation to net sales (organic, currency-adjusted) declined by 5.6%. This enabled the targets set out in the long-term 
	   CO2 strategy sheet to be met and all measures to reduce
		
		 CO2 emissions to be implemented.
		



		

        
        Geberit bases the implementation of its ambitious CO2 strategy on three pillars. The first pillar is about savings in energy consumption. The second pillar relates to increasing efficiency and the third pillar comprises the selective acquisition of high-quality, renewable energy sources. The detailed  CO2 balance sheet and  all measures taken to reduce CO2 emissions are also disclosed in detail as part of the 
		company's participation in the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP).
		



	
		
	
	
        
            Energy consumption 2015 –

                effect Sanitec acquisition
                (in GWh)
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            			1 Geberit, organic*


			2 Sanitec electricity


			3 Sanitec combustibles


			4 Sanitec fuel


			5 Geberit Group, consolidated






            
                * Electricity: 114.05 GWh, combustibles: 44.35 GWh, fuel: 17.45 GWh

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
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            CO2 emissions –

                effect Sanitec acquisition

                (in thousand tonnes of CO2)
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			2 Geberit 2015, organic


			3 Sanitec 2015


			4 Geberit Group 2015, consolidated






            
                * Updated basic data, calculation in accordance with IPCC 2013, excluding Scope 3 emissions

                Click legend items to show and hide data 
            



        

	




        

        
                Logistics and procurement



                

	
        
        Two different logistics worlds
        



        
		Geberit heavily centralised and integrated its logistics in Europe between 2005 and 2010, whereas the logistics organisation of the former Sanitec is decentralised and geared towards the needs of the various brands and regions. Sanitec's logistics organisation and reporting were already incorporated in Geberit's Group logistics in 2015.
        




        
        Groundbreaking ceremony in Pfullendorf
        



        
		The integrated logistics of the original Geberit, with a Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf in south Germany and central transport management as the interface between the plants, markets and transport service providers, enables resource-efficient transport solutions. Transport between the plants, for instance, is combined with customer deliveries. This reduces the number of empty kilometres and increases truck capacity utilisation. A cooperation is in place with six main transport service providers for land transport in Europe. These service providers regularly report to Geberit on their quality and environmental management systems – including the reduction of energy consumption and emissions. 
		



        
		With a view to future growth and the continued optimisation of existing logistics processes, the decision was made the previous year – irrespective of the Sanitec acquisition – to further expand the capacities of the Logistics Centre in Pfullendorf and invest around EUR 40 million in this by 2017. The groundbreaking ceremony for the extension was held as scheduled in the spring of 2015.
        




        
        Sanitec suppliers integrated
        



        
		The centrally organised Purchasing department looks after the procurement of raw materials as well as semi-finished and finished products for all production plants worldwide (except the USA), as well as the purchasing of external services for the Group. The central Purchasing department became even more important when the purchasing specialists of the former Sanitec were integrated. Once again, an uninterrupted supply of the requisite raw materials to all the plants could be guaranteed in the year under review. 
        



        
        All Geberit’s business partners and suppliers are obligated to maintain comprehensive standards. This applies to quality, socially responsible and healthy working conditions as well as environmental protection and the commitment to fair business practices. The basis for the cooperation is the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. This Code is aligned with the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and is binding for every new supplier. The suppliers of the former Sanitec are also required to abide by these standards and, by the end of the reporting year, 38 of the 50 main suppliers had already signed the Code, bringing the number of suppliers that had signed the code to 868 by the end of 2015. This equates to more than 90% of the Geberit Group's purchasing volume.
        



	




        
                Sustainability



                
	
    
        Sustainable corporate culture – for decades and in the future



		
		A corporate culture in which sustainability is implemented in a measurable way enhances the value of the company and minimises the risks to its further development. Geberit has a decades-long commitment to sustainability and is a leader in this area, setting standards for customers, employees, suppliers and other partners. As part of the integration of Sanitec, these high sustainability standards are also to be rolled out at the former Sanitec organisations. These standards cover water-saving and sustainably produced products; environmentally friendly and resource-saving production; procurement and logistics with high environmental and ethical standards; and good, safe working conditions for the more than 12,000 employees worldwide. Geberit realises its corporate social responsibility through various commitments: social projects in developing regions around the world and partnerships like those with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas.
        



		
		Various stakeholder groups regard a position as a sustainable company as increasingly important. Numerous awards prove that Geberit has been taking this remit seriously for many years. In the world's largest climate protection ranking awarded by the international organisation CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project), for instance, Geberit has achieved the status of “Sector Leader Industrials” for its reporting, meaning that it is one of the 10 best companies in the sector in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 
        



		Water management still an important subject



		
		In September 2015, the United Nations defined the follow-up programme to the Millennium Development Goals from the year 2000: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define concrete targets and indicators for 17 different themes which the states are required to implement by 2030. The involvement of the business world plays a pivotal role in implementing these targets and indicators. Goal number 6 states that access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation must be available to all people around the world, under fair conditions. Improving resource efficiency when handling water plays an important role in this. The importance of the subject of water management for sustainable development is still undisputed. A growing world population, migration, urbanisation, climate change and natural disasters can lead to regions that are currently well supplied with water becoming problem regions in the future. These global trends will have a major impact on future sanitary technology: water-saving and resource-efficient products are becoming even more important. The EU is increasingly putting water conservation and sustainability on its political agenda and has, for example, developed ecolabels for efficient toilets, urinals, washbasin taps and showers. Industry is also working on water efficiency and voluntary labels. The WELL label (Water Efficiency Label) of the European umbrella organisation for valve manufacturers EUnited, which was introduced in 2011, takes its direction from the well-known energy labels for electrical household appliances and serves as an information and orientation aid. Of the nine Geberit product groups – corresponding to more than 500 sales products – that are already certified, eight are represented in the A class. These product groups account for 17% overall of Group net sales. 
        



        
		The analysis of the entire Geberit value chain in the form of a water footprint shows that nearly 100% of the water consumption is attributable to the product usage phase. The corresponding graphic takes account of all Geberit products before the integration of Sanitec. It is to be assumed that the new product portfolio will only cause a minor shift. Sparing use of the valuable resource water is and remains a focal point for Geberit.
        




    
    



    
        
        
		  			* Geberit organic
                    






    





         

        Green building competencies are being expanded



		 
		Green building has become the standard in recent years, in the public and the private construction sector. European standards are thus prescribing the use of sustainable products and systems in buildings. At the same time, more and more buildings are being constructed in accordance with sustainability standards, such as DGNB, Minergie, BREEAM and LEED. Investors, project developers, owners and tenants are demanding system providers with holistic know-how regarding green building in order to satisfy the relevant standards. Geberit is addressing these issues with water and energy saving, low-noise and durable products, consistently positioning itself in the frontline with regard to green building.
        



        
		In 2015, an internal working group was formed to discuss the entire product portfolio in great detail, at a number of workshops. The aim was to determine the relevance of the various sustainability issues, such as energy, comfort, climate, resources, origin, materialisation or Society, and gain comprehensive know-how regarding the requirements of the different labels. The next step will involve establishing an internal area of competence as well as raising awareness among, and training, the technical advisors. In the long term, product catalogues and online information will be supplemented with the relevant data on green building.
        



        
        More and more green building reference projects involving Geberit products attest to the great importance of the subject. In Vilnius (LT), for example, the new  “k29” office complex just a few walking minutes from the historic old town was inaugurated in 2015. For the architects, environmental friendliness was the key aspect of their design process, resulting in a completely glazed green building (BREEAM certified). Another example is the 1970s-built  “Klenze 27” student residence in Regensburg (DE), which provides 240 apartments and, following its renovation and redesign, fulfils the requirements of the KfW-Effizienzhaus 70 environmental label. Comprehensive Geberit sustainability know-how is built in to both properties.
        




        Sustainability strategy consistently rolled out



        
		The consistent implementation of the sustainability strategy is an essential objective for the whole Geberit Group. Even in the wake of the integration of Sanitec, Geberit remains committed to this strategy. Therefore, the existing sustainability modules will gradually be rolled out to all newly added sites.
        



        
        The strategy continues to focus on a total of 11 sustainability modules. Among these are  green procurement,  green logistics,  environmental management in production,  occupational safety and  eco-design in product development as well as  social engagement. Each module contains a clear objective, measures derived from that and quantified key figures for effective monitoring.
        




    
    



    
        
    




        

        
        Since 2007, a sustainability performance review has been published annually in accordance with the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The switch from the GRI G3 to the new GRI G4 guidelines was made in 2014. A process for determining the essential aspects of sustainability was the strategic starting point. These were identified and prioritised as part of an internal process. In 2012 and 2014 an  external stakeholder panel was consulted for the purpose of reviewing the  materiality analysis along with the sustainability strategy and related communication. The plan is to convene another stakeholder panel in 2016 in order to have both material aspects and the sustainability strategy assessed under the new circumstances.
        



       
        
        All aspects of the GRI G4 guidelines can be found in the  Sustainability Performance Report for 2015. The information disclosed within the scope of this report fulfils the “comprehensive” transparency grade set out in the GRI G4 guidelines, as has been  verified by GRI.
        




        
		Since 2008, Geberit has been a member of the United Nations Global Compact, a global agreement between businesses and the UN designed to make globalisation more socially responsible and environmentally friendly. A  Communication on Progress regarding measures in the areas of human rights, labour practices, environmental protection and combating corruption is submitted annually. Geberit is also a member of the local network of the UN Global Compact. The anchoring of the subject of sustainability is reinforced by the  Code of Conduct for Employees, which was overhauled in 2015, and the  Code of Conduct for Suppliers. Compliance with the directives is ensured by continuously improved  compliance processes. In addition, an extensive system for the control and management of all risks involved in entrepreneurial activities is in place throughout the Group. For more information, see  Corporate Governance, 3. Board of Directors, Information and Control Instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board.
        




        
		The efforts in terms of sustainable business management are rewarded by the capital market. Geberit is strongly represented in the sustainability stock indices and sustainability funds segment. The share is represented, for example, on the Dow Jones Sustainability Europe Index (DJSI) and is a component of the STOXX Europe Sustainability Index as well as the FTSE EO 100 Index series. In addition, renowned sustainability funds hold the shares in their portfolios. Geberit’s objective is to continue to play a significant role in the future in the “Sustainability” and “Water” investment segments, which are still gaining in importance. 
        

        Eco-design as a standard in product development




        
		As part of the Group's systematic innovation and development process, the eco-design approach has been consistently applied since 2007. This means that environmental aspects – from the selection of raw materials right through to disposal – are systematically examined during a product’s early development phase, with the requirement that every product outperforms its predecessor from an ecological perspective. The new Geberit urinal system is an example of this. It includes urinals with electronically controlled flushing systems but also with completely waterless operation. The central elements are the two rimless urinal ceramics Preda and Selva, which were developed by Geberit. Thanks to the low consumption of resources and the option of a control system supplied with electricity by an autonomous, network- and battery-independent energy source, the urinals satisfy the most stringent requirements for green building and economic operation.
        



        
		Specially created product life cycle assessments are important decision-making aids for the development processes and provide arguments for the use of products that conserve resources. For example, detailed life cycle assessments have already been prepared for the following products: drainage/supply pipes, AquaClean Mera, electronic lavatory taps type 185/186, concealed cisterns, urinal flush controls and the new urinal system. The environmental product declarations (EPD) in accordance with the new European standard EN 15804 are becoming increasingly important and can also be used directly for green building standards such as LEED. For example, the EPD for the Geberit urinal system presents relevant, comparable and verified information about the product’s environmental performance in a transparent manner. 
        




    
    




        
                Compliance



                

	
        
        Transparency established  
        



        
		Transparent and intelligible compliance processes were especially important in 2015 following the acquisition of the Sanitec Group. The subject of compliance had to be uniformly positioned throughout the Geberit Group. As is the case with other issues, the launch of the joint Intranet provided a suitable opportunity for this, presenting and explaining the compliance organisation on a dedicated page. In parallel to this, the management at all Group companies was called upon by the CEO to communicate in a suitable way to employees - including those without Intranet access - the information made available on the subject.
        



        
        Effective Compliance organisation
        



        
		A thorough review of the Compliance organisation at the end of 2014 yielded a very satisfactory result. The Internal Audit department and external auditors concluded that responsibilities are clearly regulated within the various Group functions and the mechanisms are geared towards effectiveness. Geberit is guided by the relevant criteria that are typical of the industry and, accordingly, places the emphasis on the areas of antitrust legislation, corruption, environmental protection, employee rights and product liability. Once an assessment of the existing compliance structures had been completed, the Geberit Group's Compliance Programme was also extended to the companies of the former Sanitec Group. 
        



        
		The focal areas mentioned are described in detail in  Geberit's Code of Conduct, a new version of which has been available since the start of 2015. The Code of Conduct has existed since 2008. Compliance with the Code has always been audited annually in all organisational units, by means of a detailed questionnaire, and this now includes the organisational units of the former Sanitec Group. No significant breaches of the Code of Conduct were identified in 2015. The Code of Conduct attaches special importance to the particularly sensitive subjects of antitrust legislation and corruption. The corresponding directives have been updated and made accessible to all relevant employees through suitable communication channels. Over the coming year, there will be a repeat of a Group-wide survey on correct practice regarding donations. The Geberit Integrity Line, which was established in 2013, was opened to employees of the former Sanitec Group in 2015. This service is intended to enable employees to anonymously report cases such as sexual harassment or when a corrupt payment is covered up. There were no reports of significant violations of the Code of Conduct, either via the Integrity Line or the checks described.
        



        
		Training events geared specifically towards antitrust legislation matters were held in 2015 for the Managing Directors of the European sales companies. An e-learning course on the subject of compliance in the sphere of antitrust legislation will be held for all employees concerned in the first quarter of 2016.
        



        
        Overhauled identity launched
        



        
		In 2015, a key compliance element was remodelled in the  Geberit compass, which describes the cornerstones of the corporate culture: the joint mission, the shared values, the operational principles and the success factors to be considered by all employees. The CEO presented and explained these cornerstones in the first joint edition of the Group-wide employee magazine, which is published in six languages. At the end of 2015, a physical copy of the Compass was sent to the home addresses of all employees, with a letter from the CEO.
        



	
    


        
                Social Engagement



                

    
        
            Focus on water
        



        
            With innovative sanitary products, Geberit continuously improves the quality of people's lives. The company
            rigorously pursues this mission. The new edition of the guideline for employees, the  Geberit Compass, sets
            this out.
        



        
            The Group's social engagement is also about quality of life and sustainability. This is why it has for many
            years undertaken social projects that exhibit a relationship to the topic of water as well as to its core
            competencies and corporate culture. Equally important is the aspect of personal and professional education:
            by becoming actively involved in the social projects in developing regions of this world, apprentices become
            familiar with other cultures and acquire new social, linguistic and professional skills. Furthermore, the
            Group's social engagement in the form of social projects makes a tangible contribution to implementing the
            follow-up programme of the Millennium Development Goals of the United Nations, which seeks to give all
            humans access to clean drinking water and basic sanitation by 2030.
        



        
            Tangible commitment – global and diverse
        



        
            In a repeat of 2012, the apprentices visited South Africa in 2015, this time close to the port of Durban in
            Kwazulu-Natal province. This is the location of the  Cottonlands Primary School. Around 1,000 pupils attend the school,
            which was originally designed to accommodate around 500 children and was in urgent need of an infrastructure
            upgrade. The local Geberit sales company planned and oversaw the preparatory construction work. In November
            and December, the Geberit team, with apprentices from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, went to the school
            to install new sanitary installations and perform valuable voluntary work for orphan children in the
            neighbouring “LIV village”.
        



        
            The partnership with the Swiss development organisation Helvetas was renewed for another two years. Geberit
            once again supported the Helvetas campaign for clean drinking water and latrines, with a substantial
            contribution. The volunteering project in Nepal that had been planned for 2015 in partnership with Helvetas
            and with the involvement of Geberit employees was postponed by a year, because of the earthquake in the
            spring of 2015.
        



        
            The cooperation with the non-profit organisation Swiss Water Partnership was continued in the reporting
            year. The goal of this platform is to bring together all those involved in the topic of water supply (from
            academic, economic as well as public and private spheres) to collectively address future challenges and
            promote international dialogue on water.
        



            A multitude of initiatives and collection campaigns round off the Geberit Group's social commitment at the
            local level. As a basic principle, all social projects and the use of funds are regularly checked by Geberit
            employees in the respective country or in partnership with non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
        



            In addition, a number of Geberit production plants have for many years been awarding packing and assembly
            work to workshops for people with mental disabilities. In 2015, the volume of such orders was CHF 6.2
            million.
        



            For an overview of donations and financial contributions, see  Investments
            in infrastructure and services primarily for public benefit. All of Geberit’s donations and related
            commitments are neutral from a party political point of view. Furthermore, no donations were made to parties
            or politicians. As a rule, no political statements are made and no political lobbying is carried out. This
            is ensured globally as part of the annual audit of the Code of Conduct.
        



    
    

            Changes in Group structure



                

	
        No significant changes in the Group structure took place during the reporting year, aside from the  Sanitec acquisition. Please also refer to the   Financial Statements of the Geberit Group, Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 2. Changes in Group structure.



	

 
            Outlook



        

        
            
 
	
        
		Environment for the construction industry will remain challenging 
        



        
		The situation in the construction industry will remain challenging. The individual regions/markets and construction sectors are developing very differently. In Europe, there are signs that the construction industry could stabilise. For markets such as Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Poland, a positive market environment is expected. No growth is forecasted for the Swiss and Austrian construction industry. In the Italian and French markets, which have been in crisis in recent years, a few indicators point towards a stabilisation. In North America, moderate growth is predicted in the public sector construction industry, which is important to Geberit's business in the USA, along with a continued recovery in residential construction. The Far East/Pacific region will be shaped by a further weakening in China in the residential construction segment. In the Middle East/Africa region, the outlook in South Africa remains positive, whereas in the Gulf States a slowing of activities is expected in the construction industry, due to the low oil price.
        



        Fluctuations in the Swiss franc will continue to affect sales and earnings. Gains and losses result mainly from the translation of local results into Swiss franc (translation effects). In general, the effects of currency fluctuations on margins are warded off as far as possible with an efficient natural hedging strategy. This entails making sure that costs in the various currency areas are incurred in the same proportion in which sales are generated. The integration of the Sanitec business did nothing to change this situation. The influence of currency fluctuations on operating profit margins is relatively small due to the natural hedging strategy. The 10% currency rebate introduced at the start of February 2015 in the Swiss market, in response to the stronger Swiss franc, was transferred to the 2016 price list. With regard to the impact of foreign currency effects, please refer to the information and the sensitivity analysis in the  Management of currency risks section.
        



        
		In the first half of 2016, the level of raw material prices is likely to be slightly below the prior-year period - driven mainly by lower prices of industrial metals and special plastics. It is unwise at present to give any more detailed forecasts, given the uncertain environment.
        




        Geberit


 
        
		The Geberit Group’s 2016 financial year is expected to be further impacted by the integration of Sanitec’s activities. Since 1 January 2016, the sales organisation is operating as a single company in all markets; another focus shall also be on the further harmonisation of systems and processes and realising initial synergies. Just as important shall be the focus on Geberit’s daily business, which is expected to be a challenging undertaking once again owing to the situation in the European construction markets. The objective shall be to provide convincing services in all markets with the new joint sales team and, as in previous years, gain market shares. The main focus shall fall on the concerted marketing of the new products introduced in recent years, the more intense penetration of markets in which Geberit products or technologies are still under-represented and on the very promising shower toilet business. In line with the Geberit strategy, these measures shall be accompanied by efforts to continuously optimise business processes.    
        



        
		 The Board of Directors and the Group Executive Board are convinced that the company is very well equipped for the upcoming opportunities and challenges. The opportunities offered as a result of combining technical know-how in sanitary technology “behind the wall” and design expertise “in front of the wall” will be firmly seized. Experienced and highly motivated employees, a number of promising products that have been launched in recent years and product ideas for the more distant future, a lean and market-oriented organisation, an established cooperation based on trust with our market partners in both commerce and trade, and the Group’s continued solid financial foundation following the acquisition of Sanitec are vital to our future success.  
        




	
 
	

        

    















    

        
            
                1. Group structure and shareholders



            Management report

            Corporate Governance

        
        
	
	
1.1 Group structure




 The operational Group structure is shown in the diagram  Management Structure.






Geberit AG, the parent company of the Geberit Group, has its headquarters in Rapperswil-Jona (CH). For the place of listing, market capitalisation, Swiss securities identification number and ISIN code, please refer to  Geberit share information.






The Group’s consolidated subsidiaries are listed in  Note 33, Group companies as of 31 December 2015 to the Consolidated Financial Statements, stating the company name and head office, share capital and equity interest held by the Group companies. In addition, it was announced on 3 February 2015 that all of the terms of the bid to take over the Sanitec Group had been met. As a result, the companies of the former Sanitec Group are also included in the scope of consolidation as of 31 December 2015. Except for Geberit AG, the scope of consolidation does not include any listed companies.




	
	 




	
		
		1.2 Significant shareholders 



			
			The significant shareholders within the meaning of Art. 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations (Schweizerisches Obligationenrecht, OR) listed at right were entered in the company’s share register on 31 December 2015 as holding more than 3% of the voting rights or share capital recorded in the Commercial Register.
			



			
			Disclosure notifications reported to Geberit during 2015 and published by Geberit via the electronic publishing platform of SIX Swiss Exchange can be viewed at  www.six-exchange-regulation.com/en/home/publications/significant-shareholders.html.
			



			1.3 Cross-shareholdings



			
			In terms of equity interests or voting rights, the Geberit Group has no cross-shareholdings with any other companies that exceed a threshold of 5%. 
			




			1.4 Important changes to the Articles of Incorporation



			
			As a consequence of the new provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation with respect to Listed Companies (OaEC), the Articles of Incorporation were amended in April 2014. There were no amendments to the Articles of Incorporation in 2015.
			




	

	
	
		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				Significant shareholders*

(as of 31 December 2015)			in %


			BlackRock, New York, USA			5.11


			Capital Group Companies, Inc., Los Angeles, USA			4.94


			*  In accordance with the corresponding reports
to SIX Swiss Exchange




























































	



        
                    2. Capital structure



        
        
	
	
	2.1 Capital



        Amount of ordinary, authorised and conditional capital of the company as of 31 December 2015: 
        



					Ordinary capital: 			CHF 3,779,842.70


			Conditional capital: 			–


			Authorised capital: 			–







		

		For more details, please refer to the following subchapters.
		



		
	
	 




	

		 
		2.2 Authorised and conditional capital details 



	    As of 31 December 2015, the Geberit Group had no conditional or authorised capital. 
        



	
	
		
		2.3 Changes in capital



		
		For Geberit AG’s changes in capital, see the table to the right.  
		



		
		For further details on changes in capital, reference is made to the Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements in this Annual Report 2015 ( consolidated statements of changes in equity and consolidated statements of comprehensive income and  Note 21, capital stock and treasury shares), to the information in the  Financial Statements of Geberit AG as well as to the 2013 figures in the  2014 Annual Report (Geberit Group’s Consolidated Financial Statements:  consolidated statements of changes in equity and statements of comprehensive income, and  Note 22, capital stock and treasury shares;  Financial Statements of Geberit AG).
		




		 
		2.4 Shares and participation certificates



		
		The share capital of Geberit AG is fully paid in and amounts to CHF 3,779,842.70. It is divided into 37,798,427 registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.10 each. 
		



		
		With the exception of the treasury shares held by the company, each share registered with voting rights in the share register of the company carries one vote at the General Meeting and each share (whether or not it is entered in the share register) carries a dividend entitlement. All dividends that have not been collected within five years of their due date are forfeited to the company in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation and allocated to the general reserve. As of 31 December 2015, the company held 877,880 treasury shares (thereof 634,600 held by Geberit AG and 243,280 by subsidiaries). At the 2016 ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors will propose to cancel the treasury shares that were acquired as part of the share buyback programme announced in March 2014 and completed by end of February 2016 by means of capital reduction.    
		



        No participation certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding. 
        




    	 
		2.5 Profit-sharing certificates



        No profit-sharing certificates of the Geberit Group are outstanding.
        



	
	

		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			 			31.12.2013			31.12.2014			31.12.2015


			 			MCHF			MCHF			MCHF


			Share capital			3.8			3.8			3.8


			Reserves			765.1			875.1			875.1


			Retained earnings			408.6			316.4			305.0


































	





	
		 
		2.6 Limitations on transferability and nominee registrations



		
        Upon request and presentation of evidence of the transfer, acquirers of shares are registered as shareholders with voting rights in the share register if they explicitly declare to hold the shares in their own name and for their own account. The Articles of Incorporation provide for the registration of a maximum of 3% of the shares held by nominees, which may be permitted by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors may register nominees as shareholders with voting rights in excess of such registration limitation, provided the nominees disclose detailed information and shareholdings of the persons for which they hold 0.5% or more of the share capital. 
		



		
        The Board of Directors has the power to delete entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry if the registration has been made on the basis of false information. It may give the concerned shareholder the opportunity to comment in advance. In any case, the shareholder concerned is informed without delay about the deletion.  
		



        
        Furthermore, the Articles of Incorporation do not contain any restrictions in terms of registration or voting rights.
		



        
		In the reporting year 2015, there were no registrations in the share register of shares held by nominees of up to a maximum of 3% of the share capital or in excess of this registration limitation. Moreover, the Board of Directors did not have to delete any entries in the share register retroactively as of the date of entry in the reporting year. 
        




		
		2.7 Convertible bonds and warrants/options



		No convertible bonds are outstanding. 



		
		
		No options were issued to any external parties. As regards options issued to employees of the Geberit Group, reference is made to the  Remuneration Report and  Note 17, participation plans in the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group.
		



	
		
		




        
            3. Board of Directors



        
        
	
	
		3.1/3.2 Members of the Board of Directors



		
		At the end of 2015, the Board of Directors was composed of six members.  
		



	

	
	
	  

	 


	
	
		
		Albert M. Baehny (1952) 



			
			
                Non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2015 (Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors from 2011 to 2014)
				Swiss citizen

                CEO Regent Lighting AG, Basel (CH)
			
			



			
			Albert M. Baehny graduated with a degree in biology from the University of Fribourg (CH). In 1979, he started his career in the research department of Serono-Hypolab. His further career comprised various marketing, sales, strategic planning and global management positions with Dow Chemicals Europe (1981–1993), Ciba-Geigy/Ciba SC (1994–2000), Vantico (2000–2001) and Wacker Chemie (2001–2002). For more than 20 years, Albert M. Baehny gathered relevant knowledge and expertise with global business responsibility. Before joining Geberit, he was Senior Vice President of Wacker Specialties. At Geberit he was Head of Group Division Marketing and Sales Europe from 2003–2004. From 2005 until the end of 2014, Albert M. Baehny was Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group. He has been Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 



	
	
		 
		Robert F. Spoerry (1955)



			
			
			Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors since 2011, non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2009 (Lead Director from 2011 until the end of 2014)
Swiss citizen
Chairman of the Board of Directors Mettler-Toledo International Inc., Greifensee (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Sonova Holding AG, Stäfa (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Conzzeta AG, Zurich (CH) 


			
			



			
		Robert F. Spoerry holds a degree in mechanical engineering from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (CH) and an MBA from the University of Chicago (US). He has been with Mettler-Toledo since 1983 and was its CEO from 1993–2007. He oversaw the separation from Ciba-Geigy in 1996 and the initial public offering of Mettler-Toledo on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1997. In 1998, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
			



			        
        Robert F. Spoerry has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 

	 




	
	
		 
		Felix R. Ehrat (1957)



			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2013
Swiss citizen
Group General Counsel and Member of the Executive Committee Novartis since 2011, Basel (CH); Chairman of the Board of Directors Globalance Bank AG, Zurich (CH); Member of the Board of Directors Hyos Invest Holding AG, Zurich (CH); Chairman of SwissHoldings, Bern (CH); Member of the Board of Trustees Avenir Suisse, Zurich (CH)

			
			



			
			Felix R. Ehrat received his doctorate of law from the University of Zurich (CH) in 1990, where he previously also received his law degree in 1982. In 1986, he completed an LL.M. at the McGeorge School of Law in the USA. He has been Group General Counsel of Novartis since October 2011 and a member of the Executive Committee of the Novartis Group since 1 January 2012. Felix R. Ehrat is a leading practitioner of corporate, banking and mergers and acquisitions law, as well as an expert in corporate governance and arbitration. He started his career as an Associate with Bär & Karrer in Zurich (CH) in 1987, became Partner in 1992 and advanced to Senior Partner (2003–2011) and Executive Chairman of the Board of Directors (2007–2011) of the firm.
			



			
			Felix R. Ehrat has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			



			
			
			  
				 

  
 
			  
			
			



	
	
		 
		Thomas M. Hübner (1958)



			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2015
Swiss citizen
Member of the Board of Directors and Lead Director B&M European Value Retail S.A., Luxemburg (LU), Member of the Board of Directors Panda Retail Company, Jeddah (SA), and Chairman of the Board of Directors Burger King SEE S.A., Brussels (BE), Member of the Industry Advisory Board VR Equitypartner GmbH, Frankfurt (DE)
 
            
			



			
			Thomas M. Hübner completed a Master’s degree in International Restaurant & Hospitality Management at Hotel Management School in Zurich in 1982. In 1996, he received an Executive MBA from the University of St. Gallen (HSG). From 2011 to 2013, Thomas M. Hübner was Executive Director Europe & International Partnerships and a member of the Group Executive Board at Carrefour SA (FR), where his responsibilities included an increased focus on the international franchising and joint venture business in Europe, Asia and the Middle East. From 2008 to 2011, he was both Chairman of the Board of Directors of Citrus International (CH) and Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Contract Farming India (CH). At Metro Cash & Carry International GmbH (DE), he was Chief Operating Officer for Eastern Europe and Russia from 2000 to 2002, and CEO from 2002 to 2008. Here he was responsible for various duties, including the increased internationalisation of the business and the professionalisation of purchasing processes. He also held the role of CEO at Prodega AG (CH) from 1996 to 2000. Before he was responsible for the Czech Republic and Slovakia at McDonald’s from 1990 to 1995 and was Chief Operating Officer in Switzerland from 1988 to 1990. Furthermore, for three years up to 2014 he was Co-Chairman of ECR (Efficient Consumer Response) Europe, the most important European retail and manufacturer association.
   			



			  
			Thomas M. Hübner has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors’ mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group. 
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   

	 



	
	

	
	
		 
		Hartmut Reuter (1957)



			
			
			Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2008

		German citizen 

		Member of the Shareholders Committee and Supervisory Board Vaillant GmbH, Remscheid (DE); Chairman of the Advisory Board GBT-Bücolit GmbH, Marl (DE); Member of the Board of Directors Wilkhahn GmbH + Co KG, Bad Münder (DE)

			



			
            After graduating in industrial engineering from Technical University Darmstadt (DE), Hartmut Reuter joined the Bosch Group in Stuttgart (DE) in 1981. During more than 15 years with Bosch, he occupied management positions in various industrial business units, until finally becoming Director in the planning and controlling division at Bosch headquarters. From 1997–2009, Hartmut Reuter was member of the Group Executive Board of the Rieter Group in Winterthur (CH); for the last seven of those years he was CEO of the company. Since then, he has worked as a freelance management consultant and has held positions in various supervisory bodies. 
			



			
            Hartmut Reuter has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 

	 


	
	
		 
		Jørgen Tang-Jensen (1956)



			
			
				Non-executive, independent member of the Board of Directors since 2012 
				

                Danish citizen 

                Member of the Board of Directors Coloplast A/S (DK); Member of the Confederation of Danish Industry Business Political Committee

			
			



			
			Jørgen Tang-Jensen holds an MSc in Economics & Business Administration from the Business School in Aarhus (DK). He has also completed a number of management further training courses at the IMD in Lausanne (CH) and at Stanford University (US). Jørgen Tang-Jensen has been CEO of the Danish building materials manufacturer VELUX A/S since 2001. The VELUX Group has 10,000 employees at its sales companies in about 40 countries and its manufacturing companies in 11 countries. VELUX is one of the strongest brands in the global building materials sector. After completing his studies, Jørgen Tang-Jensen joined the VELUX Group in 1981 and worked in various executive positions in the main VELUX sales and production companies until being appointed CEO. As a managing director, he was responsible for the respective national companies in Denmark from 1989–1991, France from 1991–1992, the United States in 1996 and Germany from 1999–2000. 
			



			            
            Jørgen Tang-Jensen has not been a member of any Management Board of a Geberit Group company in the past three years. Apart from his Board of Directors' mandate, he does not have any significant business relations with the Geberit Group.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
   



	


	
	

        3.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC




        
		Members of the Board of Directors may hold up to five mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to five mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        


 
        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Board of Directors of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group.  
        



        Mandates of a member of the Board of Directors of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        



        Mandates held by a member of the Board of Directors in their main activity as a member of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it shall not count as mandates within the meaning of this provision. 
        


    		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register. 



		
	




	
		 
		3.4 Elections and terms of office



			
			 Since 1 January 2014, pursuant to Art. 3 of the OaEC, the term of office for a member of the Board of Directors ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Members of the Board of Directors are elected on an individual basis. Re-election is possible. 
            



            
			Also since 1 January 2014, the Chairman of the Board of Directors is elected by the General Meeting. Their term of office also ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. If the position of Chairman of the Board of Directors is vacant, the Board of Directors is to appoint a new Chairman of the Board of Directors from among its members for the remaining term of office. 
            



			
			Since 1 January 2014, members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are also elected annually and on an individual basis at the General Meeting. Only members of the Board of Directors are eligible. Their term of office ends at the closing of the following ordinary General Meeting. Re-election is possible. 
            



            
			The members of the Board of Directors, Chairman of the Board of Directors and members of the Committees retire from their positions at the next ordinary General Meeting following their 70th birthday. 
            



		
		
			Robert F. Spoerry will not be standing for re-election at the next ordinary General Meeting. Within the context of succession planning, the Geberit AG Board of Directors will nominate Ms Regi Aalstad as a new member of the Board of Directors and – if she is elected as member of the Board of Directors – as a new member of the Compensation Committee at the ordinary General Meeting on 6 April 2016. Furthermore, if Hartmut Reuter is re-elected as a member of the Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors intends to appoint him as Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Board of Directors and the remaining members of the Board of Directors are standing for re-election for a further year. 
            



		
		3.5 Internal organisational structure



		
		The organisation of the Board of Directors is governed by law, the Company’s  Articles of Incorporation and the  “Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG” (see also  “Definition of areas of responsibility”).
		



            
			As a result of the entry into force of the OaEC on 1 January 2014 and the amendments made to the Articles of Incorporation in this respect, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are each to be elected annually and on an individual basis by the General Meeting. After each ordinary General Meeting, the Board of Directors elects the Vice Chairman from among its members, as well as the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee and the Chairman and the members of the Audit Committee. 
            


	
			
			Following the resignation of Albert M. Baehny as CEO with effect from the end of 2014, the function of Lead Director was no longer needed and was therefore abolished as of 31 December 2014. 
			



			
			
			The Board of Directors meets whenever business so requires, but at least four times a year generally for one day each (2015: eight meetings or telephone conferences). Meetings shall be chaired by the Chairman or, in the event of his incapacity, by the Vice Chairman. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Secretary, who need not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Chairman of the Board of Directors may invite members of the Group Executive Board to attend meetings of the Board of Directors. 
			



			
			The Board of Directors shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Attendance can also be effected via telephone or electronic media. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 	
            



			
			The regular meetings of the Board of Directors and committees are scheduled early, so that as a rule all members participate in person or via telephone. The participation rate for meetings of the Board of Directors in 2015 was 98%.
			







		
	
	




	
	

	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
						3 Mar			1 Apr			30 Jun			10 Aug			24 Aug			25 Aug			23 Oct			8 Dec


			Albert M. Baehny			X			X			X			–			X			X			X			X


			Robert F. Spoerry			X			X			X			X			X			X			X			X


			Felix R. Ehrat			X			X			X			X			X			X			X			X


			Thomas Hübner			n/a			n/a			X			X			X			X			X			X


			Hartmut Reuter			X			X			X			X			X			X			X			X


			Jørgen Tang-Jensen			X			X			X			X			X			X			X			X










































































































	




	
		
	
 
     
            
            The Board of Directors has formed two committees composed exclusively of non-executive and independent Board members:  
            



		


    Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC; formerly Personnel Committee) 




            
                The compensation and nomination tasks and responsibilities are combined in this Committee. 
            




            
             The Nomination and Compensation Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are elected individually and annually by the General Meeting. The Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee is appointed by the Board of Directors. If the Nomination and Compensation Committee is not complete, the Board of Directors is to appoint members to fill the corresponding position(s) for the remaining term of office. The Nomination and Compensation Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. In the event of a tie, the Chairman shall have the casting vote. 
            



            
			The members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee as of 31 December 2015 were Robert F. Spoerry (Chairman), Hartmut Reuter and Jørgen Tang-Jensen. The committee meets at least three times a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            




		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
						25 Feb			30 Jun			24 Aug			7 Dec


			Robert F. Spoerry			X			X			X			X


			Hartmut Reuter			X			X			X			X


			Jørgen Tang-Jensen			X			X			X			X









































































































		
            




            
            The Nomination and Compensation Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law and the Articles of Incorporation in the area of the compensation and personnel policy of the Geberit Group. The powers and duties of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are based on the following principles:
            




            			
				Preparation and periodical review of the Geberit Group’s compensation policy and principles and personnel policy, performance criteria related to compensation and periodical review of their implementation, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
				


			
				Preparation of all relevant decisions of the Board of Directors in relation to the nomination and compensation of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board, as well as submission of the respective proposals and recommendations to the Board of Directors. 
                







            
            The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Nomination and Compensation Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            




            The Board of Directors may delegate further powers and duties to the Nomination and Compensation Committee in respect of nomination, compensation and related matters.
            



            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Nomination and Compensation Committee are stipulated in the  Organisational Regulations of the Nomination and Compensation Committee (NCC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            





            
            Audit Committee (AC)




            
            The Audit Committee consists of three independent, non-executive members of the Board of Directors. They are appointed annually by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors appoints a member of the Audit Committee as Chairman. The Audit Committee shall be quorate if a majority of its members are present. Resolutions are passed with the majority of votes cast. The CEO and CFO as well as the internal and external auditors attend the meetings if necessary. Furthermore, the committee is entitled to hold meetings exclusively with representatives of the external as well as the internal auditors. The Audit Committee has direct access to the internal auditors and can obtain all the information it requires within the Geberit Group and consult the responsible employees. 
            





            
			As of 31 December 2015, the Audit Committee was composed of Hartmut Reuter (Chairman), Felix R. Ehrat and Robert F. Spoerry. It meets at least twice a year generally for a half day each (2015: four meetings). The participation rate for meetings in 2015 was 100%.
            





			





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
						25 Feb			5 Aug			24 Aug			7 Dec


			Hartmut Reuter			X			X			X			X


			Felix R. Ehrat			X			X			X			X


			Robert F. Spoerry			X			X			X			X









































































































		
            




            
            The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors in fulfilling its duties specified by law, in particular in the areas of financial control (supervision of the internal and external auditors and monitoring of financial reporting) and ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management (internal control system). The Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit and coordinates them with those of the external audit. For every meeting, the internal and external auditors provide a comprehensive report on all audits carried out and the measures to be implemented. The Audit Committee monitors the implementation of the conclusions of the audit. It also assesses the functionality of the internal control system, including risk management (refer to   “Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board”).  The Audit Committee supports the Board of Directors with corporate governance and compliance issues, monitors the relevant corporate governance and compliance aspects and develops them further. The overall responsibility for the duties and competencies assigned to the Audit Committee remains with the Board of Directors.
            




            
            The organisation, detailed responsibilities, functioning and reporting of the Audit Committee are set out in the  Organisational Regulations of the Audit Committee (AC) of the Board of Directors of Geberit AG.
            






        3.6 Definition of areas of responsibility




        
          Pursuant to Swiss Corporate Law and the Articles of Incorporation at Geberit AG, the Board of Directors has the following non-transferable and irrevocable responsibilities: 
        




        			The ultimate management of the Company and the giving of the necessary directives


			The establishment of the organisation


			The structuring of the accounting system and the financial controls, as well as the financial planning


			The appointment and removal of the persons entrusted with the management and the representation


			The ultimate supervision of the persons entrusted with the management; in particular, in view of compliance with the law, Articles of Incorporation, regulations and directives


			The preparation of the annual report and of the compensation report (for the first time for the business year 2014), as well as the preparation of the General Meeting and the implementation of its resolutions


			The notification of the judge in case of overindebtedness







        
		The Board of Directors determines the strategic objectives and the general resources for achieving these, and decides on major business transactions. Further areas of responsibility of the Board of Directors are set out in the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors and the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. 
        




        
		To the extent legally permissible and in accordance with its Organisational Regulations, the Board of Directors has assigned the operational management to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The individual duties assigned to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) are governed in particular by the Supplement to the Organisational Regulations. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is authorised to further delegate powers to individual members of the Group Executive Board and/or to other executives of the Geberit Group. 
        



        
		As of the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board is composed of the Chief Executive Officer and five other members. The members of the Group Executive Board are appointed by the Board of Directors based on the proposal of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. 
        



        
		The Articles of Incorporation and/or the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors regulate the duties and powers of the Board of Directors as a governing body, the Chairman and the committees. The Organisational Regulations also define the rights and duties of the Group Executive Board, which are set forth in more detail in the Internal Regulations for the Group Executive Board. The Supplement to the Organisational Regulations contains a detailed list of the decision-making powers and Group management duties. 
        




        
        The Organisational Regulations of the  Board of Directors, the  Nomination and Compensation Committee and the  Audit Committee  can be viewed at  www.geberit.com/download-centre/publications/.
        






        3.7 Information and control instruments vis-à-vis the Group Executive Board 




        
		At every meeting, the members of the Group Executive Board inform the Board of Directors of current business developments and major business transactions of the Group or Group companies. Between meetings, the Board of Directors is comprehensively informed in writing about current business developments and the company’s financial situation on a monthly basis. Essentially, this report contains key statements on the Group and market development, information and key figures on the Group sales and profit development (in January, April, July and October, it contains statements only on sales development and not on profit development), statements on sales development in the individual product lines and countries or regions as well as an analysis on the share price development. The more extensive quarterly report additionally contains the expectations of the operational management on the development of results until the end of the financial year, information on the development of the workforce and liquidity and on the investments made, the composition of the shareholders as well as market expectations in regard to the business development. In the past year, the Board of Directors held eight meetings. 
        





        
		Furthermore, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer are in contact at regular intervals with respect to all major issues of corporate policy. Each member of the Board of Directors may individually demand information with respect to all matters of the Group or Group companies. 
        





        
        Based on the Organisational Regulations of the Board of Directors, the Audit Committee has implemented a comprehensive system for monitoring and controlling the risks linked to the business activities. This process includes risk identification, analysis, control and reporting. Operationally, the Group Executive Board is responsible for controlling of risk management. In addition, responsible persons are designated in the company for significant individual risks. These responsible parties decide on specific actions for risk mitigation and monitor their implementation. Every other year, the Internal Audit department issues a risk report for the attention of the Board of Directors. Significant risks are also constantly discussed in the meetings of the Group Executive Board and Board of Directors, which take place on a regular basis. For information on the management of financial risks, refer to   Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements, 4. “Risk assessment and management”. In addition, the Internal Audit department reports to the Audit Committee at every meeting on completed audits and on the status of the implementation of findings and optimisation proposals of previous audits.
        





	



	
	
	
		
    
	


         
            4. Group Executive Board



        
        
    
		4.1/4.2 Members of the Group Executive Board



            
    		At the end of 2015, the Group Executive Board was composed of six members. 
    		



    




	
	
        Christian Buhl (1973)



						
                
                   Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since January 2015

member of the Group Executive Board since 2015
with Geberit since 2009
Swiss citizen
			
			



			
Christian Buhl studied physics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich (Dipl. Phys. ETH) before undertaking his doctorate (Dr. oec. HSG) in the area of financial market research at the University of St. Gallen. From 2000 to 2003, he worked as a teaching and research assistant at the Swiss Institute of Banking and Finance in St. Gallen and in research and teaching at the Centre for Economic Research at the University of Basel. From 2004 to 2008, Christian Buhl worked at McKinsey & Company, Zurich, where he undertook projects for various Swiss and international industrial companies, supporting them in the area of strategy, M&A, marketing and organisation. He joined Geberit in 2009, initially as Head Strategic Planning, before taking over responsibility for the Geberit AquaClean shower toilet business. From 2012 to the end of 2014, Christian Buhl was Managing Director of the German sales company – the most important sales unit within the Geberit Group. He has been the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Geberit Group since 1 January 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  


	
	  
		 
		Roland Iff (1961)



			
			
				Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 1993
Head of Group Division Finance (CFO)
Swiss citizen
Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors VZ Holding AG, Zurich (CH) 
 

			
			



			
			Roland Iff studied economics at the University of St. Gallen (CH) and graduated with the degree of lic.oec. (major: accounting and finance) in 1986. He started his professional career in 1987 as internal auditor with the American Mead Corporation in Zurich (CH) and at the company’s headquarters in Dayton (US). Subsequently he worked on different market development projects in Brussels (BE) before he was appointed Chief Financial Officer of Mead’s Italian subsidiary in Milan (IT) in 1990. In 1993, Roland Iff joined Geberit as Head of Corporate Development. In 1995, he became Head of Group Controlling. Beginning in October 1997, he served as Head of Group Treasury. Roland Iff has been Head of Group Division Finance (CFO) of the Geberit Group since 2005, refer also to   Management Structure.
			



	  

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 





	



  
	
	
		
		 
		Michael Reinhard (1956)



			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since 2005
with Geberit since 2004
Head of Group Division Products
German citizen
Member of the Board of Directors Reichle & De-Massari AG, Wetzikon (CH) 


			
			



			
			Michael Reinhard studied mechanical engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt (DE) and was awarded a PhD in materials science from the Deutsche Kunststoffinstitut. He started his professional career in 1987 as a project manager with Automatik GmbH, Gross-Ostheim (DE). In 1990, he joined McKinsey & Company and was soon promoted to senior associate. In 1992, Michael Reinhard joined Schott, Mainz (DE), where he was entrusted with various functions of increasing responsibility within international sales and marketing. In 1995, he became Vice President of Schott’s Pharmaceutical Packaging Division and in 1998 Senior Vice President of the Tubing Division comprising 2,400 employees. At Geberit, Michael Reinhard became Head of Group Division Sales in 2005. He has been Head of the Group Division Products since 2006, refer also to  Management Structure.
			



	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	
 




  


	
	
		
		
		Egon Renfordt-Sasse (1957) 



			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since February 2015
with Geberit since 1997
Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands
German citizen



			
			



			
			Egon Renfordt-Sasse completed his mechanical engineering studies at RWTH Aachen University (DE) in 1986. He began his career at Battenfeld-Fischer in Troisdorf (DE), where he held several positions until 1997, the last of which as manager of the “Technical Parts” profit centre. In 1997, he joined the Geberit Group as the product manager responsible for the Installation Systems product line. From 2001 to 2003, he was responsible for “Sales Engineering” – among other things – at Geberit’s German sales company. He then became Head of Products Sanitary Systems at the Group, a position he held until 2012. Since then, he has been Head of Group Marketing. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Egon Renfordt-Sasse as Head of Group Division Marketing & Brands with effect from 10 February 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 



  


	
	
		
		
		Karl Spachmann (1958)



			
			
		Member of the Group Executive Board since 2011

with Geberit since 1997

Head of Group Division Sales Europe

German citizen


			
			



			
			Karl Spachmann graduated in business and organisational studies at the University of the German Armed Forces in Munich (DE). He began his career with the German Armed Forces in 1983 where he served as radar commanding officer, platoon leader and press officer until 1990. In early 1990, he joined Adolf Würth GmbH & Co. KG in Künzelsau (DE), initially as Assistant to the Managing Director of Sales and later as Regional Sales Manager for North Rhine-Westphalia. In 1995, he moved to Friedrich Grohe AG in Hemer (DE) to work as responsible Sales Manager for Germany. Since 1997, he has been responsible for the German sales company of the Geberit Group, initially as Managing Director focusing on field service, and since 2000 as Chairman of the Management Board. Karl Spachmann has been Head of the Division Sales Europe since 2011, refer also to  Management Structure.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	  
	 


	
		 
		Ronald van Triest (1969)



			
			
			Member of the Group Executive Board since June 2015
with Geberit since June 2015
Head of Group Division Sales International
Dutch citizen


			
			



			
			Ronald van Triest completed his Master’s degree in Management and Organisation at the University of Groningen (NL) in 1996. He started his career at Royal Philips, where he held various roles until 2006. These were initially in the areas of marketing and sales, before a second phase where he took on wide-ranging responsibilities in the areas of product management, M&A and executive management. He operated predominantly from Singapore and Hong Kong. From 2007 to 2009, he was General Manager Sales at China Electronics Corporation in Shenzhen (CN), where he was responsible for the sales, marketing, service and logistics and managed staff in China, Singapore, Russia and Turkey. From 2010 to 2015, he worked for Ellipz Lighting in Singapore. As CEO and Managing Director, he was responsible for setting up and developing the Asian business. Among other things, he established a joint venture in Beijing, set up the local production, R&D and sales and created sales channels in South-East Asia and the Middle East as well as a joint venture in India. The Board of Directors of Geberit AG appointed Ronald van Triest as Head of Group Division Sales International with effect from 1 June 2015, refer also to  Management Structure.
			




	

	
	
	  
		 

  
 
	 


    
    


	
	

        	 
		4.3 Regulations in the Articles of Incorporation concerning the number of permissible activities in accordance with Art. 12 Para. 1 Clause 1 OaEC



        
		Members of the Group Executive Board may hold up to two mandates in profit-oriented legal entities and up to four mandates in non-profit-oriented legal entities or charitable legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        



        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board in legal entities which are controlled by the company, or which control the company as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the Group Executive Board of the company, or held by order and on behalf of the company or legal entities controlled by it, shall not count as mandates in legal entities outside the Geberit Group. 
        



        Mandates of a member of the Group Executive Board of the company in legal entities outside the Geberit Group which are under common control, as well as mandates held by such member in their capacity as a member of the supreme governing body or of the group management of a legal entity outside the Geberit Group or held by order and on behalf of such legal entity or legal entities controlled by it, shall be deemed one mandate outside the Geberit Group. 
        



		
		The acceptance of mandates from members of the Group Executive Board in legal entities outside the Geberit Group must be approved in advance by the Board of Directors or, if delegated to it, the Nomination and Compensation Committee.
		



		
		Mandates in the sense of the Articles of Incorporation of Geberit AG are mandates in supreme governing bodies or in an advisory board of legal entities that are required to be recorded in the Commercial Register or in a corresponding foreign register.
		



		 

		4.4 Management contracts



			
			The Group has not entered into any management contracts with companies (or natural persons) outside the Geberit Group.
			



	
	 


         
            5. Compensations, shareholdings and loans



        
        
	
	

	See  Remuneration Report.




	
	
	
	


        
                    6. Participatory rights of the shareholders



        
        
	
	
		6.1 Voting rights and representation restrictions



		
            The voting right may be exercised only if the shareholder is recorded as a voting shareholder in the share register of Geberit AG. Treasury shares held by the company do not entitle the holder to vote. 		
         




		
		
		Shareholders can be represented at the General Meeting only by their legal representative, another voting shareholder or the independent proxy in accordance with the company’s Articles of Incorporation. The company recognises only one representative per share. 
		




		
		
		The Board of Directors determines the requirements concerning powers of attorney and instructions in accordance with the legal provisions and can issue regulations to this effect. 
		




		
		
		For limitations on transferability and nominee registrations, see  Clause 2.6, Corporate governance and  Corporate governance, capital structure.
		



		

		 
		6.2 Quorums required by the Articles of Incorporation



		
		The company’s Articles of Incorporation do not stipulate any resolutions of the General Meeting that can be passed only by a larger majority than that envisaged by law.
		





		 
		6.3/6.4 Convocation of the General Meeting of Shareholders/agenda



		
            The General Meeting is convened by the Board of Directors at the latest 20 days before the date of the meeting. No resolutions may be passed on any subject not announced in this context. Applications to convene an extraordinary General Meeting or for the performance of a special audit are exempt from this rule and may be made by any shareholder during a General Meeting without prior announcement. Shareholders representing shares with a par value of CHF 4,000 may demand inclusion of items on the agenda. Such requests must be made at least 45 days before the General Meeting in writing by stating the items of the agenda and the motions. 
		



		
		Furthermore, outside a General Meeting, one or more shareholders representing together at least 3% of the share capital may jointly request that an extraordinary General Meeting is called. This is made in writing by indicating the agenda items and the motion, and in the case of elections the names of the proposed candidates.
        





		 
		6.5 Inscriptions into the share register



		
			In the invitation to the General Meeting, the Board of Directors will announce the cut-off date for inscription into the share register that is authoritative with respect to the right to participate and vote. 
		



	
	
	
	



                 7. Changes of control and defence measures



        
        
	
	
    7.1 Obligation to make an offer



        
        There are no regulations in the Articles of Incorporation with respect to “opting-up” or “opting-out”. 
        


    
    
    7.2 Change of control clauses



    
    For agreements and plans in the event of a change of control, see the  Remuneration report.
		
	
	
	
	


                 8. Auditors



        
        
	
	
		8.1 Duration of the mandate and term of office of the lead auditor



		
		PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Zurich, has been the auditor of the Geberit Group since 1997 and of Geberit AG since its foundation in 1999. Lead auditor Beat Inauen has been in charge of the auditing mandate since 2015. 
		





         
		8.2 Auditing fees



		
		In 2015, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced the Geberit Group TCHF 1,826 for services in connection with the audit of the financial statements of Group companies as well as the Consolidated Financial Statements of the Geberit Group. 
		




         
		8.3 Additional fees



		
		
		For additional services, PricewaterhouseCoopers invoiced TCHF 585 relating to tax consultancy and support as well as TCHF 130 for other services. Therefore, the non-audit fees amount to 39% of the audit fees.
		




         
		8.4 Information tools of the external auditors



		
		Before every meeting, the external auditor informs the Audit Committee in writing about relevant auditing activities and other important facts and figures related to the company. Representatives of the external and internal auditors attend the meetings of the Audit Committee for specific agenda items, and to comment on their activities and answer questions. The external auditors attended two meetings of the Audit Committee in the reporting year 2015. 
		



		
		The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors makes an annual assessment of the performance, fees and independence of the auditors, and supports the Board of Directors in the nomination of the auditor for the attention of the General Meeting. Every year, the Audit Committee determines the scope and planning of the internal audit, coordinates them with those of the external audit and discusses the audit results with the external and internal auditors. For more details on the Audit Committee, see  item 3, Board of Directors, Internal organisational structure, Audit Committee.
		




	
	
	
	


                 9. Information policy



        
        
	
	
		
Geberit maintains open and regular communication with its shareholders, the capital market and the general public with the CEO, CFO and the Head Corporate Communications & Investor Relations as direct contacts. 
		




		
		Printed summary annual reports as well as half-year reports are sent to shareholders. A comprehensive online version of the annual report, including an integrated sustainability report, is available on the website at  www.geberit.com/annualreport. Quarterly financial statements are published. Media and analysts’ conferences are held at least once a year. 
		




		
		Contact may be established at any time at  corporate.communications@geberit.com. Contact addresses for investors, media representatives and the interested public can be found on the website at  www.geberit.com/contact/contacts/ under the appropriate chapters.
		




		
		Interested parties may add their names to a mailing list available at  www.geberit.com/mailinglist, in order to receive ad hoc announcements or further information relating to the company. All published media releases of the Geberit Group from recent years can be downloaded at  www.geberit.com/media/.
		




		
		For further details on the Geberit Group’s information policy, including a time schedule, please refer to the  “Geberit share information” chapter.
		



		
	
	
	
	


    















    

        
            
                Remuneration Report



            Management report

            Remuneration report

        
        
    

        The Remuneration Report provides an overview of Geberit’s remuneration principles and programs, as well as
            information about the method of determination of remuneration. It also includes details of the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of the Group Executive Board related to the business year 2015. The report provides important and relevant information to be considered by the
            shareholders when making their decision with regards to the votes on the remuneration of the Board of
            Directors and the Group Executive Board submitted to the 2016 General Meeting for approval.
        



        The report is written in accordance with the provisions of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in
            Listed Stock Corporations, the standards related to information on Corporate Governance issued by the SIX
            Swiss Exchange, as well as the principles of the Swiss Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance of
            economiesuisse.
        



        The report is structured as follows:
        




        			Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination and Compensation Committee
            


			Remuneration policy and principles
            


			Determination of remuneration
            


			Remuneration architecture
            


			Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            


			Group Executive Board: remuneration and share ownership in 2015
            


			Summary of share and option plans 2015
            


			Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 13 December 2015
            






		
		
Additional information on business development in 2015 see also  Business and financial review.





    
    


            1. Introduction by the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee  



                
	
	 


        
        Dear Shareholder
        




        

        
        The purpose of the remuneration programs is to attract, retain and motivate employees, to drive best-in-class performance and to encourage behaviours that are aligned with the company’s high standards of integrity. We strive to proactively refine our remuneration system in order to respond to the changing business and regulatory environment, and we are keen to ensure that our remuneration principles reward performance and are well aligned to the interests of our shareholders. 
		



        
        Based on your feedback and in the context of the implementation of the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Listed Stock Corporations, we continuously assess and review our remuneration system. We made a number of changes in recent years, such as the elimination of performance-based remuneration for members of the Board of Directors, the introduction of a performance condition and, for the coming years, the extension of the vesting period in the long-term incentive plan for the Group Executive Board, as well as the implementation of a claw-back policy on the variable remuneration payments made to the Group Executive Board. 
		



        
        We have also expanded the disclosure of remuneration in our Remuneration Report. Based on the positive outcome of the shareholder consultative vote on the Remuneration Report at the 2014 and 2015 General Meetings, we believe that shareholders welcome the changes made to our remuneration programs and disclosure. This year again, we decided to further enhance our disclosure with additional information about performance in the reporting year, so that you can better assess the link between pay and performance. Looking ahead, we will continue to review and refine our remuneration framework in order to promote sustainable performance and employees’ engagement, while ensuring compliance on the regulatory requirements.
		



        
		At the 2016 General Meeting, we will request your approval of the total remuneration amount to be awarded to the Board of Directors for the period until the following General Meeting, and to the Executive Board for the 2017 business year. Further, you will have the opportunity to express your opinion on this Remuneration Report in a consultative vote. You will see in the report that the remuneration awarded to the Board of Directors for the compensation period ending with the 2016 General Meeting is in line with the limits approved by the 2015 General Meeting (limits approved for the remuneration of the Group Executive Board start to apply with business year 2016).
        



        
        The Board of Directors would like to thank you for your valuable feedback about our executive remuneration. We hope that you find this report informative and are confident that our remuneration system rewards performance in a balanced and sustainable manner and aligns well with the shareholders’ interests.
        



        
         
        



        
        
        Yours sincerely 
        






        

  
 

        
        Robert F. Spoerry

        Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee
        




		
	 
	 
	
            2. Remuneration policy and principles    



                
    

        Core principles



        
            In order to ensure the company's success and to maintain its position as market leader, it is critical to
            attract, develop and retain the right talent. Geberit’s remuneration programs are designed to support this
            fundamental objective and are based on the following principles:
        




        			Remuneration is competitive with that of other companies with which Geberit competes for talent


			Both company performance and individual contributions are recognised and rewarded


			Remuneration programs are balanced between rewarding short-term success and long-term value creation
            


			Shareholding programs foster the long-term commitment and mindset of executives and the alignment of
                their interests to those of the shareholders
            


			Executives are protected against risks through appropriate pension and insurance programs







        Remuneration of the Board of Directors




        In order to ensure the independence of the Board of Directors in its supervisory function over the Group
            Executive Board, members of the Board of Directors receive a fixed remuneration in the form of cash and
            non-discounted shares with a blocking period of four years. The remuneration system for the Board of
            Directors does not contain any performance-related component, refer also to  Remuneration architecture, Board of Directors.
        




        Remuneration of the Group Executive Board



        
            The remuneration of the Group Executive Board consists of fixed and variable elements.
        



        The base salary and benefits form the fixed remuneration and are based on prevalent market practice.
        



        The variable remuneration drives and rewards best-in-class performance by
            ways of continuously setting ambitious and stretched targets. The variable remuneration consists of
            short-term and long-term elements:
        




        			The short-term variable remuneration is based on Geberit’s value drivers, such as sales, earnings before
                interest and tax (EBIT), return on invested capital (ROIC) and earnings per share (EPS), as well as
                individual objectives that are embedded in the annual performance management process. This remuneration
                balances the reward of individual performance and company success.
            


			The long-term variable remuneration is based on the return on invested capital (ROIC) and aims to reward
                sustainable performance, to align the interests of management to those of shareholders and to foster
                long-term retention of the executives.
            







        
            The variable remuneration is capped in order to not reward inappropriate risk taking or short-term profit
            maximisation at the expense of the long-term health of the company, refer also to  Remuneration
            architecture, Group Executive Board.
        




        Governance and shareholders’ involvement



        Authority for decisions related to remuneration are governed by the Articles of Incorporation and the
            Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG.
        



        
            The prospective maximum aggregate amounts of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors and of
            the Group Executive Board are subject to a binding shareholders’ vote at the Annual General Meeting. In
            addition, the Remuneration Report for the preceding period is subject to a consultative vote, refer also
            to 
 Determination of remuneration.
        



    
    

        
                3. Determination of remuneration 



                    
	
	 

        3.1. Nomination and Compensation Committee



        
        As determined in the Articles of Incorporation and in the Organisational Regulations of Geberit AG, the Nomination & Compensation Committee (NCC) supports the Board of Directors (BoD) in the fulfillment of its duties and responsibilities in the area of remuneration and personnel policy, including: 
        




        			Establishment and periodical review of the Group’s remuneration policy and principles


			Yearly review of the individual remuneration of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board


			Yearly performance assessment of the CEO and of the other members of the Group Executive Board


			Preparation of the remuneration report


			Personnel development of the Group Executive Board


			Succession planning and nomination for positions on the Group Executive Board


			Pre-selection of candidates for election or re-election to the Board of Directors







        
        Approval and authority levels on remuneration matters:        
        




	 
     
     
	
	
	 





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			


			Decision on			CEO			NCC			BoD			AGM


			Remuneration policy and guidelines, in line with the provisions of the Articles of Association						proposes			approves			 


			Maximum aggregate amount of remuneration for the Board of Directors and for the Group Executive Board			 			proposes			reviews			binding vote


			Individual remuneration of members of the Board of Directors			 			proposes			approves			 


			Individual remuneration of the CEO (including fixed remuneration, STI1 and LTI2)			 			proposes			approves			 


			Individual remuneration of the other members of the Group Executive Board			proposes			reviews			approves			 


			LTI2 grant for all other eligible parties			proposes			reviews			approves			 


			Remuneration report			 			proposes			approves			consultative 
vote


			1 Short-Term Incentive			 			 			 			 


			2 Long-Term Incentive			 			 			 			 









































































































	

    
	     
        
        The Nomination & Compensation Committee consists exclusively of independent and non-executive members of the Board of Directors, who are elected annually by the General Meeting. For the period under review, the NCC consisted of Robert F. Spoerry as Chairman and Jørgen Tang-Jensen and Hartmut Reuter as members.
		




	 




	

        
        The Nomination and Compensation Committee meets at least three time per year. In 2015, it held four meetings including, among others, the following pre-defined recurring agenda items: 
		



	 
         
        
	
	
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
						Beginning of year 
(Feb/March)			Spring 
(April/May)			Summer 
(August)			End of year 
(December)


			Remuneration policy									Review of remuneration policy and programs





						


			Group Executive Board (GEB) matters						
Individual performance appraisal previous year



			
STI payout previous year



			
Vesting of equity awards previous years






						Benchmarking of GEB remuneration





						Succession planning for GEB positions



			Talent management session






						Target remuneration following year



			Target setting for STI following year



			Option valuation and definition of performance criteria LTI for next grant









			Board of Director (BoD) remuneration									Benchmarking of BoD remuneration





									BoD remuneration following year









			Governance						AGM preparation (maximum amounts of remuneration of GEB and BoD to be submitted to say-on-pay votes)





			 						Review of shareholders and proxy advisors feedback on the remuneration report





						Draft remuneration report



			Agenda NCC for following year
















































































































    

    
        
            
                As a general rule, the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the CEO and the Head of Corporate Human Resources participate in the meetings of the Nomination and Compensation Committee. The Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee may invite other executives as appropriate. However, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the executives do not take part in the section of the meetings where their own performance and/or remuneration are being discussed. At the end of each meeting, a closed session takes place among the members of the Nomination and Compensation Committee only.
            



            
                After each meeting, the Chairman of the Nomination & Compensation Committee reports to the Board of
                Directors on its activities and recommendations. The minutes of the Nomination & Compensation
                Committee’s meetings are available to the full Board of Directors.
            




            3.2. Process of determination of remuneration



            Benchmarks and external consultants




            
                Geberit regularly reviews the remuneration of its executives, including that of the members of the Group
                Executive Board. This includes regular participation, e.g. every two to three years, in benchmark
                studies on comparable functions in other industrial companies. In 2015, a detailed analysis of the
                remuneration of the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board was carried out by an
                independent external compensation consulting firm, Towers Watson. This consulting firm has no other
                mandates from Geberit. The remuneration analysis was conducted on the basis of a peer group of
                industrial companies of comparable size and geographic scope and headquartered in Switzerland: Autoneum,
                Barry Callebaut, Bucher, Dätwyler, Ems-Chemie, Georg Fischer, Givaudan, Kaba, Logitech, Lonza,
                Mettler-Toledo, OC Oerlikon, Schindler, Schweiter, SFS, Sika, Sonova, Sulzer and Zehnder. The study,
                together with other published data, served as basis to determine the target remuneration levels of the
                CEO and other members of the Group Executive Board for the business year 2016. While many different
                factors, such as individual role and contribution, company performance and affordability, are considered
                to determine remuneration levels, the policy of Geberit is to provide target remuneration that is in
                principle positioned around the market median.
            



            
                In regard to the remuneration of the Board of Directors, the remuneration and levels are reviewed
                periodically by the Nomination & Compensation Committee. Such a review took place again in 2015 with a benchmarking analysis provided by Towers Watson companies of the Swiss Market Index Mid (SMIM). The study, together with other published data, served as basis to determine the remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors for the remuneration period starting at the 2016 General Meeting. 
            




            Performance management




            
                The actual remuneration effectively paid out in a given year to the Group Executive Board members
                depends on the company and on the individual performance. Individual performance is assessed through the formal annual performance management process: company and individual performance objectives are approved
                at the beginning of the business year and achievements against those objectives is assessed after
                year-end. The performance appraisal is the basis for the determination of the actual remuneration.
            





        
    


    


        

        
            
                
                    Objective setting

                    (December – January)


                    Determination of individual objectives
                



            

            
                
                    Mid-year review

                    (July)


                    Mid-year discussion on performance to date against predefined objectives
                



            


            
                
                    Final review

                    (December – January)


                    Self-appraisal and performance assessment


                



            


            
                
                    Determination of compensation

                    (February – March)

                    

                    Determination of actual compensation

                



            

        



    

    

        

             




            3.3. Shareholder involvement




            
                In the last three years, based on the feedback received by shareholders and shareholders’
                representatives, Geberit has made significant efforts to improve the remuneration disclosure in terms of
                transparency and level of detail provided about the remuneration principles and programs. The positive outcome of the consultative votes on the 2013 and 2014 Remuneration Reports indicates that shareholders welcome the progress made. Geberit foresees to continue to submit the Remuneration Report to a consultative shareholders’ vote at the General Meeting, in order that shareholders have an opportunity to express their opinion about the remuneration system.
            




            
                In addition, as required by the Ordinance against Excessive Remuneration in Listed Stock Corporations,
                shareholders are asked to approve the amount of remuneration of the Board of Directors and of the Group
                Executive Board in a binding vote at the General Meeting. The provisions of the Articles of Association of Geberit require shareholders to vote on the prospective maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors until the next ordinary General Meeting and for the Group Executive Board for the following business year.
            





            
            			* Detailed information regarding the renumeration amounts submitted to vote is provided in the invitation to the General Meeting.
                    






            
            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Board of Directors includes the cash remuneration, the
                value of the restricted shares at grant and the social security contributions made by the employer.
            




            
                The maximum aggregate remuneration amount for the Group Executive Board includes the following:
            




            			Fixed remuneration: base salaries, value of benefits, employer contributions to retirement plans and
                    estimated employer contributions to social security
                


			Maximum possible payout under the variable cash incentive plan (STI) if the achievement of all performance objectives reach the cap level and assuming a maximum investment into the share participation plan (with maximum possible value of matching options)
                


			Fair value of the options at grant
                







            
                Therefore, the maximum aggregate remuneration amount submitted to shareholders’ vote is potentially much higher than the amount of remuneration that will be effectively paid out to the members of the Group Executive Board based on the performance achieved. The amount effectively paid out will be disclosed in the remuneration report of the respective business year and will be subject to a consultative shareholders’ vote.
            




            
                We are convinced that the binding prospective vote on the aggregate remuneration amounts, combined with
                a consultative retrospective vote on the remuneration report, provide our shareholders with a
                far-reaching “say-on-pay”.
            




            Articles of Association




            
                As required by the Ordinance,  the Articles of Association of Geberit include the following provisions on
                remuneration: 
            




            			Principles applicable to performance-related pay:

                    The members of the Group Executive Board may be paid variable remuneration which may include short-
                    and long-term elements and which is linked to the achievement of one or several performance
                    criteria. Performance criteria are determined by the Board of Directors and may include individual
                    and company targets. The Board of Directors determines the terms and conditions of any share-based
                    remuneration, including time of allocation, valuation methodology, blocking and/or vesting and/or
                    exercise periods, maximum award limits and any applicable claw-back mechanism.
                


			
                    Additional amount for payments to members of the Group Executive Board appointed after the vote on
                    remuneration at the General Meeting:

                    For the remuneration of members of the Group Executive Board who have been appointed after the
                    approval of the maximum aggregate remuneration amount by the General Meeting, and to the extent that
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount as approved does not suffice, an amount of up to 40% of
                    the maximum aggregate remuneration amount approved for the Group Executive Board is available
                    without further approval of the General Meeting.
                


			
                    Loans, credit facilities and post-employment benefits for members of the Board of Directors and of
                    the Group Executive Board: 

                    No loans or credits shall be granted to members of the Board of Directors or the Group Executive
                    Board.
                







            
                The provisions of the Articles of Association have been kept broad in order that the Board of Directors has sufficient flexibility to make amendments to the remuneration programs in the future, if so necessary. The remuneration principles currently in place are more restrictive than the provisions of the Articles of Association and are aligned to good practice in corporate governance; for example, the independent members of the Board of Directors are not eligible for any variable remuneration or retirement benefits, refer also to
				 Remuneration
                architecture, Board of Directors.
            




        
        
    

    
        

            4. Remuneration architecture 



                

	

		4.1. Board of Directors



		
			The remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of an annual fixed retainer and a remuneration for their committee work. The remuneration is paid in form of restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. In addition, the members of the Board of Directors receive a lump sum to cover their expenses, paid out in cash.
		



		
			The chairman of the Board of Directors receives an annual total fixed retainer paid 70% in cash and 30% in restricted shares subject to a four-year blocking period. The Chairman also receives the same expense allowance but is not entitled to additional fees for committee attendance.
		



		





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Annual fees 			in CHF			Delivery 


			Chairman			985,000			Cash and restricted shares


			Vice-Chairman			245,000			Restricted shares


			Member of the Board of Directors			170,000			Restricted shares


			Chairman of NCC / Audit Committee			45,000			Restricted shares


			Member of NCC / Audit Committee			30,000			Restricted shares


			Expense allowance			15,000			Cash










































































































		
			The remuneration is paid out at the end of the term of office and is subject to regular contributions to social security. The members of the Board of Directors are not insured under the company pension plan.
		



		
			The shares are subject to an accelerated unblocking in case of death; they remain subject to the regular blocking period in all other instances.
		



		
			Further information regarding the remuneration amounts for the period from the 2016 General Meeting to the 2017 General Meeting is provided in the invitation to the 2016 General Meeting.
		




		4.2. Group Executive Board




		
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board is defined in a regulation adopted by the Board of Directors and consists of the following elements:
		




					Base salary 


			Variable cash remuneration (Short-Term Incentive (STI))


			Long-term equity participation plan (Long-Term Incentive (LTI)) 


			Additional employee benefits, such as pension benefits and perquisites  







	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


							Program			Instrument			Purpose			Plan-/
performance period (staged)			Performance metrics 
in 2015


			Fixed base salary			Annual base salary			Monthly cash payments			Pay for the function			 			 


			Short-Term Incentive			Short-Term Incentive, STI			Annual variable cash			Drive and reward performance, attract & retain			1-year performance period			Sales, EBIT, EPS, ROIC, individual objectives


			 			Share Participation Program MSPP			Matching share options in case of an investment of variable cash in restricted shares			Align with shareholders’ interests			Shares:

3-year restriction period


			 			 			 			Share options:

4-year vesting period (staged),

7-year plan period			Share options:

ROIC


			Long-Term Incentive			Share Option Plan MSOP			Performance share options			Drive and reward long-term performance 
Align with shareholders’ interests 
Retain			4-year performance period,
7-year plan period*			ROIC


			Benefits			Pension			Gemeinschafts-

stiftung

Wohlfahrtsfonds			Cover retirement, death and disability risks			 			 


			 			Perquisites			Company car, expense policy			Attract & retain			 			


			* 2016: 5-year performance period (staged), 10-year plan period     			 















	

		Base salary




		
			The base salary is a fixed remuneration paid in cash on a monthly basis. It is determined on the basis of the scope and responsibilities of the position, the market value of the role and the qualifications and experience of the incumbent. The base salary is reviewed annually based on market salary information, the company’s financial affordability and performance, and the evolving experience of the individual in the role.
		




		Variable cash remuneration / Short-Term Incentive (STI)




		
			The variable cash remuneration (STI) of the Group Executive Board and some 150 additional members of Group management rewards the achievement of annual financial business goals and of individual objectives agreed and evaluated within the annual performance management process.
		




		
			The base salary and the variable cash remuneration (assuming 100% achievement of all objectives) form the so-called target income. The base salary makes up 70% of the target income and the variable remuneration 30%, out of which 25% is driven by the achievement of business goals and 5% by the achievement of individual objectives.
		






		




	
	


	


	
		Functionality remuneration model



		
		
			The financial objectives include sales, EBIT, earnings per share (EPS) and return on invested capital (ROIC), equally weighted. These financial objectives have been chosen because they are key value drivers and generally reward for growing the business and gaining market shares (top-line contribution), for increasing profitability over-proportionally through strong operating leverage (bottom-line contribution) and for investing the capital efficiently. Every year, on the basis of a recommendation made by the Nomination & Compensation Committee, the Board of Directors determines the expected target level of performance for each financial objective for the following year. In order to strengthen the company’s position as market leader and to continuously strive for superior performance, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are generally required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan. The intention of this demanding target setting is to deliver best-in-class performance and to stay ahead of the market. In addition, a threshold level of performance, below which no variable remuneration is paid out, and a maximum level of performance, above which the variable remuneration is capped, are determined as well. The payout level between the threshold, the target and the maximum is calculated by linear interpolation. The maximum payout for the financial objectives shall not exceed 60% of the target income.
		




		
			The individual performance component is based on the achievement of individual objectives predefined at the beginning of the year between the CEO and individual members of the Group Executive Board, and for the CEO, between the Board of Directors and the CEO. The individual objectives are of a more qualitative and strategic nature and may include, for example, objectives related to product and service innovation, entry in new markets, management of strategic projects and leadership. The maximum payout for the individual objectives shall not exceed 10% of the target income.
		




		
			As a result, the total variable cash remuneration for members of the Group Executive Board is capped at 70% of the target income, which corresponds to the annual base salary.
		




		
			Members of the Group Executive Board have the opportunity to invest part or all their variable cash remuneration in shares of the company through the Management Stock Purchase Plan (MSPP). They may define a fixed number of shares to purchase, or a certain amount or a percentage of their variable cash remuneration to be invested in shares. The shares are blocked for a period of three years. In order to encourage executives to participate in the program, a free share option is provided for each share purchased through the program. The options are subject to a performance-based vesting period of four years: a quarter vest one year after the grant, a further quarter two years after the grant, a further quarter three years after the grant, and the remaining quarter four years after the grant. The other features of the options and the performance condition (return on invested capital ROIC) are the same as those applicable to the options granted under the Long-Term Incentive MSOP plan, see section  Long-Term Incentive (LTI).
		




		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSPP shares and options:
		




	
	

		
		To find out how the functionality remuneration model works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at  www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.



		
	



	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Termination reason			Plan rules


			 			Unvested options			Vested options			Restricted shares


			Death			Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors			Regular exercise period			Immediate unblocking


			Retirement or disability			Regular vesting schedule			Regular exercise period			Immediate unblocking


			Other reasons than death, retirement or disability			Forfeiture			90-day exercise period			Regular blocking period


			Change of control*			Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors			Regular exercise period			Immediate unblocking


			* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.












































































































	
		Long-Term Incentive (LTI)



		
			The purpose of the Long-Term Incentive (Management Share Option Plan MSOP) is to ensure long-term value creation for the company, alignment of the interests of executives to those of shareholders and long-term retention of executives. The MSOP was revised, with the introduction of a performance-based vesting condition effective 1 January 2013 and with the extension of the vesting period to five years (one third three years, one third four years and one third five years after grant), effective 1 January 2016.
		



	
	
    
        To find out how the long-term option program (MSOP) works, visit the interactive graphic in the online Annual Report at
            
                 www.geberit.com/annualreport > Business report > Remuneration report.
        



    
	



	
		
			Every year, the Board of Directors determines the grant of share options. In 2015, the market value of options granted amounts to 40% of the target income for the CEO and the other members of the Group Executive Board. For some 60 additional participants of the Group management, the market value amounts to 10% of the target income.
		




		
			The options granted in 2015 are subject to a vesting period staged over four years as follows: a third of the options can be exercised two years after the grant, a further third can be exercised three years after the grant and the remaining third four years after the grant.
		




		
			For future grants, the vesting period of the options will be extended to five years according to the following schedule: one-third of the grant will vest three years after the grant, a further third will vest four years after the grant and the last third will vest five years after the grant and will have a term of ten years.
		



		
			The vesting of share options is subject to the achievement of a performance criterion, the average Return on Invested Operating Capital (ROIC) over the respective vesting period. ROIC expresses how well the company is generating cash relative to the capital it has invested in its business. The Board of Directors determines a target level of performance for which the options will vest in full and a minimum level of performance (threshold), below which there is no vesting at all. Both the threshold and the target are ambitious: they are substantially above the weighted average cost of capital. The payout level between the threshold and the target is determined by linear interpolation. There is no over-achievement in the MSOP. The options have a term of seven years (starting 1 January 2016: ten years) after which they expire. They can be exercised between the respective vesting date and the expiration date. The exercise price of the options corresponds to the fair market value of the underlying share at the time of grant. 
		



		
			In the event of termination of employment, the following provisions apply to MSOP options:
		



	
    
    
    




	





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			Termination reason			Plan rules


						Unvested options			Vested options


			Death			Accelerated pro-rata vesting on the basis of the number of full months worked during the vesting period			Regular exercise period


			Retirement or disability			Pro-rata vesting (on the basis of the number of full months worked) at regular vesting date			Regular exercise period


			Other reasons than death, retirement or disability			Forfeiture			90-day exercise period


			Change of control*			Accelerated vesting based on effective performance at date of termination as determined by the Board of Directors			Regular exercise period


			* This rule only applies in the situation of “double-trigger” where the employment contract of the participant is terminated as a result of a change of control or liquidation.












































































































	
		Disclosure of targets




		
			Internal financial and individual targets under the STI and the LTI plans are considered commercially sensitive information. Communicating such targets would allow delicate insight into the strategy of Geberit and therefore may create a competitive disadvantage for the company. Therefore, the decision was made not to disclose the specifics of those targets at the time of their setting, but to provide a general comment on the performance at the end of the cycle. As a general principle, on a comparable basis, substantial improvements against the previous year’s achievements are required in order to meet the target level of performance, in line with the company’s ambitious financial plan.



		Benefits




		
			Members of the Group Executive Board participate in the regular employee pension fund applicable to all employees in Switzerland. The retirement plan consists of a basic plan covering annual earnings up to TCHF 146 per annum, with age-related contribution rates equally shared between the company and the individual, and a supplementary plan in which income in excess of TCHF 146 is insured (including actual variable cash remuneration), up to the maximum amount permitted by law. The company pays for the entire contribution in the supplementary plan.
		




		
			Furthermore, each member of the Group Executive Board is entitled to a company car and a representation allowance in line with the expense regulations applicable to all members of management in Switzerland and approved by the tax authorities.
		



		Employment terms and conditions







		
			All members of the Group Executive Board have permanent employment contracts with notice periods of a maximum of one year. Members of the Group Executive Board are not entitled to any severance payment.
		




		
			In order to ensure good corporate governance, Geberit has implemented a claw-back policy on payments made under the Short-Term Incentive program, which covers situations where the company is required to restate its accounts due to non-compliance with financial reporting requirements under the securities laws at the time of disclosure. In such cases, the Board of Directors is empowered to recalculate the STI payout, taking into account the restated financial results, and to seek reimbursement of any STI amount paid in excess of the newly calculated amount. The claw-back clause is applicable for three years after the payment of the respective variable remuneration.




	


	
            5. Board of Directors: remuneration and share ownership in 2015 



                
	
	 
        
        This section is audited by the external auditor.
        



        
        The remuneration of the Board of Directors consists solely of a fixed remuneration paid out in the form of cash and non-discounted restricted shares. In 2015, members of the Board of Directors received a total remuneration of TCHF 2,293 (previous year TCHF 995). Remuneration for regular board activities and committee assignments amounted to TCHF 2,100 (previous year TCHF 893). The structure and levels of remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors have not changed compared to the previous year. The increase of remuneration between 2014 and 2015 is entirely due to the following factors:
		



		
		


			The remuneration of the Chairman is now included in the remuneration of the Board of Directors, while it was included in the remuneration of the Group Executive Board in 2014.


			The appointment of Thomas M. Hübner as new member of the Board of Directors.






		
        
        Please refer to the following table for details pertaining to the remuneration of members of the Board of Directors:  
        



	 
	 
		
	
	
	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			A. Baehny
Chairman			R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman			F. Ehrat			T. Hübner			H. Reuter			J. Tang-
Jensen			Total


			 			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF


			2015			 			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Remuneration of the Board of Directors


			Accrued remuneration1			300,000			320,000			200,000			150,000			245,000			200,000			1,415,000


			Cash remuneration			685,000			0			0			0			0			0			685,000


			Expenses			15,000			15,000			15,000			11,250			15,000			15,000			86,250


			Contributions to social insurance			52,825			15,145			9,788			7,388			11,807			9,794			106,747


			Total			1,052,825			350,145			224,788			168,638			271,807			224,794			2,292,997













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			 			 			 			 			 			 			CHF


			Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors			


			Accrued remuneration			0


			Expenses			 			 			 			 			 			 			0


			Contributions to social insurance			0


			Total			 			 			 			 			 			 			0













            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			A. Baehny
Chairman2			R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman			F. Ehrat			H. Reuter			J. Tang-
Jensen			Total


			 			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF			CHF


			2014			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Remuneration of the Board of Directors


			Remuneration			-			320,000			150,000			222,500			200,000			892,500


			Expenses			-			15,000			15,000			15,000			15,000			60,000


			Contributions to social insurance			-			15,071			7,431			10,725			9,716			42,942


			Total			-			350,071			172,431			248,225			224,716			995,442















            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			 			 			 			 			 			 			CHF


			Remuneration of former members of the Board of Directors


			Accrued remuneration			46,250


			Expenses			 			 			 			 			 			 			3,750


			Contributions to social insurance			6,069


			Total			 			 			 			 			 			 			56,069


			1 Director's fee booked, but not yet paid as at 31 December. Payment will be made in the first quarter of 2016 in the form of restricted shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, valued at fair value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95) The blocking period is 4 years. The portion not paid in shares is used for the payment of social charges and for Swiss withholding taxes for non-Swiss board members.

2 In 2014, the remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.












		

	
	
	
	
	
	 
        
For the period from the 2015 General Meeting to the 2016 General Meeting, the remuneration paid to the Board of Directors amounts to CHF 2,299,053. This is within the limit of CHF 2,350,000 approved by the 2015 General Meeting.
		



       
	    As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the members of the Board of Directors held the following shares in the company:  
        



	 
	 
		
	

	
   
	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			A. Baehny
Chairman			R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman			F. Ehrat			T. Hübner			H. Reuter			J. Tang-
Jensen			Total


			2015			 			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Shareholdings Board of Directors


			Shares			46,969			8,479			1,251			10			7,004			1,715			65,428


			Options			63,6881			0			0			0			0			0			63,6881


			Percentage voting rights shares			0.12%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			0.17%













	     





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			A. Baehny
Chairman			R. Spoerry
Vice Chairman			F. Ehrat			H. Reuter			J. Tang-
Jensen			Total


			2014			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Shareholdings Board of Directors


			Shares			see Group
Executive Board			7,606			706			6,3361			1,284			15,932


			Percentage voting rights shares			 			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%


			1 A. Baehny options until 2014 as CEO













  

 
 
	 
		 
        As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Board of Directors, closely related parties or former members of the Board of Directors.
	   




     
	 
 
            6. Group Executive Board: remuneration and share/option ownership in 2015 



                

	
	 
	 
     This section is audited by the external auditor.
	 



        6.1. Performance in 2015  



		
		
			The challenging environment in the construction industry, the integration of the acquired Sanitec business and the strong Swiss franc influenced the Geberit Group’s results in the 2015 financial year. Despite this, the company managed to achieve a good overall result, maintain performance on a high level and further consolidate our position as the leading supplier of sanitary products. 
		



       
	    
			Net sales increased by 24.2% in 2015, to CHF 2,593.7 million. Total growth comprised organic growth in local currencies of +2.7%, a negative foreign currency effect of 9.6% and an increase of 31.1% due to the Sanitec acquisition. Operating margins for the old Geberit business were positively influenced by higher volume, product mix effects, lower raw material prices and diluted by the effect of the 10% currency rebate granted in Switzerland. However, as expected, overall results were impacted by the lower operating margins from the newly acquired Sanitec business . The results comprise various special effects in connection with the Sanitec acquisition. Operating profit (EBIT) adjusted for these special effects increased by 2.4% to CHF 590.9 million and the correspondingly adjusted EBIT margin came to 22.8%. Adjusted net income fell by 1.1% to CHF 493.1 million, with an adjusted return on net sales of 19.0%. Adjusted earnings per share declined by 0.4% to CHF 13.23. Free cashflow rose by 5.1% to CHF 484.0 million. The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) was 20.1%.
		



		
		
			To determine the variable cash remuneration (STI) the following Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used: Sales, EBIT, Earning per Share (EPS) and ROIC, all equally weighted. Furthermore, the achievement of qualitative individual target is considered. The degree of achievement varies by KPI, and the weighted average of all elements used to calculate the variable cash remuneration slightly exceeded the targets. 
		



		
        6.2. Remuneration awarded in 2015



        
			The remuneration of the Group Executive Board amounted to TCHF 6,764 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 7,707). The remuneration of the CEO amounted to TCHF 1,786 in 2015 (previous year TCHF 2,802). The lower total remuneration in 2015 for the Group Executive Board compared to the previous year is the result of various factors.
		



		
		
			Reducing impact on remuneration: 
						The lower remuneration of the new CEO compared to his predecessor.


			Target achievement in the STI program was lower than in the previous year.






		
		
			Increasing impact on remuneration:
						Selected higher option grants (LTI) to align compensation to market.


			The Group Executive Board was increased from five to six members.






		
		
			The base salaries of the existing Group Executive Board members remained unchanged. Contributions to company pension funds decreased due to the lower results in the variable cash compensation (STI), while the other benefits increased with the additional member of the Group Executive Board. 
		



		 
			 Further information on the remuneration awarded to the Group Executive Board for the business year 2015, compared to the maximum potential amount of remuneration, is provided as well in the invitation to the Ordinary General Meeting 2016.
		 



		
        
	

	
	  
		

		
		
        The following table – reviewed by the external auditor – shows details of remuneration for 2015 and 2014:
        



		

	 
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


	
			 			 			2015			 			 			2014


			 			C. Buhl
CEO			Total			 			A. Baehny7
CEO			Total


			 			CHF			CHF			 			CHF			CHF


			Salary			 			 			 			 			 


			- Fixed salary			756,800			2,819,507			 			946,803			2,793,345


			- Variable salary1			401,500			1,459,092			 			869,486			2,540,674


			thereof in shares in 20152									 			0			1,113,090


			Shares/options									 			 			 


			- Call options MSOP 2015/20143			439,927			1,502,281			 			685,661			1,347,411


			- Call options MSPP 2015/20144			18,937			144,005			 			41,813			112,290


			Non-cash benefits									 						


			- Private share of company vehicle5			6,648			39,864			 			9,660			39,984


			Expenditure on pensions									 			 			 


			- Pension plans and social insurance			159,607			786,263			 			246,523			861,830


			- Contribution health/accident insurance			2,238			13,388			 			2,262			11,903


			Total6			1,785,657			6,764,400			 			2,802,208			7,707,437


			1 The amounts to be paid respectively the amounts effectively paid are shown. The payment of the variable salary occurs in the following year. Members of the Group Executive Board are free to choose between a payment in shares or in cash.

2 Registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, 3-year blocking period, valued at fair market value at grant date of CHF 349.15 (PY CHF 281.95).

3 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

4 Call options on registered shares of the company with a par value of CHF 0.10 each, issued within the scope of the Management Share Participation Program (MSPP); 1 option entitles to purchase 1 registered share at an exercise price of CHF 349.15 (previous year CHF 281.95); definitive acquisition of the option (“vesting”) dependent on various conditions, 1-4-year blocking period (4 tranches at 25%), market value of CHF 34.06 (previous year CHF 23.65) determined using the binomial method.

5 Valuation in accordance with the guidelines of the Swiss Federal Tax Administration FTA (0.8% of the purchase cost per month).

6 Immaterial payments (below CHF 500) are not included in the total. Overall, these payments do not exceed CHF 2,000 per member of the Group Executive Board.

7 The remuneration of A. Baehny as Chairman of the Board of Directors in 2014 was compensated with his total CEO remuneration.     












	

	
		
        The parameters taken into consideration in the option valuation model are set out in  Note 17 Participation plans of the consolidated financial statements.



        
        
    
	
    
	


        6.3. Shareholdings of Group Executive Board



        
        As of the end of 2015 and 2014, the Group Executive Board held the following shares in the company:
        






	 
        
    
	
 
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			Maturity			Average
exercise
price
in CHF			C. Buhl
CEO			R. Iff
CFO			M. 
Reinhard			E.
Renfordt-
Sasse			K. 
Spachmann			R. 
van 
Triest			Total


			2015			 			 			 			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Shareholdings Group Executive Board


			Shares			 			 			3,480			31,300			2,000			1,665			7,462			0			45,907


			Percentage voting rights shares  			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			0%			0.12%


																														


			Call options1


			Vesting period:


			Vested			2016–2018			194.50			0			0			0			1,208			0			0			1,208


			2016			2017			205.50			525			1,417			1,542			583			1,330			0			5,397


			2014–2017			2020			231.20			2,008			4,676			4,844			1,244			5,620			0			18,392


			2015–2018			2021			281.95			2,172			10,419			10,559			1,872			9,592			0			34,614


			2016–2019			2022			349.15			13,696			10,029			10,474			5,860			9,040			0			49,099


			Total options			 			 			18,401			26,541			27,419			10,767			25,582			0			108,710


			Percentage potential share of
voting rights options			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			0%			0.29%






1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option









            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			Maturity			Average
exercise
price
in CHF			A. Baehny
CEO			R. Iff
CFO			M. Reinhard			K. Spachmann			Total


			2014			 			 			 			 			 			 			 


			Shareholdings Group Executive Board


			Shares			 			 			46,969			31,280			2,000			5,000			85,249


			Percentage voting rights shares  			0.12%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			0.23%


																								


			Call options1


			Vesting period:


			Vested			2015–2017			207.40			0			0			0			1,038			1,038


			2015			2016–2018			228.00			1,792			957			1,017			483			4,249


			2016			2017			205.50			6,665			1,417			1,542			1,330			10,954


			2014–2017			2020			231.20			24,471			7,014			7,016			5,620			44,121


			2015–2018			2021			281.95			30,760			10,810			10,559			9,592			61,721


			Total options			 			 			63,688			20,198			20,134			18,063			122,083


			Percentage potential share of 
voting rights options			0.17%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			< 0.1%			0.32%






1 Purchase ratio 1 share for 1 option











	
 
	 
         
As of 31 December 2015, there were no outstanding loans or credits between the company and the members of the Group Executive Board, closely related parties or former members of the Group Executive Board.




	 
     
 

        
                7. Summary of share and option plans 2015 



            
            
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        




        
        In 2015 employees, management and the members of the Board of Directors participated in three different share plans. The plans are described for the management and the Board of Directors in this Remuneration Report and for the employees in  Note 17 of the consolidated financial statements. Under the three different share plans, the following numbers of shares were allocated.
        




	 
	
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			End of
blocking
period			Number of
participants			Number of
shares
issued			Issuing
price
CHF1


			Employee share purchase plan 2015 (ESPP)			2017			2,077			17,928			192.03


			Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)			2018			74			12,616			349.15


			Directors program 2015 (DSPP)			2019			5			2,610			349.15


			Total			 			 			33,154			 


			1 ESPP: The issuing price is the average closing price during the subscription period 03.-16.03.2015 with a discount of 45% based on the company’s performance in 2015, per plan rules.

MSPP and DSPP: Issuing price corresponds to the average closing price of the share during the 10 trading days before the grant date.












	

    
	
	
	 
        
        The 33,154 shares required for these plans were taken from the stock of treasury shares.
        



        
        In 2015 Geberit management participated in two different option plans (MSPP and MSOP). The plans are described in this Remuneration Report. Under the two different option plans, the following numbers of options were allocated. 
        



	
	 

    
	 
	 
	 
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			End of 
vesting 
period			Maturity			Number of 
participants			Number of 
options 
allocated			Exercise 
price CHF


			Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)			2016–2019			2022			74			12,616			349.15


			Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Group Executive Board			2017–2019			2022			5			44,871			349.15


			Option plan 2015 (MSOP) /
Other management			2016–2019			2022			62			40,260			349.15


			Total			 			 			 			97,747			 












     

    
	 
 
  
	 
        
        The fair value of the options granted in 2015 amounted to CHF 34.06 and CHF 33.48 (MSOP Group Executive Board) at the respective grant date. The fair value was determined using the binomial model for “American Style Call Options”.
        



     
     
 
 
     
        
        The calculation model was based on the following parameters:
        



	 
     
 
 
     
        





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			Exercise 
price1			Expected 
Ø volatility			Expected Ø 
dividend yield			Contractual 
period			Risk free Ø
interest rate


			 			CHF			%			%			Years			%


			Management share purchase plan 2015 (MSPP)			349.15			15.95			2.65			7			-0.35


			Option plan 2015 (MSOP)			349.15			15.95			2.65			7			-0.35






 1  The exercise price corresponds to the average price of Geberit shares for the period from 3.-16.3.2015.









         





 
 
	 
        
            Costs resulting from participation plans amounted to CHF 3.0 million in 2015 (prior year CHF 2.9 million), those for option plans totalled CHF 3.0 million (prior year CHF 2.5 million).
        



   
     
 
        


            8. Summary of shares and options held by employees and management as of 31 December 2015 



                
	
	 

        
        This section has been audited as part of the Financial Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Geberit Group.
        




        
Geberit is committed to a vigilant management of equity dilution. As of 31 December 2015, the Board of Directors, the Group Executive Board and the employees owned a combined total of 357,850 (previous year 340,295) shares, i.e. 0.9% (previous year 0.9%) of the share capital of Geberit AG.   
        



        
		The following table summarises all option plans in place as of 31 December 2015: 
        





	 
	
	
	
            





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				End of vesting period			Maturity			 			Number of 
options 
outstanding			Ø exercise 
price 
CHF			Number of 
options in 
the money			Ø exercise 
price 
CHF


			Vested			2016–2021			 			49,223			232.22			49,223			232.22


			2016			2017–2022			 			109,962			254.97			96,743			242.10


			2017			2020–2022			 			91,060			288.83			62,884			261.81


			2018			2021–2022			 			68,663			311.27			40,486			281.95


			2019			2022			 			28,176			349.15			0			0


			Total			 			 			347,084			279.07			249,336			251.59












             



		

       
	
	
	 
        
        The following movements took place in 2015 and 2014:
        




	
	 
	 
	
     
                





	
	
	
	
	
	




	

	
	
	
	
	


				 			 			MSOP			 			 			MSPP			 			 			Total 2015			 			 			Total 2014


			 			Number 
of options			Ø exercise 
price			 			Number 
of options			Ø exercise 
price			 			Number 
of options			Ø exercise 
price			 			Number 
of options			Ø exercise 
price


			 			 			CHF			 			 			CHF			 			 			CHF			 			 			CHF


			Outstanding 1 January			274,454			248.26			 			28,460			245.33			 			302,914			247.98			 			263,893			213.39


			Granted options			85,131			349.15			 			12,616			349.15			 			97,747			349.15			 			140,395			281.95


			Forfeited options			1,111			247.29						15			221.23			 			1,126			246.95			 			16,784			249.89


			Expired options			0			0			 			0			0			 			0			0			 			0			0


			Exercised options			46,263			232.60			 			6,188			217.77			 			52,451			230.85			 			84,590			196.08


			Outstanding 31 December			312,211			278.09			 			34,873			287.80			 			347,084			279.07			 			302,914			247.98


			Exercisable at 31 December			41,440			232.93			 			7,783			228.46			 			49,223			232.22			 			30,847			208.06












                 



     

     
 
	 
        
        The options outstanding at 31 December 2015 had an exercise price between CHF 192.85 and CHF 349.15 and an average remaining contractual life of 4.6 years.
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	Report of the statutory auditor
to the General Meeting on the
remuneration report 2015




    We have audited the accompanying  remuneration report dated 8 March 2016 of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015.
    




    Board of Directors’ responsibility



    The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation and overall fair presentation of the remuneration report in accordance with Swiss law and the Ordinance against Excessive Compensation in Stock Exchange Listed Companies (Ordinance). The Board of Directors is also responsible for designing the remuneration system and defining individual remuneration packages.
    
    



    Auditor’s responsibility



    Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the accompanying remuneration report. We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the remuneration report complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.



    An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence on the disclosures made in the remuneration report with regard to compensation, loans and credits in accordance with articles 14–16 of the Ordinance. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatements in the remuneration report, whether due to fraud or error. This audit also includes evaluating the reasonableness of the methods applied to value components of remuneration, as well as assessing the overall presentation of the remuneration report.




    
    We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
    




    Opinion



    In our opinion, the remuneration report of Geberit AG for the year ended 31 December 2015 complies with Swiss law and articles 14–16 of the Ordinance.




    PricewaterhouseCoopers AG



	
     			

  
 			

  
 


			Beat Inauen

                Audit expert

                Auditor in charge
            			Martin Knöpfel

                Audit expert
            






     



    Zurich, March 8, 2016 
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/* http://meyerweb.com/eric/tools/css/reset/ 
   v2.0 | 20110126
   License: none (public domain)
*/

html, body, div, span, applet, object, iframe,
h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, p, blockquote, pre,
a, abbr, acronym, address, big, cite, code,
del, dfn, em, img, ins, kbd, q, s, samp,
small, strike, strong, sub, sup, tt, var,
b, u, i, center,
dl, dt, dd, ol, ul, li,
fieldset, form, label, legend,
table, caption, tbody, tfoot, thead, tr, th, td,
article, aside, canvas, details, embed, 
figure, figcaption, footer, header, hgroup, 
menu, nav, output, ruby, section, summary,
time, mark, audio, video {
	margin: 0;
	padding: 0;
	border: 0;
	font-size: 100%;
	font: inherit;
	vertical-align: baseline;
}
/* HTML5 display-role reset for older browsers */
article, aside, details, figcaption, figure, 
footer, header, hgroup, menu, nav, section {
	display: block;
}
body {
	line-height: 1;
}
ol, ul {
	list-style: none;
}
blockquote, q {
	quotes: none;
}
blockquote:before, blockquote:after,
q:before, q:after {
	content: '';
	content: none;
}
table {
	border-collapse: collapse;
	border-spacing: 0;
}
/*! fancyBox v2.1.5 fancyapps.com | fancyapps.com/fancybox/#license */
.fancybox-wrap,
.fancybox-skin,
.fancybox-outer,
.fancybox-inner,
.fancybox-image,
.fancybox-wrap iframe,
.fancybox-wrap object,
.fancybox-nav,
.fancybox-nav span,
.fancybox-tmp
{
	padding: 0;
	margin: 0;
	border: 0;
	outline: none;
	vertical-align: top;
}

.fancybox-wrap {
	position: absolute;
	top: 0;
	left: 0;
	z-index: 8020;
}

.fancybox-skin {
	position: relative;
	background: #f9f9f9;
	color: #444;
	text-shadow: none;
	-webkit-border-radius: 4px;
	   -moz-border-radius: 4px;
	        border-radius: 4px;
}

.fancybox-opened {
	z-index: 8030;
}

.fancybox-opened .fancybox-skin {
	-webkit-box-shadow: 0 10px 25px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
	   -moz-box-shadow: 0 10px 25px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
	        box-shadow: 0 10px 25px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
}

.fancybox-outer, .fancybox-inner {
	position: relative;
}

.fancybox-inner {
	overflow: hidden;
}

.fancybox-type-iframe .fancybox-inner {
	-webkit-overflow-scrolling: touch;
}

.fancybox-error {
	color: #444;
	font: 14px/20px "Helvetica Neue",Helvetica,Arial,sans-serif;
	margin: 0;
	padding: 15px;
	white-space: nowrap;
}

.fancybox-image, .fancybox-iframe {
	display: block;
	width: 100%;
	height: 100%;
}

.fancybox-image {
	max-width: 100%;
	max-height: 100%;
}

#fancybox-loading, .fancybox-close, .fancybox-prev span, .fancybox-next span {
	background-image: url('fancybox_sprite.png');
}

#fancybox-loading {
	position: fixed;
	top: 50%;
	left: 50%;
	margin-top: -22px;
	margin-left: -22px;
	background-position: 0 -108px;
	opacity: 0.8;
	cursor: pointer;
	z-index: 8060;
}

#fancybox-loading div {
	width: 44px;
	height: 44px;
	background: url('fancybox_loading.gif') center center no-repeat;
}

.fancybox-close {
	position: absolute;
	top: -18px;
	right: -18px;
	width: 36px;
	height: 36px;
	cursor: pointer;
	z-index: 8040;
}

.fancybox-nav {
	position: absolute;
	top: 0;
	width: 40%;
	height: 100%;
	cursor: pointer;
	text-decoration: none;
	background: transparent url('blank.gif'); /* helps IE */
	-webkit-tap-highlight-color: rgba(0,0,0,0);
	z-index: 8040;
}

.fancybox-prev {
	left: 0;
}

.fancybox-next {
	right: 0;
}

.fancybox-nav span {
	position: absolute;
	top: 50%;
	width: 36px;
	height: 34px;
	margin-top: -18px;
	cursor: pointer;
	z-index: 8040;
	visibility: hidden;
}

.fancybox-prev span {
	left: 10px;
	background-position: 0 -36px;
}

.fancybox-next span {
	right: 10px;
	background-position: 0 -72px;
}

.fancybox-nav:hover span {
	visibility: visible;
}

.fancybox-tmp {
	position: absolute;
	top: -99999px;
	left: -99999px;
	visibility: hidden;
	max-width: 99999px;
	max-height: 99999px;
	overflow: visible !important;
}

/* Overlay helper */

.fancybox-lock {
    overflow: hidden !important;
    width: auto;
}

.fancybox-lock body {
    overflow: hidden !important;
}

.fancybox-lock-test {
    overflow-y: hidden !important;
}

.fancybox-overlay {
	position: absolute;
	top: 0;
	left: 0;
	overflow: hidden;
	display: none;
	z-index: 8010;
	background: url('fancybox_overlay.png');
}

.fancybox-overlay-fixed {
	position: fixed;
	bottom: 0;
	right: 0;
}

.fancybox-lock .fancybox-overlay {
	overflow: auto;
	overflow-y: scroll;
}

/* Title helper */

.fancybox-title {
	visibility: hidden;
	font: normal 13px/20px "Helvetica Neue",Helvetica,Arial,sans-serif;
	position: relative;
	text-shadow: none;
	z-index: 8050;
}

.fancybox-opened .fancybox-title {
	visibility: visible;
}

.fancybox-title-float-wrap {
	position: absolute;
	bottom: 0;
	right: 50%;
	margin-bottom: -35px;
	z-index: 8050;
	text-align: center;
}

.fancybox-title-float-wrap .child {
	display: inline-block;
	margin-right: -100%;
	padding: 2px 20px;
	background: transparent; /* Fallback for web browsers that doesn't support RGBa */
	background: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.8);
	-webkit-border-radius: 15px;
	   -moz-border-radius: 15px;
	        border-radius: 15px;
	text-shadow: 0 1px 2px #222;
	color: #FFF;
	font-weight: bold;
	line-height: 24px;
	white-space: nowrap;
}

.fancybox-title-outside-wrap {
	position: relative;
	margin-top: 10px;
	color: #fff;
}

.fancybox-title-inside-wrap {
	padding-top: 10px;
}

.fancybox-title-over-wrap {
	position: absolute;
	bottom: 0;
	left: 0;
	color: #fff;
	padding: 10px;
	background: #000;
	background: rgba(0, 0, 0, .8);
}

/*Retina graphics!*/
@media only screen and (-webkit-min-device-pixel-ratio: 1.5),
	   only screen and (min--moz-device-pixel-ratio: 1.5),
	   only screen and (min-device-pixel-ratio: 1.5){

	#fancybox-loading, .fancybox-close, .fancybox-prev span, .fancybox-next span {
		background-image: url('fancybox_sprite@2x.png');
		background-size: 44px 152px; /*The size of the normal image, half the size of the hi-res image*/
	}

	#fancybox-loading div {
		background-image: url('fancybox_loading@2x.gif');
		background-size: 24px 24px; /*The size of the normal image, half the size of the hi-res image*/
	}
}
/*!
Video.js Default Styles (http://videojs.com)
Version 4.12.15
Create your own skin at http://designer.videojs.com
*/
/* SKIN
================================================================================
The main class name for all skin-specific styles. To make your own skin,
replace all occurrences of 'vjs-default-skin' with a new name. Then add your new
skin name to your video tag instead of the default skin.
e.g. <video class="video-js my-skin-name">
*/
.vjs-default-skin {
  color: #cccccc;
}
/* Custom Icon Font
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The control icons are from a custom font. Each icon corresponds to a character
(e.g. "\e001"). Font icons allow for easy scaling and coloring of icons.
*/
@font-face {
  font-family: 'VideoJS';
  src: url('font/vjs.eot');
  src: url('font/vjs.eot?#iefix') format('embedded-opentype'), url('font/vjs.woff') format('woff'), url('font/vjs.ttf') format('truetype'), url('font/vjs.svg#icomoon') format('svg');
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal;
}
/* Base UI Component Classes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
/* Slider - used for Volume bar and Seek bar */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-slider {
  /* Replace browser focus highlight with handle highlight */
  outline: 0;
  position: relative;
  cursor: pointer;
  padding: 0;
  /* background-color-with-alpha */
  background-color: #333333;
  background-color: rgba(51, 51, 51, 0.9);
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-slider:focus {
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 0 2em #ffffff;
  -moz-box-shadow: 0 0 2em #ffffff;
  box-shadow: 0 0 2em #ffffff;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-slider-handle {
  position: absolute;
  /* Needed for IE6 */
  left: 0;
  top: 0;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-slider-handle:before {
  content: "\e009";
  font-family: VideoJS;
  font-size: 1em;
  line-height: 1;
  text-align: center;
  text-shadow: 0em 0em 1em #fff;
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  /* Rotate the square icon to make a diamond */
  /* transform */
  -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
  -moz-transform: rotate(-45deg);
  -ms-transform: rotate(-45deg);
  -o-transform: rotate(-45deg);
  transform: rotate(-45deg);
}
/* Control Bar
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The default control bar that is a container for most of the controls.
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control-bar {
  /* Start hidden */
  display: none;
  position: absolute;
  /* Place control bar at the bottom of the player box/video.
     If you want more margin below the control bar, add more height. */
  bottom: 0;
  /* Use left/right to stretch to 100% width of player div */
  left: 0;
  right: 0;
  /* Height includes any margin you want above or below control items */
  height: 3.0em;
  /* background-color-with-alpha */
  background-color: #07141e;
  background-color: rgba(7, 20, 30, 0.7);
}
/* Show the control bar only once the video has started playing */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-has-started .vjs-control-bar {
  display: block;
  /* Visibility needed to make sure things hide in older browsers too. */

  visibility: visible;
  opacity: 1;
  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: visibility 0.1s, opacity 0.1s;
  -moz-transition: visibility 0.1s, opacity 0.1s;
  -o-transition: visibility 0.1s, opacity 0.1s;
  transition: visibility 0.1s, opacity 0.1s;
}
/* Hide the control bar when the video is playing and the user is inactive  */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-has-started.vjs-user-inactive.vjs-playing .vjs-control-bar {
  display: block;
  visibility: hidden;
  opacity: 0;
  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: visibility 1s, opacity 1s;
  -moz-transition: visibility 1s, opacity 1s;
  -o-transition: visibility 1s, opacity 1s;
  transition: visibility 1s, opacity 1s;
}
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-controls-disabled .vjs-control-bar {
  display: none;
}
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-using-native-controls .vjs-control-bar {
  display: none;
}
/* The control bar shouldn't show after an error */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-error .vjs-control-bar {
  display: none;
}
/* Don't hide the control bar if it's audio */
.vjs-audio.vjs-default-skin.vjs-has-started.vjs-user-inactive.vjs-playing .vjs-control-bar {
  opacity: 1;
  visibility: visible;
}
/* IE8 is flakey with fonts, and you have to change the actual content to force
fonts to show/hide properly.
  - "\9" IE8 hack didn't work for this
  - Found in XP IE8 from http://modern.ie. Does not show up in "IE8 mode" in IE9
*/
@media \0screen {
  .vjs-default-skin.vjs-user-inactive.vjs-playing .vjs-control-bar :before {
    content: "";
  }
}
/* General styles for individual controls. */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control {
  outline: none;
  position: relative;
  float: left;
  text-align: center;
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0;
  height: 3.0em;
  width: 4em;
}
/* Font button icons */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control:before {
  font-family: VideoJS;
  font-size: 1.5em;
  line-height: 2;
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
  text-align: center;
  text-shadow: 1px 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
}
/* Replacement for focus outline */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control:focus:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control:hover:before {
  text-shadow: 0em 0em 1em #ffffff;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control:focus {
  /*  outline: 0; */
  /* keyboard-only users cannot see the focus on several of the UI elements when
  this is set to 0 */

}
/* Hide control text visually, but have it available for screenreaders */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control-text {
  /* hide-visually */
  border: 0;
  clip: rect(0 0 0 0);
  height: 1px;
  margin: -1px;
  overflow: hidden;
  padding: 0;
  position: absolute;
  width: 1px;
}
/* Play/Pause
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-play-control {
  width: 5em;
  cursor: pointer;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-play-control:before {
  content: "\e001";
}
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-playing .vjs-play-control:before {
  content: "\e002";
}
/* Playback toggle
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-playback-rate .vjs-playback-rate-value {
  font-size: 1.5em;
  line-height: 2;
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
  text-align: center;
  text-shadow: 1px 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-playback-rate.vjs-menu-button .vjs-menu .vjs-menu-content {
  width: 4em;
  left: -2em;
  list-style: none;
}
/* Volume/Mute
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-mute-control,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button {
  cursor: pointer;
  float: right;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-mute-control:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button:before {
  content: "\e006";
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-mute-control.vjs-vol-0:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button.vjs-vol-0:before {
  content: "\e003";
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-mute-control.vjs-vol-1:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button.vjs-vol-1:before {
  content: "\e004";
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-mute-control.vjs-vol-2:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button.vjs-vol-2:before {
  content: "\e005";
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-control {
  width: 5em;
  float: right;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-bar {
  width: 5em;
  height: 0.6em;
  margin: 1.1em auto 0;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-level {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  height: 0.5em;
  /* assuming volume starts at 1.0 */

  width: 100%;
  background: #66a8cc url(data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAAYAAAAGCAYAAADgzO9IAAAAP0lEQVQIHWWMAQoAIAgDR/QJ/Ub//04+w7ZICBwcOg5FZi5iBB82AGzixEglJrd4TVK5XUJpskSTEvpdFzX9AB2pGziSQcvAAAAAAElFTkSuQmCC) -50% 0 repeat;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-bar .vjs-volume-handle {
  width: 0.5em;
  height: 0.5em;
  /* Assumes volume starts at 1.0. If you change the size of the
     handle relative to the volume bar, you'll need to update this value
     too. */

  left: 4.5em;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-handle:before {
  font-size: 0.9em;
  top: -0.2em;
  left: -0.2em;
  width: 1em;
  height: 1em;
}
/* The volume menu button is like menu buttons (captions/subtitles) but works
    a little differently. It needs to be possible to tab to the volume slider
    without hitting space bar on the menu button. To do this we're not using
    display:none to hide the slider menu by default, and instead setting the
    width and height to zero. */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button .vjs-menu {
  display: block;
  width: 0;
  height: 0;
  border-top-color: transparent;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button .vjs-menu .vjs-menu-content {
  height: 0;
  width: 0;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button:hover .vjs-menu,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button .vjs-menu.vjs-lock-showing {
  border-top-color: rgba(7, 40, 50, 0.5);
  /* Same as ul background */

}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button:hover .vjs-menu .vjs-menu-content,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-volume-menu-button .vjs-menu.vjs-lock-showing .vjs-menu-content {
  height: 2.9em;
  width: 10em;
}
/* Progress
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-progress-control {
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  right: 0;
  width: auto;
  font-size: 0.3em;
  height: 1em;
  /* Set above the rest of the controls. */
  top: -1em;
  /* Shrink the bar slower than it grows. */
  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: all 0.4s;
  -moz-transition: all 0.4s;
  -o-transition: all 0.4s;
  transition: all 0.4s;
}
/* On hover, make the progress bar grow to something that's more clickable.
    This simply changes the overall font for the progress bar, and this
    updates both the em-based widths and heights, as wells as the icon font */
.vjs-default-skin:hover .vjs-progress-control {
  font-size: .9em;
  /* Even though we're not changing the top/height, we need to include them in
      the transition so they're handled correctly. */

  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: all 0.2s;
  -moz-transition: all 0.2s;
  -o-transition: all 0.2s;
  transition: all 0.2s;
}
/* Box containing play and load progresses. Also acts as seek scrubber. */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-progress-holder {
  height: 100%;
}
/* Progress Bars */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-progress-holder .vjs-play-progress,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-progress-holder .vjs-load-progress,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-progress-holder .vjs-load-progress div {
  position: absolute;
  display: block;
  height: 100%;
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0;
  /* updated by javascript during playback */

  width: 0;
  /* Needed for IE6 */
  left: 0;
  top: 0;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-play-progress {
  /*
    Using a data URI to create the white diagonal lines with a transparent
      background. Surprisingly works in IE8.
      Created using http://www.patternify.com
    Changing the first color value will change the bar color.
    Also using a paralax effect to make the lines move backwards.
      The -50% left position makes that happen.
  */

  background: #66a8cc url(data:image/png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAAYAAAAGCAYAAADgzO9IAAAAP0lEQVQIHWWMAQoAIAgDR/QJ/Ub//04+w7ZICBwcOg5FZi5iBB82AGzixEglJrd4TVK5XUJpskSTEvpdFzX9AB2pGziSQcvAAAAAAElFTkSuQmCC) -50% 0 repeat;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-load-progress {
  background: #646464 /* IE8- Fallback */;
  background: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.2);
}
/* there are child elements of the load progress bar that represent the
   specific time ranges that have been buffered */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-load-progress div {
  background: #787878 /* IE8- Fallback */;
  background: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1);
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-seek-handle {
  width: 1.5em;
  height: 100%;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-seek-handle:before {
  padding-top: 0.1em /* Minor adjustment */;
}
/* Live Mode
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-live .vjs-time-controls,
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-live .vjs-time-divider,
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-live .vjs-progress-control {
  display: none;
}
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-live .vjs-live-display {
  display: block;
}
/* Live Display
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-live-display {
  display: none;
  font-size: 1em;
  line-height: 3em;
}
/* Time Display
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-time-controls {
  font-size: 1em;
  /* Align vertically by making the line height the same as the control bar */
  line-height: 3em;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-current-time {
  float: left;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-duration {
  float: left;
}
/* Remaining time is in the HTML, but not included in default design */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-remaining-time {
  display: none;
  float: left;
}
.vjs-time-divider {
  float: left;
  line-height: 3em;
}
/* Fullscreen
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-fullscreen-control {
  width: 3.8em;
  cursor: pointer;
  float: right;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-fullscreen-control:before {
  content: "\e000";
}
/* Switch to the exit icon when the player is in fullscreen */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-fullscreen .vjs-fullscreen-control:before {
  content: "\e00b";
}
/* Big Play Button (play button at start)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Positioning of the play button in the center or other corners can be done more
easily in the skin designer. http://designer.videojs.com/
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-big-play-button {
  left: 0.5em;
  top: 0.5em;
  font-size: 3em;
  display: block;
  z-index: 2;
  position: absolute;
  width: 4em;
  height: 2.6em;
  text-align: center;
  vertical-align: middle;
  cursor: pointer;
  opacity: 1;
  /* Need a slightly gray bg so it can be seen on black backgrounds */
  /* background-color-with-alpha */
  background-color: #07141e;
  background-color: rgba(7, 20, 30, 0.7);
  border: 0.1em solid #3b4249;
  /* border-radius */
  -webkit-border-radius: 0.8em;
  -moz-border-radius: 0.8em;
  border-radius: 0.8em;
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0px 0px 1em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);
  -moz-box-shadow: 0px 0px 1em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);
  box-shadow: 0px 0px 1em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.25);
  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: all 0.4s;
  -moz-transition: all 0.4s;
  -o-transition: all 0.4s;
  transition: all 0.4s;
}
/* Optionally center */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-big-play-centered .vjs-big-play-button {
  /* Center it horizontally */
  left: 50%;
  margin-left: -2.1em;
  /* Center it vertically */
  top: 50%;
  margin-top: -1.4000000000000001em;
}
/* Hide if controls are disabled */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-controls-disabled .vjs-big-play-button {
  display: none;
}
/* Hide when video starts playing */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-has-started .vjs-big-play-button {
  display: none;
}
/* Hide on mobile devices. Remove when we stop using native controls
    by default on mobile  */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-using-native-controls .vjs-big-play-button {
  display: none;
}
.vjs-default-skin:hover .vjs-big-play-button,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-big-play-button:focus {
  outline: 0;
  border-color: #fff;
  /* IE8 needs a non-glow hover state */
  background-color: #505050;
  background-color: rgba(50, 50, 50, 0.75);
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 0 3em #ffffff;
  -moz-box-shadow: 0 0 3em #ffffff;
  box-shadow: 0 0 3em #ffffff;
  /* transition */
  -webkit-transition: all 0s;
  -moz-transition: all 0s;
  -o-transition: all 0s;
  transition: all 0s;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-big-play-button:before {
  content: "\e001";
  font-family: VideoJS;
  /* In order to center the play icon vertically we need to set the line height
     to the same as the button height */

  line-height: 2.6em;
  text-shadow: 0.05em 0.05em 0.1em #000;
  text-align: center /* Needed for IE8 */;
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
}
.vjs-error .vjs-big-play-button {
  display: none;
}
/* Error Display
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-error-display {
  display: none;
}
.vjs-error .vjs-error-display {
  display: block;
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  top: 0;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
}
.vjs-error .vjs-error-display:before {
  content: 'X';
  font-family: Arial;
  font-size: 4em;
  color: #666666;
  /* In order to center the play icon vertically we need to set the line height
     to the same as the button height */

  line-height: 1;
  text-shadow: 0.05em 0.05em 0.1em #000;
  text-align: center /* Needed for IE8 */;
  vertical-align: middle;
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  top: 50%;
  margin-top: -0.5em;
  width: 100%;
}
.vjs-error-display div {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 1em;
  right: 0;
  left: 0;
  font-size: 1.4em;
  text-align: center;
  padding: 3px;
  background: #000000;
  background: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.5);
}
.vjs-error-display a,
.vjs-error-display a:visited {
  color: #F4A460;
}
/* Loading Spinner
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-loading-spinner {
  /* Should be hidden by default */
  display: none;
  position: absolute;
  top: 50%;
  left: 50%;
  font-size: 4em;
  line-height: 1;
  width: 1em;
  height: 1em;
  margin-left: -0.5em;
  margin-top: -0.5em;
  opacity: 0.75;
}
/* Show the spinner when waiting for data and seeking to a new time */
.vjs-waiting .vjs-loading-spinner,
.vjs-seeking .vjs-loading-spinner {
  display: block;
  /* only animate when showing because it can be processor heavy */
  /* animation */
  -webkit-animation: spin 1.5s infinite linear;
  -moz-animation: spin 1.5s infinite linear;
  -o-animation: spin 1.5s infinite linear;
  animation: spin 1.5s infinite linear;
}
/* Errors are unrecoverable without user interaction so hide the spinner */
.vjs-error .vjs-loading-spinner {
  display: none;
  /* ensure animation doesn't continue while hidden */
  /* animation */
  -webkit-animation: none;
  -moz-animation: none;
  -o-animation: none;
  animation: none;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-loading-spinner:before {
  content: "\e01e";
  font-family: VideoJS;
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  width: 1em;
  height: 1em;
  text-align: center;
  text-shadow: 0em 0em 0.1em #000;
}
@-moz-keyframes spin {
  0% {
    -moz-transform: rotate(0deg);
  }
  100% {
    -moz-transform: rotate(359deg);
  }
}
@-webkit-keyframes spin {
  0% {
    -webkit-transform: rotate(0deg);
  }
  100% {
    -webkit-transform: rotate(359deg);
  }
}
@-o-keyframes spin {
  0% {
    -o-transform: rotate(0deg);
  }
  100% {
    -o-transform: rotate(359deg);
  }
}
@keyframes spin {
  0% {
    transform: rotate(0deg);
  }
  100% {
    transform: rotate(359deg);
  }
}
/* Menu Buttons (Captions/Subtitles/etc.)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button {
  float: right;
  cursor: pointer;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu {
  display: none;
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0;
  left: 0em;
  /* (Width of vjs-menu - width of button) / 2 */

  width: 0em;
  height: 0em;
  margin-bottom: 3em;
  border-left: 2em solid transparent;
  border-right: 2em solid transparent;
  border-top: 1.55em solid #000000;
  /* Same width top as ul bottom */

  border-top-color: rgba(7, 40, 50, 0.5);
  /* Same as ul background */

}
/* Button Pop-up Menu */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button .vjs-menu .vjs-menu-content {
  display: block;
  padding: 0;
  margin: 0;
  position: absolute;
  width: 10em;
  bottom: 1.5em;
  /* Same bottom as vjs-menu border-top */

  max-height: 15em;
  overflow: auto;
  left: -5em;
  /* Width of menu - width of button / 2 */

  /* background-color-with-alpha */
  background-color: #07141e;
  background-color: rgba(7, 20, 30, 0.7);
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: -0.2em -0.2em 0.3em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.2);
  -moz-box-shadow: -0.2em -0.2em 0.3em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.2);
  box-shadow: -0.2em -0.2em 0.3em rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.2);
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button:hover .vjs-control-content .vjs-menu,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-control-content .vjs-menu.vjs-lock-showing {
  display: block;
}
/* prevent menus from opening while scrubbing (FF, IE) */
.vjs-default-skin.vjs-scrubbing .vjs-menu-button:hover .vjs-control-content .vjs-menu {
  display: none;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li {
  list-style: none;
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0.3em 0 0.3em 0;
  line-height: 1.4em;
  font-size: 1.2em;
  text-align: center;
  text-transform: lowercase;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li.vjs-selected {
  background-color: #000;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li:focus,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li:hover,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li.vjs-selected:focus,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li.vjs-selected:hover {
  outline: 0;
  color: #111;
  /* background-color-with-alpha */
  background-color: #ffffff;
  background-color: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.75);
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
  -moz-box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
  box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-menu-button ul li.vjs-menu-title {
  text-align: center;
  text-transform: uppercase;
  font-size: 1em;
  line-height: 2em;
  padding: 0;
  margin: 0 0 0.3em 0;
  font-weight: bold;
  cursor: default;
}
/* Subtitles Button */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-subtitles-button:before {
  content: "\e00c";
}
/* Captions Button */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-captions-button:before {
  content: "\e008";
}
/* Chapters Button */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-chapters-button:before {
  content: "\e00c";
}
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-chapters-button.vjs-menu-button .vjs-menu .vjs-menu-content {
  width: 24em;
  left: -12em;
}
/* Replacement for focus outline */
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-captions-button:focus .vjs-control-content:before,
.vjs-default-skin .vjs-captions-button:hover .vjs-control-content:before {
  /* box-shadow */
  -webkit-box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
  -moz-box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
  box-shadow: 0 0 1em #ffffff;
}
/*
REQUIRED STYLES (be careful overriding)
================================================================================
When loading the player, the video tag is replaced with a DIV,
that will hold the video tag or object tag for other playback methods.
The div contains the video playback element (Flash or HTML5) and controls,
and sets the width and height of the video.

** If you want to add some kind of border/padding (e.g. a frame), or special
positioning, use another containing element. Otherwise you risk messing up
control positioning and full window mode. **
*/
.video-js {
  background-color: #000;
  position: relative;
  padding: 0;
  /* Start with 10px for base font size so other dimensions can be em based and
     easily calculable. */

  font-size: 10px;
  /* Allow poster to be vertically aligned. */

  vertical-align: middle;
  /*  display: table-cell; */
  /*This works in Safari but not Firefox.*/

  /* Provide some basic defaults for fonts */

  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal;
  /* Avoiding helvetica: issue #376 */

  font-family: Arial, sans-serif;
  /* Turn off user selection (text highlighting) by default.
     The majority of player components will not be text blocks.
     Text areas will need to turn user selection back on. */

  /* user-select */
  -webkit-user-select: none;
  -moz-user-select: none;
  -ms-user-select: none;
  user-select: none;
}
/* Playback technology elements expand to the width/height of the containing div
    <video> or <object> */
.video-js .vjs-tech {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
}
/* Fix for Firefox 9 fullscreen (only if it is enabled). Not needed when
   checking fullScreenEnabled. */
.video-js:-moz-full-screen {
  position: absolute;
}
/* Fullscreen Styles */
body.vjs-full-window {
  padding: 0;
  margin: 0;
  height: 100%;
  /* Fix for IE6 full-window. http://www.cssplay.co.uk/layouts/fixed.html */
  overflow-y: auto;
}
.video-js.vjs-fullscreen {
  position: fixed;
  overflow: hidden;
  z-index: 1000;
  left: 0;
  top: 0;
  bottom: 0;
  right: 0;
  width: 100% !important;
  height: 100% !important;
  /* IE6 full-window (underscore hack) */
  _position: absolute;
}
.video-js:-webkit-full-screen {
  width: 100% !important;
  height: 100% !important;
}
.video-js.vjs-fullscreen.vjs-user-inactive {
  cursor: none;
}
/* Poster Styles */
.vjs-poster {
  background-repeat: no-repeat;
  background-position: 50% 50%;
  background-size: contain;
  background-color: #000000;
  cursor: pointer;
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0;
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  right: 0;
  bottom: 0;
  left: 0;
}
.vjs-poster img {
  display: block;
  margin: 0 auto;
  max-height: 100%;
  padding: 0;
  width: 100%;
}
/* Hide the poster after the video has started playing */
.video-js.vjs-has-started .vjs-poster {
  display: none;
}
/* Don't hide the poster if we're playing audio */
.video-js.vjs-audio.vjs-has-started .vjs-poster {
  display: block;
}
/* Hide the poster when controls are disabled because it's clickable
    and the native poster can take over */
.video-js.vjs-controls-disabled .vjs-poster {
  display: none;
}
/* Hide the poster when native controls are used otherwise it covers them */
.video-js.vjs-using-native-controls .vjs-poster {
  display: none;
}
/* Text Track Styles */
/* Overall track holder for both captions and subtitles */
.video-js .vjs-text-track-display {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  bottom: 3em;
  right: 0;
  pointer-events: none;
}
/* Captions Settings Dialog */
.vjs-caption-settings {
  position: relative;
  top: 1em;
  background-color: #000;
  opacity: 0.75;
  color: #FFF;
  margin: 0 auto;
  padding: 0.5em;
  height: 15em;
  font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
  font-size: 12px;
  width: 40em;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings {
  top: 0;
  bottom: 2em;
  left: 0;
  right: 0;
  position: absolute;
  overflow: auto;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-colors,
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-font {
  float: left;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-colors:after,
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-font:after,
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-controls:after {
  clear: both;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksettings-controls {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 1em;
  right: 1em;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksetting {
  margin: 5px;
  padding: 3px;
  min-height: 40px;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksetting label {
  display: block;
  width: 100px;
  margin-bottom: 5px;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksetting span {
  display: inline;
  margin-left: 5px;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksetting > div {
  margin-bottom: 5px;
  min-height: 20px;
}
.vjs-caption-settings .vjs-tracksetting > div:last-child {
  margin-bottom: 0;
  padding-bottom: 0;
  min-height: 0;
}
.vjs-caption-settings label > input {
  margin-right: 10px;
}
.vjs-caption-settings input[type="button"] {
  width: 40px;
  height: 40px;
}
/* Hide disabled or unsupported controls */
.vjs-hidden {
  display: none !important;
}
.vjs-lock-showing {
  display: block !important;
  opacity: 1;
  visibility: visible;
}
/*  In IE8 w/ no JavaScript (no HTML5 shim), the video tag doesn't register.
    The .video-js classname on the video tag also isn't considered.
    This optional paragraph inside the video tag can provide a message to users
    about what's required to play video. */
.vjs-no-js {
  padding: 2em;
  color: #ccc;
  background-color: #333;
  font-size: 1.8em;
  font-family: Arial, sans-serif;
  text-align: center;
  width: 30em;
  height: 15em;
  margin: 0 auto;
}
.vjs-no-js a,
.vjs-no-js a:visited {
  color: #F4A460;
}
/* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
The original source of this file lives at
https://github.com/videojs/video.js/blob/master/src/css/video-js.less */

body.stop-scrolling {
  height: 100%;
  overflow: hidden; }

.sweet-overlay {
  background-color: black;
  /* IE8 */
  -ms-filter: "progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Alpha(Opacity=40)";
  /* IE8 */
  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.4);
  position: fixed;
  left: 0;
  right: 0;
  top: 0;
  bottom: 0;
  display: none;
  z-index: 10000; }

.sweet-alert {
  background-color: white;
  font-family: 'Open Sans', 'Helvetica Neue', Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;
  width: 478px;
  padding: 17px;
  border-radius: 5px;
  text-align: center;
  position: fixed;
  left: 50%;
  top: 50%;
  margin-left: -256px;
  margin-top: -200px;
  overflow: hidden;
  display: none;
  z-index: 99999; }
  @media all and (max-width: 540px) {
    .sweet-alert {
      width: auto;
      margin-left: 0;
      margin-right: 0;
      left: 15px;
      right: 15px; } }
  .sweet-alert h2 {
    color: #575757;
    font-size: 30px;
    text-align: center;
    font-weight: 600;
    text-transform: none;
    position: relative;
    margin: 25px 0;
    padding: 0;
    line-height: 40px;
    display: block; }
  .sweet-alert p {
    color: #797979;
    font-size: 16px;
    text-align: center;
    font-weight: 300;
    position: relative;
    text-align: inherit;
    float: none;
    margin: 0;
    padding: 0;
    line-height: normal; }
  .sweet-alert fieldset {
    border: none;
    position: relative; }
  .sweet-alert .sa-error-container {
    background-color: #f1f1f1;
    margin-left: -17px;
    margin-right: -17px;
    overflow: hidden;
    padding: 0 10px;
    max-height: 0;
    webkit-transition: padding 0.15s, max-height 0.15s;
    transition: padding 0.15s, max-height 0.15s; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-error-container.show {
      padding: 10px 0;
      max-height: 100px;
      webkit-transition: padding 0.2s, max-height 0.2s;
      transition: padding 0.25s, max-height 0.25s; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-error-container .icon {
      display: inline-block;
      width: 24px;
      height: 24px;
      border-radius: 50%;
      background-color: #ea7d7d;
      color: white;
      line-height: 24px;
      text-align: center;
      margin-right: 3px; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-error-container p {
      display: inline-block; }
  .sweet-alert .sa-input-error {
    position: absolute;
    top: 29px;
    right: 26px;
    width: 20px;
    height: 20px;
    opacity: 0;
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.5);
    transform: scale(0.5);
    -webkit-transform-origin: 50% 50%;
    transform-origin: 50% 50%;
    -webkit-transition: all 0.1s;
    transition: all 0.1s; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-input-error::before, .sweet-alert .sa-input-error::after {
      content: "";
      width: 20px;
      height: 6px;
      background-color: #f06e57;
      border-radius: 3px;
      position: absolute;
      top: 50%;
      margin-top: -4px;
      left: 50%;
      margin-left: -9px; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-input-error::before {
      -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
      transform: rotate(-45deg); }
    .sweet-alert .sa-input-error::after {
      -webkit-transform: rotate(45deg);
      transform: rotate(45deg); }
    .sweet-alert .sa-input-error.show {
      opacity: 1;
      -webkit-transform: scale(1);
      transform: scale(1); }
  .sweet-alert input {
    width: 100%;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    border-radius: 3px;
    border: 1px solid #d7d7d7;
    height: 43px;
    margin-top: 10px;
    margin-bottom: 17px;
    font-size: 18px;
    box-shadow: inset 0px 1px 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.06);
    padding: 0 12px;
    display: none;
    -webkit-transition: all 0.3s;
    transition: all 0.3s; }
    .sweet-alert input:focus {
      outline: none;
      box-shadow: 0px 0px 3px #c4e6f5;
      border: 1px solid #b4dbed; }
      .sweet-alert input:focus::-moz-placeholder {
        transition: opacity 0.3s 0.03s ease;
        opacity: 0.5; }
      .sweet-alert input:focus:-ms-input-placeholder {
        transition: opacity 0.3s 0.03s ease;
        opacity: 0.5; }
      .sweet-alert input:focus::-webkit-input-placeholder {
        transition: opacity 0.3s 0.03s ease;
        opacity: 0.5; }
    .sweet-alert input::-moz-placeholder {
      color: #bdbdbd; }
    .sweet-alert input:-ms-input-placeholder {
      color: #bdbdbd; }
    .sweet-alert input::-webkit-input-placeholder {
      color: #bdbdbd; }
  .sweet-alert.show-input input {
    display: block; }
  .sweet-alert .sa-confirm-button-container {
    display: inline-block;
    position: relative; }
  .sweet-alert .la-ball-fall {
    position: absolute;
    left: 50%;
    top: 50%;
    margin-left: -27px;
    margin-top: 4px;
    opacity: 0;
    visibility: hidden; }
  .sweet-alert button {
    background-color: #8CD4F5;
    color: white;
    border: none;
    box-shadow: none;
    font-size: 17px;
    font-weight: 500;
    -webkit-border-radius: 4px;
    border-radius: 5px;
    padding: 10px 32px;
    margin: 26px 5px 0 5px;
    cursor: pointer; }
    .sweet-alert button:focus {
      outline: none;
      box-shadow: 0 0 2px rgba(128, 179, 235, 0.5), inset 0 0 0 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05); }
    .sweet-alert button:hover {
      background-color: #7ecff4; }
    .sweet-alert button:active {
      background-color: #5dc2f1; }
    .sweet-alert button.cancel {
      background-color: #C1C1C1; }
      .sweet-alert button.cancel:hover {
        background-color: #b9b9b9; }
      .sweet-alert button.cancel:active {
        background-color: #a8a8a8; }
      .sweet-alert button.cancel:focus {
        box-shadow: rgba(197, 205, 211, 0.8) 0px 0px 2px, rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.0470588) 0px 0px 0px 1px inset !important; }
    .sweet-alert button[disabled] {
      opacity: .6;
      cursor: default; }
    .sweet-alert button.confirm[disabled] {
      color: transparent; }
      .sweet-alert button.confirm[disabled] ~ .la-ball-fall {
        opacity: 1;
        visibility: visible;
        transition-delay: 0s; }
    .sweet-alert button::-moz-focus-inner {
      border: 0; }
  .sweet-alert[data-has-cancel-button=false] button {
    box-shadow: none !important; }
  .sweet-alert[data-has-confirm-button=false][data-has-cancel-button=false] {
    padding-bottom: 40px; }
  .sweet-alert .sa-icon {
    width: 80px;
    height: 80px;
    border: 4px solid gray;
    -webkit-border-radius: 40px;
    border-radius: 40px;
    border-radius: 50%;
    margin: 20px auto;
    padding: 0;
    position: relative;
    box-sizing: content-box; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error {
      border-color: #F27474; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-x-mark {
        position: relative;
        display: block; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-line {
        position: absolute;
        height: 5px;
        width: 47px;
        background-color: #F27474;
        display: block;
        top: 37px;
        border-radius: 2px; }
        .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-line.sa-left {
          -webkit-transform: rotate(45deg);
          transform: rotate(45deg);
          left: 17px; }
        .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-line.sa-right {
          -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
          transform: rotate(-45deg);
          right: 16px; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-warning {
      border-color: #F8BB86; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-warning .sa-body {
        position: absolute;
        width: 5px;
        height: 47px;
        left: 50%;
        top: 10px;
        -webkit-border-radius: 2px;
        border-radius: 2px;
        margin-left: -2px;
        background-color: #F8BB86; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-warning .sa-dot {
        position: absolute;
        width: 7px;
        height: 7px;
        -webkit-border-radius: 50%;
        border-radius: 50%;
        margin-left: -3px;
        left: 50%;
        bottom: 10px;
        background-color: #F8BB86; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-info {
      border-color: #C9DAE1; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-info::before {
        content: "";
        position: absolute;
        width: 5px;
        height: 29px;
        left: 50%;
        bottom: 17px;
        border-radius: 2px;
        margin-left: -2px;
        background-color: #C9DAE1; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-info::after {
        content: "";
        position: absolute;
        width: 7px;
        height: 7px;
        border-radius: 50%;
        margin-left: -3px;
        top: 19px;
        background-color: #C9DAE1; }
    .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success {
      border-color: #A5DC86; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success::before, .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success::after {
        content: '';
        -webkit-border-radius: 40px;
        border-radius: 40px;
        border-radius: 50%;
        position: absolute;
        width: 60px;
        height: 120px;
        background: white;
        -webkit-transform: rotate(45deg);
        transform: rotate(45deg); }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success::before {
        -webkit-border-radius: 120px 0 0 120px;
        border-radius: 120px 0 0 120px;
        top: -7px;
        left: -33px;
        -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
        transform: rotate(-45deg);
        -webkit-transform-origin: 60px 60px;
        transform-origin: 60px 60px; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success::after {
        -webkit-border-radius: 0 120px 120px 0;
        border-radius: 0 120px 120px 0;
        top: -11px;
        left: 30px;
        -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
        transform: rotate(-45deg);
        -webkit-transform-origin: 0px 60px;
        transform-origin: 0px 60px; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-placeholder {
        width: 80px;
        height: 80px;
        border: 4px solid rgba(165, 220, 134, 0.2);
        -webkit-border-radius: 40px;
        border-radius: 40px;
        border-radius: 50%;
        box-sizing: content-box;
        position: absolute;
        left: -4px;
        top: -4px;
        z-index: 2; }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-fix {
        width: 5px;
        height: 90px;
        background-color: white;
        position: absolute;
        left: 28px;
        top: 8px;
        z-index: 1;
        -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
        transform: rotate(-45deg); }
      .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-line {
        height: 5px;
        background-color: #A5DC86;
        display: block;
        border-radius: 2px;
        position: absolute;
        z-index: 2; }
        .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-line.sa-tip {
          width: 25px;
          left: 14px;
          top: 46px;
          -webkit-transform: rotate(45deg);
          transform: rotate(45deg); }
        .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-line.sa-long {
          width: 47px;
          right: 8px;
          top: 38px;
          -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg);
          transform: rotate(-45deg); }
    .sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-custom {
      background-size: contain;
      border-radius: 0;
      border: none;
      background-position: center center;
      background-repeat: no-repeat; }

/*
 * Animations
 */
@-webkit-keyframes showSweetAlert {
  0% {
    transform: scale(0.7);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.7); }
  45% {
    transform: scale(1.05);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1.05); }
  80% {
    transform: scale(0.95);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.95); }
  100% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1); } }

@keyframes showSweetAlert {
  0% {
    transform: scale(0.7);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.7); }
  45% {
    transform: scale(1.05);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1.05); }
  80% {
    transform: scale(0.95);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.95); }
  100% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1); } }

@-webkit-keyframes hideSweetAlert {
  0% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1); }
  100% {
    transform: scale(0.5);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.5); } }

@keyframes hideSweetAlert {
  0% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1); }
  100% {
    transform: scale(0.5);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.5); } }

@-webkit-keyframes slideFromTop {
  0% {
    top: 0%; }
  100% {
    top: 50%; } }

@keyframes slideFromTop {
  0% {
    top: 0%; }
  100% {
    top: 50%; } }

@-webkit-keyframes slideToTop {
  0% {
    top: 50%; }
  100% {
    top: 0%; } }

@keyframes slideToTop {
  0% {
    top: 50%; }
  100% {
    top: 0%; } }

@-webkit-keyframes slideFromBottom {
  0% {
    top: 70%; }
  100% {
    top: 50%; } }

@keyframes slideFromBottom {
  0% {
    top: 70%; }
  100% {
    top: 50%; } }

@-webkit-keyframes slideToBottom {
  0% {
    top: 50%; }
  100% {
    top: 70%; } }

@keyframes slideToBottom {
  0% {
    top: 50%; }
  100% {
    top: 70%; } }

.showSweetAlert[data-animation=pop] {
  -webkit-animation: showSweetAlert 0.3s;
  animation: showSweetAlert 0.3s; }

.showSweetAlert[data-animation=none] {
  -webkit-animation: none;
  animation: none; }

.showSweetAlert[data-animation=slide-from-top] {
  -webkit-animation: slideFromTop 0.3s;
  animation: slideFromTop 0.3s; }

.showSweetAlert[data-animation=slide-from-bottom] {
  -webkit-animation: slideFromBottom 0.3s;
  animation: slideFromBottom 0.3s; }

.hideSweetAlert[data-animation=pop] {
  -webkit-animation: hideSweetAlert 0.2s;
  animation: hideSweetAlert 0.2s; }

.hideSweetAlert[data-animation=none] {
  -webkit-animation: none;
  animation: none; }

.hideSweetAlert[data-animation=slide-from-top] {
  -webkit-animation: slideToTop 0.4s;
  animation: slideToTop 0.4s; }

.hideSweetAlert[data-animation=slide-from-bottom] {
  -webkit-animation: slideToBottom 0.3s;
  animation: slideToBottom 0.3s; }

@-webkit-keyframes animateSuccessTip {
  0% {
    width: 0;
    left: 1px;
    top: 19px; }
  54% {
    width: 0;
    left: 1px;
    top: 19px; }
  70% {
    width: 50px;
    left: -8px;
    top: 37px; }
  84% {
    width: 17px;
    left: 21px;
    top: 48px; }
  100% {
    width: 25px;
    left: 14px;
    top: 45px; } }

@keyframes animateSuccessTip {
  0% {
    width: 0;
    left: 1px;
    top: 19px; }
  54% {
    width: 0;
    left: 1px;
    top: 19px; }
  70% {
    width: 50px;
    left: -8px;
    top: 37px; }
  84% {
    width: 17px;
    left: 21px;
    top: 48px; }
  100% {
    width: 25px;
    left: 14px;
    top: 45px; } }

@-webkit-keyframes animateSuccessLong {
  0% {
    width: 0;
    right: 46px;
    top: 54px; }
  65% {
    width: 0;
    right: 46px;
    top: 54px; }
  84% {
    width: 55px;
    right: 0px;
    top: 35px; }
  100% {
    width: 47px;
    right: 8px;
    top: 38px; } }

@keyframes animateSuccessLong {
  0% {
    width: 0;
    right: 46px;
    top: 54px; }
  65% {
    width: 0;
    right: 46px;
    top: 54px; }
  84% {
    width: 55px;
    right: 0px;
    top: 35px; }
  100% {
    width: 47px;
    right: 8px;
    top: 38px; } }

@-webkit-keyframes rotatePlaceholder {
  0% {
    transform: rotate(-45deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg); }
  5% {
    transform: rotate(-45deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg); }
  12% {
    transform: rotate(-405deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-405deg); }
  100% {
    transform: rotate(-405deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-405deg); } }

@keyframes rotatePlaceholder {
  0% {
    transform: rotate(-45deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg); }
  5% {
    transform: rotate(-45deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-45deg); }
  12% {
    transform: rotate(-405deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-405deg); }
  100% {
    transform: rotate(-405deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-405deg); } }

.animateSuccessTip {
  -webkit-animation: animateSuccessTip 0.75s;
  animation: animateSuccessTip 0.75s; }

.animateSuccessLong {
  -webkit-animation: animateSuccessLong 0.75s;
  animation: animateSuccessLong 0.75s; }

.sa-icon.sa-success.animate::after {
  -webkit-animation: rotatePlaceholder 4.25s ease-in;
  animation: rotatePlaceholder 4.25s ease-in; }

@-webkit-keyframes animateErrorIcon {
  0% {
    transform: rotateX(100deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotateX(100deg);
    opacity: 0; }
  100% {
    transform: rotateX(0deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotateX(0deg);
    opacity: 1; } }

@keyframes animateErrorIcon {
  0% {
    transform: rotateX(100deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotateX(100deg);
    opacity: 0; }
  100% {
    transform: rotateX(0deg);
    -webkit-transform: rotateX(0deg);
    opacity: 1; } }

.animateErrorIcon {
  -webkit-animation: animateErrorIcon 0.5s;
  animation: animateErrorIcon 0.5s; }

@-webkit-keyframes animateXMark {
  0% {
    transform: scale(0.4);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.4);
    margin-top: 26px;
    opacity: 0; }
  50% {
    transform: scale(0.4);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.4);
    margin-top: 26px;
    opacity: 0; }
  80% {
    transform: scale(1.15);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1.15);
    margin-top: -6px; }
  100% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1);
    margin-top: 0;
    opacity: 1; } }

@keyframes animateXMark {
  0% {
    transform: scale(0.4);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.4);
    margin-top: 26px;
    opacity: 0; }
  50% {
    transform: scale(0.4);
    -webkit-transform: scale(0.4);
    margin-top: 26px;
    opacity: 0; }
  80% {
    transform: scale(1.15);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1.15);
    margin-top: -6px; }
  100% {
    transform: scale(1);
    -webkit-transform: scale(1);
    margin-top: 0;
    opacity: 1; } }

.animateXMark {
  -webkit-animation: animateXMark 0.5s;
  animation: animateXMark 0.5s; }

@-webkit-keyframes pulseWarning {
  0% {
    border-color: #F8D486; }
  100% {
    border-color: #F8BB86; } }

@keyframes pulseWarning {
  0% {
    border-color: #F8D486; }
  100% {
    border-color: #F8BB86; } }

.pulseWarning {
  -webkit-animation: pulseWarning 0.75s infinite alternate;
  animation: pulseWarning 0.75s infinite alternate; }

@-webkit-keyframes pulseWarningIns {
  0% {
    background-color: #F8D486; }
  100% {
    background-color: #F8BB86; } }

@keyframes pulseWarningIns {
  0% {
    background-color: #F8D486; }
  100% {
    background-color: #F8BB86; } }

.pulseWarningIns {
  -webkit-animation: pulseWarningIns 0.75s infinite alternate;
  animation: pulseWarningIns 0.75s infinite alternate; }

@-webkit-keyframes rotate-loading {
  0% {
    transform: rotate(0deg); }
  100% {
    transform: rotate(360deg); } }

@keyframes rotate-loading {
  0% {
    transform: rotate(0deg); }
  100% {
    transform: rotate(360deg); } }

/* Internet Explorer 9 has some special quirks that are fixed here */
/* The icons are not animated. */
/* This file is automatically merged into sweet-alert.min.js through Gulp */
/* Error icon */
.sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-line.sa-left {
  -ms-transform: rotate(45deg) \9; }

.sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-error .sa-line.sa-right {
  -ms-transform: rotate(-45deg) \9; }

/* Success icon */
.sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success {
  border-color: transparent\9; }

.sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-line.sa-tip {
  -ms-transform: rotate(45deg) \9; }

.sweet-alert .sa-icon.sa-success .sa-line.sa-long {
  -ms-transform: rotate(-45deg) \9; }

/*!
 * Load Awesome v1.1.0 (http://github.danielcardoso.net/load-awesome/)
 * Copyright 2015 Daniel Cardoso <@DanielCardoso>
 * Licensed under MIT
 */
.la-ball-fall,
.la-ball-fall > div {
  position: relative;
  -webkit-box-sizing: border-box;
  -moz-box-sizing: border-box;
  box-sizing: border-box; }

.la-ball-fall {
  display: block;
  font-size: 0;
  color: #fff; }

.la-ball-fall.la-dark {
  color: #333; }

.la-ball-fall > div {
  display: inline-block;
  float: none;
  background-color: currentColor;
  border: 0 solid currentColor; }

.la-ball-fall {
  width: 54px;
  height: 18px; }

.la-ball-fall > div {
  width: 10px;
  height: 10px;
  margin: 4px;
  border-radius: 100%;
  opacity: 0;
  -webkit-animation: ball-fall 1s ease-in-out infinite;
  -moz-animation: ball-fall 1s ease-in-out infinite;
  -o-animation: ball-fall 1s ease-in-out infinite;
  animation: ball-fall 1s ease-in-out infinite; }

.la-ball-fall > div:nth-child(1) {
  -webkit-animation-delay: -200ms;
  -moz-animation-delay: -200ms;
  -o-animation-delay: -200ms;
  animation-delay: -200ms; }

.la-ball-fall > div:nth-child(2) {
  -webkit-animation-delay: -100ms;
  -moz-animation-delay: -100ms;
  -o-animation-delay: -100ms;
  animation-delay: -100ms; }

.la-ball-fall > div:nth-child(3) {
  -webkit-animation-delay: 0ms;
  -moz-animation-delay: 0ms;
  -o-animation-delay: 0ms;
  animation-delay: 0ms; }

.la-ball-fall.la-sm {
  width: 26px;
  height: 8px; }

.la-ball-fall.la-sm > div {
  width: 4px;
  height: 4px;
  margin: 2px; }

.la-ball-fall.la-2x {
  width: 108px;
  height: 36px; }

.la-ball-fall.la-2x > div {
  width: 20px;
  height: 20px;
  margin: 8px; }

.la-ball-fall.la-3x {
  width: 162px;
  height: 54px; }

.la-ball-fall.la-3x > div {
  width: 30px;
  height: 30px;
  margin: 12px; }

/*
 * Animation
 */
@-webkit-keyframes ball-fall {
  0% {
    opacity: 0;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(-145%);
    transform: translateY(-145%); }
  10% {
    opacity: .5; }
  20% {
    opacity: 1;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  80% {
    opacity: 1;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  90% {
    opacity: .5; }
  100% {
    opacity: 0;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(145%);
    transform: translateY(145%); } }

@-moz-keyframes ball-fall {
  0% {
    opacity: 0;
    -moz-transform: translateY(-145%);
    transform: translateY(-145%); }
  10% {
    opacity: .5; }
  20% {
    opacity: 1;
    -moz-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  80% {
    opacity: 1;
    -moz-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  90% {
    opacity: .5; }
  100% {
    opacity: 0;
    -moz-transform: translateY(145%);
    transform: translateY(145%); } }

@-o-keyframes ball-fall {
  0% {
    opacity: 0;
    -o-transform: translateY(-145%);
    transform: translateY(-145%); }
  10% {
    opacity: .5; }
  20% {
    opacity: 1;
    -o-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  80% {
    opacity: 1;
    -o-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  90% {
    opacity: .5; }
  100% {
    opacity: 0;
    -o-transform: translateY(145%);
    transform: translateY(145%); } }

@keyframes ball-fall {
  0% {
    opacity: 0;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(-145%);
    -moz-transform: translateY(-145%);
    -o-transform: translateY(-145%);
    transform: translateY(-145%); }
  10% {
    opacity: .5; }
  20% {
    opacity: 1;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(0);
    -moz-transform: translateY(0);
    -o-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  80% {
    opacity: 1;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(0);
    -moz-transform: translateY(0);
    -o-transform: translateY(0);
    transform: translateY(0); }
  90% {
    opacity: .5; }
  100% {
    opacity: 0;
    -webkit-transform: translateY(145%);
    -moz-transform: translateY(145%);
    -o-transform: translateY(145%);
    transform: translateY(145%); } }

@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitBold';
  src: url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.eot');
  src: url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.eot?#iefix') format('embedded-opentype'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.woff') format('woff'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.ttf') format('truetype'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.svg#AktivGroteskGeberitBold') format('svg');
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal;
}
@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitLight';
  src: url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.eot');
  src: url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.eot?#iefix') format('embedded-opentype'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.woff') format('woff'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.ttf') format('truetype'), url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.svg#AktivGroteskGeberitLight') format('svg');
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal;
}
/* 
	@copyright Konstantin Utkin
*/
html {
  overflow-y: scroll;
}
body {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  font: 14px Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
}
a {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  text-decoration: none;
}
a[data-video],
div[data-video] {
  cursor: pointer;
  position: relative;
}
a[data-video] .play,
div[data-video] .play {
  background: url("../../pic/playicon_weiss.png") no-repeat scroll center center transparent;
  position: absolute;
  width: 59px;
  height: 59px;
  z-index: 10;
  left: 50%;
  margin-left: -30px;
  top: 50%;
  margin-top: -30px;
}
.left {
  float: left;
}
.right {
  float: right;
}
.clear {
  clear: both;
  float: none;
  font-size: 0px;
  line-height: 0px;
}
#wrapper {
  min-width: 600px;
  width: 100%;
}
/* 

------------------------------ TOP WRAPPER ------------------------------ 

*/
.topWrapper {
  position: relative;
  z-index: 105;
}
#header {
  padding: 30px 0 20px 0;
}
#header a {
  color: #3a75c4;
}
#header .logo {
  float: right;
  margin: 15px 0 0 0;
  display: block;
}
#header .logo a {
  display: inline-block;
}
#header .ar {
  font-size: 24px;
  line-height: 18px;
  margin: 5px 0 5px 0;
  float: left;
  font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica;
}
#header .ar span {
  display: block;
  font-size: 13px;
  font-family: Arial;
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 20px;
}
#empty {
  height: 55px;
}
#mainWrapper #bg {
  background-color: #f0f3f1;
  height: 55px;
  position: absolute;
  width: 100%;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  min-width: 600px;
}
#mainWrapper #bg.locked {
  height: 55px !important;
}
/*

------------------------------ CONTENT ------------------------------ 
	
*/
#content .missing {
  color: red;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitBold', Arial, Helvetica;
}
#content .no_margin {
  margin: 0 !important;
}
#content .small_margin {
  margin: 0 0 8px 0 !important;
}
#content strong {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#content article {
  width: 100%;
}
#content article:before,
#content article:after {
  content: "";
  display: table;
}
#content article:after {
  clear: both;
}
#content article {
  zoom: 1;
}
#content img.web-image {
  max-width: 100%;
}
#content #weltkarte {
  width: 100%;
  /*height:	487.533px;*/
  position: relative;
}
#content #weltkarte .point {
  position: absolute;
  background-color: #2DC6D6;
  cursor: pointer;
  box-shadow: 0 0 2px 1px rgba(45, 198, 214, 0.75);
  opacity: 0.9;
}
#content #weltkarte .point article {
  display: none;
}
#content #weltkarte .point .clickarea {
  position: absolute;
  margin-left: -50%;
  margin-top: -50%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#content #weltkarte img {
  max-width: 100%;
}
#content .nobr {
  white-space: nowrap;
}
/* arrow */
#content .icon-arrow,
#story .icon-arrow {
  font-size: 13px;
  padding-left: 1px;
}
#softPopup .icon-arrow:before,
#content .icon-arrow:before,
#story .icon-arrow:before {
  content: "\e606";
}
/* columns */
#content .cols2 {
  overflow: auto;
  margin-bottom: 15px;
}
#content .cols2 .col {
  width: 50%;
  float: left;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  padding: 0 2% 0 0;
}
#content .cols2 .col:last-child {
  padding: 0 0 0 2%;
}
/* footnote */
#content .footnote {
  padding: 4px 0;
  font-size: 11px;
  color: #707072;
}
#content .footnote span.fixed {
  display: inline-block;
  vertical-align: top;
}
#content table + .footnote {
  margin-top: -18px;
}
/* highlight */
#content span.highlight {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#content .quote {
  font-size: 14px;
  line-height: 18px;
  font-weight: bold;
}
/* BUTTONS */
#content .button {
  background-color: #999;
  padding: 9px 16px 12px 12px;
  color: #fff;
  display: inline-block;
  cursor: pointer;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  text-decoration: none;
}
#content .button i {
  font-size: 20px;
  padding-right: 15px;
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .button span {
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .button:hover {
  background-color: #999;
}
/* ZOOM + XLS DOWNLOAD */
#content .xls_download {
  display: block;
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}
#content .xls_download img {
  display: inline-block;
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .xls_download span {
  display: inline-block;
  margin: 0 5px;
}
#content .link-zoom {
  display: block;
  float: right;
  margin: 5px 0 5px 5px;
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}
/* PIC and TAB headings */
#content h3.pic,
#content h3.table {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  line-height: 15px;
  position: relative;
}
#content h3.pic span,
#content h3.table span {
  font-weight: normal;
}
/* SEARCH HIGHLIGHT */
#content .search_highlight {
  font-weight: bold;
  color: #3a75c4;
}
/* notes */
#content div.notes {
  clear: both;
  margin: 15px 0;
}
#content div.notes > div {
  margin: 15px 0 0;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
}
#content div.notes h2 {
  padding: 8px 50px 8px 0;
  font-size: 1em;
  margin: 1px 0 1px;
  background: url(../images/icon_accordion.gif) no-repeat scroll right 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
  cursor: pointer;
  line-height: 16px;
}
#content div.notes h2.first {
  border-top: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
}
#content div.notes h2.open {
  font-weight: bold;
  background-position: right -128px;
}
#content div.notes h2.closed:hover {
  background-position: right -64px;
  background-color: #f0f2f1;
}
#content div.notes h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#content div.notes h2 {
  color: #3e3e3e;
}
/* quick analyzer */
/* video.js */
#content .video-js {
  width: 100%;
}
#content .embedded-video-wrapper {
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
  padding-bottom: 56.25%;
  margin-bottom: 15px;
}
#content .embedded-video-wrapper > * {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  height: 100%;
  width: 100%;
}
#content .popup-player {
  display: none !important;
}
/* sitemap */
#content .sitemap > li {
  padding-left: 0;
}
#content .sitemap li {
  background: none;
  padding-top: 3px;
  padding-bottom: 3px;
}
#content .sitemap ul {
  margin-bottom: 0;
  padding-top: 3px;
}
#content .sitemap a {
  font-weight: normal;
}
/*

------------------------------ DOWNLOADCENTER AND MY REPORT  ------------------------------

*/
/* 

------------------------------ SEARCH ------------------------------ 

*/
#search_results .search-result {
  border-top: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding: 0 0 6px;
}
#search_results .search-result h2 {
  font-size: 1em;
  margin-top: 18px;
}
#search_results .search-result h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#search_results .search-result p a {
  text-decoration: none;
  font-weight: normal;
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#search_results .search-result a:hover {
  text-decoration: underline;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result {
  border-top: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding: 0 0 6px;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result h2 {
  font-size: 1em;
  margin-top: 18px;
  margin-bottom: 18px;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result p {
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result p a {
  text-decoration: none;
  font-weight: normal;
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result a:hover {
  text-decoration: underline;
}
#searchResults strong,
#searchResults a,
#searchResults .search_highlight {
  color: #3a75c4;
  font-weight: bold;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li {
  display: inline;
  margin-right: 5px;
  padding: 0;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li a {
  font-weight: normal;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li.current-page a {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#searchResults .searchWord,
#searchResults .resultsOverview {
  margin-bottom: 20px;
}
/*

------------------------------ HOME PAGE ------------------------------ 

*/
#mainWrapper.homePage #bg,
#mainWrapper.homePage #empty {
  display: none;
}
/* 

------------------------------ ANNUAL REPORT POPUP ------------------------------

*/
#myReportPopup {
  padding: 20px;
}
#myReportPopup h2 {
  font-size: 1.8em;
  font-weight: normal;
  margin-bottom: 12px;
}
#myReportPopup p {
  font-size: 1.1em;
}
/* 

------------------------------ RECOMMENDED PAGE ------------------------------

*/
#content .recommend label {
  padding: 6px 0;
  display: block;
}
#content .recommend input {
  max-width: 400px;
  margin-bottom: 10px;
  border: 1px solid #c2c2c2;
  padding: 3px 3px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
}
#content .recommend textarea {
  max-width: 396px;
  margin-bottom: 20px;
  border: 1px solid #c2c2c2;
  height: 100px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
}
/* 

------------------------------ SOFT POPUP ------------------------------

*/
#softPopup {
  z-index: 9000;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  width: 280px;
  position: absolute;
  color: #fff;
}
#softPopup h1 {
  margin: 0;
  font-size: 16px;
  color: #fff;
  padding: 15px 15px 10px;
}
#softPopup p {
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 16px;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  padding: 0 15px 18px;
}
#softPopup a {
  display: block;
  text-align: right;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  font-weight: 700;
  padding: 0 15px 18px;
}
#softPopup .icon-arrowRight2 {
  font-size: 10px;
}
#softPopupClose {
  width: 100%;
  height: 34px;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#softPopupClose i {
  float: right;
  padding: 10px;
  font-size: 16px;
}
#servicePopup {
  z-index: 9000;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  width: 200px;
  padding: 15px;
  position: absolute;
  color: #fff;
}
#servicePopup h1 {
  margin: 0 15px 7px 0;
  font-size: 16px;
  color: #fff;
}
#servicePopup p {
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 17px;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#servicePopup ul li {
  padding: 5px 0;
  text-align: right;
}
#servicePopup ul li a,
#servicePopup ul li strong {
  color: #fff;
  font-weight: normal;
}
/* 

------------------------------ SMALL TABLES ------------------------------ 

*/
.small_table {
  position: relative;
}
.small_table table.financial_table th {
  font-size: 1em;
}
.small_table table.financial_table th,
.small_table table.financial_table td {
  line-height: 7px;
  padding: 2px 1px;
  font-size: 0.5em;
}
/*

------------------------------ VIDEO CENTER ------------------------------
	
*/
#videocenter .image_box {
  width: 25%;
  float: left;
  margin-right: 4%;
}
#videocenter input {
  padding: 3px 3px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
  width: 100%;
  min-height: 15px;
  font-size: 12px;
}
#videocenter > section {
  width: 100%;
  margin-bottom: 28px;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding-bottom: 28px;
}
#videocenter > section > section {
  width: 71%;
}
/* 

------------------------------ COLOR SETTINGS ------------------------------
TODO: none of this will stand for 2015
*/
body.color_1 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #00565B;
}
body.color_1 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #00565B;
  border: 2px solid #00565B;
}
body.color_1 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #2DC6D6;
}
body.color_2 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #00386B;
}
body.color_2 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #00386B;
  border: 2px solid #00386B;
}
body.color_2 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #75B2DD;
}
body.color_3 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #4c145E;
}
body.color_3 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #4c145E;
  border: 2px solid #4c145E;
}
body.color_3 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #AA47BA;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #006847;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls i {
  color: #006847;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #006847;
  border: 2px solid #006847;
}
body.color_4 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #70CE9B;
}
/* toolbar colors */
/* 

------------------------------ RESPONSIVE SETTINGS ------------------------------
	
*/
/* screen < max width */
@media screen and (max-width: 1240px) {
  #content #analysis .filter-1 div {
    font-size: 13px;
  }
  #content #analysis .filter-2 div {
    width: 33.333%;
  }
  #content #collection .filter-1 div {
    width: 33.333%;
  }
}
/* screen < 959 */
@media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
  #editorial-video-points {
    width: 520px;
  }
  #mainContainer #content,
  #mainContainer #story,
  #mainContainer #searchResults {
    padding-right: 0;
  }
  /* home boxes width */
  #content #collection .container div {
    width: 183px;
    height: 239px;
  }
  #content #collection .container div span.bg {
    width: 149px;
  }
  #content #collection .container div span.bottom {
    top: 155px;
  }
}
/*  750 < screen  */
@media screen and (max-width: 750px) {
  #content #analysis .filter-1 div {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
  #collectionPopup .buttons .download,
  #collectionPopup .buttons a {
    display: inline-block;
    margin-top: 10px;
  }
}
/* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
#content .pwc img {
  display: inline;
}
#slider-group-performance {
  background-color: #2dc6d6;
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper {
  position: relative;
  width: 80%;
  float: left;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper .slider {
  width: 80%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper .slider .icon-grip {
  color: #2dc6d6;
  font-size: 17px;
  position: relative;
  top: 3px;
  left: 40%;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-left {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  left: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-left .icon-arrowLeft2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-right {
  float: right;
  position: relative;
  right: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-right .icon-arrowRight2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
  float: right;
}
#slider-axis {
  width: 100%;
  position: relative;
  padding-top: 5px;
  font-size: 14px;
}
#slider-axis .min {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 20%;
  text-align: left;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-axis .target {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 60%;
  text-align: center;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-axis .max {
  text-align: right;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 20%;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-individual-performance {
  background-color: #00565b;
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper {
  position: relative;
  width: 80%;
  float: left;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper .slider {
  width: 80%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper .slider .icon-grip {
  color: #00565b;
  font-size: 17px;
  position: relative;
  top: 3px;
  left: 40%;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-left {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  left: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-left .icon-arrowLeft2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-right {
  float: right;
  position: relative;
  right: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-right .icon-arrowRight2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
  float: right;
}
#remunerationChart {
  width: 100%;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart {
  width: 100%;
  border-top: 1px solid #a5a5a7;
  height: 40px;
  color: #4C145E;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart:first-child {
  width: 30%;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart:last-child {
  width: 65%;
  float: right;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
  vertical-align: text-top;
  top: -18px;
  color: #843fa8;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart.white-text {
  color: #ffffff !important;
  top: -16px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart {
  bottom: 40px;
  float: right;
  height: auto;
  right: 0px;
  position: absolute;
  width: 70%;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-individual {
  max-height: 40px;
  background: #00565b;
  width: 100%;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-individual .percent-individual {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #a9df65;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-group {
  max-height: 240px;
  background: #2dc6d6;
  width: 100%;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-group .percent-group {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #00565b;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart {
  width: 100%;
  height: 280px;
  z-index: 1;
  position: relative;
  background: #843fa8;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart .percent-fixed {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #fff;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-percent {
  font-size: 11px;
  font-weight: 700;
  height: 20px;
  left: -35px;
  padding-left: 6px;
  padding-top: 1px;
  position: relative;
  top: 20px;
  white-space: nowrap;
  width: 49px;
  z-index: 5;
  text-align: center;
}
/* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
#softPopup a {
  font-size: 12px !important;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#softPopup a i {
  position: relative;
  top: 2px;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 12px;
}
/* --------------------------------------   Festlegung der VergÃ¼tungen   --------------------------------------------- */
@media screen and (max-width: 1015px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 0;
  }
}
@media screen and (max-width: 720px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 0;
  }
}
@media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 1;
  }
  /* --------------------------------------   Stories from the world of Geberit  --------------------------------------------- */
  #story article.mobile {
    position: relative;
    overflow: hidden;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col1 {
    width: 70%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 {
    width: 30%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col1 .row3 {
    border-bottom: 5px solid #fff;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row1,
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row2 {
    width: 100%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row2 {
    border-bottom: 0px;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row1 {
    border-right: 0px;
  }
  #story article .teaser {
    min-width: 145px;
    width: 50%;
    height: 120px;
    position: relative;
    left: 0px;
    top: 0px;
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
  }
  /* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
  section#strategy section section {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
  section#strategy section section h2 {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
}

@charset "UTF-8";
/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
/*------------------------------------*    #CLEARFIX
\*------------------------------------*/
/**
 * Micro clearfix, as per: css-101.org/articles/clearfix/latest-new-clearfix-so-far.php
 * Extend the clearfix class with Sass to avoid the `.clearfix` class appearing
 * over and over in your markup.
 */
.clearfix:after {
  content: "";
  display: table;
  clear: both; }

/**
Konrad Haenel - konrad.haenel@eqs.com

To make life easier for you and everyone else working on this project, please follow this advice:

- Don't directly include styles in this file. Use imported files from ./lib for that.
- Don't directly copy dependencies into lib. Use bower to install them.
- Use multiple imported files, don't cram all styles into one giant file.
- Seperate files sensibly, so that related concepts are close to one another
  This point needs some explanation:
  BAD:  Separating out mediaqueries. If you need to change one element, you now have to look in multiple files.
  GOOD: Separating out style for tables. <table> is a complex element that is used on many pages and doesn't
        concern other elements. A file containing everything needed to style tables can be very helpful.
  Think about what an optimal unit of work is and put that in one scss file.
*/
sup, sub {
  font-size: 75%;
  line-height: 0;
  position: relative; }

sup {
  top: -0.5em; }

sub {
  bottom: -0.25em; }

strong {
  font-weight: bold; }

* {
  border-style: solid;
  border-top-style: solid; }

.nowrap {
  white-space: nowrap; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitBold';
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.eot");
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.eot?#iefix") format("embedded-opentype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.woff") format("woff"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.ttf") format("truetype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.svg#AktivGroteskGeberitBold") format("svg");
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal; }

@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitLight';
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.eot");
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.eot?#iefix") format("embedded-opentype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.woff") format("woff"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.ttf") format("truetype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_lt-webfont.svg#AktivGroteskGeberitLight") format("svg");
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal; }

body {
  -webkit-text-size-adjust: 100%; }

.mobileswitch {
  display: none;
  position: fixed;
  flex-direction: column;
  justify-content: center;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  width: 100vw;
  height: 100vh;
  background: #fff;
  z-index: 100000; }
  .mobileswitch.visible {
    display: flex; }
  .mobileswitch .mobileswitch__header {
    padding: 20px 20px 10px;
    width: 100%;
    border-bottom-width: 45px; }
    .mobileswitch .mobileswitch__header .brand-logo {
      font-size: 0;
      text-align: right;
      margin-bottom: 20px; }
      .mobileswitch .mobileswitch__header .brand-logo img {
        display: inline-block; }
    .mobileswitch .mobileswitch__header .site-title {
      font-size: 24px;
      line-height: 18px;
      margin: 5px 0;
      font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica; }
      .mobileswitch .mobileswitch__header .site-title span {
        display: block;
        font-size: 13px;
        font-family: Arial;
        font-weight: bold;
        line-height: 20px; }

.mobileswitch__menu {
  padding: 20px;
  display: flex;
  position: relative;
  flex-direction: column;
  justify-content: center;
  flex-grow: 1; }

.mobileswitch__choicecontainer {
  display: inline-block;
  width: 100%;
  padding: 20px;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5 !important; }

.mobileswitch__answers {
  margin-bottom: 57px; }

.mobileswitch__choice {
  display: block;
  position: relative;
  margin-bottom: 20px; }
  .mobileswitch__choice:before {
    content: "î��";
    position: absolute;
    left: -20px;
    top: 50%;
    margin-top: -7px;
    font-size: 14px;
    font-family: 'iconfont'; }
  .mobileswitch__choice:last-child {
    margin-bottom: 0; }

body.mobile-overlay-active {
  overflow: hidden;
  width: 100vw;
  height: 100vw; }

/*
  Color theme mixin
  by kha - konrad.haenel@eqs.com

  This way we can use a set of 4 colors to define all kinds of color states for
  brand-colored elements.

  Use class="color-theme-[num]" on the outermost element and the other classes
  where appropriate. See the main navigation for use-case.
*/
.color-theme-1 {
  border-color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 * {
    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-1.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #aa47ba;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-1.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-1.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(170, 71, 186, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-1.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #4c145e;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-1.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-1.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(76, 20, 94, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__border {
    border-color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__border-dark,
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__color {
    color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__color-dark,
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #4c145e; }
    .color-theme-1 .color-theme__color-dark .hc_container h2,
    .color-theme-1 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #aa47ba;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #4c145e;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(170, 71, 186, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #aa47ba;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #aa47ba;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-1.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #aa47ba; }
    .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article .tableEnlarge a {
    color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #aa47ba; }
    .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #aa47ba;
    color: #aa47ba; }
    .color-theme-1 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-1.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-1 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-1 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #4c145e; }
  .color-theme-1 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #4c145e; }
    .color-theme-1 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-1 .financial_table th {
    color: #aa47ba; }
  .color-theme-1 div.notes h2 {
    color: #aa47ba !important; }
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    color: #aa47ba; }

.color-theme-2 {
  border-color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 * {
    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-2.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #75b2dd;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-2.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-2.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(117, 178, 221, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-2.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #00386b;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-2.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-2.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(0, 56, 107, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__border {
    border-color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__border-dark,
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__color {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__color-dark,
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #00386b; }
    .color-theme-2 .color-theme__color-dark .hc_container h2,
    .color-theme-2 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #75b2dd;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #00386b;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(117, 178, 221, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #75b2dd;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #75b2dd;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-2.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #75b2dd; }
    .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article .tableEnlarge a {
    color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #75b2dd; }
    .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #75b2dd;
    color: #75b2dd; }
    .color-theme-2 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-2.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-2 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-2 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #00386b; }
  .color-theme-2 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #00386b; }
    .color-theme-2 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-2 .financial_table th {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  .color-theme-2 div.notes h2 {
    color: #75b2dd !important; }
  .color-theme-2 .hc_container h2 {
    color: #75b2dd; }

.color-theme-3 {
  border-color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 * {
    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-3.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-3.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-3.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(45, 198, 214, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-3.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #00565b;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-3.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-3.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(0, 86, 91, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__border {
    border-color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__border-dark,
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__color {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__color-dark,
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #00565b; }
    .color-theme-3 .color-theme__color-dark .hc_container h2,
    .color-theme-3 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #00565b;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(45, 198, 214, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-3.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
    .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article .tableEnlarge a {
    color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #2dc6d6; }
    .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #2dc6d6;
    color: #2dc6d6; }
    .color-theme-3 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-3.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-3 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-3 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #00565b; }
  .color-theme-3 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #00565b; }
    .color-theme-3 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-3 .financial_table th {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
  .color-theme-3 div.notes h2 {
    color: #2dc6d6 !important; }
  .color-theme-3 .hc_container h2 {
    color: #2dc6d6; }

.color-theme-4 {
  border-color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 * {
    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-4.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #aadd6d;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-4.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-4.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(170, 221, 109, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-4.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #434837;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-4.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-4.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(67, 72, 55, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__border {
    border-color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__border-dark,
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__color {
    color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__color-dark,
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #434837; }
    .color-theme-4 .color-theme__color-dark .hc_container h2,
    .color-theme-4 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #aadd6d;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #434837;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(170, 221, 109, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #aadd6d;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #aadd6d;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-4.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #aadd6d; }
    .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article .tableEnlarge a {
    color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #aadd6d; }
    .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #aadd6d;
    color: #aadd6d; }
    .color-theme-4 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-4.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-4 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-4 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #434837; }
  .color-theme-4 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #434837; }
    .color-theme-4 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-4 .financial_table th {
    color: #aadd6d; }
  .color-theme-4 div.notes h2 {
    color: #aadd6d !important; }
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    color: #aadd6d; }
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  border-color: #70ce9b; }
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    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-5.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #70ce9b;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-5.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-5.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(112, 206, 155, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-5.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #006847;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-5.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-5.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(0, 104, 71, 0.8); }
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    border-color: #70ce9b; }
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  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #006847; }
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    color: #70ce9b; }
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  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #006847; }
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    .color-theme-5 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #70ce9b;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #006847;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(112, 206, 155, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #70ce9b; }
  .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #70ce9b;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #70ce9b;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-5.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #70ce9b; }
    .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article .tableEnlarge a {
    color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #70ce9b; }
    .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #70ce9b;
    color: #70ce9b; }
    .color-theme-5 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-5.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #70ce9b; }
  .color-theme-5 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-5 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #70ce9b; }
  .color-theme-5 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-5 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #006847; }
  .color-theme-5 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #006847; }
    .color-theme-5 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #70ce9b; }
  .color-theme-5 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-5 .financial_table th {
    color: #70ce9b; }
  .color-theme-5 div.notes h2 {
    color: #70ce9b !important; }
  .color-theme-5 .hc_container h2 {
    color: #70ce9b; }
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  border-color: #999; }
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    border-color: inherit;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0; }
  .color-theme-6.color-theme__background {
    background-color: #999;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-6.color-theme__background a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-6.color-theme__background.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(153, 153, 153, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-6.color-theme__background-dark {
    background-color: #727272;
    color: #fff; }
    .color-theme-6.color-theme__background-dark a {
      color: inherit; }
    .color-theme-6.color-theme__background-dark.color-theme__background--opacity-hover:not(:hover) {
      background-color: rgba(114, 114, 114, 0.8); }
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    border-color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__border-dark,
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__border--dark {
    border-color: #727272; }
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    color: #999; }
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  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #727272; }
    .color-theme-6 .color-theme__color-dark .hc_container h2,
    .color-theme-6 .color-theme__font-color--dark .hc_container h2 {
      color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__background-nested {
    background-color: #999;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__background-nested--dark {
    background-color: #727272;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__background-nested--transparent {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(153, 153, 153, 0.8); }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__hover-font-nested:hover, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__hover-font-nested.active {
    color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-element:hover, .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-element.active {
    background-color: #999;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-element--dark:hover, .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-element--dark.active {
    background-color: #999;
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__hover-font--dark.active, .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-font--dark:hover, .color-theme-6.color-theme__hover-font--dark.active {
    color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h1, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h2, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h3, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article a {
    color: #999; }
    .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h1.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h2.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article h3.color-theme__font-color--dark, .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article a.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #727272; }
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    color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
    border-bottom-color: #999; }
    .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table th.border_bottom.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd {
    border-bottom-color: #999;
    color: #999; }
    .color-theme-6 .color-theme__content-column article table.financial_table .hd.color-theme__font-color--dark {
      color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__font-color, .color-theme-6.color-theme__font-color {
    color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6 .color-theme__font-color--dark {
    color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .fancybox-close {
    color: #fff; }
  .color-theme-6 .fancybox-skin {
    background-color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6 .fancybox-inner, .color-theme-6 .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .fancybox-inner .embedded-video-wrapper {
    background-color: #727272; }
  .color-theme-6 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    background-color: #727272; }
    .color-theme-6 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet.active {
      background-color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6 .financial_table .tablehead,
  .color-theme-6 .financial_table th {
    color: #999; }
  .color-theme-6 div.notes h2 {
    color: #999 !important; }
  .color-theme-6 .hc_container h2 {
    color: #999; }

.button--download {
  width: 170px;
  float: right;
  display: block;
  margin-top: 25px;
  cursor: pointer;
  padding: 10px 10px;
  font-size: 12px; }
  .button--download i {
    float: right;
    font-size: 15px; }

body, html {
  min-height: 100%;
  height: 100%; }

.height-wrap {
  display: flex;
  flex-direction: column;
  min-height: 100%;
  transition: all 0.2s ease-out 0s; }
  .height-wrap .main {
    position: relative;
    flex-grow: 1;
    z-index: 0; }

.wrap-main {
  position: relative;
  margin: 0 auto;
  max-width: 1240px;
  min-width: 600px;
  padding-left: 20px;
  padding-right: 20px;
  box-sizing: border-box; }

.content-container {
  margin: 0;
  padding: 0;
  position: relative; }
  .content-container .content-column,
  .content-container .search-results {
    width: 100%;
    padding-left: 320px;
    padding-bottom: 15px;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    overflow: hidden; }
    @media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
      .content-container .content-column,
      .content-container .search-results {
        padding-left: 0; } }
  .content-container .search-results {
    padding-top: 85px; }

.widePageLeft .content-column {
  padding-left: 0;
  padding-right: 0; }

.widePageLeft #mainContainer #content,
.widePageLeft #mainContainer #searchResults {
  padding-right: 0; }

.site-header {
  flex-grow: 0;
  position: relative;
  z-index: 105;
  max-height: 144px; }

/*
  Main navigation in site-header
*/
.site-header__main-navigation {
  border-bottom: 1px solid #fff; }
  .site-header__main-navigation ul {
    position: relative;
    z-index: 99; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul * {
      box-sizing: border-box; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav {
      display: inline-block;
      font-size: 0; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav > li {
        font-size: 14px; }
        @media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
          .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav > li a {
            font-size: 15px; } }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul > li {
      display: inline-block;
      position: relative;
      margin: 0;
      vertical-align: middle;
      cursor: pointer;
      padding: 14px 12px 12px;
      height: 45px;
      transition: background-color .4s; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li a {
        line-height: 15px;
        padding-bottom: 2px;
        font-weight: bold;
        font-size: 16px; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li i {
        font-size: 20px; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li strong {
        font-weight: bold; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li ul {
        margin-top: 15px;
        position: relative;
        z-index: 100;
        display: none;
        padding: 12px 0;
        position: absolute;
        width: 283px;
        left: 0; }
        .site-header__main-navigation ul > li ul a {
          font-size: 0.95em; }
        .site-header__main-navigation ul > li ul li {
          text-align: left;
          position: relative;
          cursor: pointer;
          padding: 8px;
          display: block;
          height: auto; }
          .site-header__main-navigation ul > li ul li span {
            display: block;
            padding-left: 12px; }
          .site-header__main-navigation ul > li ul li:hover {
            background-color: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.1); }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li .subnav .up {
        position: absolute;
        border-bottom-width: 10px;
        border-bottom-style: solid;
        border-left: 10px solid transparent;
        border-right: 10px solid transparent;
        height: 0;
        width: 0;
        top: -10px;
        left: 25px; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li .subnav i {
        font-size: 12px;
        padding-right: 8px; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav-main {
      margin-left: 308px; }
      @media (max-width: 1190px) {
        .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav-main {
          margin-left: 0; } }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav-main .up {
        display: none; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav-icons {
      margin-left: 50px; }
    @media screen and (max-width: 768px) {
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon {
        display: none; } }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm {
      width: 36px;
      margin-left: 5px;
      margin-right: 5px;
      padding-top: 12px;
      text-align: center; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon.language-icon, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm.language-icon {
        padding-top: 14px; }
      @media (max-width: 959px) {
        .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm {
          margin: 0; } }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon ul, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm ul {
        margin-top: 11px;
        left: -118.5px; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon .subnav h2, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm .subnav h2 {
        margin-top: -12px;
        padding: 19px 20px;
        text-align: left;
        font-size: 14px;
        text-transform: uppercase;
        cursor: default; }
      .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.icon .subnav .up, .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm .subnav .up {
        left: 50%;
        margin-left: -10px; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul > li.mm {
      cursor: auto;
      right: 0px;
      margin-right: 0;
      width: auto;
      margin-left: 5px; }
    .site-header__main-navigation ul #toggleToolbar {
      display: none; }
      @media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
        .site-header__main-navigation ul #toggleToolbar {
          display: block;
          cursor: pointer; } }

.site-header__main-navigation > li li.hi {
  transition: all 0.3s ease-in-out; }

.site-header__main-navigation > li.icon.hi li.hi {
  transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out; }

.mobile-menu-button {
  position: absolute;
  right: 20px;
  top: 0;
  bottom: 0;
  padding-left: 20px;
  padding-top: 12px;
  font-size: 20px;
  cursor: pointer; }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .mobile-menu-button {
      display: none; } }

.icon.searchfield {
  position: relative; }
  .icon.searchfield.active {
    color: #727272; }
    .icon.searchfield.active:before {
      content: '';
      position: absolute;
      top: 0;
      right: 0;
      height: 100%;
      width: 180px;
      background: transparent;
      z-index: 0;
      cursor: default; }

.searchfield__input {
  position: absolute;
  height: 25px;
  top: -3px;
  right: -10px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
  padding: 0 25px 0 5px;
  width: 4px;
  border-color: #f0f3f1;
  border-style: solid;
  border-width: 1px;
  z-index: 1; }
  .searchfield__input.hidden {
    display: none; }

#searchButton {
  position: relative;
  z-index: 2; }

#searchFormContent,
#searchFormMobile {
  position: relative; }

#searchButtonContent,
#searchButtonMobile {
  display: block;
  position: absolute;
  top: 4px;
  right: 8px; }

#searchButtonContent i,
#searchButtonMobile i {
  vertical-align: top;
  color: #999;
  font-size: 18px; }

#searchKeywordsMobile,
#searchKeywordsContent {
  width: 100%;
  padding: 0 30px 0 5px;
  height: 28px;
  color: #999; }

#searchForm {
  position: relative; }
  #searchForm .searchOutput {
    text-align: left;
    background-color: #fff;
    border-color: #f0f3f1;
    border-style: solid;
    border-width: 0 1px 1px;
    padding: 10px 12px;
    left: -140 !important;
    width: 159px;
    top: 24px !important;
    z-index: 999;
    color: #727272; }
    #searchForm .searchOutput table {
      font-size: 13px;
      line-height: 16px;
      width: 100%;
      overflow: hidden; }
      #searchForm .searchOutput table td.keywordCol {
        overflow: hidden; }
      #searchForm .searchOutput table td.numberCol {
        font-size: 11px;
        text-align: right;
        color: #3e3e3e; }
    #searchForm .searchOutput a {
      font-size: 13px; }
      #searchForm .searchOutput a:hover {
        color: #000; }

.main {
  padding: 0 0 20px; }

.content-column {
  /* list */ }
  .content-column article > section {
    width: 70%;
    padding-right: 25px; }
  .content-column h1 {
    font-size: 30px;
    margin: 0 0 24px 0;
    font-weight: normal;
    font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica;
    line-height: 32px; }
  .content-column h2 {
    font-size: 14px;
    margin: 0 0 12px 0;
    font-weight: bold; }
    .content-column h2.graphic-headline {
      padding: 6px 0 0;
      border-top: 6px solid;
      font-size: 18px;
      line-height: 18px; }
  .content-column h3 {
    font-size: 1em;
    margin: 0 0 2px 0;
    font-weight: bold; }
  .content-column h4 {
    font-weight: bold;
    margin: 0 0 2px 0;
    color: #3e3e3e; }
  .content-column a {
    text-decoration: none;
    font-weight: bold; }
  .content-column p,
  .content-column ul,
  .content-column ol,
  .content-column form,
  .content-column .video-js {
    margin: 0 0 24px 0;
    line-height: 18px; }
  .content-column img {
    display: block; }
  .content-column figcaption {
    color: #b4b4b6;
    font-weight: bold;
    margin: 10px 0;
    font-size: 12px;
    line-height: 16px; }
  .content-column section {
    box-sizing: border-box;
    float: left; }
  .content-column .box {
    padding: 0 0 0 0;
    margin-bottom: 24px;
    border-top-width: 6px;
    border-style: solid;
    font-weight: bold;
    padding-top: 15px; }
  .content-column .svg {
    width: 100%;
    margin-bottom: 24px; }
  .content-column.content-column--narrow article > section {
    width: 65%;
    box-shadow: -1px 0 0 0 #e5e5e5 inset; }
  .content-column ul.list {
    padding-left: 20px; }
  .content-column ul {
    list-style-type: none; }
  .content-column ul li {
    line-height: 18px;
    padding-left: 14px;
    padding-top: 2px;
    padding-bottom: 5px;
    background: url(../images/ul_2.gif) no-repeat scroll 0 8px transparent; }
  .content-column ol {
    padding-left: 38px; }
  .content-column ol li {
    line-height: 18px;
    padding-left: 2px;
    padding-bottom: 5px;
    list-style-type: decimal; }
  .content-column ul li ul li {
    background: url(../images/ul_2.gif) no-repeat scroll 0 8px transparent; }

#searchResultsClose {
  height: 28px;
  float: right; }
  #searchResultsClose i {
    font-size: 23px;
    padding-left: 8px;
    vertical-align: bottom; }
  #searchResultsClose a {
    font-size: 13px; }

/* breadcrump */
#content .breadcrump {
  width: 100%;
  margin: 12px 0 36px 0;
  float: left; }
  #content .breadcrump li {
    display: inline;
    padding-right: 6px;
    padding-left: 0;
    line-height: 14px;
    background: none;
    color: #3a75c4; }
    #content .breadcrump li a {
      font-size: 12px;
      text-decoration: none;
      padding-left: 10px;
      color: #3a75c4; }
      #content .breadcrump li a strong {
        display: none; }
    #content .breadcrump li:first-child a {
      padding-left: 0; }

/* PIC INC */
.content-column .image_box .img {
  position: relative; }

.content-column .image_box {
  margin-bottom: 24px;
  position: relative; }
  .content-column .image_box img {
    max-width: 100%; }
  .content-column .image_box.left {
    margin: 0 15px 24px 0; }
  .content-column .image_box.right {
    margin: 0 0 24px 15px; }
  .content-column .image_box .pictext {
    position: absolute;
    width: 50%;
    right: 10px;
    top: 50px; }
    .content-column .image_box .pictext h2 {
      font-size: 13px;
      line-height: 18px;
      margin-bottom: 5px; }
      @media (min-width: 768px) {
        .content-column .image_box .pictext h2 {
          font-size: 16px;
          line-height: 22px; } }
      @media (min-width: 959px) {
        .content-column .image_box .pictext h2 {
          font-size: 13px;
          line-height: 18px; } }
      @media (min-width: 1024px) {
        .content-column .image_box .pictext h2 {
          font-size: 16px;
          line-height: 22px; } }
      @media (min-width: 1200px) {
        .content-column .image_box .pictext h2 {
          font-size: 18px;
          line-height: 24px; } }
    .content-column .image_box .pictext p {
      font-size: 14px;
      line-height: 26px;
      font-weight: bold; }

.content-column .col .image_box {
  margin-bottom: 0; }

.content-column .pic-footer {
  padding: 10px 4px;
  color: #b4b4b6;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;
  font-weight: bold;
  font-size: 13px;
  line-height: 16px; }

#content .image_box.left h3.pic,
#content .image_box.right h3.pic {
  margin-top: 0; }

.content-column div.accordion {
  clear: both;
  margin: 15px 0; }
  .content-column div.accordion > div {
    margin: 15px 0 0;
    border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba; }
  .content-column div.accordion h2 {
    margin: 1px 0 1px;
    padding: 8px 50px 8px 0;
    font-size: 1em;
    color: #3e3e3e;
    line-height: 16px;
    background: url(../images/icon_accordion.gif) no-repeat scroll right 0 transparent;
    border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
    cursor: pointer; }
  .content-column div.accordion h2.first {
    border-top: 1px solid #b8b8ba; }
  .content-column div.accordion h2.open {
    font-weight: bold;
    background-position: right -128px; }
  .content-column div.accordion h2.closed:hover {
    background-position: right -64px;
    background-color: #f0f2f1; }
  .content-column div.accordion h2 a {
    text-decoration: none; }

.slider-pagination__bullet {
  width: 12px;
  height: 12px;
  border-radius: 50%;
  border-width: 2px;
  border-color: #fff;
  background-color: #fff;
  cursor: pointer; }

.sidebar {
  box-sizing: border-box;
  width: 280px;
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  top: 0;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  z-index: 1000; }
  .sidebar.service-mobile {
    padding: 10px; }
  .sidebar .service__content {
    width: inherit; }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .sidebar.color-theme__background-nested {
      background-color: transparent; } }
  .sidebar .sidebar__navigation {
    margin-bottom: 45px;
    padding: 10px;
    position: relative; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li {
      padding: 5px 0;
      color: #000; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li a {
        font-weight: bold; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li {
        padding-left: 3px; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li a {
          font-weight: normal;
          display: inline-block;
          margin-left: 14px; }
          .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li a:before {
            content: "a";
            display: inline-block;
            margin-top: -1px;
            margin-right: 6px;
            margin-left: -14px;
            font-family: 'iconfont'; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li span {
          vertical-align: top; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li i {
          font-size: 0.9em;
          padding-top: 3px;
          padding-right: 8px;
          display: inline-block;
          vertical-align: top; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li li {
          padding-left: 20px; }
          .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li li a:before {
            content: "a";
            display: inline;
            margin-right: 5px; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li.active > a {
          color: #fff;
          text-decoration: none; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li.sub.active > a span, .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li.sub.subact > a span {
          text-decoration: none; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li.sub.active > a:before, .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li li.sub.subact > a:before {
          content: "o";
          margin-right: 3px;
          margin-left: -22px; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li.subact > a span {
        text-decoration: underline; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li.subact.active > a,
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li.active > a {
        text-decoration: none;
        color: #fff; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li .subnav {
        margin: 10px 0 5px; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li .subnav ul {
          padding: 5px 0 0; }
          .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li .subnav ul li:last-child {
            padding-bottom: 0; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li.sub__stories--active {
        padding-bottom: 0; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation ul > li a:hover {
      color: #fff;
      transition: color 0.3s ease; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation.sidebar__navigation--nobottompadding {
      padding-bottom: 0; }
  .sidebar .nav {
    padding: 15px 10px;
    border-top: 1px solid #fff;
    border-bottom: 1px solid #fff;
    overflow: hidden; }
    .sidebar .nav a {
      color: #000; }
    .sidebar .nav .page {
      width: 70%;
      float: left;
      line-height: 15px;
      overflow: hidden;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      border-right: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.4);
      padding-right: 10px; }
      .sidebar .nav .page a {
        display: block;
        text-decoration: none; }
      .sidebar .nav .page i {
        vertical-align: middle; }
      .sidebar .nav .page .prev {
        float: left; }
      .sidebar .nav .page .next {
        float: right; }
    .sidebar .nav .recommend,
    .sidebar .nav .print {
      font-size: 120%;
      width: 15%;
      float: left;
      text-align: center;
      border-left: 1px solid rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.3);
      box-sizing: border-box; }
    .sidebar .nav .print {
      border-right: 1px solid rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.4); }
    .sidebar .nav a:hover {
      color: #fff;
      transition: color 0.3s ease; }
  .sidebar .mobile {
    display: none; }
    .sidebar .mobile i.icon-quickfinder,
    .sidebar .mobile i.icon-history {
      font-size: 16px; }
    .sidebar .mobile a:hover i.icon-quickfinder,
    .sidebar .mobile a:hover i.icon-history {
      padding-left: 0;
      padding-right: 7px; }
  @media (max-width: 959px) {
    .sidebar {
      display: none;
      position: fixed;
      top: 0;
      right: 0;
      height: 100%;
      overflow: auto;
      overflow-x: hidden;
      width: 280px;
      /* no sticky on mobile */ }
      .sidebar #stickyService {
        top: 0 !important;
        position: relative !important;
        width: auto; }
      .sidebar .service_box {
        padding-left: 10px;
        padding-right: 10px;
        border-left: none; }
      .sidebar .search {
        display: block; }
      .sidebar .mobile {
        display: block; } }

body .close-button {
  position: absolute;
  display: none;
  top: 0;
  padding: 5px 7px;
  font-weight: bold; }

html.mm-locked {
  overflow: hidden; }

body.mm-locked {
  overflow: hidden; }
  body.mm-locked .height-wrap {
    margin-left: 280px;
    margin-right: -280px; }
  body.mm-locked .close-button {
    display: block; }
  body.mm-locked .site-header__main-navigation .mainnav-icons {
    display: none; }

.sidebar__downloadcenter {
  line-height: 18px;
  padding: 10px 10px 9px 10px;
  font-weight: bold;
  position: relative; }
  .sidebar__downloadcenter i {
    font-size: 10px; }
  .sidebar__downloadcenter > a {
    display: block; }
    .sidebar__downloadcenter > a > i.icon-arrowDownloadcenter2 {
      position: absolute;
      right: 10px;
      top: 10px;
      font-size: 20px; }
  .sidebar__downloadcenter .store {
    color: #3a75c4;
    font-weight: normal;
    margin-top: 6px;
    display: inline-block; }
  .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf {
    font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitLight", Arial, Helvetica; }
    .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a {
      padding: 12px 0;
      border-top: 1px solid #fff;
      display: block;
      color: #AADD6D;
      position: relative; }
      .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a.complete {
        line-height: 27px;
        border-top: none; }
        .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a.complete .title {
          font-size: 26px;
          width: 80%;
          line-height: 26px; }
        .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a.complete .info {
          font-size: 26px; }
      .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a .title {
        color: #fff;
        font-size: 18px;
        line-height: 20px;
        display: block;
        margin-bottom: 3px; }
      .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf a .info {
        display: block;
        font-weight: normal;
        font-size: 18px; }
    .sidebar__downloadcenter .service-pdf i {
      font-size: 18px;
      position: absolute;
      right: 0;
      bottom: 19px; }

.sidebar .sidebar__search {
  padding: 15px 0;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #fff;
  display: none; }

.sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories {
  counter-reset: item;
  margin-top: 20px; }
  .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories:after {
    content: "";
    display: table;
    clear: both; }
  .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li {
    float: left;
    padding: 6px 10px; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a {
      font-size: 16px;
      font-weight: bold;
      margin-left: 0; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a:before {
        content: '';
        margin: inherit; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a.subitem {
        counter-increment: item; }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a.subitem:before {
          font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
          font-size: 18px;
          content: counter(item); }
        .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a.subitem i, .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li a.subitem span {
          display: none; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li.active a {
      color: #fff; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li.overview {
      height: 21px; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li.overview i {
        padding-right: 0; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li.overview.active i {
        color: #fff; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li.overview a:hover {
        color: #fff;
        transition: color 0.3s ease; }
    .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li span {
      position: absolute;
      left: 0;
      top: 100%;
      width: 100%;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      padding: 12px 18px;
      font-size: 15px; }
      .sidebar .sidebar__navigation li ul.sidebar__stories > li span strong {
        display: block;
        font-weight: normal;
        font-size: 24px;
        font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica; }

.service_box {
  padding-left: 10px;
  padding-bottom: 45px; }
  .service_box h2 {
    font-size: 14px;
    margin-bottom: 7px;
    font-weight: 700;
    color: inherit; }
  .service_box a {
    display: block;
    border-top-width: 1px;
    border-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.2);
    padding: 10px 0;
    color: inherit; }
    .service_box a:last-child {
      border-bottom-width: 1px; }
  .service_box i {
    padding-right: 7px;
    font-size: 11px; }
  .service_box a:hover i {
    padding-right: 4px;
    padding-left: 3px;
    transition: all 0.3s ease; }
  .service_box > a > span > strong {
    display: none; }
  .service_box span {
    display: inline-block;
    vertical-align: top; }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .service_box a {
      border-color: #e2e2e2;
      color: #717171; }
    .service_box h2 {
      color: #000; } }

.service_box:last-child {
  padding-bottom: 10px; }

#content aside table .highlight {
  line-height: normal; }

#content aside .financial_table {
  border-top-width: 6px;
  border-style: solid; }
  #content aside .financial_table th {
    font-size: 12px; }
  #content aside .financial_table td {
    font-size: 11px; }
  #content aside .financial_table h2 {
    font-size: 11px;
    margin: 0;
    font-weight: bold; }

a.acc_unfoldall {
  float: right;
  padding-bottom: 6px; }
  a.acc_unfoldall i {
    font-size: 85%; }

.hc_container {
  border-top-width: 6px;
  position: relative; }
  .hc_container h2 {
    font-size: 18px;
    line-height: 18px;
    padding: 6px 0 0;
    margin-bottom: 0 !important; }
    .hc_container h2 > b {
      padding-bottom: 0;
      display: block;
      font-weight: bold; }
    .hc_container h2 > span {
      font-size: 12px;
      line-height: 12px;
      display: block;
      padding: 6px 0 6px;
      font-weight: normal; }
    .hc_container h2 > span.right {
      float: right;
      padding: 0; }
  .hc_container .highcharts {
    min-height: 200px; }
  .hc_container .footnote {
    font-size: 12px;
    line-height: 12px;
    display: block;
    padding: 6px 0 6px;
    font-weight: normal; }

.chart-header.chart-header__chart-77 span {
  font-size: 13px;
  font-weight: 600; }

.chart-17,
.chart-27,
.chart-57,
.chart-67,
.chart-77,
.chart-87,
.chart-107,
.chart-127,
.chart-157,
.chart-167,
#chart200 {
  min-height: 0 !important; }

#content article > aside {
  box-shadow: 1px 0 0 0 #e5e5e5 inset; }

#content aside {
  box-sizing: border-box;
  float: left;
  width: 35%;
  padding-left: 21px;
  position: relative;
  left: -1px; }
  #content aside h2 {
    font-size: 18px;
    line-height: 18px;
    padding: 6px 0 0; }
  #content aside .highlight {
    font-size: 42px;
    line-height: 36px;
    padding: 10px 0 0;
    display: block; }
    @media (max-width: 1240px) {
      #content aside .highlight {
        line-height: 31px;
        font-size: 32px; } }
  #content aside .box h2 {
    margin-top: -15px; }
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_rohr,
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_gewicht,
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_zeit,
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_tage {
    font-size: 54px;
    display: block;
    float: left;
    height: 60px;
    margin-right: 9px;
    margin-top: 10px; }
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_gewicht {
    margin-right: 11px; }
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_zeit {
    margin-right: 18px; }
  #content aside .box .icon-VD_tage {
    margin-right: 17px; }
  @media (max-width: 1240px) {
    #content aside .box .icon-VD_rohr,
    #content aside .box .icon-VD_gewicht,
    #content aside .box .icon-VD_zeit,
    #content aside .box .icon-VD_tage {
      font-size: 44px; } }

.sidebar-widget {
  margin-bottom: 24px; }

.footnote__hint {
  display: inline-block;
  margin-top: 4px; }

.footer {
  width: 100%;
  background-color: #f0f3f1;
  padding: 15px 0;
  flex-grow: 0; }

#footer {
  padding: 5px 0 0 0;
  overflow: hidden; }
  #footer .copyright {
    margin-top: 5px;
    text-align: center; }
  #footer .links {
    margin-top: 5px;
    text-align: center; }
    #footer .links a {
      display: inline-block;
      margin: 0 8px;
      color: #999; }
    #footer .links a:hover {
      transition: color 0.3s ease;
      color: #000; }
  #footer .sn {
    margin-top: 20px;
    text-align: center; }
    #footer .sn a {
      display: inline-block;
      width: 30px;
      height: 30px;
      background-repeat: no-repeat;
      background-position: 0 0;
      margin-left: 5px; }
      #footer .sn a.facebook {
        background-image: url("../../pic/icon_facebook.png"); }
      #footer .sn a.twitter {
        background-image: url("../../pic/icon_twitter.png"); }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    #footer .copyright {
      float: left;
      margin-right: 20px; }
    #footer .links {
      float: left;
      text-align: left; }
    #footer .sn {
      float: right;
      margin-top: 0; } }

.content-column .gallery {
  margin-bottom: 24px; }
  .content-column .gallery figure {
    display: none;
    position: absolute;
    width: 100%;
    top: 0;
    left: 0;
    margin: 0;
    opacity: 0; }
    .content-column .gallery figure img {
      display: inline; }
    .content-column .gallery figure figcaption {
      border-bottom: 1px solid #e5e5e5;
      border-color: #e5e5e5;
      padding: 10px 4px;
      margin-top: 25px;
      margin-bottom: 10px; }
    .content-column .gallery figure.active {
      opacity: 1;
      display: block; }
  .content-column .gallery .controls {
    display: none;
    position: absolute;
    margin-right: auto;
    margin-left: auto;
    margin-top: 10px;
    z-index: 2000; }
    .content-column .gallery .controls span {
      width: 8px;
      height: 8px;
      display: inline-block;
      margin-left: 4px;
      margin-right: 4px;
      border-width: 2px;
      border-style: solid;
      border-radius: 8px;
      cursor: pointer;
      background-position: center center;
      background-repeat: no-repeat; }
      .content-column .gallery .controls span:not(.active) {
        background: none; }
    .content-column .gallery .controls i {
      font-size: 12px;
      display: inline-block;
      cursor: pointer;
      width: 10px;
      height: 15px; }
      .content-column .gallery .controls i.icon-arrowLeft {
        margin-right: 10px; }
      .content-column .gallery .controls i.icon-arrowRight {
        margin-left: 10px; }
    .content-column .gallery .controls span.active {
      border-width: 2px; }

.content-column .sidebar-gallery {
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  padding: 0; }
  .content-column .sidebar-gallery.sidebar-gallery--single-image figure figcaption {
    margin-top: 0; }

html.fancybox-lock,
body.fancybox-lock {
  height: auto; }

.fancybox-wrap {
  min-width: 560px; }
  .fancybox-wrap .fancybox-skin {
    border-width: 2px;
    border-color: #fff; }
    .fancybox-wrap .fancybox-skin .fancybox-inner {
      border-width: 20px;
      border-style: solid;
      height: auto !important; }
      .fancybox-wrap .fancybox-skin .fancybox-inner .lightbox_table_div {
        padding: 10px; }
      .fancybox-wrap .fancybox-skin .fancybox-inner .financial_table {
        margin: 0; }
  .fancybox-wrap .popup-player {
    border-width: 20px; }

.fancybox-title {
  font: normal 16px/20px "Helvetica Neue",Helvetica,Arial,sans-serif;
  position: absolute;
  top: 6px;
  left: 61px;
  color: #fff;
  font-weight: bold; }

.fancybox-close {
  top: 15px;
  right: 10px;
  width: 30px;
  height: 30px;
  background-image: none;
  font-family: 'iconfont';
  font-size: 28px;
  speak: none;
  font-style: normal;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-variant: normal;
  text-transform: none;
  line-height: 1;
  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;
  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale; }
  .fancybox-close:before {
    content: "\e609"; }

.fancybox-overlay {
  background-image: none; }

@font-face {
  font-family: 'VideoJS';
  src: url("../fonts/vjs.eot");
  src: url("../fonts/vjs.eot?#iefix") format("embedded-opentype"), url("../fonts/vjs.woff") format("woff"), url("../fonts/vjs.ttf") format("truetype"), url("../fonts/vjs.svg#icomoon") format("svg");
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal; }

table.financial_table {
  margin: 0 0px 24px 0px;
  padding: 0;
  width: 100%;
  font: normal 12px Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
  border-collapse: separate; }

table.financial_table td {
  text-align: right;
  vertical-align: top;
  empty-cells: show;
  padding: 4px 4px;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b1b2b4;
  font-size: 14px;
  color: #3e3e3e;
  width: 90px; }
  table.financial_table td.tablehead {
    border-bottom-color: inherit;
    color: inherit; }

table.financial_table th,
table.financial_table .hd {
  text-align: right;
  font-weight: bold;
  empty-cells: show;
  padding: 4px 4px;
  color: #3e3e3e;
  border-bottom-width: 2px;
  border-bottom-style: solid;
  font-size: 12px; }

.notes th {
  border-color: #aadd6d; }

table.financial_table th span {
  font-weight: normal; }

table.financial_table tr:hover td {
  background-color: #F0F2F1; }

table.financial_table tr:hover td.footer,
table.financial_table tr:hover td.hd {
  background-color: #fff; }

/* FIRST COLUMN */
table.financial_table th.col0, table.financial_table td.col0 {
  text-align: left;
  padding-left: 0;
  width: auto; }

/* [[auto_width]] */
table.financial_table th.auto_width, table.financial_table td.auto_width {
  width: auto; }

/* [[grey_border_bottom]] */
table.financial_table th.grey_border_bottom, table.financial_table td.grey_border_bottom {
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b1b2b4 !important; }

/* [[fett]] */
table.financial_table th.fett, table.financial_table td.fett {
  font-weight: bold; }

/* [[italic]] */
table.financial_table th.italic, table.financial_table td.italic {
  font-style: italic; }

/* [[underline]] */
table.financial_table th.underline, table.financial_table td.underline {
  text-decoration: underline; }

/* [[text-align_left]] */
table.financial_table th.text-align_left, table.financial_table td.text-align_left {
  text-align: left; }

/* [[text-align_center]] */
table.financial_table th.text-align_center, table.financial_table td.text-align_center {
  text-align: center; }

/* [[text-align_right]] */
table.financial_table th.text-align_right, table.financial_table td.text-align_right {
  text-align: right; }

/* [[vertical-align_top]] */
table.financial_table th.vertical-align_top, table.financial_table td.vertical-align_top {
  vertical-align: top; }

/* [[vertical-align_middle]] */
table.financial_table th.vertical-align_middle, table.financial_table td.vertical-align_middle {
  vertical-align: middle; }

/* [[vertical-align_bottom]] */
table.financial_table th.vertical-align_bottom, table.financial_table td.vertical-align_bottom {
  vertical-align: bottom; }

/* [[padding_left1]] */
table.financial_table th.padding_left1, table.financial_table td.padding_left1 {
  padding-left: 12px; }

/* [[padding_left2]] */
table.financial_table th.padding_left1, table.financial_table td.padding_left2 {
  padding-left: 24px; }

/* [[no_padding_left]] */
table.financial_table th.no_padding_left, table.financial_table td.no_padding_left {
  padding-left: 0; }

/* [[no_padding_right]] */
table.financial_table th.no_padding_right, table.financial_table td.no_padding_right {
  padding-right: 0; }

/* [[current_year]] */
table.financial_table td.current_year, table.financial_table th.current_year {
  background-color: #EBEBEB; }

/* [[no_border_bottom_PDF]] */
table.financial_table td.no_border_bottom_PDF, table.financial_table th.no_border_bottom_PDF {
  border-bottom: none; }

/* [[no_border_top]] */
table.financial_table td.no_border_top, table.financial_table th.no_border_top {
  border-top: none; }

/* [[no_border_bottom]] */
table.financial_table td.no_border_bottom, table.financial_table th.no_border_bottom {
  border-bottom: none; }

/* [[no_border_bottom_PDF]] */
table.financial_table td.no_border_bottom_PDF, table.financial_table th.no_border_bottom_PDF {
  border-bottom: none; }

/* [[border_top]] */
table.financial_table td.border_top, table.financial_table th.border_top {
  border-bottom-color: #000;
  border-bottom-width: 1px; }

/* [[border_bottom]] */
table.financial_table td.border_bottom {
  border-bottom-color: #000;
  border-bottom-width: 1px; }

table.financial_table th.border_bottom {
  border-bottom-width: 1px; }

/* [[no_padding]] */
table.financial_table th.no_padding, table.financial_table td.no_padding {
  padding: 0 4px; }

/* [[summe]] */
table.financial_table td.summe, table.financial_table th.summe {
  color: #000;
  font-weight: bold; }

/* [[highlight]] */
table.financial_table td.highlight, table.financial_table th.highlight {
  font-weight: bold; }

/* [[no_wrap]] */
table.financial_table td.no_wrap, table.financial_table th.no_wrap {
  white-space: nowrap; }

/* [[width_5]] */
table.financial_table td.width_5, table.financial_table th.width_5 {
  width: 5px; }

/* [[width_66]] */
table.financial_table td.width_66, table.financial_table th.width_66 {
  width: 66px; }

/* [[width_80]] */
table.financial_table th.width_80, table.financial_table td.width_80 {
  width: 80px; }

/* [[width_auto]] */
table.financial_table th.width_auto, table.financial_table td.width_auto {
  width: auto; }

/* [[height_8]] */
table.financial_table th.height_8, table.financial_table td.height_8 {
  height: 4px !important; }

/* [[footer]] */
table.financial_table td.footer,
table.financial_table th.footer,
table.financial_table tfoot td {
  text-align: left;
  font-size: 11px !important;
  font-weight: normal;
  padding-top: 4px;
  padding-bottom: 2px;
  border-bottom: 0 !important;
  color: #707072 !important;
  background: transparent !important;
  line-height: 18px; }

table.financial_table td.footer .icon-arrow,
table.financial_table th.footer .icon-arrow,
table.financial_table tfoot td .icon-arrow {
  font-size: 11px !important; }

@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitArrows';
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_arrows.eot");
  src: url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_arrows.eot?#iefix") format("embedded-opentype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_arrows.woff") format("woff"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_arrows.ttf") format("truetype"), url("../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_arrows.svg#AktivGroteskGeberitLight") format("svg");
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal; }

.tableEnlarge {
  text-align: right;
  padding-bottom: 12px; }

.tableEnlarge a {
  outline: none; }

.tableEnlarge .arrow {
  font-family: AktivGroteskGeberitArrows !important; }

#content table.financial_table thead th h1 {
  font-size: 30px;
  margin: 0 0 24px 0;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica;
  line-height: 32px; }

#SNEID_99892d0dfb4a4f86ae9f8fb47a7541f2 .row19,
#SNEID_d75e7cdb69f44abc8eb21ac74c54daba .row17,
#SNEID_26a6c907d77740c291404035b77cc444 .row17,
#SNEID_311a248066614200855d2e9d702bb9da .row19 {
  border-bottom: 2px solid #aadd6d; }

#SNEID_9cc57f253b764fb5b007fdc53494ec17 .col1,
#SNEID_9cc57f253b764fb5b007fdc53494ec17 .col2,
#SNEID_dd6e941c4b6e4a9599030055611be0df .col1,
#SNEID_dd6e941c4b6e4a9599030055611be0df .col2 {
  text-align: left; }

#tableSET_ID152 td,
#tableSET_ID152 th,
#tableSET_ID153 td,
#tableSET_ID153 th {
  width: 80px !important; }

#tableSET_ID152 td.col0,
#tableSET_ID152 th.col0,
#tableSET_ID153 td.col0,
#tableSET_ID153 th.col0,
#tableSET_ID8 td,
#tableSET_ID8 th,
#tableSET_ID9 td,
#tableSET_ID9 th,
#tableSET_ID10 td,
#tableSET_ID10 th {
  width: auto !important; }

#tableSET_ID149 td {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID150 td,
#tableSET_ID150 th {
  width: auto; }

#tableSET_ID151 td,
#tableSET_ID151 th {
  width: auto; }

/*  650 < screen  */
@media screen and (max-width: 650px) {
  #tableSET_ID146 {
    overflow-x: scroll; } }

/*  700 < screen  */
@media screen and (max-width: 700px) {
  #tableSET_ID130 .nobr {
    white-space: normal; } }

#SNEID_147 {
  border-top-width: 6px;
  table-layout: fixed; }
  #SNEID_147 tr th {
    border-bottom: 1px solid #b1b2b4 !important;
    vertical-align: top; }
  #SNEID_147 tr td.col0:not(.footer) {
    color: #fff;
    font-weight: bold;
    padding-left: 3px;
    border-top: 0;
    border-bottom: 0;
    background-color: #aa47ba; }
  #SNEID_147 tr td.col1 {
    color: #aa47ba; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row2 td.col0 {
    background-color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row3 td.col0 {
    background-color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row4 td.col0 {
    background-color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row5 td.col0 {
    background-color: #2dc6d6; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row6 td.col0 {
    background-color: #70ce9b; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row7 td.col0 {
    background-color: #70ce9b; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row2 td.col1 {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row3 td.col1 {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row4 td.col1 {
    color: #75b2dd; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row5 td.col1 {
    color: #2dc6d6; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row6 td.col1 {
    color: #70ce9b; }
  #SNEID_147 tr.row7 td.col1 {
    color: #70ce9b; }

#tableSET_ID158 .col1 {
  width: 40%; }

#tableSET_ID157 .col1 {
  width: 35%; }

#tableSET_ID140 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID141 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID134 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID134 tr:nth-child(1n+5) {
  white-space: nowrap; }
  #tableSET_ID134 tr:nth-child(1n+5) td:nth-child(1n+2) {
    white-space: nowrap; }

#tableSET_ID136 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID136 tr:nth-child(1n+5) {
  white-space: nowrap; }
  #tableSET_ID136 tr:nth-child(1n+5) td:nth-child(1n+2) {
    white-space: nowrap; }

#tableSET_ID137 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID5 th {
  width: 90px; }

#tableSET_ID164 tr.lastthead th {
  font-weight: normal; }

#tableSET_ID13 th {
  font-size: 73% !important; }

#tableSET_ID13 th.col0, #tableSET_ID13 td.col0 {
  width: 100%; }

.story {
  padding-left: 285px; }
  @media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
    .story {
      padding-left: 0; } }
  .story * {
    box-sizing: border-box; }
  .story img {
    display: block; }
  .story .templates {
    display: none; }
  .story .story-interactive {
    width: 100%;
    overflow: hidden;
    position: relative; }
  .story .story-slider {
    display: flex; }
    .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides {
      flex-grow: 1;
      position: relative; }
      .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide {
        position: absolute;
        left: 0;
        width: 100%;
        top: 0;
        z-index: 0;
        padding-right: 5px; }
        .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide figure {
          width: 100%;
          overflow: hidden;
          position: relative; }
          .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide figure img {
            position: relative;
            left: 50%;
            margin-left: -400px; }
        .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption {
          position: absolute;
          left: 0;
          bottom: 0;
          width: 100%;
          display: table;
          min-height: 54px;
          padding: 10px 35px; }
          .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
            display: table-cell;
            vertical-align: middle; }
    .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation {
      position: relative;
      z-index: 100;
      width: 114px;
      overflow: hidden; }
      .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap {
        overflow: hidden;
        height: 352px; }
        .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails {
          position: absolute; }
          .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail {
            position: relative;
            cursor: pointer;
            margin-bottom: 5px; }
            .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active {
              position: relative; }
              .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active:after {
                content: '';
                position: absolute;
                left: 0;
                top: 0;
                right: 0;
                bottom: 0;
                border: 3px solid #aa47ba; }
    .story .story-slider .story-slider__text-thumbnail {
      height: 114px;
      width: 114px;
      color: #fff;
      font-size: 12px; }
      .story .story-slider .story-slider__text-thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active {
        background-color: #fff;
        color: inherit; }
      .story .story-slider .story-slider__text-thumbnail .headline {
        display: block;
        padding: 26px 10px 0;
        font-weight: bold; }
    .no-flexbox .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides {
      float: left;
      width: 100%;
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  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
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  .merged-pages .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung {
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    .merged-pages .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col {
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        .merged-pages .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .childSection.active {
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      .merged-pages .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .lastChildSection {
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.merged-pages #content .page-10502025 aside #tableSET_ID164 table {
  margin-bottom: 0; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502025 aside .footnote {
  margin-bottom: 0; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .hc_container:not(.sidebar-widget) {
  position: relative;
  margin-bottom: 1.75cm; }
  .merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .hc_container:not(.sidebar-widget) .legend {
    position: absolute;
    margin-top: -20px !important; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget * {
  animation-duration: 0s !important;
  transition-duration: 0s !important; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .energy-waterfall,
.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .co2-waterfall {
  height: 135px;
  margin-bottom: 4px; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .gridline span,
.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .bar-labels div,
.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .numlabel {
  font-weight: normal;
  font-size: 6pt; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .numlabel {
  font-size: 5pt; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .gridline {
  border-top-color: #BDCDDC; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .footnote {
  margin-bottom: 0px;
  font-size: 6pt;
  line-height: 7pt; }
  .merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .footnote span {
    display: none; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .legend {
  margin-top: 24px;
  margin-bottom: 0px; }
  .merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .waterfall-widget .legend li {
    color: inherit; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .energy-waterfall-widget .legend li:nth-child(2),
.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .energy-waterfall-widget .legend li:nth-child(3),
.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .energy-waterfall-widget .legend li:nth-child(4) {
  color: #75B2DD !important; }

.merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .co2-waterfall-widget {
  margin-top: 18pt; }
  .merged-pages #content .page-10502055 .co2-waterfall-widget .legend li:nth-child(3) {
    color: #75B2DD !important; }

.merged-pages #tableSET_ID140 .footnote,
.merged-pages #tableSET_ID141 .footnote {
  height: 10px;
  padding-top: 0;
  font-size: 6pt; }

.merged-pages p.before-remuneration-list {
  margin-bottom: 4px !important; }

.merged-pages .remuneration-list li {
  padding-top: 0px !important;
  padding-bottom: 0px !important; }

.merged-pages .hc_container > div[id="97"] {
  margin-top: 30px; }

.head-section,
.head-page,
.footer-page {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: -50000px; }

.print-pdf .story {
  padding-left: 0; }
  .print-pdf .story * {
    box-sizing: border-box; }
  .print-pdf .story .story-interactive > .story-slider {
    display: none; }
  .print-pdf .story .templates {
    display: block; }
  .print-pdf .story .story-slider {
    display: block; }
    .print-pdf .story .story-slider figure img {
      width: 100%; }

.print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide {
  margin-bottom: 40px; }
  .print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide:after, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide:after {
    content: ' ';
    display: table;
    clear: both; }

.print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider h2, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider h2 {
  position: static;
  float: right;
  width: 37% !important;
  margin: 0;
  padding-left: 25px;
  font-size: 18px;
  line-height: 18px;
  padding-bottom: 6px; }

.print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider figure, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider figure {
  width: 63%;
  float: left; }

.print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider .box, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider .box {
  position: static;
  float: right;
  width: 37% !important;
  margin: 0;
  color: #3e3e3e;
  opacity: 1;
  background: none;
  border: none;
  padding: 0 0 0 25px;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-size: 14px;
  line-height: 18px; }
  .print-pdf .page-1010 .story .story-slider .box .more, .print-pdf.page-1010 .story .story-slider .box .more {
    display: none; }

.print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider {
  width: 100%; }
  .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide {
    width: 78%;
    margin-bottom: 40px;
    hyphens: manual; }
    .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide:after {
      content: ' ';
      display: table;
      clear: both; }
    .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container {
      width: 47.5%;
      margin-top: 0;
      margin-right: 0;
      margin-left: 0;
      opacity: 1; }
      .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container h2 {
        font-size: 135%; }
        .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container h2 strong {
          font-size: 3.2em;
          line-height: 150px; }
      .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container:first-child {
        margin-right: 5%; }
      .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container .footnote {
        display: none; }
      .print-pdf .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slide .hc_container .hc_97_slider {
        margin-top: 20px; }

.print-pdf .page-2010 div.footnote {
  width: 78%;
  color: #707072 !important;
  font-size: 10px !important;
  line-height: normal !important; }

.print-pdf .page-2010 .hc_37_slider {
  height: 168px; }

.print-pdf .page-2010 .hc_47_slider {
  height: 192px; }

.print-pdf .page-2010 .hc_97_slider {
  height: 151.2px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-1010 .story h2 {
  position: absolute;
  margin: 50px;
  width: 65%;
  z-index: 4;
  font-size: 37px;
  line-height: 37px;
  font-weight: bold; }
  .page-1010 .story h2.color-white,
  .page-1010 .story h2 .color-white {
    color: #fff; }
  .page-1010 .story h2.contrast-glow {
    text-shadow: 0 0 15px rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.7); }
  .page-1010 .story h2.contrast-shadow {
    text-shadow: 0 0 15px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.7); }

.page-1010 .story .box {
  display: block;
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 10%;
  margin-left: 50px;
  margin-right: 50px;
  padding: 2%;
  z-index: 5;
  color: #fff;
  line-height: 18px;
  opacity: 0;
  transition: opacity 1s; }
  .page-1010 .story .box.active {
    opacity: 0.9; }
  .page-1010 .story .box .more {
    margin-top: 12px;
    font-weight: bold;
    text-align: right; }
  @media (min-width: 768px) {
    .page-1010 .story .box {
      margin-right: auto;
      width: 63%; } }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .page-1010 .story .box {
      margin-right: 50px;
      width: auto; } }
  @media (min-width: 1024px) {
    .page-1010 .story .box {
      margin-right: auto;
      width: 63%; } }

.page-1010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap {
  height: 471px; }

.page-1010 .story__background {
  height: 471px;
  background-image: url(../../images/highlights/business/00_background.jpg); }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-1020 {
  /* EDITORIAL */ }
  .page-1020 #editorial-video-points {
    width: 681px;
    display: flex;
    justify-content: space-around; }
    .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span {
      display: block;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      height: 70px;
      width: 33.33%;
      padding: 20px 20px;
      vertical-align: top;
      font-size: 12px;
      color: #000;
      font-weight: bold;
      text-align: center;
      border-right: 1px solid #fff;
      cursor: pointer;
      transition: all 0.2s ease-out 0s; }
      .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span:last-child {
        border-right: 0; }
      .no-flexbox .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span {
        width: 20%; }
        .no-flexbox .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span.p1 {
          width: 25%; }
        .no-flexbox .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span.p3 {
          width: 15%; }
      .page-1020 #editorial-video-points span:hover {
        color: #fff; }
  .page-1020 .fancybox-inner .video-js .vjs-tech {
    left: auto;
    top: auto;
    position: static; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-1040 .fancybox-skin {
  background: #fff; }

.fuehrungsstruktur ul {
  font-weight: bold;
  list-style-type: disc;
  padding-left: 15px;
  margin-bottom: 24px; }

.fuehrungsstruktur .struktur {
  cursor: pointer; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur h2 {
    font-size: 14px;
    font-weight: bold;
    line-height: 16px;
    margin: 14px 0 0 0;
    padding-bottom: 5px;
    border-bottom-width: 7px;
    border-style: solid; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur strong {
    margin-top: 8px;
    display: block;
    line-height: 15px; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur:hover {
    background-color: #ececec; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .col {
    width: 141px;
    margin-right: 10px;
    float: left;
    height: 53px;
    padding-bottom: 8px;
    border-bottom-width: 1px;
    border-style: solid;
    font-size: 12px; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .lastCol {
    margin-right: 0px !important; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .verwaltungsrat {
    width: 292px;
    overflow: hidden;
    margin-bottom: 30px; }
  .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .konzernleitung {
    margin-bottom: 30px;
    -js-display: flex;
    display: flex; }
    .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .konzernleitung.en .col {
      height: 108px; }
    .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .konzernleitung .col {
      height: auto; }
      .fuehrungsstruktur .struktur .konzernleitung .col h2 {
        min-height: 32px; }

.fuehrungsstruktur .showOnPrint {
  display: none; }

.fuehrungsstruktur .split {
  float: none; }

.gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper {
  width: auto;
  padding: 0 0px;
  clear: both; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper h2 {
    font-size: 14px;
    font-weight: bold;
    line-height: 16px;
    margin: 14px 0 0 0;
    padding-bottom: 7px;
    border-bottom-width: 7px;
    border-style: solid; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper strong {
    margin-top: 5px;
    display: block;
    line-height: 15px; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .col {
    width: 182px;
    margin-right: 10px;
    float: left;
    padding-bottom: 8px;
    border-bottom-width: 2px;
    border-bottom-style: solid;
    font-size: 12px; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .lastCol {
    margin-right: 0px; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .verwaltungsrat {
    width: 374px;
    overflow: hidden;
    margin-bottom: 30px; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung {
    overflow: hidden;
    margin-bottom: 60px;
    -js-display: flex;
    display: flex; }
    .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col {
      border-width: 0px;
      padding: 0px;
      width: 16.66667%; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .section {
        border-bottom-width: 1px;
        border-bottom-style: solid;
        padding-bottom: 5px; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .firstSection {
        border-bottom-width: 2px;
        border-bottom-style: solid;
        height: 47px; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .topSection {
        background: url(../../pic/management/bg_but_plus_outlined.png) no-repeat scroll right 5px transparent;
        cursor: pointer; }
        .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .topSection:hover {
          background-color: #ECECEC; }
        .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .topSection.active {
          background-color: #ECECEC;
          background: url(../../pic/management/bg_but_minus_outlined.png) no-repeat scroll right 5px transparent; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .childSection {
        display: none;
        padding-left: 10px;
        width: 172px; }
        .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .childSection.active {
          display: block; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .lastChildSection {
        display: none;
        padding-left: 10px;
        width: 172px; }
        .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .konzernleitung .col .lastChildSection.active {
          display: block; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .strukturFooter {
    font-family: Arial,Helvetica,sans-serif;
    font-size: 12px;
    position: absolute;
    left: 10px;
    bottom: 10px;
    line-height: normal; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__content {
    width: auto;
    position: relative;
    border-width: 20px;
    border-style: solid;
    padding: 8px; }
  .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header {
    padding: 0px 0;
    position: relative;
    width: auto;
    height: 60px; }
    .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul {
      float: left;
      position: relative;
      padding: 0px;
      margin: 17px 85px 17px 0;
      height: 26px;
      vertical-align: middle; }
      .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li {
        padding-left: 30px;
        display: inline; }
        .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li a {
          font-size: 14px !important;
          color: #fff;
          vertical-align: middle;
          padding-top: 5px; }
          .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li a i.icon-print, .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li a i.icon-pdf {
            font-size: 18px;
            color: #fff;
            padding-right: 10px;
            vertical-align: sub; }
          .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li a#strukturClose {
            font-size: 25px;
            padding-right: 0px;
            padding-top: 18px;
            cursor: pointer; }
            .gesamtstruktur .gesamtstruktur__wrapper .gesamtstruktur__header ul li a#strukturClose i.icon-close {
              font-size: 25px; }

.gesamtstruktur.en .gesamtstruktur__content .konzernleitung .col .firstSection {
  height: 47px; }

#printStruktur {
  display: none; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-10501010 .graphic-element {
  display: flex;
  margin: -5px;
  margin-bottom: 24px;
  font-weight: bold;
  text-align: center; }
  .page-10501010 .graphic-element > div {
    margin: 5px;
    padding: 20px;
    width: 25%; }
    .page-10501010 .graphic-element > div .num {
      font-size: 120%;
      margin-bottom: 12px; }
  .no-flexbox .page-10501010 .graphic-element::after {
    content: ' ';
    display: table;
    clear: both; }
  .no-flexbox .page-10501010 .graphic-element > div {
    box-sizing: border-box;
    float: left;
    margin: 0;
    border-right-width: 10px;
    border-color: #fff; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-10502055 .barcontainer,
.page-10502055 .sumcontainer {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0;
  height: 0;
  transition-property: height, opacity, top;
  transition-duration: 1s; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer > *,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer > * {
    transition-property: height, opacity;
    transition-duration: 1s; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer .barcontainer,
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer .sumcontainer,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer .barcontainer,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer .sumcontainer {
    top: 0;
    bottom: auto;
    left: 100%;
    transition-property: height, opacity, top; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer .connector,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer .connector {
    display: block;
    position: absolute;
    top: 0;
    left: 15%;
    right: -15%;
    border-top-color: #999;
    border-top-style: dashed;
    border-top-width: 1px;
    z-index: 0; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer.expanded > .connector,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer.expanded > .connector {
    left: 85%; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer .numlabel,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer .numlabel {
    position: absolute;
    width: 100%;
    top: 50%;
    margin-top: -5px;
    color: #fff;
    text-align: center;
    font-size: 9px;
    line-height: 11px;
    opacity: 0;
    transition-duration: 0.2s;
    transition-delay: 0s !important; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer.expanded > .numlabel,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer.expanded > .numlabel {
    opacity: 1; }
  .page-10502055 .barcontainer.barcontainer-1,
  .page-10502055 .sumcontainer.barcontainer-1 {
    left: 0; }

.page-10502055 .bar__visual {
  position: absolute;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  left: 15%;
  right: 15%;
  height: 100%; }

.page-10502055 .legend {
  margin-top: 18px;
  margin-bottom: 12px;
  counter-set: section; }
  .page-10502055 .legend .label {
    counter-increment: section; }
  .page-10502055 .legend .legend__button {
    cursor: pointer; }

.page-10502055 .gridline {
  position: absolute;
  left: 0;
  width: 100%;
  border-top-width: 1px;
  border-top-style: dotted;
  border-top-color: #dadada;
  z-index: -1; }
  .page-10502055 .gridline span {
    position: absolute;
    right: 100%;
    margin-right: 7px;
    font-size: 10px;
    margin-top: -10px;
    font-weight: bold; }

.page-10502055 .bar-labels {
  position: absolute;
  display: table;
  width: 100%;
  top: 100%;
  left: 0;
  right: 0;
  margin-top: 10px;
  font-size: 11px;
  font-weight: bold; }
  .page-10502055 .bar-labels > * {
    display: table-cell;
    text-align: center;
    counter-increment: section; }
    .page-10502055 .bar-labels > *:before {
      content: counter(section); }

.page-10502055 .energy-waterfall-widget .energy-waterfall {
  position: relative;
  height: 200px;
  margin: 0 0 36px 26px;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  border-bottom-width: 1px;
  border-bottom-color: #999; }
  .page-10502055 .energy-waterfall-widget .energy-waterfall .barcontainer.barcontainer-4 > .numlabel {
    color: #00386b;
    top: 100%;
    margin-top: 5px; }

.page-10502055 .co2-waterfall-widget .co2-waterfall {
  position: relative;
  height: 200px;
  margin: 10px 0 36px 26px;
  border-bottom-width: 1px;
  border-bottom-color: #999; }
  .page-10502055 .co2-waterfall-widget .co2-waterfall .barcontainer-2 {
    left: 25%;
    top: auto !important;
    bottom: 0; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-107020 .content-container .content-column article section {
  width: 70%; }

.page-107020 #content article > section {
  box-shadow: none; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-107030 .content-container .content-column article > section {
  width: 73%; }

.page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box,
.content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box {
  width: 100%;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  position: relative;
  float: left;
  display: table; }
  .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section,
  .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section {
    width: 25%;
    position: relative;
    padding: 10px 5px;
    border-right: 12px solid #fff;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    display: table-cell;
    float: none;
    height: auto !important; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section p,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section p {
      text-align: center;
      color: #ffffff;
      font-size: 12px;
      margin: 0px; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section:last-child,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section:last-child {
      margin-right: 0px; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section.blue-dark,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section.blue-dark {
      background-color: #3A75C4; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section.blue-himmel,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section.blue-himmel {
      background-color: #75b2dd; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section.green-dark,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section.green-dark {
      background-color: #aa47ba; }
    .page-107030 .content-container .content-column article .section-box section.green-hell,
    .content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box section.green-hell {
      background-color: #70CE9B; }

.content-container .content-column .page-107030 article .section-box p {
  margin-bottom: 0px !important;
  font-size: 10px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-107040 #content aside .msop section {
  width: 100%; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget h4 {
  color: #707072 !important;
  text-align: center;
  font-size: 90%; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget .msop-widget__legend-top {
  margin-top: 10px;
  margin-bottom: 5px; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget .msop-widget__legend-bottom {
  margin-top: 5px;
  margin-bottom: 10px; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-prev, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-next, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-start {
  background-color: rgba(58, 117, 196, 0.3);
  color: #000;
  cursor: pointer;
  display: none;
  float: left;
  font-size: 14px;
  padding: 6px 12px 6px 8px;
  position: relative;
  vertical-align: text-top;
  white-space: nowrap;
  width: auto; }
  .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-prev .icon-arrowLeft2, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-next .icon-arrowLeft2, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-start .icon-arrowLeft2 {
    float: left;
    padding-right: 5px;
    padding-left: 5px;
    padding-right: 6px;
    padding-top: 1px; }
  .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-prev .icon-arrowRight2, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-next .icon-arrowRight2, .page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-start .icon-arrowRight2 {
    padding-right: 5px;
    padding-left: 5px;
    top: 1px;
    position: relative; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-next {
  float: right;
  right: 0px;
  padding-right: 8px;
  padding-left: 9px; }

.page-107040 .msop-widget .col-year-start {
  float: right;
  right: 0px;
  display: block; }

.page-107040 .msop {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  margin: 0px;
  padding: 0px;
  height: auto;
  width: 100%; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-row {
    float: left;
    width: 100%;
    position: relative;
    height: auto;
    box-sizing: border-box; }
  .page-107040 .msop .col {
    float: left;
    position: relative;
    padding: 0px;
    border-right: 1px solid #000;
    width: 16.7%;
    height: 300px;
    left: 0px;
    z-index: 12; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-col1 {
    border: 0px;
    white-space: nowrap;
    font-weight: 300;
    vertical-align: bottom;
    width: 16%;
    float: left;
    position: relative; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 {
    height: auto;
    width: 100%;
    float: left;
    position: relative; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .vertical-line {
      width: 1px;
      background: #999;
      height: 300px;
      padding: 0px;
      margin: 0px;
      position: absolute;
      top: 0px;
      left: 0px;
      z-index: 2; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element {
      background-color: rgba(58, 117, 196, 0.3);
      font-size: 16px;
      font-weight: 700;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      width: 100%;
      border: 0px solid #fff;
      margin: 4px;
      height: 46px;
      color: #fff;
      width: 16.66667%;
      text-align: center;
      vertical-align: middle;
      padding-top: 12px;
      z-index: 1; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.active {
      z-index: 10; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.a {
      background-color: #3a75c4; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.b {
      background-color: #aecc65; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.c {
      background-color: #2dc6d6; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.d {
      background-color: #6f0673; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.e {
      background-color: #00565b; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-col2 .element.f {
      background-color: #75b2dd; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-col1 .vertical {
    background-color: #fff;
    border: 0 none;
    color: #000;
    font-weight: 300;
    position: relative;
    transform: rotate(-90deg);
    vertical-align: bottom;
    white-space: nowrap;
    letter-spacing: 1px;
    -moz-transform: rotate(-90deg);
    /* FF3.5+ */
    -o-transform: rotate(-90deg);
    /* Opera 10.5 */
    -webkit-transform: rotate(-90deg);
    /* Saf3.1+, Chrome */
    filter: progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.BasicImage(rotation=-0.09);
    /* IE6,IE7 */
    -ms-filter: "progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.BasicImage(rotation=-0.009)";
    /* IE8 */ }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-row1 .vertical {
    top: 30px; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-row2 {
    top: 20px;
    position: absolute; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-row2 .element {
      background-color: rgba(58, 117, 196, 0.3);
      border: 0px solid #ffffff;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      text-align: center;
      line-height: 12px;
      margin: 0px;
      color: #000000;
      font-weight: 700; }
      .page-107040 .msop .msop-row2 .element.active {
        background-color: #ffffff;
        border-top: 1px solid #999;
        border-bottom: 1px solid #999;
        border-left: 1px solid #999;
        z-index: 1; }
      .page-107040 .msop .msop-row2 .element.active:last-child {
        background-color: #ffffff;
        border-top: 1px solid #999;
        border-bottom: 1px solid #999;
        border-left: 1px solid #999;
        border-right: 1px solid #999; }
  .page-107040 .msop .msop-row4 {
    position: absolute; }
    .page-107040 .msop .msop-row4 .vertical {
      top: -50px; }

.ui-slider {
  position: relative;
  text-align: left; }

.ui-slider .ui-slider-handle {
  position: absolute;
  z-index: 2;
  width: 100px;
  height: 22px;
  cursor: pointer;
  background-color: #fff;
  margin-left: -50px; }

.ui-slider .ui-slider-range {
  position: absolute;
  z-index: 1;
  font-size: .7em;
  display: block;
  border: 0;
  background-position: 0 0; }

.ui-slider.ui-state-disabled .ui-slider-handle, .ui-slider.ui-state-disabled .ui-slider-range {
  filter: inherit; }

.ui-slider-horizontal {
  height: .8em; }

.ui-slider-horizontal .ui-slider-handle {
  top: 4px;
  /*margin-left:0*/ }

.ui-slider-horizontal .ui-slider-range {
  top: 0;
  height: 100%; }

.ui-slider-horizontal .ui-slider-range-min {
  left: 20px; }

.ui-slider-horizontal .ui-slider-range-max {
  right: 20px; }

.ui-slider-vertical {
  width: .8em;
  height: 100px; }

.ui-slider-vertical .ui-slider-handle {
  left: -.3em;
  margin-left: 0;
  margin-bottom: -.6em; }

.ui-slider-vertical .ui-slider-range {
  left: 0;
  width: 100%; }

.ui-slider-vertical .ui-slider-range-min {
  bottom: 0; }

.ui-slider-vertical .ui-slider-range-max {
  top: 0; }

.ui-state-default, .ui-widget-content .ui-state-default, .ui-widget-header .ui-state-default {
  border: 0px solid #ccc;
  /*background:#ffffff;*/
  font-weight: bold;
  color: #1c94c4; }

.ui-state-default a, .ui-state-default a:link, .ui-state-default a:visited {
  color: #1c94c4;
  text-decoration: none; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-107050 .content-container .content-column article section {
  width: 73%; }

.page-107050 #content article > section {
  box-shadow: none; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-107060 .content-container .content-column article section {
  width: 70%; }

.page-107060 #content article > section {
  box-shadow: none; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-1080 .story-interactive {
  overflow: visible;
  padding-top: 36px; }

.page-1080 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

.stories-home {
  display: flex;
  flex-direction: column;
  height: 100%; }
  .stories-home a {
    color: inherit; }

.stories-home__row {
  display: flex;
  justify-content: space-between;
  flex-shrink: 0;
  margin-left: -2.5px;
  margin-right: -2.5px;
  margin-bottom: 5px; }
  .stories-home__row > * {
    display: block;
    margin-left: 2.5px;
    margin-right: 2.5px; }
  .stories-home__row--1 {
    align-items: flex-end; }
  .stories-home__row--2 {
    position: relative;
    left: 20px;
    margin-right: 0px;
    align-items: flex-start; }
    @media (min-width: 1190px) {
      .stories-home__row--2 {
        left: 40px;
        margin-right: -10px; } }
    .no-flexbox .stories-home__row--2 > * {
      vertical-align: text-top; }
  .no-flexbox .stories-home__row {
    margin-left: 0; }
    .no-flexbox .stories-home__row > * {
      font-size: 0;
      display: inline-block;
      width: 33%;
      margin-left: 0;
      margin-right: 0;
      white-space: nowrap; }
      .no-flexbox .stories-home__row > * > * {
        font-size: 14px; }

.story-teaser {
  position: relative; }
  .story-teaser:hover .story-teaser__headline-container {
    color: #fff;
    background-color: rgba(170, 71, 186, 0.8); }
  .story-teaser__image-container {
    overflow: hidden; }
    .story-teaser__image-container img {
      width: 100%; }
  .story-teaser__headline-container {
    position: absolute;
    left: 0;
    bottom: 0;
    width: 100%;
    padding: 15px 20px 10px;
    font-weight: bold;
    background-color: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.8);
    transition: background-color 0.4s; }
    .story-teaser__headline-container h2 {
      margin-bottom: 8px; }
    .story-teaser__headline-container > div {
      font-size: 20px; }
      @media (min-width: 768px) {
        .story-teaser__headline-container > div {
          font-size: 25px; } }
      @media (min-width: 959px) {
        .story-teaser__headline-container > div {
          font-size: 20px; } }
      @media (min-width: 1024px) {
        .story-teaser__headline-container > div {
          font-size: 25px; } }
      @media (min-width: 1200px) {
        .story-teaser__headline-container > div {
          font-size: 30px; } }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-108010 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

.story-slider__slide-caption {
  background-color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.8);
  color: #fff; }

.story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content {
  text-align: center; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .two-columns {
    display: inline-table;
    width: 161px; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .two-columns > div {
      display: table-cell;
      text-align: center;
      width: 50%; }
      .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .two-columns > div img {
        display: inline-block; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .audio-bars .active,
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .play-buttons .active {
    display: none; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .audio-bars.active .active,
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .play-buttons.active .active {
    display: inline-block; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .audio-bars.active .inactive,
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .play-buttons.active .inactive {
    display: none; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .bottom-bar {
    margin-top: 3px;
    margin-bottom: 6px;
    border-bottom-width: 2px;
    border-bottom-style: solid; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-1 .custom-content .play-buttons img {
    cursor: pointer; }

.story-1__aside-interactive-2 {
  position: relative; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-2 img {
    max-width: 100%; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .hotspot-image {
    position: relative; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .hotspot-image .hotspots .hotspot {
      position: absolute;
      width: 30px;
      height: 30px;
      background-color: #006847;
      opacity: 0.0;
      cursor: pointer; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .hotspot-image .hotspots .hotspot-1 {
      top: 47.94189%;
      left: 50.52265%; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .hotspot-image .hotspots .hotspot-2 {
      top: 53.5109%;
      left: 21.25436%; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .hotspot-image .hotspots .hotspot-3 {
      top: 65.13317%;
      left: 35.19164%; }
  .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .text-fields {
    position: absolute;
    top: 80.29979%;
    left: 0;
    right: 0;
    height: 20px;
    font-size: 12px;
    transition: opacity 0.5s; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .text-fields div {
      position: absolute;
      top: -5px;
      width: 100%;
      display: none;
      opacity: 0;
      background: #E5E5E5; }
      .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .text-fields div.active {
        display: block;
        opacity: 1; }
    .story-1__aside-interactive-2 .text-fields p {
      margin: 0;
      padding: 20px;
      padding-top: 0; }

@charset "UTF-8";
/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-108020 .service_box a {
  color: #fff; }

.page-108020 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

.page-108020 .slider-pagination {
  position: absolute;
  top: 50%;
  left: 0;
  margin-left: 5px;
  margin-top: -54px; }
  .page-108020 .slider-pagination .slider-pagination__bullet {
    margin: 3px; }

.page-108020 .main {
  min-height: 700px;
  overflow-x: hidden; }

.page-108020 .content-column {
  display: none; }

.page-108020 .story__background {
  height: 100%; }

.page-108020 .story .story-interactive {
  overflow: visible; }

.page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation {
  display: none; }

.page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide figure {
  overflow: visible; }
  .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide figure img {
    left: auto;
    margin-left: auto;
    width: 100%;
    height: auto; }

.page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption {
  right: 0;
  left: 40%;
  height: auto;
  top: auto;
  bottom: auto;
  width: 60%;
  padding: 40px 45px 40px 55px;
  font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitLight", Arial, Helvetica; }
  .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
    display: block;
    position: relative;
    font-size: 14px;
    color: inherit; }
    .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p:before {
      font-family: sans-serif;
      font-style: italic;
      content: 'Â«';
      position: absolute;
      top: -16px;
      left: -26px;
      font-size: 40px; }
    .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p:after {
      font-family: sans-serif;
      font-style: italic;
      content: 'Â»';
      position: absolute;
      font-size: 40px;
      bottom: -8px;
      margin-left: 3px; }
    @media (min-width: 768px) {
      .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
        font-size: 18px; } }
    @media (min-width: 959px) {
      .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
        font-size: 14px; } }
    @media (min-width: 1024px) {
      .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
        font-size: 16px; } }
    @media (min-width: 1200px) {
      .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption p {
        font-size: 18px; } }
  .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption .quote-author {
    position: relative;
    margin-top: 5px;
    font-size: 86%;
    z-index: 10; }
  .page-108020 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption:before {
    content: '';
    position: absolute;
    background: rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.8);
    top: 0;
    bottom: 0;
    left: 0;
    right: -1000px;
    height: 100%; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-108030 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

.story-interactive__story-3 .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .fixate-left {
  left: 0;
  margin-left: 0; }

.story-interactive__story-3 .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption {
  display: table;
  top: 0;
  right: 0;
  left: 33%;
  width: 67%;
  font-weight: bold; }
  .story-interactive__story-3 .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption .center-horizontal__inner-wrap {
    display: table-cell;
    height: 352px;
    vertical-align: middle; }
  .story-interactive__story-3 .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption blockquote {
    font-size: 120%;
    margin-bottom: 5px; }
  @media (max-width: 768px) {
    .story-interactive__story-3 .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide .story-slider__slide-caption {
      left: 38%;
      width: 62%; } }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line {
  display: table;
  margin-bottom: 20px;
  font-size: 90%; }
  .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line > * {
    display: table-cell;
    vertical-align: top; }
  .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container {
    display: inline-block;
    width: 40px;
    padding-right: 20px;
    margin-top: 10px; }
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container img {
      height: auto;
      width: 100%;
      max-height: 100px;
      margin-right: 20px; }
  .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .big {
    font-size: 42px;
    font-weight: 700; }
  @media (min-width: 768px) {
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container {
      width: 60px; } }
  @media (min-width: 880px) {
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line {
      font-size: inherit; }
      .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container {
        width: 80px; } }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line {
      font-size: 90%; }
      .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container {
        width: 60px; } }
  @media (min-width: 1024px) {
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line .svg-container {
      width: 80px; } }
  @media (min-width: 1200px) {
    .story-4__aside-interactive-1 .fact-line {
      font-size: inherit; } }

.page-108040 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-108050 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

.story-5__content figure {
  margin-bottom: 48px; }

.story-5__content .circles-anim {
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  transition-delay: 3s; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim img {
    max-width: 100%;
    transition: opacity 1s;
    transition-delay: 4s; }
    .story-5__content .circles-anim img.end {
      position: absolute;
      top: 0;
      left: 0;
      opacity: 0; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim figcaption {
    position: absolute;
    top: 84%;
    transition: opacity 1s;
    transition-delay: 3s; }
    .story-5__content .circles-anim figcaption.showOnActive {
      opacity: 0;
      transition-delay: 4s; }
    .story-5__content .circles-anim figcaption.showOnInactive {
      opacity: 1;
      top: 54%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim .circle {
    width: 27%;
    position: absolute;
    transition-property: left, top;
    transition-duration: 3s;
    transition-delay: 3s; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim .circle-1 {
    left: 1.5%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim .circle-2 {
    left: 34.83333%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim .circle-3 {
    left: 68.16667%;
    top: 0; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim .overlap {
    position: absolute;
    top: 8.4%;
    left: 50%;
    width: 25%;
    margin-left: -12.5%;
    opacity: 0;
    z-index: 100;
    transition: opacity 1s 6s; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated img.end {
    opacity: 1; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated img.beginning {
    transition-delay: 5s;
    opacity: 0; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated figcaption.showOnActive {
    opacity: 1; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated figcaption.showOnInactive {
    opacity: 0; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated .circle-1 {
    left: 26.16667%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated .circle-2 {
    left: 46.5%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated .circle-3 {
    left: 36.33333%;
    top: 29.83333%; }
  .story-5__content .circles-anim.animated .overlap {
    opacity: 1; }

.story-5__content .centered-image {
  width: 100%;
  text-align: center; }
  .story-5__content .centered-image img {
    display: inline-block;
    max-width: 100%; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-108060 .story__background {
  background-image: url(../images/story/00_background.jpg); }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides {
  height: 471px; }
  .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide {
    width: 100%;
    height: 471px; }

.page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap {
  height: 471px; }
  .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active {
    color: #434837; }
    .page-2010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active:after {
      border-color: #aadd6d; }

.page-2010 .story__background {
  height: 471px;
  background-image: url(../../images/highlights/financial/00_FinanzLanding_Background.jpg); }

.page-2010 .hc_container {
  width: 42%;
  float: left;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  margin: 62px 4% 0;
  opacity: 0;
  transition: opacity .5s; }
  .page-2010 .hc_container h2 {
    margin-bottom: 12px;
    line-height: 22px; }
  .page-2010 .hc_container h2 strong {
    display: block;
    font-weight: bold;
    font-size: 2.2em;
    line-height: 150px;
    white-space: nowrap; }
    @media (min-width: 768px) {
      .page-2010 .hc_container h2 strong {
        font-size: 3em; } }
    @media (min-width: 959px) {
      .page-2010 .hc_container h2 strong {
        font-size: 2.2em; } }
    @media (min-width: 1024px) {
      .page-2010 .hc_container h2 strong {
        font-size: 3em; } }
  .page-2010 .hc_container > div {
    width: 100%; }
    .page-2010 .hc_container > div > div {
      width: 100%; }
  .page-2010 .hc_container.active {
    opacity: 1; }

.page-2010 .hc_37_slider {
  height: 288px; }

.page-2010 .hc_47_slider {
  height: 180px; }
  @media (min-width: 768px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_47_slider {
      height: 220px; } }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_47_slider {
      height: 180px; } }
  @media (min-width: 1024px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_47_slider {
      height: 220px; } }

.page-2010 .hc_97_slider {
  height: 140px; }
  @media (min-width: 768px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_97_slider {
      height: 210px; } }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_97_slider {
      height: 140px; } }
  @media (min-width: 1024px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_97_slider {
      height: 210px; } }

.page-2010 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
  line-height: 120px; }
  @media (min-width: 768px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
      line-height: 150px; } }
  @media (min-width: 959px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
      line-height: 120px; } }
  @media (min-width: 1024px) {
    .page-2010 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
      line-height: 150px; } }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-2011 {
  height: 515px;
  overflow: hidden; }
  .page-2011 .story {
    padding: 0; }
    .page-2011 .story .story-slider {
      border-bottom-width: 6px;
      border-bottom-color: #4c145e; }
      .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides {
        height: 471px; }
        .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide {
          width: 100%;
          height: 471px; }
          .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide h2,
          .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide span {
            color: #4c145e !important; }
      .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation {
        display: none; }
        .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap {
          height: 471px; }
          .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active {
            color: #434837; }
            .page-2011 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active:after {
              border-color: #aadd6d; }
  .page-2011 .tabs-nav-container {
    border-bottom-width: 6px;
    width: 100%; }
  .page-2011 .tabs-nav {
    display: flex; }
    .page-2011 .tabs-nav .tabs-nav__button {
      padding: 10px 15px;
      font-size: 16px;
      font-family: "Helvetic Neue", Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif;
      font-weight: bold;
      text-align: center;
      cursor: pointer; }
      .page-2011 .tabs-nav .tabs-nav__button:not(.active) {
        background: none; }
      .page-2011 .tabs-nav .tabs-nav__button.active {
        color: #fff; }
    .no-flexbox .page-2011 .tabs-nav {
      font-size: 0; }
      .no-flexbox .page-2011 .tabs-nav .tabs-nav__button {
        display: inline-block; }
  .page-2011 .hc_container {
    width: 42%;
    float: left;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    border-top: none;
    margin: 62px 4% 0;
    opacity: 0;
    transition: opacity .5s; }
    .page-2011 .hc_container h2 {
      margin-bottom: 12px;
      line-height: 22px;
      font-weight: bold; }
    .page-2011 .hc_container h2 strong {
      display: block;
      font-weight: bold;
      font-size: 2.2em;
      line-height: 150px;
      white-space: nowrap; }
      @media (min-width: 768px) {
        .page-2011 .hc_container h2 strong {
          font-size: 3em; } }
    .page-2011 .hc_container > div {
      width: 100%; }
      .page-2011 .hc_container > div > div {
        width: 100%; }
    .page-2011 .hc_container.active {
      opacity: 1; }
  .page-2011 .hc_37_slider {
    height: 288px; }
  .page-2011 .hc_47_slider {
    height: 180px; }
    @media (min-width: 768px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_47_slider {
        height: 220px; } }
    @media (min-width: 959px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_47_slider {
        height: 180px; } }
    @media (min-width: 1024px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_47_slider {
        height: 220px; } }
  .page-2011 .hc_97_slider {
    height: 140px; }
    @media (min-width: 768px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_97_slider {
        height: 210px; } }
    @media (min-width: 959px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_97_slider {
        height: 140px; } }
    @media (min-width: 1024px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_97_slider {
        height: 210px; } }
  .page-2011 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
    line-height: 120px; }
    @media (min-width: 768px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
        line-height: 150px; } }
    @media (min-width: 959px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
        line-height: 120px; } }
    @media (min-width: 1024px) {
      .page-2011 .hc_container .data-box-11 strong {
        line-height: 150px; } }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-3010 .story h1 {
  position: absolute;
  margin: 50px;
  width: 65%;
  z-index: 4;
  font-size: 37px;
  line-height: 37px;
  font-weight: bold; }
  .page-3010 .story h1.color-white,
  .page-3010 .story h1 .color-white {
    color: #fff; }
  .page-3010 .story h1.contrast-glow {
    text-shadow: 0 0 15px rgba(255, 255, 255, 0.9); }

.page-3010 .story .box {
  display: block;
  position: absolute;
  width: 63%;
  bottom: 10%;
  margin-left: 50px;
  padding: 2%;
  z-index: 5;
  color: #fff;
  line-height: 18px;
  opacity: 0;
  transition: opacity 1s; }
  .page-3010 .story .box.active {
    opacity: 0.9; }
  .page-3010 .story .box .more {
    margin-top: 12px;
    font-weight: bold;
    text-align: right; }

.page-3010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides {
  height: 471px;
  margin-right: 5px; }
  .page-3010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__slides .story-slider__slide {
    background: url("../../images/highlights/sustainability/00_nachhaltigkeit.jpg") no-repeat scroll center transparent;
    height: 471px;
    padding-right: 0; }

.page-3010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap {
  height: 471px; }
  .page-3010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active {
    color: #006847; }
    .page-3010 .story .story-slider .story-slider__navigation .story-slider__navigation-wrap .story-slider__navigation-thumbnails .story-slider__thumbnail.story-slider__thumbnail--active:after {
      border-color: #70ce9b; }

.page-3010 .story__background {
  height: 471px;
  background-image: url(../../images/highlights/sustainability/00_NachhaltigkeitLanding_Background.jpg); }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-3030 #analysis *:focus {
  outline: 0; }

.page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 {
  width: 100%;
  overflow: hidden;
  margin-bottom: 1px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div {
    box-sizing: border-box;
    width: 25%;
    float: left;
    padding-bottom: 4px;
    padding-left: 9px;
    font-weight: bold;
    cursor: pointer;
    position: relative; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:before,
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:after {
    transition: transform 0.2s ease 0s, opacity 0.2s ease 0s;
    opacity: 0;
    position: absolute; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:before {
    transform: translateX(20px);
    content: "[";
    margin-left: -9px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:after {
    transform: translateX(-20px);
    content: "]";
    margin-left: 4px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:hover:before,
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div:hover:after {
    transform: translateX(0);
    opacity: 1;
    top: -1px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div[data-importance="1"] {
    border-bottom: 3px solid #b4b4b6;
    color: #b4b4b6; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div[data-importance="2"] {
    border-bottom: 3px solid #AA47BA;
    color: #AA47BA; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div[data-importance="3"] {
    border-bottom: 3px solid #75b2dd;
    color: #75b2dd; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-1 div[data-importance="4"] {
    border-bottom: 3px solid #70CE9B;
    color: #70CE9B; }

.page-3030 #analysis .filter-2 {
  width: 100%;
  overflow: hidden;
  border-top: 3px solid #70CE9B;
  border-bottom: 3px solid #70CE9B;
  padding: 10px 0;
  margin: 30px 0 3px 0; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .filter-2 div {
    box-sizing: border-box;
    width: 25%;
    float: left;
    padding: 5px 10px 5px 22px;
    background: url("../images/analysis/cbx_lo.png") no-repeat scroll left center transparent;
    cursor: pointer; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .filter-2 div.inactive {
      color: #e5e5e5;
      background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_d.png"); }
    .page-3030 #analysis .filter-2 div.hi {
      background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_hi.png");
      color: #000; }

.page-3030 #analysis .scrollbarWrapper {
  width: 100%; }

.page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar {
  background-color: #e5e5e5;
  height: 20px;
  position: relative;
  transition: all 0.2s ease-in-out;
  z-index: 77; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar .lt, .page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar .rt {
    width: 30px;
    height: 20px;
    position: absolute;
    cursor: ew-resize; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar .lt {
    left: 0;
    z-index: 5;
    background: url("../images/analysis/lr.png") no-repeat scroll left top transparent; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar .rt {
    right: 0;
    background-position: right top;
    z-index: 5;
    background: url("../images/analysis/rt.png") no-repeat scroll right top transparent; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .scrollbar .m {
    z-index: 1;
    width: 100%;
    cursor: url("../images/analysis/grab.png") 8 8, move;
    height: 18px;
    margin: auto;
    position: absolute;
    left: 0;
    right: 0;
    top: 0;
    bottom: 0;
    background: url("../images/analysis/m.png") no-repeat scroll center center transparent; }

.page-3030 #analysis .container {
  width: 100%;
  margin-bottom: 170px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .container div {
    display: inline-block;
    vertical-align: top;
    color: #fff;
    cursor: pointer;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    padding: 3px;
    /* transition: background 0.5s ease, color 0.3s ease; */
    border-right: 4px solid #fff;
    border-bottom: 4px solid #fff;
    width: 88px;
    height: 88px;
    font-size: 0.85em; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div .desc {
      display: none;
      margin-top: 10px;
      line-height: 13px;
      font-style: normal; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div .desc .icon-closeMenu {
        position: absolute;
        top: 0px;
        right: 0px;
        font-size: 15px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div.large .desc {
      display: block; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div a {
      color: #fff;
      text-decoration: none;
      font-weight: normal; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div span.info {
      display: block;
      position: relative;
      height: 100%;
      padding: 3px;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      background-position: right bottom;
      background-repeat: no-repeat; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div span.info .more {
        font-style: normal;
        position: absolute;
        bottom: 7px;
        right: 23px;
        font-size: 12px;
        display: none;
        font-weight: normal; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div span.info .icon-arrow {
        font-size: 10px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div.hover .more {
      display: block; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div.hover span.info:after {
      content: "r";
      font-family: iconfont;
      font-size: 10px;
      position: absolute;
      bottom: 5px;
      right: 5px; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"] {
    box-shadow: 0 0 0 1px #E5E5E5 inset;
    background-color: #fff;
    color: #b4b4b6;
    font-size: 0.8em;
    line-height: 12px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].hover a {
      text-decoration: underline; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].hover .more {
      display: none; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].large {
      width: 172px;
      height: 172px;
      z-index: 99;
      transition: all 0.1s ease-in-out;
      border: 0; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].large span.info {
        background-image: none;
        padding-right: 18px; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].large a {
        text-decoration: underline; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"].large.bigger {
        width: 220px;
        height: 220px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="1"] a {
      color: #b4b4b6 !important; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="2"] {
    background-color: #AA47BA;
    font-size: 0.8em;
    line-height: 12px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="2"].hover {
      color: #AA47BA; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="2"].hover span.info {
        background-color: #4C145E; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="3"] {
    background-color: #75b2dd;
    width: 176px;
    height: 88px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="3"].hover {
      color: #75b2dd; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="3"].hover span.info {
        background-color: #00386b; }
  .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="4"] {
    background-color: #70CE9B;
    padding: 6px;
    font-size: 1em;
    width: 176px;
    height: 176px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="4"].hover {
      color: #70CE9B; }
      .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="4"].hover span.info {
        background-color: #006847; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="4"] span.info {
      padding: 6px; }
    .page-3030 #analysis .container div[data-importance="4"] a {
      font-weight: bold; }

.page-3030 #analysis.scrolling .scrollbar {
  transition: none; }

.page-3030 #analysis.resizing .scrollbarWrapper {
  cursor: ew-resize; }

.page-3030 #analysis .empty {
  display: none;
  margin: 20px 0 40px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-3040 .sustainability-strategy {
  width: 100%;
  min-height: 296px;
  margin: 0 0 24px;
  padding: 0;
  float: left;
  left: -6px;
  box-shadow: 0px;
  position: relative;
  box-shadow: none; }
  .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section {
    width: 25%;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    position: relative;
    background-color: transparent;
    padding-right: 20px;
    vertical-align: top;
    display: table-cell; }
    .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section:last-child {
      padding-right: 0px; }
    .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section section {
      position: relative;
      width: calc(100% - 20px); }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section section span.border {
        position: absolute;
        right: -20px;
        top: 0px;
        display: block;
        width: 0px;
        height: 0px;
        content: "";
        border-top: 24px solid transparent;
        border-left: 20px solid #70ce9b;
        border-bottom: 24px solid transparent; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section section:hover span.border {
        border-left-color: #006847; }
    .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > * {
      display: block;
      position: relative;
      float: left;
      width: 100%;
      height: 38px;
      margin: 6px 6px 6px 0px;
      padding-right: 0px;
      background-color: #f0f0f0;
      text-align: center;
      font-weight: 700;
      cursor: pointer; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > * h2 {
        color: #000;
        width: 323px;
        height: 38px;
        margin: 0px;
        display: table-cell;
        vertical-align: middle;
        padding: 0px 10px; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:first-child {
        padding: 0px 0px 0px 10px;
        margin: 0px 0px 6px 0px;
        background-color: #70ce9b;
        color: #fff;
        height: 48px;
        clear: both; }
        .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:first-child:hover {
          color: #70ce9b; }
          .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:first-child:hover h2 {
            color: #70ce9b;
            background-color: #006847; }
        .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:first-child div {
          display: table-cell;
          height: 38px;
          padding: 5px 5px 5px 0px;
          text-align: center;
          vertical-align: middle;
          width: 300px; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *.active, .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:hover {
        color: #70ce9b;
        background-color: #006847; }
        .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *.active h2, .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > *:hover h2 {
          color: #70ce9b;
          background-color: #006847; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > * .description {
        display: none; }
        .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > * .description.active {
          display: block !important; }
      .page-3040 .sustainability-strategy > section > * .linkTo {
        display: none; }

.page-3040 .strategy_module {
  position: relative;
  float: left;
  width: 100%;
  margin: 10px 0px;
  padding: 0px;
  box-shadow: none; }
  .page-3040 .strategy_module .header {
    color: #70ce9b;
    font-weight: 700;
    width: 100%;
    padding: 10px 0px;
    border-bottom: 1px solid #fff; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .header .icon-arrowUp, .page-3040 .strategy_module .header .icon-arrowDown {
      float: right;
      right: 10px; }
  .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader {
    color: #006847;
    font-weight: 700;
    width: 100%;
    padding: 0px;
    margin-bottom: 15px; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader h2 {
      margin: 0px;
      color: #006847; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader section {
      width: 50%;
      position: relative; }
      .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader section:last-child {
        padding-left: 40px; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion {
      width: 100%;
      float: left;
      position: relative;
      margin-top: 0px; }
      .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion h2 {
        box-sizing: border-box;
        color: #006847;
        width: 100%;
        float: left;
        position: relative;
        padding: 8px 0px 8px 0; }
      .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div {
        float: left;
        position: relative;
        padding-left: 10px; }
        .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div section {
          box-sizing: border-box;
          margin: 0px 0 10px 0; }
          .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div section h3 {
            color: #70ce9b;
            padding: 5px 0; }
            .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div section h3.seccond {
              padding-left: 30px; }
        .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div ul {
          width: 50%;
          float: left;
          position: relative;
          list-style: none; }
          .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div ul:first-child li {
            margin-right: 30px; }
          .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div ul:last-child li {
            margin-left: 30px; }
          .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div ul li {
            background: url(../../pic/list-square_70CE9B.png) no-repeat 5px 8px;
            list-style: none;
            padding-left: 18px;
            font-weight: 300;
            color: #000; }
            .page-3040 .strategy_module .subheader .accordion div ul li ul {
              width: 100%;
              float: none;
              margin-top: 5px;
              margin-bottom: 5px; }
  .page-3040 .strategy_module .backontop {
    width: 50%;
    height: 45px;
    float: right;
    text-align: right;
    padding-right: 0px;
    position: relative;
    padding-top: 10px;
    padding-bottom: 12px; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .backontop a {
      position: relative;
      border-bottom: 1px solid #006847;
      white-space: nowrap;
      padding-bottom: 10px;
      color: #006847;
      font-size: 12px; }
      .page-3040 .strategy_module .backontop a .icon-arrowUp {
        font-size: 9px;
        padding-right: 11px; }
  .page-3040 .strategy_module .description {
    width: 100%;
    border-bottom: 1px solid #006847;
    padding-bottom: 45px;
    margin-bottom: 0px;
    padding-right: 0px;
    padding-left: 18px; }
    .page-3040 .strategy_module .description div {
      width: 100%; }
      .page-3040 .strategy_module .description div ul {
        width: 50%;
        float: left;
        position: relative;
        list-style: none; }
        .page-3040 .strategy_module .description div ul:first-child li {
          margin-right: 30px; }
        .page-3040 .strategy_module .description div ul:last-child li {
          margin-left: 30px; }
        .page-3040 .strategy_module .description div ul li {
          background: url(../../pic/list-square.png) no-repeat 5px 8px;
          list-style: none;
          padding-left: 18px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-307010 table.financial_table td, .page-307010 table.financial_table th {
  width: 90px; }
  .page-307010 table.financial_table td:first-child, .page-307010 table.financial_table th:first-child {
    width: auto; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-307020 table.financial_table td, .page-307020 table.financial_table th {
  width: 90px; }
  .page-307020 table.financial_table td:first-child, .page-307020 table.financial_table th:first-child {
    width: auto; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-40 #insights {
  /*  954 < screen */
  /*  771 < screen */ }
  .page-40 #insights *:focus {
    outline: 0; }
  .page-40 #insights .cElWrapper {
    width: 100%; }
  .page-40 #insights .filter-1 {
    width: 100%;
    overflow: hidden;
    border-top-width: 3px;
    border-bottom-width: 3px;
    padding: 10px 0;
    margin: 30px 0 14px 0; }
    .page-40 #insights .filter-1 div {
      box-sizing: border-box;
      width: 25%;
      float: left;
      cursor: pointer;
      padding: 5px 10px 5px 22px;
      background: url("../images/analysis/cbx_lo.png") no-repeat scroll left center transparent; }
      .page-40 #insights .filter-1 div.inactive {
        color: #e5e5e5;
        background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_d.png"); }
      .page-40 #insights .filter-1 div.hi {
        background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_hi.png");
        color: #000; }
  .page-40 #insights .content {
    display: none; }
  .page-40 #insights .container {
    width: 100%;
    margin-bottom: 200px;
    margin-left: 7px; }
    .page-40 #insights .container section {
      box-shadow: none;
      width: 55%;
      position: relative; }
      .page-40 #insights .container section .logo {
        position: absolute;
        top: -57px;
        right: 20px; }
    .page-40 #insights .container div {
      display: inline-block;
      vertical-align: top;
      color: #fff;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      width: 200px;
      height: 200px;
      font-size: 0.85em; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div:not(.large) {
        border-right: 14px solid #fff;
        border-bottom: 14px solid #fff; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div a {
        text-decoration: none;
        font-weight: bold;
        font-size: 1.6em;
        line-height: 20px;
        color: #fff; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div span.bottom {
        display: block;
        position: absolute;
        bottom: 0;
        padding: 15px 10px 8px 10px;
        width: 100%;
        box-sizing: border-box;
        background-position: right bottom;
        background-repeat: no-repeat; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div h2 {
        color: #fff;
        font-size: 1.6em;
        display: block;
        padding: 15px 10px 8px 10px;
        margin: 0; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div h3 {
        font-size: 20px;
        padding: 18px 0;
        line-height: 22px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div p {
        font-size: 15px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div article {
        display: none;
        padding: 15px 0 8px; }
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] {
      background-color: #fff;
      background-repeat: no-repeat;
      background-position: center center;
      color: #3e3e3e;
      font-size: 0.8em;
      line-height: 12px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] i, .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] em {
        font-style: normal; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] .icon-close {
        cursor: pointer;
        display: none;
        color: #fff;
        padding: 5px;
        margin-right: 1px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] .heading em {
        display: none; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large {
        overflow: hidden;
        cursor: default;
        transition: max-height 0.8s ease-in-out 0.1s, width 0.3s ease-in-out, left 0.3s ease-in-out;
        background-image: url("../images/insight/ajax-loader.gif") !important;
        border-top-width: 2px;
        border-bottom-width: 2px;
        left: 0 !important;
        width: 100%;
        background-color: #fff;
        height: auto;
        min-height: 186px;
        max-height: 186px;
        z-index: 99;
        border-right: 0;
        padding-bottom: 10px; }
        .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large span.bottom {
          display: none; }
        .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large h2 {
          padding-left: 0;
          padding-right: 0;
          padding-top: 5px; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large h2 i {
            font-size: 24px; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large h2 .icon-close {
            display: inline-block; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large h2 .heading {
            color: #fff;
            background-color: #00386b;
            display: inline-block;
            padding: 11px;
            vertical-align: top; }
            .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large h2 .heading em {
              display: inline; }
        .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large.large.loaded {
          max-height: 1000px;
          background-image: none !important; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"].large.large.loaded article {
            display: block; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images {
        display: none;
        margin-top: -57px; }
        .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images.gallery {
          width: 45%;
          padding-left: 20px;
          box-sizing: border-box;
          float: left;
          display: block; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images.gallery figcaption {
            border: 0;
            margin-top: 0; }
          .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images.gallery .controls {
            top: auto !important;
            bottom: -20px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.video {
        width: 45%;
        padding-left: 20px;
        padding-right: 0;
        margin-top: -57px;
        box-sizing: border-box;
        float: left;
        display: block;
        position: relative; }
        .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.video figure {
          position: relative;
          margin: 0; }
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"] {
      cursor: pointer; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"] span.bottom {
        transition: padding 0.2s ease-out 0.2s, background 0.2s ease-out 0.2s;
        bottom: 0;
        padding: 15px 10px 8px 10px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].hover a, .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].hover a.dark1, .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].hover .heading span.dark1 {
        color: #fff; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].hover span.bottom {
        background-color: rgba(117, 178, 221, 0.8);
        padding-bottom: 30px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].large a.dark1, .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="0"].large .heading span.dark1 {
        color: #fff; }
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="1"] {
      background-color: #75b2dd; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="1"] a {
        font-size: 2.2em;
        font-weight: bold; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div[data-type="1"] span.bottom {
        bottom: auto; }
  .page-40 #insights .empty {
    display: none;
    margin: 20px 0 40px; }
  @media screen and (max-width: 954px) {
    .page-40 #insights .container section {
      width: 90%; }
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.video,
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images.gallery {
      margin-top: 0;
      width: 60%; } }
  @media screen and (max-width: 771px) {
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.video,
    .page-40 #insights .container div[data-filter="1"] section.images.gallery {
      width: 90%; } }
  @media (max-width: 959px) {
    .page-40 #insights .container {
      margin-bottom: 490px; }
      .page-40 #insights .container div {
        width: 181px;
        height: 181px; }
    .page-40 #insights .filter-1 div {
      width: 33.333%; } }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-9050 .content-column {
  padding-top: 50px; }

.page-9050 .cart {
  margin-bottom: 30px; }
  .page-9050 .cart:after {
    content: ' ';
    display: table;
    clear: both; }

.page-9050 .download-center p {
  font-weight: bold; }

.page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb_content {
  display: flex;
  border-top-width: 2px;
  border-bottom-width: 2px;
  padding: 12px 0 15px;
  font-size: 13px; }

.page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb_desc {
  width: 30%;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  padding-right: 25px;
  font-weight: bold; }
  .no-flexbox .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb_desc {
    display: inline-block;
    width: 29%; }

.page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb {
  width: 70%;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  vertical-align: top; }
  .no-flexbox .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb {
    display: inline-block; }
  .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list {
    border-bottom-width: 1px;
    font-size: 13px;
    padding: 8px 0; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list .title {
      width: 95%;
      display: inline-block;
      vertical-align: top; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list .title strong {
        display: none; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list .del {
      width: 5%;
      text-align: center;
      display: inline-block;
      vertical-align: top; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list .del i {
        font-size: 17px;
        font-weight: bold; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb .list .del:hover {
        opacity: 0.6; }

.page-9050 .download-center #warenkorb_zip h1 {
  border-top-width: 6px;
  margin: 0 0 30px;
  padding-top: 10px; }

.page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion {
  display: table;
  width: 100%;
  border-bottom-width: 2px; }
  .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * {
    display: table-row-group;
    width: 100%; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > * {
      display: table-row;
      width: 100%; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > * > * {
        padding: 8px 0;
        display: table-cell; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row {
        color: #3a75c4; }
        .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row > * {
          border-top-width: 2px;
          padding-top: 16px;
          padding-bottom: 16px; }
          .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row > *:last-child {
            border-left-width: 1px;
            border-left-color: #dadada; }
        .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row h2 {
          color: inherit;
          margin-bottom: 0; }
        .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row .downloadName {
          cursor: pointer; }
          .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row .downloadName div {
            font-size: 85%;
            margin-bottom: -16px; }
        .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.header__row .download-toggle {
          cursor: pointer; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.list > * {
        border-bottom-width: 1px;
        border-color: #dadada;
        color: #3e3e3e; }
        .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.list > *:last-child {
          border-left-width: 1px;
          border-left-color: #dadada;
          border-bottom: none; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.list h3 {
        font-weight: normal; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.list:first-child > * {
        border-top-width: 2px;
        border-top-color: inherit; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > * > *.list:last-child > * {
        border-bottom-width: 0; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > *.header .downloadAdd {
      width: 50px; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > *.header .toggle {
      width: 55px;
      text-align: center;
      cursor: pointer; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > *.header .toggle .opened {
        display: none; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > *.header.active .toggle .opened {
      display: block; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion > *.header.active .toggle .closed {
      display: none; }
  .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd {
    text-align: center; }
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-download,
    .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-check {
      font-size: 14px;
      padding: 3px;
      cursor: pointer; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-download input,
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-check input {
        display: none; }
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-download:hover,
      .page-9050 .download-center .download-center__accordion .downloadAdd .icon-check:hover {
        opacity: 0.6; }

.page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb_desc span,
.page-9050 .download-center .dc_desc span {
  font-weight: bold; }

.page-9050 .download-center .warenkorb_desc i,
.page-9050 .download-center .dc_desc i {
  vertical-align: middle;
  font-size: 14px;
  font-weight: bold; }

.page-9050 .download-center .dc_desc {
  margin-bottom: 30px; }

.page-9050 .download-center .icon-download,
.page-9050 .download-center .icon-check {
  color: #3a75c4; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-9074 #collection *:focus {
  outline: 0; }

.page-9074 #collection .cElWrapper {
  width: 100%; }

.page-9074 #collection .buttons {
  float: right; }
  .page-9074 #collection .buttons a {
    margin-left: 24px; }
    .page-9074 #collection .buttons a i {
      font-size: 18px;
      padding-right: 5px;
      vertical-align: top; }

.page-9074 #collection .filter-1 {
  width: 100%;
  overflow: hidden;
  border-top-width: 3px;
  border-bottom-width: 3px;
  padding: 10px 0;
  margin: 12px 0 14px 0; }
  .page-9074 #collection .filter-1 div {
    box-sizing: border-box;
    width: 25%;
    float: left;
    cursor: pointer;
    padding: 5px 10px 5px 22px;
    background: url("../images/analysis/cbx_lo.png") no-repeat scroll left center transparent; }
    .page-9074 #collection .filter-1 div.inactive {
      color: #e5e5e5;
      background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_d.png"); }
    .page-9074 #collection .filter-1 div.hi {
      background-image: url("../images/analysis/cbx_hi.png");
      color: #000; }

.page-9074 #collection .container {
  width: 100%;
  margin-bottom: 200px;
  margin-left: 7px; }
  .page-9074 #collection .container section {
    box-shadow: none;
    width: 55%; }
  .page-9074 #collection .container div {
    display: inline-block;
    vertical-align: top;
    color: #727272;
    box-sizing: border-box;
    border-right-width: 14px;
    border-bottom-width: 14px;
    border-color: #fff;
    width: 200px;
    height: 242px;
    font-size: 1em;
    cursor: pointer; }
    .page-9074 #collection .container div span.bottom {
      display: block;
      position: absolute;
      top: 172px;
      padding: 15px 10px 8px 10px;
      width: 100%;
      box-sizing: border-box;
      font-weight: bold;
      font-size: 12px;
      line-height: 15px; }
    .page-9074 #collection .container div span.bg {
      display: block;
      margin: 0 auto;
      background-color: #fff;
      width: 166px;
      margin: 10px auto 0; }
      .page-9074 #collection .container div span.bg img.small {
        width: 100%; }
      .page-9074 #collection .container div span.bg img.big {
        display: none; }
    .page-9074 #collection .container div .icon-download {
      background-color: inherit;
      display: block;
      font-size: 18px;
      padding: 5px 7px 7px;
      position: absolute;
      right: 0;
      top: 0;
      z-index: 2; }
      .page-9074 #collection .container div .icon-download input {
        display: none; }
    .page-9074 #collection .container div .icon-download.added:before {
      content: "c"; }
  .page-9074 #collection .container div[data-category="1"] {
    background-color: #f0f3f1; }
  .page-9074 #collection .container div[data-category="2"] {
    background-color: #f0f3f1; }
  .page-9074 #collection .container div[data-category="3"] {
    background-color: #f0f3f1; }

.page-9074 #collectionPopup {
  box-sizing: content-box;
  border-left-width: 40px;
  border-right-width: 40px; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .loader {
    background-color: #fff;
    position: relative;
    padding: 20px;
    box-sizing: content-box; }
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .loader img {
      margin: 0 auto;
      max-width: 600px;
      width: 100%; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup img {
    display: block;
    margin: 0 auto;
    max-width: 100%; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iRight,
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iLeft {
    position: absolute;
    display: block;
    top: 0;
    height: 100%;
    font-size: 20px;
    cursor: pointer;
    z-index: 1000;
    text-align: center;
    width: 40px;
    color: #fff; }
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iRight i,
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iLeft i {
      position: absolute;
      top: 50%;
      left: 16px; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iRight {
    right: -50px; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .iLeft {
    left: -50px; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .buttons {
    min-width: 680px;
    width: 100%;
    padding: 15px 0 0; }
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .buttons a {
      color: #fff;
      font-weight: bold; }
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .buttons .download {
      padding-right: 26px;
      cursor: pointer;
      color: #fff;
      font-weight: 700; }
    .page-9074 #collectionPopup .buttons i {
      font-size: 18px;
      padding-right: 5px;
      vertical-align: top; }
  .page-9074 #collectionPopup .text {
    width: 100%;
    display: block; }

.page-9074 .fancybox-inner {
  width: auto !important; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-9191 .hc_container {
  margin-bottom: 50px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-9192 .content-column article section {
  width: 30%; }

.page-9192 .hc_container {
  margin-bottom: 50px; }

/*
  media-query breakpoints
  TODO: This should be based on mobile first queries and offer distinct breakpoints based on Bootstrap or Foundation.
*/
/* Colors */
/* Fixed sizes */
.page-9900 .pdf-list {
  list-style: none; }
  .page-9900 .pdf-list li {
    display: flex;
    justify-content: space-between;
    vertical-align: text-top;
    padding: 10px;
    margin: 5px;
    background: #efefef; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li > * {
      width: 33%; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li h3 {
      margin-bottom: 10px; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li a {
      font-weight: normal; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li ul {
      margin-left: 10px;
      margin-bottom: 0; }
      .page-9900 .pdf-list li ul li {
        display: list-item;
        list-style: circle;
        margin: 0 0 5px 5px;
        padding: 0; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__pdf-headings {
      font-weight: bold;
      color: #727272;
      font-size: 90%;
      margin: 5px 0 10px; }
      .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__pdf-headings span {
        display: block; }
    .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__meta-info {
      font-size: 70%; }
      .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__meta-info li {
        display: flex;
        justify-content: flex-start;
        width: auto; }
        .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__meta-info li .pdf-list__property {
          margin-right: 5px; }
          .page-9900 .pdf-list li .pdf-list__meta-info li .pdf-list__property:after {
            content: ':'; }

@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitBold';
  src: url('../fonts/aktivgroteskgeberit_corp_bd-webfont.eot');
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}
@font-face {
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitLight';
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}
/* 
	@copyright Konstantin Utkin
*/
html {
  overflow-y: scroll;
}
body {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  font: 14px Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
}
a {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  text-decoration: none;
}
a[data-video],
div[data-video] {
  cursor: pointer;
  position: relative;
}
a[data-video] .play,
div[data-video] .play {
  background: url("../../pic/playicon_weiss.png") no-repeat scroll center center transparent;
  position: absolute;
  width: 59px;
  height: 59px;
  z-index: 10;
  left: 50%;
  margin-left: -30px;
  top: 50%;
  margin-top: -30px;
}
.left {
  float: left;
}
.right {
  float: right;
}
.clear {
  clear: both;
  float: none;
  font-size: 0px;
  line-height: 0px;
}
#wrapper {
  min-width: 600px;
  width: 100%;
}
/* 

------------------------------ TOP WRAPPER ------------------------------ 

*/
.topWrapper {
  position: relative;
  z-index: 105;
}
#header {
  padding: 30px 0 20px 0;
}
#header a {
  color: #3a75c4;
}
#header .logo {
  float: right;
  margin: 15px 0 0 0;
  display: block;
}
#header .logo a {
  display: inline-block;
}
#header .ar {
  font-size: 24px;
  line-height: 18px;
  margin: 5px 0 5px 0;
  float: left;
  font-family: "AktivGroteskGeberitBold", Arial, Helvetica;
}
#header .ar span {
  display: block;
  font-size: 13px;
  font-family: Arial;
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 20px;
}
#empty {
  height: 55px;
}
#mainWrapper #bg {
  background-color: #f0f3f1;
  height: 55px;
  position: absolute;
  width: 100%;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  min-width: 600px;
}
#mainWrapper #bg.locked {
  height: 55px !important;
}
/*

------------------------------ CONTENT ------------------------------ 
	
*/
#content .missing {
  color: red;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-family: 'AktivGroteskGeberitBold', Arial, Helvetica;
}
#content .no_margin {
  margin: 0 !important;
}
#content .small_margin {
  margin: 0 0 8px 0 !important;
}
#content strong {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#content article {
  width: 100%;
}
#content article:before,
#content article:after {
  content: "";
  display: table;
}
#content article:after {
  clear: both;
}
#content article {
  zoom: 1;
}
#content img.web-image {
  max-width: 100%;
}
#content #weltkarte {
  width: 100%;
  /*height:	487.533px;*/
  position: relative;
}
#content #weltkarte .point {
  position: absolute;
  background-color: #2DC6D6;
  cursor: pointer;
  box-shadow: 0 0 2px 1px rgba(45, 198, 214, 0.75);
  opacity: 0.9;
}
#content #weltkarte .point article {
  display: none;
}
#content #weltkarte .point .clickarea {
  position: absolute;
  margin-left: -50%;
  margin-top: -50%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#content #weltkarte img {
  max-width: 100%;
}
#content .nobr {
  white-space: nowrap;
}
/* arrow */
#content .icon-arrow,
#story .icon-arrow {
  font-size: 13px;
  padding-left: 1px;
}
#softPopup .icon-arrow:before,
#content .icon-arrow:before,
#story .icon-arrow:before {
  content: "\e606";
}
/* columns */
#content .cols2 {
  overflow: auto;
  margin-bottom: 15px;
}
#content .cols2 .col {
  width: 50%;
  float: left;
  box-sizing: border-box;
  padding: 0 2% 0 0;
}
#content .cols2 .col:last-child {
  padding: 0 0 0 2%;
}
/* footnote */
#content .footnote {
  padding: 4px 0;
  font-size: 11px;
  color: #707072;
}
#content .footnote span.fixed {
  display: inline-block;
  vertical-align: top;
}
#content table + .footnote {
  margin-top: -18px;
}
/* highlight */
#content span.highlight {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#content .quote {
  font-size: 14px;
  line-height: 18px;
  font-weight: bold;
}
/* BUTTONS */
#content .button {
  background-color: #999;
  padding: 9px 16px 12px 12px;
  color: #fff;
  display: inline-block;
  cursor: pointer;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  text-decoration: none;
}
#content .button i {
  font-size: 20px;
  padding-right: 15px;
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .button span {
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .button:hover {
  background-color: #999;
}
/* ZOOM + XLS DOWNLOAD */
#content .xls_download {
  display: block;
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}
#content .xls_download img {
  display: inline-block;
  vertical-align: middle;
}
#content .xls_download span {
  display: inline-block;
  margin: 0 5px;
}
#content .link-zoom {
  display: block;
  float: right;
  margin: 5px 0 5px 5px;
  position: relative;
  z-index: 1;
}
/* PIC and TAB headings */
#content h3.pic,
#content h3.table {
  color: #3e3e3e;
  line-height: 15px;
  position: relative;
}
#content h3.pic span,
#content h3.table span {
  font-weight: normal;
}
/* SEARCH HIGHLIGHT */
#content .search_highlight {
  font-weight: bold;
  color: #3a75c4;
}
/* notes */
#content div.notes {
  clear: both;
  margin: 15px 0;
}
#content div.notes > div {
  margin: 15px 0 0;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
}
#content div.notes h2 {
  padding: 8px 50px 8px 0;
  font-size: 1em;
  margin: 1px 0 1px;
  background: url(../images/icon_accordion.gif) no-repeat scroll right 0 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0);
  border-bottom: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
  cursor: pointer;
  line-height: 16px;
}
#content div.notes h2.first {
  border-top: 1px solid #b8b8ba;
}
#content div.notes h2.open {
  font-weight: bold;
  background-position: right -128px;
}
#content div.notes h2.closed:hover {
  background-position: right -64px;
  background-color: #f0f2f1;
}
#content div.notes h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#content div.notes h2 {
  color: #3e3e3e;
}
/* quick analyzer */
/* video.js */
#content .video-js {
  width: 100%;
}
#content .embedded-video-wrapper {
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 100%;
  padding-bottom: 56.25%;
  margin-bottom: 15px;
}
#content .embedded-video-wrapper > * {
  position: absolute;
  top: 0;
  left: 0;
  height: 100%;
  width: 100%;
}
#content .popup-player {
  display: none !important;
}
/* sitemap */
#content .sitemap > li {
  padding-left: 0;
}
#content .sitemap li {
  background: none;
  padding-top: 3px;
  padding-bottom: 3px;
}
#content .sitemap ul {
  margin-bottom: 0;
  padding-top: 3px;
}
#content .sitemap a {
  font-weight: normal;
}
/*

------------------------------ DOWNLOADCENTER AND MY REPORT  ------------------------------

*/
/* 

------------------------------ SEARCH ------------------------------ 

*/
#search_results .search-result {
  border-top: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding: 0 0 6px;
}
#search_results .search-result h2 {
  font-size: 1em;
  margin-top: 18px;
}
#search_results .search-result h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#search_results .search-result p a {
  text-decoration: none;
  font-weight: normal;
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#search_results .search-result a:hover {
  text-decoration: underline;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result {
  border-top: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding: 0 0 6px;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result h2 {
  font-size: 1em;
  margin-top: 18px;
  margin-bottom: 18px;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result h2 a {
  text-decoration: none;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result p {
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result p a {
  text-decoration: none;
  font-weight: normal;
  color: #999;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#searchResults ul > .search-result a:hover {
  text-decoration: underline;
}
#searchResults strong,
#searchResults a,
#searchResults .search_highlight {
  color: #3a75c4;
  font-weight: bold;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li {
  display: inline;
  margin-right: 5px;
  padding: 0;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li a {
  font-weight: normal;
}
#searchResults .search-result-paging li.current-page a {
  font-weight: bold;
}
#searchResults .searchWord,
#searchResults .resultsOverview {
  margin-bottom: 20px;
}
/*

------------------------------ HOME PAGE ------------------------------ 

*/
#mainWrapper.homePage #bg,
#mainWrapper.homePage #empty {
  display: none;
}
/* 

------------------------------ ANNUAL REPORT POPUP ------------------------------

*/
#myReportPopup {
  padding: 20px;
}
#myReportPopup h2 {
  font-size: 1.8em;
  font-weight: normal;
  margin-bottom: 12px;
}
#myReportPopup p {
  font-size: 1.1em;
}
/* 

------------------------------ RECOMMENDED PAGE ------------------------------

*/
#content .recommend label {
  padding: 6px 0;
  display: block;
}
#content .recommend input {
  max-width: 400px;
  margin-bottom: 10px;
  border: 1px solid #c2c2c2;
  padding: 3px 3px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
}
#content .recommend textarea {
  max-width: 396px;
  margin-bottom: 20px;
  border: 1px solid #c2c2c2;
  height: 100px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
}
/* 

------------------------------ SOFT POPUP ------------------------------

*/
#softPopup {
  z-index: 9000;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  width: 280px;
  position: absolute;
  color: #fff;
}
#softPopup h1 {
  margin: 0;
  font-size: 16px;
  color: #fff;
  padding: 15px 15px 10px;
}
#softPopup p {
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 16px;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  padding: 0 15px 18px;
}
#softPopup a {
  display: block;
  text-align: right;
  font-size: 0.9em;
  font-weight: 700;
  padding: 0 15px 18px;
}
#softPopup .icon-arrowRight2 {
  font-size: 10px;
}
#softPopupClose {
  width: 100%;
  height: 34px;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#softPopupClose i {
  float: right;
  padding: 10px;
  font-size: 16px;
}
#servicePopup {
  z-index: 9000;
  background-color: #3a75c4;
  width: 200px;
  padding: 15px;
  position: absolute;
  color: #fff;
}
#servicePopup h1 {
  margin: 0 15px 7px 0;
  font-size: 16px;
  color: #fff;
}
#servicePopup p {
  font-weight: bold;
  line-height: 17px;
  font-size: 0.9em;
}
#servicePopup ul li {
  padding: 5px 0;
  text-align: right;
}
#servicePopup ul li a,
#servicePopup ul li strong {
  color: #fff;
  font-weight: normal;
}
/* 

------------------------------ SMALL TABLES ------------------------------ 

*/
.small_table {
  position: relative;
}
.small_table table.financial_table th {
  font-size: 1em;
}
.small_table table.financial_table th,
.small_table table.financial_table td {
  line-height: 7px;
  padding: 2px 1px;
  font-size: 0.5em;
}
/*

------------------------------ VIDEO CENTER ------------------------------
	
*/
#videocenter .image_box {
  width: 25%;
  float: left;
  margin-right: 4%;
}
#videocenter input {
  padding: 3px 3px;
  box-sizing: content-box;
  width: 100%;
  min-height: 15px;
  font-size: 12px;
}
#videocenter > section {
  width: 100%;
  margin-bottom: 28px;
  border-bottom: 1px solid #f0f3f1;
  padding-bottom: 28px;
}
#videocenter > section > section {
  width: 71%;
}
/* 

------------------------------ COLOR SETTINGS ------------------------------
TODO: none of this will stand for 2015
*/
body.color_1 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #00565B;
}
body.color_1 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #00565B;
  border: 2px solid #00565B;
}
body.color_1 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #2DC6D6;
}
body.color_2 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #00386B;
}
body.color_2 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #00386B;
  border: 2px solid #00386B;
}
body.color_2 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #75B2DD;
}
body.color_3 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #4c145E;
}
body.color_3 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #4c145E;
  border: 2px solid #4c145E;
}
body.color_3 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #AA47BA;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls span {
  border: 2px solid #006847;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls i {
  color: #006847;
}
body.color_4 #content section.gallery .controls span.active {
  background-color: #006847;
  border: 2px solid #006847;
}
body.color_4 #softPopup .up {
  border-bottom: 10px solid #70CE9B;
}
/* toolbar colors */
/* 

------------------------------ RESPONSIVE SETTINGS ------------------------------
	
*/
/* screen < max width */
@media screen and (max-width: 1240px) {
  #content #analysis .filter-1 div {
    font-size: 13px;
  }
  #content #analysis .filter-2 div {
    width: 33.333%;
  }
  #content #collection .filter-1 div {
    width: 33.333%;
  }
}
/* screen < 959 */
@media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
  #editorial-video-points {
    width: 520px;
  }
  #mainContainer #content,
  #mainContainer #story,
  #mainContainer #searchResults {
    padding-right: 0;
  }
  /* home boxes width */
  #content #collection .container div {
    width: 183px;
    height: 239px;
  }
  #content #collection .container div span.bg {
    width: 149px;
  }
  #content #collection .container div span.bottom {
    top: 155px;
  }
}
/*  750 < screen  */
@media screen and (max-width: 750px) {
  #content #analysis .filter-1 div {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
  #collectionPopup .buttons .download,
  #collectionPopup .buttons a {
    display: inline-block;
    margin-top: 10px;
  }
}
/* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
#content .pwc img {
  display: inline;
}
#slider-group-performance {
  background-color: #2dc6d6;
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper {
  position: relative;
  width: 80%;
  float: left;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper .slider {
  width: 80%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#slider-group-performance .slider-wraper .slider .icon-grip {
  color: #2dc6d6;
  font-size: 17px;
  position: relative;
  top: 3px;
  left: 40%;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-left {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  left: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-left .icon-arrowLeft2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-right {
  float: right;
  position: relative;
  right: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-group-performance .arrow-right .icon-arrowRight2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
  float: right;
}
#slider-axis {
  width: 100%;
  position: relative;
  padding-top: 5px;
  font-size: 14px;
}
#slider-axis .min {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 20%;
  text-align: left;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-axis .target {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 60%;
  text-align: center;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-axis .max {
  text-align: right;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  width: 20%;
  font-weight: 700;
  color: #00265b;
}
#slider-individual-performance {
  background-color: #00565b;
  position: relative;
  width: 100%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper {
  position: relative;
  width: 80%;
  float: left;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper .slider {
  width: 80%;
  height: 30px;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#slider-individual-performance .slider-wraper .slider .icon-grip {
  color: #00565b;
  font-size: 17px;
  position: relative;
  top: 3px;
  left: 40%;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-left {
  float: left;
  position: relative;
  left: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-left .icon-arrowLeft2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-right {
  float: right;
  position: relative;
  right: 6px;
  top: 4px;
  width: 10%;
  cursor: pointer;
}
#slider-individual-performance .arrow-right .icon-arrowRight2 {
  color: #ffffff;
  font-size: 22px;
  float: right;
}
#remunerationChart {
  width: 100%;
  float: left;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart {
  width: 100%;
  border-top: 1px solid #a5a5a7;
  height: 40px;
  color: #4C145E;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart:first-child {
  width: 30%;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart:last-child {
  width: 65%;
  float: right;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
  vertical-align: text-top;
  top: -18px;
  color: #843fa8;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#remunerationChart .row-chart .col-chart.white-text {
  color: #ffffff !important;
  top: -16px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart {
  bottom: 40px;
  float: right;
  height: auto;
  right: 0px;
  position: absolute;
  width: 70%;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-individual {
  max-height: 40px;
  background: #00565b;
  width: 100%;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-individual .percent-individual {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #a9df65;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-group {
  max-height: 240px;
  background: #2dc6d6;
  width: 100%;
  z-index: 2;
  position: relative;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-group .percent-group {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #00565b;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart {
  width: 100%;
  height: 280px;
  z-index: 1;
  position: relative;
  background: #843fa8;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart .percent-fixed {
  position: absolute;
  bottom: 0px;
  float: right;
  right: 10px;
  color: #fff;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 22px;
}
#remunerationChart #remunerationChart-chart .chart-percent {
  font-size: 11px;
  font-weight: 700;
  height: 20px;
  left: -35px;
  padding-left: 6px;
  padding-top: 1px;
  position: relative;
  top: 20px;
  white-space: nowrap;
  width: 49px;
  z-index: 5;
  text-align: center;
}
/* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
#softPopup a {
  font-size: 12px !important;
  font-weight: 700;
}
#softPopup a i {
  position: relative;
  top: 2px;
  font-weight: 700;
  font-size: 12px;
}
/* --------------------------------------   Festlegung der VergÃ¼tungen   --------------------------------------------- */
@media screen and (max-width: 1015px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 0;
  }
}
@media screen and (max-width: 720px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 0;
  }
}
@media screen and (max-width: 959px) {
  .chart-percent {
    z-index: 0;
    opacity: 1;
  }
  /* --------------------------------------   Stories from the world of Geberit  --------------------------------------------- */
  #story article.mobile {
    position: relative;
    overflow: hidden;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col1 {
    width: 70%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 {
    width: 30%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col1 .row3 {
    border-bottom: 5px solid #fff;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row1,
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row2 {
    width: 100%;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row2 {
    border-bottom: 0px;
  }
  #story article.mobile .col2 .row1 {
    border-right: 0px;
  }
  #story article .teaser {
    min-width: 145px;
    width: 50%;
    height: 120px;
    position: relative;
    left: 0px;
    top: 0px;
    background-color: #2dc6d6;
  }
  /* --------------------------------------   Sustainability strategy   --------------------------------------------- */
  section#strategy section section {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
  section#strategy section section h2 {
    font-size: 12px;
  }
}

@charset "UTF-8";
@font-face {
  font-family: 'iconfont';
  src: url("../fonts/iconfont.eot?2tw19i");
  src: url("../fonts/iconfont.eot?2tw19i#iefix") format("embedded-opentype"), url("../fonts/iconfont.ttf?2tw19i") format("truetype"), url("../fonts/iconfont.woff?2tw19i") format("woff"), url("../fonts/iconfont.svg?2tw19i#iconfont") format("svg");
  font-weight: normal;
  font-style: normal; }

[class^="icon-"], [class*=" icon-"] {
  /* use !important to prevent issues with browser extensions that change ../fonts */
  font-family: 'iconfont' !important;
  speak: none;
  font-style: normal;
  font-weight: normal;
  font-variant: normal;
  text-transform: none;
  line-height: 1;
  /* Better Font Rendering =========== */
  -webkit-font-smoothing: antialiased;
  -moz-osx-font-smoothing: grayscale; }

.icon-mobilemenu:before {
  content: "m"; }

.icon-arrowDownloadcenter2:before {
  content: "d"; }

.icon-VD_tage:before {
  content: "k"; }

.icon-quickfinder:before {
  content: "q"; }

.icon-suche:before {
  content: "s"; }

.icon-VD_zeit:before {
  content: "h"; }

.icon-grip:before {
  content: "g"; }

.icon-arrowLeft2:before {
  content: "l"; }

.icon-arrowRight2:before {
  content: "r"; }

.icon-arrowDown:before {
  content: "î˜•"; }

.icon-arrowUp:before {
  content: "u"; }

.icon-check:before {
  content: "c"; }

.icon-download:before {
  content: "î˜“"; }

.icon-downloadCenter:before {
  content: "î˜”"; }

.icon-pdf:before {
  content: "p"; }

.icon-pdfChart:before {
  content: "î˜�"; }

.icon-arrowDownloadcenter:before {
  content: "î˜ƒ"; }

.icon-arrowHomeBoxes:before {
  content: "î˜„"; }

.icon-arrowLeft:before {
  content: "î˜…"; }

.icon-arrowRight:before {
  content: "î˜†"; }

.icon-ArrowSubnavigation:before {
  content: "a"; }

.icon-ArrowSubnavigationOpen:before {
  content: "o"; }

.icon-checkBox:before {
  content: "î˜ˆ"; }

.icon-close:before {
  content: "î˜‰"; }

.icon-closeMenu:before {
  content: "î˜Š"; }

.icon-overview:before {
  content: "î˜‹"; }

.icon-print:before {
  content: "î˜Œ"; }

.icon-recommend:before {
  content: "î˜�"; }

.icon-SocialFacebook:before {
  content: "î˜‘"; }

.icon-SocialTwitter:before {
  content: "î˜’"; }
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/*!
 * jQuery JavaScript Library v1.12.0
 * http://jquery.com/
 *
 * Includes Sizzle.js
 * http://sizzlejs.com/
 *
 * Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors
 * Released under the MIT license
 * http://jquery.org/license
 *
 * Date: 2016-01-08T19:56Z
 */

(function( global, factory ) {

	if ( typeof module === "object" && typeof module.exports === "object" ) {
		// For CommonJS and CommonJS-like environments where a proper `window`
		// is present, execute the factory and get jQuery.
		// For environments that do not have a `window` with a `document`
		// (such as Node.js), expose a factory as module.exports.
		// This accentuates the need for the creation of a real `window`.
		// e.g. var jQuery = require("jquery")(window);
		// See ticket #14549 for more info.
		module.exports = global.document ?
			factory( global, true ) :
			function( w ) {
				if ( !w.document ) {
					throw new Error( "jQuery requires a window with a document" );
				}
				return factory( w );
			};
	} else {
		factory( global );
	}

// Pass this if window is not defined yet
}(typeof window !== "undefined" ? window : this, function( window, noGlobal ) {

// Support: Firefox 18+
// Can't be in strict mode, several libs including ASP.NET trace
// the stack via arguments.caller.callee and Firefox dies if
// you try to trace through "use strict" call chains. (#13335)
//"use strict";
var deletedIds = [];

var document = window.document;

var slice = deletedIds.slice;

var concat = deletedIds.concat;

var push = deletedIds.push;

var indexOf = deletedIds.indexOf;

var class2type = {};

var toString = class2type.toString;

var hasOwn = class2type.hasOwnProperty;

var support = {};



var
	version = "1.12.0",

	// Define a local copy of jQuery
	jQuery = function( selector, context ) {

		// The jQuery object is actually just the init constructor 'enhanced'
		// Need init if jQuery is called (just allow error to be thrown if not included)
		return new jQuery.fn.init( selector, context );
	},

	// Support: Android<4.1, IE<9
	// Make sure we trim BOM and NBSP
	rtrim = /^[\s\uFEFF\xA0]+|[\s\uFEFF\xA0]+$/g,

	// Matches dashed string for camelizing
	rmsPrefix = /^-ms-/,
	rdashAlpha = /-([\da-z])/gi,

	// Used by jQuery.camelCase as callback to replace()
	fcamelCase = function( all, letter ) {
		return letter.toUpperCase();
	};

jQuery.fn = jQuery.prototype = {

	// The current version of jQuery being used
	jquery: version,

	constructor: jQuery,

	// Start with an empty selector
	selector: "",

	// The default length of a jQuery object is 0
	length: 0,

	toArray: function() {
		return slice.call( this );
	},

	// Get the Nth element in the matched element set OR
	// Get the whole matched element set as a clean array
	get: function( num ) {
		return num != null ?

			// Return just the one element from the set
			( num < 0 ? this[ num + this.length ] : this[ num ] ) :

			// Return all the elements in a clean array
			slice.call( this );
	},

	// Take an array of elements and push it onto the stack
	// (returning the new matched element set)
	pushStack: function( elems ) {

		// Build a new jQuery matched element set
		var ret = jQuery.merge( this.constructor(), elems );

		// Add the old object onto the stack (as a reference)
		ret.prevObject = this;
		ret.context = this.context;

		// Return the newly-formed element set
		return ret;
	},

	// Execute a callback for every element in the matched set.
	each: function( callback ) {
		return jQuery.each( this, callback );
	},

	map: function( callback ) {
		return this.pushStack( jQuery.map( this, function( elem, i ) {
			return callback.call( elem, i, elem );
		} ) );
	},

	slice: function() {
		return this.pushStack( slice.apply( this, arguments ) );
	},

	first: function() {
		return this.eq( 0 );
	},

	last: function() {
		return this.eq( -1 );
	},

	eq: function( i ) {
		var len = this.length,
			j = +i + ( i < 0 ? len : 0 );
		return this.pushStack( j >= 0 && j < len ? [ this[ j ] ] : [] );
	},

	end: function() {
		return this.prevObject || this.constructor();
	},

	// For internal use only.
	// Behaves like an Array's method, not like a jQuery method.
	push: push,
	sort: deletedIds.sort,
	splice: deletedIds.splice
};

jQuery.extend = jQuery.fn.extend = function() {
	var src, copyIsArray, copy, name, options, clone,
		target = arguments[ 0 ] || {},
		i = 1,
		length = arguments.length,
		deep = false;

	// Handle a deep copy situation
	if ( typeof target === "boolean" ) {
		deep = target;

		// skip the boolean and the target
		target = arguments[ i ] || {};
		i++;
	}

	// Handle case when target is a string or something (possible in deep copy)
	if ( typeof target !== "object" && !jQuery.isFunction( target ) ) {
		target = {};
	}

	// extend jQuery itself if only one argument is passed
	if ( i === length ) {
		target = this;
		i--;
	}

	for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {

		// Only deal with non-null/undefined values
		if ( ( options = arguments[ i ] ) != null ) {

			// Extend the base object
			for ( name in options ) {
				src = target[ name ];
				copy = options[ name ];

				// Prevent never-ending loop
				if ( target === copy ) {
					continue;
				}

				// Recurse if we're merging plain objects or arrays
				if ( deep && copy && ( jQuery.isPlainObject( copy ) ||
					( copyIsArray = jQuery.isArray( copy ) ) ) ) {

					if ( copyIsArray ) {
						copyIsArray = false;
						clone = src && jQuery.isArray( src ) ? src : [];

					} else {
						clone = src && jQuery.isPlainObject( src ) ? src : {};
					}

					// Never move original objects, clone them
					target[ name ] = jQuery.extend( deep, clone, copy );

				// Don't bring in undefined values
				} else if ( copy !== undefined ) {
					target[ name ] = copy;
				}
			}
		}
	}

	// Return the modified object
	return target;
};

jQuery.extend( {

	// Unique for each copy of jQuery on the page
	expando: "jQuery" + ( version + Math.random() ).replace( /\D/g, "" ),

	// Assume jQuery is ready without the ready module
	isReady: true,

	error: function( msg ) {
		throw new Error( msg );
	},

	noop: function() {},

	// See test/unit/core.js for details concerning isFunction.
	// Since version 1.3, DOM methods and functions like alert
	// aren't supported. They return false on IE (#2968).
	isFunction: function( obj ) {
		return jQuery.type( obj ) === "function";
	},

	isArray: Array.isArray || function( obj ) {
		return jQuery.type( obj ) === "array";
	},

	isWindow: function( obj ) {
		/* jshint eqeqeq: false */
		return obj != null && obj == obj.window;
	},

	isNumeric: function( obj ) {

		// parseFloat NaNs numeric-cast false positives (null|true|false|"")
		// ...but misinterprets leading-number strings, particularly hex literals ("0x...")
		// subtraction forces infinities to NaN
		// adding 1 corrects loss of precision from parseFloat (#15100)
		var realStringObj = obj && obj.toString();
		return !jQuery.isArray( obj ) && ( realStringObj - parseFloat( realStringObj ) + 1 ) >= 0;
	},

	isEmptyObject: function( obj ) {
		var name;
		for ( name in obj ) {
			return false;
		}
		return true;
	},

	isPlainObject: function( obj ) {
		var key;

		// Must be an Object.
		// Because of IE, we also have to check the presence of the constructor property.
		// Make sure that DOM nodes and window objects don't pass through, as well
		if ( !obj || jQuery.type( obj ) !== "object" || obj.nodeType || jQuery.isWindow( obj ) ) {
			return false;
		}

		try {

			// Not own constructor property must be Object
			if ( obj.constructor &&
				!hasOwn.call( obj, "constructor" ) &&
				!hasOwn.call( obj.constructor.prototype, "isPrototypeOf" ) ) {
				return false;
			}
		} catch ( e ) {

			// IE8,9 Will throw exceptions on certain host objects #9897
			return false;
		}

		// Support: IE<9
		// Handle iteration over inherited properties before own properties.
		if ( !support.ownFirst ) {
			for ( key in obj ) {
				return hasOwn.call( obj, key );
			}
		}

		// Own properties are enumerated firstly, so to speed up,
		// if last one is own, then all properties are own.
		for ( key in obj ) {}

		return key === undefined || hasOwn.call( obj, key );
	},

	type: function( obj ) {
		if ( obj == null ) {
			return obj + "";
		}
		return typeof obj === "object" || typeof obj === "function" ?
			class2type[ toString.call( obj ) ] || "object" :
			typeof obj;
	},

	// Workarounds based on findings by Jim Driscoll
	// http://weblogs.java.net/blog/driscoll/archive/2009/09/08/eval-javascript-global-context
	globalEval: function( data ) {
		if ( data && jQuery.trim( data ) ) {

			// We use execScript on Internet Explorer
			// We use an anonymous function so that context is window
			// rather than jQuery in Firefox
			( window.execScript || function( data ) {
				window[ "eval" ].call( window, data ); // jscs:ignore requireDotNotation
			} )( data );
		}
	},

	// Convert dashed to camelCase; used by the css and data modules
	// Microsoft forgot to hump their vendor prefix (#9572)
	camelCase: function( string ) {
		return string.replace( rmsPrefix, "ms-" ).replace( rdashAlpha, fcamelCase );
	},

	nodeName: function( elem, name ) {
		return elem.nodeName && elem.nodeName.toLowerCase() === name.toLowerCase();
	},

	each: function( obj, callback ) {
		var length, i = 0;

		if ( isArrayLike( obj ) ) {
			length = obj.length;
			for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {
				if ( callback.call( obj[ i ], i, obj[ i ] ) === false ) {
					break;
				}
			}
		} else {
			for ( i in obj ) {
				if ( callback.call( obj[ i ], i, obj[ i ] ) === false ) {
					break;
				}
			}
		}

		return obj;
	},

	// Support: Android<4.1, IE<9
	trim: function( text ) {
		return text == null ?
			"" :
			( text + "" ).replace( rtrim, "" );
	},

	// results is for internal usage only
	makeArray: function( arr, results ) {
		var ret = results || [];

		if ( arr != null ) {
			if ( isArrayLike( Object( arr ) ) ) {
				jQuery.merge( ret,
					typeof arr === "string" ?
					[ arr ] : arr
				);
			} else {
				push.call( ret, arr );
			}
		}

		return ret;
	},

	inArray: function( elem, arr, i ) {
		var len;

		if ( arr ) {
			if ( indexOf ) {
				return indexOf.call( arr, elem, i );
			}

			len = arr.length;
			i = i ? i < 0 ? Math.max( 0, len + i ) : i : 0;

			for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {

				// Skip accessing in sparse arrays
				if ( i in arr && arr[ i ] === elem ) {
					return i;
				}
			}
		}

		return -1;
	},

	merge: function( first, second ) {
		var len = +second.length,
			j = 0,
			i = first.length;

		while ( j < len ) {
			first[ i++ ] = second[ j++ ];
		}

		// Support: IE<9
		// Workaround casting of .length to NaN on otherwise arraylike objects (e.g., NodeLists)
		if ( len !== len ) {
			while ( second[ j ] !== undefined ) {
				first[ i++ ] = second[ j++ ];
			}
		}

		first.length = i;

		return first;
	},

	grep: function( elems, callback, invert ) {
		var callbackInverse,
			matches = [],
			i = 0,
			length = elems.length,
			callbackExpect = !invert;

		// Go through the array, only saving the items
		// that pass the validator function
		for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {
			callbackInverse = !callback( elems[ i ], i );
			if ( callbackInverse !== callbackExpect ) {
				matches.push( elems[ i ] );
			}
		}

		return matches;
	},

	// arg is for internal usage only
	map: function( elems, callback, arg ) {
		var length, value,
			i = 0,
			ret = [];

		// Go through the array, translating each of the items to their new values
		if ( isArrayLike( elems ) ) {
			length = elems.length;
			for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {
				value = callback( elems[ i ], i, arg );

				if ( value != null ) {
					ret.push( value );
				}
			}

		// Go through every key on the object,
		} else {
			for ( i in elems ) {
				value = callback( elems[ i ], i, arg );

				if ( value != null ) {
					ret.push( value );
				}
			}
		}

		// Flatten any nested arrays
		return concat.apply( [], ret );
	},

	// A global GUID counter for objects
	guid: 1,

	// Bind a function to a context, optionally partially applying any
	// arguments.
	proxy: function( fn, context ) {
		var args, proxy, tmp;

		if ( typeof context === "string" ) {
			tmp = fn[ context ];
			context = fn;
			fn = tmp;
		}

		// Quick check to determine if target is callable, in the spec
		// this throws a TypeError, but we will just return undefined.
		if ( !jQuery.isFunction( fn ) ) {
			return undefined;
		}

		// Simulated bind
		args = slice.call( arguments, 2 );
		proxy = function() {
			return fn.apply( context || this, args.concat( slice.call( arguments ) ) );
		};

		// Set the guid of unique handler to the same of original handler, so it can be removed
		proxy.guid = fn.guid = fn.guid || jQuery.guid++;

		return proxy;
	},

	now: function() {
		return +( new Date() );
	},

	// jQuery.support is not used in Core but other projects attach their
	// properties to it so it needs to exist.
	support: support
} );

// JSHint would error on this code due to the Symbol not being defined in ES5.
// Defining this global in .jshintrc would create a danger of using the global
// unguarded in another place, it seems safer to just disable JSHint for these
// three lines.
/* jshint ignore: start */
if ( typeof Symbol === "function" ) {
	jQuery.fn[ Symbol.iterator ] = deletedIds[ Symbol.iterator ];
}
/* jshint ignore: end */

// Populate the class2type map
jQuery.each( "Boolean Number String Function Array Date RegExp Object Error Symbol".split( " " ),
function( i, name ) {
	class2type[ "[object " + name + "]" ] = name.toLowerCase();
} );

function isArrayLike( obj ) {

	// Support: iOS 8.2 (not reproducible in simulator)
	// `in` check used to prevent JIT error (gh-2145)
	// hasOwn isn't used here due to false negatives
	// regarding Nodelist length in IE
	var length = !!obj && "length" in obj && obj.length,
		type = jQuery.type( obj );

	if ( type === "function" || jQuery.isWindow( obj ) ) {
		return false;
	}

	return type === "array" || length === 0 ||
		typeof length === "number" && length > 0 && ( length - 1 ) in obj;
}
var Sizzle =
/*!
 * Sizzle CSS Selector Engine v2.2.1
 * http://sizzlejs.com/
 *
 * Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors
 * Released under the MIT license
 * http://jquery.org/license
 *
 * Date: 2015-10-17
 */
(function( window ) {

var i,
	support,
	Expr,
	getText,
	isXML,
	tokenize,
	compile,
	select,
	outermostContext,
	sortInput,
	hasDuplicate,

	// Local document vars
	setDocument,
	document,
	docElem,
	documentIsHTML,
	rbuggyQSA,
	rbuggyMatches,
	matches,
	contains,

	// Instance-specific data
	expando = "sizzle" + 1 * new Date(),
	preferredDoc = window.document,
	dirruns = 0,
	done = 0,
	classCache = createCache(),
	tokenCache = createCache(),
	compilerCache = createCache(),
	sortOrder = function( a, b ) {
		if ( a === b ) {
			hasDuplicate = true;
		}
		return 0;
	},

	// General-purpose constants
	MAX_NEGATIVE = 1 << 31,

	// Instance methods
	hasOwn = ({}).hasOwnProperty,
	arr = [],
	pop = arr.pop,
	push_native = arr.push,
	push = arr.push,
	slice = arr.slice,
	// Use a stripped-down indexOf as it's faster than native
	// http://jsperf.com/thor-indexof-vs-for/5
	indexOf = function( list, elem ) {
		var i = 0,
			len = list.length;
		for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
			if ( list[i] === elem ) {
				return i;
			}
		}
		return -1;
	},

	booleans = "checked|selected|async|autofocus|autoplay|controls|defer|disabled|hidden|ismap|loop|multiple|open|readonly|required|scoped",

	// Regular expressions

	// http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-selectors/#whitespace
	whitespace = "[\\x20\\t\\r\\n\\f]",

	// http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/syndata.html#value-def-identifier
	identifier = "(?:\\\\.|[\\w-]|[^\\x00-\\xa0])+",

	// Attribute selectors: http://www.w3.org/TR/selectors/#attribute-selectors
	attributes = "\\[" + whitespace + "*(" + identifier + ")(?:" + whitespace +
		// Operator (capture 2)
		"*([*^$|!~]?=)" + whitespace +
		// "Attribute values must be CSS identifiers [capture 5] or strings [capture 3 or capture 4]"
		"*(?:'((?:\\\\.|[^\\\\'])*)'|\"((?:\\\\.|[^\\\\\"])*)\"|(" + identifier + "))|)" + whitespace +
		"*\\]",

	pseudos = ":(" + identifier + ")(?:\\((" +
		// To reduce the number of selectors needing tokenize in the preFilter, prefer arguments:
		// 1. quoted (capture 3; capture 4 or capture 5)
		"('((?:\\\\.|[^\\\\'])*)'|\"((?:\\\\.|[^\\\\\"])*)\")|" +
		// 2. simple (capture 6)
		"((?:\\\\.|[^\\\\()[\\]]|" + attributes + ")*)|" +
		// 3. anything else (capture 2)
		".*" +
		")\\)|)",

	// Leading and non-escaped trailing whitespace, capturing some non-whitespace characters preceding the latter
	rwhitespace = new RegExp( whitespace + "+", "g" ),
	rtrim = new RegExp( "^" + whitespace + "+|((?:^|[^\\\\])(?:\\\\.)*)" + whitespace + "+$", "g" ),

	rcomma = new RegExp( "^" + whitespace + "*," + whitespace + "*" ),
	rcombinators = new RegExp( "^" + whitespace + "*([>+~]|" + whitespace + ")" + whitespace + "*" ),

	rattributeQuotes = new RegExp( "=" + whitespace + "*([^\\]'\"]*?)" + whitespace + "*\\]", "g" ),

	rpseudo = new RegExp( pseudos ),
	ridentifier = new RegExp( "^" + identifier + "$" ),

	matchExpr = {
		"ID": new RegExp( "^#(" + identifier + ")" ),
		"CLASS": new RegExp( "^\\.(" + identifier + ")" ),
		"TAG": new RegExp( "^(" + identifier + "|[*])" ),
		"ATTR": new RegExp( "^" + attributes ),
		"PSEUDO": new RegExp( "^" + pseudos ),
		"CHILD": new RegExp( "^:(only|first|last|nth|nth-last)-(child|of-type)(?:\\(" + whitespace +
			"*(even|odd|(([+-]|)(\\d*)n|)" + whitespace + "*(?:([+-]|)" + whitespace +
			"*(\\d+)|))" + whitespace + "*\\)|)", "i" ),
		"bool": new RegExp( "^(?:" + booleans + ")$", "i" ),
		// For use in libraries implementing .is()
		// We use this for POS matching in `select`
		"needsContext": new RegExp( "^" + whitespace + "*[>+~]|:(even|odd|eq|gt|lt|nth|first|last)(?:\\(" +
			whitespace + "*((?:-\\d)?\\d*)" + whitespace + "*\\)|)(?=[^-]|$)", "i" )
	},

	rinputs = /^(?:input|select|textarea|button)$/i,
	rheader = /^h\d$/i,

	rnative = /^[^{]+\{\s*\[native \w/,

	// Easily-parseable/retrievable ID or TAG or CLASS selectors
	rquickExpr = /^(?:#([\w-]+)|(\w+)|\.([\w-]+))$/,

	rsibling = /[+~]/,
	rescape = /'|\\/g,

	// CSS escapes http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/syndata.html#escaped-characters
	runescape = new RegExp( "\\\\([\\da-f]{1,6}" + whitespace + "?|(" + whitespace + ")|.)", "ig" ),
	funescape = function( _, escaped, escapedWhitespace ) {
		var high = "0x" + escaped - 0x10000;
		// NaN means non-codepoint
		// Support: Firefox<24
		// Workaround erroneous numeric interpretation of +"0x"
		return high !== high || escapedWhitespace ?
			escaped :
			high < 0 ?
				// BMP codepoint
				String.fromCharCode( high + 0x10000 ) :
				// Supplemental Plane codepoint (surrogate pair)
				String.fromCharCode( high >> 10 | 0xD800, high & 0x3FF | 0xDC00 );
	},

	// Used for iframes
	// See setDocument()
	// Removing the function wrapper causes a "Permission Denied"
	// error in IE
	unloadHandler = function() {
		setDocument();
	};

// Optimize for push.apply( _, NodeList )
try {
	push.apply(
		(arr = slice.call( preferredDoc.childNodes )),
		preferredDoc.childNodes
	);
	// Support: Android<4.0
	// Detect silently failing push.apply
	arr[ preferredDoc.childNodes.length ].nodeType;
} catch ( e ) {
	push = { apply: arr.length ?

		// Leverage slice if possible
		function( target, els ) {
			push_native.apply( target, slice.call(els) );
		} :

		// Support: IE<9
		// Otherwise append directly
		function( target, els ) {
			var j = target.length,
				i = 0;
			// Can't trust NodeList.length
			while ( (target[j++] = els[i++]) ) {}
			target.length = j - 1;
		}
	};
}

function Sizzle( selector, context, results, seed ) {
	var m, i, elem, nid, nidselect, match, groups, newSelector,
		newContext = context && context.ownerDocument,

		// nodeType defaults to 9, since context defaults to document
		nodeType = context ? context.nodeType : 9;

	results = results || [];

	// Return early from calls with invalid selector or context
	if ( typeof selector !== "string" || !selector ||
		nodeType !== 1 && nodeType !== 9 && nodeType !== 11 ) {

		return results;
	}

	// Try to shortcut find operations (as opposed to filters) in HTML documents
	if ( !seed ) {

		if ( ( context ? context.ownerDocument || context : preferredDoc ) !== document ) {
			setDocument( context );
		}
		context = context || document;

		if ( documentIsHTML ) {

			// If the selector is sufficiently simple, try using a "get*By*" DOM method
			// (excepting DocumentFragment context, where the methods don't exist)
			if ( nodeType !== 11 && (match = rquickExpr.exec( selector )) ) {

				// ID selector
				if ( (m = match[1]) ) {

					// Document context
					if ( nodeType === 9 ) {
						if ( (elem = context.getElementById( m )) ) {

							// Support: IE, Opera, Webkit
							// TODO: identify versions
							// getElementById can match elements by name instead of ID
							if ( elem.id === m ) {
								results.push( elem );
								return results;
							}
						} else {
							return results;
						}

					// Element context
					} else {

						// Support: IE, Opera, Webkit
						// TODO: identify versions
						// getElementById can match elements by name instead of ID
						if ( newContext && (elem = newContext.getElementById( m )) &&
							contains( context, elem ) &&
							elem.id === m ) {

							results.push( elem );
							return results;
						}
					}

				// Type selector
				} else if ( match[2] ) {
					push.apply( results, context.getElementsByTagName( selector ) );
					return results;

				// Class selector
				} else if ( (m = match[3]) && support.getElementsByClassName &&
					context.getElementsByClassName ) {

					push.apply( results, context.getElementsByClassName( m ) );
					return results;
				}
			}

			// Take advantage of querySelectorAll
			if ( support.qsa &&
				!compilerCache[ selector + " " ] &&
				(!rbuggyQSA || !rbuggyQSA.test( selector )) ) {

				if ( nodeType !== 1 ) {
					newContext = context;
					newSelector = selector;

				// qSA looks outside Element context, which is not what we want
				// Thanks to Andrew Dupont for this workaround technique
				// Support: IE <=8
				// Exclude object elements
				} else if ( context.nodeName.toLowerCase() !== "object" ) {

					// Capture the context ID, setting it first if necessary
					if ( (nid = context.getAttribute( "id" )) ) {
						nid = nid.replace( rescape, "\\$&" );
					} else {
						context.setAttribute( "id", (nid = expando) );
					}

					// Prefix every selector in the list
					groups = tokenize( selector );
					i = groups.length;
					nidselect = ridentifier.test( nid ) ? "#" + nid : "[id='" + nid + "']";
					while ( i-- ) {
						groups[i] = nidselect + " " + toSelector( groups[i] );
					}
					newSelector = groups.join( "," );

					// Expand context for sibling selectors
					newContext = rsibling.test( selector ) && testContext( context.parentNode ) ||
						context;
				}

				if ( newSelector ) {
					try {
						push.apply( results,
							newContext.querySelectorAll( newSelector )
						);
						return results;
					} catch ( qsaError ) {
					} finally {
						if ( nid === expando ) {
							context.removeAttribute( "id" );
						}
					}
				}
			}
		}
	}

	// All others
	return select( selector.replace( rtrim, "$1" ), context, results, seed );
}

/**
 * Create key-value caches of limited size
 * @returns {function(string, object)} Returns the Object data after storing it on itself with
 *	property name the (space-suffixed) string and (if the cache is larger than Expr.cacheLength)
 *	deleting the oldest entry
 */
function createCache() {
	var keys = [];

	function cache( key, value ) {
		// Use (key + " ") to avoid collision with native prototype properties (see Issue #157)
		if ( keys.push( key + " " ) > Expr.cacheLength ) {
			// Only keep the most recent entries
			delete cache[ keys.shift() ];
		}
		return (cache[ key + " " ] = value);
	}
	return cache;
}

/**
 * Mark a function for special use by Sizzle
 * @param {Function} fn The function to mark
 */
function markFunction( fn ) {
	fn[ expando ] = true;
	return fn;
}

/**
 * Support testing using an element
 * @param {Function} fn Passed the created div and expects a boolean result
 */
function assert( fn ) {
	var div = document.createElement("div");

	try {
		return !!fn( div );
	} catch (e) {
		return false;
	} finally {
		// Remove from its parent by default
		if ( div.parentNode ) {
			div.parentNode.removeChild( div );
		}
		// release memory in IE
		div = null;
	}
}

/**
 * Adds the same handler for all of the specified attrs
 * @param {String} attrs Pipe-separated list of attributes
 * @param {Function} handler The method that will be applied
 */
function addHandle( attrs, handler ) {
	var arr = attrs.split("|"),
		i = arr.length;

	while ( i-- ) {
		Expr.attrHandle[ arr[i] ] = handler;
	}
}

/**
 * Checks document order of two siblings
 * @param {Element} a
 * @param {Element} b
 * @returns {Number} Returns less than 0 if a precedes b, greater than 0 if a follows b
 */
function siblingCheck( a, b ) {
	var cur = b && a,
		diff = cur && a.nodeType === 1 && b.nodeType === 1 &&
			( ~b.sourceIndex || MAX_NEGATIVE ) -
			( ~a.sourceIndex || MAX_NEGATIVE );

	// Use IE sourceIndex if available on both nodes
	if ( diff ) {
		return diff;
	}

	// Check if b follows a
	if ( cur ) {
		while ( (cur = cur.nextSibling) ) {
			if ( cur === b ) {
				return -1;
			}
		}
	}

	return a ? 1 : -1;
}

/**
 * Returns a function to use in pseudos for input types
 * @param {String} type
 */
function createInputPseudo( type ) {
	return function( elem ) {
		var name = elem.nodeName.toLowerCase();
		return name === "input" && elem.type === type;
	};
}

/**
 * Returns a function to use in pseudos for buttons
 * @param {String} type
 */
function createButtonPseudo( type ) {
	return function( elem ) {
		var name = elem.nodeName.toLowerCase();
		return (name === "input" || name === "button") && elem.type === type;
	};
}

/**
 * Returns a function to use in pseudos for positionals
 * @param {Function} fn
 */
function createPositionalPseudo( fn ) {
	return markFunction(function( argument ) {
		argument = +argument;
		return markFunction(function( seed, matches ) {
			var j,
				matchIndexes = fn( [], seed.length, argument ),
				i = matchIndexes.length;

			// Match elements found at the specified indexes
			while ( i-- ) {
				if ( seed[ (j = matchIndexes[i]) ] ) {
					seed[j] = !(matches[j] = seed[j]);
				}
			}
		});
	});
}

/**
 * Checks a node for validity as a Sizzle context
 * @param {Element|Object=} context
 * @returns {Element|Object|Boolean} The input node if acceptable, otherwise a falsy value
 */
function testContext( context ) {
	return context && typeof context.getElementsByTagName !== "undefined" && context;
}

// Expose support vars for convenience
support = Sizzle.support = {};

/**
 * Detects XML nodes
 * @param {Element|Object} elem An element or a document
 * @returns {Boolean} True iff elem is a non-HTML XML node
 */
isXML = Sizzle.isXML = function( elem ) {
	// documentElement is verified for cases where it doesn't yet exist
	// (such as loading iframes in IE - #4833)
	var documentElement = elem && (elem.ownerDocument || elem).documentElement;
	return documentElement ? documentElement.nodeName !== "HTML" : false;
};

/**
 * Sets document-related variables once based on the current document
 * @param {Element|Object} [doc] An element or document object to use to set the document
 * @returns {Object} Returns the current document
 */
setDocument = Sizzle.setDocument = function( node ) {
	var hasCompare, parent,
		doc = node ? node.ownerDocument || node : preferredDoc;

	// Return early if doc is invalid or already selected
	if ( doc === document || doc.nodeType !== 9 || !doc.documentElement ) {
		return document;
	}

	// Update global variables
	document = doc;
	docElem = document.documentElement;
	documentIsHTML = !isXML( document );

	// Support: IE 9-11, Edge
	// Accessing iframe documents after unload throws "permission denied" errors (jQuery #13936)
	if ( (parent = document.defaultView) && parent.top !== parent ) {
		// Support: IE 11
		if ( parent.addEventListener ) {
			parent.addEventListener( "unload", unloadHandler, false );

		// Support: IE 9 - 10 only
		} else if ( parent.attachEvent ) {
			parent.attachEvent( "onunload", unloadHandler );
		}
	}

	/* Attributes
	---------------------------------------------------------------------- */

	// Support: IE<8
	// Verify that getAttribute really returns attributes and not properties
	// (excepting IE8 booleans)
	support.attributes = assert(function( div ) {
		div.className = "i";
		return !div.getAttribute("className");
	});

	/* getElement(s)By*
	---------------------------------------------------------------------- */

	// Check if getElementsByTagName("*") returns only elements
	support.getElementsByTagName = assert(function( div ) {
		div.appendChild( document.createComment("") );
		return !div.getElementsByTagName("*").length;
	});

	// Support: IE<9
	support.getElementsByClassName = rnative.test( document.getElementsByClassName );

	// Support: IE<10
	// Check if getElementById returns elements by name
	// The broken getElementById methods don't pick up programatically-set names,
	// so use a roundabout getElementsByName test
	support.getById = assert(function( div ) {
		docElem.appendChild( div ).id = expando;
		return !document.getElementsByName || !document.getElementsByName( expando ).length;
	});

	// ID find and filter
	if ( support.getById ) {
		Expr.find["ID"] = function( id, context ) {
			if ( typeof context.getElementById !== "undefined" && documentIsHTML ) {
				var m = context.getElementById( id );
				return m ? [ m ] : [];
			}
		};
		Expr.filter["ID"] = function( id ) {
			var attrId = id.replace( runescape, funescape );
			return function( elem ) {
				return elem.getAttribute("id") === attrId;
			};
		};
	} else {
		// Support: IE6/7
		// getElementById is not reliable as a find shortcut
		delete Expr.find["ID"];

		Expr.filter["ID"] =  function( id ) {
			var attrId = id.replace( runescape, funescape );
			return function( elem ) {
				var node = typeof elem.getAttributeNode !== "undefined" &&
					elem.getAttributeNode("id");
				return node && node.value === attrId;
			};
		};
	}

	// Tag
	Expr.find["TAG"] = support.getElementsByTagName ?
		function( tag, context ) {
			if ( typeof context.getElementsByTagName !== "undefined" ) {
				return context.getElementsByTagName( tag );

			// DocumentFragment nodes don't have gEBTN
			} else if ( support.qsa ) {
				return context.querySelectorAll( tag );
			}
		} :

		function( tag, context ) {
			var elem,
				tmp = [],
				i = 0,
				// By happy coincidence, a (broken) gEBTN appears on DocumentFragment nodes too
				results = context.getElementsByTagName( tag );

			// Filter out possible comments
			if ( tag === "*" ) {
				while ( (elem = results[i++]) ) {
					if ( elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
						tmp.push( elem );
					}
				}

				return tmp;
			}
			return results;
		};

	// Class
	Expr.find["CLASS"] = support.getElementsByClassName && function( className, context ) {
		if ( typeof context.getElementsByClassName !== "undefined" && documentIsHTML ) {
			return context.getElementsByClassName( className );
		}
	};

	/* QSA/matchesSelector
	---------------------------------------------------------------------- */

	// QSA and matchesSelector support

	// matchesSelector(:active) reports false when true (IE9/Opera 11.5)
	rbuggyMatches = [];

	// qSa(:focus) reports false when true (Chrome 21)
	// We allow this because of a bug in IE8/9 that throws an error
	// whenever `document.activeElement` is accessed on an iframe
	// So, we allow :focus to pass through QSA all the time to avoid the IE error
	// See http://bugs.jquery.com/ticket/13378
	rbuggyQSA = [];

	if ( (support.qsa = rnative.test( document.querySelectorAll )) ) {
		// Build QSA regex
		// Regex strategy adopted from Diego Perini
		assert(function( div ) {
			// Select is set to empty string on purpose
			// This is to test IE's treatment of not explicitly
			// setting a boolean content attribute,
			// since its presence should be enough
			// http://bugs.jquery.com/ticket/12359
			docElem.appendChild( div ).innerHTML = "<a id='" + expando + "'></a>" +
				"<select id='" + expando + "-\r\\' msallowcapture=''>" +
				"<option selected=''></option></select>";

			// Support: IE8, Opera 11-12.16
			// Nothing should be selected when empty strings follow ^= or $= or *=
			// The test attribute must be unknown in Opera but "safe" for WinRT
			// http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/hh465388.aspx#attribute_section
			if ( div.querySelectorAll("[msallowcapture^='']").length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push( "[*^$]=" + whitespace + "*(?:''|\"\")" );
			}

			// Support: IE8
			// Boolean attributes and "value" are not treated correctly
			if ( !div.querySelectorAll("[selected]").length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push( "\\[" + whitespace + "*(?:value|" + booleans + ")" );
			}

			// Support: Chrome<29, Android<4.4, Safari<7.0+, iOS<7.0+, PhantomJS<1.9.8+
			if ( !div.querySelectorAll( "[id~=" + expando + "-]" ).length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push("~=");
			}

			// Webkit/Opera - :checked should return selected option elements
			// http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/REC-css3-selectors-20110929/#checked
			// IE8 throws error here and will not see later tests
			if ( !div.querySelectorAll(":checked").length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push(":checked");
			}

			// Support: Safari 8+, iOS 8+
			// https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=136851
			// In-page `selector#id sibing-combinator selector` fails
			if ( !div.querySelectorAll( "a#" + expando + "+*" ).length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push(".#.+[+~]");
			}
		});

		assert(function( div ) {
			// Support: Windows 8 Native Apps
			// The type and name attributes are restricted during .innerHTML assignment
			var input = document.createElement("input");
			input.setAttribute( "type", "hidden" );
			div.appendChild( input ).setAttribute( "name", "D" );

			// Support: IE8
			// Enforce case-sensitivity of name attribute
			if ( div.querySelectorAll("[name=d]").length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push( "name" + whitespace + "*[*^$|!~]?=" );
			}

			// FF 3.5 - :enabled/:disabled and hidden elements (hidden elements are still enabled)
			// IE8 throws error here and will not see later tests
			if ( !div.querySelectorAll(":enabled").length ) {
				rbuggyQSA.push( ":enabled", ":disabled" );
			}

			// Opera 10-11 does not throw on post-comma invalid pseudos
			div.querySelectorAll("*,:x");
			rbuggyQSA.push(",.*:");
		});
	}

	if ( (support.matchesSelector = rnative.test( (matches = docElem.matches ||
		docElem.webkitMatchesSelector ||
		docElem.mozMatchesSelector ||
		docElem.oMatchesSelector ||
		docElem.msMatchesSelector) )) ) {

		assert(function( div ) {
			// Check to see if it's possible to do matchesSelector
			// on a disconnected node (IE 9)
			support.disconnectedMatch = matches.call( div, "div" );

			// This should fail with an exception
			// Gecko does not error, returns false instead
			matches.call( div, "[s!='']:x" );
			rbuggyMatches.push( "!=", pseudos );
		});
	}

	rbuggyQSA = rbuggyQSA.length && new RegExp( rbuggyQSA.join("|") );
	rbuggyMatches = rbuggyMatches.length && new RegExp( rbuggyMatches.join("|") );

	/* Contains
	---------------------------------------------------------------------- */
	hasCompare = rnative.test( docElem.compareDocumentPosition );

	// Element contains another
	// Purposefully self-exclusive
	// As in, an element does not contain itself
	contains = hasCompare || rnative.test( docElem.contains ) ?
		function( a, b ) {
			var adown = a.nodeType === 9 ? a.documentElement : a,
				bup = b && b.parentNode;
			return a === bup || !!( bup && bup.nodeType === 1 && (
				adown.contains ?
					adown.contains( bup ) :
					a.compareDocumentPosition && a.compareDocumentPosition( bup ) & 16
			));
		} :
		function( a, b ) {
			if ( b ) {
				while ( (b = b.parentNode) ) {
					if ( b === a ) {
						return true;
					}
				}
			}
			return false;
		};

	/* Sorting
	---------------------------------------------------------------------- */

	// Document order sorting
	sortOrder = hasCompare ?
	function( a, b ) {

		// Flag for duplicate removal
		if ( a === b ) {
			hasDuplicate = true;
			return 0;
		}

		// Sort on method existence if only one input has compareDocumentPosition
		var compare = !a.compareDocumentPosition - !b.compareDocumentPosition;
		if ( compare ) {
			return compare;
		}

		// Calculate position if both inputs belong to the same document
		compare = ( a.ownerDocument || a ) === ( b.ownerDocument || b ) ?
			a.compareDocumentPosition( b ) :

			// Otherwise we know they are disconnected
			1;

		// Disconnected nodes
		if ( compare & 1 ||
			(!support.sortDetached && b.compareDocumentPosition( a ) === compare) ) {

			// Choose the first element that is related to our preferred document
			if ( a === document || a.ownerDocument === preferredDoc && contains(preferredDoc, a) ) {
				return -1;
			}
			if ( b === document || b.ownerDocument === preferredDoc && contains(preferredDoc, b) ) {
				return 1;
			}

			// Maintain original order
			return sortInput ?
				( indexOf( sortInput, a ) - indexOf( sortInput, b ) ) :
				0;
		}

		return compare & 4 ? -1 : 1;
	} :
	function( a, b ) {
		// Exit early if the nodes are identical
		if ( a === b ) {
			hasDuplicate = true;
			return 0;
		}

		var cur,
			i = 0,
			aup = a.parentNode,
			bup = b.parentNode,
			ap = [ a ],
			bp = [ b ];

		// Parentless nodes are either documents or disconnected
		if ( !aup || !bup ) {
			return a === document ? -1 :
				b === document ? 1 :
				aup ? -1 :
				bup ? 1 :
				sortInput ?
				( indexOf( sortInput, a ) - indexOf( sortInput, b ) ) :
				0;

		// If the nodes are siblings, we can do a quick check
		} else if ( aup === bup ) {
			return siblingCheck( a, b );
		}

		// Otherwise we need full lists of their ancestors for comparison
		cur = a;
		while ( (cur = cur.parentNode) ) {
			ap.unshift( cur );
		}
		cur = b;
		while ( (cur = cur.parentNode) ) {
			bp.unshift( cur );
		}

		// Walk down the tree looking for a discrepancy
		while ( ap[i] === bp[i] ) {
			i++;
		}

		return i ?
			// Do a sibling check if the nodes have a common ancestor
			siblingCheck( ap[i], bp[i] ) :

			// Otherwise nodes in our document sort first
			ap[i] === preferredDoc ? -1 :
			bp[i] === preferredDoc ? 1 :
			0;
	};

	return document;
};

Sizzle.matches = function( expr, elements ) {
	return Sizzle( expr, null, null, elements );
};

Sizzle.matchesSelector = function( elem, expr ) {
	// Set document vars if needed
	if ( ( elem.ownerDocument || elem ) !== document ) {
		setDocument( elem );
	}

	// Make sure that attribute selectors are quoted
	expr = expr.replace( rattributeQuotes, "='$1']" );

	if ( support.matchesSelector && documentIsHTML &&
		!compilerCache[ expr + " " ] &&
		( !rbuggyMatches || !rbuggyMatches.test( expr ) ) &&
		( !rbuggyQSA     || !rbuggyQSA.test( expr ) ) ) {

		try {
			var ret = matches.call( elem, expr );

			// IE 9's matchesSelector returns false on disconnected nodes
			if ( ret || support.disconnectedMatch ||
					// As well, disconnected nodes are said to be in a document
					// fragment in IE 9
					elem.document && elem.document.nodeType !== 11 ) {
				return ret;
			}
		} catch (e) {}
	}

	return Sizzle( expr, document, null, [ elem ] ).length > 0;
};

Sizzle.contains = function( context, elem ) {
	// Set document vars if needed
	if ( ( context.ownerDocument || context ) !== document ) {
		setDocument( context );
	}
	return contains( context, elem );
};

Sizzle.attr = function( elem, name ) {
	// Set document vars if needed
	if ( ( elem.ownerDocument || elem ) !== document ) {
		setDocument( elem );
	}

	var fn = Expr.attrHandle[ name.toLowerCase() ],
		// Don't get fooled by Object.prototype properties (jQuery #13807)
		val = fn && hasOwn.call( Expr.attrHandle, name.toLowerCase() ) ?
			fn( elem, name, !documentIsHTML ) :
			undefined;

	return val !== undefined ?
		val :
		support.attributes || !documentIsHTML ?
			elem.getAttribute( name ) :
			(val = elem.getAttributeNode(name)) && val.specified ?
				val.value :
				null;
};

Sizzle.error = function( msg ) {
	throw new Error( "Syntax error, unrecognized expression: " + msg );
};

/**
 * Document sorting and removing duplicates
 * @param {ArrayLike} results
 */
Sizzle.uniqueSort = function( results ) {
	var elem,
		duplicates = [],
		j = 0,
		i = 0;

	// Unless we *know* we can detect duplicates, assume their presence
	hasDuplicate = !support.detectDuplicates;
	sortInput = !support.sortStable && results.slice( 0 );
	results.sort( sortOrder );

	if ( hasDuplicate ) {
		while ( (elem = results[i++]) ) {
			if ( elem === results[ i ] ) {
				j = duplicates.push( i );
			}
		}
		while ( j-- ) {
			results.splice( duplicates[ j ], 1 );
		}
	}

	// Clear input after sorting to release objects
	// See https://github.com/jquery/sizzle/pull/225
	sortInput = null;

	return results;
};

/**
 * Utility function for retrieving the text value of an array of DOM nodes
 * @param {Array|Element} elem
 */
getText = Sizzle.getText = function( elem ) {
	var node,
		ret = "",
		i = 0,
		nodeType = elem.nodeType;

	if ( !nodeType ) {
		// If no nodeType, this is expected to be an array
		while ( (node = elem[i++]) ) {
			// Do not traverse comment nodes
			ret += getText( node );
		}
	} else if ( nodeType === 1 || nodeType === 9 || nodeType === 11 ) {
		// Use textContent for elements
		// innerText usage removed for consistency of new lines (jQuery #11153)
		if ( typeof elem.textContent === "string" ) {
			return elem.textContent;
		} else {
			// Traverse its children
			for ( elem = elem.firstChild; elem; elem = elem.nextSibling ) {
				ret += getText( elem );
			}
		}
	} else if ( nodeType === 3 || nodeType === 4 ) {
		return elem.nodeValue;
	}
	// Do not include comment or processing instruction nodes

	return ret;
};

Expr = Sizzle.selectors = {

	// Can be adjusted by the user
	cacheLength: 50,

	createPseudo: markFunction,

	match: matchExpr,

	attrHandle: {},

	find: {},

	relative: {
		">": { dir: "parentNode", first: true },
		" ": { dir: "parentNode" },
		"+": { dir: "previousSibling", first: true },
		"~": { dir: "previousSibling" }
	},

	preFilter: {
		"ATTR": function( match ) {
			match[1] = match[1].replace( runescape, funescape );

			// Move the given value to match[3] whether quoted or unquoted
			match[3] = ( match[3] || match[4] || match[5] || "" ).replace( runescape, funescape );

			if ( match[2] === "~=" ) {
				match[3] = " " + match[3] + " ";
			}

			return match.slice( 0, 4 );
		},

		"CHILD": function( match ) {
			/* matches from matchExpr["CHILD"]
				1 type (only|nth|...)
				2 what (child|of-type)
				3 argument (even|odd|\d*|\d*n([+-]\d+)?|...)
				4 xn-component of xn+y argument ([+-]?\d*n|)
				5 sign of xn-component
				6 x of xn-component
				7 sign of y-component
				8 y of y-component
			*/
			match[1] = match[1].toLowerCase();

			if ( match[1].slice( 0, 3 ) === "nth" ) {
				// nth-* requires argument
				if ( !match[3] ) {
					Sizzle.error( match[0] );
				}

				// numeric x and y parameters for Expr.filter.CHILD
				// remember that false/true cast respectively to 0/1
				match[4] = +( match[4] ? match[5] + (match[6] || 1) : 2 * ( match[3] === "even" || match[3] === "odd" ) );
				match[5] = +( ( match[7] + match[8] ) || match[3] === "odd" );

			// other types prohibit arguments
			} else if ( match[3] ) {
				Sizzle.error( match[0] );
			}

			return match;
		},

		"PSEUDO": function( match ) {
			var excess,
				unquoted = !match[6] && match[2];

			if ( matchExpr["CHILD"].test( match[0] ) ) {
				return null;
			}

			// Accept quoted arguments as-is
			if ( match[3] ) {
				match[2] = match[4] || match[5] || "";

			// Strip excess characters from unquoted arguments
			} else if ( unquoted && rpseudo.test( unquoted ) &&
				// Get excess from tokenize (recursively)
				(excess = tokenize( unquoted, true )) &&
				// advance to the next closing parenthesis
				(excess = unquoted.indexOf( ")", unquoted.length - excess ) - unquoted.length) ) {

				// excess is a negative index
				match[0] = match[0].slice( 0, excess );
				match[2] = unquoted.slice( 0, excess );
			}

			// Return only captures needed by the pseudo filter method (type and argument)
			return match.slice( 0, 3 );
		}
	},

	filter: {

		"TAG": function( nodeNameSelector ) {
			var nodeName = nodeNameSelector.replace( runescape, funescape ).toLowerCase();
			return nodeNameSelector === "*" ?
				function() { return true; } :
				function( elem ) {
					return elem.nodeName && elem.nodeName.toLowerCase() === nodeName;
				};
		},

		"CLASS": function( className ) {
			var pattern = classCache[ className + " " ];

			return pattern ||
				(pattern = new RegExp( "(^|" + whitespace + ")" + className + "(" + whitespace + "|$)" )) &&
				classCache( className, function( elem ) {
					return pattern.test( typeof elem.className === "string" && elem.className || typeof elem.getAttribute !== "undefined" && elem.getAttribute("class") || "" );
				});
		},

		"ATTR": function( name, operator, check ) {
			return function( elem ) {
				var result = Sizzle.attr( elem, name );

				if ( result == null ) {
					return operator === "!=";
				}
				if ( !operator ) {
					return true;
				}

				result += "";

				return operator === "=" ? result === check :
					operator === "!=" ? result !== check :
					operator === "^=" ? check && result.indexOf( check ) === 0 :
					operator === "*=" ? check && result.indexOf( check ) > -1 :
					operator === "$=" ? check && result.slice( -check.length ) === check :
					operator === "~=" ? ( " " + result.replace( rwhitespace, " " ) + " " ).indexOf( check ) > -1 :
					operator === "|=" ? result === check || result.slice( 0, check.length + 1 ) === check + "-" :
					false;
			};
		},

		"CHILD": function( type, what, argument, first, last ) {
			var simple = type.slice( 0, 3 ) !== "nth",
				forward = type.slice( -4 ) !== "last",
				ofType = what === "of-type";

			return first === 1 && last === 0 ?

				// Shortcut for :nth-*(n)
				function( elem ) {
					return !!elem.parentNode;
				} :

				function( elem, context, xml ) {
					var cache, uniqueCache, outerCache, node, nodeIndex, start,
						dir = simple !== forward ? "nextSibling" : "previousSibling",
						parent = elem.parentNode,
						name = ofType && elem.nodeName.toLowerCase(),
						useCache = !xml && !ofType,
						diff = false;

					if ( parent ) {

						// :(first|last|only)-(child|of-type)
						if ( simple ) {
							while ( dir ) {
								node = elem;
								while ( (node = node[ dir ]) ) {
									if ( ofType ?
										node.nodeName.toLowerCase() === name :
										node.nodeType === 1 ) {

										return false;
									}
								}
								// Reverse direction for :only-* (if we haven't yet done so)
								start = dir = type === "only" && !start && "nextSibling";
							}
							return true;
						}

						start = [ forward ? parent.firstChild : parent.lastChild ];

						// non-xml :nth-child(...) stores cache data on `parent`
						if ( forward && useCache ) {

							// Seek `elem` from a previously-cached index

							// ...in a gzip-friendly way
							node = parent;
							outerCache = node[ expando ] || (node[ expando ] = {});

							// Support: IE <9 only
							// Defend against cloned attroperties (jQuery gh-1709)
							uniqueCache = outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] ||
								(outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] = {});

							cache = uniqueCache[ type ] || [];
							nodeIndex = cache[ 0 ] === dirruns && cache[ 1 ];
							diff = nodeIndex && cache[ 2 ];
							node = nodeIndex && parent.childNodes[ nodeIndex ];

							while ( (node = ++nodeIndex && node && node[ dir ] ||

								// Fallback to seeking `elem` from the start
								(diff = nodeIndex = 0) || start.pop()) ) {

								// When found, cache indexes on `parent` and break
								if ( node.nodeType === 1 && ++diff && node === elem ) {
									uniqueCache[ type ] = [ dirruns, nodeIndex, diff ];
									break;
								}
							}

						} else {
							// Use previously-cached element index if available
							if ( useCache ) {
								// ...in a gzip-friendly way
								node = elem;
								outerCache = node[ expando ] || (node[ expando ] = {});

								// Support: IE <9 only
								// Defend against cloned attroperties (jQuery gh-1709)
								uniqueCache = outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] ||
									(outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] = {});

								cache = uniqueCache[ type ] || [];
								nodeIndex = cache[ 0 ] === dirruns && cache[ 1 ];
								diff = nodeIndex;
							}

							// xml :nth-child(...)
							// or :nth-last-child(...) or :nth(-last)?-of-type(...)
							if ( diff === false ) {
								// Use the same loop as above to seek `elem` from the start
								while ( (node = ++nodeIndex && node && node[ dir ] ||
									(diff = nodeIndex = 0) || start.pop()) ) {

									if ( ( ofType ?
										node.nodeName.toLowerCase() === name :
										node.nodeType === 1 ) &&
										++diff ) {

										// Cache the index of each encountered element
										if ( useCache ) {
											outerCache = node[ expando ] || (node[ expando ] = {});

											// Support: IE <9 only
											// Defend against cloned attroperties (jQuery gh-1709)
											uniqueCache = outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] ||
												(outerCache[ node.uniqueID ] = {});

											uniqueCache[ type ] = [ dirruns, diff ];
										}

										if ( node === elem ) {
											break;
										}
									}
								}
							}
						}

						// Incorporate the offset, then check against cycle size
						diff -= last;
						return diff === first || ( diff % first === 0 && diff / first >= 0 );
					}
				};
		},

		"PSEUDO": function( pseudo, argument ) {
			// pseudo-class names are case-insensitive
			// http://www.w3.org/TR/selectors/#pseudo-classes
			// Prioritize by case sensitivity in case custom pseudos are added with uppercase letters
			// Remember that setFilters inherits from pseudos
			var args,
				fn = Expr.pseudos[ pseudo ] || Expr.setFilters[ pseudo.toLowerCase() ] ||
					Sizzle.error( "unsupported pseudo: " + pseudo );

			// The user may use createPseudo to indicate that
			// arguments are needed to create the filter function
			// just as Sizzle does
			if ( fn[ expando ] ) {
				return fn( argument );
			}

			// But maintain support for old signatures
			if ( fn.length > 1 ) {
				args = [ pseudo, pseudo, "", argument ];
				return Expr.setFilters.hasOwnProperty( pseudo.toLowerCase() ) ?
					markFunction(function( seed, matches ) {
						var idx,
							matched = fn( seed, argument ),
							i = matched.length;
						while ( i-- ) {
							idx = indexOf( seed, matched[i] );
							seed[ idx ] = !( matches[ idx ] = matched[i] );
						}
					}) :
					function( elem ) {
						return fn( elem, 0, args );
					};
			}

			return fn;
		}
	},

	pseudos: {
		// Potentially complex pseudos
		"not": markFunction(function( selector ) {
			// Trim the selector passed to compile
			// to avoid treating leading and trailing
			// spaces as combinators
			var input = [],
				results = [],
				matcher = compile( selector.replace( rtrim, "$1" ) );

			return matcher[ expando ] ?
				markFunction(function( seed, matches, context, xml ) {
					var elem,
						unmatched = matcher( seed, null, xml, [] ),
						i = seed.length;

					// Match elements unmatched by `matcher`
					while ( i-- ) {
						if ( (elem = unmatched[i]) ) {
							seed[i] = !(matches[i] = elem);
						}
					}
				}) :
				function( elem, context, xml ) {
					input[0] = elem;
					matcher( input, null, xml, results );
					// Don't keep the element (issue #299)
					input[0] = null;
					return !results.pop();
				};
		}),

		"has": markFunction(function( selector ) {
			return function( elem ) {
				return Sizzle( selector, elem ).length > 0;
			};
		}),

		"contains": markFunction(function( text ) {
			text = text.replace( runescape, funescape );
			return function( elem ) {
				return ( elem.textContent || elem.innerText || getText( elem ) ).indexOf( text ) > -1;
			};
		}),

		// "Whether an element is represented by a :lang() selector
		// is based solely on the element's language value
		// being equal to the identifier C,
		// or beginning with the identifier C immediately followed by "-".
		// The matching of C against the element's language value is performed case-insensitively.
		// The identifier C does not have to be a valid language name."
		// http://www.w3.org/TR/selectors/#lang-pseudo
		"lang": markFunction( function( lang ) {
			// lang value must be a valid identifier
			if ( !ridentifier.test(lang || "") ) {
				Sizzle.error( "unsupported lang: " + lang );
			}
			lang = lang.replace( runescape, funescape ).toLowerCase();
			return function( elem ) {
				var elemLang;
				do {
					if ( (elemLang = documentIsHTML ?
						elem.lang :
						elem.getAttribute("xml:lang") || elem.getAttribute("lang")) ) {

						elemLang = elemLang.toLowerCase();
						return elemLang === lang || elemLang.indexOf( lang + "-" ) === 0;
					}
				} while ( (elem = elem.parentNode) && elem.nodeType === 1 );
				return false;
			};
		}),

		// Miscellaneous
		"target": function( elem ) {
			var hash = window.location && window.location.hash;
			return hash && hash.slice( 1 ) === elem.id;
		},

		"root": function( elem ) {
			return elem === docElem;
		},

		"focus": function( elem ) {
			return elem === document.activeElement && (!document.hasFocus || document.hasFocus()) && !!(elem.type || elem.href || ~elem.tabIndex);
		},

		// Boolean properties
		"enabled": function( elem ) {
			return elem.disabled === false;
		},

		"disabled": function( elem ) {
			return elem.disabled === true;
		},

		"checked": function( elem ) {
			// In CSS3, :checked should return both checked and selected elements
			// http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/REC-css3-selectors-20110929/#checked
			var nodeName = elem.nodeName.toLowerCase();
			return (nodeName === "input" && !!elem.checked) || (nodeName === "option" && !!elem.selected);
		},

		"selected": function( elem ) {
			// Accessing this property makes selected-by-default
			// options in Safari work properly
			if ( elem.parentNode ) {
				elem.parentNode.selectedIndex;
			}

			return elem.selected === true;
		},

		// Contents
		"empty": function( elem ) {
			// http://www.w3.org/TR/selectors/#empty-pseudo
			// :empty is negated by element (1) or content nodes (text: 3; cdata: 4; entity ref: 5),
			//   but not by others (comment: 8; processing instruction: 7; etc.)
			// nodeType < 6 works because attributes (2) do not appear as children
			for ( elem = elem.firstChild; elem; elem = elem.nextSibling ) {
				if ( elem.nodeType < 6 ) {
					return false;
				}
			}
			return true;
		},

		"parent": function( elem ) {
			return !Expr.pseudos["empty"]( elem );
		},

		// Element/input types
		"header": function( elem ) {
			return rheader.test( elem.nodeName );
		},

		"input": function( elem ) {
			return rinputs.test( elem.nodeName );
		},

		"button": function( elem ) {
			var name = elem.nodeName.toLowerCase();
			return name === "input" && elem.type === "button" || name === "button";
		},

		"text": function( elem ) {
			var attr;
			return elem.nodeName.toLowerCase() === "input" &&
				elem.type === "text" &&

				// Support: IE<8
				// New HTML5 attribute values (e.g., "search") appear with elem.type === "text"
				( (attr = elem.getAttribute("type")) == null || attr.toLowerCase() === "text" );
		},

		// Position-in-collection
		"first": createPositionalPseudo(function() {
			return [ 0 ];
		}),

		"last": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length ) {
			return [ length - 1 ];
		}),

		"eq": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length, argument ) {
			return [ argument < 0 ? argument + length : argument ];
		}),

		"even": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length ) {
			var i = 0;
			for ( ; i < length; i += 2 ) {
				matchIndexes.push( i );
			}
			return matchIndexes;
		}),

		"odd": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length ) {
			var i = 1;
			for ( ; i < length; i += 2 ) {
				matchIndexes.push( i );
			}
			return matchIndexes;
		}),

		"lt": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length, argument ) {
			var i = argument < 0 ? argument + length : argument;
			for ( ; --i >= 0; ) {
				matchIndexes.push( i );
			}
			return matchIndexes;
		}),

		"gt": createPositionalPseudo(function( matchIndexes, length, argument ) {
			var i = argument < 0 ? argument + length : argument;
			for ( ; ++i < length; ) {
				matchIndexes.push( i );
			}
			return matchIndexes;
		})
	}
};

Expr.pseudos["nth"] = Expr.pseudos["eq"];

// Add button/input type pseudos
for ( i in { radio: true, checkbox: true, file: true, password: true, image: true } ) {
	Expr.pseudos[ i ] = createInputPseudo( i );
}
for ( i in { submit: true, reset: true } ) {
	Expr.pseudos[ i ] = createButtonPseudo( i );
}

// Easy API for creating new setFilters
function setFilters() {}
setFilters.prototype = Expr.filters = Expr.pseudos;
Expr.setFilters = new setFilters();

tokenize = Sizzle.tokenize = function( selector, parseOnly ) {
	var matched, match, tokens, type,
		soFar, groups, preFilters,
		cached = tokenCache[ selector + " " ];

	if ( cached ) {
		return parseOnly ? 0 : cached.slice( 0 );
	}

	soFar = selector;
	groups = [];
	preFilters = Expr.preFilter;

	while ( soFar ) {

		// Comma and first run
		if ( !matched || (match = rcomma.exec( soFar )) ) {
			if ( match ) {
				// Don't consume trailing commas as valid
				soFar = soFar.slice( match[0].length ) || soFar;
			}
			groups.push( (tokens = []) );
		}

		matched = false;

		// Combinators
		if ( (match = rcombinators.exec( soFar )) ) {
			matched = match.shift();
			tokens.push({
				value: matched,
				// Cast descendant combinators to space
				type: match[0].replace( rtrim, " " )
			});
			soFar = soFar.slice( matched.length );
		}

		// Filters
		for ( type in Expr.filter ) {
			if ( (match = matchExpr[ type ].exec( soFar )) && (!preFilters[ type ] ||
				(match = preFilters[ type ]( match ))) ) {
				matched = match.shift();
				tokens.push({
					value: matched,
					type: type,
					matches: match
				});
				soFar = soFar.slice( matched.length );
			}
		}

		if ( !matched ) {
			break;
		}
	}

	// Return the length of the invalid excess
	// if we're just parsing
	// Otherwise, throw an error or return tokens
	return parseOnly ?
		soFar.length :
		soFar ?
			Sizzle.error( selector ) :
			// Cache the tokens
			tokenCache( selector, groups ).slice( 0 );
};

function toSelector( tokens ) {
	var i = 0,
		len = tokens.length,
		selector = "";
	for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
		selector += tokens[i].value;
	}
	return selector;
}

function addCombinator( matcher, combinator, base ) {
	var dir = combinator.dir,
		checkNonElements = base && dir === "parentNode",
		doneName = done++;

	return combinator.first ?
		// Check against closest ancestor/preceding element
		function( elem, context, xml ) {
			while ( (elem = elem[ dir ]) ) {
				if ( elem.nodeType === 1 || checkNonElements ) {
					return matcher( elem, context, xml );
				}
			}
		} :

		// Check against all ancestor/preceding elements
		function( elem, context, xml ) {
			var oldCache, uniqueCache, outerCache,
				newCache = [ dirruns, doneName ];

			// We can't set arbitrary data on XML nodes, so they don't benefit from combinator caching
			if ( xml ) {
				while ( (elem = elem[ dir ]) ) {
					if ( elem.nodeType === 1 || checkNonElements ) {
						if ( matcher( elem, context, xml ) ) {
							return true;
						}
					}
				}
			} else {
				while ( (elem = elem[ dir ]) ) {
					if ( elem.nodeType === 1 || checkNonElements ) {
						outerCache = elem[ expando ] || (elem[ expando ] = {});

						// Support: IE <9 only
						// Defend against cloned attroperties (jQuery gh-1709)
						uniqueCache = outerCache[ elem.uniqueID ] || (outerCache[ elem.uniqueID ] = {});

						if ( (oldCache = uniqueCache[ dir ]) &&
							oldCache[ 0 ] === dirruns && oldCache[ 1 ] === doneName ) {

							// Assign to newCache so results back-propagate to previous elements
							return (newCache[ 2 ] = oldCache[ 2 ]);
						} else {
							// Reuse newcache so results back-propagate to previous elements
							uniqueCache[ dir ] = newCache;

							// A match means we're done; a fail means we have to keep checking
							if ( (newCache[ 2 ] = matcher( elem, context, xml )) ) {
								return true;
							}
						}
					}
				}
			}
		};
}

function elementMatcher( matchers ) {
	return matchers.length > 1 ?
		function( elem, context, xml ) {
			var i = matchers.length;
			while ( i-- ) {
				if ( !matchers[i]( elem, context, xml ) ) {
					return false;
				}
			}
			return true;
		} :
		matchers[0];
}

function multipleContexts( selector, contexts, results ) {
	var i = 0,
		len = contexts.length;
	for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
		Sizzle( selector, contexts[i], results );
	}
	return results;
}

function condense( unmatched, map, filter, context, xml ) {
	var elem,
		newUnmatched = [],
		i = 0,
		len = unmatched.length,
		mapped = map != null;

	for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
		if ( (elem = unmatched[i]) ) {
			if ( !filter || filter( elem, context, xml ) ) {
				newUnmatched.push( elem );
				if ( mapped ) {
					map.push( i );
				}
			}
		}
	}

	return newUnmatched;
}

function setMatcher( preFilter, selector, matcher, postFilter, postFinder, postSelector ) {
	if ( postFilter && !postFilter[ expando ] ) {
		postFilter = setMatcher( postFilter );
	}
	if ( postFinder && !postFinder[ expando ] ) {
		postFinder = setMatcher( postFinder, postSelector );
	}
	return markFunction(function( seed, results, context, xml ) {
		var temp, i, elem,
			preMap = [],
			postMap = [],
			preexisting = results.length,

			// Get initial elements from seed or context
			elems = seed || multipleContexts( selector || "*", context.nodeType ? [ context ] : context, [] ),

			// Prefilter to get matcher input, preserving a map for seed-results synchronization
			matcherIn = preFilter && ( seed || !selector ) ?
				condense( elems, preMap, preFilter, context, xml ) :
				elems,

			matcherOut = matcher ?
				// If we have a postFinder, or filtered seed, or non-seed postFilter or preexisting results,
				postFinder || ( seed ? preFilter : preexisting || postFilter ) ?

					// ...intermediate processing is necessary
					[] :

					// ...otherwise use results directly
					results :
				matcherIn;

		// Find primary matches
		if ( matcher ) {
			matcher( matcherIn, matcherOut, context, xml );
		}

		// Apply postFilter
		if ( postFilter ) {
			temp = condense( matcherOut, postMap );
			postFilter( temp, [], context, xml );

			// Un-match failing elements by moving them back to matcherIn
			i = temp.length;
			while ( i-- ) {
				if ( (elem = temp[i]) ) {
					matcherOut[ postMap[i] ] = !(matcherIn[ postMap[i] ] = elem);
				}
			}
		}

		if ( seed ) {
			if ( postFinder || preFilter ) {
				if ( postFinder ) {
					// Get the final matcherOut by condensing this intermediate into postFinder contexts
					temp = [];
					i = matcherOut.length;
					while ( i-- ) {
						if ( (elem = matcherOut[i]) ) {
							// Restore matcherIn since elem is not yet a final match
							temp.push( (matcherIn[i] = elem) );
						}
					}
					postFinder( null, (matcherOut = []), temp, xml );
				}

				// Move matched elements from seed to results to keep them synchronized
				i = matcherOut.length;
				while ( i-- ) {
					if ( (elem = matcherOut[i]) &&
						(temp = postFinder ? indexOf( seed, elem ) : preMap[i]) > -1 ) {

						seed[temp] = !(results[temp] = elem);
					}
				}
			}

		// Add elements to results, through postFinder if defined
		} else {
			matcherOut = condense(
				matcherOut === results ?
					matcherOut.splice( preexisting, matcherOut.length ) :
					matcherOut
			);
			if ( postFinder ) {
				postFinder( null, results, matcherOut, xml );
			} else {
				push.apply( results, matcherOut );
			}
		}
	});
}

function matcherFromTokens( tokens ) {
	var checkContext, matcher, j,
		len = tokens.length,
		leadingRelative = Expr.relative[ tokens[0].type ],
		implicitRelative = leadingRelative || Expr.relative[" "],
		i = leadingRelative ? 1 : 0,

		// The foundational matcher ensures that elements are reachable from top-level context(s)
		matchContext = addCombinator( function( elem ) {
			return elem === checkContext;
		}, implicitRelative, true ),
		matchAnyContext = addCombinator( function( elem ) {
			return indexOf( checkContext, elem ) > -1;
		}, implicitRelative, true ),
		matchers = [ function( elem, context, xml ) {
			var ret = ( !leadingRelative && ( xml || context !== outermostContext ) ) || (
				(checkContext = context).nodeType ?
					matchContext( elem, context, xml ) :
					matchAnyContext( elem, context, xml ) );
			// Avoid hanging onto element (issue #299)
			checkContext = null;
			return ret;
		} ];

	for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
		if ( (matcher = Expr.relative[ tokens[i].type ]) ) {
			matchers = [ addCombinator(elementMatcher( matchers ), matcher) ];
		} else {
			matcher = Expr.filter[ tokens[i].type ].apply( null, tokens[i].matches );

			// Return special upon seeing a positional matcher
			if ( matcher[ expando ] ) {
				// Find the next relative operator (if any) for proper handling
				j = ++i;
				for ( ; j < len; j++ ) {
					if ( Expr.relative[ tokens[j].type ] ) {
						break;
					}
				}
				return setMatcher(
					i > 1 && elementMatcher( matchers ),
					i > 1 && toSelector(
						// If the preceding token was a descendant combinator, insert an implicit any-element `*`
						tokens.slice( 0, i - 1 ).concat({ value: tokens[ i - 2 ].type === " " ? "*" : "" })
					).replace( rtrim, "$1" ),
					matcher,
					i < j && matcherFromTokens( tokens.slice( i, j ) ),
					j < len && matcherFromTokens( (tokens = tokens.slice( j )) ),
					j < len && toSelector( tokens )
				);
			}
			matchers.push( matcher );
		}
	}

	return elementMatcher( matchers );
}

function matcherFromGroupMatchers( elementMatchers, setMatchers ) {
	var bySet = setMatchers.length > 0,
		byElement = elementMatchers.length > 0,
		superMatcher = function( seed, context, xml, results, outermost ) {
			var elem, j, matcher,
				matchedCount = 0,
				i = "0",
				unmatched = seed && [],
				setMatched = [],
				contextBackup = outermostContext,
				// We must always have either seed elements or outermost context
				elems = seed || byElement && Expr.find["TAG"]( "*", outermost ),
				// Use integer dirruns iff this is the outermost matcher
				dirrunsUnique = (dirruns += contextBackup == null ? 1 : Math.random() || 0.1),
				len = elems.length;

			if ( outermost ) {
				outermostContext = context === document || context || outermost;
			}

			// Add elements passing elementMatchers directly to results
			// Support: IE<9, Safari
			// Tolerate NodeList properties (IE: "length"; Safari: <number>) matching elements by id
			for ( ; i !== len && (elem = elems[i]) != null; i++ ) {
				if ( byElement && elem ) {
					j = 0;
					if ( !context && elem.ownerDocument !== document ) {
						setDocument( elem );
						xml = !documentIsHTML;
					}
					while ( (matcher = elementMatchers[j++]) ) {
						if ( matcher( elem, context || document, xml) ) {
							results.push( elem );
							break;
						}
					}
					if ( outermost ) {
						dirruns = dirrunsUnique;
					}
				}

				// Track unmatched elements for set filters
				if ( bySet ) {
					// They will have gone through all possible matchers
					if ( (elem = !matcher && elem) ) {
						matchedCount--;
					}

					// Lengthen the array for every element, matched or not
					if ( seed ) {
						unmatched.push( elem );
					}
				}
			}

			// `i` is now the count of elements visited above, and adding it to `matchedCount`
			// makes the latter nonnegative.
			matchedCount += i;

			// Apply set filters to unmatched elements
			// NOTE: This can be skipped if there are no unmatched elements (i.e., `matchedCount`
			// equals `i`), unless we didn't visit _any_ elements in the above loop because we have
			// no element matchers and no seed.
			// Incrementing an initially-string "0" `i` allows `i` to remain a string only in that
			// case, which will result in a "00" `matchedCount` that differs from `i` but is also
			// numerically zero.
			if ( bySet && i !== matchedCount ) {
				j = 0;
				while ( (matcher = setMatchers[j++]) ) {
					matcher( unmatched, setMatched, context, xml );
				}

				if ( seed ) {
					// Reintegrate element matches to eliminate the need for sorting
					if ( matchedCount > 0 ) {
						while ( i-- ) {
							if ( !(unmatched[i] || setMatched[i]) ) {
								setMatched[i] = pop.call( results );
							}
						}
					}

					// Discard index placeholder values to get only actual matches
					setMatched = condense( setMatched );
				}

				// Add matches to results
				push.apply( results, setMatched );

				// Seedless set matches succeeding multiple successful matchers stipulate sorting
				if ( outermost && !seed && setMatched.length > 0 &&
					( matchedCount + setMatchers.length ) > 1 ) {

					Sizzle.uniqueSort( results );
				}
			}

			// Override manipulation of globals by nested matchers
			if ( outermost ) {
				dirruns = dirrunsUnique;
				outermostContext = contextBackup;
			}

			return unmatched;
		};

	return bySet ?
		markFunction( superMatcher ) :
		superMatcher;
}

compile = Sizzle.compile = function( selector, match /* Internal Use Only */ ) {
	var i,
		setMatchers = [],
		elementMatchers = [],
		cached = compilerCache[ selector + " " ];

	if ( !cached ) {
		// Generate a function of recursive functions that can be used to check each element
		if ( !match ) {
			match = tokenize( selector );
		}
		i = match.length;
		while ( i-- ) {
			cached = matcherFromTokens( match[i] );
			if ( cached[ expando ] ) {
				setMatchers.push( cached );
			} else {
				elementMatchers.push( cached );
			}
		}

		// Cache the compiled function
		cached = compilerCache( selector, matcherFromGroupMatchers( elementMatchers, setMatchers ) );

		// Save selector and tokenization
		cached.selector = selector;
	}
	return cached;
};

/**
 * A low-level selection function that works with Sizzle's compiled
 *  selector functions
 * @param {String|Function} selector A selector or a pre-compiled
 *  selector function built with Sizzle.compile
 * @param {Element} context
 * @param {Array} [results]
 * @param {Array} [seed] A set of elements to match against
 */
select = Sizzle.select = function( selector, context, results, seed ) {
	var i, tokens, token, type, find,
		compiled = typeof selector === "function" && selector,
		match = !seed && tokenize( (selector = compiled.selector || selector) );

	results = results || [];

	// Try to minimize operations if there is only one selector in the list and no seed
	// (the latter of which guarantees us context)
	if ( match.length === 1 ) {

		// Reduce context if the leading compound selector is an ID
		tokens = match[0] = match[0].slice( 0 );
		if ( tokens.length > 2 && (token = tokens[0]).type === "ID" &&
				support.getById && context.nodeType === 9 && documentIsHTML &&
				Expr.relative[ tokens[1].type ] ) {

			context = ( Expr.find["ID"]( token.matches[0].replace(runescape, funescape), context ) || [] )[0];
			if ( !context ) {
				return results;

			// Precompiled matchers will still verify ancestry, so step up a level
			} else if ( compiled ) {
				context = context.parentNode;
			}

			selector = selector.slice( tokens.shift().value.length );
		}

		// Fetch a seed set for right-to-left matching
		i = matchExpr["needsContext"].test( selector ) ? 0 : tokens.length;
		while ( i-- ) {
			token = tokens[i];

			// Abort if we hit a combinator
			if ( Expr.relative[ (type = token.type) ] ) {
				break;
			}
			if ( (find = Expr.find[ type ]) ) {
				// Search, expanding context for leading sibling combinators
				if ( (seed = find(
					token.matches[0].replace( runescape, funescape ),
					rsibling.test( tokens[0].type ) && testContext( context.parentNode ) || context
				)) ) {

					// If seed is empty or no tokens remain, we can return early
					tokens.splice( i, 1 );
					selector = seed.length && toSelector( tokens );
					if ( !selector ) {
						push.apply( results, seed );
						return results;
					}

					break;
				}
			}
		}
	}

	// Compile and execute a filtering function if one is not provided
	// Provide `match` to avoid retokenization if we modified the selector above
	( compiled || compile( selector, match ) )(
		seed,
		context,
		!documentIsHTML,
		results,
		!context || rsibling.test( selector ) && testContext( context.parentNode ) || context
	);
	return results;
};

// One-time assignments

// Sort stability
support.sortStable = expando.split("").sort( sortOrder ).join("") === expando;

// Support: Chrome 14-35+
// Always assume duplicates if they aren't passed to the comparison function
support.detectDuplicates = !!hasDuplicate;

// Initialize against the default document
setDocument();

// Support: Webkit<537.32 - Safari 6.0.3/Chrome 25 (fixed in Chrome 27)
// Detached nodes confoundingly follow *each other*
support.sortDetached = assert(function( div1 ) {
	// Should return 1, but returns 4 (following)
	return div1.compareDocumentPosition( document.createElement("div") ) & 1;
});

// Support: IE<8
// Prevent attribute/property "interpolation"
// http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms536429%28VS.85%29.aspx
if ( !assert(function( div ) {
	div.innerHTML = "<a href='#'></a>";
	return div.firstChild.getAttribute("href") === "#" ;
}) ) {
	addHandle( "type|href|height|width", function( elem, name, isXML ) {
		if ( !isXML ) {
			return elem.getAttribute( name, name.toLowerCase() === "type" ? 1 : 2 );
		}
	});
}

// Support: IE<9
// Use defaultValue in place of getAttribute("value")
if ( !support.attributes || !assert(function( div ) {
	div.innerHTML = "<input/>";
	div.firstChild.setAttribute( "value", "" );
	return div.firstChild.getAttribute( "value" ) === "";
}) ) {
	addHandle( "value", function( elem, name, isXML ) {
		if ( !isXML && elem.nodeName.toLowerCase() === "input" ) {
			return elem.defaultValue;
		}
	});
}

// Support: IE<9
// Use getAttributeNode to fetch booleans when getAttribute lies
if ( !assert(function( div ) {
	return div.getAttribute("disabled") == null;
}) ) {
	addHandle( booleans, function( elem, name, isXML ) {
		var val;
		if ( !isXML ) {
			return elem[ name ] === true ? name.toLowerCase() :
					(val = elem.getAttributeNode( name )) && val.specified ?
					val.value :
				null;
		}
	});
}

return Sizzle;

})( window );



jQuery.find = Sizzle;
jQuery.expr = Sizzle.selectors;
jQuery.expr[ ":" ] = jQuery.expr.pseudos;
jQuery.uniqueSort = jQuery.unique = Sizzle.uniqueSort;
jQuery.text = Sizzle.getText;
jQuery.isXMLDoc = Sizzle.isXML;
jQuery.contains = Sizzle.contains;



var dir = function( elem, dir, until ) {
	var matched = [],
		truncate = until !== undefined;

	while ( ( elem = elem[ dir ] ) && elem.nodeType !== 9 ) {
		if ( elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
			if ( truncate && jQuery( elem ).is( until ) ) {
				break;
			}
			matched.push( elem );
		}
	}
	return matched;
};


var siblings = function( n, elem ) {
	var matched = [];

	for ( ; n; n = n.nextSibling ) {
		if ( n.nodeType === 1 && n !== elem ) {
			matched.push( n );
		}
	}

	return matched;
};


var rneedsContext = jQuery.expr.match.needsContext;

var rsingleTag = ( /^<([\w-]+)\s*\/?>(?:<\/\1>|)$/ );



var risSimple = /^.[^:#\[\.,]*$/;

// Implement the identical functionality for filter and not
function winnow( elements, qualifier, not ) {
	if ( jQuery.isFunction( qualifier ) ) {
		return jQuery.grep( elements, function( elem, i ) {
			/* jshint -W018 */
			return !!qualifier.call( elem, i, elem ) !== not;
		} );

	}

	if ( qualifier.nodeType ) {
		return jQuery.grep( elements, function( elem ) {
			return ( elem === qualifier ) !== not;
		} );

	}

	if ( typeof qualifier === "string" ) {
		if ( risSimple.test( qualifier ) ) {
			return jQuery.filter( qualifier, elements, not );
		}

		qualifier = jQuery.filter( qualifier, elements );
	}

	return jQuery.grep( elements, function( elem ) {
		return ( jQuery.inArray( elem, qualifier ) > -1 ) !== not;
	} );
}

jQuery.filter = function( expr, elems, not ) {
	var elem = elems[ 0 ];

	if ( not ) {
		expr = ":not(" + expr + ")";
	}

	return elems.length === 1 && elem.nodeType === 1 ?
		jQuery.find.matchesSelector( elem, expr ) ? [ elem ] : [] :
		jQuery.find.matches( expr, jQuery.grep( elems, function( elem ) {
			return elem.nodeType === 1;
		} ) );
};

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	find: function( selector ) {
		var i,
			ret = [],
			self = this,
			len = self.length;

		if ( typeof selector !== "string" ) {
			return this.pushStack( jQuery( selector ).filter( function() {
				for ( i = 0; i < len; i++ ) {
					if ( jQuery.contains( self[ i ], this ) ) {
						return true;
					}
				}
			} ) );
		}

		for ( i = 0; i < len; i++ ) {
			jQuery.find( selector, self[ i ], ret );
		}

		// Needed because $( selector, context ) becomes $( context ).find( selector )
		ret = this.pushStack( len > 1 ? jQuery.unique( ret ) : ret );
		ret.selector = this.selector ? this.selector + " " + selector : selector;
		return ret;
	},
	filter: function( selector ) {
		return this.pushStack( winnow( this, selector || [], false ) );
	},
	not: function( selector ) {
		return this.pushStack( winnow( this, selector || [], true ) );
	},
	is: function( selector ) {
		return !!winnow(
			this,

			// If this is a positional/relative selector, check membership in the returned set
			// so $("p:first").is("p:last") won't return true for a doc with two "p".
			typeof selector === "string" && rneedsContext.test( selector ) ?
				jQuery( selector ) :
				selector || [],
			false
		).length;
	}
} );


// Initialize a jQuery object


// A central reference to the root jQuery(document)
var rootjQuery,

	// A simple way to check for HTML strings
	// Prioritize #id over <tag> to avoid XSS via location.hash (#9521)
	// Strict HTML recognition (#11290: must start with <)
	rquickExpr = /^(?:\s*(<[\w\W]+>)[^>]*|#([\w-]*))$/,

	init = jQuery.fn.init = function( selector, context, root ) {
		var match, elem;

		// HANDLE: $(""), $(null), $(undefined), $(false)
		if ( !selector ) {
			return this;
		}

		// init accepts an alternate rootjQuery
		// so migrate can support jQuery.sub (gh-2101)
		root = root || rootjQuery;

		// Handle HTML strings
		if ( typeof selector === "string" ) {
			if ( selector.charAt( 0 ) === "<" &&
				selector.charAt( selector.length - 1 ) === ">" &&
				selector.length >= 3 ) {

				// Assume that strings that start and end with <> are HTML and skip the regex check
				match = [ null, selector, null ];

			} else {
				match = rquickExpr.exec( selector );
			}

			// Match html or make sure no context is specified for #id
			if ( match && ( match[ 1 ] || !context ) ) {

				// HANDLE: $(html) -> $(array)
				if ( match[ 1 ] ) {
					context = context instanceof jQuery ? context[ 0 ] : context;

					// scripts is true for back-compat
					// Intentionally let the error be thrown if parseHTML is not present
					jQuery.merge( this, jQuery.parseHTML(
						match[ 1 ],
						context && context.nodeType ? context.ownerDocument || context : document,
						true
					) );

					// HANDLE: $(html, props)
					if ( rsingleTag.test( match[ 1 ] ) && jQuery.isPlainObject( context ) ) {
						for ( match in context ) {

							// Properties of context are called as methods if possible
							if ( jQuery.isFunction( this[ match ] ) ) {
								this[ match ]( context[ match ] );

							// ...and otherwise set as attributes
							} else {
								this.attr( match, context[ match ] );
							}
						}
					}

					return this;

				// HANDLE: $(#id)
				} else {
					elem = document.getElementById( match[ 2 ] );

					// Check parentNode to catch when Blackberry 4.6 returns
					// nodes that are no longer in the document #6963
					if ( elem && elem.parentNode ) {

						// Handle the case where IE and Opera return items
						// by name instead of ID
						if ( elem.id !== match[ 2 ] ) {
							return rootjQuery.find( selector );
						}

						// Otherwise, we inject the element directly into the jQuery object
						this.length = 1;
						this[ 0 ] = elem;
					}

					this.context = document;
					this.selector = selector;
					return this;
				}

			// HANDLE: $(expr, $(...))
			} else if ( !context || context.jquery ) {
				return ( context || root ).find( selector );

			// HANDLE: $(expr, context)
			// (which is just equivalent to: $(context).find(expr)
			} else {
				return this.constructor( context ).find( selector );
			}

		// HANDLE: $(DOMElement)
		} else if ( selector.nodeType ) {
			this.context = this[ 0 ] = selector;
			this.length = 1;
			return this;

		// HANDLE: $(function)
		// Shortcut for document ready
		} else if ( jQuery.isFunction( selector ) ) {
			return typeof root.ready !== "undefined" ?
				root.ready( selector ) :

				// Execute immediately if ready is not present
				selector( jQuery );
		}

		if ( selector.selector !== undefined ) {
			this.selector = selector.selector;
			this.context = selector.context;
		}

		return jQuery.makeArray( selector, this );
	};

// Give the init function the jQuery prototype for later instantiation
init.prototype = jQuery.fn;

// Initialize central reference
rootjQuery = jQuery( document );


var rparentsprev = /^(?:parents|prev(?:Until|All))/,

	// methods guaranteed to produce a unique set when starting from a unique set
	guaranteedUnique = {
		children: true,
		contents: true,
		next: true,
		prev: true
	};

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	has: function( target ) {
		var i,
			targets = jQuery( target, this ),
			len = targets.length;

		return this.filter( function() {
			for ( i = 0; i < len; i++ ) {
				if ( jQuery.contains( this, targets[ i ] ) ) {
					return true;
				}
			}
		} );
	},

	closest: function( selectors, context ) {
		var cur,
			i = 0,
			l = this.length,
			matched = [],
			pos = rneedsContext.test( selectors ) || typeof selectors !== "string" ?
				jQuery( selectors, context || this.context ) :
				0;

		for ( ; i < l; i++ ) {
			for ( cur = this[ i ]; cur && cur !== context; cur = cur.parentNode ) {

				// Always skip document fragments
				if ( cur.nodeType < 11 && ( pos ?
					pos.index( cur ) > -1 :

					// Don't pass non-elements to Sizzle
					cur.nodeType === 1 &&
						jQuery.find.matchesSelector( cur, selectors ) ) ) {

					matched.push( cur );
					break;
				}
			}
		}

		return this.pushStack( matched.length > 1 ? jQuery.uniqueSort( matched ) : matched );
	},

	// Determine the position of an element within
	// the matched set of elements
	index: function( elem ) {

		// No argument, return index in parent
		if ( !elem ) {
			return ( this[ 0 ] && this[ 0 ].parentNode ) ? this.first().prevAll().length : -1;
		}

		// index in selector
		if ( typeof elem === "string" ) {
			return jQuery.inArray( this[ 0 ], jQuery( elem ) );
		}

		// Locate the position of the desired element
		return jQuery.inArray(

			// If it receives a jQuery object, the first element is used
			elem.jquery ? elem[ 0 ] : elem, this );
	},

	add: function( selector, context ) {
		return this.pushStack(
			jQuery.uniqueSort(
				jQuery.merge( this.get(), jQuery( selector, context ) )
			)
		);
	},

	addBack: function( selector ) {
		return this.add( selector == null ?
			this.prevObject : this.prevObject.filter( selector )
		);
	}
} );

function sibling( cur, dir ) {
	do {
		cur = cur[ dir ];
	} while ( cur && cur.nodeType !== 1 );

	return cur;
}

jQuery.each( {
	parent: function( elem ) {
		var parent = elem.parentNode;
		return parent && parent.nodeType !== 11 ? parent : null;
	},
	parents: function( elem ) {
		return dir( elem, "parentNode" );
	},
	parentsUntil: function( elem, i, until ) {
		return dir( elem, "parentNode", until );
	},
	next: function( elem ) {
		return sibling( elem, "nextSibling" );
	},
	prev: function( elem ) {
		return sibling( elem, "previousSibling" );
	},
	nextAll: function( elem ) {
		return dir( elem, "nextSibling" );
	},
	prevAll: function( elem ) {
		return dir( elem, "previousSibling" );
	},
	nextUntil: function( elem, i, until ) {
		return dir( elem, "nextSibling", until );
	},
	prevUntil: function( elem, i, until ) {
		return dir( elem, "previousSibling", until );
	},
	siblings: function( elem ) {
		return siblings( ( elem.parentNode || {} ).firstChild, elem );
	},
	children: function( elem ) {
		return siblings( elem.firstChild );
	},
	contents: function( elem ) {
		return jQuery.nodeName( elem, "iframe" ) ?
			elem.contentDocument || elem.contentWindow.document :
			jQuery.merge( [], elem.childNodes );
	}
}, function( name, fn ) {
	jQuery.fn[ name ] = function( until, selector ) {
		var ret = jQuery.map( this, fn, until );

		if ( name.slice( -5 ) !== "Until" ) {
			selector = until;
		}

		if ( selector && typeof selector === "string" ) {
			ret = jQuery.filter( selector, ret );
		}

		if ( this.length > 1 ) {

			// Remove duplicates
			if ( !guaranteedUnique[ name ] ) {
				ret = jQuery.uniqueSort( ret );
			}

			// Reverse order for parents* and prev-derivatives
			if ( rparentsprev.test( name ) ) {
				ret = ret.reverse();
			}
		}

		return this.pushStack( ret );
	};
} );
var rnotwhite = ( /\S+/g );



// Convert String-formatted options into Object-formatted ones
function createOptions( options ) {
	var object = {};
	jQuery.each( options.match( rnotwhite ) || [], function( _, flag ) {
		object[ flag ] = true;
	} );
	return object;
}

/*
 * Create a callback list using the following parameters:
 *
 *	options: an optional list of space-separated options that will change how
 *			the callback list behaves or a more traditional option object
 *
 * By default a callback list will act like an event callback list and can be
 * "fired" multiple times.
 *
 * Possible options:
 *
 *	once:			will ensure the callback list can only be fired once (like a Deferred)
 *
 *	memory:			will keep track of previous values and will call any callback added
 *					after the list has been fired right away with the latest "memorized"
 *					values (like a Deferred)
 *
 *	unique:			will ensure a callback can only be added once (no duplicate in the list)
 *
 *	stopOnFalse:	interrupt callings when a callback returns false
 *
 */
jQuery.Callbacks = function( options ) {

	// Convert options from String-formatted to Object-formatted if needed
	// (we check in cache first)
	options = typeof options === "string" ?
		createOptions( options ) :
		jQuery.extend( {}, options );

	var // Flag to know if list is currently firing
		firing,

		// Last fire value for non-forgettable lists
		memory,

		// Flag to know if list was already fired
		fired,

		// Flag to prevent firing
		locked,

		// Actual callback list
		list = [],

		// Queue of execution data for repeatable lists
		queue = [],

		// Index of currently firing callback (modified by add/remove as needed)
		firingIndex = -1,

		// Fire callbacks
		fire = function() {

			// Enforce single-firing
			locked = options.once;

			// Execute callbacks for all pending executions,
			// respecting firingIndex overrides and runtime changes
			fired = firing = true;
			for ( ; queue.length; firingIndex = -1 ) {
				memory = queue.shift();
				while ( ++firingIndex < list.length ) {

					// Run callback and check for early termination
					if ( list[ firingIndex ].apply( memory[ 0 ], memory[ 1 ] ) === false &&
						options.stopOnFalse ) {

						// Jump to end and forget the data so .add doesn't re-fire
						firingIndex = list.length;
						memory = false;
					}
				}
			}

			// Forget the data if we're done with it
			if ( !options.memory ) {
				memory = false;
			}

			firing = false;

			// Clean up if we're done firing for good
			if ( locked ) {

				// Keep an empty list if we have data for future add calls
				if ( memory ) {
					list = [];

				// Otherwise, this object is spent
				} else {
					list = "";
				}
			}
		},

		// Actual Callbacks object
		self = {

			// Add a callback or a collection of callbacks to the list
			add: function() {
				if ( list ) {

					// If we have memory from a past run, we should fire after adding
					if ( memory && !firing ) {
						firingIndex = list.length - 1;
						queue.push( memory );
					}

					( function add( args ) {
						jQuery.each( args, function( _, arg ) {
							if ( jQuery.isFunction( arg ) ) {
								if ( !options.unique || !self.has( arg ) ) {
									list.push( arg );
								}
							} else if ( arg && arg.length && jQuery.type( arg ) !== "string" ) {

								// Inspect recursively
								add( arg );
							}
						} );
					} )( arguments );

					if ( memory && !firing ) {
						fire();
					}
				}
				return this;
			},

			// Remove a callback from the list
			remove: function() {
				jQuery.each( arguments, function( _, arg ) {
					var index;
					while ( ( index = jQuery.inArray( arg, list, index ) ) > -1 ) {
						list.splice( index, 1 );

						// Handle firing indexes
						if ( index <= firingIndex ) {
							firingIndex--;
						}
					}
				} );
				return this;
			},

			// Check if a given callback is in the list.
			// If no argument is given, return whether or not list has callbacks attached.
			has: function( fn ) {
				return fn ?
					jQuery.inArray( fn, list ) > -1 :
					list.length > 0;
			},

			// Remove all callbacks from the list
			empty: function() {
				if ( list ) {
					list = [];
				}
				return this;
			},

			// Disable .fire and .add
			// Abort any current/pending executions
			// Clear all callbacks and values
			disable: function() {
				locked = queue = [];
				list = memory = "";
				return this;
			},
			disabled: function() {
				return !list;
			},

			// Disable .fire
			// Also disable .add unless we have memory (since it would have no effect)
			// Abort any pending executions
			lock: function() {
				locked = true;
				if ( !memory ) {
					self.disable();
				}
				return this;
			},
			locked: function() {
				return !!locked;
			},

			// Call all callbacks with the given context and arguments
			fireWith: function( context, args ) {
				if ( !locked ) {
					args = args || [];
					args = [ context, args.slice ? args.slice() : args ];
					queue.push( args );
					if ( !firing ) {
						fire();
					}
				}
				return this;
			},

			// Call all the callbacks with the given arguments
			fire: function() {
				self.fireWith( this, arguments );
				return this;
			},

			// To know if the callbacks have already been called at least once
			fired: function() {
				return !!fired;
			}
		};

	return self;
};


jQuery.extend( {

	Deferred: function( func ) {
		var tuples = [

				// action, add listener, listener list, final state
				[ "resolve", "done", jQuery.Callbacks( "once memory" ), "resolved" ],
				[ "reject", "fail", jQuery.Callbacks( "once memory" ), "rejected" ],
				[ "notify", "progress", jQuery.Callbacks( "memory" ) ]
			],
			state = "pending",
			promise = {
				state: function() {
					return state;
				},
				always: function() {
					deferred.done( arguments ).fail( arguments );
					return this;
				},
				then: function( /* fnDone, fnFail, fnProgress */ ) {
					var fns = arguments;
					return jQuery.Deferred( function( newDefer ) {
						jQuery.each( tuples, function( i, tuple ) {
							var fn = jQuery.isFunction( fns[ i ] ) && fns[ i ];

							// deferred[ done | fail | progress ] for forwarding actions to newDefer
							deferred[ tuple[ 1 ] ]( function() {
								var returned = fn && fn.apply( this, arguments );
								if ( returned && jQuery.isFunction( returned.promise ) ) {
									returned.promise()
										.progress( newDefer.notify )
										.done( newDefer.resolve )
										.fail( newDefer.reject );
								} else {
									newDefer[ tuple[ 0 ] + "With" ](
										this === promise ? newDefer.promise() : this,
										fn ? [ returned ] : arguments
									);
								}
							} );
						} );
						fns = null;
					} ).promise();
				},

				// Get a promise for this deferred
				// If obj is provided, the promise aspect is added to the object
				promise: function( obj ) {
					return obj != null ? jQuery.extend( obj, promise ) : promise;
				}
			},
			deferred = {};

		// Keep pipe for back-compat
		promise.pipe = promise.then;

		// Add list-specific methods
		jQuery.each( tuples, function( i, tuple ) {
			var list = tuple[ 2 ],
				stateString = tuple[ 3 ];

			// promise[ done | fail | progress ] = list.add
			promise[ tuple[ 1 ] ] = list.add;

			// Handle state
			if ( stateString ) {
				list.add( function() {

					// state = [ resolved | rejected ]
					state = stateString;

				// [ reject_list | resolve_list ].disable; progress_list.lock
				}, tuples[ i ^ 1 ][ 2 ].disable, tuples[ 2 ][ 2 ].lock );
			}

			// deferred[ resolve | reject | notify ]
			deferred[ tuple[ 0 ] ] = function() {
				deferred[ tuple[ 0 ] + "With" ]( this === deferred ? promise : this, arguments );
				return this;
			};
			deferred[ tuple[ 0 ] + "With" ] = list.fireWith;
		} );

		// Make the deferred a promise
		promise.promise( deferred );

		// Call given func if any
		if ( func ) {
			func.call( deferred, deferred );
		}

		// All done!
		return deferred;
	},

	// Deferred helper
	when: function( subordinate /* , ..., subordinateN */ ) {
		var i = 0,
			resolveValues = slice.call( arguments ),
			length = resolveValues.length,

			// the count of uncompleted subordinates
			remaining = length !== 1 ||
				( subordinate && jQuery.isFunction( subordinate.promise ) ) ? length : 0,

			// the master Deferred.
			// If resolveValues consist of only a single Deferred, just use that.
			deferred = remaining === 1 ? subordinate : jQuery.Deferred(),

			// Update function for both resolve and progress values
			updateFunc = function( i, contexts, values ) {
				return function( value ) {
					contexts[ i ] = this;
					values[ i ] = arguments.length > 1 ? slice.call( arguments ) : value;
					if ( values === progressValues ) {
						deferred.notifyWith( contexts, values );

					} else if ( !( --remaining ) ) {
						deferred.resolveWith( contexts, values );
					}
				};
			},

			progressValues, progressContexts, resolveContexts;

		// add listeners to Deferred subordinates; treat others as resolved
		if ( length > 1 ) {
			progressValues = new Array( length );
			progressContexts = new Array( length );
			resolveContexts = new Array( length );
			for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {
				if ( resolveValues[ i ] && jQuery.isFunction( resolveValues[ i ].promise ) ) {
					resolveValues[ i ].promise()
						.progress( updateFunc( i, progressContexts, progressValues ) )
						.done( updateFunc( i, resolveContexts, resolveValues ) )
						.fail( deferred.reject );
				} else {
					--remaining;
				}
			}
		}

		// if we're not waiting on anything, resolve the master
		if ( !remaining ) {
			deferred.resolveWith( resolveContexts, resolveValues );
		}

		return deferred.promise();
	}
} );


// The deferred used on DOM ready
var readyList;

jQuery.fn.ready = function( fn ) {

	// Add the callback
	jQuery.ready.promise().done( fn );

	return this;
};

jQuery.extend( {

	// Is the DOM ready to be used? Set to true once it occurs.
	isReady: false,

	// A counter to track how many items to wait for before
	// the ready event fires. See #6781
	readyWait: 1,

	// Hold (or release) the ready event
	holdReady: function( hold ) {
		if ( hold ) {
			jQuery.readyWait++;
		} else {
			jQuery.ready( true );
		}
	},

	// Handle when the DOM is ready
	ready: function( wait ) {

		// Abort if there are pending holds or we're already ready
		if ( wait === true ? --jQuery.readyWait : jQuery.isReady ) {
			return;
		}

		// Remember that the DOM is ready
		jQuery.isReady = true;

		// If a normal DOM Ready event fired, decrement, and wait if need be
		if ( wait !== true && --jQuery.readyWait > 0 ) {
			return;
		}

		// If there are functions bound, to execute
		readyList.resolveWith( document, [ jQuery ] );

		// Trigger any bound ready events
		if ( jQuery.fn.triggerHandler ) {
			jQuery( document ).triggerHandler( "ready" );
			jQuery( document ).off( "ready" );
		}
	}
} );

/**
 * Clean-up method for dom ready events
 */
function detach() {
	if ( document.addEventListener ) {
		document.removeEventListener( "DOMContentLoaded", completed );
		window.removeEventListener( "load", completed );

	} else {
		document.detachEvent( "onreadystatechange", completed );
		window.detachEvent( "onload", completed );
	}
}

/**
 * The ready event handler and self cleanup method
 */
function completed() {

	// readyState === "complete" is good enough for us to call the dom ready in oldIE
	if ( document.addEventListener ||
		window.event.type === "load" ||
		document.readyState === "complete" ) {

		detach();
		jQuery.ready();
	}
}

jQuery.ready.promise = function( obj ) {
	if ( !readyList ) {

		readyList = jQuery.Deferred();

		// Catch cases where $(document).ready() is called
		// after the browser event has already occurred.
		// we once tried to use readyState "interactive" here,
		// but it caused issues like the one
		// discovered by ChrisS here:
		// http://bugs.jquery.com/ticket/12282#comment:15
		if ( document.readyState === "complete" ) {

			// Handle it asynchronously to allow scripts the opportunity to delay ready
			window.setTimeout( jQuery.ready );

		// Standards-based browsers support DOMContentLoaded
		} else if ( document.addEventListener ) {

			// Use the handy event callback
			document.addEventListener( "DOMContentLoaded", completed );

			// A fallback to window.onload, that will always work
			window.addEventListener( "load", completed );

		// If IE event model is used
		} else {

			// Ensure firing before onload, maybe late but safe also for iframes
			document.attachEvent( "onreadystatechange", completed );

			// A fallback to window.onload, that will always work
			window.attachEvent( "onload", completed );

			// If IE and not a frame
			// continually check to see if the document is ready
			var top = false;

			try {
				top = window.frameElement == null && document.documentElement;
			} catch ( e ) {}

			if ( top && top.doScroll ) {
				( function doScrollCheck() {
					if ( !jQuery.isReady ) {

						try {

							// Use the trick by Diego Perini
							// http://javascript.nwbox.com/IEContentLoaded/
							top.doScroll( "left" );
						} catch ( e ) {
							return window.setTimeout( doScrollCheck, 50 );
						}

						// detach all dom ready events
						detach();

						// and execute any waiting functions
						jQuery.ready();
					}
				} )();
			}
		}
	}
	return readyList.promise( obj );
};

// Kick off the DOM ready check even if the user does not
jQuery.ready.promise();




// Support: IE<9
// Iteration over object's inherited properties before its own
var i;
for ( i in jQuery( support ) ) {
	break;
}
support.ownFirst = i === "0";

// Note: most support tests are defined in their respective modules.
// false until the test is run
support.inlineBlockNeedsLayout = false;

// Execute ASAP in case we need to set body.style.zoom
jQuery( function() {

	// Minified: var a,b,c,d
	var val, div, body, container;

	body = document.getElementsByTagName( "body" )[ 0 ];
	if ( !body || !body.style ) {

		// Return for frameset docs that don't have a body
		return;
	}

	// Setup
	div = document.createElement( "div" );
	container = document.createElement( "div" );
	container.style.cssText = "position:absolute;border:0;width:0;height:0;top:0;left:-9999px";
	body.appendChild( container ).appendChild( div );

	if ( typeof div.style.zoom !== "undefined" ) {

		// Support: IE<8
		// Check if natively block-level elements act like inline-block
		// elements when setting their display to 'inline' and giving
		// them layout
		div.style.cssText = "display:inline;margin:0;border:0;padding:1px;width:1px;zoom:1";

		support.inlineBlockNeedsLayout = val = div.offsetWidth === 3;
		if ( val ) {

			// Prevent IE 6 from affecting layout for positioned elements #11048
			// Prevent IE from shrinking the body in IE 7 mode #12869
			// Support: IE<8
			body.style.zoom = 1;
		}
	}

	body.removeChild( container );
} );


( function() {
	var div = document.createElement( "div" );

	// Support: IE<9
	support.deleteExpando = true;
	try {
		delete div.test;
	} catch ( e ) {
		support.deleteExpando = false;
	}

	// Null elements to avoid leaks in IE.
	div = null;
} )();
var acceptData = function( elem ) {
	var noData = jQuery.noData[ ( elem.nodeName + " " ).toLowerCase() ],
		nodeType = +elem.nodeType || 1;

	// Do not set data on non-element DOM nodes because it will not be cleared (#8335).
	return nodeType !== 1 && nodeType !== 9 ?
		false :

		// Nodes accept data unless otherwise specified; rejection can be conditional
		!noData || noData !== true && elem.getAttribute( "classid" ) === noData;
};




var rbrace = /^(?:\{[\w\W]*\}|\[[\w\W]*\])$/,
	rmultiDash = /([A-Z])/g;

function dataAttr( elem, key, data ) {

	// If nothing was found internally, try to fetch any
	// data from the HTML5 data-* attribute
	if ( data === undefined && elem.nodeType === 1 ) {

		var name = "data-" + key.replace( rmultiDash, "-$1" ).toLowerCase();

		data = elem.getAttribute( name );

		if ( typeof data === "string" ) {
			try {
				data = data === "true" ? true :
					data === "false" ? false :
					data === "null" ? null :

					// Only convert to a number if it doesn't change the string
					+data + "" === data ? +data :
					rbrace.test( data ) ? jQuery.parseJSON( data ) :
					data;
			} catch ( e ) {}

			// Make sure we set the data so it isn't changed later
			jQuery.data( elem, key, data );

		} else {
			data = undefined;
		}
	}

	return data;
}

// checks a cache object for emptiness
function isEmptyDataObject( obj ) {
	var name;
	for ( name in obj ) {

		// if the public data object is empty, the private is still empty
		if ( name === "data" && jQuery.isEmptyObject( obj[ name ] ) ) {
			continue;
		}
		if ( name !== "toJSON" ) {
			return false;
		}
	}

	return true;
}

function internalData( elem, name, data, pvt /* Internal Use Only */ ) {
	if ( !acceptData( elem ) ) {
		return;
	}

	var ret, thisCache,
		internalKey = jQuery.expando,

		// We have to handle DOM nodes and JS objects differently because IE6-7
		// can't GC object references properly across the DOM-JS boundary
		isNode = elem.nodeType,

		// Only DOM nodes need the global jQuery cache; JS object data is
		// attached directly to the object so GC can occur automatically
		cache = isNode ? jQuery.cache : elem,

		// Only defining an ID for JS objects if its cache already exists allows
		// the code to shortcut on the same path as a DOM node with no cache
		id = isNode ? elem[ internalKey ] : elem[ internalKey ] && internalKey;

	// Avoid doing any more work than we need to when trying to get data on an
	// object that has no data at all
	if ( ( !id || !cache[ id ] || ( !pvt && !cache[ id ].data ) ) &&
		data === undefined && typeof name === "string" ) {
		return;
	}

	if ( !id ) {

		// Only DOM nodes need a new unique ID for each element since their data
		// ends up in the global cache
		if ( isNode ) {
			id = elem[ internalKey ] = deletedIds.pop() || jQuery.guid++;
		} else {
			id = internalKey;
		}
	}

	if ( !cache[ id ] ) {

		// Avoid exposing jQuery metadata on plain JS objects when the object
		// is serialized using JSON.stringify
		cache[ id ] = isNode ? {} : { toJSON: jQuery.noop };
	}

	// An object can be passed to jQuery.data instead of a key/value pair; this gets
	// shallow copied over onto the existing cache
	if ( typeof name === "object" || typeof name === "function" ) {
		if ( pvt ) {
			cache[ id ] = jQuery.extend( cache[ id ], name );
		} else {
			cache[ id ].data = jQuery.extend( cache[ id ].data, name );
		}
	}

	thisCache = cache[ id ];

	// jQuery data() is stored in a separate object inside the object's internal data
	// cache in order to avoid key collisions between internal data and user-defined
	// data.
	if ( !pvt ) {
		if ( !thisCache.data ) {
			thisCache.data = {};
		}

		thisCache = thisCache.data;
	}

	if ( data !== undefined ) {
		thisCache[ jQuery.camelCase( name ) ] = data;
	}

	// Check for both converted-to-camel and non-converted data property names
	// If a data property was specified
	if ( typeof name === "string" ) {

		// First Try to find as-is property data
		ret = thisCache[ name ];

		// Test for null|undefined property data
		if ( ret == null ) {

			// Try to find the camelCased property
			ret = thisCache[ jQuery.camelCase( name ) ];
		}
	} else {
		ret = thisCache;
	}

	return ret;
}

function internalRemoveData( elem, name, pvt ) {
	if ( !acceptData( elem ) ) {
		return;
	}

	var thisCache, i,
		isNode = elem.nodeType,

		// See jQuery.data for more information
		cache = isNode ? jQuery.cache : elem,
		id = isNode ? elem[ jQuery.expando ] : jQuery.expando;

	// If there is already no cache entry for this object, there is no
	// purpose in continuing
	if ( !cache[ id ] ) {
		return;
	}

	if ( name ) {

		thisCache = pvt ? cache[ id ] : cache[ id ].data;

		if ( thisCache ) {

			// Support array or space separated string names for data keys
			if ( !jQuery.isArray( name ) ) {

				// try the string as a key before any manipulation
				if ( name in thisCache ) {
					name = [ name ];
				} else {

					// split the camel cased version by spaces unless a key with the spaces exists
					name = jQuery.camelCase( name );
					if ( name in thisCache ) {
						name = [ name ];
					} else {
						name = name.split( " " );
					}
				}
			} else {

				// If "name" is an array of keys...
				// When data is initially created, via ("key", "val") signature,
				// keys will be converted to camelCase.
				// Since there is no way to tell _how_ a key was added, remove
				// both plain key and camelCase key. #12786
				// This will only penalize the array argument path.
				name = name.concat( jQuery.map( name, jQuery.camelCase ) );
			}

			i = name.length;
			while ( i-- ) {
				delete thisCache[ name[ i ] ];
			}

			// If there is no data left in the cache, we want to continue
			// and let the cache object itself get destroyed
			if ( pvt ? !isEmptyDataObject( thisCache ) : !jQuery.isEmptyObject( thisCache ) ) {
				return;
			}
		}
	}

	// See jQuery.data for more information
	if ( !pvt ) {
		delete cache[ id ].data;

		// Don't destroy the parent cache unless the internal data object
		// had been the only thing left in it
		if ( !isEmptyDataObject( cache[ id ] ) ) {
			return;
		}
	}

	// Destroy the cache
	if ( isNode ) {
		jQuery.cleanData( [ elem ], true );

	// Use delete when supported for expandos or `cache` is not a window per isWindow (#10080)
	/* jshint eqeqeq: false */
	} else if ( support.deleteExpando || cache != cache.window ) {
		/* jshint eqeqeq: true */
		delete cache[ id ];

	// When all else fails, undefined
	} else {
		cache[ id ] = undefined;
	}
}

jQuery.extend( {
	cache: {},

	// The following elements (space-suffixed to avoid Object.prototype collisions)
	// throw uncatchable exceptions if you attempt to set expando properties
	noData: {
		"applet ": true,
		"embed ": true,

		// ...but Flash objects (which have this classid) *can* handle expandos
		"object ": "clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000"
	},

	hasData: function( elem ) {
		elem = elem.nodeType ? jQuery.cache[ elem[ jQuery.expando ] ] : elem[ jQuery.expando ];
		return !!elem && !isEmptyDataObject( elem );
	},

	data: function( elem, name, data ) {
		return internalData( elem, name, data );
	},

	removeData: function( elem, name ) {
		return internalRemoveData( elem, name );
	},

	// For internal use only.
	_data: function( elem, name, data ) {
		return internalData( elem, name, data, true );
	},

	_removeData: function( elem, name ) {
		return internalRemoveData( elem, name, true );
	}
} );

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	data: function( key, value ) {
		var i, name, data,
			elem = this[ 0 ],
			attrs = elem && elem.attributes;

		// Special expections of .data basically thwart jQuery.access,
		// so implement the relevant behavior ourselves

		// Gets all values
		if ( key === undefined ) {
			if ( this.length ) {
				data = jQuery.data( elem );

				if ( elem.nodeType === 1 && !jQuery._data( elem, "parsedAttrs" ) ) {
					i = attrs.length;
					while ( i-- ) {

						// Support: IE11+
						// The attrs elements can be null (#14894)
						if ( attrs[ i ] ) {
							name = attrs[ i ].name;
							if ( name.indexOf( "data-" ) === 0 ) {
								name = jQuery.camelCase( name.slice( 5 ) );
								dataAttr( elem, name, data[ name ] );
							}
						}
					}
					jQuery._data( elem, "parsedAttrs", true );
				}
			}

			return data;
		}

		// Sets multiple values
		if ( typeof key === "object" ) {
			return this.each( function() {
				jQuery.data( this, key );
			} );
		}

		return arguments.length > 1 ?

			// Sets one value
			this.each( function() {
				jQuery.data( this, key, value );
			} ) :

			// Gets one value
			// Try to fetch any internally stored data first
			elem ? dataAttr( elem, key, jQuery.data( elem, key ) ) : undefined;
	},

	removeData: function( key ) {
		return this.each( function() {
			jQuery.removeData( this, key );
		} );
	}
} );


jQuery.extend( {
	queue: function( elem, type, data ) {
		var queue;

		if ( elem ) {
			type = ( type || "fx" ) + "queue";
			queue = jQuery._data( elem, type );

			// Speed up dequeue by getting out quickly if this is just a lookup
			if ( data ) {
				if ( !queue || jQuery.isArray( data ) ) {
					queue = jQuery._data( elem, type, jQuery.makeArray( data ) );
				} else {
					queue.push( data );
				}
			}
			return queue || [];
		}
	},

	dequeue: function( elem, type ) {
		type = type || "fx";

		var queue = jQuery.queue( elem, type ),
			startLength = queue.length,
			fn = queue.shift(),
			hooks = jQuery._queueHooks( elem, type ),
			next = function() {
				jQuery.dequeue( elem, type );
			};

		// If the fx queue is dequeued, always remove the progress sentinel
		if ( fn === "inprogress" ) {
			fn = queue.shift();
			startLength--;
		}

		if ( fn ) {

			// Add a progress sentinel to prevent the fx queue from being
			// automatically dequeued
			if ( type === "fx" ) {
				queue.unshift( "inprogress" );
			}

			// clear up the last queue stop function
			delete hooks.stop;
			fn.call( elem, next, hooks );
		}

		if ( !startLength && hooks ) {
			hooks.empty.fire();
		}
	},

	// not intended for public consumption - generates a queueHooks object,
	// or returns the current one
	_queueHooks: function( elem, type ) {
		var key = type + "queueHooks";
		return jQuery._data( elem, key ) || jQuery._data( elem, key, {
			empty: jQuery.Callbacks( "once memory" ).add( function() {
				jQuery._removeData( elem, type + "queue" );
				jQuery._removeData( elem, key );
			} )
		} );
	}
} );

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	queue: function( type, data ) {
		var setter = 2;

		if ( typeof type !== "string" ) {
			data = type;
			type = "fx";
			setter--;
		}

		if ( arguments.length < setter ) {
			return jQuery.queue( this[ 0 ], type );
		}

		return data === undefined ?
			this :
			this.each( function() {
				var queue = jQuery.queue( this, type, data );

				// ensure a hooks for this queue
				jQuery._queueHooks( this, type );

				if ( type === "fx" && queue[ 0 ] !== "inprogress" ) {
					jQuery.dequeue( this, type );
				}
			} );
	},
	dequeue: function( type ) {
		return this.each( function() {
			jQuery.dequeue( this, type );
		} );
	},
	clearQueue: function( type ) {
		return this.queue( type || "fx", [] );
	},

	// Get a promise resolved when queues of a certain type
	// are emptied (fx is the type by default)
	promise: function( type, obj ) {
		var tmp,
			count = 1,
			defer = jQuery.Deferred(),
			elements = this,
			i = this.length,
			resolve = function() {
				if ( !( --count ) ) {
					defer.resolveWith( elements, [ elements ] );
				}
			};

		if ( typeof type !== "string" ) {
			obj = type;
			type = undefined;
		}
		type = type || "fx";

		while ( i-- ) {
			tmp = jQuery._data( elements[ i ], type + "queueHooks" );
			if ( tmp && tmp.empty ) {
				count++;
				tmp.empty.add( resolve );
			}
		}
		resolve();
		return defer.promise( obj );
	}
} );


( function() {
	var shrinkWrapBlocksVal;

	support.shrinkWrapBlocks = function() {
		if ( shrinkWrapBlocksVal != null ) {
			return shrinkWrapBlocksVal;
		}

		// Will be changed later if needed.
		shrinkWrapBlocksVal = false;

		// Minified: var b,c,d
		var div, body, container;

		body = document.getElementsByTagName( "body" )[ 0 ];
		if ( !body || !body.style ) {

			// Test fired too early or in an unsupported environment, exit.
			return;
		}

		// Setup
		div = document.createElement( "div" );
		container = document.createElement( "div" );
		container.style.cssText = "position:absolute;border:0;width:0;height:0;top:0;left:-9999px";
		body.appendChild( container ).appendChild( div );

		// Support: IE6
		// Check if elements with layout shrink-wrap their children
		if ( typeof div.style.zoom !== "undefined" ) {

			// Reset CSS: box-sizing; display; margin; border
			div.style.cssText =

				// Support: Firefox<29, Android 2.3
				// Vendor-prefix box-sizing
				"-webkit-box-sizing:content-box;-moz-box-sizing:content-box;" +
				"box-sizing:content-box;display:block;margin:0;border:0;" +
				"padding:1px;width:1px;zoom:1";
			div.appendChild( document.createElement( "div" ) ).style.width = "5px";
			shrinkWrapBlocksVal = div.offsetWidth !== 3;
		}

		body.removeChild( container );

		return shrinkWrapBlocksVal;
	};

} )();
var pnum = ( /[+-]?(?:\d*\.|)\d+(?:[eE][+-]?\d+|)/ ).source;

var rcssNum = new RegExp( "^(?:([+-])=|)(" + pnum + ")([a-z%]*)$", "i" );


var cssExpand = [ "Top", "Right", "Bottom", "Left" ];

var isHidden = function( elem, el ) {

		// isHidden might be called from jQuery#filter function;
		// in that case, element will be second argument
		elem = el || elem;
		return jQuery.css( elem, "display" ) === "none" ||
			!jQuery.contains( elem.ownerDocument, elem );
	};



function adjustCSS( elem, prop, valueParts, tween ) {
	var adjusted,
		scale = 1,
		maxIterations = 20,
		currentValue = tween ?
			function() { return tween.cur(); } :
			function() { return jQuery.css( elem, prop, "" ); },
		initial = currentValue(),
		unit = valueParts && valueParts[ 3 ] || ( jQuery.cssNumber[ prop ] ? "" : "px" ),

		// Starting value computation is required for potential unit mismatches
		initialInUnit = ( jQuery.cssNumber[ prop ] || unit !== "px" && +initial ) &&
			rcssNum.exec( jQuery.css( elem, prop ) );

	if ( initialInUnit && initialInUnit[ 3 ] !== unit ) {

		// Trust units reported by jQuery.css
		unit = unit || initialInUnit[ 3 ];

		// Make sure we update the tween properties later on
		valueParts = valueParts || [];

		// Iteratively approximate from a nonzero starting point
		initialInUnit = +initial || 1;

		do {

			// If previous iteration zeroed out, double until we get *something*.
			// Use string for doubling so we don't accidentally see scale as unchanged below
			scale = scale || ".5";

			// Adjust and apply
			initialInUnit = initialInUnit / scale;
			jQuery.style( elem, prop, initialInUnit + unit );

		// Update scale, tolerating zero or NaN from tween.cur()
		// Break the loop if scale is unchanged or perfect, or if we've just had enough.
		} while (
			scale !== ( scale = currentValue() / initial ) && scale !== 1 && --maxIterations
		);
	}

	if ( valueParts ) {
		initialInUnit = +initialInUnit || +initial || 0;

		// Apply relative offset (+=/-=) if specified
		adjusted = valueParts[ 1 ] ?
			initialInUnit + ( valueParts[ 1 ] + 1 ) * valueParts[ 2 ] :
			+valueParts[ 2 ];
		if ( tween ) {
			tween.unit = unit;
			tween.start = initialInUnit;
			tween.end = adjusted;
		}
	}
	return adjusted;
}


// Multifunctional method to get and set values of a collection
// The value/s can optionally be executed if it's a function
var access = function( elems, fn, key, value, chainable, emptyGet, raw ) {
	var i = 0,
		length = elems.length,
		bulk = key == null;

	// Sets many values
	if ( jQuery.type( key ) === "object" ) {
		chainable = true;
		for ( i in key ) {
			access( elems, fn, i, key[ i ], true, emptyGet, raw );
		}

	// Sets one value
	} else if ( value !== undefined ) {
		chainable = true;

		if ( !jQuery.isFunction( value ) ) {
			raw = true;
		}

		if ( bulk ) {

			// Bulk operations run against the entire set
			if ( raw ) {
				fn.call( elems, value );
				fn = null;

			// ...except when executing function values
			} else {
				bulk = fn;
				fn = function( elem, key, value ) {
					return bulk.call( jQuery( elem ), value );
				};
			}
		}

		if ( fn ) {
			for ( ; i < length; i++ ) {
				fn(
					elems[ i ],
					key,
					raw ? value : value.call( elems[ i ], i, fn( elems[ i ], key ) )
				);
			}
		}
	}

	return chainable ?
		elems :

		// Gets
		bulk ?
			fn.call( elems ) :
			length ? fn( elems[ 0 ], key ) : emptyGet;
};
var rcheckableType = ( /^(?:checkbox|radio)$/i );

var rtagName = ( /<([\w:-]+)/ );

var rscriptType = ( /^$|\/(?:java|ecma)script/i );

var rleadingWhitespace = ( /^\s+/ );

var nodeNames = "abbr|article|aside|audio|bdi|canvas|data|datalist|" +
		"details|dialog|figcaption|figure|footer|header|hgroup|main|" +
		"mark|meter|nav|output|picture|progress|section|summary|template|time|video";



function createSafeFragment( document ) {
	var list = nodeNames.split( "|" ),
		safeFrag = document.createDocumentFragment();

	if ( safeFrag.createElement ) {
		while ( list.length ) {
			safeFrag.createElement(
				list.pop()
			);
		}
	}
	return safeFrag;
}


( function() {
	var div = document.createElement( "div" ),
		fragment = document.createDocumentFragment(),
		input = document.createElement( "input" );

	// Setup
	div.innerHTML = "  <link/><table></table><a href='/a'>a</a><input type='checkbox'/>";

	// IE strips leading whitespace when .innerHTML is used
	support.leadingWhitespace = div.firstChild.nodeType === 3;

	// Make sure that tbody elements aren't automatically inserted
	// IE will insert them into empty tables
	support.tbody = !div.getElementsByTagName( "tbody" ).length;

	// Make sure that link elements get serialized correctly by innerHTML
	// This requires a wrapper element in IE
	support.htmlSerialize = !!div.getElementsByTagName( "link" ).length;

	// Makes sure cloning an html5 element does not cause problems
	// Where outerHTML is undefined, this still works
	support.html5Clone =
		document.createElement( "nav" ).cloneNode( true ).outerHTML !== "<:nav></:nav>";

	// Check if a disconnected checkbox will retain its checked
	// value of true after appended to the DOM (IE6/7)
	input.type = "checkbox";
	input.checked = true;
	fragment.appendChild( input );
	support.appendChecked = input.checked;

	// Make sure textarea (and checkbox) defaultValue is properly cloned
	// Support: IE6-IE11+
	div.innerHTML = "<textarea>x</textarea>";
	support.noCloneChecked = !!div.cloneNode( true ).lastChild.defaultValue;

	// #11217 - WebKit loses check when the name is after the checked attribute
	fragment.appendChild( div );

	// Support: Windows Web Apps (WWA)
	// `name` and `type` must use .setAttribute for WWA (#14901)
	input = document.createElement( "input" );
	input.setAttribute( "type", "radio" );
	input.setAttribute( "checked", "checked" );
	input.setAttribute( "name", "t" );

	div.appendChild( input );

	// Support: Safari 5.1, iOS 5.1, Android 4.x, Android 2.3
	// old WebKit doesn't clone checked state correctly in fragments
	support.checkClone = div.cloneNode( true ).cloneNode( true ).lastChild.checked;

	// Support: IE<9
	// Cloned elements keep attachEvent handlers, we use addEventListener on IE9+
	support.noCloneEvent = !!div.addEventListener;

	// Support: IE<9
	// Since attributes and properties are the same in IE,
	// cleanData must set properties to undefined rather than use removeAttribute
	div[ jQuery.expando ] = 1;
	support.attributes = !div.getAttribute( jQuery.expando );
} )();


// We have to close these tags to support XHTML (#13200)
var wrapMap = {
	option: [ 1, "<select multiple='multiple'>", "</select>" ],
	legend: [ 1, "<fieldset>", "</fieldset>" ],
	area: [ 1, "<map>", "</map>" ],

	// Support: IE8
	param: [ 1, "<object>", "</object>" ],
	thead: [ 1, "<table>", "</table>" ],
	tr: [ 2, "<table><tbody>", "</tbody></table>" ],
	col: [ 2, "<table><tbody></tbody><colgroup>", "</colgroup></table>" ],
	td: [ 3, "<table><tbody><tr>", "</tr></tbody></table>" ],

	// IE6-8 can't serialize link, script, style, or any html5 (NoScope) tags,
	// unless wrapped in a div with non-breaking characters in front of it.
	_default: support.htmlSerialize ? [ 0, "", "" ] : [ 1, "X<div>", "</div>" ]
};

// Support: IE8-IE9
wrapMap.optgroup = wrapMap.option;

wrapMap.tbody = wrapMap.tfoot = wrapMap.colgroup = wrapMap.caption = wrapMap.thead;
wrapMap.th = wrapMap.td;


function getAll( context, tag ) {
	var elems, elem,
		i = 0,
		found = typeof context.getElementsByTagName !== "undefined" ?
			context.getElementsByTagName( tag || "*" ) :
			typeof context.querySelectorAll !== "undefined" ?
				context.querySelectorAll( tag || "*" ) :
				undefined;

	if ( !found ) {
		for ( found = [], elems = context.childNodes || context;
			( elem = elems[ i ] ) != null;
			i++
		) {
			if ( !tag || jQuery.nodeName( elem, tag ) ) {
				found.push( elem );
			} else {
				jQuery.merge( found, getAll( elem, tag ) );
			}
		}
	}

	return tag === undefined || tag && jQuery.nodeName( context, tag ) ?
		jQuery.merge( [ context ], found ) :
		found;
}


// Mark scripts as having already been evaluated
function setGlobalEval( elems, refElements ) {
	var elem,
		i = 0;
	for ( ; ( elem = elems[ i ] ) != null; i++ ) {
		jQuery._data(
			elem,
			"globalEval",
			!refElements || jQuery._data( refElements[ i ], "globalEval" )
		);
	}
}


var rhtml = /<|&#?\w+;/,
	rtbody = /<tbody/i;

function fixDefaultChecked( elem ) {
	if ( rcheckableType.test( elem.type ) ) {
		elem.defaultChecked = elem.checked;
	}
}

function buildFragment( elems, context, scripts, selection, ignored ) {
	var j, elem, contains,
		tmp, tag, tbody, wrap,
		l = elems.length,

		// Ensure a safe fragment
		safe = createSafeFragment( context ),

		nodes = [],
		i = 0;

	for ( ; i < l; i++ ) {
		elem = elems[ i ];

		if ( elem || elem === 0 ) {

			// Add nodes directly
			if ( jQuery.type( elem ) === "object" ) {
				jQuery.merge( nodes, elem.nodeType ? [ elem ] : elem );

			// Convert non-html into a text node
			} else if ( !rhtml.test( elem ) ) {
				nodes.push( context.createTextNode( elem ) );

			// Convert html into DOM nodes
			} else {
				tmp = tmp || safe.appendChild( context.createElement( "div" ) );

				// Deserialize a standard representation
				tag = ( rtagName.exec( elem ) || [ "", "" ] )[ 1 ].toLowerCase();
				wrap = wrapMap[ tag ] || wrapMap._default;

				tmp.innerHTML = wrap[ 1 ] + jQuery.htmlPrefilter( elem ) + wrap[ 2 ];

				// Descend through wrappers to the right content
				j = wrap[ 0 ];
				while ( j-- ) {
					tmp = tmp.lastChild;
				}

				// Manually add leading whitespace removed by IE
				if ( !support.leadingWhitespace && rleadingWhitespace.test( elem ) ) {
					nodes.push( context.createTextNode( rleadingWhitespace.exec( elem )[ 0 ] ) );
				}

				// Remove IE's autoinserted <tbody> from table fragments
				if ( !support.tbody ) {

					// String was a <table>, *may* have spurious <tbody>
					elem = tag === "table" && !rtbody.test( elem ) ?
						tmp.firstChild :

						// String was a bare <thead> or <tfoot>
						wrap[ 1 ] === "<table>" && !rtbody.test( elem ) ?
							tmp :
							0;

					j = elem && elem.childNodes.length;
					while ( j-- ) {
						if ( jQuery.nodeName( ( tbody = elem.childNodes[ j ] ), "tbody" ) &&
							!tbody.childNodes.length ) {

							elem.removeChild( tbody );
						}
					}
				}

				jQuery.merge( nodes, tmp.childNodes );

				// Fix #12392 for WebKit and IE > 9
				tmp.textContent = "";

				// Fix #12392 for oldIE
				while ( tmp.firstChild ) {
					tmp.removeChild( tmp.firstChild );
				}

				// Remember the top-level container for proper cleanup
				tmp = safe.lastChild;
			}
		}
	}

	// Fix #11356: Clear elements from fragment
	if ( tmp ) {
		safe.removeChild( tmp );
	}

	// Reset defaultChecked for any radios and checkboxes
	// about to be appended to the DOM in IE 6/7 (#8060)
	if ( !support.appendChecked ) {
		jQuery.grep( getAll( nodes, "input" ), fixDefaultChecked );
	}

	i = 0;
	while ( ( elem = nodes[ i++ ] ) ) {

		// Skip elements already in the context collection (trac-4087)
		if ( selection && jQuery.inArray( elem, selection ) > -1 ) {
			if ( ignored ) {
				ignored.push( elem );
			}

			continue;
		}

		contains = jQuery.contains( elem.ownerDocument, elem );

		// Append to fragment
		tmp = getAll( safe.appendChild( elem ), "script" );

		// Preserve script evaluation history
		if ( contains ) {
			setGlobalEval( tmp );
		}

		// Capture executables
		if ( scripts ) {
			j = 0;
			while ( ( elem = tmp[ j++ ] ) ) {
				if ( rscriptType.test( elem.type || "" ) ) {
					scripts.push( elem );
				}
			}
		}
	}

	tmp = null;

	return safe;
}


( function() {
	var i, eventName,
		div = document.createElement( "div" );

	// Support: IE<9 (lack submit/change bubble), Firefox (lack focus(in | out) events)
	for ( i in { submit: true, change: true, focusin: true } ) {
		eventName = "on" + i;

		if ( !( support[ i ] = eventName in window ) ) {

			// Beware of CSP restrictions (https://developer.mozilla.org/en/Security/CSP)
			div.setAttribute( eventName, "t" );
			support[ i ] = div.attributes[ eventName ].expando === false;
		}
	}

	// Null elements to avoid leaks in IE.
	div = null;
} )();


var rformElems = /^(?:input|select|textarea)$/i,
	rkeyEvent = /^key/,
	rmouseEvent = /^(?:mouse|pointer|contextmenu|drag|drop)|click/,
	rfocusMorph = /^(?:focusinfocus|focusoutblur)$/,
	rtypenamespace = /^([^.]*)(?:\.(.+)|)/;

function returnTrue() {
	return true;
}

function returnFalse() {
	return false;
}

// Support: IE9
// See #13393 for more info
function safeActiveElement() {
	try {
		return document.activeElement;
	} catch ( err ) { }
}

function on( elem, types, selector, data, fn, one ) {
	var origFn, type;

	// Types can be a map of types/handlers
	if ( typeof types === "object" ) {

		// ( types-Object, selector, data )
		if ( typeof selector !== "string" ) {

			// ( types-Object, data )
			data = data || selector;
			selector = undefined;
		}
		for ( type in types ) {
			on( elem, type, selector, data, types[ type ], one );
		}
		return elem;
	}

	if ( data == null && fn == null ) {

		// ( types, fn )
		fn = selector;
		data = selector = undefined;
	} else if ( fn == null ) {
		if ( typeof selector === "string" ) {

			// ( types, selector, fn )
			fn = data;
			data = undefined;
		} else {

			// ( types, data, fn )
			fn = data;
			data = selector;
			selector = undefined;
		}
	}
	if ( fn === false ) {
		fn = returnFalse;
	} else if ( !fn ) {
		return elem;
	}

	if ( one === 1 ) {
		origFn = fn;
		fn = function( event ) {

			// Can use an empty set, since event contains the info
			jQuery().off( event );
			return origFn.apply( this, arguments );
		};

		// Use same guid so caller can remove using origFn
		fn.guid = origFn.guid || ( origFn.guid = jQuery.guid++ );
	}
	return elem.each( function() {
		jQuery.event.add( this, types, fn, data, selector );
	} );
}

/*
 * Helper functions for managing events -- not part of the public interface.
 * Props to Dean Edwards' addEvent library for many of the ideas.
 */
jQuery.event = {

	global: {},

	add: function( elem, types, handler, data, selector ) {
		var tmp, events, t, handleObjIn,
			special, eventHandle, handleObj,
			handlers, type, namespaces, origType,
			elemData = jQuery._data( elem );

		// Don't attach events to noData or text/comment nodes (but allow plain objects)
		if ( !elemData ) {
			return;
		}

		// Caller can pass in an object of custom data in lieu of the handler
		if ( handler.handler ) {
			handleObjIn = handler;
			handler = handleObjIn.handler;
			selector = handleObjIn.selector;
		}

		// Make sure that the handler has a unique ID, used to find/remove it later
		if ( !handler.guid ) {
			handler.guid = jQuery.guid++;
		}

		// Init the element's event structure and main handler, if this is the first
		if ( !( events = elemData.events ) ) {
			events = elemData.events = {};
		}
		if ( !( eventHandle = elemData.handle ) ) {
			eventHandle = elemData.handle = function( e ) {

				// Discard the second event of a jQuery.event.trigger() and
				// when an event is called after a page has unloaded
				return typeof jQuery !== "undefined" &&
					( !e || jQuery.event.triggered !== e.type ) ?
					jQuery.event.dispatch.apply( eventHandle.elem, arguments ) :
					undefined;
			};

			// Add elem as a property of the handle fn to prevent a memory leak
			// with IE non-native events
			eventHandle.elem = elem;
		}

		// Handle multiple events separated by a space
		types = ( types || "" ).match( rnotwhite ) || [ "" ];
		t = types.length;
		while ( t-- ) {
			tmp = rtypenamespace.exec( types[ t ] ) || [];
			type = origType = tmp[ 1 ];
			namespaces = ( tmp[ 2 ] || "" ).split( "." ).sort();

			// There *must* be a type, no attaching namespace-only handlers
			if ( !type ) {
				continue;
			}

			// If event changes its type, use the special event handlers for the changed type
			special = jQuery.event.special[ type ] || {};

			// If selector defined, determine special event api type, otherwise given type
			type = ( selector ? special.delegateType : special.bindType ) || type;

			// Update special based on newly reset type
			special = jQuery.event.special[ type ] || {};

			// handleObj is passed to all event handlers
			handleObj = jQuery.extend( {
				type: type,
				origType: origType,
				data: data,
				handler: handler,
				guid: handler.guid,
				selector: selector,
				needsContext: selector && jQuery.expr.match.needsContext.test( selector ),
				namespace: namespaces.join( "." )
			}, handleObjIn );

			// Init the event handler queue if we're the first
			if ( !( handlers = events[ type ] ) ) {
				handlers = events[ type ] = [];
				handlers.delegateCount = 0;

				// Only use addEventListener/attachEvent if the special events handler returns false
				if ( !special.setup ||
					special.setup.call( elem, data, namespaces, eventHandle ) === false ) {

					// Bind the global event handler to the element
					if ( elem.addEventListener ) {
						elem.addEventListener( type, eventHandle, false );

					} else if ( elem.attachEvent ) {
						elem.attachEvent( "on" + type, eventHandle );
					}
				}
			}

			if ( special.add ) {
				special.add.call( elem, handleObj );

				if ( !handleObj.handler.guid ) {
					handleObj.handler.guid = handler.guid;
				}
			}

			// Add to the element's handler list, delegates in front
			if ( selector ) {
				handlers.splice( handlers.delegateCount++, 0, handleObj );
			} else {
				handlers.push( handleObj );
			}

			// Keep track of which events have ever been used, for event optimization
			jQuery.event.global[ type ] = true;
		}

		// Nullify elem to prevent memory leaks in IE
		elem = null;
	},

	// Detach an event or set of events from an element
	remove: function( elem, types, handler, selector, mappedTypes ) {
		var j, handleObj, tmp,
			origCount, t, events,
			special, handlers, type,
			namespaces, origType,
			elemData = jQuery.hasData( elem ) && jQuery._data( elem );

		if ( !elemData || !( events = elemData.events ) ) {
			return;
		}

		// Once for each type.namespace in types; type may be omitted
		types = ( types || "" ).match( rnotwhite ) || [ "" ];
		t = types.length;
		while ( t-- ) {
			tmp = rtypenamespace.exec( types[ t ] ) || [];
			type = origType = tmp[ 1 ];
			namespaces = ( tmp[ 2 ] || "" ).split( "." ).sort();

			// Unbind all events (on this namespace, if provided) for the element
			if ( !type ) {
				for ( type in events ) {
					jQuery.event.remove( elem, type + types[ t ], handler, selector, true );
				}
				continue;
			}

			special = jQuery.event.special[ type ] || {};
			type = ( selector ? special.delegateType : special.bindType ) || type;
			handlers = events[ type ] || [];
			tmp = tmp[ 2 ] &&
				new RegExp( "(^|\\.)" + namespaces.join( "\\.(?:.*\\.|)" ) + "(\\.|$)" );

			// Remove matching events
			origCount = j = handlers.length;
			while ( j-- ) {
				handleObj = handlers[ j ];

				if ( ( mappedTypes || origType === handleObj.origType ) &&
					( !handler || handler.guid === handleObj.guid ) &&
					( !tmp || tmp.test( handleObj.namespace ) ) &&
					( !selector || selector === handleObj.selector ||
						selector === "**" && handleObj.selector ) ) {
					handlers.splice( j, 1 );

					if ( handleObj.selector ) {
						handlers.delegateCount--;
					}
					if ( special.remove ) {
						special.remove.call( elem, handleObj );
					}
				}
			}

			// Remove generic event handler if we removed something and no more handlers exist
			// (avoids potential for endless recursion during removal of special event handlers)
			if ( origCount && !handlers.length ) {
				if ( !special.teardown ||
					special.teardown.call( elem, namespaces, elemData.handle ) === false ) {

					jQuery.removeEvent( elem, type, elemData.handle );
				}

				delete events[ type ];
			}
		}

		// Remove the expando if it's no longer used
		if ( jQuery.isEmptyObject( events ) ) {
			delete elemData.handle;

			// removeData also checks for emptiness and clears the expando if empty
			// so use it instead of delete
			jQuery._removeData( elem, "events" );
		}
	},

	trigger: function( event, data, elem, onlyHandlers ) {
		var handle, ontype, cur,
			bubbleType, special, tmp, i,
			eventPath = [ elem || document ],
			type = hasOwn.call( event, "type" ) ? event.type : event,
			namespaces = hasOwn.call( event, "namespace" ) ? event.namespace.split( "." ) : [];

		cur = tmp = elem = elem || document;

		// Don't do events on text and comment nodes
		if ( elem.nodeType === 3 || elem.nodeType === 8 ) {
			return;
		}

		// focus/blur morphs to focusin/out; ensure we're not firing them right now
		if ( rfocusMorph.test( type + jQuery.event.triggered ) ) {
			return;
		}

		if ( type.indexOf( "." ) > -1 ) {

			// Namespaced trigger; create a regexp to match event type in handle()
			namespaces = type.split( "." );
			type = namespaces.shift();
			namespaces.sort();
		}
		ontype = type.indexOf( ":" ) < 0 && "on" + type;

		// Caller can pass in a jQuery.Event object, Object, or just an event type string
		event = event[ jQuery.expando ] ?
			event :
			new jQuery.Event( type, typeof event === "object" && event );

		// Trigger bitmask: & 1 for native handlers; & 2 for jQuery (always true)
		event.isTrigger = onlyHandlers ? 2 : 3;
		event.namespace = namespaces.join( "." );
		event.rnamespace = event.namespace ?
			new RegExp( "(^|\\.)" + namespaces.join( "\\.(?:.*\\.|)" ) + "(\\.|$)" ) :
			null;

		// Clean up the event in case it is being reused
		event.result = undefined;
		if ( !event.target ) {
			event.target = elem;
		}

		// Clone any incoming data and prepend the event, creating the handler arg list
		data = data == null ?
			[ event ] :
			jQuery.makeArray( data, [ event ] );

		// Allow special events to draw outside the lines
		special = jQuery.event.special[ type ] || {};
		if ( !onlyHandlers && special.trigger && special.trigger.apply( elem, data ) === false ) {
			return;
		}

		// Determine event propagation path in advance, per W3C events spec (#9951)
		// Bubble up to document, then to window; watch for a global ownerDocument var (#9724)
		if ( !onlyHandlers && !special.noBubble && !jQuery.isWindow( elem ) ) {

			bubbleType = special.delegateType || type;
			if ( !rfocusMorph.test( bubbleType + type ) ) {
				cur = cur.parentNode;
			}
			for ( ; cur; cur = cur.parentNode ) {
				eventPath.push( cur );
				tmp = cur;
			}

			// Only add window if we got to document (e.g., not plain obj or detached DOM)
			if ( tmp === ( elem.ownerDocument || document ) ) {
				eventPath.push( tmp.defaultView || tmp.parentWindow || window );
			}
		}

		// Fire handlers on the event path
		i = 0;
		while ( ( cur = eventPath[ i++ ] ) && !event.isPropagationStopped() ) {

			event.type = i > 1 ?
				bubbleType :
				special.bindType || type;

			// jQuery handler
			handle = ( jQuery._data( cur, "events" ) || {} )[ event.type ] &&
				jQuery._data( cur, "handle" );

			if ( handle ) {
				handle.apply( cur, data );
			}

			// Native handler
			handle = ontype && cur[ ontype ];
			if ( handle && handle.apply && acceptData( cur ) ) {
				event.result = handle.apply( cur, data );
				if ( event.result === false ) {
					event.preventDefault();
				}
			}
		}
		event.type = type;

		// If nobody prevented the default action, do it now
		if ( !onlyHandlers && !event.isDefaultPrevented() ) {

			if (
				( !special._default ||
				 special._default.apply( eventPath.pop(), data ) === false
				) && acceptData( elem )
			) {

				// Call a native DOM method on the target with the same name name as the event.
				// Can't use an .isFunction() check here because IE6/7 fails that test.
				// Don't do default actions on window, that's where global variables be (#6170)
				if ( ontype && elem[ type ] && !jQuery.isWindow( elem ) ) {

					// Don't re-trigger an onFOO event when we call its FOO() method
					tmp = elem[ ontype ];

					if ( tmp ) {
						elem[ ontype ] = null;
					}

					// Prevent re-triggering of the same event, since we already bubbled it above
					jQuery.event.triggered = type;
					try {
						elem[ type ]();
					} catch ( e ) {

						// IE<9 dies on focus/blur to hidden element (#1486,#12518)
						// only reproducible on winXP IE8 native, not IE9 in IE8 mode
					}
					jQuery.event.triggered = undefined;

					if ( tmp ) {
						elem[ ontype ] = tmp;
					}
				}
			}
		}

		return event.result;
	},

	dispatch: function( event ) {

		// Make a writable jQuery.Event from the native event object
		event = jQuery.event.fix( event );

		var i, j, ret, matched, handleObj,
			handlerQueue = [],
			args = slice.call( arguments ),
			handlers = ( jQuery._data( this, "events" ) || {} )[ event.type ] || [],
			special = jQuery.event.special[ event.type ] || {};

		// Use the fix-ed jQuery.Event rather than the (read-only) native event
		args[ 0 ] = event;
		event.delegateTarget = this;

		// Call the preDispatch hook for the mapped type, and let it bail if desired
		if ( special.preDispatch && special.preDispatch.call( this, event ) === false ) {
			return;
		}

		// Determine handlers
		handlerQueue = jQuery.event.handlers.call( this, event, handlers );

		// Run delegates first; they may want to stop propagation beneath us
		i = 0;
		while ( ( matched = handlerQueue[ i++ ] ) && !event.isPropagationStopped() ) {
			event.currentTarget = matched.elem;

			j = 0;
			while ( ( handleObj = matched.handlers[ j++ ] ) &&
				!event.isImmediatePropagationStopped() ) {

				// Triggered event must either 1) have no namespace, or 2) have namespace(s)
				// a subset or equal to those in the bound event (both can have no namespace).
				if ( !event.rnamespace || event.rnamespace.test( handleObj.namespace ) ) {

					event.handleObj = handleObj;
					event.data = handleObj.data;

					ret = ( ( jQuery.event.special[ handleObj.origType ] || {} ).handle ||
						handleObj.handler ).apply( matched.elem, args );

					if ( ret !== undefined ) {
						if ( ( event.result = ret ) === false ) {
							event.preventDefault();
							event.stopPropagation();
						}
					}
				}
			}
		}

		// Call the postDispatch hook for the mapped type
		if ( special.postDispatch ) {
			special.postDispatch.call( this, event );
		}

		return event.result;
	},

	handlers: function( event, handlers ) {
		var i, matches, sel, handleObj,
			handlerQueue = [],
			delegateCount = handlers.delegateCount,
			cur = event.target;

		// Support (at least): Chrome, IE9
		// Find delegate handlers
		// Black-hole SVG <use> instance trees (#13180)
		//
		// Support: Firefox<=42+
		// Avoid non-left-click in FF but don't block IE radio events (#3861, gh-2343)
		if ( delegateCount && cur.nodeType &&
			( event.type !== "click" || isNaN( event.button ) || event.button < 1 ) ) {

			/* jshint eqeqeq: false */
			for ( ; cur != this; cur = cur.parentNode || this ) {
				/* jshint eqeqeq: true */

				// Don't check non-elements (#13208)
				// Don't process clicks on disabled elements (#6911, #8165, #11382, #11764)
				if ( cur.nodeType === 1 && ( cur.disabled !== true || event.type !== "click" ) ) {
					matches = [];
					for ( i = 0; i < delegateCount; i++ ) {
						handleObj = handlers[ i ];

						// Don't conflict with Object.prototype properties (#13203)
						sel = handleObj.selector + " ";

						if ( matches[ sel ] === undefined ) {
							matches[ sel ] = handleObj.needsContext ?
								jQuery( sel, this ).index( cur ) > -1 :
								jQuery.find( sel, this, null, [ cur ] ).length;
						}
						if ( matches[ sel ] ) {
							matches.push( handleObj );
						}
					}
					if ( matches.length ) {
						handlerQueue.push( { elem: cur, handlers: matches } );
					}
				}
			}
		}

		// Add the remaining (directly-bound) handlers
		if ( delegateCount < handlers.length ) {
			handlerQueue.push( { elem: this, handlers: handlers.slice( delegateCount ) } );
		}

		return handlerQueue;
	},

	fix: function( event ) {
		if ( event[ jQuery.expando ] ) {
			return event;
		}

		// Create a writable copy of the event object and normalize some properties
		var i, prop, copy,
			type = event.type,
			originalEvent = event,
			fixHook = this.fixHooks[ type ];

		if ( !fixHook ) {
			this.fixHooks[ type ] = fixHook =
				rmouseEvent.test( type ) ? this.mouseHooks :
				rkeyEvent.test( type ) ? this.keyHooks :
				{};
		}
		copy = fixHook.props ? this.props.concat( fixHook.props ) : this.props;

		event = new jQuery.Event( originalEvent );

		i = copy.length;
		while ( i-- ) {
			prop = copy[ i ];
			event[ prop ] = originalEvent[ prop ];
		}

		// Support: IE<9
		// Fix target property (#1925)
		if ( !event.target ) {
			event.target = originalEvent.srcElement || document;
		}

		// Support: Safari 6-8+
		// Target should not be a text node (#504, #13143)
		if ( event.target.nodeType === 3 ) {
			event.target = event.target.parentNode;
		}

		// Support: IE<9
		// For mouse/key events, metaKey==false if it's undefined (#3368, #11328)
		event.metaKey = !!event.metaKey;

		return fixHook.filter ? fixHook.filter( event, originalEvent ) : event;
	},

	// Includes some event props shared by KeyEvent and MouseEvent
	props: ( "altKey bubbles cancelable ctrlKey currentTarget detail eventPhase " +
		"metaKey relatedTarget shiftKey target timeStamp view which" ).split( " " ),

	fixHooks: {},

	keyHooks: {
		props: "char charCode key keyCode".split( " " ),
		filter: function( event, original ) {

			// Add which for key events
			if ( event.which == null ) {
				event.which = original.charCode != null ? original.charCode : original.keyCode;
			}

			return event;
		}
	},

	mouseHooks: {
		props: ( "button buttons clientX clientY fromElement offsetX offsetY " +
			"pageX pageY screenX screenY toElement" ).split( " " ),
		filter: function( event, original ) {
			var body, eventDoc, doc,
				button = original.button,
				fromElement = original.fromElement;

			// Calculate pageX/Y if missing and clientX/Y available
			if ( event.pageX == null && original.clientX != null ) {
				eventDoc = event.target.ownerDocument || document;
				doc = eventDoc.documentElement;
				body = eventDoc.body;

				event.pageX = original.clientX +
					( doc && doc.scrollLeft || body && body.scrollLeft || 0 ) -
					( doc && doc.clientLeft || body && body.clientLeft || 0 );
				event.pageY = original.clientY +
					( doc && doc.scrollTop  || body && body.scrollTop  || 0 ) -
					( doc && doc.clientTop  || body && body.clientTop  || 0 );
			}

			// Add relatedTarget, if necessary
			if ( !event.relatedTarget && fromElement ) {
				event.relatedTarget = fromElement === event.target ?
					original.toElement :
					fromElement;
			}

			// Add which for click: 1 === left; 2 === middle; 3 === right
			// Note: button is not normalized, so don't use it
			if ( !event.which && button !== undefined ) {
				event.which = ( button & 1 ? 1 : ( button & 2 ? 3 : ( button & 4 ? 2 : 0 ) ) );
			}

			return event;
		}
	},

	special: {
		load: {

			// Prevent triggered image.load events from bubbling to window.load
			noBubble: true
		},
		focus: {

			// Fire native event if possible so blur/focus sequence is correct
			trigger: function() {
				if ( this !== safeActiveElement() && this.focus ) {
					try {
						this.focus();
						return false;
					} catch ( e ) {

						// Support: IE<9
						// If we error on focus to hidden element (#1486, #12518),
						// let .trigger() run the handlers
					}
				}
			},
			delegateType: "focusin"
		},
		blur: {
			trigger: function() {
				if ( this === safeActiveElement() && this.blur ) {
					this.blur();
					return false;
				}
			},
			delegateType: "focusout"
		},
		click: {

			// For checkbox, fire native event so checked state will be right
			trigger: function() {
				if ( jQuery.nodeName( this, "input" ) && this.type === "checkbox" && this.click ) {
					this.click();
					return false;
				}
			},

			// For cross-browser consistency, don't fire native .click() on links
			_default: function( event ) {
				return jQuery.nodeName( event.target, "a" );
			}
		},

		beforeunload: {
			postDispatch: function( event ) {

				// Support: Firefox 20+
				// Firefox doesn't alert if the returnValue field is not set.
				if ( event.result !== undefined && event.originalEvent ) {
					event.originalEvent.returnValue = event.result;
				}
			}
		}
	},

	// Piggyback on a donor event to simulate a different one
	simulate: function( type, elem, event ) {
		var e = jQuery.extend(
			new jQuery.Event(),
			event,
			{
				type: type,
				isSimulated: true

				// Previously, `originalEvent: {}` was set here, so stopPropagation call
				// would not be triggered on donor event, since in our own
				// jQuery.event.stopPropagation function we had a check for existence of
				// originalEvent.stopPropagation method, so, consequently it would be a noop.
				//
				// Guard for simulated events was moved to jQuery.event.stopPropagation function
				// since `originalEvent` should point to the original event for the
				// constancy with other events and for more focused logic
			}
		);

		jQuery.event.trigger( e, null, elem );

		if ( e.isDefaultPrevented() ) {
			event.preventDefault();
		}
	}
};

jQuery.removeEvent = document.removeEventListener ?
	function( elem, type, handle ) {

		// This "if" is needed for plain objects
		if ( elem.removeEventListener ) {
			elem.removeEventListener( type, handle );
		}
	} :
	function( elem, type, handle ) {
		var name = "on" + type;

		if ( elem.detachEvent ) {

			// #8545, #7054, preventing memory leaks for custom events in IE6-8
			// detachEvent needed property on element, by name of that event,
			// to properly expose it to GC
			if ( typeof elem[ name ] === "undefined" ) {
				elem[ name ] = null;
			}

			elem.detachEvent( name, handle );
		}
	};

jQuery.Event = function( src, props ) {

	// Allow instantiation without the 'new' keyword
	if ( !( this instanceof jQuery.Event ) ) {
		return new jQuery.Event( src, props );
	}

	// Event object
	if ( src && src.type ) {
		this.originalEvent = src;
		this.type = src.type;

		// Events bubbling up the document may have been marked as prevented
		// by a handler lower down the tree; reflect the correct value.
		this.isDefaultPrevented = src.defaultPrevented ||
				src.defaultPrevented === undefined &&

				// Support: IE < 9, Android < 4.0
				src.returnValue === false ?
			returnTrue :
			returnFalse;

	// Event type
	} else {
		this.type = src;
	}

	// Put explicitly provided properties onto the event object
	if ( props ) {
		jQuery.extend( this, props );
	}

	// Create a timestamp if incoming event doesn't have one
	this.timeStamp = src && src.timeStamp || jQuery.now();

	// Mark it as fixed
	this[ jQuery.expando ] = true;
};

// jQuery.Event is based on DOM3 Events as specified by the ECMAScript Language Binding
// http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/WD-DOM-Level-3-Events-20030331/ecma-script-binding.html
jQuery.Event.prototype = {
	constructor: jQuery.Event,
	isDefaultPrevented: returnFalse,
	isPropagationStopped: returnFalse,
	isImmediatePropagationStopped: returnFalse,

	preventDefault: function() {
		var e = this.originalEvent;

		this.isDefaultPrevented = returnTrue;
		if ( !e ) {
			return;
		}

		// If preventDefault exists, run it on the original event
		if ( e.preventDefault ) {
			e.preventDefault();

		// Support: IE
		// Otherwise set the returnValue property of the original event to false
		} else {
			e.returnValue = false;
		}
	},
	stopPropagation: function() {
		var e = this.originalEvent;

		this.isPropagationStopped = returnTrue;

		if ( !e || this.isSimulated ) {
			return;
		}

		// If stopPropagation exists, run it on the original event
		if ( e.stopPropagation ) {
			e.stopPropagation();
		}

		// Support: IE
		// Set the cancelBubble property of the original event to true
		e.cancelBubble = true;
	},
	stopImmediatePropagation: function() {
		var e = this.originalEvent;

		this.isImmediatePropagationStopped = returnTrue;

		if ( e && e.stopImmediatePropagation ) {
			e.stopImmediatePropagation();
		}

		this.stopPropagation();
	}
};

// Create mouseenter/leave events using mouseover/out and event-time checks
// so that event delegation works in jQuery.
// Do the same for pointerenter/pointerleave and pointerover/pointerout
//
// Support: Safari 7 only
// Safari sends mouseenter too often; see:
// https://code.google.com/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=470258
// for the description of the bug (it existed in older Chrome versions as well).
jQuery.each( {
	mouseenter: "mouseover",
	mouseleave: "mouseout",
	pointerenter: "pointerover",
	pointerleave: "pointerout"
}, function( orig, fix ) {
	jQuery.event.special[ orig ] = {
		delegateType: fix,
		bindType: fix,

		handle: function( event ) {
			var ret,
				target = this,
				related = event.relatedTarget,
				handleObj = event.handleObj;

			// For mouseenter/leave call the handler if related is outside the target.
			// NB: No relatedTarget if the mouse left/entered the browser window
			if ( !related || ( related !== target && !jQuery.contains( target, related ) ) ) {
				event.type = handleObj.origType;
				ret = handleObj.handler.apply( this, arguments );
				event.type = fix;
			}
			return ret;
		}
	};
} );

// IE submit delegation
if ( !support.submit ) {

	jQuery.event.special.submit = {
		setup: function() {

			// Only need this for delegated form submit events
			if ( jQuery.nodeName( this, "form" ) ) {
				return false;
			}

			// Lazy-add a submit handler when a descendant form may potentially be submitted
			jQuery.event.add( this, "click._submit keypress._submit", function( e ) {

				// Node name check avoids a VML-related crash in IE (#9807)
				var elem = e.target,
					form = jQuery.nodeName( elem, "input" ) || jQuery.nodeName( elem, "button" ) ?

						// Support: IE <=8
						// We use jQuery.prop instead of elem.form
						// to allow fixing the IE8 delegated submit issue (gh-2332)
						// by 3rd party polyfills/workarounds.
						jQuery.prop( elem, "form" ) :
						undefined;

				if ( form && !jQuery._data( form, "submit" ) ) {
					jQuery.event.add( form, "submit._submit", function( event ) {
						event._submitBubble = true;
					} );
					jQuery._data( form, "submit", true );
				}
			} );

			// return undefined since we don't need an event listener
		},

		postDispatch: function( event ) {

			// If form was submitted by the user, bubble the event up the tree
			if ( event._submitBubble ) {
				delete event._submitBubble;
				if ( this.parentNode && !event.isTrigger ) {
					jQuery.event.simulate( "submit", this.parentNode, event );
				}
			}
		},

		teardown: function() {

			// Only need this for delegated form submit events
			if ( jQuery.nodeName( this, "form" ) ) {
				return false;
			}

			// Remove delegated handlers; cleanData eventually reaps submit handlers attached above
			jQuery.event.remove( this, "._submit" );
		}
	};
}

// IE change delegation and checkbox/radio fix
if ( !support.change ) {

	jQuery.event.special.change = {

		setup: function() {

			if ( rformElems.test( this.nodeName ) ) {

				// IE doesn't fire change on a check/radio until blur; trigger it on click
				// after a propertychange. Eat the blur-change in special.change.handle.
				// This still fires onchange a second time for check/radio after blur.
				if ( this.type === "checkbox" || this.type === "radio" ) {
					jQuery.event.add( this, "propertychange._change", function( event ) {
						if ( event.originalEvent.propertyName === "checked" ) {
							this._justChanged = true;
						}
					} );
					jQuery.event.add( this, "click._change", function( event ) {
						if ( this._justChanged && !event.isTrigger ) {
							this._justChanged = false;
						}

						// Allow triggered, simulated change events (#11500)
						jQuery.event.simulate( "change", this, event );
					} );
				}
				return false;
			}

			// Delegated event; lazy-add a change handler on descendant inputs
			jQuery.event.add( this, "beforeactivate._change", function( e ) {
				var elem = e.target;

				if ( rformElems.test( elem.nodeName ) && !jQuery._data( elem, "change" ) ) {
					jQuery.event.add( elem, "change._change", function( event ) {
						if ( this.parentNode && !event.isSimulated && !event.isTrigger ) {
							jQuery.event.simulate( "change", this.parentNode, event );
						}
					} );
					jQuery._data( elem, "change", true );
				}
			} );
		},

		handle: function( event ) {
			var elem = event.target;

			// Swallow native change events from checkbox/radio, we already triggered them above
			if ( this !== elem || event.isSimulated || event.isTrigger ||
				( elem.type !== "radio" && elem.type !== "checkbox" ) ) {

				return event.handleObj.handler.apply( this, arguments );
			}
		},

		teardown: function() {
			jQuery.event.remove( this, "._change" );

			return !rformElems.test( this.nodeName );
		}
	};
}

// Support: Firefox
// Firefox doesn't have focus(in | out) events
// Related ticket - https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=687787
//
// Support: Chrome, Safari
// focus(in | out) events fire after focus & blur events,
// which is spec violation - http://www.w3.org/TR/DOM-Level-3-Events/#events-focusevent-event-order
// Related ticket - https://code.google.com/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=449857
if ( !support.focusin ) {
	jQuery.each( { focus: "focusin", blur: "focusout" }, function( orig, fix ) {

		// Attach a single capturing handler on the document while someone wants focusin/focusout
		var handler = function( event ) {
			jQuery.event.simulate( fix, event.target, jQuery.event.fix( event ) );
		};

		jQuery.event.special[ fix ] = {
			setup: function() {
				var doc = this.ownerDocument || this,
					attaches = jQuery._data( doc, fix );

				if ( !attaches ) {
					doc.addEventListener( orig, handler, true );
				}
				jQuery._data( doc, fix, ( attaches || 0 ) + 1 );
			},
			teardown: function() {
				var doc = this.ownerDocument || this,
					attaches = jQuery._data( doc, fix ) - 1;

				if ( !attaches ) {
					doc.removeEventListener( orig, handler, true );
					jQuery._removeData( doc, fix );
				} else {
					jQuery._data( doc, fix, attaches );
				}
			}
		};
	} );
}

jQuery.fn.extend( {

	on: function( types, selector, data, fn ) {
		return on( this, types, selector, data, fn );
	},
	one: function( types, selector, data, fn ) {
		return on( this, types, selector, data, fn, 1 );
	},
	off: function( types, selector, fn ) {
		var handleObj, type;
		if ( types && types.preventDefault && types.handleObj ) {

			// ( event )  dispatched jQuery.Event
			handleObj = types.handleObj;
			jQuery( types.delegateTarget ).off(
				handleObj.namespace ?
					handleObj.origType + "." + handleObj.namespace :
					handleObj.origType,
				handleObj.selector,
				handleObj.handler
			);
			return this;
		}
		if ( typeof types === "object" ) {

			// ( types-object [, selector] )
			for ( type in types ) {
				this.off( type, selector, types[ type ] );
			}
			return this;
		}
		if ( selector === false || typeof selector === "function" ) {

			// ( types [, fn] )
			fn = selector;
			selector = undefined;
		}
		if ( fn === false ) {
			fn = returnFalse;
		}
		return this.each( function() {
			jQuery.event.remove( this, types, fn, selector );
		} );
	},

	trigger: function( type, data ) {
		return this.each( function() {
			jQuery.event.trigger( type, data, this );
		} );
	},
	triggerHandler: function( type, data ) {
		var elem = this[ 0 ];
		if ( elem ) {
			return jQuery.event.trigger( type, data, elem, true );
		}
	}
} );


var rinlinejQuery = / jQuery\d+="(?:null|\d+)"/g,
	rnoshimcache = new RegExp( "<(?:" + nodeNames + ")[\\s/>]", "i" ),
	rxhtmlTag = /<(?!area|br|col|embed|hr|img|input|link|meta|param)(([\w:-]+)[^>]*)\/>/gi,

	// Support: IE 10-11, Edge 10240+
	// In IE/Edge using regex groups here causes severe slowdowns.
	// See https://connect.microsoft.com/IE/feedback/details/1736512/
	rnoInnerhtml = /<script|<style|<link/i,

	// checked="checked" or checked
	rchecked = /checked\s*(?:[^=]|=\s*.checked.)/i,
	rscriptTypeMasked = /^true\/(.*)/,
	rcleanScript = /^\s*<!(?:\[CDATA\[|--)|(?:\]\]|--)>\s*$/g,
	safeFragment = createSafeFragment( document ),
	fragmentDiv = safeFragment.appendChild( document.createElement( "div" ) );

// Support: IE<8
// Manipulating tables requires a tbody
function manipulationTarget( elem, content ) {
	return jQuery.nodeName( elem, "table" ) &&
		jQuery.nodeName( content.nodeType !== 11 ? content : content.firstChild, "tr" ) ?

		elem.getElementsByTagName( "tbody" )[ 0 ] ||
			elem.appendChild( elem.ownerDocument.createElement( "tbody" ) ) :
		elem;
}

// Replace/restore the type attribute of script elements for safe DOM manipulation
function disableScript( elem ) {
	elem.type = ( jQuery.find.attr( elem, "type" ) !== null ) + "/" + elem.type;
	return elem;
}
function restoreScript( elem ) {
	var match = rscriptTypeMasked.exec( elem.type );
	if ( match ) {
		elem.type = match[ 1 ];
	} else {
		elem.removeAttribute( "type" );
	}
	return elem;
}

function cloneCopyEvent( src, dest ) {
	if ( dest.nodeType !== 1 || !jQuery.hasData( src ) ) {
		return;
	}

	var type, i, l,
		oldData = jQuery._data( src ),
		curData = jQuery._data( dest, oldData ),
		events = oldData.events;

	if ( events ) {
		delete curData.handle;
		curData.events = {};

		for ( type in events ) {
			for ( i = 0, l = events[ type ].length; i < l; i++ ) {
				jQuery.event.add( dest, type, events[ type ][ i ] );
			}
		}
	}

	// make the cloned public data object a copy from the original
	if ( curData.data ) {
		curData.data = jQuery.extend( {}, curData.data );
	}
}

function fixCloneNodeIssues( src, dest ) {
	var nodeName, e, data;

	// We do not need to do anything for non-Elements
	if ( dest.nodeType !== 1 ) {
		return;
	}

	nodeName = dest.nodeName.toLowerCase();

	// IE6-8 copies events bound via attachEvent when using cloneNode.
	if ( !support.noCloneEvent && dest[ jQuery.expando ] ) {
		data = jQuery._data( dest );

		for ( e in data.events ) {
			jQuery.removeEvent( dest, e, data.handle );
		}

		// Event data gets referenced instead of copied if the expando gets copied too
		dest.removeAttribute( jQuery.expando );
	}

	// IE blanks contents when cloning scripts, and tries to evaluate newly-set text
	if ( nodeName === "script" && dest.text !== src.text ) {
		disableScript( dest ).text = src.text;
		restoreScript( dest );

	// IE6-10 improperly clones children of object elements using classid.
	// IE10 throws NoModificationAllowedError if parent is null, #12132.
	} else if ( nodeName === "object" ) {
		if ( dest.parentNode ) {
			dest.outerHTML = src.outerHTML;
		}

		// This path appears unavoidable for IE9. When cloning an object
		// element in IE9, the outerHTML strategy above is not sufficient.
		// If the src has innerHTML and the destination does not,
		// copy the src.innerHTML into the dest.innerHTML. #10324
		if ( support.html5Clone && ( src.innerHTML && !jQuery.trim( dest.innerHTML ) ) ) {
			dest.innerHTML = src.innerHTML;
		}

	} else if ( nodeName === "input" && rcheckableType.test( src.type ) ) {

		// IE6-8 fails to persist the checked state of a cloned checkbox
		// or radio button. Worse, IE6-7 fail to give the cloned element
		// a checked appearance if the defaultChecked value isn't also set

		dest.defaultChecked = dest.checked = src.checked;

		// IE6-7 get confused and end up setting the value of a cloned
		// checkbox/radio button to an empty string instead of "on"
		if ( dest.value !== src.value ) {
			dest.value = src.value;
		}

	// IE6-8 fails to return the selected option to the default selected
	// state when cloning options
	} else if ( nodeName === "option" ) {
		dest.defaultSelected = dest.selected = src.defaultSelected;

	// IE6-8 fails to set the defaultValue to the correct value when
	// cloning other types of input fields
	} else if ( nodeName === "input" || nodeName === "textarea" ) {
		dest.defaultValue = src.defaultValue;
	}
}

function domManip( collection, args, callback, ignored ) {

	// Flatten any nested arrays
	args = concat.apply( [], args );

	var first, node, hasScripts,
		scripts, doc, fragment,
		i = 0,
		l = collection.length,
		iNoClone = l - 1,
		value = args[ 0 ],
		isFunction = jQuery.isFunction( value );

	// We can't cloneNode fragments that contain checked, in WebKit
	if ( isFunction ||
			( l > 1 && typeof value === "string" &&
				!support.checkClone && rchecked.test( value ) ) ) {
		return collection.each( function( index ) {
			var self = collection.eq( index );
			if ( isFunction ) {
				args[ 0 ] = value.call( this, index, self.html() );
			}
			domManip( self, args, callback, ignored );
		} );
	}

	if ( l ) {
		fragment = buildFragment( args, collection[ 0 ].ownerDocument, false, collection, ignored );
		first = fragment.firstChild;

		if ( fragment.childNodes.length === 1 ) {
			fragment = first;
		}

		// Require either new content or an interest in ignored elements to invoke the callback
		if ( first || ignored ) {
			scripts = jQuery.map( getAll( fragment, "script" ), disableScript );
			hasScripts = scripts.length;

			// Use the original fragment for the last item
			// instead of the first because it can end up
			// being emptied incorrectly in certain situations (#8070).
			for ( ; i < l; i++ ) {
				node = fragment;

				if ( i !== iNoClone ) {
					node = jQuery.clone( node, true, true );

					// Keep references to cloned scripts for later restoration
					if ( hasScripts ) {

						// Support: Android<4.1, PhantomJS<2
						// push.apply(_, arraylike) throws on ancient WebKit
						jQuery.merge( scripts, getAll( node, "script" ) );
					}
				}

				callback.call( collection[ i ], node, i );
			}

			if ( hasScripts ) {
				doc = scripts[ scripts.length - 1 ].ownerDocument;

				// Reenable scripts
				jQuery.map( scripts, restoreScript );

				// Evaluate executable scripts on first document insertion
				for ( i = 0; i < hasScripts; i++ ) {
					node = scripts[ i ];
					if ( rscriptType.test( node.type || "" ) &&
						!jQuery._data( node, "globalEval" ) &&
						jQuery.contains( doc, node ) ) {

						if ( node.src ) {

							// Optional AJAX dependency, but won't run scripts if not present
							if ( jQuery._evalUrl ) {
								jQuery._evalUrl( node.src );
							}
						} else {
							jQuery.globalEval(
								( node.text || node.textContent || node.innerHTML || "" )
									.replace( rcleanScript, "" )
							);
						}
					}
				}
			}

			// Fix #11809: Avoid leaking memory
			fragment = first = null;
		}
	}

	return collection;
}

function remove( elem, selector, keepData ) {
	var node,
		elems = selector ? jQuery.filter( selector, elem ) : elem,
		i = 0;

	for ( ; ( node = elems[ i ] ) != null; i++ ) {

		if ( !keepData && node.nodeType === 1 ) {
			jQuery.cleanData( getAll( node ) );
		}

		if ( node.parentNode ) {
			if ( keepData && jQuery.contains( node.ownerDocument, node ) ) {
				setGlobalEval( getAll( node, "script" ) );
			}
			node.parentNode.removeChild( node );
		}
	}

	return elem;
}

jQuery.extend( {
	htmlPrefilter: function( html ) {
		return html.replace( rxhtmlTag, "<$1></$2>" );
	},

	clone: function( elem, dataAndEvents, deepDataAndEvents ) {
		var destElements, node, clone, i, srcElements,
			inPage = jQuery.contains( elem.ownerDocument, elem );

		if ( support.html5Clone || jQuery.isXMLDoc( elem ) ||
			!rnoshimcache.test( "<" + elem.nodeName + ">" ) ) {

			clone = elem.cloneNode( true );

		// IE<=8 does not properly clone detached, unknown element nodes
		} else {
			fragmentDiv.innerHTML = elem.outerHTML;
			fragmentDiv.removeChild( clone = fragmentDiv.firstChild );
		}

		if ( ( !support.noCloneEvent || !support.noCloneChecked ) &&
				( elem.nodeType === 1 || elem.nodeType === 11 ) && !jQuery.isXMLDoc( elem ) ) {

			// We eschew Sizzle here for performance reasons: http://jsperf.com/getall-vs-sizzle/2
			destElements = getAll( clone );
			srcElements = getAll( elem );

			// Fix all IE cloning issues
			for ( i = 0; ( node = srcElements[ i ] ) != null; ++i ) {

				// Ensure that the destination node is not null; Fixes #9587
				if ( destElements[ i ] ) {
					fixCloneNodeIssues( node, destElements[ i ] );
				}
			}
		}

		// Copy the events from the original to the clone
		if ( dataAndEvents ) {
			if ( deepDataAndEvents ) {
				srcElements = srcElements || getAll( elem );
				destElements = destElements || getAll( clone );

				for ( i = 0; ( node = srcElements[ i ] ) != null; i++ ) {
					cloneCopyEvent( node, destElements[ i ] );
				}
			} else {
				cloneCopyEvent( elem, clone );
			}
		}

		// Preserve script evaluation history
		destElements = getAll( clone, "script" );
		if ( destElements.length > 0 ) {
			setGlobalEval( destElements, !inPage && getAll( elem, "script" ) );
		}

		destElements = srcElements = node = null;

		// Return the cloned set
		return clone;
	},

	cleanData: function( elems, /* internal */ forceAcceptData ) {
		var elem, type, id, data,
			i = 0,
			internalKey = jQuery.expando,
			cache = jQuery.cache,
			attributes = support.attributes,
			special = jQuery.event.special;

		for ( ; ( elem = elems[ i ] ) != null; i++ ) {
			if ( forceAcceptData || acceptData( elem ) ) {

				id = elem[ internalKey ];
				data = id && cache[ id ];

				if ( data ) {
					if ( data.events ) {
						for ( type in data.events ) {
							if ( special[ type ] ) {
								jQuery.event.remove( elem, type );

							// This is a shortcut to avoid jQuery.event.remove's overhead
							} else {
								jQuery.removeEvent( elem, type, data.handle );
							}
						}
					}

					// Remove cache only if it was not already removed by jQuery.event.remove
					if ( cache[ id ] ) {

						delete cache[ id ];

						// Support: IE<9
						// IE does not allow us to delete expando properties from nodes
						// IE creates expando attributes along with the property
						// IE does not have a removeAttribute function on Document nodes
						if ( !attributes && typeof elem.removeAttribute !== "undefined" ) {
							elem.removeAttribute( internalKey );

						// Webkit & Blink performance suffers when deleting properties
						// from DOM nodes, so set to undefined instead
						// https://code.google.com/p/chromium/issues/detail?id=378607
						} else {
							elem[ internalKey ] = undefined;
						}

						deletedIds.push( id );
					}
				}
			}
		}
	}
} );

jQuery.fn.extend( {

	// Keep domManip exposed until 3.0 (gh-2225)
	domManip: domManip,

	detach: function( selector ) {
		return remove( this, selector, true );
	},

	remove: function( selector ) {
		return remove( this, selector );
	},

	text: function( value ) {
		return access( this, function( value ) {
			return value === undefined ?
				jQuery.text( this ) :
				this.empty().append(
					( this[ 0 ] && this[ 0 ].ownerDocument || document ).createTextNode( value )
				);
		}, null, value, arguments.length );
	},

	append: function() {
		return domManip( this, arguments, function( elem ) {
			if ( this.nodeType === 1 || this.nodeType === 11 || this.nodeType === 9 ) {
				var target = manipulationTarget( this, elem );
				target.appendChild( elem );
			}
		} );
	},

	prepend: function() {
		return domManip( this, arguments, function( elem ) {
			if ( this.nodeType === 1 || this.nodeType === 11 || this.nodeType === 9 ) {
				var target = manipulationTarget( this, elem );
				target.insertBefore( elem, target.firstChild );
			}
		} );
	},

	before: function() {
		return domManip( this, arguments, function( elem ) {
			if ( this.parentNode ) {
				this.parentNode.insertBefore( elem, this );
			}
		} );
	},

	after: function() {
		return domManip( this, arguments, function( elem ) {
			if ( this.parentNode ) {
				this.parentNode.insertBefore( elem, this.nextSibling );
			}
		} );
	},

	empty: function() {
		var elem,
			i = 0;

		for ( ; ( elem = this[ i ] ) != null; i++ ) {

			// Remove element nodes and prevent memory leaks
			if ( elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
				jQuery.cleanData( getAll( elem, false ) );
			}

			// Remove any remaining nodes
			while ( elem.firstChild ) {
				elem.removeChild( elem.firstChild );
			}

			// If this is a select, ensure that it displays empty (#12336)
			// Support: IE<9
			if ( elem.options && jQuery.nodeName( elem, "select" ) ) {
				elem.options.length = 0;
			}
		}

		return this;
	},

	clone: function( dataAndEvents, deepDataAndEvents ) {
		dataAndEvents = dataAndEvents == null ? false : dataAndEvents;
		deepDataAndEvents = deepDataAndEvents == null ? dataAndEvents : deepDataAndEvents;

		return this.map( function() {
			return jQuery.clone( this, dataAndEvents, deepDataAndEvents );
		} );
	},

	html: function( value ) {
		return access( this, function( value ) {
			var elem = this[ 0 ] || {},
				i = 0,
				l = this.length;

			if ( value === undefined ) {
				return elem.nodeType === 1 ?
					elem.innerHTML.replace( rinlinejQuery, "" ) :
					undefined;
			}

			// See if we can take a shortcut and just use innerHTML
			if ( typeof value === "string" && !rnoInnerhtml.test( value ) &&
				( support.htmlSerialize || !rnoshimcache.test( value )  ) &&
				( support.leadingWhitespace || !rleadingWhitespace.test( value ) ) &&
				!wrapMap[ ( rtagName.exec( value ) || [ "", "" ] )[ 1 ].toLowerCase() ] ) {

				value = jQuery.htmlPrefilter( value );

				try {
					for ( ; i < l; i++ ) {

						// Remove element nodes and prevent memory leaks
						elem = this[ i ] || {};
						if ( elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
							jQuery.cleanData( getAll( elem, false ) );
							elem.innerHTML = value;
						}
					}

					elem = 0;

				// If using innerHTML throws an exception, use the fallback method
				} catch ( e ) {}
			}

			if ( elem ) {
				this.empty().append( value );
			}
		}, null, value, arguments.length );
	},

	replaceWith: function() {
		var ignored = [];

		// Make the changes, replacing each non-ignored context element with the new content
		return domManip( this, arguments, function( elem ) {
			var parent = this.parentNode;

			if ( jQuery.inArray( this, ignored ) < 0 ) {
				jQuery.cleanData( getAll( this ) );
				if ( parent ) {
					parent.replaceChild( elem, this );
				}
			}

		// Force callback invocation
		}, ignored );
	}
} );

jQuery.each( {
	appendTo: "append",
	prependTo: "prepend",
	insertBefore: "before",
	insertAfter: "after",
	replaceAll: "replaceWith"
}, function( name, original ) {
	jQuery.fn[ name ] = function( selector ) {
		var elems,
			i = 0,
			ret = [],
			insert = jQuery( selector ),
			last = insert.length - 1;

		for ( ; i <= last; i++ ) {
			elems = i === last ? this : this.clone( true );
			jQuery( insert[ i ] )[ original ]( elems );

			// Modern browsers can apply jQuery collections as arrays, but oldIE needs a .get()
			push.apply( ret, elems.get() );
		}

		return this.pushStack( ret );
	};
} );


var iframe,
	elemdisplay = {

		// Support: Firefox
		// We have to pre-define these values for FF (#10227)
		HTML: "block",
		BODY: "block"
	};

/**
 * Retrieve the actual display of a element
 * @param {String} name nodeName of the element
 * @param {Object} doc Document object
 */

// Called only from within defaultDisplay
function actualDisplay( name, doc ) {
	var elem = jQuery( doc.createElement( name ) ).appendTo( doc.body ),

		display = jQuery.css( elem[ 0 ], "display" );

	// We don't have any data stored on the element,
	// so use "detach" method as fast way to get rid of the element
	elem.detach();

	return display;
}

/**
 * Try to determine the default display value of an element
 * @param {String} nodeName
 */
function defaultDisplay( nodeName ) {
	var doc = document,
		display = elemdisplay[ nodeName ];

	if ( !display ) {
		display = actualDisplay( nodeName, doc );

		// If the simple way fails, read from inside an iframe
		if ( display === "none" || !display ) {

			// Use the already-created iframe if possible
			iframe = ( iframe || jQuery( "<iframe frameborder='0' width='0' height='0'/>" ) )
				.appendTo( doc.documentElement );

			// Always write a new HTML skeleton so Webkit and Firefox don't choke on reuse
			doc = ( iframe[ 0 ].contentWindow || iframe[ 0 ].contentDocument ).document;

			// Support: IE
			doc.write();
			doc.close();

			display = actualDisplay( nodeName, doc );
			iframe.detach();
		}

		// Store the correct default display
		elemdisplay[ nodeName ] = display;
	}

	return display;
}
var rmargin = ( /^margin/ );

var rnumnonpx = new RegExp( "^(" + pnum + ")(?!px)[a-z%]+$", "i" );

var swap = function( elem, options, callback, args ) {
	var ret, name,
		old = {};

	// Remember the old values, and insert the new ones
	for ( name in options ) {
		old[ name ] = elem.style[ name ];
		elem.style[ name ] = options[ name ];
	}

	ret = callback.apply( elem, args || [] );

	// Revert the old values
	for ( name in options ) {
		elem.style[ name ] = old[ name ];
	}

	return ret;
};


var documentElement = document.documentElement;



( function() {
	var pixelPositionVal, pixelMarginRightVal, boxSizingReliableVal,
		reliableHiddenOffsetsVal, reliableMarginRightVal, reliableMarginLeftVal,
		container = document.createElement( "div" ),
		div = document.createElement( "div" );

	// Finish early in limited (non-browser) environments
	if ( !div.style ) {
		return;
	}

	div.style.cssText = "float:left;opacity:.5";

	// Support: IE<9
	// Make sure that element opacity exists (as opposed to filter)
	support.opacity = div.style.opacity === "0.5";

	// Verify style float existence
	// (IE uses styleFloat instead of cssFloat)
	support.cssFloat = !!div.style.cssFloat;

	div.style.backgroundClip = "content-box";
	div.cloneNode( true ).style.backgroundClip = "";
	support.clearCloneStyle = div.style.backgroundClip === "content-box";

	container = document.createElement( "div" );
	container.style.cssText = "border:0;width:8px;height:0;top:0;left:-9999px;" +
		"padding:0;margin-top:1px;position:absolute";
	div.innerHTML = "";
	container.appendChild( div );

	// Support: Firefox<29, Android 2.3
	// Vendor-prefix box-sizing
	support.boxSizing = div.style.boxSizing === "" || div.style.MozBoxSizing === "" ||
		div.style.WebkitBoxSizing === "";

	jQuery.extend( support, {
		reliableHiddenOffsets: function() {
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return reliableHiddenOffsetsVal;
		},

		boxSizingReliable: function() {

			// We're checking for pixelPositionVal here instead of boxSizingReliableVal
			// since that compresses better and they're computed together anyway.
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return boxSizingReliableVal;
		},

		pixelMarginRight: function() {

			// Support: Android 4.0-4.3
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return pixelMarginRightVal;
		},

		pixelPosition: function() {
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return pixelPositionVal;
		},

		reliableMarginRight: function() {

			// Support: Android 2.3
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return reliableMarginRightVal;
		},

		reliableMarginLeft: function() {

			// Support: IE <=8 only, Android 4.0 - 4.3 only, Firefox <=3 - 37
			if ( pixelPositionVal == null ) {
				computeStyleTests();
			}
			return reliableMarginLeftVal;
		}
	} );

	function computeStyleTests() {
		var contents, divStyle,
			documentElement = document.documentElement;

		// Setup
		documentElement.appendChild( container );

		div.style.cssText =

			// Support: Android 2.3
			// Vendor-prefix box-sizing
			"-webkit-box-sizing:border-box;box-sizing:border-box;" +
			"position:relative;display:block;" +
			"margin:auto;border:1px;padding:1px;" +
			"top:1%;width:50%";

		// Support: IE<9
		// Assume reasonable values in the absence of getComputedStyle
		pixelPositionVal = boxSizingReliableVal = reliableMarginLeftVal = false;
		pixelMarginRightVal = reliableMarginRightVal = true;

		// Check for getComputedStyle so that this code is not run in IE<9.
		if ( window.getComputedStyle ) {
			divStyle = window.getComputedStyle( div );
			pixelPositionVal = ( divStyle || {} ).top !== "1%";
			reliableMarginLeftVal = ( divStyle || {} ).marginLeft === "2px";
			boxSizingReliableVal = ( divStyle || { width: "4px" } ).width === "4px";

			// Support: Android 4.0 - 4.3 only
			// Some styles come back with percentage values, even though they shouldn't
			div.style.marginRight = "50%";
			pixelMarginRightVal = ( divStyle || { marginRight: "4px" } ).marginRight === "4px";

			// Support: Android 2.3 only
			// Div with explicit width and no margin-right incorrectly
			// gets computed margin-right based on width of container (#3333)
			// WebKit Bug 13343 - getComputedStyle returns wrong value for margin-right
			contents = div.appendChild( document.createElement( "div" ) );

			// Reset CSS: box-sizing; display; margin; border; padding
			contents.style.cssText = div.style.cssText =

				// Support: Android 2.3
				// Vendor-prefix box-sizing
				"-webkit-box-sizing:content-box;-moz-box-sizing:content-box;" +
				"box-sizing:content-box;display:block;margin:0;border:0;padding:0";
			contents.style.marginRight = contents.style.width = "0";
			div.style.width = "1px";

			reliableMarginRightVal =
				!parseFloat( ( window.getComputedStyle( contents ) || {} ).marginRight );

			div.removeChild( contents );
		}

		// Support: IE6-8
		// First check that getClientRects works as expected
		// Check if table cells still have offsetWidth/Height when they are set
		// to display:none and there are still other visible table cells in a
		// table row; if so, offsetWidth/Height are not reliable for use when
		// determining if an element has been hidden directly using
		// display:none (it is still safe to use offsets if a parent element is
		// hidden; don safety goggles and see bug #4512 for more information).
		div.style.display = "none";
		reliableHiddenOffsetsVal = div.getClientRects().length === 0;
		if ( reliableHiddenOffsetsVal ) {
			div.style.display = "";
			div.innerHTML = "<table><tr><td></td><td>t</td></tr></table>";
			contents = div.getElementsByTagName( "td" );
			contents[ 0 ].style.cssText = "margin:0;border:0;padding:0;display:none";
			reliableHiddenOffsetsVal = contents[ 0 ].offsetHeight === 0;
			if ( reliableHiddenOffsetsVal ) {
				contents[ 0 ].style.display = "";
				contents[ 1 ].style.display = "none";
				reliableHiddenOffsetsVal = contents[ 0 ].offsetHeight === 0;
			}
		}

		// Teardown
		documentElement.removeChild( container );
	}

} )();


var getStyles, curCSS,
	rposition = /^(top|right|bottom|left)$/;

if ( window.getComputedStyle ) {
	getStyles = function( elem ) {

		// Support: IE<=11+, Firefox<=30+ (#15098, #14150)
		// IE throws on elements created in popups
		// FF meanwhile throws on frame elements through "defaultView.getComputedStyle"
		var view = elem.ownerDocument.defaultView;

		if ( !view.opener ) {
			view = window;
		}

		return view.getComputedStyle( elem );
	};

	curCSS = function( elem, name, computed ) {
		var width, minWidth, maxWidth, ret,
			style = elem.style;

		computed = computed || getStyles( elem );

		// getPropertyValue is only needed for .css('filter') in IE9, see #12537
		ret = computed ? computed.getPropertyValue( name ) || computed[ name ] : undefined;

		if ( computed ) {

			if ( ret === "" && !jQuery.contains( elem.ownerDocument, elem ) ) {
				ret = jQuery.style( elem, name );
			}

			// A tribute to the "awesome hack by Dean Edwards"
			// Chrome < 17 and Safari 5.0 uses "computed value"
			// instead of "used value" for margin-right
			// Safari 5.1.7 (at least) returns percentage for a larger set of values,
			// but width seems to be reliably pixels
			// this is against the CSSOM draft spec:
			// http://dev.w3.org/csswg/cssom/#resolved-values
			if ( !support.pixelMarginRight() && rnumnonpx.test( ret ) && rmargin.test( name ) ) {

				// Remember the original values
				width = style.width;
				minWidth = style.minWidth;
				maxWidth = style.maxWidth;

				// Put in the new values to get a computed value out
				style.minWidth = style.maxWidth = style.width = ret;
				ret = computed.width;

				// Revert the changed values
				style.width = width;
				style.minWidth = minWidth;
				style.maxWidth = maxWidth;
			}
		}

		// Support: IE
		// IE returns zIndex value as an integer.
		return ret === undefined ?
			ret :
			ret + "";
	};
} else if ( documentElement.currentStyle ) {
	getStyles = function( elem ) {
		return elem.currentStyle;
	};

	curCSS = function( elem, name, computed ) {
		var left, rs, rsLeft, ret,
			style = elem.style;

		computed = computed || getStyles( elem );
		ret = computed ? computed[ name ] : undefined;

		// Avoid setting ret to empty string here
		// so we don't default to auto
		if ( ret == null && style && style[ name ] ) {
			ret = style[ name ];
		}

		// From the awesome hack by Dean Edwards
		// http://erik.eae.net/archives/2007/07/27/18.54.15/#comment-102291

		// If we're not dealing with a regular pixel number
		// but a number that has a weird ending, we need to convert it to pixels
		// but not position css attributes, as those are
		// proportional to the parent element instead
		// and we can't measure the parent instead because it
		// might trigger a "stacking dolls" problem
		if ( rnumnonpx.test( ret ) && !rposition.test( name ) ) {

			// Remember the original values
			left = style.left;
			rs = elem.runtimeStyle;
			rsLeft = rs && rs.left;

			// Put in the new values to get a computed value out
			if ( rsLeft ) {
				rs.left = elem.currentStyle.left;
			}
			style.left = name === "fontSize" ? "1em" : ret;
			ret = style.pixelLeft + "px";

			// Revert the changed values
			style.left = left;
			if ( rsLeft ) {
				rs.left = rsLeft;
			}
		}

		// Support: IE
		// IE returns zIndex value as an integer.
		return ret === undefined ?
			ret :
			ret + "" || "auto";
	};
}




function addGetHookIf( conditionFn, hookFn ) {

	// Define the hook, we'll check on the first run if it's really needed.
	return {
		get: function() {
			if ( conditionFn() ) {

				// Hook not needed (or it's not possible to use it due
				// to missing dependency), remove it.
				delete this.get;
				return;
			}

			// Hook needed; redefine it so that the support test is not executed again.
			return ( this.get = hookFn ).apply( this, arguments );
		}
	};
}


var

		ralpha = /alpha\([^)]*\)/i,
	ropacity = /opacity\s*=\s*([^)]*)/i,

	// swappable if display is none or starts with table except
	// "table", "table-cell", or "table-caption"
	// see here for display values:
	// https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/CSS/display
	rdisplayswap = /^(none|table(?!-c[ea]).+)/,
	rnumsplit = new RegExp( "^(" + pnum + ")(.*)$", "i" ),

	cssShow = { position: "absolute", visibility: "hidden", display: "block" },
	cssNormalTransform = {
		letterSpacing: "0",
		fontWeight: "400"
	},

	cssPrefixes = [ "Webkit", "O", "Moz", "ms" ],
	emptyStyle = document.createElement( "div" ).style;


// return a css property mapped to a potentially vendor prefixed property
function vendorPropName( name ) {

	// shortcut for names that are not vendor prefixed
	if ( name in emptyStyle ) {
		return name;
	}

	// check for vendor prefixed names
	var capName = name.charAt( 0 ).toUpperCase() + name.slice( 1 ),
		i = cssPrefixes.length;

	while ( i-- ) {
		name = cssPrefixes[ i ] + capName;
		if ( name in emptyStyle ) {
			return name;
		}
	}
}

function showHide( elements, show ) {
	var display, elem, hidden,
		values = [],
		index = 0,
		length = elements.length;

	for ( ; index < length; index++ ) {
		elem = elements[ index ];
		if ( !elem.style ) {
			continue;
		}

		values[ index ] = jQuery._data( elem, "olddisplay" );
		display = elem.style.display;
		if ( show ) {

			// Reset the inline display of this element to learn if it is
			// being hidden by cascaded rules or not
			if ( !values[ index ] && display === "none" ) {
				elem.style.display = "";
			}

			// Set elements which have been overridden with display: none
			// in a stylesheet to whatever the default browser style is
			// for such an element
			if ( elem.style.display === "" && isHidden( elem ) ) {
				values[ index ] =
					jQuery._data( elem, "olddisplay", defaultDisplay( elem.nodeName ) );
			}
		} else {
			hidden = isHidden( elem );

			if ( display && display !== "none" || !hidden ) {
				jQuery._data(
					elem,
					"olddisplay",
					hidden ? display : jQuery.css( elem, "display" )
				);
			}
		}
	}

	// Set the display of most of the elements in a second loop
	// to avoid the constant reflow
	for ( index = 0; index < length; index++ ) {
		elem = elements[ index ];
		if ( !elem.style ) {
			continue;
		}
		if ( !show || elem.style.display === "none" || elem.style.display === "" ) {
			elem.style.display = show ? values[ index ] || "" : "none";
		}
	}

	return elements;
}

function setPositiveNumber( elem, value, subtract ) {
	var matches = rnumsplit.exec( value );
	return matches ?

		// Guard against undefined "subtract", e.g., when used as in cssHooks
		Math.max( 0, matches[ 1 ] - ( subtract || 0 ) ) + ( matches[ 2 ] || "px" ) :
		value;
}

function augmentWidthOrHeight( elem, name, extra, isBorderBox, styles ) {
	var i = extra === ( isBorderBox ? "border" : "content" ) ?

		// If we already have the right measurement, avoid augmentation
		4 :

		// Otherwise initialize for horizontal or vertical properties
		name === "width" ? 1 : 0,

		val = 0;

	for ( ; i < 4; i += 2 ) {

		// both box models exclude margin, so add it if we want it
		if ( extra === "margin" ) {
			val += jQuery.css( elem, extra + cssExpand[ i ], true, styles );
		}

		if ( isBorderBox ) {

			// border-box includes padding, so remove it if we want content
			if ( extra === "content" ) {
				val -= jQuery.css( elem, "padding" + cssExpand[ i ], true, styles );
			}

			// at this point, extra isn't border nor margin, so remove border
			if ( extra !== "margin" ) {
				val -= jQuery.css( elem, "border" + cssExpand[ i ] + "Width", true, styles );
			}
		} else {

			// at this point, extra isn't content, so add padding
			val += jQuery.css( elem, "padding" + cssExpand[ i ], true, styles );

			// at this point, extra isn't content nor padding, so add border
			if ( extra !== "padding" ) {
				val += jQuery.css( elem, "border" + cssExpand[ i ] + "Width", true, styles );
			}
		}
	}

	return val;
}

function getWidthOrHeight( elem, name, extra ) {

	// Start with offset property, which is equivalent to the border-box value
	var valueIsBorderBox = true,
		val = name === "width" ? elem.offsetWidth : elem.offsetHeight,
		styles = getStyles( elem ),
		isBorderBox = support.boxSizing &&
			jQuery.css( elem, "boxSizing", false, styles ) === "border-box";

	// Support: IE11 only
	// In IE 11 fullscreen elements inside of an iframe have
	// 100x too small dimensions (gh-1764).
	if ( document.msFullscreenElement && window.top !== window ) {

		// Support: IE11 only
		// Running getBoundingClientRect on a disconnected node
		// in IE throws an error.
		if ( elem.getClientRects().length ) {
			val = Math.round( elem.getBoundingClientRect()[ name ] * 100 );
		}
	}

	// some non-html elements return undefined for offsetWidth, so check for null/undefined
	// svg - https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=649285
	// MathML - https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=491668
	if ( val <= 0 || val == null ) {

		// Fall back to computed then uncomputed css if necessary
		val = curCSS( elem, name, styles );
		if ( val < 0 || val == null ) {
			val = elem.style[ name ];
		}

		// Computed unit is not pixels. Stop here and return.
		if ( rnumnonpx.test( val ) ) {
			return val;
		}

		// we need the check for style in case a browser which returns unreliable values
		// for getComputedStyle silently falls back to the reliable elem.style
		valueIsBorderBox = isBorderBox &&
			( support.boxSizingReliable() || val === elem.style[ name ] );

		// Normalize "", auto, and prepare for extra
		val = parseFloat( val ) || 0;
	}

	// use the active box-sizing model to add/subtract irrelevant styles
	return ( val +
		augmentWidthOrHeight(
			elem,
			name,
			extra || ( isBorderBox ? "border" : "content" ),
			valueIsBorderBox,
			styles
		)
	) + "px";
}

jQuery.extend( {

	// Add in style property hooks for overriding the default
	// behavior of getting and setting a style property
	cssHooks: {
		opacity: {
			get: function( elem, computed ) {
				if ( computed ) {

					// We should always get a number back from opacity
					var ret = curCSS( elem, "opacity" );
					return ret === "" ? "1" : ret;
				}
			}
		}
	},

	// Don't automatically add "px" to these possibly-unitless properties
	cssNumber: {
		"animationIterationCount": true,
		"columnCount": true,
		"fillOpacity": true,
		"flexGrow": true,
		"flexShrink": true,
		"fontWeight": true,
		"lineHeight": true,
		"opacity": true,
		"order": true,
		"orphans": true,
		"widows": true,
		"zIndex": true,
		"zoom": true
	},

	// Add in properties whose names you wish to fix before
	// setting or getting the value
	cssProps: {

		// normalize float css property
		"float": support.cssFloat ? "cssFloat" : "styleFloat"
	},

	// Get and set the style property on a DOM Node
	style: function( elem, name, value, extra ) {

		// Don't set styles on text and comment nodes
		if ( !elem || elem.nodeType === 3 || elem.nodeType === 8 || !elem.style ) {
			return;
		}

		// Make sure that we're working with the right name
		var ret, type, hooks,
			origName = jQuery.camelCase( name ),
			style = elem.style;

		name = jQuery.cssProps[ origName ] ||
			( jQuery.cssProps[ origName ] = vendorPropName( origName ) || origName );

		// gets hook for the prefixed version
		// followed by the unprefixed version
		hooks = jQuery.cssHooks[ name ] || jQuery.cssHooks[ origName ];

		// Check if we're setting a value
		if ( value !== undefined ) {
			type = typeof value;

			// Convert "+=" or "-=" to relative numbers (#7345)
			if ( type === "string" && ( ret = rcssNum.exec( value ) ) && ret[ 1 ] ) {
				value = adjustCSS( elem, name, ret );

				// Fixes bug #9237
				type = "number";
			}

			// Make sure that null and NaN values aren't set. See: #7116
			if ( value == null || value !== value ) {
				return;
			}

			// If a number was passed in, add the unit (except for certain CSS properties)
			if ( type === "number" ) {
				value += ret && ret[ 3 ] || ( jQuery.cssNumber[ origName ] ? "" : "px" );
			}

			// Fixes #8908, it can be done more correctly by specifing setters in cssHooks,
			// but it would mean to define eight
			// (for every problematic property) identical functions
			if ( !support.clearCloneStyle && value === "" && name.indexOf( "background" ) === 0 ) {
				style[ name ] = "inherit";
			}

			// If a hook was provided, use that value, otherwise just set the specified value
			if ( !hooks || !( "set" in hooks ) ||
				( value = hooks.set( elem, value, extra ) ) !== undefined ) {

				// Support: IE
				// Swallow errors from 'invalid' CSS values (#5509)
				try {
					style[ name ] = value;
				} catch ( e ) {}
			}

		} else {

			// If a hook was provided get the non-computed value from there
			if ( hooks && "get" in hooks &&
				( ret = hooks.get( elem, false, extra ) ) !== undefined ) {

				return ret;
			}

			// Otherwise just get the value from the style object
			return style[ name ];
		}
	},

	css: function( elem, name, extra, styles ) {
		var num, val, hooks,
			origName = jQuery.camelCase( name );

		// Make sure that we're working with the right name
		name = jQuery.cssProps[ origName ] ||
			( jQuery.cssProps[ origName ] = vendorPropName( origName ) || origName );

		// gets hook for the prefixed version
		// followed by the unprefixed version
		hooks = jQuery.cssHooks[ name ] || jQuery.cssHooks[ origName ];

		// If a hook was provided get the computed value from there
		if ( hooks && "get" in hooks ) {
			val = hooks.get( elem, true, extra );
		}

		// Otherwise, if a way to get the computed value exists, use that
		if ( val === undefined ) {
			val = curCSS( elem, name, styles );
		}

		//convert "normal" to computed value
		if ( val === "normal" && name in cssNormalTransform ) {
			val = cssNormalTransform[ name ];
		}

		// Return, converting to number if forced or a qualifier was provided and val looks numeric
		if ( extra === "" || extra ) {
			num = parseFloat( val );
			return extra === true || isFinite( num ) ? num || 0 : val;
		}
		return val;
	}
} );

jQuery.each( [ "height", "width" ], function( i, name ) {
	jQuery.cssHooks[ name ] = {
		get: function( elem, computed, extra ) {
			if ( computed ) {

				// certain elements can have dimension info if we invisibly show them
				// however, it must have a current display style that would benefit from this
				return rdisplayswap.test( jQuery.css( elem, "display" ) ) &&
					elem.offsetWidth === 0 ?
						swap( elem, cssShow, function() {
							return getWidthOrHeight( elem, name, extra );
						} ) :
						getWidthOrHeight( elem, name, extra );
			}
		},

		set: function( elem, value, extra ) {
			var styles = extra && getStyles( elem );
			return setPositiveNumber( elem, value, extra ?
				augmentWidthOrHeight(
					elem,
					name,
					extra,
					support.boxSizing &&
						jQuery.css( elem, "boxSizing", false, styles ) === "border-box",
					styles
				) : 0
			);
		}
	};
} );

if ( !support.opacity ) {
	jQuery.cssHooks.opacity = {
		get: function( elem, computed ) {

			// IE uses filters for opacity
			return ropacity.test( ( computed && elem.currentStyle ?
				elem.currentStyle.filter :
				elem.style.filter ) || "" ) ?
					( 0.01 * parseFloat( RegExp.$1 ) ) + "" :
					computed ? "1" : "";
		},

		set: function( elem, value ) {
			var style = elem.style,
				currentStyle = elem.currentStyle,
				opacity = jQuery.isNumeric( value ) ? "alpha(opacity=" + value * 100 + ")" : "",
				filter = currentStyle && currentStyle.filter || style.filter || "";

			// IE has trouble with opacity if it does not have layout
			// Force it by setting the zoom level
			style.zoom = 1;

			// if setting opacity to 1, and no other filters exist -
			// attempt to remove filter attribute #6652
			// if value === "", then remove inline opacity #12685
			if ( ( value >= 1 || value === "" ) &&
					jQuery.trim( filter.replace( ralpha, "" ) ) === "" &&
					style.removeAttribute ) {

				// Setting style.filter to null, "" & " " still leave "filter:" in the cssText
				// if "filter:" is present at all, clearType is disabled, we want to avoid this
				// style.removeAttribute is IE Only, but so apparently is this code path...
				style.removeAttribute( "filter" );

				// if there is no filter style applied in a css rule
				// or unset inline opacity, we are done
				if ( value === "" || currentStyle && !currentStyle.filter ) {
					return;
				}
			}

			// otherwise, set new filter values
			style.filter = ralpha.test( filter ) ?
				filter.replace( ralpha, opacity ) :
				filter + " " + opacity;
		}
	};
}

jQuery.cssHooks.marginRight = addGetHookIf( support.reliableMarginRight,
	function( elem, computed ) {
		if ( computed ) {
			return swap( elem, { "display": "inline-block" },
				curCSS, [ elem, "marginRight" ] );
		}
	}
);

jQuery.cssHooks.marginLeft = addGetHookIf( support.reliableMarginLeft,
	function( elem, computed ) {
		if ( computed ) {
			return (
				parseFloat( curCSS( elem, "marginLeft" ) ) ||

				// Support: IE<=11+
				// Running getBoundingClientRect on a disconnected node in IE throws an error
				// Support: IE8 only
				// getClientRects() errors on disconnected elems
				( jQuery.contains( elem.ownerDocument, elem ) ?
					elem.getBoundingClientRect().left -
						swap( elem, { marginLeft: 0 }, function() {
							return elem.getBoundingClientRect().left;
						} ) :
					0
				)
			) + "px";
		}
	}
);

// These hooks are used by animate to expand properties
jQuery.each( {
	margin: "",
	padding: "",
	border: "Width"
}, function( prefix, suffix ) {
	jQuery.cssHooks[ prefix + suffix ] = {
		expand: function( value ) {
			var i = 0,
				expanded = {},

				// assumes a single number if not a string
				parts = typeof value === "string" ? value.split( " " ) : [ value ];

			for ( ; i < 4; i++ ) {
				expanded[ prefix + cssExpand[ i ] + suffix ] =
					parts[ i ] || parts[ i - 2 ] || parts[ 0 ];
			}

			return expanded;
		}
	};

	if ( !rmargin.test( prefix ) ) {
		jQuery.cssHooks[ prefix + suffix ].set = setPositiveNumber;
	}
} );

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	css: function( name, value ) {
		return access( this, function( elem, name, value ) {
			var styles, len,
				map = {},
				i = 0;

			if ( jQuery.isArray( name ) ) {
				styles = getStyles( elem );
				len = name.length;

				for ( ; i < len; i++ ) {
					map[ name[ i ] ] = jQuery.css( elem, name[ i ], false, styles );
				}

				return map;
			}

			return value !== undefined ?
				jQuery.style( elem, name, value ) :
				jQuery.css( elem, name );
		}, name, value, arguments.length > 1 );
	},
	show: function() {
		return showHide( this, true );
	},
	hide: function() {
		return showHide( this );
	},
	toggle: function( state ) {
		if ( typeof state === "boolean" ) {
			return state ? this.show() : this.hide();
		}

		return this.each( function() {
			if ( isHidden( this ) ) {
				jQuery( this ).show();
			} else {
				jQuery( this ).hide();
			}
		} );
	}
} );


function Tween( elem, options, prop, end, easing ) {
	return new Tween.prototype.init( elem, options, prop, end, easing );
}
jQuery.Tween = Tween;

Tween.prototype = {
	constructor: Tween,
	init: function( elem, options, prop, end, easing, unit ) {
		this.elem = elem;
		this.prop = prop;
		this.easing = easing || jQuery.easing._default;
		this.options = options;
		this.start = this.now = this.cur();
		this.end = end;
		this.unit = unit || ( jQuery.cssNumber[ prop ] ? "" : "px" );
	},
	cur: function() {
		var hooks = Tween.propHooks[ this.prop ];

		return hooks && hooks.get ?
			hooks.get( this ) :
			Tween.propHooks._default.get( this );
	},
	run: function( percent ) {
		var eased,
			hooks = Tween.propHooks[ this.prop ];

		if ( this.options.duration ) {
			this.pos = eased = jQuery.easing[ this.easing ](
				percent, this.options.duration * percent, 0, 1, this.options.duration
			);
		} else {
			this.pos = eased = percent;
		}
		this.now = ( this.end - this.start ) * eased + this.start;

		if ( this.options.step ) {
			this.options.step.call( this.elem, this.now, this );
		}

		if ( hooks && hooks.set ) {
			hooks.set( this );
		} else {
			Tween.propHooks._default.set( this );
		}
		return this;
	}
};

Tween.prototype.init.prototype = Tween.prototype;

Tween.propHooks = {
	_default: {
		get: function( tween ) {
			var result;

			// Use a property on the element directly when it is not a DOM element,
			// or when there is no matching style property that exists.
			if ( tween.elem.nodeType !== 1 ||
				tween.elem[ tween.prop ] != null && tween.elem.style[ tween.prop ] == null ) {
				return tween.elem[ tween.prop ];
			}

			// passing an empty string as a 3rd parameter to .css will automatically
			// attempt a parseFloat and fallback to a string if the parse fails
			// so, simple values such as "10px" are parsed to Float.
			// complex values such as "rotate(1rad)" are returned as is.
			result = jQuery.css( tween.elem, tween.prop, "" );

			// Empty strings, null, undefined and "auto" are converted to 0.
			return !result || result === "auto" ? 0 : result;
		},
		set: function( tween ) {

			// use step hook for back compat - use cssHook if its there - use .style if its
			// available and use plain properties where available
			if ( jQuery.fx.step[ tween.prop ] ) {
				jQuery.fx.step[ tween.prop ]( tween );
			} else if ( tween.elem.nodeType === 1 &&
				( tween.elem.style[ jQuery.cssProps[ tween.prop ] ] != null ||
					jQuery.cssHooks[ tween.prop ] ) ) {
				jQuery.style( tween.elem, tween.prop, tween.now + tween.unit );
			} else {
				tween.elem[ tween.prop ] = tween.now;
			}
		}
	}
};

// Support: IE <=9
// Panic based approach to setting things on disconnected nodes

Tween.propHooks.scrollTop = Tween.propHooks.scrollLeft = {
	set: function( tween ) {
		if ( tween.elem.nodeType && tween.elem.parentNode ) {
			tween.elem[ tween.prop ] = tween.now;
		}
	}
};

jQuery.easing = {
	linear: function( p ) {
		return p;
	},
	swing: function( p ) {
		return 0.5 - Math.cos( p * Math.PI ) / 2;
	},
	_default: "swing"
};

jQuery.fx = Tween.prototype.init;

// Back Compat <1.8 extension point
jQuery.fx.step = {};




var
	fxNow, timerId,
	rfxtypes = /^(?:toggle|show|hide)$/,
	rrun = /queueHooks$/;

// Animations created synchronously will run synchronously
function createFxNow() {
	window.setTimeout( function() {
		fxNow = undefined;
	} );
	return ( fxNow = jQuery.now() );
}

// Generate parameters to create a standard animation
function genFx( type, includeWidth ) {
	var which,
		attrs = { height: type },
		i = 0;

	// if we include width, step value is 1 to do all cssExpand values,
	// if we don't include width, step value is 2 to skip over Left and Right
	includeWidth = includeWidth ? 1 : 0;
	for ( ; i < 4 ; i += 2 - includeWidth ) {
		which = cssExpand[ i ];
		attrs[ "margin" + which ] = attrs[ "padding" + which ] = type;
	}

	if ( includeWidth ) {
		attrs.opacity = attrs.width = type;
	}

	return attrs;
}

function createTween( value, prop, animation ) {
	var tween,
		collection = ( Animation.tweeners[ prop ] || [] ).concat( Animation.tweeners[ "*" ] ),
		index = 0,
		length = collection.length;
	for ( ; index < length; index++ ) {
		if ( ( tween = collection[ index ].call( animation, prop, value ) ) ) {

			// we're done with this property
			return tween;
		}
	}
}

function defaultPrefilter( elem, props, opts ) {
	/* jshint validthis: true */
	var prop, value, toggle, tween, hooks, oldfire, display, checkDisplay,
		anim = this,
		orig = {},
		style = elem.style,
		hidden = elem.nodeType && isHidden( elem ),
		dataShow = jQuery._data( elem, "fxshow" );

	// handle queue: false promises
	if ( !opts.queue ) {
		hooks = jQuery._queueHooks( elem, "fx" );
		if ( hooks.unqueued == null ) {
			hooks.unqueued = 0;
			oldfire = hooks.empty.fire;
			hooks.empty.fire = function() {
				if ( !hooks.unqueued ) {
					oldfire();
				}
			};
		}
		hooks.unqueued++;

		anim.always( function() {

			// doing this makes sure that the complete handler will be called
			// before this completes
			anim.always( function() {
				hooks.unqueued--;
				if ( !jQuery.queue( elem, "fx" ).length ) {
					hooks.empty.fire();
				}
			} );
		} );
	}

	// height/width overflow pass
	if ( elem.nodeType === 1 && ( "height" in props || "width" in props ) ) {

		// Make sure that nothing sneaks out
		// Record all 3 overflow attributes because IE does not
		// change the overflow attribute when overflowX and
		// overflowY are set to the same value
		opts.overflow = [ style.overflow, style.overflowX, style.overflowY ];

		// Set display property to inline-block for height/width
		// animations on inline elements that are having width/height animated
		display = jQuery.css( elem, "display" );

		// Test default display if display is currently "none"
		checkDisplay = display === "none" ?
			jQuery._data( elem, "olddisplay" ) || defaultDisplay( elem.nodeName ) : display;

		if ( checkDisplay === "inline" && jQuery.css( elem, "float" ) === "none" ) {

			// inline-level elements accept inline-block;
			// block-level elements need to be inline with layout
			if ( !support.inlineBlockNeedsLayout || defaultDisplay( elem.nodeName ) === "inline" ) {
				style.display = "inline-block";
			} else {
				style.zoom = 1;
			}
		}
	}

	if ( opts.overflow ) {
		style.overflow = "hidden";
		if ( !support.shrinkWrapBlocks() ) {
			anim.always( function() {
				style.overflow = opts.overflow[ 0 ];
				style.overflowX = opts.overflow[ 1 ];
				style.overflowY = opts.overflow[ 2 ];
			} );
		}
	}

	// show/hide pass
	for ( prop in props ) {
		value = props[ prop ];
		if ( rfxtypes.exec( value ) ) {
			delete props[ prop ];
			toggle = toggle || value === "toggle";
			if ( value === ( hidden ? "hide" : "show" ) ) {

				// If there is dataShow left over from a stopped hide or show
				// and we are going to proceed with show, we should pretend to be hidden
				if ( value === "show" && dataShow && dataShow[ prop ] !== undefined ) {
					hidden = true;
				} else {
					continue;
				}
			}
			orig[ prop ] = dataShow && dataShow[ prop ] || jQuery.style( elem, prop );

		// Any non-fx value stops us from restoring the original display value
		} else {
			display = undefined;
		}
	}

	if ( !jQuery.isEmptyObject( orig ) ) {
		if ( dataShow ) {
			if ( "hidden" in dataShow ) {
				hidden = dataShow.hidden;
			}
		} else {
			dataShow = jQuery._data( elem, "fxshow", {} );
		}

		// store state if its toggle - enables .stop().toggle() to "reverse"
		if ( toggle ) {
			dataShow.hidden = !hidden;
		}
		if ( hidden ) {
			jQuery( elem ).show();
		} else {
			anim.done( function() {
				jQuery( elem ).hide();
			} );
		}
		anim.done( function() {
			var prop;
			jQuery._removeData( elem, "fxshow" );
			for ( prop in orig ) {
				jQuery.style( elem, prop, orig[ prop ] );
			}
		} );
		for ( prop in orig ) {
			tween = createTween( hidden ? dataShow[ prop ] : 0, prop, anim );

			if ( !( prop in dataShow ) ) {
				dataShow[ prop ] = tween.start;
				if ( hidden ) {
					tween.end = tween.start;
					tween.start = prop === "width" || prop === "height" ? 1 : 0;
				}
			}
		}

	// If this is a noop like .hide().hide(), restore an overwritten display value
	} else if ( ( display === "none" ? defaultDisplay( elem.nodeName ) : display ) === "inline" ) {
		style.display = display;
	}
}

function propFilter( props, specialEasing ) {
	var index, name, easing, value, hooks;

	// camelCase, specialEasing and expand cssHook pass
	for ( index in props ) {
		name = jQuery.camelCase( index );
		easing = specialEasing[ name ];
		value = props[ index ];
		if ( jQuery.isArray( value ) ) {
			easing = value[ 1 ];
			value = props[ index ] = value[ 0 ];
		}

		if ( index !== name ) {
			props[ name ] = value;
			delete props[ index ];
		}

		hooks = jQuery.cssHooks[ name ];
		if ( hooks && "expand" in hooks ) {
			value = hooks.expand( value );
			delete props[ name ];

			// not quite $.extend, this wont overwrite keys already present.
			// also - reusing 'index' from above because we have the correct "name"
			for ( index in value ) {
				if ( !( index in props ) ) {
					props[ index ] = value[ index ];
					specialEasing[ index ] = easing;
				}
			}
		} else {
			specialEasing[ name ] = easing;
		}
	}
}

function Animation( elem, properties, options ) {
	var result,
		stopped,
		index = 0,
		length = Animation.prefilters.length,
		deferred = jQuery.Deferred().always( function() {

			// don't match elem in the :animated selector
			delete tick.elem;
		} ),
		tick = function() {
			if ( stopped ) {
				return false;
			}
			var currentTime = fxNow || createFxNow(),
				remaining = Math.max( 0, animation.startTime + animation.duration - currentTime ),

				// Support: Android 2.3
				// Archaic crash bug won't allow us to use `1 - ( 0.5 || 0 )` (#12497)
				temp = remaining / animation.duration || 0,
				percent = 1 - temp,
				index = 0,
				length = animation.tweens.length;

			for ( ; index < length ; index++ ) {
				animation.tweens[ index ].run( percent );
			}

			deferred.notifyWith( elem, [ animation, percent, remaining ] );

			if ( percent < 1 && length ) {
				return remaining;
			} else {
				deferred.resolveWith( elem, [ animation ] );
				return false;
			}
		},
		animation = deferred.promise( {
			elem: elem,
			props: jQuery.extend( {}, properties ),
			opts: jQuery.extend( true, {
				specialEasing: {},
				easing: jQuery.easing._default
			}, options ),
			originalProperties: properties,
			originalOptions: options,
			startTime: fxNow || createFxNow(),
			duration: options.duration,
			tweens: [],
			createTween: function( prop, end ) {
				var tween = jQuery.Tween( elem, animation.opts, prop, end,
						animation.opts.specialEasing[ prop ] || animation.opts.easing );
				animation.tweens.push( tween );
				return tween;
			},
			stop: function( gotoEnd ) {
				var index = 0,

					// if we are going to the end, we want to run all the tweens
					// otherwise we skip this part
					length = gotoEnd ? animation.tweens.length : 0;
				if ( stopped ) {
					return this;
				}
				stopped = true;
				for ( ; index < length ; index++ ) {
					animation.tweens[ index ].run( 1 );
				}

				// resolve when we played the last frame
				// otherwise, reject
				if ( gotoEnd ) {
					deferred.notifyWith( elem, [ animation, 1, 0 ] );
					deferred.resolveWith( elem, [ animation, gotoEnd ] );
				} else {
					deferred.rejectWith( elem, [ animation, gotoEnd ] );
				}
				return this;
			}
		} ),
		props = animation.props;

	propFilter( props, animation.opts.specialEasing );

	for ( ; index < length ; index++ ) {
		result = Animation.prefilters[ index ].call( animation, elem, props, animation.opts );
		if ( result ) {
			if ( jQuery.isFunction( result.stop ) ) {
				jQuery._queueHooks( animation.elem, animation.opts.queue ).stop =
					jQuery.proxy( result.stop, result );
			}
			return result;
		}
	}

	jQuery.map( props, createTween, animation );

	if ( jQuery.isFunction( animation.opts.start ) ) {
		animation.opts.start.call( elem, animation );
	}

	jQuery.fx.timer(
		jQuery.extend( tick, {
			elem: elem,
			anim: animation,
			queue: animation.opts.queue
		} )
	);

	// attach callbacks from options
	return animation.progress( animation.opts.progress )
		.done( animation.opts.done, animation.opts.complete )
		.fail( animation.opts.fail )
		.always( animation.opts.always );
}

jQuery.Animation = jQuery.extend( Animation, {

	tweeners: {
		"*": [ function( prop, value ) {
			var tween = this.createTween( prop, value );
			adjustCSS( tween.elem, prop, rcssNum.exec( value ), tween );
			return tween;
		} ]
	},

	tweener: function( props, callback ) {
		if ( jQuery.isFunction( props ) ) {
			callback = props;
			props = [ "*" ];
		} else {
			props = props.match( rnotwhite );
		}

		var prop,
			index = 0,
			length = props.length;

		for ( ; index < length ; index++ ) {
			prop = props[ index ];
			Animation.tweeners[ prop ] = Animation.tweeners[ prop ] || [];
			Animation.tweeners[ prop ].unshift( callback );
		}
	},

	prefilters: [ defaultPrefilter ],

	prefilter: function( callback, prepend ) {
		if ( prepend ) {
			Animation.prefilters.unshift( callback );
		} else {
			Animation.prefilters.push( callback );
		}
	}
} );

jQuery.speed = function( speed, easing, fn ) {
	var opt = speed && typeof speed === "object" ? jQuery.extend( {}, speed ) : {
		complete: fn || !fn && easing ||
			jQuery.isFunction( speed ) && speed,
		duration: speed,
		easing: fn && easing || easing && !jQuery.isFunction( easing ) && easing
	};

	opt.duration = jQuery.fx.off ? 0 : typeof opt.duration === "number" ? opt.duration :
		opt.duration in jQuery.fx.speeds ?
			jQuery.fx.speeds[ opt.duration ] : jQuery.fx.speeds._default;

	// normalize opt.queue - true/undefined/null -> "fx"
	if ( opt.queue == null || opt.queue === true ) {
		opt.queue = "fx";
	}

	// Queueing
	opt.old = opt.complete;

	opt.complete = function() {
		if ( jQuery.isFunction( opt.old ) ) {
			opt.old.call( this );
		}

		if ( opt.queue ) {
			jQuery.dequeue( this, opt.queue );
		}
	};

	return opt;
};

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	fadeTo: function( speed, to, easing, callback ) {

		// show any hidden elements after setting opacity to 0
		return this.filter( isHidden ).css( "opacity", 0 ).show()

			// animate to the value specified
			.end().animate( { opacity: to }, speed, easing, callback );
	},
	animate: function( prop, speed, easing, callback ) {
		var empty = jQuery.isEmptyObject( prop ),
			optall = jQuery.speed( speed, easing, callback ),
			doAnimation = function() {

				// Operate on a copy of prop so per-property easing won't be lost
				var anim = Animation( this, jQuery.extend( {}, prop ), optall );

				// Empty animations, or finishing resolves immediately
				if ( empty || jQuery._data( this, "finish" ) ) {
					anim.stop( true );
				}
			};
			doAnimation.finish = doAnimation;

		return empty || optall.queue === false ?
			this.each( doAnimation ) :
			this.queue( optall.queue, doAnimation );
	},
	stop: function( type, clearQueue, gotoEnd ) {
		var stopQueue = function( hooks ) {
			var stop = hooks.stop;
			delete hooks.stop;
			stop( gotoEnd );
		};

		if ( typeof type !== "string" ) {
			gotoEnd = clearQueue;
			clearQueue = type;
			type = undefined;
		}
		if ( clearQueue && type !== false ) {
			this.queue( type || "fx", [] );
		}

		return this.each( function() {
			var dequeue = true,
				index = type != null && type + "queueHooks",
				timers = jQuery.timers,
				data = jQuery._data( this );

			if ( index ) {
				if ( data[ index ] && data[ index ].stop ) {
					stopQueue( data[ index ] );
				}
			} else {
				for ( index in data ) {
					if ( data[ index ] && data[ index ].stop && rrun.test( index ) ) {
						stopQueue( data[ index ] );
					}
				}
			}

			for ( index = timers.length; index--; ) {
				if ( timers[ index ].elem === this &&
					( type == null || timers[ index ].queue === type ) ) {

					timers[ index ].anim.stop( gotoEnd );
					dequeue = false;
					timers.splice( index, 1 );
				}
			}

			// start the next in the queue if the last step wasn't forced
			// timers currently will call their complete callbacks, which will dequeue
			// but only if they were gotoEnd
			if ( dequeue || !gotoEnd ) {
				jQuery.dequeue( this, type );
			}
		} );
	},
	finish: function( type ) {
		if ( type !== false ) {
			type = type || "fx";
		}
		return this.each( function() {
			var index,
				data = jQuery._data( this ),
				queue = data[ type + "queue" ],
				hooks = data[ type + "queueHooks" ],
				timers = jQuery.timers,
				length = queue ? queue.length : 0;

			// enable finishing flag on private data
			data.finish = true;

			// empty the queue first
			jQuery.queue( this, type, [] );

			if ( hooks && hooks.stop ) {
				hooks.stop.call( this, true );
			}

			// look for any active animations, and finish them
			for ( index = timers.length; index--; ) {
				if ( timers[ index ].elem === this && timers[ index ].queue === type ) {
					timers[ index ].anim.stop( true );
					timers.splice( index, 1 );
				}
			}

			// look for any animations in the old queue and finish them
			for ( index = 0; index < length; index++ ) {
				if ( queue[ index ] && queue[ index ].finish ) {
					queue[ index ].finish.call( this );
				}
			}

			// turn off finishing flag
			delete data.finish;
		} );
	}
} );

jQuery.each( [ "toggle", "show", "hide" ], function( i, name ) {
	var cssFn = jQuery.fn[ name ];
	jQuery.fn[ name ] = function( speed, easing, callback ) {
		return speed == null || typeof speed === "boolean" ?
			cssFn.apply( this, arguments ) :
			this.animate( genFx( name, true ), speed, easing, callback );
	};
} );

// Generate shortcuts for custom animations
jQuery.each( {
	slideDown: genFx( "show" ),
	slideUp: genFx( "hide" ),
	slideToggle: genFx( "toggle" ),
	fadeIn: { opacity: "show" },
	fadeOut: { opacity: "hide" },
	fadeToggle: { opacity: "toggle" }
}, function( name, props ) {
	jQuery.fn[ name ] = function( speed, easing, callback ) {
		return this.animate( props, speed, easing, callback );
	};
} );

jQuery.timers = [];
jQuery.fx.tick = function() {
	var timer,
		timers = jQuery.timers,
		i = 0;

	fxNow = jQuery.now();

	for ( ; i < timers.length; i++ ) {
		timer = timers[ i ];

		// Checks the timer has not already been removed
		if ( !timer() && timers[ i ] === timer ) {
			timers.splice( i--, 1 );
		}
	}

	if ( !timers.length ) {
		jQuery.fx.stop();
	}
	fxNow = undefined;
};

jQuery.fx.timer = function( timer ) {
	jQuery.timers.push( timer );
	if ( timer() ) {
		jQuery.fx.start();
	} else {
		jQuery.timers.pop();
	}
};

jQuery.fx.interval = 13;

jQuery.fx.start = function() {
	if ( !timerId ) {
		timerId = window.setInterval( jQuery.fx.tick, jQuery.fx.interval );
	}
};

jQuery.fx.stop = function() {
	window.clearInterval( timerId );
	timerId = null;
};

jQuery.fx.speeds = {
	slow: 600,
	fast: 200,

	// Default speed
	_default: 400
};


// Based off of the plugin by Clint Helfers, with permission.
// http://web.archive.org/web/20100324014747/http://blindsignals.com/index.php/2009/07/jquery-delay/
jQuery.fn.delay = function( time, type ) {
	time = jQuery.fx ? jQuery.fx.speeds[ time ] || time : time;
	type = type || "fx";

	return this.queue( type, function( next, hooks ) {
		var timeout = window.setTimeout( next, time );
		hooks.stop = function() {
			window.clearTimeout( timeout );
		};
	} );
};


( function() {
	var a,
		input = document.createElement( "input" ),
		div = document.createElement( "div" ),
		select = document.createElement( "select" ),
		opt = select.appendChild( document.createElement( "option" ) );

	// Setup
	div = document.createElement( "div" );
	div.setAttribute( "className", "t" );
	div.innerHTML = "  <link/><table></table><a href='/a'>a</a><input type='checkbox'/>";
	a = div.getElementsByTagName( "a" )[ 0 ];

	// Support: Windows Web Apps (WWA)
	// `type` must use .setAttribute for WWA (#14901)
	input.setAttribute( "type", "checkbox" );
	div.appendChild( input );

	a = div.getElementsByTagName( "a" )[ 0 ];

	// First batch of tests.
	a.style.cssText = "top:1px";

	// Test setAttribute on camelCase class.
	// If it works, we need attrFixes when doing get/setAttribute (ie6/7)
	support.getSetAttribute = div.className !== "t";

	// Get the style information from getAttribute
	// (IE uses .cssText instead)
	support.style = /top/.test( a.getAttribute( "style" ) );

	// Make sure that URLs aren't manipulated
	// (IE normalizes it by default)
	support.hrefNormalized = a.getAttribute( "href" ) === "/a";

	// Check the default checkbox/radio value ("" on WebKit; "on" elsewhere)
	support.checkOn = !!input.value;

	// Make sure that a selected-by-default option has a working selected property.
	// (WebKit defaults to false instead of true, IE too, if it's in an optgroup)
	support.optSelected = opt.selected;

	// Tests for enctype support on a form (#6743)
	support.enctype = !!document.createElement( "form" ).enctype;

	// Make sure that the options inside disabled selects aren't marked as disabled
	// (WebKit marks them as disabled)
	select.disabled = true;
	support.optDisabled = !opt.disabled;

	// Support: IE8 only
	// Check if we can trust getAttribute("value")
	input = document.createElement( "input" );
	input.setAttribute( "value", "" );
	support.input = input.getAttribute( "value" ) === "";

	// Check if an input maintains its value after becoming a radio
	input.value = "t";
	input.setAttribute( "type", "radio" );
	support.radioValue = input.value === "t";
} )();


var rreturn = /\r/g;

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	val: function( value ) {
		var hooks, ret, isFunction,
			elem = this[ 0 ];

		if ( !arguments.length ) {
			if ( elem ) {
				hooks = jQuery.valHooks[ elem.type ] ||
					jQuery.valHooks[ elem.nodeName.toLowerCase() ];

				if (
					hooks &&
					"get" in hooks &&
					( ret = hooks.get( elem, "value" ) ) !== undefined
				) {
					return ret;
				}

				ret = elem.value;

				return typeof ret === "string" ?

					// handle most common string cases
					ret.replace( rreturn, "" ) :

					// handle cases where value is null/undef or number
					ret == null ? "" : ret;
			}

			return;
		}

		isFunction = jQuery.isFunction( value );

		return this.each( function( i ) {
			var val;

			if ( this.nodeType !== 1 ) {
				return;
			}

			if ( isFunction ) {
				val = value.call( this, i, jQuery( this ).val() );
			} else {
				val = value;
			}

			// Treat null/undefined as ""; convert numbers to string
			if ( val == null ) {
				val = "";
			} else if ( typeof val === "number" ) {
				val += "";
			} else if ( jQuery.isArray( val ) ) {
				val = jQuery.map( val, function( value ) {
					return value == null ? "" : value + "";
				} );
			}

			hooks = jQuery.valHooks[ this.type ] || jQuery.valHooks[ this.nodeName.toLowerCase() ];

			// If set returns undefined, fall back to normal setting
			if ( !hooks || !( "set" in hooks ) || hooks.set( this, val, "value" ) === undefined ) {
				this.value = val;
			}
		} );
	}
} );

jQuery.extend( {
	valHooks: {
		option: {
			get: function( elem ) {
				var val = jQuery.find.attr( elem, "value" );
				return val != null ?
					val :

					// Support: IE10-11+
					// option.text throws exceptions (#14686, #14858)
					jQuery.trim( jQuery.text( elem ) );
			}
		},
		select: {
			get: function( elem ) {
				var value, option,
					options = elem.options,
					index = elem.selectedIndex,
					one = elem.type === "select-one" || index < 0,
					values = one ? null : [],
					max = one ? index + 1 : options.length,
					i = index < 0 ?
						max :
						one ? index : 0;

				// Loop through all the selected options
				for ( ; i < max; i++ ) {
					option = options[ i ];

					// oldIE doesn't update selected after form reset (#2551)
					if ( ( option.selected || i === index ) &&

							// Don't return options that are disabled or in a disabled optgroup
							( support.optDisabled ?
								!option.disabled :
								option.getAttribute( "disabled" ) === null ) &&
							( !option.parentNode.disabled ||
								!jQuery.nodeName( option.parentNode, "optgroup" ) ) ) {

						// Get the specific value for the option
						value = jQuery( option ).val();

						// We don't need an array for one selects
						if ( one ) {
							return value;
						}

						// Multi-Selects return an array
						values.push( value );
					}
				}

				return values;
			},

			set: function( elem, value ) {
				var optionSet, option,
					options = elem.options,
					values = jQuery.makeArray( value ),
					i = options.length;

				while ( i-- ) {
					option = options[ i ];

					if ( jQuery.inArray( jQuery.valHooks.option.get( option ), values ) >= 0 ) {

						// Support: IE6
						// When new option element is added to select box we need to
						// force reflow of newly added node in order to workaround delay
						// of initialization properties
						try {
							option.selected = optionSet = true;

						} catch ( _ ) {

							// Will be executed only in IE6
							option.scrollHeight;
						}

					} else {
						option.selected = false;
					}
				}

				// Force browsers to behave consistently when non-matching value is set
				if ( !optionSet ) {
					elem.selectedIndex = -1;
				}

				return options;
			}
		}
	}
} );

// Radios and checkboxes getter/setter
jQuery.each( [ "radio", "checkbox" ], function() {
	jQuery.valHooks[ this ] = {
		set: function( elem, value ) {
			if ( jQuery.isArray( value ) ) {
				return ( elem.checked = jQuery.inArray( jQuery( elem ).val(), value ) > -1 );
			}
		}
	};
	if ( !support.checkOn ) {
		jQuery.valHooks[ this ].get = function( elem ) {
			return elem.getAttribute( "value" ) === null ? "on" : elem.value;
		};
	}
} );




var nodeHook, boolHook,
	attrHandle = jQuery.expr.attrHandle,
	ruseDefault = /^(?:checked|selected)$/i,
	getSetAttribute = support.getSetAttribute,
	getSetInput = support.input;

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	attr: function( name, value ) {
		return access( this, jQuery.attr, name, value, arguments.length > 1 );
	},

	removeAttr: function( name ) {
		return this.each( function() {
			jQuery.removeAttr( this, name );
		} );
	}
} );

jQuery.extend( {
	attr: function( elem, name, value ) {
		var ret, hooks,
			nType = elem.nodeType;

		// Don't get/set attributes on text, comment and attribute nodes
		if ( nType === 3 || nType === 8 || nType === 2 ) {
			return;
		}

		// Fallback to prop when attributes are not supported
		if ( typeof elem.getAttribute === "undefined" ) {
			return jQuery.prop( elem, name, value );
		}

		// All attributes are lowercase
		// Grab necessary hook if one is defined
		if ( nType !== 1 || !jQuery.isXMLDoc( elem ) ) {
			name = name.toLowerCase();
			hooks = jQuery.attrHooks[ name ] ||
				( jQuery.expr.match.bool.test( name ) ? boolHook : nodeHook );
		}

		if ( value !== undefined ) {
			if ( value === null ) {
				jQuery.removeAttr( elem, name );
				return;
			}

			if ( hooks && "set" in hooks &&
				( ret = hooks.set( elem, value, name ) ) !== undefined ) {
				return ret;
			}

			elem.setAttribute( name, value + "" );
			return value;
		}

		if ( hooks && "get" in hooks && ( ret = hooks.get( elem, name ) ) !== null ) {
			return ret;
		}

		ret = jQuery.find.attr( elem, name );

		// Non-existent attributes return null, we normalize to undefined
		return ret == null ? undefined : ret;
	},

	attrHooks: {
		type: {
			set: function( elem, value ) {
				if ( !support.radioValue && value === "radio" &&
					jQuery.nodeName( elem, "input" ) ) {

					// Setting the type on a radio button after the value resets the value in IE8-9
					// Reset value to default in case type is set after value during creation
					var val = elem.value;
					elem.setAttribute( "type", value );
					if ( val ) {
						elem.value = val;
					}
					return value;
				}
			}
		}
	},

	removeAttr: function( elem, value ) {
		var name, propName,
			i = 0,
			attrNames = value && value.match( rnotwhite );

		if ( attrNames && elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
			while ( ( name = attrNames[ i++ ] ) ) {
				propName = jQuery.propFix[ name ] || name;

				// Boolean attributes get special treatment (#10870)
				if ( jQuery.expr.match.bool.test( name ) ) {

					// Set corresponding property to false
					if ( getSetInput && getSetAttribute || !ruseDefault.test( name ) ) {
						elem[ propName ] = false;

					// Support: IE<9
					// Also clear defaultChecked/defaultSelected (if appropriate)
					} else {
						elem[ jQuery.camelCase( "default-" + name ) ] =
							elem[ propName ] = false;
					}

				// See #9699 for explanation of this approach (setting first, then removal)
				} else {
					jQuery.attr( elem, name, "" );
				}

				elem.removeAttribute( getSetAttribute ? name : propName );
			}
		}
	}
} );

// Hooks for boolean attributes
boolHook = {
	set: function( elem, value, name ) {
		if ( value === false ) {

			// Remove boolean attributes when set to false
			jQuery.removeAttr( elem, name );
		} else if ( getSetInput && getSetAttribute || !ruseDefault.test( name ) ) {

			// IE<8 needs the *property* name
			elem.setAttribute( !getSetAttribute && jQuery.propFix[ name ] || name, name );

		} else {

			// Support: IE<9
			// Use defaultChecked and defaultSelected for oldIE
			elem[ jQuery.camelCase( "default-" + name ) ] = elem[ name ] = true;
		}
		return name;
	}
};

jQuery.each( jQuery.expr.match.bool.source.match( /\w+/g ), function( i, name ) {
	var getter = attrHandle[ name ] || jQuery.find.attr;

	if ( getSetInput && getSetAttribute || !ruseDefault.test( name ) ) {
		attrHandle[ name ] = function( elem, name, isXML ) {
			var ret, handle;
			if ( !isXML ) {

				// Avoid an infinite loop by temporarily removing this function from the getter
				handle = attrHandle[ name ];
				attrHandle[ name ] = ret;
				ret = getter( elem, name, isXML ) != null ?
					name.toLowerCase() :
					null;
				attrHandle[ name ] = handle;
			}
			return ret;
		};
	} else {
		attrHandle[ name ] = function( elem, name, isXML ) {
			if ( !isXML ) {
				return elem[ jQuery.camelCase( "default-" + name ) ] ?
					name.toLowerCase() :
					null;
			}
		};
	}
} );

// fix oldIE attroperties
if ( !getSetInput || !getSetAttribute ) {
	jQuery.attrHooks.value = {
		set: function( elem, value, name ) {
			if ( jQuery.nodeName( elem, "input" ) ) {

				// Does not return so that setAttribute is also used
				elem.defaultValue = value;
			} else {

				// Use nodeHook if defined (#1954); otherwise setAttribute is fine
				return nodeHook && nodeHook.set( elem, value, name );
			}
		}
	};
}

// IE6/7 do not support getting/setting some attributes with get/setAttribute
if ( !getSetAttribute ) {

	// Use this for any attribute in IE6/7
	// This fixes almost every IE6/7 issue
	nodeHook = {
		set: function( elem, value, name ) {

			// Set the existing or create a new attribute node
			var ret = elem.getAttributeNode( name );
			if ( !ret ) {
				elem.setAttributeNode(
					( ret = elem.ownerDocument.createAttribute( name ) )
				);
			}

			ret.value = value += "";

			// Break association with cloned elements by also using setAttribute (#9646)
			if ( name === "value" || value === elem.getAttribute( name ) ) {
				return value;
			}
		}
	};

	// Some attributes are constructed with empty-string values when not defined
	attrHandle.id = attrHandle.name = attrHandle.coords =
		function( elem, name, isXML ) {
			var ret;
			if ( !isXML ) {
				return ( ret = elem.getAttributeNode( name ) ) && ret.value !== "" ?
					ret.value :
					null;
			}
		};

	// Fixing value retrieval on a button requires this module
	jQuery.valHooks.button = {
		get: function( elem, name ) {
			var ret = elem.getAttributeNode( name );
			if ( ret && ret.specified ) {
				return ret.value;
			}
		},
		set: nodeHook.set
	};

	// Set contenteditable to false on removals(#10429)
	// Setting to empty string throws an error as an invalid value
	jQuery.attrHooks.contenteditable = {
		set: function( elem, value, name ) {
			nodeHook.set( elem, value === "" ? false : value, name );
		}
	};

	// Set width and height to auto instead of 0 on empty string( Bug #8150 )
	// This is for removals
	jQuery.each( [ "width", "height" ], function( i, name ) {
		jQuery.attrHooks[ name ] = {
			set: function( elem, value ) {
				if ( value === "" ) {
					elem.setAttribute( name, "auto" );
					return value;
				}
			}
		};
	} );
}

if ( !support.style ) {
	jQuery.attrHooks.style = {
		get: function( elem ) {

			// Return undefined in the case of empty string
			// Note: IE uppercases css property names, but if we were to .toLowerCase()
			// .cssText, that would destroy case sensitivity in URL's, like in "background"
			return elem.style.cssText || undefined;
		},
		set: function( elem, value ) {
			return ( elem.style.cssText = value + "" );
		}
	};
}




var rfocusable = /^(?:input|select|textarea|button|object)$/i,
	rclickable = /^(?:a|area)$/i;

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	prop: function( name, value ) {
		return access( this, jQuery.prop, name, value, arguments.length > 1 );
	},

	removeProp: function( name ) {
		name = jQuery.propFix[ name ] || name;
		return this.each( function() {

			// try/catch handles cases where IE balks (such as removing a property on window)
			try {
				this[ name ] = undefined;
				delete this[ name ];
			} catch ( e ) {}
		} );
	}
} );

jQuery.extend( {
	prop: function( elem, name, value ) {
		var ret, hooks,
			nType = elem.nodeType;

		// Don't get/set properties on text, comment and attribute nodes
		if ( nType === 3 || nType === 8 || nType === 2 ) {
			return;
		}

		if ( nType !== 1 || !jQuery.isXMLDoc( elem ) ) {

			// Fix name and attach hooks
			name = jQuery.propFix[ name ] || name;
			hooks = jQuery.propHooks[ name ];
		}

		if ( value !== undefined ) {
			if ( hooks && "set" in hooks &&
				( ret = hooks.set( elem, value, name ) ) !== undefined ) {
				return ret;
			}

			return ( elem[ name ] = value );
		}

		if ( hooks && "get" in hooks && ( ret = hooks.get( elem, name ) ) !== null ) {
			return ret;
		}

		return elem[ name ];
	},

	propHooks: {
		tabIndex: {
			get: function( elem ) {

				// elem.tabIndex doesn't always return the
				// correct value when it hasn't been explicitly set
				// http://fluidproject.org/blog/2008/01/09/getting-setting-and-removing-tabindex-values-with-javascript/
				// Use proper attribute retrieval(#12072)
				var tabindex = jQuery.find.attr( elem, "tabindex" );

				return tabindex ?
					parseInt( tabindex, 10 ) :
					rfocusable.test( elem.nodeName ) ||
						rclickable.test( elem.nodeName ) && elem.href ?
							0 :
							-1;
			}
		}
	},

	propFix: {
		"for": "htmlFor",
		"class": "className"
	}
} );

// Some attributes require a special call on IE
// http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms536429%28VS.85%29.aspx
if ( !support.hrefNormalized ) {

	// href/src property should get the full normalized URL (#10299/#12915)
	jQuery.each( [ "href", "src" ], function( i, name ) {
		jQuery.propHooks[ name ] = {
			get: function( elem ) {
				return elem.getAttribute( name, 4 );
			}
		};
	} );
}

// Support: Safari, IE9+
// mis-reports the default selected property of an option
// Accessing the parent's selectedIndex property fixes it
if ( !support.optSelected ) {
	jQuery.propHooks.selected = {
		get: function( elem ) {
			var parent = elem.parentNode;

			if ( parent ) {
				parent.selectedIndex;

				// Make sure that it also works with optgroups, see #5701
				if ( parent.parentNode ) {
					parent.parentNode.selectedIndex;
				}
			}
			return null;
		}
	};
}

jQuery.each( [
	"tabIndex",
	"readOnly",
	"maxLength",
	"cellSpacing",
	"cellPadding",
	"rowSpan",
	"colSpan",
	"useMap",
	"frameBorder",
	"contentEditable"
], function() {
	jQuery.propFix[ this.toLowerCase() ] = this;
} );

// IE6/7 call enctype encoding
if ( !support.enctype ) {
	jQuery.propFix.enctype = "encoding";
}




var rclass = /[\t\r\n\f]/g;

function getClass( elem ) {
	return jQuery.attr( elem, "class" ) || "";
}

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	addClass: function( value ) {
		var classes, elem, cur, curValue, clazz, j, finalValue,
			i = 0;

		if ( jQuery.isFunction( value ) ) {
			return this.each( function( j ) {
				jQuery( this ).addClass( value.call( this, j, getClass( this ) ) );
			} );
		}

		if ( typeof value === "string" && value ) {
			classes = value.match( rnotwhite ) || [];

			while ( ( elem = this[ i++ ] ) ) {
				curValue = getClass( elem );
				cur = elem.nodeType === 1 &&
					( " " + curValue + " " ).replace( rclass, " " );

				if ( cur ) {
					j = 0;
					while ( ( clazz = classes[ j++ ] ) ) {
						if ( cur.indexOf( " " + clazz + " " ) < 0 ) {
							cur += clazz + " ";
						}
					}

					// only assign if different to avoid unneeded rendering.
					finalValue = jQuery.trim( cur );
					if ( curValue !== finalValue ) {
						jQuery.attr( elem, "class", finalValue );
					}
				}
			}
		}

		return this;
	},

	removeClass: function( value ) {
		var classes, elem, cur, curValue, clazz, j, finalValue,
			i = 0;

		if ( jQuery.isFunction( value ) ) {
			return this.each( function( j ) {
				jQuery( this ).removeClass( value.call( this, j, getClass( this ) ) );
			} );
		}

		if ( !arguments.length ) {
			return this.attr( "class", "" );
		}

		if ( typeof value === "string" && value ) {
			classes = value.match( rnotwhite ) || [];

			while ( ( elem = this[ i++ ] ) ) {
				curValue = getClass( elem );

				// This expression is here for better compressibility (see addClass)
				cur = elem.nodeType === 1 &&
					( " " + curValue + " " ).replace( rclass, " " );

				if ( cur ) {
					j = 0;
					while ( ( clazz = classes[ j++ ] ) ) {

						// Remove *all* instances
						while ( cur.indexOf( " " + clazz + " " ) > -1 ) {
							cur = cur.replace( " " + clazz + " ", " " );
						}
					}

					// Only assign if different to avoid unneeded rendering.
					finalValue = jQuery.trim( cur );
					if ( curValue !== finalValue ) {
						jQuery.attr( elem, "class", finalValue );
					}
				}
			}
		}

		return this;
	},

	toggleClass: function( value, stateVal ) {
		var type = typeof value;

		if ( typeof stateVal === "boolean" && type === "string" ) {
			return stateVal ? this.addClass( value ) : this.removeClass( value );
		}

		if ( jQuery.isFunction( value ) ) {
			return this.each( function( i ) {
				jQuery( this ).toggleClass(
					value.call( this, i, getClass( this ), stateVal ),
					stateVal
				);
			} );
		}

		return this.each( function() {
			var className, i, self, classNames;

			if ( type === "string" ) {

				// Toggle individual class names
				i = 0;
				self = jQuery( this );
				classNames = value.match( rnotwhite ) || [];

				while ( ( className = classNames[ i++ ] ) ) {

					// Check each className given, space separated list
					if ( self.hasClass( className ) ) {
						self.removeClass( className );
					} else {
						self.addClass( className );
					}
				}

			// Toggle whole class name
			} else if ( value === undefined || type === "boolean" ) {
				className = getClass( this );
				if ( className ) {

					// store className if set
					jQuery._data( this, "__className__", className );
				}

				// If the element has a class name or if we're passed "false",
				// then remove the whole classname (if there was one, the above saved it).
				// Otherwise bring back whatever was previously saved (if anything),
				// falling back to the empty string if nothing was stored.
				jQuery.attr( this, "class",
					className || value === false ?
					"" :
					jQuery._data( this, "__className__" ) || ""
				);
			}
		} );
	},

	hasClass: function( selector ) {
		var className, elem,
			i = 0;

		className = " " + selector + " ";
		while ( ( elem = this[ i++ ] ) ) {
			if ( elem.nodeType === 1 &&
				( " " + getClass( elem ) + " " ).replace( rclass, " " )
					.indexOf( className ) > -1
			) {
				return true;
			}
		}

		return false;
	}
} );




// Return jQuery for attributes-only inclusion


jQuery.each( ( "blur focus focusin focusout load resize scroll unload click dblclick " +
	"mousedown mouseup mousemove mouseover mouseout mouseenter mouseleave " +
	"change select submit keydown keypress keyup error contextmenu" ).split( " " ),
	function( i, name ) {

	// Handle event binding
	jQuery.fn[ name ] = function( data, fn ) {
		return arguments.length > 0 ?
			this.on( name, null, data, fn ) :
			this.trigger( name );
	};
} );

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	hover: function( fnOver, fnOut ) {
		return this.mouseenter( fnOver ).mouseleave( fnOut || fnOver );
	}
} );


var location = window.location;

var nonce = jQuery.now();

var rquery = ( /\?/ );



var rvalidtokens = /(,)|(\[|{)|(}|])|"(?:[^"\\\r\n]|\\["\\\/bfnrt]|\\u[\da-fA-F]{4})*"\s*:?|true|false|null|-?(?!0\d)\d+(?:\.\d+|)(?:[eE][+-]?\d+|)/g;

jQuery.parseJSON = function( data ) {

	// Attempt to parse using the native JSON parser first
	if ( window.JSON && window.JSON.parse ) {

		// Support: Android 2.3
		// Workaround failure to string-cast null input
		return window.JSON.parse( data + "" );
	}

	var requireNonComma,
		depth = null,
		str = jQuery.trim( data + "" );

	// Guard against invalid (and possibly dangerous) input by ensuring that nothing remains
	// after removing valid tokens
	return str && !jQuery.trim( str.replace( rvalidtokens, function( token, comma, open, close ) {

		// Force termination if we see a misplaced comma
		if ( requireNonComma && comma ) {
			depth = 0;
		}

		// Perform no more replacements after returning to outermost depth
		if ( depth === 0 ) {
			return token;
		}

		// Commas must not follow "[", "{", or ","
		requireNonComma = open || comma;

		// Determine new depth
		// array/object open ("[" or "{"): depth += true - false (increment)
		// array/object close ("]" or "}"): depth += false - true (decrement)
		// other cases ("," or primitive): depth += true - true (numeric cast)
		depth += !close - !open;

		// Remove this token
		return "";
	} ) ) ?
		( Function( "return " + str ) )() :
		jQuery.error( "Invalid JSON: " + data );
};


// Cross-browser xml parsing
jQuery.parseXML = function( data ) {
	var xml, tmp;
	if ( !data || typeof data !== "string" ) {
		return null;
	}
	try {
		if ( window.DOMParser ) { // Standard
			tmp = new window.DOMParser();
			xml = tmp.parseFromString( data, "text/xml" );
		} else { // IE
			xml = new window.ActiveXObject( "Microsoft.XMLDOM" );
			xml.async = "false";
			xml.loadXML( data );
		}
	} catch ( e ) {
		xml = undefined;
	}
	if ( !xml || !xml.documentElement || xml.getElementsByTagName( "parsererror" ).length ) {
		jQuery.error( "Invalid XML: " + data );
	}
	return xml;
};


var
	rhash = /#.*$/,
	rts = /([?&])_=[^&]*/,

	// IE leaves an \r character at EOL
	rheaders = /^(.*?):[ \t]*([^\r\n]*)\r?$/mg,

	// #7653, #8125, #8152: local protocol detection
	rlocalProtocol = /^(?:about|app|app-storage|.+-extension|file|res|widget):$/,
	rnoContent = /^(?:GET|HEAD)$/,
	rprotocol = /^\/\//,
	rurl = /^([\w.+-]+:)(?:\/\/(?:[^\/?#]*@|)([^\/?#:]*)(?::(\d+)|)|)/,

	/* Prefilters
	 * 1) They are useful to introduce custom dataTypes (see ajax/jsonp.js for an example)
	 * 2) These are called:
	 *    - BEFORE asking for a transport
	 *    - AFTER param serialization (s.data is a string if s.processData is true)
	 * 3) key is the dataType
	 * 4) the catchall symbol "*" can be used
	 * 5) execution will start with transport dataType and THEN continue down to "*" if needed
	 */
	prefilters = {},

	/* Transports bindings
	 * 1) key is the dataType
	 * 2) the catchall symbol "*" can be used
	 * 3) selection will start with transport dataType and THEN go to "*" if needed
	 */
	transports = {},

	// Avoid comment-prolog char sequence (#10098); must appease lint and evade compression
	allTypes = "*/".concat( "*" ),

	// Document location
	ajaxLocation = location.href,

	// Segment location into parts
	ajaxLocParts = rurl.exec( ajaxLocation.toLowerCase() ) || [];

// Base "constructor" for jQuery.ajaxPrefilter and jQuery.ajaxTransport
function addToPrefiltersOrTransports( structure ) {

	// dataTypeExpression is optional and defaults to "*"
	return function( dataTypeExpression, func ) {

		if ( typeof dataTypeExpression !== "string" ) {
			func = dataTypeExpression;
			dataTypeExpression = "*";
		}

		var dataType,
			i = 0,
			dataTypes = dataTypeExpression.toLowerCase().match( rnotwhite ) || [];

		if ( jQuery.isFunction( func ) ) {

			// For each dataType in the dataTypeExpression
			while ( ( dataType = dataTypes[ i++ ] ) ) {

				// Prepend if requested
				if ( dataType.charAt( 0 ) === "+" ) {
					dataType = dataType.slice( 1 ) || "*";
					( structure[ dataType ] = structure[ dataType ] || [] ).unshift( func );

				// Otherwise append
				} else {
					( structure[ dataType ] = structure[ dataType ] || [] ).push( func );
				}
			}
		}
	};
}

// Base inspection function for prefilters and transports
function inspectPrefiltersOrTransports( structure, options, originalOptions, jqXHR ) {

	var inspected = {},
		seekingTransport = ( structure === transports );

	function inspect( dataType ) {
		var selected;
		inspected[ dataType ] = true;
		jQuery.each( structure[ dataType ] || [], function( _, prefilterOrFactory ) {
			var dataTypeOrTransport = prefilterOrFactory( options, originalOptions, jqXHR );
			if ( typeof dataTypeOrTransport === "string" &&
				!seekingTransport && !inspected[ dataTypeOrTransport ] ) {

				options.dataTypes.unshift( dataTypeOrTransport );
				inspect( dataTypeOrTransport );
				return false;
			} else if ( seekingTransport ) {
				return !( selected = dataTypeOrTransport );
			}
		} );
		return selected;
	}

	return inspect( options.dataTypes[ 0 ] ) || !inspected[ "*" ] && inspect( "*" );
}

// A special extend for ajax options
// that takes "flat" options (not to be deep extended)
// Fixes #9887
function ajaxExtend( target, src ) {
	var deep, key,
		flatOptions = jQuery.ajaxSettings.flatOptions || {};

	for ( key in src ) {
		if ( src[ key ] !== undefined ) {
			( flatOptions[ key ] ? target : ( deep || ( deep = {} ) ) )[ key ] = src[ key ];
		}
	}
	if ( deep ) {
		jQuery.extend( true, target, deep );
	}

	return target;
}

/* Handles responses to an ajax request:
 * - finds the right dataType (mediates between content-type and expected dataType)
 * - returns the corresponding response
 */
function ajaxHandleResponses( s, jqXHR, responses ) {
	var firstDataType, ct, finalDataType, type,
		contents = s.contents,
		dataTypes = s.dataTypes;

	// Remove auto dataType and get content-type in the process
	while ( dataTypes[ 0 ] === "*" ) {
		dataTypes.shift();
		if ( ct === undefined ) {
			ct = s.mimeType || jqXHR.getResponseHeader( "Content-Type" );
		}
	}

	// Check if we're dealing with a known content-type
	if ( ct ) {
		for ( type in contents ) {
			if ( contents[ type ] && contents[ type ].test( ct ) ) {
				dataTypes.unshift( type );
				break;
			}
		}
	}

	// Check to see if we have a response for the expected dataType
	if ( dataTypes[ 0 ] in responses ) {
		finalDataType = dataTypes[ 0 ];
	} else {

		// Try convertible dataTypes
		for ( type in responses ) {
			if ( !dataTypes[ 0 ] || s.converters[ type + " " + dataTypes[ 0 ] ] ) {
				finalDataType = type;
				break;
			}
			if ( !firstDataType ) {
				firstDataType = type;
			}
		}

		// Or just use first one
		finalDataType = finalDataType || firstDataType;
	}

	// If we found a dataType
	// We add the dataType to the list if needed
	// and return the corresponding response
	if ( finalDataType ) {
		if ( finalDataType !== dataTypes[ 0 ] ) {
			dataTypes.unshift( finalDataType );
		}
		return responses[ finalDataType ];
	}
}

/* Chain conversions given the request and the original response
 * Also sets the responseXXX fields on the jqXHR instance
 */
function ajaxConvert( s, response, jqXHR, isSuccess ) {
	var conv2, current, conv, tmp, prev,
		converters = {},

		// Work with a copy of dataTypes in case we need to modify it for conversion
		dataTypes = s.dataTypes.slice();

	// Create converters map with lowercased keys
	if ( dataTypes[ 1 ] ) {
		for ( conv in s.converters ) {
			converters[ conv.toLowerCase() ] = s.converters[ conv ];
		}
	}

	current = dataTypes.shift();

	// Convert to each sequential dataType
	while ( current ) {

		if ( s.responseFields[ current ] ) {
			jqXHR[ s.responseFields[ current ] ] = response;
		}

		// Apply the dataFilter if provided
		if ( !prev && isSuccess && s.dataFilter ) {
			response = s.dataFilter( response, s.dataType );
		}

		prev = current;
		current = dataTypes.shift();

		if ( current ) {

			// There's only work to do if current dataType is non-auto
			if ( current === "*" ) {

				current = prev;

			// Convert response if prev dataType is non-auto and differs from current
			} else if ( prev !== "*" && prev !== current ) {

				// Seek a direct converter
				conv = converters[ prev + " " + current ] || converters[ "* " + current ];

				// If none found, seek a pair
				if ( !conv ) {
					for ( conv2 in converters ) {

						// If conv2 outputs current
						tmp = conv2.split( " " );
						if ( tmp[ 1 ] === current ) {

							// If prev can be converted to accepted input
							conv = converters[ prev + " " + tmp[ 0 ] ] ||
								converters[ "* " + tmp[ 0 ] ];
							if ( conv ) {

								// Condense equivalence converters
								if ( conv === true ) {
									conv = converters[ conv2 ];

								// Otherwise, insert the intermediate dataType
								} else if ( converters[ conv2 ] !== true ) {
									current = tmp[ 0 ];
									dataTypes.unshift( tmp[ 1 ] );
								}
								break;
							}
						}
					}
				}

				// Apply converter (if not an equivalence)
				if ( conv !== true ) {

					// Unless errors are allowed to bubble, catch and return them
					if ( conv && s[ "throws" ] ) { // jscs:ignore requireDotNotation
						response = conv( response );
					} else {
						try {
							response = conv( response );
						} catch ( e ) {
							return {
								state: "parsererror",
								error: conv ? e : "No conversion from " + prev + " to " + current
							};
						}
					}
				}
			}
		}
	}

	return { state: "success", data: response };
}

jQuery.extend( {

	// Counter for holding the number of active queries
	active: 0,

	// Last-Modified header cache for next request
	lastModified: {},
	etag: {},

	ajaxSettings: {
		url: ajaxLocation,
		type: "GET",
		isLocal: rlocalProtocol.test( ajaxLocParts[ 1 ] ),
		global: true,
		processData: true,
		async: true,
		contentType: "application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8",
		/*
		timeout: 0,
		data: null,
		dataType: null,
		username: null,
		password: null,
		cache: null,
		throws: false,
		traditional: false,
		headers: {},
		*/

		accepts: {
			"*": allTypes,
			text: "text/plain",
			html: "text/html",
			xml: "application/xml, text/xml",
			json: "application/json, text/javascript"
		},

		contents: {
			xml: /\bxml\b/,
			html: /\bhtml/,
			json: /\bjson\b/
		},

		responseFields: {
			xml: "responseXML",
			text: "responseText",
			json: "responseJSON"
		},

		// Data converters
		// Keys separate source (or catchall "*") and destination types with a single space
		converters: {

			// Convert anything to text
			"* text": String,

			// Text to html (true = no transformation)
			"text html": true,

			// Evaluate text as a json expression
			"text json": jQuery.parseJSON,

			// Parse text as xml
			"text xml": jQuery.parseXML
		},

		// For options that shouldn't be deep extended:
		// you can add your own custom options here if
		// and when you create one that shouldn't be
		// deep extended (see ajaxExtend)
		flatOptions: {
			url: true,
			context: true
		}
	},

	// Creates a full fledged settings object into target
	// with both ajaxSettings and settings fields.
	// If target is omitted, writes into ajaxSettings.
	ajaxSetup: function( target, settings ) {
		return settings ?

			// Building a settings object
			ajaxExtend( ajaxExtend( target, jQuery.ajaxSettings ), settings ) :

			// Extending ajaxSettings
			ajaxExtend( jQuery.ajaxSettings, target );
	},

	ajaxPrefilter: addToPrefiltersOrTransports( prefilters ),
	ajaxTransport: addToPrefiltersOrTransports( transports ),

	// Main method
	ajax: function( url, options ) {

		// If url is an object, simulate pre-1.5 signature
		if ( typeof url === "object" ) {
			options = url;
			url = undefined;
		}

		// Force options to be an object
		options = options || {};

		var

			// Cross-domain detection vars
			parts,

			// Loop variable
			i,

			// URL without anti-cache param
			cacheURL,

			// Response headers as string
			responseHeadersString,

			// timeout handle
			timeoutTimer,

			// To know if global events are to be dispatched
			fireGlobals,

			transport,

			// Response headers
			responseHeaders,

			// Create the final options object
			s = jQuery.ajaxSetup( {}, options ),

			// Callbacks context
			callbackContext = s.context || s,

			// Context for global events is callbackContext if it is a DOM node or jQuery collection
			globalEventContext = s.context &&
				( callbackContext.nodeType || callbackContext.jquery ) ?
					jQuery( callbackContext ) :
					jQuery.event,

			// Deferreds
			deferred = jQuery.Deferred(),
			completeDeferred = jQuery.Callbacks( "once memory" ),

			// Status-dependent callbacks
			statusCode = s.statusCode || {},

			// Headers (they are sent all at once)
			requestHeaders = {},
			requestHeadersNames = {},

			// The jqXHR state
			state = 0,

			// Default abort message
			strAbort = "canceled",

			// Fake xhr
			jqXHR = {
				readyState: 0,

				// Builds headers hashtable if needed
				getResponseHeader: function( key ) {
					var match;
					if ( state === 2 ) {
						if ( !responseHeaders ) {
							responseHeaders = {};
							while ( ( match = rheaders.exec( responseHeadersString ) ) ) {
								responseHeaders[ match[ 1 ].toLowerCase() ] = match[ 2 ];
							}
						}
						match = responseHeaders[ key.toLowerCase() ];
					}
					return match == null ? null : match;
				},

				// Raw string
				getAllResponseHeaders: function() {
					return state === 2 ? responseHeadersString : null;
				},

				// Caches the header
				setRequestHeader: function( name, value ) {
					var lname = name.toLowerCase();
					if ( !state ) {
						name = requestHeadersNames[ lname ] = requestHeadersNames[ lname ] || name;
						requestHeaders[ name ] = value;
					}
					return this;
				},

				// Overrides response content-type header
				overrideMimeType: function( type ) {
					if ( !state ) {
						s.mimeType = type;
					}
					return this;
				},

				// Status-dependent callbacks
				statusCode: function( map ) {
					var code;
					if ( map ) {
						if ( state < 2 ) {
							for ( code in map ) {

								// Lazy-add the new callback in a way that preserves old ones
								statusCode[ code ] = [ statusCode[ code ], map[ code ] ];
							}
						} else {

							// Execute the appropriate callbacks
							jqXHR.always( map[ jqXHR.status ] );
						}
					}
					return this;
				},

				// Cancel the request
				abort: function( statusText ) {
					var finalText = statusText || strAbort;
					if ( transport ) {
						transport.abort( finalText );
					}
					done( 0, finalText );
					return this;
				}
			};

		// Attach deferreds
		deferred.promise( jqXHR ).complete = completeDeferred.add;
		jqXHR.success = jqXHR.done;
		jqXHR.error = jqXHR.fail;

		// Remove hash character (#7531: and string promotion)
		// Add protocol if not provided (#5866: IE7 issue with protocol-less urls)
		// Handle falsy url in the settings object (#10093: consistency with old signature)
		// We also use the url parameter if available
		s.url = ( ( url || s.url || ajaxLocation ) + "" )
			.replace( rhash, "" )
			.replace( rprotocol, ajaxLocParts[ 1 ] + "//" );

		// Alias method option to type as per ticket #12004
		s.type = options.method || options.type || s.method || s.type;

		// Extract dataTypes list
		s.dataTypes = jQuery.trim( s.dataType || "*" ).toLowerCase().match( rnotwhite ) || [ "" ];

		// A cross-domain request is in order when we have a protocol:host:port mismatch
		if ( s.crossDomain == null ) {
			parts = rurl.exec( s.url.toLowerCase() );
			s.crossDomain = !!( parts &&
				( parts[ 1 ] !== ajaxLocParts[ 1 ] || parts[ 2 ] !== ajaxLocParts[ 2 ] ||
					( parts[ 3 ] || ( parts[ 1 ] === "http:" ? "80" : "443" ) ) !==
						( ajaxLocParts[ 3 ] || ( ajaxLocParts[ 1 ] === "http:" ? "80" : "443" ) ) )
			);
		}

		// Convert data if not already a string
		if ( s.data && s.processData && typeof s.data !== "string" ) {
			s.data = jQuery.param( s.data, s.traditional );
		}

		// Apply prefilters
		inspectPrefiltersOrTransports( prefilters, s, options, jqXHR );

		// If request was aborted inside a prefilter, stop there
		if ( state === 2 ) {
			return jqXHR;
		}

		// We can fire global events as of now if asked to
		// Don't fire events if jQuery.event is undefined in an AMD-usage scenario (#15118)
		fireGlobals = jQuery.event && s.global;

		// Watch for a new set of requests
		if ( fireGlobals && jQuery.active++ === 0 ) {
			jQuery.event.trigger( "ajaxStart" );
		}

		// Uppercase the type
		s.type = s.type.toUpperCase();

		// Determine if request has content
		s.hasContent = !rnoContent.test( s.type );

		// Save the URL in case we're toying with the If-Modified-Since
		// and/or If-None-Match header later on
		cacheURL = s.url;

		// More options handling for requests with no content
		if ( !s.hasContent ) {

			// If data is available, append data to url
			if ( s.data ) {
				cacheURL = ( s.url += ( rquery.test( cacheURL ) ? "&" : "?" ) + s.data );

				// #9682: remove data so that it's not used in an eventual retry
				delete s.data;
			}

			// Add anti-cache in url if needed
			if ( s.cache === false ) {
				s.url = rts.test( cacheURL ) ?

					// If there is already a '_' parameter, set its value
					cacheURL.replace( rts, "$1_=" + nonce++ ) :

					// Otherwise add one to the end
					cacheURL + ( rquery.test( cacheURL ) ? "&" : "?" ) + "_=" + nonce++;
			}
		}

		// Set the If-Modified-Since and/or If-None-Match header, if in ifModified mode.
		if ( s.ifModified ) {
			if ( jQuery.lastModified[ cacheURL ] ) {
				jqXHR.setRequestHeader( "If-Modified-Since", jQuery.lastModified[ cacheURL ] );
			}
			if ( jQuery.etag[ cacheURL ] ) {
				jqXHR.setRequestHeader( "If-None-Match", jQuery.etag[ cacheURL ] );
			}
		}

		// Set the correct header, if data is being sent
		if ( s.data && s.hasContent && s.contentType !== false || options.contentType ) {
			jqXHR.setRequestHeader( "Content-Type", s.contentType );
		}

		// Set the Accepts header for the server, depending on the dataType
		jqXHR.setRequestHeader(
			"Accept",
			s.dataTypes[ 0 ] && s.accepts[ s.dataTypes[ 0 ] ] ?
				s.accepts[ s.dataTypes[ 0 ] ] +
					( s.dataTypes[ 0 ] !== "*" ? ", " + allTypes + "; q=0.01" : "" ) :
				s.accepts[ "*" ]
		);

		// Check for headers option
		for ( i in s.headers ) {
			jqXHR.setRequestHeader( i, s.headers[ i ] );
		}

		// Allow custom headers/mimetypes and early abort
		if ( s.beforeSend &&
			( s.beforeSend.call( callbackContext, jqXHR, s ) === false || state === 2 ) ) {

			// Abort if not done already and return
			return jqXHR.abort();
		}

		// aborting is no longer a cancellation
		strAbort = "abort";

		// Install callbacks on deferreds
		for ( i in { success: 1, error: 1, complete: 1 } ) {
			jqXHR[ i ]( s[ i ] );
		}

		// Get transport
		transport = inspectPrefiltersOrTransports( transports, s, options, jqXHR );

		// If no transport, we auto-abort
		if ( !transport ) {
			done( -1, "No Transport" );
		} else {
			jqXHR.readyState = 1;

			// Send global event
			if ( fireGlobals ) {
				globalEventContext.trigger( "ajaxSend", [ jqXHR, s ] );
			}

			// If request was aborted inside ajaxSend, stop there
			if ( state === 2 ) {
				return jqXHR;
			}

			// Timeout
			if ( s.async && s.timeout > 0 ) {
				timeoutTimer = window.setTimeout( function() {
					jqXHR.abort( "timeout" );
				}, s.timeout );
			}

			try {
				state = 1;
				transport.send( requestHeaders, done );
			} catch ( e ) {

				// Propagate exception as error if not done
				if ( state < 2 ) {
					done( -1, e );

				// Simply rethrow otherwise
				} else {
					throw e;
				}
			}
		}

		// Callback for when everything is done
		function done( status, nativeStatusText, responses, headers ) {
			var isSuccess, success, error, response, modified,
				statusText = nativeStatusText;

			// Called once
			if ( state === 2 ) {
				return;
			}

			// State is "done" now
			state = 2;

			// Clear timeout if it exists
			if ( timeoutTimer ) {
				window.clearTimeout( timeoutTimer );
			}

			// Dereference transport for early garbage collection
			// (no matter how long the jqXHR object will be used)
			transport = undefined;

			// Cache response headers
			responseHeadersString = headers || "";

			// Set readyState
			jqXHR.readyState = status > 0 ? 4 : 0;

			// Determine if successful
			isSuccess = status >= 200 && status < 300 || status === 304;

			// Get response data
			if ( responses ) {
				response = ajaxHandleResponses( s, jqXHR, responses );
			}

			// Convert no matter what (that way responseXXX fields are always set)
			response = ajaxConvert( s, response, jqXHR, isSuccess );

			// If successful, handle type chaining
			if ( isSuccess ) {

				// Set the If-Modified-Since and/or If-None-Match header, if in ifModified mode.
				if ( s.ifModified ) {
					modified = jqXHR.getResponseHeader( "Last-Modified" );
					if ( modified ) {
						jQuery.lastModified[ cacheURL ] = modified;
					}
					modified = jqXHR.getResponseHeader( "etag" );
					if ( modified ) {
						jQuery.etag[ cacheURL ] = modified;
					}
				}

				// if no content
				if ( status === 204 || s.type === "HEAD" ) {
					statusText = "nocontent";

				// if not modified
				} else if ( status === 304 ) {
					statusText = "notmodified";

				// If we have data, let's convert it
				} else {
					statusText = response.state;
					success = response.data;
					error = response.error;
					isSuccess = !error;
				}
			} else {

				// We extract error from statusText
				// then normalize statusText and status for non-aborts
				error = statusText;
				if ( status || !statusText ) {
					statusText = "error";
					if ( status < 0 ) {
						status = 0;
					}
				}
			}

			// Set data for the fake xhr object
			jqXHR.status = status;
			jqXHR.statusText = ( nativeStatusText || statusText ) + "";

			// Success/Error
			if ( isSuccess ) {
				deferred.resolveWith( callbackContext, [ success, statusText, jqXHR ] );
			} else {
				deferred.rejectWith( callbackContext, [ jqXHR, statusText, error ] );
			}

			// Status-dependent callbacks
			jqXHR.statusCode( statusCode );
			statusCode = undefined;

			if ( fireGlobals ) {
				globalEventContext.trigger( isSuccess ? "ajaxSuccess" : "ajaxError",
					[ jqXHR, s, isSuccess ? success : error ] );
			}

			// Complete
			completeDeferred.fireWith( callbackContext, [ jqXHR, statusText ] );

			if ( fireGlobals ) {
				globalEventContext.trigger( "ajaxComplete", [ jqXHR, s ] );

				// Handle the global AJAX counter
				if ( !( --jQuery.active ) ) {
					jQuery.event.trigger( "ajaxStop" );
				}
			}
		}

		return jqXHR;
	},

	getJSON: function( url, data, callback ) {
		return jQuery.get( url, data, callback, "json" );
	},

	getScript: function( url, callback ) {
		return jQuery.get( url, undefined, callback, "script" );
	}
} );

jQuery.each( [ "get", "post" ], function( i, method ) {
	jQuery[ method ] = function( url, data, callback, type ) {

		// shift arguments if data argument was omitted
		if ( jQuery.isFunction( data ) ) {
			type = type || callback;
			callback = data;
			data = undefined;
		}

		// The url can be an options object (which then must have .url)
		return jQuery.ajax( jQuery.extend( {
			url: url,
			type: method,
			dataType: type,
			data: data,
			success: callback
		}, jQuery.isPlainObject( url ) && url ) );
	};
} );


jQuery._evalUrl = function( url ) {
	return jQuery.ajax( {
		url: url,

		// Make this explicit, since user can override this through ajaxSetup (#11264)
		type: "GET",
		dataType: "script",
		cache: true,
		async: false,
		global: false,
		"throws": true
	} );
};


jQuery.fn.extend( {
	wrapAll: function( html ) {
		if ( jQuery.isFunction( html ) ) {
			return this.each( function( i ) {
				jQuery( this ).wrapAll( html.call( this, i ) );
			} );
		}

		if ( this[ 0 ] ) {

			// The elements to wrap the target around
			var wrap = jQuery( html, this[ 0 ].ownerDocument ).eq( 0 ).clone( true );

			if ( this[ 0 ].parentNode ) {
				wrap.insertBefore( this[ 0 ] );
			}

			wrap.map( function() {
				var elem = this;

				while ( elem.firstChild && elem.firstChild.nodeType === 1 ) {
					elem = elem.firstChild;
				}

				return elem;
			} ).append( this );
		}

		return this;
	},

	wrapInner: function( html ) {
		if ( jQuery.isFunction( html ) ) {
			return this.each( function( i ) {
				jQuery( this ).wrapInner( html.call( this, i ) );
			} );
		}

		return this.each( function() {
			var self = jQuery( this ),
				contents = self.contents();

			if ( contents.length ) {
				contents.wrapAll( html );

			} else {
				self.append( html );
			}
		} );
	},

	wrap: function( html ) {
		var isFunction = jQuery.isFunction( html );

		return this.each( function( i ) {
			jQuery( this ).wrapAll( isFunction ? html.call( this, i ) : html );
		} );
	},

	unwrap: function() {
		return this.parent().each( function() {
			if ( !jQuery.nodeName( this, "body" ) ) {
				jQuery( this ).replaceWith( this.childNodes );
			}
		} ).end();
	}
} );


function getDisplay( elem ) {
	return elem.style && elem.style.display || jQuery.css( elem, "display" );
}

function filterHidden( elem ) {
	while ( elem && elem.nodeType === 1 ) {
		if ( getDisplay( elem ) === "none" || elem.type === "hidden" ) {
			return true;
		}
		elem = elem.parentNode;
	}
	return false;
}

jQuery.expr.filters.hidden = function( elem ) {

	// Support: Opera <= 12.12
	// Opera reports offsetWidths and offsetHeights less than zero on some elements
	return support.reliableHiddenOffsets() ?
		( elem.offsetWidth <= 0 && elem.offsetHeight <= 0 &&
			!elem.getClientRects().length ) :
			filterHidden( elem );
};

jQuery.expr.filters.visible = function( elem ) {
	return !jQuery.expr.filters.hidden( elem );
};




var r20 = /%20/g,
	rbracket = /\[\]$/,
	rCRLF = /\r?\n/g,
	rsubmitterTypes = /^(?:submit|button|image|reset|file)$/i,
	rsubmittable = /^(?:input|select|textarea|keygen)/i;

function buildParams( prefix, obj, traditional, add ) {
	var name;

	if ( jQuery.isArray( obj ) ) {

		// Serialize array item.
		jQuery.each( obj, function( i, v ) {
			if ( traditional || rbracket.test( prefix ) ) {

				// Treat each array item as a scalar.
				add( prefix, v );

			} else {

				// Item is non-scalar (array or object), encode its numeric index.
				buildParams(
					prefix + "[" + ( typeof v === "object" && v != null ? i : "" ) + "]",
					v,
					traditional,
					add
				);
			}
		} );

	} else if ( !traditional && jQuery.type( obj ) === "object" ) {

		// Serialize object item.
		for ( name in obj ) {
			buildParams( prefix + "[" + name + "]", obj[ name ], traditional, add );
		}

	} else {

		// Serialize scalar item.
		add( prefix, obj );
	}
}

// Serialize an array of form elements or a set of
// key/values into a query string
jQuery.param = function( a, traditional ) {
	var prefix,
		s = [],
		add = function( key, value ) {

			// If value is a function, invoke it and return its value
			value = jQuery.isFunction( value ) ? value() : ( value == null ? "" : value );
			s[ s.length ] = encodeURIComponent( key ) + "=" + encodeURIComponent( value );
		};

	// Set traditional to true for jQuery <= 1.3.2 behavior.
	if ( traditional === undefined ) {
		traditional = jQuery.ajaxSettings && jQuery.ajaxSettings.traditional;
	}

	// If an array was passed in, assume that it is an array of form elements.
	if ( jQuery.isArray( a ) || ( a.jquery && !jQuery.isPlainObject( a ) ) ) {

		// Serialize the form elements
		jQuery.each( a, function() {
			add( this.name, this.value );
		} );

	} else {

		// If traditional, encode the "old" way (the way 1.3.2 or older
		// did it), otherwise encode params recursively.
		for ( prefix in a ) {
			buildParams( prefix, a[ prefix ], traditional, add );
		}
	}

	// Return the resulting serialization
	return s.join( "&" ).replace( r20, "+" );
};

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	serialize: function() {
		return jQuery.param( this.serializeArray() );
	},
	serializeArray: function() {
		return this.map( function() {

			// Can add propHook for "elements" to filter or add form elements
			var elements = jQuery.prop( this, "elements" );
			return elements ? jQuery.makeArray( elements ) : this;
		} )
		.filter( function() {
			var type = this.type;

			// Use .is(":disabled") so that fieldset[disabled] works
			return this.name && !jQuery( this ).is( ":disabled" ) &&
				rsubmittable.test( this.nodeName ) && !rsubmitterTypes.test( type ) &&
				( this.checked || !rcheckableType.test( type ) );
		} )
		.map( function( i, elem ) {
			var val = jQuery( this ).val();

			return val == null ?
				null :
				jQuery.isArray( val ) ?
					jQuery.map( val, function( val ) {
						return { name: elem.name, value: val.replace( rCRLF, "\r\n" ) };
					} ) :
					{ name: elem.name, value: val.replace( rCRLF, "\r\n" ) };
		} ).get();
	}
} );


// Create the request object
// (This is still attached to ajaxSettings for backward compatibility)
jQuery.ajaxSettings.xhr = window.ActiveXObject !== undefined ?

	// Support: IE6-IE8
	function() {

		// XHR cannot access local files, always use ActiveX for that case
		if ( this.isLocal ) {
			return createActiveXHR();
		}

		// Support: IE 9-11
		// IE seems to error on cross-domain PATCH requests when ActiveX XHR
		// is used. In IE 9+ always use the native XHR.
		// Note: this condition won't catch Edge as it doesn't define
		// document.documentMode but it also doesn't support ActiveX so it won't
		// reach this code.
		if ( document.documentMode > 8 ) {
			return createStandardXHR();
		}

		// Support: IE<9
		// oldIE XHR does not support non-RFC2616 methods (#13240)
		// See http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ie/ms536648(v=vs.85).aspx
		// and http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec9.html#sec9
		// Although this check for six methods instead of eight
		// since IE also does not support "trace" and "connect"
		return /^(get|post|head|put|delete|options)$/i.test( this.type ) &&
			createStandardXHR() || createActiveXHR();
	} :

	// For all other browsers, use the standard XMLHttpRequest object
	createStandardXHR;

var xhrId = 0,
	xhrCallbacks = {},
	xhrSupported = jQuery.ajaxSettings.xhr();

// Support: IE<10
// Open requests must be manually aborted on unload (#5280)
// See https://support.microsoft.com/kb/2856746 for more info
if ( window.attachEvent ) {
	window.attachEvent( "onunload", function() {
		for ( var key in xhrCallbacks ) {
			xhrCallbacks[ key ]( undefined, true );
		}
	} );
}

// Determine support properties
support.cors = !!xhrSupported && ( "withCredentials" in xhrSupported );
xhrSupported = support.ajax = !!xhrSupported;

// Create transport if the browser can provide an xhr
if ( xhrSupported ) {

	jQuery.ajaxTransport( function( options ) {

		// Cross domain only allowed if supported through XMLHttpRequest
		if ( !options.crossDomain || support.cors ) {

			var callback;

			return {
				send: function( headers, complete ) {
					var i,
						xhr = options.xhr(),
						id = ++xhrId;

					// Open the socket
					xhr.open(
						options.type,
						options.url,
						options.async,
						options.username,
						options.password
					);

					// Apply custom fields if provided
					if ( options.xhrFields ) {
						for ( i in options.xhrFields ) {
							xhr[ i ] = options.xhrFields[ i ];
						}
					}

					// Override mime type if needed
					if ( options.mimeType && xhr.overrideMimeType ) {
						xhr.overrideMimeType( options.mimeType );
					}

					// X-Requested-With header
					// For cross-domain requests, seeing as conditions for a preflight are
					// akin to a jigsaw puzzle, we simply never set it to be sure.
					// (it can always be set on a per-request basis or even using ajaxSetup)
					// For same-domain requests, won't change header if already provided.
					if ( !options.crossDomain && !headers[ "X-Requested-With" ] ) {
						headers[ "X-Requested-With" ] = "XMLHttpRequest";
					}

					// Set headers
					for ( i in headers ) {

						// Support: IE<9
						// IE's ActiveXObject throws a 'Type Mismatch' exception when setting
						// request header to a null-value.
						//
						// To keep consistent with other XHR implementations, cast the value
						// to string and ignore `undefined`.
						if ( headers[ i ] !== undefined ) {
							xhr.setRequestHeader( i, headers[ i ] + "" );
						}
					}

					// Do send the request
					// This may raise an exception which is actually
					// handled in jQuery.ajax (so no try/catch here)
					xhr.send( ( options.hasContent && options.data ) || null );

					// Listener
					callback = function( _, isAbort ) {
						var status, statusText, responses;

						// Was never called and is aborted or complete
						if ( callback && ( isAbort || xhr.readyState === 4 ) ) {

							// Clean up
							delete xhrCallbacks[ id ];
							callback = undefined;
							xhr.onreadystatechange = jQuery.noop;

							// Abort manually if needed
							if ( isAbort ) {
								if ( xhr.readyState !== 4 ) {
									xhr.abort();
								}
							} else {
								responses = {};
								status = xhr.status;

								// Support: IE<10
								// Accessing binary-data responseText throws an exception
								// (#11426)
								if ( typeof xhr.responseText === "string" ) {
									responses.text = xhr.responseText;
								}

								// Firefox throws an exception when accessing
								// statusText for faulty cross-domain requests
								try {
									statusText = xhr.statusText;
								} catch ( e ) {

									// We normalize with Webkit giving an empty statusText
									statusText = "";
								}

								// Filter status for non standard behaviors

								// If the request is local and we have data: assume a success
								// (success with no data won't get notified, that's the best we
								// can do given current implementations)
								if ( !status && options.isLocal && !options.crossDomain ) {
									status = responses.text ? 200 : 404;

								// IE - #1450: sometimes returns 1223 when it should be 204
								} else if ( status === 1223 ) {
									status = 204;
								}
							}
						}

						// Call complete if needed
						if ( responses ) {
							complete( status, statusText, responses, xhr.getAllResponseHeaders() );
						}
					};

					// Do send the request
					// `xhr.send` may raise an exception, but it will be
					// handled in jQuery.ajax (so no try/catch here)
					if ( !options.async ) {

						// If we're in sync mode we fire the callback
						callback();
					} else if ( xhr.readyState === 4 ) {

						// (IE6 & IE7) if it's in cache and has been
						// retrieved directly we need to fire the callback
						window.setTimeout( callback );
					} else {

						// Register the callback, but delay it in case `xhr.send` throws
						// Add to the list of active xhr callbacks
						xhr.onreadystatechange = xhrCallbacks[ id ] = callback;
					}
				},

				abort: function() {
					if ( callback ) {
						callback( undefined, true );
					}
				}
			};
		}
	} );
}

// Functions to create xhrs
function createStandardXHR() {
	try {
		return new window.XMLHttpRequest();
	} catch ( e ) {}
}

function createActiveXHR() {
	try {
		return new window.ActiveXObject( "Microsoft.XMLHTTP" );
	} catch ( e ) {}
}




// Prevent auto-execution of scripts when no explicit dataType was provided (See gh-2432)
jQuery.ajaxPrefilter( function( s ) {
	if ( s.crossDomain ) {
		s.contents.script = false;
	}
} );

// Install script dataType
jQuery.ajaxSetup( {
	accepts: {
		script: "text/javascript, application/javascript, " +
			"application/ecmascript, application/x-ecmascript"
	},
	contents: {
		script: /\b(?:java|ecma)script\b/
	},
	converters: {
		"text script": function( text ) {
			jQuery.globalEval( text );
			return text;
		}
	}
} );

// Handle cache's special case and global
jQuery.ajaxPrefilter( "script", function( s ) {
	if ( s.cache === undefined ) {
		s.cache = false;
	}
	if ( s.crossDomain ) {
		s.type = "GET";
		s.global = false;
	}
} );

// Bind script tag hack transport
jQuery.ajaxTransport( "script", function( s ) {

	// This transport only deals with cross domain requests
	if ( s.crossDomain ) {

		var script,
			head = document.head || jQuery( "head" )[ 0 ] || document.documentElement;

		return {

			send: function( _, callback ) {

				script = document.createElement( "script" );

				script.async = true;

				if ( s.scriptCharset ) {
					script.charset = s.scriptCharset;
				}

				script.src = s.url;

				// Attach handlers for all browsers
				script.onload = script.onreadystatechange = function( _, isAbort ) {

					if ( isAbort || !script.readyState || /loaded|complete/.test( script.readyState ) ) {

						// Handle memory leak in IE
						script.onload = script.onreadystatechange = null;

						// Remove the script
						if ( script.parentNode ) {
							script.parentNode.removeChild( script );
						}

						// Dereference the script
						script = null;

						// Callback if not abort
						if ( !isAbort ) {
							callback( 200, "success" );
						}
					}
				};

				// Circumvent IE6 bugs with base elements (#2709 and #4378) by prepending
				// Use native DOM manipulation to avoid our domManip AJAX trickery
				head.insertBefore( script, head.firstChild );
			},

			abort: function() {
				if ( script ) {
					script.onload( undefined, true );
				}
			}
		};
	}
} );




var oldCallbacks = [],
	rjsonp = /(=)\?(?=&|$)|\?\?/;

// Default jsonp settings
jQuery.ajaxSetup( {
	jsonp: "callback",
	jsonpCallback: function() {
		var callback = oldCallbacks.pop() || ( jQuery.expando + "_" + ( nonce++ ) );
		this[ callback ] = true;
		return callback;
	}
} );

// Detect, normalize options and install callbacks for jsonp requests
jQuery.ajaxPrefilter( "json jsonp", function( s, originalSettings, jqXHR ) {

	var callbackName, overwritten, responseContainer,
		jsonProp = s.jsonp !== false && ( rjsonp.test( s.url ) ?
			"url" :
			typeof s.data === "string" &&
				( s.contentType || "" )
					.indexOf( "application/x-www-form-urlencoded" ) === 0 &&
				rjsonp.test( s.data ) && "data"
		);

	// Handle iff the expected data type is "jsonp" or we have a parameter to set
	if ( jsonProp || s.dataTypes[ 0 ] === "jsonp" ) {

		// Get callback name, remembering preexisting value associated with it
		callbackName = s.jsonpCallback = jQuery.isFunction( s.jsonpCallback ) ?
			s.jsonpCallback() :
			s.jsonpCallback;

		// Insert callback into url or form data
		if ( jsonProp ) {
			s[ jsonProp ] = s[ jsonProp ].replace( rjsonp, "$1" + callbackName );
		} else if ( s.jsonp !== false ) {
			s.url += ( rquery.test( s.url ) ? "&" : "?" ) + s.jsonp + "=" + callbackName;
		}

		// Use data converter to retrieve json after script execution
		s.converters[ "script json" ] = function() {
			if ( !responseContainer ) {
				jQuery.error( callbackName + " was not called" );
			}
			return responseContainer[ 0 ];
		};

		// force json dataType
		s.dataTypes[ 0 ] = "json";

		// Install callback
		overwritten = window[ callbackName ];
		window[ callbackName ] = function() {
			responseContainer = arguments;
		};

		// Clean-up function (fires after converters)
		jqXHR.always( function() {

			// If previous value didn't exist - remove it
			if ( overwritten === undefined ) {
				jQuery( window ).removeProp( callbackName );

			// Otherwise restore preexisting value
			} else {
				window[ callbackName ] = overwritten;
			}

			// Save back as free
			if ( s[ callbackName ] ) {

				// make sure that re-using the options doesn't screw things around
				s.jsonpCallback = originalSettings.jsonpCallback;

				// save the callback name for future use
				oldCallbacks.push( callbackName );
			}

			// Call if it was a function and we have a response
			if ( responseContainer && jQuery.isFunction( overwritten ) ) {
				overwritten( responseContainer[ 0 ] );
			}

			responseContainer = overwritten = undefined;
		} );

		// Delegate to script
		return "script";
	}
} );




// Support: Safari 8+
// In Safari 8 documents created via document.implementation.createHTMLDocument
// collapse sibling forms: the second one becomes a child of the first one.
// Because of that, this security measure has to be disabled in Safari 8.
// https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=137337
support.createHTMLDocument = ( function() {
	if ( !document.implementation.createHTMLDocument ) {
		return false;
	}
	var doc = document.implementation.createHTMLDocument( "" );
	doc.body.innerHTML = "<form></form><form></form>";
	return doc.body.childNodes.length === 2;
} )();


// data: string of html
// context (optional): If specified, the fragment will be created in this context,
// defaults to document
// keepScripts (optional): If true, will include scripts passed in the html string
jQuery.parseHTML = function( data, context, keepScripts ) {
	if ( !data || typeof data !== "string" ) {
		return null;
	}
	if ( typeof context === "boolean" ) {
		keepScripts = context;
		context = false;
	}

	// document.implementation stops scripts or inline event handlers from
	// being executed immediately
	context = context || ( support.createHTMLDocument ?
		document.implementation.createHTMLDocument( "" ) :
		document );

	var parsed = rsingleTag.exec( data ),
		scripts = !keepScripts && [];

	// Single tag
	if ( parsed ) {
		return [ context.createElement( parsed[ 1 ] ) ];
	}

	parsed = buildFragment( [ data ], context, scripts );

	if ( scripts && scripts.length ) {
		jQuery( scripts ).remove();
	}

	return jQuery.merge( [], parsed.childNodes );
};


// Keep a copy of the old load method
var _load = jQuery.fn.load;

/**
 * Load a url into a page
 */
jQuery.fn.load = function( url, params, callback ) {
	if ( typeof url !== "string" && _load ) {
		return _load.apply( this, arguments );
	}

	var selector, type, response,
		self = this,
		off = url.indexOf( " " );

	if ( off > -1 ) {
		selector = jQuery.trim( url.slice( off, url.length ) );
		url = url.slice( 0, off );
	}

	// If it's a function
	if ( jQuery.isFunction( params ) ) {

		// We assume that it's the callback
		callback = params;
		params = undefined;

	// Otherwise, build a param string
	} else if ( params && typeof params === "object" ) {
		type = "POST";
	}

	// If we have elements to modify, make the request
	if ( self.length > 0 ) {
		jQuery.ajax( {
			url: url,

			// If "type" variable is undefined, then "GET" method will be used.
			// Make value of this field explicit since
			// user can override it through ajaxSetup method
			type: type || "GET",
			dataType: "html",
			data: params
		} ).done( function( responseText ) {

			// Save response for use in complete callback
			response = arguments;

			self.html( selector ?

				// If a selector was specified, locate the right elements in a dummy div
				// Exclude scripts to avoid IE 'Permission Denied' errors
				jQuery( "<div>" ).append( jQuery.parseHTML( responseText ) ).find( selector ) :

				// Otherwise use the full result
				responseText );

		// If the request succeeds, this function gets "data", "status", "jqXHR"
		// but they are ignored because response was set above.
		// If it fails, this function gets "jqXHR", "status", "error"
		} ).always( callback && function( jqXHR, status ) {
			self.each( function() {
				callback.apply( self, response || [ jqXHR.responseText, status, jqXHR ] );
			} );
		} );
	}

	return this;
};




// Attach a bunch of functions for handling common AJAX events
jQuery.each( [
	"ajaxStart",
	"ajaxStop",
	"ajaxComplete",
	"ajaxError",
	"ajaxSuccess",
	"ajaxSend"
], function( i, type ) {
	jQuery.fn[ type ] = function( fn ) {
		return this.on( type, fn );
	};
} );




jQuery.expr.filters.animated = function( elem ) {
	return jQuery.grep( jQuery.timers, function( fn ) {
		return elem === fn.elem;
	} ).length;
};





/**
 * Gets a window from an element
 */
function getWindow( elem ) {
	return jQuery.isWindow( elem ) ?
		elem :
		elem.nodeType === 9 ?
			elem.defaultView || elem.parentWindow :
			false;
}

jQuery.offset = {
	setOffset: function( elem, options, i ) {
		var curPosition, curLeft, curCSSTop, curTop, curOffset, curCSSLeft, calculatePosition,
			position = jQuery.css( elem, "position" ),
			curElem = jQuery( elem ),
			props = {};

		// set position first, in-case top/left are set even on static elem
		if ( position === "static" ) {
			elem.style.position = "relative";
		}

		curOffset = curElem.offset();
		curCSSTop = jQuery.css( elem, "top" );
		curCSSLeft = jQuery.css( elem, "left" );
		calculatePosition = ( position === "absolute" || position === "fixed" ) &&
			jQuery.inArray( "auto", [ curCSSTop, curCSSLeft ] ) > -1;

		// need to be able to calculate position if either top or left
		// is auto and position is either absolute or fixed
		if ( calculatePosition ) {
			curPosition = curElem.position();
			curTop = curPosition.top;
			curLeft = curPosition.left;
		} else {
			curTop = parseFloat( curCSSTop ) || 0;
			curLeft = parseFloat( curCSSLeft ) || 0;
		}

		if ( jQuery.isFunction( options ) ) {

			// Use jQuery.extend here to allow modification of coordinates argument (gh-1848)
			options = options.call( elem, i, jQuery.extend( {}, curOffset ) );
		}

		if ( options.top != null ) {
			props.top = ( options.top - curOffset.top ) + curTop;
		}
		if ( options.left != null ) {
			props.left = ( options.left - curOffset.left ) + curLeft;
		}

		if ( "using" in options ) {
			options.using.call( elem, props );
		} else {
			curElem.css( props );
		}
	}
};

jQuery.fn.extend( {
	offset: function( options ) {
		if ( arguments.length ) {
			return options === undefined ?
				this :
				this.each( function( i ) {
					jQuery.offset.setOffset( this, options, i );
				} );
		}

		var docElem, win,
			box = { top: 0, left: 0 },
			elem = this[ 0 ],
			doc = elem && elem.ownerDocument;

		if ( !doc ) {
			return;
		}

		docElem = doc.documentElement;

		// Make sure it's not a disconnected DOM node
		if ( !jQuery.contains( docElem, elem ) ) {
			return box;
		}

		// If we don't have gBCR, just use 0,0 rather than error
		// BlackBerry 5, iOS 3 (original iPhone)
		if ( typeof elem.getBoundingClientRect !== "undefined" ) {
			box = elem.getBoundingClientRect();
		}
		win = getWindow( doc );
		return {
			top: box.top  + ( win.pageYOffset || docElem.scrollTop )  - ( docElem.clientTop  || 0 ),
			left: box.left + ( win.pageXOffset || docElem.scrollLeft ) - ( docElem.clientLeft || 0 )
		};
	},

	position: function() {
		if ( !this[ 0 ] ) {
			return;
		}

		var offsetParent, offset,
			parentOffset = { top: 0, left: 0 },
			elem = this[ 0 ];

		// Fixed elements are offset from window (parentOffset = {top:0, left: 0},
		// because it is its only offset parent
		if ( jQuery.css( elem, "position" ) === "fixed" ) {

			// we assume that getBoundingClientRect is available when computed position is fixed
			offset = elem.getBoundingClientRect();
		} else {

			// Get *real* offsetParent
			offsetParent = this.offsetParent();

			// Get correct offsets
			offset = this.offset();
			if ( !jQuery.nodeName( offsetParent[ 0 ], "html" ) ) {
				parentOffset = offsetParent.offset();
			}

			// Add offsetParent borders
			// Subtract offsetParent scroll positions
			parentOffset.top += jQuery.css( offsetParent[ 0 ], "borderTopWidth", true ) -
				offsetParent.scrollTop();
			parentOffset.left += jQuery.css( offsetParent[ 0 ], "borderLeftWidth", true ) -
				offsetParent.scrollLeft();
		}

		// Subtract parent offsets and element margins
		// note: when an element has margin: auto the offsetLeft and marginLeft
		// are the same in Safari causing offset.left to incorrectly be 0
		return {
			top:  offset.top  - parentOffset.top - jQuery.css( elem, "marginTop", true ),
			left: offset.left - parentOffset.left - jQuery.css( elem, "marginLeft", true )
		};
	},

	offsetParent: function() {
		return this.map( function() {
			var offsetParent = this.offsetParent;

			while ( offsetParent && ( !jQuery.nodeName( offsetParent, "html" ) &&
				jQuery.css( offsetParent, "position" ) === "static" ) ) {
				offsetParent = offsetParent.offsetParent;
			}
			return offsetParent || documentElement;
		} );
	}
} );

// Create scrollLeft and scrollTop methods
jQuery.each( { scrollLeft: "pageXOffset", scrollTop: "pageYOffset" }, function( method, prop ) {
	var top = /Y/.test( prop );

	jQuery.fn[ method ] = function( val ) {
		return access( this, function( elem, method, val ) {
			var win = getWindow( elem );

			if ( val === undefined ) {
				return win ? ( prop in win ) ? win[ prop ] :
					win.document.documentElement[ method ] :
					elem[ method ];
			}

			if ( win ) {
				win.scrollTo(
					!top ? val : jQuery( win ).scrollLeft(),
					top ? val : jQuery( win ).scrollTop()
				);

			} else {
				elem[ method ] = val;
			}
		}, method, val, arguments.length, null );
	};
} );

// Support: Safari<7-8+, Chrome<37-44+
// Add the top/left cssHooks using jQuery.fn.position
// Webkit bug: https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=29084
// getComputedStyle returns percent when specified for top/left/bottom/right
// rather than make the css module depend on the offset module, we just check for it here
jQuery.each( [ "top", "left" ], function( i, prop ) {
	jQuery.cssHooks[ prop ] = addGetHookIf( support.pixelPosition,
		function( elem, computed ) {
			if ( computed ) {
				computed = curCSS( elem, prop );

				// if curCSS returns percentage, fallback to offset
				return rnumnonpx.test( computed ) ?
					jQuery( elem ).position()[ prop ] + "px" :
					computed;
			}
		}
	);
} );


// Create innerHeight, innerWidth, height, width, outerHeight and outerWidth methods
jQuery.each( { Height: "height", Width: "width" }, function( name, type ) {
	jQuery.each( { padding: "inner" + name, content: type, "": "outer" + name },
	function( defaultExtra, funcName ) {

		// margin is only for outerHeight, outerWidth
		jQuery.fn[ funcName ] = function( margin, value ) {
			var chainable = arguments.length && ( defaultExtra || typeof margin !== "boolean" ),
				extra = defaultExtra || ( margin === true || value === true ? "margin" : "border" );

			return access( this, function( elem, type, value ) {
				var doc;

				if ( jQuery.isWindow( elem ) ) {

					// As of 5/8/2012 this will yield incorrect results for Mobile Safari, but there
					// isn't a whole lot we can do. See pull request at this URL for discussion:
					// https://github.com/jquery/jquery/pull/764
					return elem.document.documentElement[ "client" + name ];
				}

				// Get document width or height
				if ( elem.nodeType === 9 ) {
					doc = elem.documentElement;

					// Either scroll[Width/Height] or offset[Width/Height] or client[Width/Height],
					// whichever is greatest
					// unfortunately, this causes bug #3838 in IE6/8 only,
					// but there is currently no good, small way to fix it.
					return Math.max(
						elem.body[ "scroll" + name ], doc[ "scroll" + name ],
						elem.body[ "offset" + name ], doc[ "offset" + name ],
						doc[ "client" + name ]
					);
				}

				return value === undefined ?

					// Get width or height on the element, requesting but not forcing parseFloat
					jQuery.css( elem, type, extra ) :

					// Set width or height on the element
					jQuery.style( elem, type, value, extra );
			}, type, chainable ? margin : undefined, chainable, null );
		};
	} );
} );


jQuery.fn.extend( {

	bind: function( types, data, fn ) {
		return this.on( types, null, data, fn );
	},
	unbind: function( types, fn ) {
		return this.off( types, null, fn );
	},

	delegate: function( selector, types, data, fn ) {
		return this.on( types, selector, data, fn );
	},
	undelegate: function( selector, types, fn ) {

		// ( namespace ) or ( selector, types [, fn] )
		return arguments.length === 1 ?
			this.off( selector, "**" ) :
			this.off( types, selector || "**", fn );
	}
} );

// The number of elements contained in the matched element set
jQuery.fn.size = function() {
	return this.length;
};

jQuery.fn.andSelf = jQuery.fn.addBack;




// Register as a named AMD module, since jQuery can be concatenated with other
// files that may use define, but not via a proper concatenation script that
// understands anonymous AMD modules. A named AMD is safest and most robust
// way to register. Lowercase jquery is used because AMD module names are
// derived from file names, and jQuery is normally delivered in a lowercase
// file name. Do this after creating the global so that if an AMD module wants
// to call noConflict to hide this version of jQuery, it will work.

// Note that for maximum portability, libraries that are not jQuery should
// declare themselves as anonymous modules, and avoid setting a global if an
// AMD loader is present. jQuery is a special case. For more information, see
// https://github.com/jrburke/requirejs/wiki/Updating-existing-libraries#wiki-anon

if ( typeof define === "function" && define.amd ) {
	define( "jquery", [], function() {
		return jQuery;
	} );
}



var

	// Map over jQuery in case of overwrite
	_jQuery = window.jQuery,

	// Map over the $ in case of overwrite
	_$ = window.$;

jQuery.noConflict = function( deep ) {
	if ( window.$ === jQuery ) {
		window.$ = _$;
	}

	if ( deep && window.jQuery === jQuery ) {
		window.jQuery = _jQuery;
	}

	return jQuery;
};

// Expose jQuery and $ identifiers, even in
// AMD (#7102#comment:10, https://github.com/jquery/jquery/pull/557)
// and CommonJS for browser emulators (#13566)
if ( !noGlobal ) {
	window.jQuery = window.$ = jQuery;
}

return jQuery;
}));
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y:n.scrollTop()};a?(d.w=a[0].clientWidth,d.h=a[0].clientHeight):(d.w=s&&r.innerWidth?r.innerWidth:n.width(),d.h=s&&r.innerHeight?r.innerHeight:n.height());return d},unbindEvents:function(){b.wrap&&t(b.wrap)&&b.wrap.unbind(".fb");p.unbind(".fb");n.unbind(".fb")},bindEvents:function(){var a=b.current,d;a&&(n.bind("orientationchange.fb"+(s?"":" resize.fb")+(a.autoCenter&&!a.locked?" scroll.fb":""),b.update),(d=a.keys)&&p.bind("keydown.fb",function(e){var c=e.which||e.keyCode,k=e.target||e.srcElement;
if(27===c&&b.coming)return!1;!e.ctrlKey&&(!e.altKey&&!e.shiftKey&&!e.metaKey&&(!k||!k.type&&!f(k).is("[contenteditable]")))&&f.each(d,function(d,k){if(1<a.group.length&&k[c]!==v)return b[d](k[c]),e.preventDefault(),!1;if(-1<f.inArray(c,k))return b[d](),e.preventDefault(),!1})}),f.fn.mousewheel&&a.mouseWheel&&b.wrap.bind("mousewheel.fb",function(d,c,k,g){for(var h=f(d.target||null),j=!1;h.length&&!j&&!h.is(".fancybox-skin")&&!h.is(".fancybox-wrap");)j=h[0]&&!(h[0].style.overflow&&"hidden"===h[0].style.overflow)&&
(h[0].clientWidth&&h[0].scrollWidth>h[0].clientWidth||h[0].clientHeight&&h[0].scrollHeight>h[0].clientHeight),h=f(h).parent();if(0!==c&&!j&&1<b.group.length&&!a.canShrink){if(0<g||0<k)b.prev(0<g?"down":"left");else if(0>g||0>k)b.next(0>g?"up":"right");d.preventDefault()}}))},trigger:function(a,d){var e,c=d||b.coming||b.current;if(c){f.isFunction(c[a])&&(e=c[a].apply(c,Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments,1)));if(!1===e)return!1;c.helpers&&f.each(c.helpers,function(d,e){if(e&&b.helpers[d]&&f.isFunction(b.helpers[d][a]))b.helpers[d][a](f.extend(!0,
{},b.helpers[d].defaults,e),c)});p.trigger(a)}},isImage:function(a){return q(a)&&a.match(/(^data:image\/.*,)|(\.(jp(e|g|eg)|gif|png|bmp|webp|svg)((\?|#).*)?$)/i)},isSWF:function(a){return q(a)&&a.match(/\.(swf)((\?|#).*)?$/i)},_start:function(a){var d={},e,c;a=l(a);e=b.group[a]||null;if(!e)return!1;d=f.extend(!0,{},b.opts,e);e=d.margin;c=d.padding;"number"===f.type(e)&&(d.margin=[e,e,e,e]);"number"===f.type(c)&&(d.padding=[c,c,c,c]);d.modal&&f.extend(!0,d,{closeBtn:!1,closeClick:!1,nextClick:!1,arrows:!1,
mouseWheel:!1,keys:null,helpers:{overlay:{closeClick:!1}}});d.autoSize&&(d.autoWidth=d.autoHeight=!0);"auto"===d.width&&(d.autoWidth=!0);"auto"===d.height&&(d.autoHeight=!0);d.group=b.group;d.index=a;b.coming=d;if(!1===b.trigger("beforeLoad"))b.coming=null;else{c=d.type;e=d.href;if(!c)return b.coming=null,b.current&&b.router&&"jumpto"!==b.router?(b.current.index=a,b[b.router](b.direction)):!1;b.isActive=!0;if("image"===c||"swf"===c)d.autoHeight=d.autoWidth=!1,d.scrolling="visible";"image"===c&&(d.aspectRatio=
!0);"iframe"===c&&s&&(d.scrolling="scroll");d.wrap=f(d.tpl.wrap).addClass("fancybox-"+(s?"mobile":"desktop")+" fancybox-type-"+c+" fancybox-tmp "+d.wrapCSS).appendTo(d.parent||"body");f.extend(d,{skin:f(".fancybox-skin",d.wrap),outer:f(".fancybox-outer",d.wrap),inner:f(".fancybox-inner",d.wrap)});f.each(["Top","Right","Bottom","Left"],function(a,b){d.skin.css("padding"+b,w(d.padding[a]))});b.trigger("onReady");if("inline"===c||"html"===c){if(!d.content||!d.content.length)return b._error("content")}else if(!e)return b._error("href");
"image"===c?b._loadImage():"ajax"===c?b._loadAjax():"iframe"===c?b._loadIframe():b._afterLoad()}},_error:function(a){f.extend(b.coming,{type:"html",autoWidth:!0,autoHeight:!0,minWidth:0,minHeight:0,scrolling:"no",hasError:a,content:b.coming.tpl.error});b._afterLoad()},_loadImage:function(){var a=b.imgPreload=new Image;a.onload=function(){this.onload=this.onerror=null;b.coming.width=this.width/b.opts.pixelRatio;b.coming.height=this.height/b.opts.pixelRatio;b._afterLoad()};a.onerror=function(){this.onload=
this.onerror=null;b._error("image")};a.src=b.coming.href;!0!==a.complete&&b.showLoading()},_loadAjax:function(){var a=b.coming;b.showLoading();b.ajaxLoad=f.ajax(f.extend({},a.ajax,{url:a.href,error:function(a,e){b.coming&&"abort"!==e?b._error("ajax",a):b.hideLoading()},success:function(d,e){"success"===e&&(a.content=d,b._afterLoad())}}))},_loadIframe:function(){var a=b.coming,d=f(a.tpl.iframe.replace(/\{rnd\}/g,(new Date).getTime())).attr("scrolling",s?"auto":a.iframe.scrolling).attr("src",a.href);
f(a.wrap).bind("onReset",function(){try{f(this).find("iframe").hide().attr("src","//about:blank").end().empty()}catch(a){}});a.iframe.preload&&(b.showLoading(),d.one("load",function(){f(this).data("ready",1);s||f(this).bind("load.fb",b.update);f(this).parents(".fancybox-wrap").width("100%").removeClass("fancybox-tmp").show();b._afterLoad()}));a.content=d.appendTo(a.inner);a.iframe.preload||b._afterLoad()},_preloadImages:function(){var a=b.group,d=b.current,e=a.length,c=d.preload?Math.min(d.preload,
e-1):0,f,g;for(g=1;g<=c;g+=1)f=a[(d.index+g)%e],"image"===f.type&&f.href&&((new Image).src=f.href)},_afterLoad:function(){var a=b.coming,d=b.current,e,c,k,g,h;b.hideLoading();if(a&&!1!==b.isActive)if(!1===b.trigger("afterLoad",a,d))a.wrap.stop(!0).trigger("onReset").remove(),b.coming=null;else{d&&(b.trigger("beforeChange",d),d.wrap.stop(!0).removeClass("fancybox-opened").find(".fancybox-item, .fancybox-nav").remove());b.unbindEvents();e=a.content;c=a.type;k=a.scrolling;f.extend(b,{wrap:a.wrap,skin:a.skin,
outer:a.outer,inner:a.inner,current:a,previous:d});g=a.href;switch(c){case "inline":case "ajax":case "html":a.selector?e=f("<div>").html(e).find(a.selector):t(e)&&(e.data("fancybox-placeholder")||e.data("fancybox-placeholder",f('<div class="fancybox-placeholder"></div>').insertAfter(e).hide()),e=e.show().detach(),a.wrap.bind("onReset",function(){f(this).find(e).length&&e.hide().replaceAll(e.data("fancybox-placeholder")).data("fancybox-placeholder",!1)}));break;case "image":e=a.tpl.image.replace("{href}",
g);break;case "swf":e='<object id="fancybox-swf" classid="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" width="100%" height="100%"><param name="movie" value="'+g+'"></param>',h="",f.each(a.swf,function(a,b){e+='<param name="'+a+'" value="'+b+'"></param>';h+=" "+a+'="'+b+'"'}),e+='<embed src="'+g+'" type="application/x-shockwave-flash" width="100%" height="100%"'+h+"></embed></object>"}(!t(e)||!e.parent().is(a.inner))&&a.inner.append(e);b.trigger("beforeShow");a.inner.css("overflow","yes"===k?"scroll":
"no"===k?"hidden":k);b._setDimension();b.reposition();b.isOpen=!1;b.coming=null;b.bindEvents();if(b.isOpened){if(d.prevMethod)b.transitions[d.prevMethod]()}else f(".fancybox-wrap").not(a.wrap).stop(!0).trigger("onReset").remove();b.transitions[b.isOpened?a.nextMethod:a.openMethod]();b._preloadImages()}},_setDimension:function(){var a=b.getViewport(),d=0,e=!1,c=!1,e=b.wrap,k=b.skin,g=b.inner,h=b.current,c=h.width,j=h.height,m=h.minWidth,u=h.minHeight,n=h.maxWidth,p=h.maxHeight,s=h.scrolling,q=h.scrollOutside?
h.scrollbarWidth:0,x=h.margin,y=l(x[1]+x[3]),r=l(x[0]+x[2]),v,z,t,C,A,F,B,D,H;e.add(k).add(g).width("auto").height("auto").removeClass("fancybox-tmp");x=l(k.outerWidth(!0)-k.width());v=l(k.outerHeight(!0)-k.height());z=y+x;t=r+v;C=E(c)?(a.w-z)*l(c)/100:c;A=E(j)?(a.h-t)*l(j)/100:j;if("iframe"===h.type){if(H=h.content,h.autoHeight&&1===H.data("ready"))try{H[0].contentWindow.document.location&&(g.width(C).height(9999),F=H.contents().find("body"),q&&F.css("overflow-x","hidden"),A=F.outerHeight(!0))}catch(G){}}else if(h.autoWidth||
h.autoHeight)g.addClass("fancybox-tmp"),h.autoWidth||g.width(C),h.autoHeight||g.height(A),h.autoWidth&&(C=g.width()),h.autoHeight&&(A=g.height()),g.removeClass("fancybox-tmp");c=l(C);j=l(A);D=C/A;m=l(E(m)?l(m,"w")-z:m);n=l(E(n)?l(n,"w")-z:n);u=l(E(u)?l(u,"h")-t:u);p=l(E(p)?l(p,"h")-t:p);F=n;B=p;h.fitToView&&(n=Math.min(a.w-z,n),p=Math.min(a.h-t,p));z=a.w-y;r=a.h-r;h.aspectRatio?(c>n&&(c=n,j=l(c/D)),j>p&&(j=p,c=l(j*D)),c<m&&(c=m,j=l(c/D)),j<u&&(j=u,c=l(j*D))):(c=Math.max(m,Math.min(c,n)),h.autoHeight&&
"iframe"!==h.type&&(g.width(c),j=g.height()),j=Math.max(u,Math.min(j,p)));if(h.fitToView)if(g.width(c).height(j),e.width(c+x),a=e.width(),y=e.height(),h.aspectRatio)for(;(a>z||y>r)&&(c>m&&j>u)&&!(19<d++);)j=Math.max(u,Math.min(p,j-10)),c=l(j*D),c<m&&(c=m,j=l(c/D)),c>n&&(c=n,j=l(c/D)),g.width(c).height(j),e.width(c+x),a=e.width(),y=e.height();else c=Math.max(m,Math.min(c,c-(a-z))),j=Math.max(u,Math.min(j,j-(y-r)));q&&("auto"===s&&j<A&&c+x+q<z)&&(c+=q);g.width(c).height(j);e.width(c+x);a=e.width();
y=e.height();e=(a>z||y>r)&&c>m&&j>u;c=h.aspectRatio?c<F&&j<B&&c<C&&j<A:(c<F||j<B)&&(c<C||j<A);f.extend(h,{dim:{width:w(a),height:w(y)},origWidth:C,origHeight:A,canShrink:e,canExpand:c,wPadding:x,hPadding:v,wrapSpace:y-k.outerHeight(!0),skinSpace:k.height()-j});!H&&(h.autoHeight&&j>u&&j<p&&!c)&&g.height("auto")},_getPosition:function(a){var d=b.current,e=b.getViewport(),c=d.margin,f=b.wrap.width()+c[1]+c[3],g=b.wrap.height()+c[0]+c[2],c={position:"absolute",top:c[0],left:c[3]};d.autoCenter&&d.fixed&&
!a&&g<=e.h&&f<=e.w?c.position="fixed":d.locked||(c.top+=e.y,c.left+=e.x);c.top=w(Math.max(c.top,c.top+(e.h-g)*d.topRatio));c.left=w(Math.max(c.left,c.left+(e.w-f)*d.leftRatio));return c},_afterZoomIn:function(){var a=b.current;a&&(b.isOpen=b.isOpened=!0,b.wrap.css("overflow","visible").addClass("fancybox-opened"),b.update(),(a.closeClick||a.nextClick&&1<b.group.length)&&b.inner.css("cursor","pointer").bind("click.fb",function(d){!f(d.target).is("a")&&!f(d.target).parent().is("a")&&(d.preventDefault(),
b[a.closeClick?"close":"next"]())}),a.closeBtn&&f(a.tpl.closeBtn).appendTo(b.skin).bind("click.fb",function(a){a.preventDefault();b.close()}),a.arrows&&1<b.group.length&&((a.loop||0<a.index)&&f(a.tpl.prev).appendTo(b.outer).bind("click.fb",b.prev),(a.loop||a.index<b.group.length-1)&&f(a.tpl.next).appendTo(b.outer).bind("click.fb",b.next)),b.trigger("afterShow"),!a.loop&&a.index===a.group.length-1?b.play(!1):b.opts.autoPlay&&!b.player.isActive&&(b.opts.autoPlay=!1,b.play()))},_afterZoomOut:function(a){a=
a||b.current;f(".fancybox-wrap").trigger("onReset").remove();f.extend(b,{group:{},opts:{},router:!1,current:null,isActive:!1,isOpened:!1,isOpen:!1,isClosing:!1,wrap:null,skin:null,outer:null,inner:null});b.trigger("afterClose",a)}});b.transitions={getOrigPosition:function(){var a=b.current,d=a.element,e=a.orig,c={},f=50,g=50,h=a.hPadding,j=a.wPadding,m=b.getViewport();!e&&(a.isDom&&d.is(":visible"))&&(e=d.find("img:first"),e.length||(e=d));t(e)?(c=e.offset(),e.is("img")&&(f=e.outerWidth(),g=e.outerHeight())):
(c.top=m.y+(m.h-g)*a.topRatio,c.left=m.x+(m.w-f)*a.leftRatio);if("fixed"===b.wrap.css("position")||a.locked)c.top-=m.y,c.left-=m.x;return c={top:w(c.top-h*a.topRatio),left:w(c.left-j*a.leftRatio),width:w(f+j),height:w(g+h)}},step:function(a,d){var e,c,f=d.prop;c=b.current;var g=c.wrapSpace,h=c.skinSpace;if("width"===f||"height"===f)e=d.end===d.start?1:(a-d.start)/(d.end-d.start),b.isClosing&&(e=1-e),c="width"===f?c.wPadding:c.hPadding,c=a-c,b.skin[f](l("width"===f?c:c-g*e)),b.inner[f](l("width"===
f?c:c-g*e-h*e))},zoomIn:function(){var a=b.current,d=a.pos,e=a.openEffect,c="elastic"===e,k=f.extend({opacity:1},d);delete k.position;c?(d=this.getOrigPosition(),a.openOpacity&&(d.opacity=0.1)):"fade"===e&&(d.opacity=0.1);b.wrap.css(d).animate(k,{duration:"none"===e?0:a.openSpeed,easing:a.openEasing,step:c?this.step:null,complete:b._afterZoomIn})},zoomOut:function(){var a=b.current,d=a.closeEffect,e="elastic"===d,c={opacity:0.1};e&&(c=this.getOrigPosition(),a.closeOpacity&&(c.opacity=0.1));b.wrap.animate(c,
{duration:"none"===d?0:a.closeSpeed,easing:a.closeEasing,step:e?this.step:null,complete:b._afterZoomOut})},changeIn:function(){var a=b.current,d=a.nextEffect,e=a.pos,c={opacity:1},f=b.direction,g;e.opacity=0.1;"elastic"===d&&(g="down"===f||"up"===f?"top":"left","down"===f||"right"===f?(e[g]=w(l(e[g])-200),c[g]="+=200px"):(e[g]=w(l(e[g])+200),c[g]="-=200px"));"none"===d?b._afterZoomIn():b.wrap.css(e).animate(c,{duration:a.nextSpeed,easing:a.nextEasing,complete:b._afterZoomIn})},changeOut:function(){var a=
b.previous,d=a.prevEffect,e={opacity:0.1},c=b.direction;"elastic"===d&&(e["down"===c||"up"===c?"top":"left"]=("up"===c||"left"===c?"-":"+")+"=200px");a.wrap.animate(e,{duration:"none"===d?0:a.prevSpeed,easing:a.prevEasing,complete:function(){f(this).trigger("onReset").remove()}})}};b.helpers.overlay={defaults:{closeClick:!0,speedOut:200,showEarly:!0,css:{},locked:!s,fixed:!0},overlay:null,fixed:!1,el:f("html"),create:function(a){a=f.extend({},this.defaults,a);this.overlay&&this.close();this.overlay=
f('<div class="fancybox-overlay"></div>').appendTo(b.coming?b.coming.parent:a.parent);this.fixed=!1;a.fixed&&b.defaults.fixed&&(this.overlay.addClass("fancybox-overlay-fixed"),this.fixed=!0)},open:function(a){var d=this;a=f.extend({},this.defaults,a);this.overlay?this.overlay.unbind(".overlay").width("auto").height("auto"):this.create(a);this.fixed||(n.bind("resize.overlay",f.proxy(this.update,this)),this.update());a.closeClick&&this.overlay.bind("click.overlay",function(a){if(f(a.target).hasClass("fancybox-overlay"))return b.isActive?
b.close():d.close(),!1});this.overlay.css(a.css).show()},close:function(){var a,b;n.unbind("resize.overlay");this.el.hasClass("fancybox-lock")&&(f(".fancybox-margin").removeClass("fancybox-margin"),a=n.scrollTop(),b=n.scrollLeft(),this.el.removeClass("fancybox-lock"),n.scrollTop(a).scrollLeft(b));f(".fancybox-overlay").remove().hide();f.extend(this,{overlay:null,fixed:!1})},update:function(){var a="100%",b;this.overlay.width(a).height("100%");I?(b=Math.max(G.documentElement.offsetWidth,G.body.offsetWidth),
p.width()>b&&(a=p.width())):p.width()>n.width()&&(a=p.width());this.overlay.width(a).height(p.height())},onReady:function(a,b){var e=this.overlay;f(".fancybox-overlay").stop(!0,!0);e||this.create(a);a.locked&&(this.fixed&&b.fixed)&&(e||(this.margin=p.height()>n.height()?f("html").css("margin-right").replace("px",""):!1),b.locked=this.overlay.append(b.wrap),b.fixed=!1);!0===a.showEarly&&this.beforeShow.apply(this,arguments)},beforeShow:function(a,b){var e,c;b.locked&&(!1!==this.margin&&(f("*").filter(function(){return"fixed"===
f(this).css("position")&&!f(this).hasClass("fancybox-overlay")&&!f(this).hasClass("fancybox-wrap")}).addClass("fancybox-margin"),this.el.addClass("fancybox-margin")),e=n.scrollTop(),c=n.scrollLeft(),this.el.addClass("fancybox-lock"),n.scrollTop(e).scrollLeft(c));this.open(a)},onUpdate:function(){this.fixed||this.update()},afterClose:function(a){this.overlay&&!b.coming&&this.overlay.fadeOut(a.speedOut,f.proxy(this.close,this))}};b.helpers.title={defaults:{type:"float",position:"bottom"},beforeShow:function(a){var d=
b.current,e=d.title,c=a.type;f.isFunction(e)&&(e=e.call(d.element,d));if(q(e)&&""!==f.trim(e)){d=f('<div class="fancybox-title fancybox-title-'+c+'-wrap">'+e+"</div>");switch(c){case "inside":c=b.skin;break;case "outside":c=b.wrap;break;case "over":c=b.inner;break;default:c=b.skin,d.appendTo("body"),I&&d.width(d.width()),d.wrapInner('<span class="child"></span>'),b.current.margin[2]+=Math.abs(l(d.css("margin-bottom")))}d["top"===a.position?"prependTo":"appendTo"](c)}}};f.fn.fancybox=function(a){var d,
e=f(this),c=this.selector||"",k=function(g){var h=f(this).blur(),j=d,k,l;!g.ctrlKey&&(!g.altKey&&!g.shiftKey&&!g.metaKey)&&!h.is(".fancybox-wrap")&&(k=a.groupAttr||"data-fancybox-group",l=h.attr(k),l||(k="rel",l=h.get(0)[k]),l&&(""!==l&&"nofollow"!==l)&&(h=c.length?f(c):e,h=h.filter("["+k+'="'+l+'"]'),j=h.index(this)),a.index=j,!1!==b.open(h,a)&&g.preventDefault())};a=a||{};d=a.index||0;!c||!1===a.live?e.unbind("click.fb-start").bind("click.fb-start",k):p.undelegate(c,"click.fb-start").delegate(c+
":not('.fancybox-item, .fancybox-nav')","click.fb-start",k);this.filter("[data-fancybox-start=1]").trigger("click");return this};p.ready(function(){var a,d;f.scrollbarWidth===v&&(f.scrollbarWidth=function(){var a=f('<div style="width:50px;height:50px;overflow:auto"><div/></div>').appendTo("body"),b=a.children(),b=b.innerWidth()-b.height(99).innerWidth();a.remove();return b});if(f.support.fixedPosition===v){a=f.support;d=f('<div style="position:fixed;top:20px;"></div>').appendTo("body");var e=20===
d[0].offsetTop||15===d[0].offsetTop;d.remove();a.fixedPosition=e}f.extend(b.defaults,{scrollbarWidth:f.scrollbarWidth(),fixed:f.support.fixedPosition,parent:f("body")});a=f(r).width();J.addClass("fancybox-lock-test");d=f(r).width();J.removeClass("fancybox-lock-test");f("<style type='text/css'>.fancybox-margin{margin-right:"+(d-a)+"px;}</style>").appendTo("head")})})(window,document,jQuery);
!function(){window.flexibility={},Array.prototype.forEach||(Array.prototype.forEach=function(t){if(void 0===this||null===this)throw new TypeError(this+"is not an object");if(!(t instanceof Function))throw new TypeError(t+" is not a function");for(var e=Object(this),i=arguments[1],n=e instanceof String?e.split(""):e,r=Math.max(Math.min(n.length,9007199254740991),0)||0,o=-1;++o<r;)o in n&&t.call(i,n[o],o,e)}),function(t,e){"function"==typeof define&&define.amd?define([],e):"object"==typeof exports?module.exports=e():t.computeLayout=e()}(flexibility,function(){var t=function(){function t(e){if((!e.layout||e.isDirty)&&(e.layout={width:void 0,height:void 0,top:0,left:0,right:0,bottom:0}),e.style||(e.style={}),e.children||(e.children=[]),e.style.measure&&e.children&&e.children.length)throw new Error("Using custom measure function is supported only for leaf nodes.");return e.children.forEach(t),e}function e(t){return void 0===t}function i(t){return t===q||t===G}function n(t){return t===U||t===Z}function r(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.marginStart&&i(e))return t.style.marginStart;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.marginLeft;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.marginRight;break;case"column":n=t.style.marginTop;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.marginBottom}return void 0!==n?n:void 0!==t.style.margin?t.style.margin:0}function o(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.marginEnd&&i(e))return t.style.marginEnd;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.marginRight;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.marginLeft;break;case"column":n=t.style.marginBottom;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.marginTop}return null!=n?n:void 0!==t.style.margin?t.style.margin:0}function l(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.paddingStart&&t.style.paddingStart>=0&&i(e))return t.style.paddingStart;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.paddingLeft;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.paddingRight;break;case"column":n=t.style.paddingTop;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.paddingBottom}return null!=n&&n>=0?n:void 0!==t.style.padding&&t.style.padding>=0?t.style.padding:0}function a(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.paddingEnd&&t.style.paddingEnd>=0&&i(e))return t.style.paddingEnd;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.paddingRight;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.paddingLeft;break;case"column":n=t.style.paddingBottom;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.paddingTop}return null!=n&&n>=0?n:void 0!==t.style.padding&&t.style.padding>=0?t.style.padding:0}function d(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.borderStartWidth&&t.style.borderStartWidth>=0&&i(e))return t.style.borderStartWidth;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.borderLeftWidth;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.borderRightWidth;break;case"column":n=t.style.borderTopWidth;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.borderBottomWidth}return null!=n&&n>=0?n:void 0!==t.style.borderWidth&&t.style.borderWidth>=0?t.style.borderWidth:0}function s(t,e){if(void 0!==t.style.borderEndWidth&&t.style.borderEndWidth>=0&&i(e))return t.style.borderEndWidth;var n=null;switch(e){case"row":n=t.style.borderRightWidth;break;case"row-reverse":n=t.style.borderLeftWidth;break;case"column":n=t.style.borderBottomWidth;break;case"column-reverse":n=t.style.borderTopWidth}return null!=n&&n>=0?n:void 0!==t.style.borderWidth&&t.style.borderWidth>=0?t.style.borderWidth:0}function u(t,e){return l(t,e)+d(t,e)}function y(t,e){return a(t,e)+s(t,e)}function c(t,e){return d(t,e)+s(t,e)}function f(t,e){return r(t,e)+o(t,e)}function h(t,e){return u(t,e)+y(t,e)}function m(t){return t.style.justifyContent?t.style.justifyContent:"flex-start"}function v(t){return t.style.alignContent?t.style.alignContent:"flex-start"}function p(t,e){return e.style.alignSelf?e.style.alignSelf:t.style.alignItems?t.style.alignItems:"stretch"}function x(t,e){if(e===N){if(t===q)return G;if(t===G)return q}return t}function g(t,e){var i;return i=t.style.direction?t.style.direction:M,i===M&&(i=void 0===e?A:e),i}function b(t){return t.style.flexDirection?t.style.flexDirection:U}function w(t,e){return n(t)?x(q,e):U}function W(t){return t.style.position?t.style.position:"relative"}function L(t){return W(t)===tt&&t.style.flex>0}function E(t){return"wrap"===t.style.flexWrap}function S(t,e){return t.layout[ot[e]]+f(t,e)}function k(t,e){return void 0!==t.style[ot[e]]&&t.style[ot[e]]>=0}function C(t,e){return void 0!==t.style[e]}function T(t){return void 0!==t.style.measure}function $(t,e){return void 0!==t.style[e]?t.style[e]:0}function H(t,e,i){var n={row:t.style.minWidth,"row-reverse":t.style.minWidth,column:t.style.minHeight,"column-reverse":t.style.minHeight}[e],r={row:t.style.maxWidth,"row-reverse":t.style.maxWidth,column:t.style.maxHeight,"column-reverse":t.style.maxHeight}[e],o=i;return void 0!==r&&r>=0&&o>r&&(o=r),void 0!==n&&n>=0&&n>o&&(o=n),o}function z(t,e){return t>e?t:e}function B(t,e){void 0===t.layout[ot[e]]&&k(t,e)&&(t.layout[ot[e]]=z(H(t,e,t.style[ot[e]]),h(t,e)))}function D(t,e,i){e.layout[nt[i]]=t.layout[ot[i]]-e.layout[ot[i]]-e.layout[rt[i]]}function I(t,e){return void 0!==t.style[it[e]]?$(t,it[e]):-$(t,nt[e])}function R(t,n,l,a){var s=g(t,a),R=x(b(t),s),M=w(R,s),A=x(q,s);B(t,R),B(t,M),t.layout.direction=s,t.layout[it[R]]+=r(t,R)+I(t,R),t.layout[nt[R]]+=o(t,R)+I(t,R),t.layout[it[M]]+=r(t,M)+I(t,M),t.layout[nt[M]]+=o(t,M)+I(t,M);var N=t.children.length,lt=h(t,A),at=h(t,U);if(T(t)){var dt=!e(t.layout[ot[A]]),st=F;st=k(t,A)?t.style.width:dt?t.layout[ot[A]]:n-f(t,A),st-=lt;var ut=F;ut=k(t,U)?t.style.height:e(t.layout[ot[U]])?l-f(t,A):t.layout[ot[U]],ut-=h(t,U);var yt=!k(t,A)&&!dt,ct=!k(t,U)&&e(t.layout[ot[U]]);if(yt||ct){var ft=t.style.measure(st,ut);yt&&(t.layout.width=ft.width+lt),ct&&(t.layout.height=ft.height+at)}if(0===N)return}var ht,mt,vt,pt,xt=E(t),gt=m(t),bt=u(t,R),wt=u(t,M),Wt=h(t,R),Lt=h(t,M),Et=!e(t.layout[ot[R]]),St=!e(t.layout[ot[M]]),kt=i(R),Ct=null,Tt=null,$t=F;Et&&($t=t.layout[ot[R]]-Wt);for(var Ht=0,zt=0,Bt=0,Dt=0,It=0,Rt=0;N>zt;){var jt,Ft,Mt=0,At=0,Nt=0,qt=0,Gt=Et&&gt===O||!Et&&gt!==_,Ut=Gt?N:Ht,Zt=!0,Ot=N,_t=null,Jt=null,Kt=bt,Pt=0;for(ht=Ht;N>ht;++ht){vt=t.children[ht],vt.lineIndex=Rt,vt.nextAbsoluteChild=null,vt.nextFlexChild=null;var Qt=p(t,vt);if(Qt===Y&&W(vt)===tt&&St&&!k(vt,M))vt.layout[ot[M]]=z(H(vt,M,t.layout[ot[M]]-Lt-f(vt,M)),h(vt,M));else if(W(vt)===et)for(null===Ct&&(Ct=vt),null!==Tt&&(Tt.nextAbsoluteChild=vt),Tt=vt,mt=0;2>mt;mt++)pt=0!==mt?q:U,!e(t.layout[ot[pt]])&&!k(vt,pt)&&C(vt,it[pt])&&C(vt,nt[pt])&&(vt.layout[ot[pt]]=z(H(vt,pt,t.layout[ot[pt]]-h(t,pt)-f(vt,pt)-$(vt,it[pt])-$(vt,nt[pt])),h(vt,pt)));var Vt=0;if(Et&&L(vt)?(At++,Nt+=vt.style.flex,null===_t&&(_t=vt),null!==Jt&&(Jt.nextFlexChild=vt),Jt=vt,Vt=h(vt,R)+f(vt,R)):(jt=F,Ft=F,kt?Ft=k(t,U)?t.layout[ot[U]]-at:l-f(t,U)-at:jt=k(t,A)?t.layout[ot[A]]-lt:n-f(t,A)-lt,0===Bt&&j(vt,jt,Ft,s),W(vt)===tt&&(qt++,Vt=S(vt,R))),xt&&Et&&Mt+Vt>$t&&ht!==Ht){qt--,Bt=1;break}Gt&&(W(vt)!==tt||L(vt))&&(Gt=!1,Ut=ht),Zt&&(W(vt)!==tt||Qt!==Y&&Qt!==Q||e(vt.layout[ot[M]]))&&(Zt=!1,Ot=ht),Gt&&(vt.layout[rt[R]]+=Kt,Et&&D(t,vt,R),Kt+=S(vt,R),Pt=z(Pt,H(vt,M,S(vt,M)))),Zt&&(vt.layout[rt[M]]+=Dt+wt,St&&D(t,vt,M)),Bt=0,Mt+=Vt,zt=ht+1}var Xt=0,Yt=0,te=0;if(te=Et?$t-Mt:z(Mt,0)-Mt,0!==At){var ee,ie,ne=te/Nt;for(Jt=_t;null!==Jt;)ee=ne*Jt.style.flex+h(Jt,R),ie=H(Jt,R,ee),ee!==ie&&(te-=ie,Nt-=Jt.style.flex),Jt=Jt.nextFlexChild;for(ne=te/Nt,0>ne&&(ne=0),Jt=_t;null!==Jt;)Jt.layout[ot[R]]=H(Jt,R,ne*Jt.style.flex+h(Jt,R)),jt=F,k(t,A)?jt=t.layout[ot[A]]-lt:kt||(jt=n-f(t,A)-lt),Ft=F,k(t,U)?Ft=t.layout[ot[U]]-at:kt&&(Ft=l-f(t,U)-at),j(Jt,jt,Ft,s),vt=Jt,Jt=Jt.nextFlexChild,vt.nextFlexChild=null}else gt!==O&&(gt===_?Xt=te/2:gt===J?Xt=te:gt===K?(te=z(te,0),Yt=At+qt-1!==0?te/(At+qt-1):0):gt===P&&(Yt=te/(At+qt),Xt=Yt/2));for(Kt+=Xt,ht=Ut;zt>ht;++ht)vt=t.children[ht],W(vt)===et&&C(vt,it[R])?vt.layout[rt[R]]=$(vt,it[R])+d(t,R)+r(vt,R):(vt.layout[rt[R]]+=Kt,Et&&D(t,vt,R),W(vt)===tt&&(Kt+=Yt+S(vt,R),Pt=z(Pt,H(vt,M,S(vt,M)))));var re=t.layout[ot[M]];for(St||(re=z(H(t,M,Pt+Lt),Lt)),ht=Ot;zt>ht;++ht)if(vt=t.children[ht],W(vt)===et&&C(vt,it[M]))vt.layout[rt[M]]=$(vt,it[M])+d(t,M)+r(vt,M);else{var oe=wt;if(W(vt)===tt){var Qt=p(t,vt);if(Qt===Y)e(vt.layout[ot[M]])&&(vt.layout[ot[M]]=z(H(vt,M,re-Lt-f(vt,M)),h(vt,M)));else if(Qt!==Q){var le=re-Lt-S(vt,M);oe+=Qt===V?le/2:le}}vt.layout[rt[M]]+=Dt+oe,St&&D(t,vt,M)}Dt+=Pt,It=z(It,Kt),Rt+=1,Ht=zt}if(Rt>1&&St){var ae=t.layout[ot[M]]-Lt,de=ae-Dt,se=0,ue=wt,ye=v(t);ye===X?ue+=de:ye===V?ue+=de/2:ye===Y&&ae>Dt&&(se=de/Rt);var ce=0;for(ht=0;Rt>ht;++ht){var fe=ce,he=0;for(mt=fe;N>mt;++mt)if(vt=t.children[mt],W(vt)===tt){if(vt.lineIndex!==ht)break;e(vt.layout[ot[M]])||(he=z(he,vt.layout[ot[M]]+f(vt,M)))}for(ce=mt,he+=se,mt=fe;ce>mt;++mt)if(vt=t.children[mt],W(vt)===tt){var me=p(t,vt);if(me===Q)vt.layout[rt[M]]=ue+r(vt,M);else if(me===X)vt.layout[rt[M]]=ue+he-o(vt,M)-vt.layout[ot[M]];else if(me===V){var ve=vt.layout[ot[M]];vt.layout[rt[M]]=ue+(he-ve)/2}else me===Y&&(vt.layout[rt[M]]=ue+r(vt,M))}ue+=he}}var pe=!1,xe=!1;if(Et||(t.layout[ot[R]]=z(H(t,R,It+y(t,R)),Wt),(R===G||R===Z)&&(pe=!0)),St||(t.layout[ot[M]]=z(H(t,M,Dt+Lt),Lt),(M===G||M===Z)&&(xe=!0)),pe||xe)for(ht=0;N>ht;++ht)vt=t.children[ht],pe&&D(t,vt,R),xe&&D(t,vt,M);for(Tt=Ct;null!==Tt;){for(mt=0;2>mt;mt++)pt=0!==mt?q:U,!e(t.layout[ot[pt]])&&!k(Tt,pt)&&C(Tt,it[pt])&&C(Tt,nt[pt])&&(Tt.layout[ot[pt]]=z(H(Tt,pt,t.layout[ot[pt]]-c(t,pt)-f(Tt,pt)-$(Tt,it[pt])-$(Tt,nt[pt])),h(Tt,pt))),C(Tt,nt[pt])&&!C(Tt,it[pt])&&(Tt.layout[it[pt]]=t.layout[ot[pt]]-Tt.layout[ot[pt]]-$(Tt,nt[pt]));vt=Tt,Tt=Tt.nextAbsoluteChild,vt.nextAbsoluteChild=null}}function j(t,e,i,n){t.shouldUpdate=!0;var r=t.style.direction||A,o=!t.isDirty&&t.lastLayout&&t.lastLayout.requestedHeight===t.layout.height&&t.lastLayout.requestedWidth===t.layout.width&&t.lastLayout.parentMaxWidth===e&&t.lastLayout.parentMaxHeight===i&&t.lastLayout.direction===r;o?(t.layout.width=t.lastLayout.width,t.layout.height=t.lastLayout.height,t.layout.top=t.lastLayout.top,t.layout.left=t.lastLayout.left):(t.lastLayout||(t.lastLayout={}),t.lastLayout.requestedWidth=t.layout.width,t.lastLayout.requestedHeight=t.layout.height,t.lastLayout.parentMaxWidth=e,t.lastLayout.parentMaxHeight=i,t.lastLayout.direction=r,t.children.forEach(function(t){t.layout.width=void 0,t.layout.height=void 0,t.layout.top=0,t.layout.left=0}),R(t,e,i,n),t.lastLayout.width=t.layout.width,t.lastLayout.height=t.layout.height,t.lastLayout.top=t.layout.top,t.lastLayout.left=t.layout.left)}var F,M="inherit",A="ltr",N="rtl",q="row",G="row-reverse",U="column",Z="column-reverse",O="flex-start",_="center",J="flex-end",K="space-between",P="space-around",Q="flex-start",V="center",X="flex-end",Y="stretch",tt="relative",et="absolute",it={row:"left","row-reverse":"right",column:"top","column-reverse":"bottom"},nt={row:"right","row-reverse":"left",column:"bottom","column-reverse":"top"},rt={row:"left","row-reverse":"right",column:"top","column-reverse":"bottom"},ot={row:"width","row-reverse":"width",column:"height","column-reverse":"height"};return{layoutNodeImpl:R,computeLayout:j,fillNodes:t}}();return"object"==typeof exports&&(module.exports=t),function(e){t.fillNodes(e),t.computeLayout(e)}}),!window.addEventListener&&window.attachEvent&&function(){Window.prototype.addEventListener=HTMLDocument.prototype.addEventListener=Element.prototype.addEventListener=function(t,e){this.attachEvent("on"+t,e)},Window.prototype.removeEventListener=HTMLDocument.prototype.removeEventListener=Element.prototype.removeEventListener=function(t,e){this.detachEvent("on"+t,e)}}(),flexibility.detect=function(){var t=document.createElement("p");try{return t.style.display="flex","flex"===t.style.display}catch(e){return!1}},!flexibility.detect()&&document.attachEvent&&document.documentElement.currentStyle&&document.attachEvent("onreadystatechange",function(){flexibility.onresize({target:document.documentElement})}),flexibility.init=function(t){var e=t.onlayoutcomplete;return e||(e=t.onlayoutcomplete={node:t,style:{},children:[]}),e.style.display=t.currentStyle["-js-display"]||t.currentStyle.display,e};var t,e=1e3,i=15,n=document.documentElement,r=0,o=0;flexibility.onresize=function(l){if(n.clientWidth!==r||n.clientHeight!==o){r=n.clientWidth,o=n.clientHeight,clearTimeout(t),window.removeEventListener("resize",flexibility.onresize);var a=l.target&&1===l.target.nodeType?l.target:document.documentElement;flexibility.walk(a),t=setTimeout(function(){window.addEventListener("resize",flexibility.onresize)},e/i)}};var l={alignContent:{initial:"stretch",valid:/^(flex-start|flex-end|center|space-between|space-around|stretch)/},alignItems:{initial:"stretch",valid:/^(flex-start|flex-end|center|baseline|stretch)$/},boxSizing:{initial:"content-box",valid:/^(border-box|content-box)$/},flexDirection:{initial:"row",valid:/^(row|row-reverse|column|column-reverse)$/},flexWrap:{initial:"nowrap",valid:/^(nowrap|wrap|wrap-reverse)$/},justifyContent:{initial:"flex-start",valid:/^(flex-start|flex-end|center|space-between|space-around)$/}};flexibility.updateFlexContainerCache=function(t){var e=t.style,i=t.node.currentStyle,n=t.node.style,r={};(i["flex-flow"]||n["flex-flow"]||"").replace(/^(row|row-reverse|column|column-reverse)\s+(nowrap|wrap|wrap-reverse)$/i,function(t,e,i){r.flexDirection=e,r.flexWrap=i});for(var o in l){var a=o.replace(/[A-Z]/g,"-$&").toLowerCase(),d=l[o],s=i[a]||n[a];e[o]=d.valid.test(s)?s:r[o]||d.initial}};var a={alignSelf:{initial:"auto",valid:/^(auto|flex-start|flex-end|center|baseline|stretch)$/},boxSizing:{initial:"content-box",valid:/^(border-box|content-box)$/},flexBasis:{initial:"auto",valid:/^((?:[-+]?0|[-+]?[0-9]*\.?[0-9]+(?:%|ch|cm|em|ex|in|mm|pc|pt|px|rem|vh|vmax|vmin|vw))|auto|fill|max-content|min-content|fit-content|content)$/},flexGrow:{initial:0,valid:/^\+?(0|[1-9][0-9]*)$/},flexShrink:{initial:0,valid:/^\+?(0|[1-9][0-9]*)$/},order:{initial:0,valid:/^([-+]?[0-9]+)$/}};flexibility.updateFlexItemCache=function(t){var e=t.style,i=t.node.currentStyle,n=t.node.style,r={};(i.flex||n.flex||"").replace(/^\+?(0|[1-9][0-9]*)/,function(t){r.flexGrow=t});for(var o in a){var l=o.replace(/[A-Z]/g,"-$&").toLowerCase(),d=a[o],s=i[l]||n[l];e[o]=d.valid.test(s)?s:r[o]||d.initial,"number"==typeof d.initial&&(e[o]=parseFloat(e[o]))}};var d="border:0 solid;clip:rect(0 0 0 0);display:inline-block;font:0/0 serif;margin:0;max-height:none;max-width:none;min-height:0;min-width:0;overflow:hidden;padding:0;position:absolute;width:1em;",s={medium:4,none:0,thick:6,thin:2},u={borderBottomWidth:0,borderLeftWidth:0,borderRightWidth:0,borderTopWidth:0,height:0,paddingBottom:0,paddingLeft:0,paddingRight:0,paddingTop:0,marginBottom:0,marginLeft:0,marginRight:0,marginTop:0,maxHeight:0,maxWidth:0,minHeight:0,minWidth:0,width:0},y=/^([-+]?0|[-+]?[0-9]*\.?[0-9]+)/,c=100;flexibility.updateLengthCache=function(t){var e,i,n,r=t.node,o=t.style,l=r.parentNode,a=document.createElement("_"),f=a.runtimeStyle,h=r.currentStyle;f.cssText=d+"font-size:"+h.fontSize,l.insertBefore(a,r.nextSibling),o.fontSize=a.offsetWidth,f.fontSize=o.fontSize+"px";for(var m in u){var v=h[m];y.test(v)||"auto"===v&&!/(width|height)/i.test(m)?/%$/.test(v)?(/^(bottom|height|top)$/.test(m)?(i||(i=l.offsetHeight),n=i):(e||(e=l.offsetWidth),n=e),o[m]=parseFloat(v)*n/c):(f.width=v,o[m]=a.offsetWidth):/^border/.test(m)&&v in s?o[m]=s[v]:delete o[m]}l.removeChild(a),"none"===h.borderTopStyle&&(o.borderTopWidth=0),"none"===h.borderRightStyle&&(o.borderRightWidth=0),"none"===h.borderBottomStyle&&(o.borderBottomWidth=0),"none"===h.borderLeftStyle&&(o.borderLeftWidth=0),o.width||o.minWidth||(/flex/.test(o.display)?o.width=r.offsetWidth:o.minWidth=r.offsetWidth),o.height||o.minHeight||/flex/.test(o.display)||(o.minHeight=r.offsetHeight)},flexibility.walk=function(t){var e=flexibility.init(t),i=e.style,n=i.display;if("none"===n)return{};var r=n.match(/^(inline)?flex$/);if(r&&(flexibility.updateFlexContainerCache(e),t.runtimeStyle.cssText="display:"+(r[1]?"inline-block":"block"),e.children=[]),Array.prototype.forEach.call(t.childNodes,function(t,n){if(1===t.nodeType){var o=flexibility.walk(t),l=o.style;o.index=n,r&&(flexibility.updateFlexItemCache(o),"auto"===l.alignSelf&&(l.alignSelf=i.alignItems),l.flex=l.flexGrow,t.runtimeStyle.cssText="display:inline-block",e.children.push(o))}}),r){e.children.forEach(function(t){flexibility.updateLengthCache(t)}),e.children.sort(function(t,e){return t.style.order-e.style.order||t.index-e.index}),/-reverse$/.test(i.flexDirection)&&(e.children.reverse(),i.flexDirection=i.flexDirection.replace(/-reverse$/,""),"flex-start"===i.justifyContent?i.justifyContent="flex-end":"flex-end"===i.justifyContent&&(i.justifyContent="flex-start")),flexibility.updateLengthCache(e),delete e.lastLayout,delete e.layout;var o=i.borderTopWidth,l=i.borderBottomWidth;i.borderTopWidth=0,i.borderBottomWidth=0,i.borderLeftWidth=0,"column"===i.flexDirection&&(i.width-=i.borderRightWidth),flexibility.computeLayout(e),t.runtimeStyle.cssText="box-sizing:border-box;display:block;position:relative;width:"+(e.layout.width+i.borderRightWidth)+"px;height:"+(e.layout.height+o+l)+"px";var a=[],d=1,s="column"===i.flexDirection?"width":"height";e.children.forEach(function(t){a[t.lineIndex]=Math.max(a[t.lineIndex]||0,t.layout[s]),d=Math.max(d,t.lineIndex+1)}),e.children.forEach(function(t){var e=t.layout;"stretch"===t.style.alignSelf&&(e[s]=a[t.lineIndex]),t.node.runtimeStyle.cssText="box-sizing:border-box;display:block;position:absolute;margin:0;width:"+e.width+"px;height:"+e.height+"px;top:"+e.top+"px;left:"+e.left+"px"})}return e}}();
/*! Video.js v4.12.15 Copyright 2014 Brightcove, Inc. https://github.com/videojs/video.js/blob/master/LICENSE */ 
(function() {var b=void 0,f=!0,j=null,l=!1;function m(){return function(){}}function n(a){return function(){return this[a]}}function p(a){return function(){return a}}var s;document.createElement("video");document.createElement("audio");document.createElement("track");
function t(a,c,d){if("string"===typeof a){0===a.indexOf("#")&&(a=a.slice(1));if(t.Ca[a])return c&&t.log.warn('Player "'+a+'" is already initialised. Options will not be applied.'),d&&t.Ca[a].I(d),t.Ca[a];a=t.m(a)}if(!a||!a.nodeName)throw new TypeError("The element or ID supplied is not valid. (videojs)");return a.player||new t.Player(a,c,d)}var videojs=window.videojs=t;t.fc="4.12";t.sd="https:"==document.location.protocol?"https://":"http://";t.VERSION="4.12.15";
t.options={techOrder:["html5","flash"],html5:{},flash:{},width:300,height:150,defaultVolume:0,playbackRates:[],inactivityTimeout:2E3,children:{mediaLoader:{},posterImage:{},loadingSpinner:{},textTrackDisplay:{},bigPlayButton:{},controlBar:{},errorDisplay:{},textTrackSettings:{}},language:document.getElementsByTagName("html")[0].getAttribute("lang")||navigator.languages&&navigator.languages[0]||navigator.Ef||navigator.language||"en",languages:{},notSupportedMessage:"No compatible source was found for this video."};
"GENERATED_CDN_VSN"!==t.fc&&(videojs.options.flash.swf=t.sd+"vjs.zencdn.net/"+t.fc+"/video-js.swf");t.Gd=function(a,c){t.options.languages[a]=t.options.languages[a]!==b?t.Z.Aa(t.options.languages[a],c):c;return t.options.languages};t.Ca={};"function"===typeof define&&define.amd?define("videojs",[],function(){return videojs}):"object"===typeof exports&&"object"===typeof module&&(module.exports=videojs);t.Ga=t.CoreObject=m();
t.Ga.extend=function(a){var c,d;a=a||{};c=a.init||a.l||this.prototype.init||this.prototype.l||m();d=function(){c.apply(this,arguments)};d.prototype=t.i.create(this.prototype);d.prototype.constructor=d;d.extend=t.Ga.extend;d.create=t.Ga.create;for(var e in a)a.hasOwnProperty(e)&&(d.prototype[e]=a[e]);return d};t.Ga.create=function(){var a=t.i.create(this.prototype);this.apply(a,arguments);return a};
t.b=function(a,c,d){if(t.i.isArray(c))return v(t.b,a,c,d);var e=t.getData(a);e.G||(e.G={});e.G[c]||(e.G[c]=[]);d.s||(d.s=t.s++);e.G[c].push(d);e.ba||(e.disabled=l,e.ba=function(c){if(!e.disabled){c=t.Nb(c);var d=e.G[c.type];if(d)for(var d=d.slice(0),k=0,q=d.length;k<q&&!c.Nc();k++)d[k].call(a,c)}});1==e.G[c].length&&(a.addEventListener?a.addEventListener(c,e.ba,l):a.attachEvent&&a.attachEvent("on"+c,e.ba))};
t.n=function(a,c,d){if(t.Ic(a)){var e=t.getData(a);if(e.G){if(t.i.isArray(c))return v(t.n,a,c,d);if(c){var g=e.G[c];if(g){if(d){if(d.s)for(e=0;e<g.length;e++)g[e].s===d.s&&g.splice(e--,1)}else e.G[c]=[];t.xc(a,c)}}else for(g in e.G)c=g,e.G[c]=[],t.xc(a,c)}}};t.xc=function(a,c){var d=t.getData(a);0===d.G[c].length&&(delete d.G[c],a.removeEventListener?a.removeEventListener(c,d.ba,l):a.detachEvent&&a.detachEvent("on"+c,d.ba));t.hb(d.G)&&(delete d.G,delete d.ba,delete d.disabled);t.hb(d)&&t.Zc(a)};
t.Nb=function(a){function c(){return f}function d(){return l}if(!a||!a.Sb){var e=a||window.event;a={};for(var g in e)"layerX"!==g&&("layerY"!==g&&"keyLocation"!==g)&&("returnValue"==g&&e.preventDefault||(a[g]=e[g]));a.target||(a.target=a.srcElement||document);a.relatedTarget=a.fromElement===a.target?a.toElement:a.fromElement;a.preventDefault=function(){e.preventDefault&&e.preventDefault();a.returnValue=l;a.ee=c;a.defaultPrevented=f};a.ee=d;a.defaultPrevented=l;a.stopPropagation=function(){e.stopPropagation&&
e.stopPropagation();a.cancelBubble=f;a.Sb=c};a.Sb=d;a.stopImmediatePropagation=function(){e.stopImmediatePropagation&&e.stopImmediatePropagation();a.Nc=c;a.stopPropagation()};a.Nc=d;if(a.clientX!=j){g=document.documentElement;var h=document.body;a.pageX=a.clientX+(g&&g.scrollLeft||h&&h.scrollLeft||0)-(g&&g.clientLeft||h&&h.clientLeft||0);a.pageY=a.clientY+(g&&g.scrollTop||h&&h.scrollTop||0)-(g&&g.clientTop||h&&h.clientTop||0)}a.which=a.charCode||a.keyCode;a.button!=j&&(a.button=a.button&1?0:a.button&
4?1:a.button&2?2:0)}return a};t.o=function(a,c){var d=t.Ic(a)?t.getData(a):{},e=a.parentNode||a.ownerDocument;"string"===typeof c&&(c={type:c,target:a});c=t.Nb(c);d.ba&&d.ba.call(a,c);if(e&&!c.Sb()&&c.bubbles!==l)t.o(e,c);else if(!e&&!c.defaultPrevented&&(d=t.getData(c.target),c.target[c.type])){d.disabled=f;if("function"===typeof c.target[c.type])c.target[c.type]();d.disabled=l}return!c.defaultPrevented};
t.N=function(a,c,d){function e(){t.n(a,c,e);d.apply(this,arguments)}if(t.i.isArray(c))return v(t.N,a,c,d);e.s=d.s=d.s||t.s++;t.b(a,c,e)};function v(a,c,d,e){t.tc.forEach(d,function(d){a(c,d,e)})}var w=Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty;t.e=function(a,c){var d;c=c||{};d=document.createElement(a||"div");t.i.ca(c,function(a,c){-1!==a.indexOf("aria-")||"role"==a?d.setAttribute(a,c):d[a]=c});return d};t.va=function(a){return a.charAt(0).toUpperCase()+a.slice(1)};t.i={};
t.i.create=Object.create||function(a){function c(){}c.prototype=a;return new c};t.i.ca=function(a,c,d){for(var e in a)w.call(a,e)&&c.call(d||this,e,a[e])};t.i.D=function(a,c){if(!c)return a;for(var d in c)w.call(c,d)&&(a[d]=c[d]);return a};t.i.Od=function(a,c){var d,e,g;a=t.i.copy(a);for(d in c)w.call(c,d)&&(e=a[d],g=c[d],a[d]=t.i.ib(e)&&t.i.ib(g)?t.i.Od(e,g):c[d]);return a};t.i.copy=function(a){return t.i.D({},a)};
t.i.ib=function(a){return!!a&&"object"===typeof a&&"[object Object]"===a.toString()&&a.constructor===Object};t.i.isArray=Array.isArray||function(a){return"[object Array]"===Object.prototype.toString.call(a)};t.ge=function(a){return a!==a};t.bind=function(a,c,d){function e(){return c.apply(a,arguments)}c.s||(c.s=t.s++);e.s=d?d+"_"+c.s:c.s;return e};t.ua={};t.s=1;t.expando="vdata"+(new Date).getTime();t.getData=function(a){var c=a[t.expando];c||(c=a[t.expando]=t.s++);t.ua[c]||(t.ua[c]={});return t.ua[c]};
t.Ic=function(a){a=a[t.expando];return!(!a||t.hb(t.ua[a]))};t.Zc=function(a){var c=a[t.expando];if(c){delete t.ua[c];try{delete a[t.expando]}catch(d){a.removeAttribute?a.removeAttribute(t.expando):a[t.expando]=j}}};t.hb=function(a){for(var c in a)if(a[c]!==j)return l;return f};t.Pa=function(a,c){return-1!==(" "+a.className+" ").indexOf(" "+c+" ")};t.p=function(a,c){t.Pa(a,c)||(a.className=""===a.className?c:a.className+" "+c)};
t.r=function(a,c){var d,e;if(t.Pa(a,c)){d=a.className.split(" ");for(e=d.length-1;0<=e;e--)d[e]===c&&d.splice(e,1);a.className=d.join(" ")}};t.A=t.e("video");var x=document.createElement("track");x.Tb="captions";x.ed="en";x.label="English";t.A.appendChild(x);t.P=navigator.userAgent;t.zd=/iPhone/i.test(t.P);t.yd=/iPad/i.test(t.P);t.Ad=/iPod/i.test(t.P);t.xd=t.zd||t.yd||t.Ad;var aa=t,y;var z=t.P.match(/OS (\d+)_/i);y=z&&z[1]?z[1]:b;aa.ff=y;t.wd=/Android/i.test(t.P);var ba=t,B;
var C=t.P.match(/Android (\d+)(?:\.(\d+))?(?:\.(\d+))*/i),D,E;C?(D=C[1]&&parseFloat(C[1]),E=C[2]&&parseFloat(C[2]),B=D&&E?parseFloat(C[1]+"."+C[2]):D?D:j):B=j;ba.ec=B;t.Bd=t.wd&&/webkit/i.test(t.P)&&2.3>t.ec;t.gc=/Firefox/i.test(t.P);t.gf=/Chrome/i.test(t.P);t.pa=/MSIE\s8\.0/.test(t.P);t.Db=!!("ontouchstart"in window||window.ud&&document instanceof window.ud);t.td="backgroundSize"in t.A.style;
t.ad=function(a,c){t.i.ca(c,function(c,e){e===j||"undefined"===typeof e||e===l?a.removeAttribute(c):a.setAttribute(c,e===f?"":e)})};t.Oa=function(a){var c,d,e,g;c={};if(a&&a.attributes&&0<a.attributes.length){d=a.attributes;for(var h=d.length-1;0<=h;h--){e=d[h].name;g=d[h].value;if("boolean"===typeof a[e]||-1!==",autoplay,controls,loop,muted,default,".indexOf(","+e+","))g=g!==j?f:l;c[e]=g}}return c};
t.rf=function(a,c){var d="";document.defaultView&&document.defaultView.getComputedStyle?d=document.defaultView.getComputedStyle(a,"").getPropertyValue(c):a.currentStyle&&(d=a["client"+c.substr(0,1).toUpperCase()+c.substr(1)]+"px");return d};t.Rb=function(a,c){c.firstChild?c.insertBefore(a,c.firstChild):c.appendChild(a)};t.bb={};t.m=function(a){0===a.indexOf("#")&&(a=a.slice(1));return document.getElementById(a)};
t.Na=function(a,c){c=c||a;var d=Math.floor(a%60),e=Math.floor(a/60%60),g=Math.floor(a/3600),h=Math.floor(c/60%60),k=Math.floor(c/3600);if(isNaN(a)||Infinity===a)g=e=d="-";g=0<g||0<k?g+":":"";return g+(((g||10<=h)&&10>e?"0"+e:e)+":")+(10>d?"0"+d:d)};t.Id=function(){document.body.focus();document.onselectstart=p(l)};t.Xe=function(){document.onselectstart=p(f)};t.trim=function(a){return(a+"").replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")};t.round=function(a,c){c||(c=0);return Math.round(a*Math.pow(10,c))/Math.pow(10,c)};
t.xa=function(a,c){return a===b&&c===b?{length:0,start:function(){throw Error("This TimeRanges object is empty");},end:function(){throw Error("This TimeRanges object is empty");}}:{length:1,start:function(){return a},end:function(){return c}}};t.Ie=function(a){try{var c=window.localStorage||l;c&&(c.volume=a)}catch(d){22==d.code||1014==d.code?t.log("LocalStorage Full (VideoJS)",d):18==d.code?t.log("LocalStorage not allowed (VideoJS)",d):t.log("LocalStorage Error (VideoJS)",d)}};
t.Xd=function(a){a.match(/^https?:\/\//)||(a=t.e("div",{innerHTML:'<a href="'+a+'">x</a>'}).firstChild.href);return a};
t.Ae=function(a){var c,d,e,g;g="protocol hostname port pathname search hash host".split(" ");d=t.e("a",{href:a});if(e=""===d.host&&"file:"!==d.protocol)c=t.e("div"),c.innerHTML='<a href="'+a+'"></a>',d=c.firstChild,c.setAttribute("style","display:none; position:absolute;"),document.body.appendChild(c);a={};for(var h=0;h<g.length;h++)a[g[h]]=d[g[h]];"http:"===a.protocol&&(a.host=a.host.replace(/:80$/,""));"https:"===a.protocol&&(a.host=a.host.replace(/:443$/,""));e&&document.body.removeChild(c);return a};
function F(a,c){var d,e;d=Array.prototype.slice.call(c);e=m();e=window.console||{log:e,warn:e,error:e};a?d.unshift(a.toUpperCase()+":"):a="log";t.log.history.push(d);d.unshift("VIDEOJS:");if(e[a].apply)e[a].apply(e,d);else e[a](d.join(" "))}t.log=function(){F(j,arguments)};t.log.history=[];t.log.error=function(){F("error",arguments)};t.log.warn=function(){F("warn",arguments)};
t.Vd=function(a){var c,d;a.getBoundingClientRect&&a.parentNode&&(c=a.getBoundingClientRect());if(!c)return{left:0,top:0};a=document.documentElement;d=document.body;return{left:t.round(c.left+(window.pageXOffset||d.scrollLeft)-(a.clientLeft||d.clientLeft||0)),top:t.round(c.top+(window.pageYOffset||d.scrollTop)-(a.clientTop||d.clientTop||0))}};t.tc={};t.tc.forEach=function(a,c,d){if(t.i.isArray(a)&&c instanceof Function)for(var e=0,g=a.length;e<g;++e)c.call(d||t,a[e],e,a);return a};
t.bf=function(a,c){var d,e,g,h,k,q,r;"string"===typeof a&&(a={uri:a});videojs.Z.Aa({method:"GET",timeout:45E3},a);c=c||m();q=function(){window.clearTimeout(k);c(j,e,e.response||e.responseText)};r=function(a){window.clearTimeout(k);if(!a||"string"===typeof a)a=Error(a);c(a,e)};d=window.XMLHttpRequest;"undefined"===typeof d&&(d=function(){try{return new window.ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.6.0")}catch(a){}try{return new window.ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP.3.0")}catch(c){}try{return new window.ActiveXObject("Msxml2.XMLHTTP")}catch(d){}throw Error("This browser does not support XMLHttpRequest.");
});e=new d;e.uri=a.uri;d=t.Ae(a.uri);g=window.location;d.protocol+d.host!==g.protocol+g.host&&window.XDomainRequest&&!("withCredentials"in e)?(e=new window.XDomainRequest,e.onload=q,e.onerror=r,e.onprogress=m(),e.ontimeout=m()):(h="file:"==d.protocol||"file:"==g.protocol,e.onreadystatechange=function(){if(4===e.readyState){if(e.Ue)return r("timeout");200===e.status||h&&0===e.status?q():r()}},a.timeout&&(k=window.setTimeout(function(){4!==e.readyState&&(e.Ue=f,e.abort())},a.timeout)));try{e.open(a.method||
"GET",a.uri,f)}catch(u){r(u);return}a.withCredentials&&(e.withCredentials=f);a.responseType&&(e.responseType=a.responseType);try{e.send()}catch(A){r(A)}};t.Z={};t.Z.Aa=function(a,c){var d,e,g;a=t.i.copy(a);for(d in c)c.hasOwnProperty(d)&&(e=a[d],g=c[d],a[d]=t.i.ib(e)&&t.i.ib(g)?t.Z.Aa(e,g):c[d]);return a};t.z=m();s=t.z.prototype;s.ab={};s.b=function(a,c){var d=this.addEventListener;this.addEventListener=Function.prototype;t.b(this,a,c);this.addEventListener=d};s.addEventListener=t.z.prototype.b;
s.n=function(a,c){t.n(this,a,c)};s.removeEventListener=t.z.prototype.n;s.N=function(a,c){t.N(this,a,c)};s.o=function(a){var c=a.type||a;"string"===typeof a&&(a={type:c});a=t.Nb(a);if(this.ab[c]&&this["on"+c])this["on"+c](a);t.o(this,a)};s.dispatchEvent=t.z.prototype.o;
t.a=t.Ga.extend({l:function(a,c,d){this.d=a;this.q=t.i.copy(this.q);c=this.options(c);this.Qa=c.id||c.el&&c.el.id;this.Qa||(this.Qa=(a.id&&a.id()||"no_player")+"_component_"+t.s++);this.pe=c.name||j;this.c=c.el||this.e();this.R=[];this.cb={};this.eb={};this.Kc();this.I(d);if(c.$c!==l){var e,g;this.k().reportUserActivity&&(e=t.bind(this.k(),this.k().reportUserActivity),this.b("touchstart",function(){e();this.clearInterval(g);g=this.setInterval(e,250)}),a=function(){e();this.clearInterval(g)},this.b("touchmove",
e),this.b("touchend",a),this.b("touchcancel",a))}}});s=t.a.prototype;s.dispose=function(){this.o({type:"dispose",bubbles:l});if(this.R)for(var a=this.R.length-1;0<=a;a--)this.R[a].dispose&&this.R[a].dispose();this.eb=this.cb=this.R=j;this.n();this.c.parentNode&&this.c.parentNode.removeChild(this.c);t.Zc(this.c);this.c=j};s.d=f;s.k=n("d");s.options=function(a){return a===b?this.q:this.q=t.Z.Aa(this.q,a)};s.e=function(a,c){return t.e(a,c)};
s.v=function(a){var c=this.d.language(),d=this.d.languages();return d&&d[c]&&d[c][a]?d[c][a]:a};s.m=n("c");s.wa=function(){return this.B||this.c};s.id=n("Qa");s.name=n("pe");s.children=n("R");s.Yd=function(a){return this.cb[a]};s.da=function(a){return this.eb[a]};
s.aa=function(a,c){var d,e;"string"===typeof a?(e=a,c=c||{},d=c.componentClass||t.va(e),c.name=e,d=new window.videojs[d](this.d||this,c)):d=a;this.R.push(d);"function"===typeof d.id&&(this.cb[d.id()]=d);(e=e||d.name&&d.name())&&(this.eb[e]=d);"function"===typeof d.el&&d.el()&&this.wa().appendChild(d.el());return d};
s.removeChild=function(a){"string"===typeof a&&(a=this.da(a));if(a&&this.R){for(var c=l,d=this.R.length-1;0<=d;d--)if(this.R[d]===a){c=f;this.R.splice(d,1);break}c&&(this.cb[a.id()]=j,this.eb[a.name()]=j,(c=a.m())&&c.parentNode===this.wa()&&this.wa().removeChild(a.m()))}};
s.Kc=function(){var a,c,d,e,g,h;a=this;c=a.options();if(d=c.children)if(h=function(d,e){c[d]!==b&&(e=c[d]);e!==l&&(a[d]=a.aa(d,e))},t.i.isArray(d))for(var k=0;k<d.length;k++)e=d[k],"string"==typeof e?(g=e,e={}):g=e.name,h(g,e);else t.i.ca(d,h)};s.T=p("");
s.b=function(a,c,d){var e,g,h;"string"===typeof a||t.i.isArray(a)?t.b(this.c,a,t.bind(this,c)):(e=t.bind(this,d),h=this,g=function(){h.n(a,c,e)},g.s=e.s,this.b("dispose",g),d=function(){h.n("dispose",g)},d.s=e.s,a.nodeName?(t.b(a,c,e),t.b(a,"dispose",d)):"function"===typeof a.b&&(a.b(c,e),a.b("dispose",d)));return this};
s.n=function(a,c,d){!a||"string"===typeof a||t.i.isArray(a)?t.n(this.c,a,c):(d=t.bind(this,d),this.n("dispose",d),a.nodeName?(t.n(a,c,d),t.n(a,"dispose",d)):(a.n(c,d),a.n("dispose",d)));return this};s.N=function(a,c,d){var e,g,h;"string"===typeof a||t.i.isArray(a)?t.N(this.c,a,t.bind(this,c)):(e=t.bind(this,d),g=this,h=function(){g.n(a,c,h);e.apply(this,arguments)},h.s=e.s,this.b(a,c,h));return this};s.o=function(a){t.o(this.c,a);return this};
s.I=function(a){a&&(this.ya?a.call(this):(this.mb===b&&(this.mb=[]),this.mb.push(a)));return this};s.Va=function(){this.ya=f;var a=this.mb;this.mb=[];if(a&&0<a.length){for(var c=0,d=a.length;c<d;c++)a[c].call(this);this.o("ready")}};s.Pa=function(a){return t.Pa(this.c,a)};s.p=function(a){t.p(this.c,a);return this};s.r=function(a){t.r(this.c,a);return this};s.show=function(){this.r("vjs-hidden");return this};s.W=function(){this.p("vjs-hidden");return this};function G(a){a.r("vjs-lock-showing")}
s.width=function(a,c){return ca(this,"width",a,c)};s.height=function(a,c){return ca(this,"height",a,c)};s.Qd=function(a,c){return this.width(a,f).height(c)};function ca(a,c,d,e){if(d!==b){if(d===j||t.ge(d))d=0;a.c.style[c]=-1!==(""+d).indexOf("%")||-1!==(""+d).indexOf("px")?d:"auto"===d?"":d+"px";e||a.o("resize");return a}if(!a.c)return 0;d=a.c.style[c];e=d.indexOf("px");return-1!==e?parseInt(d.slice(0,e),10):parseInt(a.c["offset"+t.va(c)],10)}
function da(a){var c,d,e,g,h,k,q,r;c=0;d=j;a.b("touchstart",function(a){1===a.touches.length&&(d=t.i.copy(a.touches[0]),c=(new Date).getTime(),g=f)});a.b("touchmove",function(a){1<a.touches.length?g=l:d&&(k=a.touches[0].pageX-d.pageX,q=a.touches[0].pageY-d.pageY,r=Math.sqrt(k*k+q*q),10<r&&(g=l))});h=function(){g=l};a.b("touchleave",h);a.b("touchcancel",h);a.b("touchend",function(a){d=j;g===f&&(e=(new Date).getTime()-c,200>e&&(a.preventDefault(),this.o("tap")))})}
s.setTimeout=function(a,c){function d(){this.clearTimeout(e)}a=t.bind(this,a);var e=setTimeout(a,c);d.s="vjs-timeout-"+e;this.b("dispose",d);return e};s.clearTimeout=function(a){function c(){}clearTimeout(a);c.s="vjs-timeout-"+a;this.n("dispose",c);return a};s.setInterval=function(a,c){function d(){this.clearInterval(e)}a=t.bind(this,a);var e=setInterval(a,c);d.s="vjs-interval-"+e;this.b("dispose",d);return e};
s.clearInterval=function(a){function c(){}clearInterval(a);c.s="vjs-interval-"+a;this.n("dispose",c);return a};t.w=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);da(this);this.b("tap",this.u);this.b("click",this.u);this.b("focus",this.kb);this.b("blur",this.jb)}});s=t.w.prototype;
s.e=function(a,c){var d;c=t.i.D({className:this.T(),role:"button","aria-live":"polite",tabIndex:0},c);d=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,a,c);c.innerHTML||(this.B=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-control-content"}),this.Ib=t.e("span",{className:"vjs-control-text",innerHTML:this.v(this.ta)||"Need Text"}),this.B.appendChild(this.Ib),d.appendChild(this.B));return d};s.T=function(){return"vjs-control "+t.a.prototype.T.call(this)};s.u=m();s.kb=function(){t.b(document,"keydown",t.bind(this,this.ka))};
s.ka=function(a){if(32==a.which||13==a.which)a.preventDefault(),this.u()};s.jb=function(){t.n(document,"keydown",t.bind(this,this.ka))};t.S=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.Hd=this.da(this.q.barName);this.handle=this.da(this.q.handleName);this.b("mousedown",this.lb);this.b("touchstart",this.lb);this.b("focus",this.kb);this.b("blur",this.jb);this.b("click",this.u);this.b(a,"controlsvisible",this.update);this.b(a,this.Uc,this.update)}});s=t.S.prototype;
s.e=function(a,c){c=c||{};c.className+=" vjs-slider";c=t.i.D({role:"slider","aria-valuenow":0,"aria-valuemin":0,"aria-valuemax":100,tabIndex:0},c);return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,a,c)};s.lb=function(a){a.preventDefault();t.Id();this.p("vjs-sliding");this.b(document,"mousemove",this.la);this.b(document,"mouseup",this.Ba);this.b(document,"touchmove",this.la);this.b(document,"touchend",this.Ba);this.la(a)};s.la=m();
s.Ba=function(){t.Xe();this.r("vjs-sliding");this.n(document,"mousemove",this.la);this.n(document,"mouseup",this.Ba);this.n(document,"touchmove",this.la);this.n(document,"touchend",this.Ba);this.update()};s.update=function(){if(this.c){var a,c=this.Qb(),d=this.handle,e=this.Hd;if("number"!==typeof c||c!==c||0>c||Infinity===c)c=0;a=c;if(d){a=this.c.offsetWidth;var g=d.m().offsetWidth;a=g?g/a:0;c*=1-a;a=c+a/2;d.m().style.left=t.round(100*c,2)+"%"}e&&(e.m().style.width=t.round(100*a,2)+"%")}};
function ea(a,c){var d,e,g,h;d=a.c;e=t.Vd(d);h=g=d.offsetWidth;d=a.handle;if(a.options().vertical)return h=e.top,e=c.changedTouches?c.changedTouches[0].pageY:c.pageY,d&&(d=d.m().offsetHeight,h+=d/2,g-=d),Math.max(0,Math.min(1,(h-e+g)/g));g=e.left;e=c.changedTouches?c.changedTouches[0].pageX:c.pageX;d&&(d=d.m().offsetWidth,g+=d/2,h-=d);return Math.max(0,Math.min(1,(e-g)/h))}s.kb=function(){this.b(document,"keydown",this.ka)};
s.ka=function(a){if(37==a.which||40==a.which)a.preventDefault(),this.fd();else if(38==a.which||39==a.which)a.preventDefault(),this.gd()};s.jb=function(){this.n(document,"keydown",this.ka)};s.u=function(a){a.stopImmediatePropagation();a.preventDefault()};t.ga=t.a.extend();t.ga.prototype.defaultValue=0;t.ga.prototype.e=function(a,c){c=c||{};c.className+=" vjs-slider-handle";c=t.i.D({innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.defaultValue+"</span>"},c);return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",c)};
t.qa=t.a.extend();function fa(a,c){a.aa(c);c.b("click",t.bind(a,function(){G(this)}))}t.qa.prototype.e=function(){var a=this.options().zc||"ul";this.B=t.e(a,{className:"vjs-menu-content"});a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{append:this.B,className:"vjs-menu"});a.appendChild(this.B);t.b(a,"click",function(a){a.preventDefault();a.stopImmediatePropagation()});return a};t.M=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c);this.selected(c.selected)}});
t.M.prototype.e=function(a,c){return t.w.prototype.e.call(this,"li",t.i.D({className:"vjs-menu-item",innerHTML:this.v(this.q.label)},c))};t.M.prototype.u=function(){this.selected(f)};t.M.prototype.selected=function(a){a?(this.p("vjs-selected"),this.c.setAttribute("aria-selected",f)):(this.r("vjs-selected"),this.c.setAttribute("aria-selected",l))};
t.O=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c);this.update();this.b("keydown",this.ka);this.c.setAttribute("aria-haspopup",f);this.c.setAttribute("role","button")}});s=t.O.prototype;s.update=function(){var a=this.La();this.za&&this.removeChild(this.za);this.za=a;this.aa(a);this.H&&0===this.H.length?this.W():this.H&&1<this.H.length&&this.show()};s.Ja=l;
s.La=function(){var a=new t.qa(this.d);this.options().title&&a.wa().appendChild(t.e("li",{className:"vjs-menu-title",innerHTML:t.va(this.options().title),Se:-1}));if(this.H=this.createItems())for(var c=0;c<this.H.length;c++)fa(a,this.H[c]);return a};s.Ka=m();s.T=function(){return this.className+" vjs-menu-button "+t.w.prototype.T.call(this)};s.kb=m();s.jb=m();s.u=function(){this.N("mouseout",t.bind(this,function(){G(this.za);this.c.blur()}));this.Ja?H(this):ga(this)};
s.ka=function(a){32==a.which||13==a.which?(this.Ja?H(this):ga(this),a.preventDefault()):27==a.which&&(this.Ja&&H(this),a.preventDefault())};function ga(a){a.Ja=f;a.za.p("vjs-lock-showing");a.c.setAttribute("aria-pressed",f);a.H&&0<a.H.length&&a.H[0].m().focus()}function H(a){a.Ja=l;G(a.za);a.c.setAttribute("aria-pressed",l)}t.J=function(a){"number"===typeof a?this.code=a:"string"===typeof a?this.message=a:"object"===typeof a&&t.i.D(this,a);this.message||(this.message=t.J.Pd[this.code]||"")};
t.J.prototype.code=0;t.J.prototype.message="";t.J.prototype.status=j;t.J.gb="MEDIA_ERR_CUSTOM MEDIA_ERR_ABORTED MEDIA_ERR_NETWORK MEDIA_ERR_DECODE MEDIA_ERR_SRC_NOT_SUPPORTED MEDIA_ERR_ENCRYPTED".split(" ");
t.J.Pd={1:"You aborted the video playback",2:"A network error caused the video download to fail part-way.",3:"The video playback was aborted due to a corruption problem or because the video used features your browser did not support.",4:"The video could not be loaded, either because the server or network failed or because the format is not supported.",5:"The video is encrypted and we do not have the keys to decrypt it."};for(var I=0;I<t.J.gb.length;I++)t.J[t.J.gb[I]]=I,t.J.prototype[t.J.gb[I]]=I;
var J,ha,K,L;
J=["requestFullscreen exitFullscreen fullscreenElement fullscreenEnabled fullscreenchange fullscreenerror".split(" "),"webkitRequestFullscreen webkitExitFullscreen webkitFullscreenElement webkitFullscreenEnabled webkitfullscreenchange webkitfullscreenerror".split(" "),"webkitRequestFullScreen webkitCancelFullScreen webkitCurrentFullScreenElement webkitCancelFullScreen webkitfullscreenchange webkitfullscreenerror".split(" "),"mozRequestFullScreen mozCancelFullScreen mozFullScreenElement mozFullScreenEnabled mozfullscreenchange mozfullscreenerror".split(" "),"msRequestFullscreen msExitFullscreen msFullscreenElement msFullscreenEnabled MSFullscreenChange MSFullscreenError".split(" ")];
ha=J[0];for(L=0;L<J.length;L++)if(J[L][1]in document){K=J[L];break}if(K){t.bb.Pb={};for(L=0;L<K.length;L++)t.bb.Pb[ha[L]]=K[L]}
t.Player=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c,d){this.L=a;a.id=a.id||"vjs_video_"+t.s++;this.Te=a&&t.Oa(a);c=t.i.D(ia(a),c);this.Pc=c.language||t.options.language;this.je=c.languages||t.options.languages;this.K={};this.Vc=c.poster||"";this.Jb=!!c.controls;a.controls=l;c.$c=l;ja(this,"audio"===this.L.nodeName.toLowerCase());t.a.call(this,this,c,d);this.controls()?this.p("vjs-controls-enabled"):this.p("vjs-controls-disabled");ja(this)&&this.p("vjs-audio");t.Ca[this.Qa]=this;c.plugins&&t.i.ca(c.plugins,function(a,
c){this[a](c)},this);var e,g,h,k,q;e=t.bind(this,this.reportUserActivity);this.b("mousedown",function(){e();this.clearInterval(g);g=this.setInterval(e,250)});this.b("mousemove",function(a){if(a.screenX!=k||a.screenY!=q)k=a.screenX,q=a.screenY,e()});this.b("mouseup",function(){e();this.clearInterval(g)});this.b("keydown",e);this.b("keyup",e);this.setInterval(function(){if(this.Fa){this.Fa=l;this.userActive(f);this.clearTimeout(h);var a=this.options().inactivityTimeout;0<a&&(h=this.setTimeout(function(){this.Fa||
this.userActive(l)},a))}},250)}});s=t.Player.prototype;s.language=function(a){if(a===b)return this.Pc;this.Pc=a;return this};s.languages=n("je");s.q=t.options;s.dispose=function(){this.o("dispose");this.n("dispose");t.Ca[this.Qa]=j;this.L&&this.L.player&&(this.L.player=j);this.c&&this.c.player&&(this.c.player=j);this.h&&this.h.dispose();t.a.prototype.dispose.call(this)};
function ia(a){var c,d,e={sources:[],tracks:[]};c=t.Oa(a);d=c["data-setup"];d!==j&&t.i.D(c,t.JSON.parse(d||"{}"));t.i.D(e,c);if(a.hasChildNodes()){var g,h;a=a.childNodes;g=0;for(h=a.length;g<h;g++)c=a[g],d=c.nodeName.toLowerCase(),"source"===d?e.sources.push(t.Oa(c)):"track"===d&&e.tracks.push(t.Oa(c))}return e}
s.e=function(){var a=this.c=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div"),c=this.L,d;c.removeAttribute("width");c.removeAttribute("height");d=t.Oa(c);t.i.ca(d,function(c){"class"==c?a.className=d[c]:a.setAttribute(c,d[c])});c.id+="_html5_api";c.className="vjs-tech";c.player=a.player=this;this.p("vjs-paused");this.width(this.q.width,f);this.height(this.q.height,f);c.ce=c.networkState;c.parentNode&&c.parentNode.insertBefore(a,c);t.Rb(c,a);this.c=a;this.b("loadstart",this.te);this.b("waiting",this.ze);this.b(["canplay",
"canplaythrough","playing","ended"],this.ye);this.b("seeking",this.we);this.b("seeked",this.ve);this.b("ended",this.qe);this.b("play",this.Xb);this.b("firstplay",this.re);this.b("pause",this.Wb);this.b("progress",this.ue);this.b("durationchange",this.Sc);this.b("fullscreenchange",this.se);return a};
function ka(a,c,d){a.h&&(a.ya=l,a.h.dispose(),a.h=l);"Html5"!==c&&a.L&&(t.f.Kb(a.L),a.L=j);a.Ta=c;a.ya=l;var e=t.i.D({source:d,parentEl:a.c},a.q[c.toLowerCase()]);d&&(a.Cc=d.type,d.src==a.K.src&&0<a.K.currentTime&&(e.startTime=a.K.currentTime),a.K.src=d.src);a.h=new window.videojs[c](a,e);a.h.I(function(){this.d.Va()})}s.te=function(){this.r("vjs-ended");this.error(j);this.paused()?la(this,l):this.o("firstplay")};s.Jc=l;
function la(a,c){c!==b&&a.Jc!==c&&((a.Jc=c)?(a.p("vjs-has-started"),a.o("firstplay")):a.r("vjs-has-started"))}s.Xb=function(){this.r("vjs-ended");this.r("vjs-paused");this.p("vjs-playing");la(this,f)};s.ze=function(){this.p("vjs-waiting")};s.ye=function(){this.r("vjs-waiting")};s.we=function(){this.p("vjs-seeking")};s.ve=function(){this.r("vjs-seeking")};s.re=function(){this.q.starttime&&this.currentTime(this.q.starttime);this.p("vjs-has-started")};s.Wb=function(){this.r("vjs-playing");this.p("vjs-paused")};
s.ue=function(){1==this.bufferedPercent()&&this.o("loadedalldata")};s.qe=function(){this.p("vjs-ended");this.q.loop?(this.currentTime(0),this.play()):this.paused()||this.pause()};s.Sc=function(){var a=M(this,"duration");a&&(0>a&&(a=Infinity),this.duration(a),Infinity===a?this.p("vjs-live"):this.r("vjs-live"))};s.se=function(){this.isFullscreen()?this.p("vjs-fullscreen"):this.r("vjs-fullscreen")};
function N(a,c,d){if(a.h&&!a.h.ya)a.h.I(function(){this[c](d)});else try{a.h[c](d)}catch(e){throw t.log(e),e;}}function M(a,c){if(a.h&&a.h.ya)try{return a.h[c]()}catch(d){throw a.h[c]===b?t.log("Video.js: "+c+" method not defined for "+a.Ta+" playback technology.",d):"TypeError"==d.name?(t.log("Video.js: "+c+" unavailable on "+a.Ta+" playback technology element.",d),a.h.ya=l):t.log(d),d;}}s.play=function(){N(this,"play");return this};s.pause=function(){N(this,"pause");return this};
s.paused=function(){return M(this,"paused")===l?l:f};s.currentTime=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setCurrentTime",a),this):this.K.currentTime=M(this,"currentTime")||0};s.duration=function(a){if(a!==b)return this.K.duration=parseFloat(a),this;this.K.duration===b&&this.Sc();return this.K.duration||0};s.remainingTime=function(){return this.duration()-this.currentTime()};s.buffered=function(){var a=M(this,"buffered");if(!a||!a.length)a=t.xa(0,0);return a};
s.bufferedPercent=function(){var a=this.duration(),c=this.buffered(),d=0,e,g;if(!a)return 0;for(var h=0;h<c.length;h++)e=c.start(h),g=c.end(h),g>a&&(g=a),d+=g-e;return d/a};s.volume=function(a){if(a!==b)return a=Math.max(0,Math.min(1,parseFloat(a))),this.K.volume=a,N(this,"setVolume",a),t.Ie(a),this;a=parseFloat(M(this,"volume"));return isNaN(a)?1:a};s.muted=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setMuted",a),this):M(this,"muted")||l};s.Sa=function(){return M(this,"supportsFullScreen")||l};s.Mc=l;
s.isFullscreen=function(a){return a!==b?(this.Mc=!!a,this):this.Mc};s.isFullScreen=function(a){t.log.warn('player.isFullScreen() has been deprecated, use player.isFullscreen() with a lowercase "s")');return this.isFullscreen(a)};
s.requestFullscreen=function(){var a=t.bb.Pb;this.isFullscreen(f);a?(t.b(document,a.fullscreenchange,t.bind(this,function(c){this.isFullscreen(document[a.fullscreenElement]);this.isFullscreen()===l&&t.n(document,a.fullscreenchange,arguments.callee);this.o("fullscreenchange")})),this.c[a.requestFullscreen]()):this.h.Sa()?N(this,"enterFullScreen"):(this.Fc(),this.o("fullscreenchange"));return this};
s.requestFullScreen=function(){t.log.warn('player.requestFullScreen() has been deprecated, use player.requestFullscreen() with a lowercase "s")');return this.requestFullscreen()};s.exitFullscreen=function(){var a=t.bb.Pb;this.isFullscreen(l);if(a)document[a.exitFullscreen]();else this.h.Sa()?N(this,"exitFullScreen"):(this.Lb(),this.o("fullscreenchange"));return this};s.cancelFullScreen=function(){t.log.warn("player.cancelFullScreen() has been deprecated, use player.exitFullscreen()");return this.exitFullscreen()};
s.Fc=function(){this.fe=f;this.Rd=document.documentElement.style.overflow;t.b(document,"keydown",t.bind(this,this.Gc));document.documentElement.style.overflow="hidden";t.p(document.body,"vjs-full-window");this.o("enterFullWindow")};s.Gc=function(a){27===a.keyCode&&(this.isFullscreen()===f?this.exitFullscreen():this.Lb())};s.Lb=function(){this.fe=l;t.n(document,"keydown",this.Gc);document.documentElement.style.overflow=this.Rd;t.r(document.body,"vjs-full-window");this.o("exitFullWindow")};
s.selectSource=function(a){for(var c=0,d=this.q.techOrder;c<d.length;c++){var e=t.va(d[c]),g=window.videojs[e];if(g){if(g.isSupported())for(var h=0,k=a;h<k.length;h++){var q=k[h];if(g.canPlaySource(q))return{source:q,h:e}}}else t.log.error('The "'+e+'" tech is undefined. Skipped browser support check for that tech.')}return l};
s.src=function(a){if(a===b)return M(this,"src");t.i.isArray(a)?ma(this,a):"string"===typeof a?this.src({src:a}):a instanceof Object&&(a.type&&!window.videojs[this.Ta].canPlaySource(a)?ma(this,[a]):(this.K.src=a.src,this.Cc=a.type||"",this.I(function(){window.videojs[this.Ta].prototype.hasOwnProperty("setSource")?N(this,"setSource",a):N(this,"src",a.src);"auto"==this.q.preload&&this.load();this.q.autoplay&&this.play()})));return this};
function ma(a,c){var d=a.selectSource(c);d?d.h===a.Ta?a.src(d.source):ka(a,d.h,d.source):(a.setTimeout(function(){this.error({code:4,message:this.v(this.options().notSupportedMessage)})},0),a.Va())}s.load=function(){N(this,"load");return this};s.currentSrc=function(){return M(this,"currentSrc")||this.K.src||""};s.Nd=function(){return this.Cc||""};s.Ra=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setPreload",a),this.q.preload=a,this):M(this,"preload")};
s.autoplay=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setAutoplay",a),this.q.autoplay=a,this):M(this,"autoplay")};s.loop=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setLoop",a),this.q.loop=a,this):M(this,"loop")};s.poster=function(a){if(a===b)return this.Vc;a||(a="");this.Vc=a;N(this,"setPoster",a);this.o("posterchange");return this};
s.controls=function(a){return a!==b?(a=!!a,this.Jb!==a&&((this.Jb=a)?(this.r("vjs-controls-disabled"),this.p("vjs-controls-enabled"),this.o("controlsenabled")):(this.r("vjs-controls-enabled"),this.p("vjs-controls-disabled"),this.o("controlsdisabled"))),this):this.Jb};t.Player.prototype.bc;s=t.Player.prototype;
s.usingNativeControls=function(a){return a!==b?(a=!!a,this.bc!==a&&((this.bc=a)?(this.p("vjs-using-native-controls"),this.o("usingnativecontrols")):(this.r("vjs-using-native-controls"),this.o("usingcustomcontrols"))),this):this.bc};s.ja=j;s.error=function(a){if(a===b)return this.ja;if(a===j)return this.ja=a,this.r("vjs-error"),this;this.ja=a instanceof t.J?a:new t.J(a);this.o("error");this.p("vjs-error");t.log.error("(CODE:"+this.ja.code+" "+t.J.gb[this.ja.code]+")",this.ja.message,this.ja);return this};
s.ended=function(){return M(this,"ended")};s.seeking=function(){return M(this,"seeking")};s.seekable=function(){return M(this,"seekable")};s.Fa=f;s.reportUserActivity=function(){this.Fa=f};s.ac=f;
s.userActive=function(a){return a!==b?(a=!!a,a!==this.ac&&((this.ac=a)?(this.Fa=f,this.r("vjs-user-inactive"),this.p("vjs-user-active"),this.o("useractive")):(this.Fa=l,this.h&&this.h.N("mousemove",function(a){a.stopPropagation();a.preventDefault()}),this.r("vjs-user-active"),this.p("vjs-user-inactive"),this.o("userinactive"))),this):this.ac};s.playbackRate=function(a){return a!==b?(N(this,"setPlaybackRate",a),this):this.h&&this.h.featuresPlaybackRate?M(this,"playbackRate"):1};s.Lc=l;
function ja(a,c){return c!==b?(a.Lc=!!c,a):a.Lc}s.networkState=function(){return M(this,"networkState")};s.readyState=function(){return M(this,"readyState")};s.textTracks=function(){return this.h&&this.h.textTracks()};s.X=function(){return this.h&&this.h.remoteTextTracks()};s.addTextTrack=function(a,c,d){return this.h&&this.h.addTextTrack(a,c,d)};s.ha=function(a){return this.h&&this.h.addRemoteTextTrack(a)};s.Da=function(a){this.h&&this.h.removeRemoteTextTrack(a)};t.tb=t.a.extend();
t.tb.prototype.q={sf:"play",children:{playToggle:{},currentTimeDisplay:{},timeDivider:{},durationDisplay:{},remainingTimeDisplay:{},liveDisplay:{},progressControl:{},fullscreenToggle:{},volumeControl:{},muteToggle:{},playbackRateMenuButton:{},subtitlesButton:{},captionsButton:{},chaptersButton:{}}};t.tb.prototype.e=function(){return t.e("div",{className:"vjs-control-bar"})};t.hc=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});
t.hc.prototype.e=function(){var a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-live-controls vjs-control"});this.B=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-live-display",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Stream Type")+"</span>"+this.v("LIVE"),"aria-live":"off"});a.appendChild(this.B);return a};t.kc=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"play",this.Xb);this.b(a,"pause",this.Wb)}});s=t.kc.prototype;s.ta="Play";s.T=function(){return"vjs-play-control "+t.w.prototype.T.call(this)};
s.u=function(){this.d.paused()?this.d.play():this.d.pause()};s.Xb=function(){this.r("vjs-paused");this.p("vjs-playing");this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML=this.v("Pause")};s.Wb=function(){this.r("vjs-playing");this.p("vjs-paused");this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML=this.v("Play")};t.ub=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"timeupdate",this.fa)}});
t.ub.prototype.e=function(){var a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-current-time vjs-time-controls vjs-control"});this.B=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-current-time-display",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text">Current Time </span>0:00',"aria-live":"off"});a.appendChild(this.B);return a};t.ub.prototype.fa=function(){var a=this.d.nb?this.d.K.currentTime:this.d.currentTime();this.B.innerHTML='<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Current Time")+"</span> "+t.Na(a,this.d.duration())};
t.vb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"timeupdate",this.fa);this.b(a,"loadedmetadata",this.fa)}});t.vb.prototype.e=function(){var a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-duration vjs-time-controls vjs-control"});this.B=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-duration-display",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Duration Time")+"</span> 0:00","aria-live":"off"});a.appendChild(this.B);return a};
t.vb.prototype.fa=function(){var a=this.d.duration();a&&(this.B.innerHTML='<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Duration Time")+"</span> "+t.Na(a))};t.qc=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});t.qc.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-time-divider",innerHTML:"<div><span>/</span></div>"})};t.Cb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"timeupdate",this.fa)}});
t.Cb.prototype.e=function(){var a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-remaining-time vjs-time-controls vjs-control"});this.B=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-remaining-time-display",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Remaining Time")+"</span> -0:00","aria-live":"off"});a.appendChild(this.B);return a};t.Cb.prototype.fa=function(){this.d.duration()&&(this.B.innerHTML='<span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Remaining Time")+"</span> -"+t.Na(this.d.remainingTime()))};
t.Ya=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c)}});t.Ya.prototype.ta="Fullscreen";t.Ya.prototype.T=function(){return"vjs-fullscreen-control "+t.w.prototype.T.call(this)};t.Ya.prototype.u=function(){this.d.isFullscreen()?(this.d.exitFullscreen(),this.Ib.innerHTML=this.v("Fullscreen")):(this.d.requestFullscreen(),this.Ib.innerHTML=this.v("Non-Fullscreen"))};t.Bb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});t.Bb.prototype.q={children:{seekBar:{}}};
t.Bb.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-progress-control vjs-control"})};t.nc=t.S.extend({l:function(a,c){t.S.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"timeupdate",this.Ea);a.I(t.bind(this,this.Ea))}});s=t.nc.prototype;s.q={children:{loadProgressBar:{},playProgressBar:{},seekHandle:{}},barName:"playProgressBar",handleName:"seekHandle"};s.Uc="timeupdate";s.e=function(){return t.S.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-progress-holder","aria-label":"video progress bar"})};
s.Ea=function(){var a=this.d.nb?this.d.K.currentTime:this.d.currentTime();this.c.setAttribute("aria-valuenow",t.round(100*this.Qb(),2));this.c.setAttribute("aria-valuetext",t.Na(a,this.d.duration()))};s.Qb=function(){return this.d.currentTime()/this.d.duration()};s.lb=function(a){t.S.prototype.lb.call(this,a);this.d.nb=f;this.d.p("vjs-scrubbing");this.$e=!this.d.paused();this.d.pause()};s.la=function(a){a=ea(this,a)*this.d.duration();a==this.d.duration()&&(a-=0.1);this.d.currentTime(a)};
s.Ba=function(a){t.S.prototype.Ba.call(this,a);this.d.nb=l;this.d.r("vjs-scrubbing");this.$e&&this.d.play()};s.gd=function(){this.d.currentTime(this.d.currentTime()+5)};s.fd=function(){this.d.currentTime(this.d.currentTime()-5)};t.yb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"progress",this.update)}});t.yb.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-load-progress",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text"><span>'+this.v("Loaded")+"</span>: 0%</span>"})};
t.yb.prototype.update=function(){var a,c,d,e,g=this.d.buffered();a=this.d.duration();var h,k=this.d;h=k.buffered();k=k.duration();h=h.end(h.length-1);h>k&&(h=k);k=this.c.children;this.c.style.width=100*(h/a||0)+"%";for(a=0;a<g.length;a++)c=g.start(a),d=g.end(a),(e=k[a])||(e=this.c.appendChild(t.e())),e.style.left=100*(c/h||0)+"%",e.style.width=100*((d-c)/h||0)+"%";for(a=k.length;a>g.length;a--)this.c.removeChild(k[a-1])};t.jc=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});
t.jc.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-play-progress",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text"><span>'+this.v("Progress")+"</span>: 0%</span>"})};t.Za=t.ga.extend({l:function(a,c){t.ga.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"timeupdate",this.fa)}});t.Za.prototype.defaultValue="00:00";t.Za.prototype.e=function(){return t.ga.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-seek-handle","aria-live":"off"})};
t.Za.prototype.fa=function(){var a=this.d.nb?this.d.K.currentTime:this.d.currentTime();this.c.innerHTML='<span class="vjs-control-text">'+t.Na(a,this.d.duration())+"</span>"};t.Fb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);a.h&&a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l&&this.p("vjs-hidden");this.b(a,"loadstart",function(){a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l?this.p("vjs-hidden"):this.r("vjs-hidden")})}});t.Fb.prototype.q={children:{volumeBar:{}}};
t.Fb.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-volume-control vjs-control"})};t.Eb=t.S.extend({l:function(a,c){t.S.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"volumechange",this.Ea);a.I(t.bind(this,this.Ea))}});s=t.Eb.prototype;s.Ea=function(){this.c.setAttribute("aria-valuenow",t.round(100*this.d.volume(),2));this.c.setAttribute("aria-valuetext",t.round(100*this.d.volume(),2)+"%")};s.q={children:{volumeLevel:{},volumeHandle:{}},barName:"volumeLevel",handleName:"volumeHandle"};
s.Uc="volumechange";s.e=function(){return t.S.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-volume-bar","aria-label":"volume level"})};s.la=function(a){this.d.muted()&&this.d.muted(l);this.d.volume(ea(this,a))};s.Qb=function(){return this.d.muted()?0:this.d.volume()};s.gd=function(){this.d.volume(this.d.volume()+0.1)};s.fd=function(){this.d.volume(this.d.volume()-0.1)};t.rc=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});
t.rc.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-volume-level",innerHTML:'<span class="vjs-control-text"></span>'})};t.Gb=t.ga.extend();t.Gb.prototype.defaultValue="00:00";t.Gb.prototype.e=function(){return t.ga.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-volume-handle"})};
t.ra=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"volumechange",this.update);a.h&&a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l&&this.p("vjs-hidden");this.b(a,"loadstart",function(){a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l?this.p("vjs-hidden"):this.r("vjs-hidden")})}});t.ra.prototype.e=function(){return t.w.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-mute-control vjs-control",innerHTML:'<div><span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Mute")+"</span></div>"})};
t.ra.prototype.u=function(){this.d.muted(this.d.muted()?l:f)};t.ra.prototype.update=function(){var a=this.d.volume(),c=3;0===a||this.d.muted()?c=0:0.33>a?c=1:0.67>a&&(c=2);this.d.muted()?this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML!=this.v("Unmute")&&(this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML=this.v("Unmute")):this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML!=this.v("Mute")&&(this.c.children[0].children[0].innerHTML=this.v("Mute"));for(a=0;4>a;a++)t.r(this.c,"vjs-vol-"+a);t.p(this.c,"vjs-vol-"+c)};
t.Ha=t.O.extend({l:function(a,c){t.O.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"volumechange",this.af);a.h&&a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l&&this.p("vjs-hidden");this.b(a,"loadstart",function(){a.h.featuresVolumeControl===l?this.p("vjs-hidden"):this.r("vjs-hidden")});this.p("vjs-menu-button")}});t.Ha.prototype.La=function(){var a=new t.qa(this.d,{zc:"div"}),c=new t.Eb(this.d,this.q.volumeBar);c.b("focus",function(){a.p("vjs-lock-showing")});c.b("blur",function(){G(a)});a.aa(c);return a};
t.Ha.prototype.u=function(){t.ra.prototype.u.call(this);t.O.prototype.u.call(this)};t.Ha.prototype.e=function(){return t.w.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-volume-menu-button vjs-menu-button vjs-control",innerHTML:'<div><span class="vjs-control-text">'+this.v("Mute")+"</span></div>"})};t.Ha.prototype.af=t.ra.prototype.update;t.lc=t.O.extend({l:function(a,c){t.O.call(this,a,c);this.pd();this.od();this.b(a,"loadstart",this.pd);this.b(a,"ratechange",this.od)}});s=t.lc.prototype;s.ta="Playback Rate";
s.className="vjs-playback-rate";s.e=function(){var a=t.O.prototype.e.call(this);this.Oc=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-playback-rate-value",innerHTML:1});a.appendChild(this.Oc);return a};s.La=function(){var a=new t.qa(this.k()),c=this.k().options().playbackRates;if(c)for(var d=c.length-1;0<=d;d--)a.aa(new t.Ab(this.k(),{rate:c[d]+"x"}));return a};s.Ea=function(){this.m().setAttribute("aria-valuenow",this.k().playbackRate())};
s.u=function(){for(var a=this.k().playbackRate(),c=this.k().options().playbackRates,d=c[0],e=0;e<c.length;e++)if(c[e]>a){d=c[e];break}this.k().playbackRate(d)};function na(a){return a.k().h&&a.k().h.featuresPlaybackRate&&a.k().options().playbackRates&&0<a.k().options().playbackRates.length}s.pd=function(){na(this)?this.r("vjs-hidden"):this.p("vjs-hidden")};s.od=function(){na(this)&&(this.Oc.innerHTML=this.k().playbackRate()+"x")};
t.Ab=t.M.extend({zc:"button",l:function(a,c){var d=this.label=c.rate,e=this.Wc=parseFloat(d,10);c.label=d;c.selected=1===e;t.M.call(this,a,c);this.b(a,"ratechange",this.update)}});t.Ab.prototype.u=function(){t.M.prototype.u.call(this);this.k().playbackRate(this.Wc)};t.Ab.prototype.update=function(){this.selected(this.k().playbackRate()==this.Wc)};t.mc=t.w.extend({l:function(a,c){t.w.call(this,a,c);this.update();a.b("posterchange",t.bind(this,this.update))}});s=t.mc.prototype;
s.dispose=function(){this.k().n("posterchange",this.update);t.w.prototype.dispose.call(this)};s.e=function(){var a=t.e("div",{className:"vjs-poster",tabIndex:-1});t.td||(this.Mb=t.e("img"),a.appendChild(this.Mb));return a};s.update=function(){var a=this.k().poster();this.na(a);a?this.show():this.W()};s.na=function(a){var c;this.Mb?this.Mb.src=a:(c="",a&&(c='url("'+a+'")'),this.c.style.backgroundImage=c)};s.u=function(){this.d.play()};t.ic=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c)}});
t.ic.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-loading-spinner"})};t.rb=t.w.extend();t.rb.prototype.e=function(){return t.w.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-big-play-button",innerHTML:'<span aria-hidden="true"></span>',"aria-label":"play video"})};t.rb.prototype.u=function(){this.d.play()};t.wb=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.update();this.b(a,"error",this.update)}});
t.wb.prototype.e=function(){var a=t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-error-display"});this.B=t.e("div");a.appendChild(this.B);return a};t.wb.prototype.update=function(){this.k().error()&&(this.B.innerHTML=this.v(this.k().error().message))};var O;t.j=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c,d){c=c||{};c.$c=l;t.a.call(this,a,c,d);this.featuresProgressEvents||this.ne();this.featuresTimeupdateEvents||this.oe();this.be();this.featuresNativeTextTracks||this.Sd();this.de()}});s=t.j.prototype;
s.be=function(){var a,c;a=this.k();c=function(){a.controls()&&!a.usingNativeControls()&&this.Fd()};this.I(c);this.b(a,"controlsenabled",c);this.b(a,"controlsdisabled",this.De);this.I(function(){this.networkState&&0<this.networkState()&&this.k().o("loadstart")})};
s.Fd=function(){var a;this.b("mousedown",this.u);this.b("touchstart",function(){a=this.d.userActive()});this.b("touchmove",function(){a&&this.k().reportUserActivity()});this.b("touchend",function(a){a.preventDefault()});da(this);this.b("tap",this.xe)};s.De=function(){this.n("tap");this.n("touchstart");this.n("touchmove");this.n("touchleave");this.n("touchcancel");this.n("touchend");this.n("click");this.n("mousedown")};
s.u=function(a){0===a.button&&this.k().controls()&&(this.k().paused()?this.k().play():this.k().pause())};s.xe=function(){this.k().userActive(!this.k().userActive())};s.ne=function(){this.Qc=f;this.We()};s.me=function(){this.Qc=l;this.hd()};s.We=function(){this.Ce=this.setInterval(function(){var a=this.k().bufferedPercent();this.Jd!=a&&this.k().o("progress");this.Jd=a;1===a&&this.hd()},500)};s.hd=function(){this.clearInterval(this.Ce)};
s.oe=function(){var a=this.d;this.Vb=f;this.b(a,"play",this.md);this.b(a,"pause",this.qb);this.N("timeupdate",function(){this.featuresTimeupdateEvents=f;this.Rc()})};s.Rc=function(){var a=this.d;this.Vb=l;this.qb();this.n(a,"play",this.md);this.n(a,"pause",this.qb)};s.md=function(){this.Bc&&this.qb();this.Bc=this.setInterval(function(){this.k().o("timeupdate")},250)};s.qb=function(){this.clearInterval(this.Bc);this.k().o("timeupdate")};s.dispose=function(){this.Qc&&this.me();this.Vb&&this.Rc();t.a.prototype.dispose.call(this)};
s.Zb=function(){this.Vb&&this.k().o("timeupdate")};s.de=function(){function a(){var a=c.da("textTrackDisplay");a&&a.C()}var c=this.d,d;if(d=this.textTracks())d.addEventListener("removetrack",a),d.addEventListener("addtrack",a),this.b("dispose",t.bind(this,function(){d.removeEventListener("removetrack",a);d.removeEventListener("addtrack",a)}))};
s.Sd=function(){var a=this.d,c,d,e;window.WebVTT||(e=document.createElement("script"),e.src=a.options()["vtt.js"]||"../node_modules/vtt.js/dist/vtt.js",a.m().appendChild(e),window.WebVTT=f);if(d=this.textTracks())c=function(){var c,d,e;e=a.da("textTrackDisplay");e.C();for(c=0;c<this.length;c++)d=this[c],d.removeEventListener("cuechange",t.bind(e,e.C)),"showing"===d.mode&&d.addEventListener("cuechange",t.bind(e,e.C))},d.addEventListener("change",c),this.b("dispose",t.bind(this,function(){d.removeEventListener("change",
c)}))};s.textTracks=function(){this.d.ld=this.d.ld||new t.F;return this.d.ld};s.X=function(){this.d.Xc=this.d.Xc||new t.F;return this.d.Xc};O=function(a,c,d,e,g){var h=a.textTracks();g=g||{};g.kind=c;d&&(g.label=d);e&&(g.language=e);g.player=a.d;a=new t.t(g);P(h,a);return a};t.j.prototype.addTextTrack=function(a,c,d){if(!a)throw Error("TextTrack kind is required but was not provided");return O(this,a,c,d)};t.j.prototype.ha=function(a){a=O(this,a.kind,a.label,a.language,a);P(this.X(),a);return{Y:a}};
t.j.prototype.Da=function(a){Q(this.textTracks(),a);Q(this.X(),a)};t.j.prototype.bd=m();t.j.prototype.featuresVolumeControl=f;t.j.prototype.featuresFullscreenResize=l;t.j.prototype.featuresPlaybackRate=l;t.j.prototype.featuresProgressEvents=l;t.j.prototype.featuresTimeupdateEvents=l;t.j.prototype.featuresNativeTextTracks=l;
t.j.dc=function(a){a.registerSourceHandler=function(c,d){var e=a.cd;e||(e=a.cd=[]);d===b&&(d=e.length);e.splice(d,0,c)};a.ob=function(c){for(var d=a.cd||[],e,g=0;g<d.length;g++)if(e=d[g].canHandleSource(c))return d[g];return j};a.wc=function(c){var d=a.ob(c);return d?d.canHandleSource(c):""};a.prototype.ma=function(c){var d=a.ob(c);d||(a.nativeSourceHandler?d=a.nativeSourceHandler:t.log.error("No source hander found for the current source."));this.ia();this.n("dispose",this.ia);this.fb=c;this.$b=
d.handleSource(c,this);this.b("dispose",this.ia);return this};a.prototype.ia=function(){this.$b&&this.$b.dispose&&this.$b.dispose()}};t.media={};
t.f=t.j.extend({l:function(a,c,d){var e,g,h;if(c.nativeCaptions===l||c.nativeTextTracks===l)this.featuresNativeTextTracks=l;t.j.call(this,a,c,d);for(d=t.f.xb.length-1;0<=d;d--)this.b(t.f.xb[d],this.Td);(c=c.source)&&(this.c.currentSrc!==c.src||a.L&&3===a.L.ce)&&this.ma(c);if(this.c.hasChildNodes()){d=this.c.childNodes;e=d.length;for(c=[];e--;)g=d[e],h=g.nodeName.toLowerCase(),"track"===h&&(this.featuresNativeTextTracks?P(this.X(),g.track):c.push(g));for(d=0;d<c.length;d++)this.c.removeChild(c[d])}if(t.Db&&
a.options().nativeControlsForTouch===f){var k,q,r,u;k=this;q=this.k();c=q.controls();k.c.controls=!!c;r=function(){k.c.controls=f};u=function(){k.c.controls=l};q.b("controlsenabled",r);q.b("controlsdisabled",u);c=function(){q.n("controlsenabled",r);q.n("controlsdisabled",u)};k.b("dispose",c);q.b("usingcustomcontrols",c);q.usingNativeControls(f)}a.I(function(){this.src()&&(this.L&&this.q.autoplay&&this.paused())&&(delete this.L.poster,this.play())});this.Va()}});s=t.f.prototype;
s.dispose=function(){t.f.Kb(this.c);t.j.prototype.dispose.call(this)};
s.e=function(){var a=this.d,c,d,e,g=a.L;if(!g||this.movingMediaElementInDOM===l){g?(e=g.cloneNode(l),t.f.Kb(g),g=e,a.L=j):(g=t.e("video"),e=videojs.Z.Aa({},a.Te),(!t.Db||a.options().nativeControlsForTouch!==f)&&delete e.controls,t.ad(g,t.i.D(e,{id:a.id()+"_html5_api","class":"vjs-tech"})));g.player=a;if(a.q.nd)for(e=0;e<a.q.nd.length;e++)c=a.q.nd[e],d=document.createElement("track"),d.Tb=c.Tb,d.label=c.label,d.ed=c.ed,d.src=c.src,"default"in c&&d.setAttribute("default","default"),g.appendChild(d);
t.Rb(g,a.m())}c=["autoplay","preload","loop","muted"];for(e=c.length-1;0<=e;e--){d=c[e];var h={};"undefined"!==typeof a.q[d]&&(h[d]=a.q[d]);t.ad(g,h)}return g};s.Td=function(a){"error"==a.type&&this.error()?this.k().error(this.error().code):(a.bubbles=l,this.k().o(a))};s.play=function(){this.c.play()};s.pause=function(){this.c.pause()};s.paused=function(){return this.c.paused};s.currentTime=function(){return this.c.currentTime};s.Zb=function(a){try{this.c.currentTime=a}catch(c){t.log(c,"Video is not ready. (Video.js)")}};
s.duration=function(){return this.c.duration||0};s.buffered=function(){return this.c.buffered};s.volume=function(){return this.c.volume};s.Oe=function(a){this.c.volume=a};s.muted=function(){return this.c.muted};s.Ke=function(a){this.c.muted=a};s.width=function(){return this.c.offsetWidth};s.height=function(){return this.c.offsetHeight};s.Sa=function(){return"function"==typeof this.c.webkitEnterFullScreen&&(/Android/.test(t.P)||!/Chrome|Mac OS X 10.5/.test(t.P))?f:l};
s.Ec=function(){var a=this.c;"webkitDisplayingFullscreen"in a&&this.N("webkitbeginfullscreen",function(){this.d.isFullscreen(f);this.N("webkitendfullscreen",function(){this.d.isFullscreen(l);this.d.o("fullscreenchange")});this.d.o("fullscreenchange")});a.paused&&a.networkState<=a.ef?(this.c.play(),this.setTimeout(function(){a.pause();a.webkitEnterFullScreen()},0)):a.webkitEnterFullScreen()};s.Ud=function(){this.c.webkitExitFullScreen()};
function oa(a,c){var d=/^blob\:/i;return c&&a&&d.test(a)?c:a}s.src=function(a){var c=this.c.src;if(a===b)return oa(c,this.dd);this.na(a)};s.na=function(a){this.c.src=a};s.load=function(){this.c.load()};s.currentSrc=function(){var a=this.c.currentSrc;return!this.fb?a:oa(a,this.fb.src)};s.poster=function(){return this.c.poster};s.bd=function(a){this.c.poster=a};s.Ra=function(){return this.c.Ra};s.Me=function(a){this.c.Ra=a};s.autoplay=function(){return this.c.autoplay};
s.He=function(a){this.c.autoplay=a};s.controls=function(){return this.c.controls};s.loop=function(){return this.c.loop};s.Je=function(a){this.c.loop=a};s.error=function(){return this.c.error};s.seeking=function(){return this.c.seeking};s.seekable=function(){return this.c.seekable};s.ended=function(){return this.c.ended};s.playbackRate=function(){return this.c.playbackRate};s.Le=function(a){this.c.playbackRate=a};s.networkState=function(){return this.c.networkState};s.readyState=function(){return this.c.readyState};
s.textTracks=function(){return!this.featuresNativeTextTracks?t.j.prototype.textTracks.call(this):this.c.textTracks};s.addTextTrack=function(a,c,d){return!this.featuresNativeTextTracks?t.j.prototype.addTextTrack.call(this,a,c,d):this.c.addTextTrack(a,c,d)};
s.ha=function(a){if(!this.featuresNativeTextTracks)return t.j.prototype.ha.call(this,a);var c=document.createElement("track");a=a||{};a.kind&&(c.kind=a.kind);a.label&&(c.label=a.label);if(a.language||a.srclang)c.srclang=a.language||a.srclang;a["default"]&&(c["default"]=a["default"]);a.id&&(c.id=a.id);a.src&&(c.src=a.src);this.m().appendChild(c);P(this.X(),c.Y);return c};
s.Da=function(a){if(!this.featuresNativeTextTracks)return t.j.prototype.Da.call(this,a);var c,d;Q(this.X(),a);c=this.m().querySelectorAll("track");for(d=0;d<c.length;d++)if(c[d]===a||c[d].track===a){c[d].parentNode.removeChild(c[d]);break}};t.f.isSupported=function(){try{t.A.volume=0.5}catch(a){return l}return!!t.A.canPlayType};t.j.dc(t.f);var pa=t.f.prototype.ma,qa=t.f.prototype.ia;t.f.prototype.ma=function(a){var c=pa.call(this,a);this.dd=a.src;return c};t.f.prototype.ia=function(){this.dd=b;return qa.call(this)};
t.f.nativeSourceHandler={};t.f.nativeSourceHandler.canHandleSource=function(a){function c(a){try{return t.A.canPlayType(a)}catch(c){return""}}return a.type?c(a.type):a.src?(a=(a=a.src.match(/\.([^.\/\?]+)(\?[^\/]+)?$/i))&&a[1],c("video/"+a)):""};t.f.nativeSourceHandler.handleSource=function(a,c){c.na(a.src)};t.f.nativeSourceHandler.dispose=m();t.f.registerSourceHandler(t.f.nativeSourceHandler);t.f.Ld=function(){var a=t.A.volume;t.A.volume=a/2+0.1;return a!==t.A.volume};
t.f.Kd=function(){var a=t.A.playbackRate;t.A.playbackRate=a/2+0.1;return a!==t.A.playbackRate};t.f.Re=function(){var a;(a=!!t.A.textTracks)&&0<t.A.textTracks.length&&(a="number"!==typeof t.A.textTracks[0].mode);a&&t.gc&&(a=l);return a};t.f.prototype.featuresVolumeControl=t.f.Ld();t.f.prototype.featuresPlaybackRate=t.f.Kd();t.f.prototype.movingMediaElementInDOM=!t.xd;t.f.prototype.featuresFullscreenResize=f;t.f.prototype.featuresProgressEvents=f;t.f.prototype.featuresNativeTextTracks=t.f.Re();
var S,ra=/^application\/(?:x-|vnd\.apple\.)mpegurl/i,sa=/^video\/mp4/i;t.f.Tc=function(){4<=t.ec&&(S||(S=t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType),t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType=function(a){return a&&ra.test(a)?"maybe":S.call(this,a)});t.Bd&&(S||(S=t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType),t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType=function(a){return a&&sa.test(a)?"maybe":S.call(this,a)})};t.f.Ye=function(){var a=t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType;t.A.constructor.prototype.canPlayType=S;S=j;return a};
t.f.Tc();t.f.xb="loadstart suspend abort error emptied stalled loadedmetadata loadeddata canplay canplaythrough playing waiting seeking seeked ended durationchange timeupdate progress play pause ratechange volumechange".split(" ");t.f.Kb=function(a){if(a){a.player=j;for(a.parentNode&&a.parentNode.removeChild(a);a.hasChildNodes();)a.removeChild(a.firstChild);a.removeAttribute("src");if("function"===typeof a.load)try{a.load()}catch(c){}}};
t.g=t.j.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.j.call(this,a,c,d);var e=c.source;d=a.id()+"_flash_api";var g=a.q,g=t.i.D({readyFunction:"videojs.Flash.onReady",eventProxyFunction:"videojs.Flash.onEvent",errorEventProxyFunction:"videojs.Flash.onError",autoplay:g.autoplay,preload:g.Ra,loop:g.loop,muted:g.muted},c.flashVars),h=t.i.D({wmode:"opaque",bgcolor:"#000000"},c.params);d=t.i.D({id:d,name:d,"class":"vjs-tech"},c.attributes);e&&this.I(function(){this.ma(e)});t.Rb(this.c,c.parentEl);c.startTime&&this.I(function(){this.load();
this.play();this.currentTime(c.startTime)});t.gc&&this.I(function(){this.b("mousemove",function(){this.k().o({type:"mousemove",bubbles:l})})});a.b("stageclick",a.reportUserActivity);this.c=t.g.Dc(c.swf,this.c,g,h,d)}});s=t.g.prototype;s.dispose=function(){t.j.prototype.dispose.call(this)};s.play=function(){this.ended()&&this.setCurrentTime(0);this.c.vjs_play()};s.pause=function(){this.c.vjs_pause()};s.src=function(a){return a===b?this.currentSrc():this.na(a)};
s.na=function(a){a=t.Xd(a);this.c.vjs_src(a);if(this.d.autoplay()){var c=this;this.setTimeout(function(){c.play()},0)}};t.g.prototype.setCurrentTime=function(a){this.ke=a;this.c.vjs_setProperty("currentTime",a);t.j.prototype.Zb.call(this)};t.g.prototype.currentTime=function(){return this.seeking()?this.ke||0:this.c.vjs_getProperty("currentTime")};t.g.prototype.currentSrc=function(){return this.fb?this.fb.src:this.c.vjs_getProperty("currentSrc")};t.g.prototype.load=function(){this.c.vjs_load()};
t.g.prototype.poster=function(){this.c.vjs_getProperty("poster")};t.g.prototype.setPoster=m();s=t.g.prototype;s.seekable=function(){return 0===this.duration()?t.xa():t.xa(0,this.duration())};s.buffered=function(){return!this.c.vjs_getProperty?t.xa():t.xa(0,this.c.vjs_getProperty("buffered"))};s.duration=function(){return!this.c.vjs_getProperty?0:this.c.vjs_getProperty("duration")};s.Sa=p(l);s.Ec=p(l);
function ta(){var a=T[U],c=a.charAt(0).toUpperCase()+a.slice(1);ua["set"+c]=function(c){return this.c.vjs_setProperty(a,c)}}function va(a){ua[a]=function(){return this.c.vjs_getProperty(a)}}
var ua=t.g.prototype,T="rtmpConnection rtmpStream preload defaultPlaybackRate playbackRate autoplay loop mediaGroup controller controls volume muted defaultMuted".split(" "),wa="error networkState readyState seeking initialTime startOffsetTime paused played ended videoTracks audioTracks videoWidth videoHeight".split(" "),U;for(U=0;U<T.length;U++)va(T[U]),ta();for(U=0;U<wa.length;U++)va(wa[U]);t.g.isSupported=function(){return 10<=t.g.version()[0]};t.j.dc(t.g);t.g.nativeSourceHandler={};
t.g.nativeSourceHandler.canHandleSource=function(a){return!a.type?"":a.type.replace(/;.*/,"").toLowerCase()in t.g.Wd?"maybe":""};t.g.nativeSourceHandler.handleSource=function(a,c){c.na(a.src)};t.g.nativeSourceHandler.dispose=m();t.g.registerSourceHandler(t.g.nativeSourceHandler);t.g.Wd={"video/flv":"FLV","video/x-flv":"FLV","video/mp4":"MP4","video/m4v":"MP4"};t.g.onReady=function(a){var c;if(c=(a=t.m(a))&&a.parentNode&&a.parentNode.player)a.player=c,t.g.checkReady(c.h)};
t.g.checkReady=function(a){a.m()&&(a.m().vjs_getProperty?a.Va():this.setTimeout(function(){t.g.checkReady(a)},50))};t.g.onEvent=function(a,c){t.m(a).player.o(c)};t.g.onError=function(a,c){var d=t.m(a).player,e="FLASH: "+c;"srcnotfound"==c?d.error({code:4,message:e}):d.error(e)};
t.g.version=function(){var a="0,0,0";try{a=(new window.ActiveXObject("ShockwaveFlash.ShockwaveFlash")).GetVariable("$version").replace(/\D+/g,",").match(/^,?(.+),?$/)[1]}catch(c){try{navigator.mimeTypes["application/x-shockwave-flash"].enabledPlugin&&(a=(navigator.plugins["Shockwave Flash 2.0"]||navigator.plugins["Shockwave Flash"]).description.replace(/\D+/g,",").match(/^,?(.+),?$/)[1])}catch(d){}}return a.split(",")};
t.g.Dc=function(a,c,d,e,g){a=t.g.$d(a,d,e,g);a=t.e("div",{innerHTML:a}).childNodes[0];d=c.parentNode;c.parentNode.replaceChild(a,c);a[t.expando]=c[t.expando];var h=d.childNodes[0];setTimeout(function(){h.style.display="block"},1E3);return a};
t.g.$d=function(a,c,d,e){var g="",h="",k="";c&&t.i.ca(c,function(a,c){g+=a+"="+c+"&amp;"});d=t.i.D({movie:a,flashvars:g,allowScriptAccess:"always",allowNetworking:"all"},d);t.i.ca(d,function(a,c){h+='<param name="'+a+'" value="'+c+'" />'});e=t.i.D({data:a,width:"100%",height:"100%"},e);t.i.ca(e,function(a,c){k+=a+'="'+c+'" '});return'<object type="application/x-shockwave-flash" '+k+">"+h+"</object>"};t.g.Qe={"rtmp/mp4":"MP4","rtmp/flv":"FLV"};t.g.Df=function(a,c){return a+"&"+c};
t.g.Pe=function(a){var c={yc:"",jd:""};if(!a)return c;var d=a.indexOf("&"),e;-1!==d?e=d+1:(d=e=a.lastIndexOf("/")+1,0===d&&(d=e=a.length));c.yc=a.substring(0,d);c.jd=a.substring(e,a.length);return c};t.g.ie=function(a){return a in t.g.Qe};t.g.Dd=/^rtmp[set]?:\/\//i;t.g.he=function(a){return t.g.Dd.test(a)};t.g.Yb={};t.g.Yb.canHandleSource=function(a){return t.g.ie(a.type)||t.g.he(a.src)?"maybe":""};t.g.Yb.handleSource=function(a,c){var d=t.g.Pe(a.src);c.setRtmpConnection(d.yc);c.setRtmpStream(d.jd)};
t.g.registerSourceHandler(t.g.Yb);t.Cd=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.a.call(this,a,c,d);if(!a.q.sources||0===a.q.sources.length){c=0;for(d=a.q.techOrder;c<d.length;c++){var e=t.va(d[c]),g=window.videojs[e];if(g&&g.isSupported()){ka(a,e);break}}}else a.src(a.q.sources)}});t.oc={disabled:"disabled",hidden:"hidden",showing:"showing"};t.Ed={subtitles:"subtitles",captions:"captions",descriptions:"descriptions",chapters:"chapters",metadata:"metadata"};
t.t=function(a){var c,d,e,g,h,k,q,r,u,A,R;a=a||{};if(!a.player)throw Error("A player was not provided.");c=this;if(t.pa)for(R in c=document.createElement("custom"),t.t.prototype)c[R]=t.t.prototype[R];c.d=a.player;e=t.oc[a.mode]||"disabled";g=t.Ed[a.kind]||"subtitles";h=a.label||"";k=a.language||a.srclang||"";d=a.id||"vjs_text_track_"+t.s++;if("metadata"===g||"chapters"===g)e="hidden";c.V=[];c.Ia=[];q=new t.U(c.V);r=new t.U(c.Ia);A=l;u=t.bind(c,function(){this.activeCues;A&&(this.trigger("cuechange"),
A=l)});"disabled"!==e&&c.d.b("timeupdate",u);Object.defineProperty(c,"kind",{get:function(){return g},set:Function.prototype});Object.defineProperty(c,"label",{get:function(){return h},set:Function.prototype});Object.defineProperty(c,"language",{get:function(){return k},set:Function.prototype});Object.defineProperty(c,"id",{get:function(){return d},set:Function.prototype});Object.defineProperty(c,"mode",{get:function(){return e},set:function(a){t.oc[a]&&(e=a,"showing"===e&&this.d.b("timeupdate",u),
this.o("modechange"))}});Object.defineProperty(c,"cues",{get:function(){return!this.Ub?j:q},set:Function.prototype});Object.defineProperty(c,"activeCues",{get:function(){var a,c,d,e,g;if(!this.Ub)return j;if(0===this.cues.length)return r;e=this.d.currentTime();a=0;c=this.cues.length;for(d=[];a<c;a++)g=this.cues[a],g.startTime<=e&&g.endTime>=e?d.push(g):g.startTime===g.endTime&&(g.startTime<=e&&g.startTime+0.5>=e)&&d.push(g);A=l;if(d.length!==this.Ia.length)A=f;else for(a=0;a<d.length;a++)-1===xa.call(this.Ia,
d[a])&&(A=f);this.Ia=d;r.pb(this.Ia);return r},set:Function.prototype});a.src?ya(a.src,c):c.Ub=f;if(t.pa)return c};t.t.prototype=t.i.create(t.z.prototype);t.t.prototype.constructor=t.t;t.t.prototype.ab={cuechange:"cuechange"};t.t.prototype.sc=function(a){var c=this.d.textTracks(),d=0;if(c)for(;d<c.length;d++)c[d]!==this&&c[d].Yc(a);this.V.push(a);this.cues.pb(this.V)};t.t.prototype.Yc=function(a){for(var c=0,d=this.V.length,e,g=l;c<d;c++)e=this.V[c],e===a&&(this.V.splice(c,1),g=f);g&&this.Ac.pb(this.V)};
var ya,V,xa;ya=function(a,c){t.bf(a,t.bind(this,function(a,e,g){if(a)return t.log.error(a);c.Ub=f;V(g,c)}))};V=function(a,c){if("function"!==typeof window.WebVTT)window.setTimeout(function(){V(a,c)},25);else{var d=new window.WebVTT.Parser(window,window.vttjs,window.WebVTT.StringDecoder());d.oncue=function(a){c.sc(a)};d.onparsingerror=function(a){t.log.error(a)};d.parse(a);d.flush()}};
xa=function(a,c){var d;if(this==j)throw new TypeError('"this" is null or not defined');var e=Object(this),g=e.length>>>0;if(0===g)return-1;d=+c||0;Infinity===Math.abs(d)&&(d=0);if(d>=g)return-1;for(d=Math.max(0<=d?d:g-Math.abs(d),0);d<g;){if(d in e&&e[d]===a)return d;d++}return-1};
t.F=function(a){var c=this,d,e=0;if(t.pa)for(d in c=document.createElement("custom"),t.F.prototype)c[d]=t.F.prototype[d];a=a||[];c.Ua=[];for(Object.defineProperty(c,"length",{get:function(){return this.Ua.length}});e<a.length;e++)P(c,a[e]);if(t.pa)return c};t.F.prototype=t.i.create(t.z.prototype);t.F.prototype.constructor=t.F;t.F.prototype.ab={change:"change",addtrack:"addtrack",removetrack:"removetrack"};for(var za in t.F.prototype.ab)t.F.prototype["on"+za]=j;
function P(a,c){var d=a.Ua.length;""+d in a||Object.defineProperty(a,d,{get:function(){return this.Ua[d]}});c.addEventListener("modechange",t.bind(a,function(){this.o("change")}));a.Ua.push(c);a.o({type:"addtrack",Y:c})}function Q(a,c){for(var d=0,e=a.length,g;d<e;d++)if(g=a[d],g===c){a.Ua.splice(d,1);break}a.o({type:"removetrack",Y:c})}t.F.prototype.ae=function(a){for(var c=0,d=this.length,e=j,g;c<d;c++)if(g=this[c],g.id===a){e=g;break}return e};
t.U=function(a){var c=this,d;if(t.pa)for(d in c=document.createElement("custom"),t.U.prototype)c[d]=t.U.prototype[d];t.U.prototype.pb.call(c,a);Object.defineProperty(c,"length",{get:n("le")});if(t.pa)return c};t.U.prototype.pb=function(a){var c=this.length||0,d=0,e=a.length;this.V=a;this.le=a.length;a=function(a){""+a in this||Object.defineProperty(this,""+a,{get:function(){return this.V[a]}})};if(c<e)for(d=c;d<e;d++)a.call(this,d)};
t.U.prototype.Zd=function(a){for(var c=0,d=this.length,e=j,g;c<d;c++)if(g=this[c],g.id===a){e=g;break}return e};t.sa=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.a.call(this,a,c,d);a.b("loadstart",t.bind(this,this.Ve));a.I(t.bind(this,function(){if(a.h&&a.h.featuresNativeTextTracks)this.W();else{var c,d,h;a.b("fullscreenchange",t.bind(this,this.C));d=a.q.tracks||[];for(c=0;c<d.length;c++)h=d[c],this.d.ha(h)}}))}});t.sa.prototype.Ve=function(){this.d.h&&this.d.h.featuresNativeTextTracks?this.W():this.show()};
t.sa.prototype.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-text-track-display"})};t.sa.prototype.Md=function(){"function"===typeof window.WebVTT&&window.WebVTT.processCues(window,[],this.c)};function W(a,c){return"rgba("+parseInt(a[1]+a[1],16)+","+parseInt(a[2]+a[2],16)+","+parseInt(a[3]+a[3],16)+","+c+")"}
var Aa={tf:"monospace",zf:"sans-serif",Bf:"serif",uf:'"Andale Mono", "Lucida Console", monospace',vf:'"Courier New", monospace',xf:"sans-serif",yf:"serif",kf:'"Comic Sans MS", Impact, fantasy',Af:'"Monotype Corsiva", cursive',Cf:'"Andale Mono", "Lucida Console", monospace, sans-serif'};t.sa.prototype.C=function(){var a=this.d.textTracks(),c=0,d;this.Md();if(a)for(;c<a.length;c++)d=a[c],"showing"===d.mode&&this.Ze(d)};
t.sa.prototype.Ze=function(a){if("function"===typeof window.WebVTT&&a.activeCues){for(var c=0,d=this.d.textTrackSettings.Hc(),e,g=[];c<a.activeCues.length;c++)g.push(a.activeCues[c]);window.WebVTT.processCues(window,a.activeCues,this.c);for(c=g.length;c--;){a=g[c].lf;d.color&&(a.firstChild.style.color=d.color);if(d.kd)try{a.firstChild.style.color=W(d.color||"#fff",d.kd)}catch(h){}d.backgroundColor&&(a.firstChild.style.backgroundColor=d.backgroundColor);if(d.vc)try{a.firstChild.style.backgroundColor=
W(d.backgroundColor||"#000",d.vc)}catch(k){}if(d.cc)if(d.rd)try{a.style.backgroundColor=W(d.cc,d.rd)}catch(q){}else a.style.backgroundColor=d.cc;d.Ma&&("dropshadow"===d.Ma?a.firstChild.style.textShadow="2px 2px 3px #222, 2px 2px 4px #222, 2px 2px 5px #222":"raised"===d.Ma?a.firstChild.style.textShadow="1px 1px #222, 2px 2px #222, 3px 3px #222":"depressed"===d.Ma?a.firstChild.style.textShadow="1px 1px #ccc, 0 1px #ccc, -1px -1px #222, 0 -1px #222":"uniform"===d.Ma&&(a.firstChild.style.textShadow="0 0 4px #222, 0 0 4px #222, 0 0 4px #222, 0 0 4px #222"));
d.Ob&&1!==d.Ob&&(e=window.wf(a.style.fontSize),a.style.fontSize=e*d.Ob+"px",a.style.height="auto",a.style.top="auto",a.style.bottom="2px");d.fontFamily&&"default"!==d.fontFamily&&("small-caps"===d.fontFamily?a.firstChild.style.fontVariant="small-caps":a.firstChild.style.fontFamily=Aa[d.fontFamily])}}};
t.$=t.M.extend({l:function(a,c){var d=this.Y=c.track,e=a.textTracks(),g,h;e&&(g=t.bind(this,function(){var a="showing"===this.Y.mode,c,d,g;if(this instanceof t.zb){a=f;d=0;for(g=e.length;d<g;d++)if(c=e[d],c.kind===this.Y.kind&&"showing"===c.mode){a=l;break}}this.selected(a)}),e.addEventListener("change",g),a.b("dispose",function(){e.removeEventListener("change",g)}));c.label=d.label||d.language||"Unknown";c.selected=d["default"]||"showing"===d.mode;t.M.call(this,a,c);e&&e.onchange===b&&this.b(["tap",
"click"],function(){if("object"!==typeof window.vd)try{h=new window.vd("change")}catch(a){}h||(h=document.createEvent("Event"),h.initEvent("change",f,f));e.dispatchEvent(h)})}});t.$.prototype.u=function(){var a=this.Y.kind,c=this.d.textTracks(),d,e=0;t.M.prototype.u.call(this);if(c)for(;e<c.length;e++)d=c[e],d.kind===a&&(d.mode=d===this.Y?"showing":"disabled")};t.zb=t.$.extend({l:function(a,c){c.track={kind:c.kind,player:a,label:c.kind+" off","default":l,mode:"disabled"};t.$.call(this,a,c);this.selected(f)}});
t.sb=t.$.extend({l:function(a,c){c.track={kind:c.kind,player:a,label:c.kind+" settings","default":l,mode:"disabled"};t.$.call(this,a,c);this.p("vjs-texttrack-settings")}});t.sb.prototype.u=function(){this.k().da("textTrackSettings").show()};
t.Q=t.O.extend({l:function(a,c){var d,e;t.O.call(this,a,c);d=this.d.textTracks();1>=this.H.length&&this.W();d&&(e=t.bind(this,this.update),d.addEventListener("removetrack",e),d.addEventListener("addtrack",e),this.d.b("dispose",function(){d.removeEventListener("removetrack",e);d.removeEventListener("addtrack",e)}))}});
t.Q.prototype.Ka=function(){var a=[],c,d;this instanceof t.oa&&(!this.k().h||!this.k().h.featuresNativeTextTracks)&&a.push(new t.sb(this.d,{kind:this.ea}));a.push(new t.zb(this.d,{kind:this.ea}));d=this.d.textTracks();if(!d)return a;for(var e=0;e<d.length;e++)c=d[e],c.kind===this.ea&&a.push(new t.$(this.d,{track:c}));return a};t.oa=t.Q.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.Q.call(this,a,c,d);this.c.setAttribute("aria-label","Captions Menu")}});t.oa.prototype.ea="captions";t.oa.prototype.ta="Captions";
t.oa.prototype.className="vjs-captions-button";t.oa.prototype.update=function(){var a=2;t.Q.prototype.update.call(this);this.k().h&&this.k().h.featuresNativeTextTracks&&(a=1);this.H&&this.H.length>a?this.show():this.W()};t.$a=t.Q.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.Q.call(this,a,c,d);this.c.setAttribute("aria-label","Subtitles Menu")}});t.$a.prototype.ea="subtitles";t.$a.prototype.ta="Subtitles";t.$a.prototype.className="vjs-subtitles-button";
t.Wa=t.Q.extend({l:function(a,c,d){t.Q.call(this,a,c,d);this.c.setAttribute("aria-label","Chapters Menu")}});s=t.Wa.prototype;s.ea="chapters";s.ta="Chapters";s.className="vjs-chapters-button";s.Ka=function(){var a=[],c,d;d=this.d.textTracks();if(!d)return a;for(var e=0;e<d.length;e++)c=d[e],c.kind===this.ea&&a.push(new t.$(this.d,{track:c}));return a};
s.La=function(){for(var a=this.d.textTracks()||[],c=0,d=a.length,e,g,h=this.H=[];c<d;c++)if(e=a[c],e.kind==this.ea)if(e.Ac){g=e;break}else e.mode="hidden",window.setTimeout(t.bind(this,function(){this.La()}),100);a=this.za;a===b&&(a=new t.qa(this.d),a.wa().appendChild(t.e("li",{className:"vjs-menu-title",innerHTML:t.va(this.ea),Se:-1})));if(g){e=g.cues;for(var k,c=0,d=e.length;c<d;c++)k=e[c],k=new t.Xa(this.d,{track:g,cue:k}),h.push(k),a.aa(k);this.aa(a)}0<this.H.length&&this.show();return a};
t.Xa=t.M.extend({l:function(a,c){var d=this.Y=c.track,e=this.cue=c.cue,g=a.currentTime();c.label=e.text;c.selected=e.startTime<=g&&g<e.endTime;t.M.call(this,a,c);d.addEventListener("cuechange",t.bind(this,this.update))}});t.Xa.prototype.u=function(){t.M.prototype.u.call(this);this.d.currentTime(this.cue.startTime);this.update(this.cue.startTime)};t.Xa.prototype.update=function(){var a=this.cue,c=this.d.currentTime();this.selected(a.startTime<=c&&c<a.endTime)};
function X(a){var c;a.Ge?c=a.Ge[0]:a.options&&(c=a.options[a.options.selectedIndex]);return c.value}function Y(a,c){var d,e;if(c){for(d=0;d<a.options.length&&!(e=a.options[d],e.value===c);d++);a.selectedIndex=d}}
t.pc=t.a.extend({l:function(a,c){t.a.call(this,a,c);this.W();t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-done-button"),"click",t.bind(this,function(){this.Fe();this.W()}));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-default-button"),"click",t.bind(this,function(){this.m().querySelector(".vjs-fg-color > select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-bg-color > select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".window-color > select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-text-opacity > select").selectedIndex=
0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-bg-opacity > select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-window-opacity > select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-edge-style select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-font-family select").selectedIndex=0;this.m().querySelector(".vjs-font-percent select").selectedIndex=2;this.C()}));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-fg-color > select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-bg-color > select"),"change",t.bind(this,
this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".window-color > select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-text-opacity > select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-bg-opacity > select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-window-opacity > select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-font-percent select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-edge-style select"),"change",t.bind(this,
this.C));t.b(this.m().querySelector(".vjs-font-family select"),"change",t.bind(this,this.C));a.options().persistTextTrackSettings&&this.Ee()}});s=t.pc.prototype;s.e=function(){return t.a.prototype.e.call(this,"div",{className:"vjs-caption-settings vjs-modal-overlay",innerHTML:'<div class="vjs-tracksettings"><div class="vjs-tracksettings-colors"><div class="vjs-fg-color vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Foreground</label><select><option value="">---</option><option value="#FFF">White</option><option value="#000">Black</option><option value="#F00">Red</option><option value="#0F0">Green</option><option value="#00F">Blue</option><option value="#FF0">Yellow</option><option value="#F0F">Magenta</option><option value="#0FF">Cyan</option></select><span class="vjs-text-opacity vjs-opacity"><select><option value="">---</option><option value="1">Opaque</option><option value="0.5">Semi-Opaque</option></select></span></div><div class="vjs-bg-color vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Background</label><select><option value="">---</option><option value="#FFF">White</option><option value="#000">Black</option><option value="#F00">Red</option><option value="#0F0">Green</option><option value="#00F">Blue</option><option value="#FF0">Yellow</option><option value="#F0F">Magenta</option><option value="#0FF">Cyan</option></select><span class="vjs-bg-opacity vjs-opacity"><select><option value="">---</option><option value="1">Opaque</option><option value="0.5">Semi-Transparent</option><option value="0">Transparent</option></select></span></div><div class="window-color vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Window</label><select><option value="">---</option><option value="#FFF">White</option><option value="#000">Black</option><option value="#F00">Red</option><option value="#0F0">Green</option><option value="#00F">Blue</option><option value="#FF0">Yellow</option><option value="#F0F">Magenta</option><option value="#0FF">Cyan</option></select><span class="vjs-window-opacity vjs-opacity"><select><option value="">---</option><option value="1">Opaque</option><option value="0.5">Semi-Transparent</option><option value="0">Transparent</option></select></span></div></div><div class="vjs-tracksettings-font"><div class="vjs-font-percent vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Font Size</label><select><option value="0.50">50%</option><option value="0.75">75%</option><option value="1.00" selected>100%</option><option value="1.25">125%</option><option value="1.50">150%</option><option value="1.75">175%</option><option value="2.00">200%</option><option value="3.00">300%</option><option value="4.00">400%</option></select></div><div class="vjs-edge-style vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Text Edge Style</label><select><option value="none">None</option><option value="raised">Raised</option><option value="depressed">Depressed</option><option value="uniform">Uniform</option><option value="dropshadow">Dropshadow</option></select></div><div class="vjs-font-family vjs-tracksetting"><label class="vjs-label">Font Family</label><select><option value="">Default</option><option value="monospaceSerif">Monospace Serif</option><option value="proportionalSerif">Proportional Serif</option><option value="monospaceSansSerif">Monospace Sans-Serif</option><option value="proportionalSansSerif">Proportional Sans-Serif</option><option value="casual">Casual</option><option value="script">Script</option><option value="small-caps">Small Caps</option></select></div></div></div><div class="vjs-tracksettings-controls"><button class="vjs-default-button">Defaults</button><button class="vjs-done-button">Done</button></div>'})};
s.Hc=function(){var a,c,d,e,g,h,k,q,r,u;a=this.m();g=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-edge-style select"));h=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-font-family select"));k=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-fg-color > select"));d=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-text-opacity > select"));q=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-bg-color > select"));c=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-bg-opacity > select"));r=X(a.querySelector(".window-color > select"));e=X(a.querySelector(".vjs-window-opacity > select"));a=window.parseFloat(X(a.querySelector(".vjs-font-percent > select")));
c={backgroundOpacity:c,textOpacity:d,windowOpacity:e,edgeStyle:g,fontFamily:h,color:k,backgroundColor:q,windowColor:r,fontPercent:a};for(u in c)(""===c[u]||"none"===c[u]||"fontPercent"===u&&1===c[u])&&delete c[u];return c};
s.Ne=function(a){var c=this.m();Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-edge-style select"),a.Ma);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-font-family select"),a.fontFamily);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-fg-color > select"),a.color);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-text-opacity > select"),a.kd);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-bg-color > select"),a.backgroundColor);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-bg-opacity > select"),a.vc);Y(c.querySelector(".window-color > select"),a.cc);Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-window-opacity > select"),a.rd);(a=a.Ob)&&(a=a.toFixed(2));Y(c.querySelector(".vjs-font-percent > select"),
a)};s.Ee=function(){var a;try{a=JSON.parse(window.localStorage.getItem("vjs-text-track-settings"))}catch(c){}a&&this.Ne(a)};s.Fe=function(){var a;if(this.d.options().persistTextTrackSettings){a=this.Hc();try{t.hb(a)?window.localStorage.removeItem("vjs-text-track-settings"):window.localStorage.setItem("vjs-text-track-settings",JSON.stringify(a))}catch(c){}}};s.C=function(){var a=this.d.da("textTrackDisplay");a&&a.C()};
if("undefined"!==typeof window.JSON&&"function"===typeof window.JSON.parse)t.JSON=window.JSON;else{t.JSON={};var Z=/[\u0000\u00ad\u0600-\u0604\u070f\u17b4\u17b5\u200c-\u200f\u2028-\u202f\u2060-\u206f\ufeff\ufff0-\uffff]/g;t.JSON.parse=function(a,c){function d(a,e){var k,q,r=a[e];if(r&&"object"===typeof r)for(k in r)Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty.call(r,k)&&(q=d(r,k),q!==b?r[k]=q:delete r[k]);return c.call(a,e,r)}var e;a=String(a);Z.lastIndex=0;Z.test(a)&&(a=a.replace(Z,function(a){return"\\u"+("0000"+
a.charCodeAt(0).toString(16)).slice(-4)}));if(/^[\],:{}\s]*$/.test(a.replace(/\\(?:["\\\/bfnrt]|u[0-9a-fA-F]{4})/g,"@").replace(/"[^"\\\n\r]*"|true|false|null|-?\d+(?:\.\d*)?(?:[eE][+\-]?\d+)?/g,"]").replace(/(?:^|:|,)(?:\s*\[)+/g,"")))return e=eval("("+a+")"),"function"===typeof c?d({"":e},""):e;throw new SyntaxError("JSON.parse(): invalid or malformed JSON data");}}
t.uc=function(){var a,c,d,e;a=document.getElementsByTagName("video");c=document.getElementsByTagName("audio");var g=[];if(a&&0<a.length){d=0;for(e=a.length;d<e;d++)g.push(a[d])}if(c&&0<c.length){d=0;for(e=c.length;d<e;d++)g.push(c[d])}if(g&&0<g.length){d=0;for(e=g.length;d<e;d++)if((c=g[d])&&c.getAttribute)c.player===b&&(a=c.getAttribute("data-setup"),a!==j&&videojs(c));else{t.Hb();break}}else t.qd||t.Hb()};t.Hb=function(){setTimeout(t.uc,1)};
"complete"===document.readyState?t.qd=f:t.N(window,"load",function(){t.qd=f});t.Hb();t.Be=function(a,c){t.Player.prototype[a]=c};var Ba=this;function $(a,c){var d=a.split("."),e=Ba;!(d[0]in e)&&e.execScript&&e.execScript("var "+d[0]);for(var g;d.length&&(g=d.shift());)!d.length&&c!==b?e[g]=c:e=e[g]?e[g]:e[g]={}};$("videojs",t);$("_V_",t);$("videojs.options",t.options);$("videojs.players",t.Ca);$("videojs.TOUCH_ENABLED",t.Db);$("videojs.cache",t.ua);$("videojs.Component",t.a);t.a.prototype.player=t.a.prototype.k;t.a.prototype.options=t.a.prototype.options;t.a.prototype.init=t.a.prototype.l;t.a.prototype.dispose=t.a.prototype.dispose;t.a.prototype.createEl=t.a.prototype.e;t.a.prototype.contentEl=t.a.prototype.wa;t.a.prototype.el=t.a.prototype.m;t.a.prototype.addChild=t.a.prototype.aa;
t.a.prototype.getChild=t.a.prototype.da;t.a.prototype.getChildById=t.a.prototype.Yd;t.a.prototype.children=t.a.prototype.children;t.a.prototype.initChildren=t.a.prototype.Kc;t.a.prototype.removeChild=t.a.prototype.removeChild;t.a.prototype.on=t.a.prototype.b;t.a.prototype.off=t.a.prototype.n;t.a.prototype.one=t.a.prototype.N;t.a.prototype.trigger=t.a.prototype.o;t.a.prototype.triggerReady=t.a.prototype.Va;t.a.prototype.show=t.a.prototype.show;t.a.prototype.hide=t.a.prototype.W;
t.a.prototype.width=t.a.prototype.width;t.a.prototype.height=t.a.prototype.height;t.a.prototype.dimensions=t.a.prototype.Qd;t.a.prototype.ready=t.a.prototype.I;t.a.prototype.addClass=t.a.prototype.p;t.a.prototype.removeClass=t.a.prototype.r;t.a.prototype.hasClass=t.a.prototype.Pa;t.a.prototype.buildCSSClass=t.a.prototype.T;t.a.prototype.localize=t.a.prototype.v;t.a.prototype.setInterval=t.a.prototype.setInterval;t.a.prototype.setTimeout=t.a.prototype.setTimeout;$("videojs.EventEmitter",t.z);
t.z.prototype.on=t.z.prototype.b;t.z.prototype.addEventListener=t.z.prototype.addEventListener;t.z.prototype.off=t.z.prototype.n;t.z.prototype.removeEventListener=t.z.prototype.removeEventListener;t.z.prototype.one=t.z.prototype.N;t.z.prototype.trigger=t.z.prototype.o;t.z.prototype.dispatchEvent=t.z.prototype.dispatchEvent;t.Player.prototype.ended=t.Player.prototype.ended;t.Player.prototype.enterFullWindow=t.Player.prototype.Fc;t.Player.prototype.exitFullWindow=t.Player.prototype.Lb;
t.Player.prototype.preload=t.Player.prototype.Ra;t.Player.prototype.remainingTime=t.Player.prototype.remainingTime;t.Player.prototype.supportsFullScreen=t.Player.prototype.Sa;t.Player.prototype.currentType=t.Player.prototype.Nd;t.Player.prototype.requestFullScreen=t.Player.prototype.requestFullScreen;t.Player.prototype.requestFullscreen=t.Player.prototype.requestFullscreen;t.Player.prototype.cancelFullScreen=t.Player.prototype.cancelFullScreen;t.Player.prototype.exitFullscreen=t.Player.prototype.exitFullscreen;
t.Player.prototype.isFullScreen=t.Player.prototype.isFullScreen;t.Player.prototype.isFullscreen=t.Player.prototype.isFullscreen;t.Player.prototype.textTracks=t.Player.prototype.textTracks;t.Player.prototype.remoteTextTracks=t.Player.prototype.X;t.Player.prototype.addTextTrack=t.Player.prototype.addTextTrack;t.Player.prototype.addRemoteTextTrack=t.Player.prototype.ha;t.Player.prototype.removeRemoteTextTrack=t.Player.prototype.Da;t.Player.prototype.seekable=t.Player.prototype.seekable;
$("videojs.MediaLoader",t.Cd);$("videojs.TextTrackDisplay",t.sa);$("videojs.ControlBar",t.tb);$("videojs.Button",t.w);$("videojs.PlayToggle",t.kc);$("videojs.FullscreenToggle",t.Ya);$("videojs.BigPlayButton",t.rb);$("videojs.LoadingSpinner",t.ic);$("videojs.CurrentTimeDisplay",t.ub);$("videojs.DurationDisplay",t.vb);$("videojs.TimeDivider",t.qc);$("videojs.RemainingTimeDisplay",t.Cb);$("videojs.LiveDisplay",t.hc);$("videojs.ErrorDisplay",t.wb);$("videojs.Slider",t.S);$("videojs.ProgressControl",t.Bb);
$("videojs.SeekBar",t.nc);$("videojs.LoadProgressBar",t.yb);$("videojs.PlayProgressBar",t.jc);$("videojs.SeekHandle",t.Za);$("videojs.VolumeControl",t.Fb);$("videojs.VolumeBar",t.Eb);$("videojs.VolumeLevel",t.rc);$("videojs.VolumeMenuButton",t.Ha);$("videojs.VolumeHandle",t.Gb);$("videojs.MuteToggle",t.ra);$("videojs.PosterImage",t.mc);$("videojs.Menu",t.qa);$("videojs.MenuItem",t.M);$("videojs.MenuButton",t.O);$("videojs.PlaybackRateMenuButton",t.lc);$("videojs.ChaptersTrackMenuItem",t.Xa);
$("videojs.TextTrackButton",t.Q);$("videojs.TextTrackMenuItem",t.$);$("videojs.OffTextTrackMenuItem",t.zb);$("videojs.CaptionSettingsMenuItem",t.sb);t.O.prototype.createItems=t.O.prototype.Ka;t.Q.prototype.createItems=t.Q.prototype.Ka;t.Wa.prototype.createItems=t.Wa.prototype.Ka;$("videojs.SubtitlesButton",t.$a);$("videojs.CaptionsButton",t.oa);$("videojs.ChaptersButton",t.Wa);$("videojs.MediaTechController",t.j);t.j.withSourceHandlers=t.j.dc;t.j.prototype.featuresVolumeControl=t.j.prototype.qf;
t.j.prototype.featuresFullscreenResize=t.j.prototype.mf;t.j.prototype.featuresPlaybackRate=t.j.prototype.nf;t.j.prototype.featuresProgressEvents=t.j.prototype.of;t.j.prototype.featuresTimeupdateEvents=t.j.prototype.pf;t.j.prototype.setPoster=t.j.prototype.bd;t.j.prototype.textTracks=t.j.prototype.textTracks;t.j.prototype.remoteTextTracks=t.j.prototype.X;t.j.prototype.addTextTrack=t.j.prototype.addTextTrack;t.j.prototype.addRemoteTextTrack=t.j.prototype.ha;t.j.prototype.removeRemoteTextTrack=t.j.prototype.Da;
$("videojs.Html5",t.f);t.f.Events=t.f.xb;t.f.isSupported=t.f.isSupported;t.f.canPlaySource=t.f.wc;t.f.patchCanPlayType=t.f.Tc;t.f.unpatchCanPlayType=t.f.Ye;t.f.prototype.setCurrentTime=t.f.prototype.Zb;t.f.prototype.setVolume=t.f.prototype.Oe;t.f.prototype.setMuted=t.f.prototype.Ke;t.f.prototype.setPreload=t.f.prototype.Me;t.f.prototype.setAutoplay=t.f.prototype.He;t.f.prototype.setLoop=t.f.prototype.Je;t.f.prototype.enterFullScreen=t.f.prototype.Ec;t.f.prototype.exitFullScreen=t.f.prototype.Ud;
t.f.prototype.playbackRate=t.f.prototype.playbackRate;t.f.prototype.setPlaybackRate=t.f.prototype.Le;t.f.selectSourceHandler=t.f.ob;t.f.prototype.setSource=t.f.prototype.ma;t.f.prototype.disposeSourceHandler=t.f.prototype.ia;t.f.prototype.textTracks=t.f.prototype.textTracks;t.f.prototype.remoteTextTracks=t.f.prototype.X;t.f.prototype.addTextTrack=t.f.prototype.addTextTrack;t.f.prototype.addRemoteTextTrack=t.f.prototype.ha;t.f.prototype.removeRemoteTextTrack=t.f.prototype.Da;$("videojs.Flash",t.g);
t.g.isSupported=t.g.isSupported;t.g.canPlaySource=t.g.wc;t.g.onReady=t.g.onReady;t.g.embed=t.g.Dc;t.g.version=t.g.version;t.g.prototype.setSource=t.g.prototype.ma;t.g.selectSourceHandler=t.g.ob;t.g.prototype.setSource=t.g.prototype.ma;t.g.prototype.disposeSourceHandler=t.g.prototype.ia;$("videojs.TextTrack",t.t);$("videojs.TextTrackList",t.F);$("videojs.TextTrackCueList",t.U);$("videojs.TextTrackSettings",t.pc);t.t.prototype.id=t.t.prototype.id;t.t.prototype.label=t.t.prototype.label;
t.t.prototype.kind=t.t.prototype.Tb;t.t.prototype.mode=t.t.prototype.mode;t.t.prototype.cues=t.t.prototype.Ac;t.t.prototype.activeCues=t.t.prototype.jf;t.t.prototype.addCue=t.t.prototype.sc;t.t.prototype.removeCue=t.t.prototype.Yc;t.F.prototype.getTrackById=t.F.prototype.ae;t.U.prototype.getCueById=t.F.prototype.Zd;$("videojs.CaptionsTrack",t.cf);$("videojs.SubtitlesTrack",t.hf);$("videojs.ChaptersTrack",t.df);$("videojs.autoSetup",t.uc);$("videojs.plugin",t.Be);$("videojs.createTimeRange",t.xa);
$("videojs.util",t.Z);t.Z.mergeOptions=t.Z.Aa;t.addLanguage=t.Gd;})();

/* vtt.js - v0.12.1 (https://github.com/mozilla/vtt.js) built on 08-07-2015 */
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/**
 * author Christopher Blum
 *    - based on the idea of Remy Sharp, http://remysharp.com/2009/01/26/element-in-view-event-plugin/
 *    - forked from http://github.com/zuk/jquery.inview/
 */
(function (factory) {
  if (typeof define == 'function' && define.amd) {
    // AMD
    define(['jquery'], factory);
  } else if (typeof exports === 'object') {
    // Node, CommonJS
    module.exports = factory(require('jquery'));
  } else {
      // Browser globals
    factory(jQuery);
  }
}(function ($) {

  var inviewObjects = [], viewportSize, viewportOffset,
      d = document, w = window, documentElement = d.documentElement, timer;

  $.event.special.inview = {
    add: function(data) {
      inviewObjects.push({ data: data, $element: $(this), element: this });
      // Use setInterval in order to also make sure this captures elements within
      // "overflow:scroll" elements or elements that appeared in the dom tree due to
      // dom manipulation and reflow
      // old: $(window).scroll(checkInView);
      //
      // By the way, iOS (iPad, iPhone, ...) seems to not execute, or at least delays
      // intervals while the user scrolls. Therefore the inview event might fire a bit late there
      //
      // Don't waste cycles with an interval until we get at least one element that
      // has bound to the inview event.
      if (!timer && inviewObjects.length) {
         timer = setInterval(checkInView, 250);
      }
    },

    remove: function(data) {
      for (var i=0; i<inviewObjects.length; i++) {
        var inviewObject = inviewObjects[i];
        if (inviewObject.element === this && inviewObject.data.guid === data.guid) {
          inviewObjects.splice(i, 1);
          break;
        }
      }

      // Clear interval when we no longer have any elements listening
      if (!inviewObjects.length) {
         clearInterval(timer);
         timer = null;
      }
    }
  };

  function getViewportSize() {
    var mode, domObject, size = { height: w.innerHeight, width: w.innerWidth };

    // if this is correct then return it. iPad has compat Mode, so will
    // go into check clientHeight/clientWidth (which has the wrong value).
    if (!size.height) {
      mode = d.compatMode;
      if (mode || !$.support.boxModel) { // IE, Gecko
        domObject = mode === 'CSS1Compat' ?
          documentElement : // Standards
          d.body; // Quirks
        size = {
          height: domObject.clientHeight,
          width:  domObject.clientWidth
        };
      }
    }

    return size;
  }

  function getViewportOffset() {
    return {
      top:  w.pageYOffset || documentElement.scrollTop   || d.body.scrollTop,
      left: w.pageXOffset || documentElement.scrollLeft  || d.body.scrollLeft
    };
  }

  function checkInView() {
    if (!inviewObjects.length) {
      return;
    }

    var i = 0, $elements = $.map(inviewObjects, function(inviewObject) {
      var selector  = inviewObject.data.selector,
          $element  = inviewObject.$element;
      return selector ? $element.find(selector) : $element;
    });

    viewportSize   = viewportSize   || getViewportSize();
    viewportOffset = viewportOffset || getViewportOffset();

    for (; i<inviewObjects.length; i++) {
      // Ignore elements that are not in the DOM tree
      if (!$.contains(documentElement, $elements[i][0])) {
        continue;
      }

      var $element      = $($elements[i]),
          elementSize   = { height: $element[0].offsetHeight, width: $element[0].offsetWidth },
          elementOffset = $element.offset(),
          inView        = $element.data('inview');

      // Don't ask me why because I haven't figured out yet:
      // viewportOffset and viewportSize are sometimes suddenly null in Firefox 5.
      // Even though it sounds weird:
      // It seems that the execution of this function is interferred by the onresize/onscroll event
      // where viewportOffset and viewportSize are unset
      if (!viewportOffset || !viewportSize) {
        return;
      }

      if (elementOffset.top + elementSize.height > viewportOffset.top &&
          elementOffset.top < viewportOffset.top + viewportSize.height &&
          elementOffset.left + elementSize.width > viewportOffset.left &&
          elementOffset.left < viewportOffset.left + viewportSize.width) {
        if (!inView) {
          $element.data('inview', true).trigger('inview', [true]);
        }
      } else if (inView) {
        $element.data('inview', false).trigger('inview', [false]);
      }
    }
  }

  $(w).bind("scroll resize scrollstop", function() {
    viewportSize = viewportOffset = null;
  });

  // IE < 9 scrolls to focused elements without firing the "scroll" event
  if (!documentElement.addEventListener && documentElement.attachEvent) {
    documentElement.attachEvent("onfocusin", function() {
      viewportOffset = null;
    });
  }
}));

/*
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*/
(function(){function r(a,b){var c;a||(a={});for(c in b)a[c]=b[c];return a}function w(){var a,b=arguments,c,d={},e=function(a,b){var c,d;typeof a!=="object"&&(a={});for(d in b)b.hasOwnProperty(d)&&(c=b[d],a[d]=c&&typeof c==="object"&&Object.prototype.toString.call(c)!=="[object Array]"&&d!=="renderTo"&&typeof c.nodeType!=="number"?e(a[d]||{},c):b[d]);return a};b[0]===!0&&(d=b[1],b=Array.prototype.slice.call(b,2));c=b.length;for(a=0;a<c;a++)d=e(d,b[a]);return d}function y(a,b){return parseInt(a,b||
10)}function Ga(a){return typeof a==="string"}function da(a){return a&&typeof a==="object"}function Ha(a){return Object.prototype.toString.call(a)==="[object Array]"}function ja(a){return typeof a==="number"}function za(a){return V.log(a)/V.LN10}function ka(a){return V.pow(10,a)}function la(a,b){for(var c=a.length;c--;)if(a[c]===b){a.splice(c,1);break}}function s(a){return a!==u&&a!==null}function F(a,b,c){var d,e;if(Ga(b))s(c)?a.setAttribute(b,c):a&&a.getAttribute&&(e=a.getAttribute(b));else if(s(b)&&
da(b))for(d in b)a.setAttribute(d,b[d]);return e}function ra(a){return Ha(a)?a:[a]}function p(){var a=arguments,b,c,d=a.length;for(b=0;b<d;b++)if(c=a[b],c!==u&&c!==null)return c}function B(a,b){if(Aa&&!ba&&b&&b.opacity!==u)b.filter="alpha(opacity="+b.opacity*100+")";r(a.style,b)}function $(a,b,c,d,e){a=x.createElement(a);b&&r(a,b);e&&B(a,{padding:0,border:P,margin:0});c&&B(a,c);d&&d.appendChild(a);return a}function ma(a,b){var c=function(){return u};c.prototype=new a;r(c.prototype,b);return c}function Ba(a,
b,c,d){var e=K.numberFormat,f=E.lang,g=+a||0,h=b===-1?(g.toString().split(".")[1]||"").length:isNaN(b=Q(b))?2:b,i=c===void 0?f.decimalPoint:c,f=d===void 0?f.thousandsSep:d,j=g<0?"-":"",k=String(y(g=Q(g).toFixed(h))),l=k.length>3?k.length%3:0;return e!==Ba?e(a,b,c,d):j+(l?k.substr(0,l)+f:"")+k.substr(l).replace(/(\d{3})(?=\d)/g,"$1"+f)+(h?i+Q(g-k).toFixed(h).slice(2):"")}function Ia(a,b){return Array((b||2)+1-String(a).length).join(0)+a}function Na(a,b,c){var d=a[b];a[b]=function(){var a=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);
a.unshift(d);return c.apply(this,a)}}function Ja(a,b){for(var c="{",d=!1,e,f,g,h,i,j=[];(c=a.indexOf(c))!==-1;){e=a.slice(0,c);if(d){f=e.split(":");g=f.shift().split(".");i=g.length;e=b;for(h=0;h<i;h++)e=e[g[h]];if(f.length)f=f.join(":"),g=/\.([0-9])/,h=E.lang,i=void 0,/f$/.test(f)?(i=(i=f.match(g))?i[1]:-1,e!==null&&(e=Ba(e,i,h.decimalPoint,f.indexOf(",")>-1?h.thousandsSep:""))):e=cb(f,e)}j.push(e);a=a.slice(c+1);c=(d=!d)?"}":"{"}j.push(a);return j.join("")}function mb(a){return V.pow(10,U(V.log(a)/
V.LN10))}function nb(a,b,c,d){var e,c=p(c,1);e=a/c;b||(b=[1,2,2.5,5,10],d===!1&&(c===1?b=[1,2,5,10]:c<=0.1&&(b=[1/c])));for(d=0;d<b.length;d++)if(a=b[d],e<=(b[d]+(b[d+1]||b[d]))/2)break;a*=c;return a}function ob(a,b){var c=a.length,d,e;for(e=0;e<c;e++)a[e].ss_i=e;a.sort(function(a,c){d=b(a,c);return d===0?a.ss_i-c.ss_i:d});for(e=0;e<c;e++)delete a[e].ss_i}function Oa(a){for(var b=a.length,c=a[0];b--;)a[b]<c&&(c=a[b]);return c}function Ca(a){for(var b=a.length,c=a[0];b--;)a[b]>c&&(c=a[b]);return c}
function Pa(a,b){for(var c in a)a[c]&&a[c]!==b&&a[c].destroy&&a[c].destroy(),delete a[c]}function Qa(a){db||(db=$(Ka));a&&db.appendChild(a);db.innerHTML=""}function ea(a){return parseFloat(a.toPrecision(14))}function Ra(a,b){va=p(a,b.animation)}function Bb(){var a=E.global.useUTC,b=a?"getUTC":"get",c=a?"setUTC":"set";Da=E.global.Date||window.Date;Sa=(a&&E.global.timezoneOffset||0)*6E4;eb=a?Da.UTC:function(a,b,c,g,h,i){return(new Da(a,b,p(c,1),p(g,0),p(h,0),p(i,0))).getTime()};pb=b+"Minutes";qb=b+
"Hours";rb=b+"Day";Xa=b+"Date";fb=b+"Month";gb=b+"FullYear";Cb=c+"Minutes";Db=c+"Hours";sb=c+"Date";Eb=c+"Month";Fb=c+"FullYear"}function S(){}function Ta(a,b,c,d){this.axis=a;this.pos=b;this.type=c||"";this.isNew=!0;!c&&!d&&this.addLabel()}function na(){this.init.apply(this,arguments)}function Ya(){this.init.apply(this,arguments)}function Gb(a,b,c,d,e){var f=a.chart.inverted;this.axis=a;this.isNegative=c;this.options=b;this.x=d;this.total=null;this.points={};this.stack=e;this.alignOptions={align:b.align||
(f?c?"left":"right":"center"),verticalAlign:b.verticalAlign||(f?"middle":c?"bottom":"top"),y:p(b.y,f?4:c?14:-6),x:p(b.x,f?c?-6:6:0)};this.textAlign=b.textAlign||(f?c?"right":"left":"center")}var u,x=document,G=window,V=Math,v=V.round,U=V.floor,La=V.ceil,t=V.max,L=V.min,Q=V.abs,aa=V.cos,fa=V.sin,oa=V.PI,Ea=oa*2/360,wa=navigator.userAgent,Hb=G.opera,Aa=/msie/i.test(wa)&&!Hb,hb=x.documentMode===8,tb=/AppleWebKit/.test(wa),Ua=/Firefox/.test(wa),Ib=/(Mobile|Android|Windows Phone)/.test(wa),xa="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg",
ba=!!x.createElementNS&&!!x.createElementNS(xa,"svg").createSVGRect,Ob=Ua&&parseInt(wa.split("Firefox/")[1],10)<4,ga=!ba&&!Aa&&!!x.createElement("canvas").getContext,Za,$a,Jb={},ub=0,db,E,cb,va,vb,A,ha,sa=function(){return u},W=[],ab=0,Ka="div",P="none",Pb=/^[0-9]+$/,Qb="stroke-width",Da,eb,Sa,pb,qb,rb,Xa,fb,gb,Cb,Db,sb,Eb,Fb,H={},K;G.Highcharts?ha(16,!0):K=G.Highcharts={};cb=function(a,b,c){if(!s(b)||isNaN(b))return"Invalid date";var a=p(a,"%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S"),d=new Da(b-Sa),e,f=d[qb](),g=d[rb](),
h=d[Xa](),i=d[fb](),j=d[gb](),k=E.lang,l=k.weekdays,d=r({a:l[g].substr(0,3),A:l[g],d:Ia(h),e:h,b:k.shortMonths[i],B:k.months[i],m:Ia(i+1),y:j.toString().substr(2,2),Y:j,H:Ia(f),I:Ia(f%12||12),l:f%12||12,M:Ia(d[pb]()),p:f<12?"AM":"PM",P:f<12?"am":"pm",S:Ia(d.getSeconds()),L:Ia(v(b%1E3),3)},K.dateFormats);for(e in d)for(;a.indexOf("%"+e)!==-1;)a=a.replace("%"+e,typeof d[e]==="function"?d[e](b):d[e]);return c?a.substr(0,1).toUpperCase()+a.substr(1):a};ha=function(a,b){var c="Highcharts error #"+a+": www.highcharts.com/errors/"+
a;if(b)throw c;G.console&&console.log(c)};A={millisecond:1,second:1E3,minute:6E4,hour:36E5,day:864E5,week:6048E5,month:26784E5,year:31556952E3};vb={init:function(a,b,c){var b=b||"",d=a.shift,e=b.indexOf("C")>-1,f=e?7:3,g,b=b.split(" "),c=[].concat(c),h,i,j=function(a){for(g=a.length;g--;)a[g]==="M"&&a.splice(g+1,0,a[g+1],a[g+2],a[g+1],a[g+2])};e&&(j(b),j(c));a.isArea&&(h=b.splice(b.length-6,6),i=c.splice(c.length-6,6));if(d<=c.length/f&&b.length===c.length)for(;d--;)c=[].concat(c).splice(0,f).concat(c);
a.shift=0;if(b.length)for(a=c.length;b.length<a;)d=[].concat(b).splice(b.length-f,f),e&&(d[f-6]=d[f-2],d[f-5]=d[f-1]),b=b.concat(d);h&&(b=b.concat(h),c=c.concat(i));return[b,c]},step:function(a,b,c,d){var e=[],f=a.length;if(c===1)e=d;else if(f===b.length&&c<1)for(;f--;)d=parseFloat(a[f]),e[f]=isNaN(d)?a[f]:c*parseFloat(b[f]-d)+d;else e=b;return e}};(function(a){G.HighchartsAdapter=G.HighchartsAdapter||a&&{init:function(b){var c=a.fx;a.extend(a.easing,{easeOutQuad:function(a,b,c,g,h){return-g*(b/=
h)*(b-2)+c}});a.each(["cur","_default","width","height","opacity"],function(b,e){var f=c.step,g;e==="cur"?f=c.prototype:e==="_default"&&a.Tween&&(f=a.Tween.propHooks[e],e="set");(g=f[e])&&(f[e]=function(a){var c,a=b?a:this;if(a.prop!=="align")return c=a.elem,c.attr?c.attr(a.prop,e==="cur"?u:a.now):g.apply(this,arguments)})});Na(a.cssHooks.opacity,"get",function(a,b,c){return b.attr?b.opacity||0:a.call(this,b,c)});this.addAnimSetter("d",function(a){var c=a.elem,f;if(!a.started)f=b.init(c,c.d,c.toD),
a.start=f[0],a.end=f[1],a.started=!0;c.attr("d",b.step(a.start,a.end,a.pos,c.toD))});this.each=Array.prototype.forEach?function(a,b){return Array.prototype.forEach.call(a,b)}:function(a,b){var c,g=a.length;for(c=0;c<g;c++)if(b.call(a[c],a[c],c,a)===!1)return c};a.fn.highcharts=function(){var a="Chart",b=arguments,c,g;if(this[0]){Ga(b[0])&&(a=b[0],b=Array.prototype.slice.call(b,1));c=b[0];if(c!==u)c.chart=c.chart||{},c.chart.renderTo=this[0],new K[a](c,b[1]),g=this;c===u&&(g=W[F(this[0],"data-highcharts-chart")])}return g}},
addAnimSetter:function(b,c){a.Tween?a.Tween.propHooks[b]={set:c}:a.fx.step[b]=c},getScript:a.getScript,inArray:a.inArray,adapterRun:function(b,c){return a(b)[c]()},grep:a.grep,map:function(a,c){for(var d=[],e=0,f=a.length;e<f;e++)d[e]=c.call(a[e],a[e],e,a);return d},offset:function(b){return a(b).offset()},addEvent:function(b,c,d){a(b).bind(c,d)},removeEvent:function(b,c,d){var e=x.removeEventListener?"removeEventListener":"detachEvent";x[e]&&b&&!b[e]&&(b[e]=function(){});a(b).unbind(c,d)},fireEvent:function(b,
c,d,e){var f=a.Event(c),g="detached"+c,h;!Aa&&d&&(delete d.layerX,delete d.layerY,delete d.returnValue);r(f,d);b[c]&&(b[g]=b[c],b[c]=null);a.each(["preventDefault","stopPropagation"],function(a,b){var c=f[b];f[b]=function(){try{c.call(f)}catch(a){b==="preventDefault"&&(h=!0)}}});a(b).trigger(f);b[g]&&(b[c]=b[g],b[g]=null);e&&!f.isDefaultPrevented()&&!h&&e(f)},washMouseEvent:function(a){var c=a.originalEvent||a;if(c.pageX===u)c.pageX=a.pageX,c.pageY=a.pageY;return c},animate:function(b,c,d){var e=
a(b);if(!b.style)b.style={};if(c.d)b.toD=c.d,c.d=1;e.stop();c.opacity!==u&&b.attr&&(c.opacity+="px");b.hasAnim=1;e.animate(c,d)},stop:function(b){b.hasAnim&&a(b).stop()}}})(G.jQuery);var T=G.HighchartsAdapter,M=T||{};T&&T.init.call(T,vb);var ib=M.adapterRun,Rb=M.getScript,Ma=M.inArray,q=M.each,wb=M.grep,Sb=M.offset,Va=M.map,N=M.addEvent,X=M.removeEvent,I=M.fireEvent,Tb=M.washMouseEvent,jb=M.animate,bb=M.stop,M={enabled:!0,x:0,y:15,style:{color:"#606060",cursor:"default",fontSize:"11px"}};E={colors:"#7cb5ec,#434348,#90ed7d,#f7a35c,#8085e9,#f15c80,#e4d354,#8085e8,#8d4653,#91e8e1".split(","),
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align:"center",style:{color:"#555555"}},plotOptions:{line:{allowPointSelect:!1,showCheckbox:!1,animation:{duration:1E3},events:{},lineWidth:2,marker:{lineWidth:0,radius:4,lineColor:"#FFFFFF",states:{hover:{enabled:!0,lineWidthPlus:1,radiusPlus:2},select:{fillColor:"#FFFFFF",lineColor:"#000000",lineWidth:2}}},point:{events:{}},dataLabels:w(M,{align:"center",enabled:!1,formatter:function(){return this.y===null?"":Ba(this.y,-1)},verticalAlign:"bottom",y:0}),cropThreshold:300,pointRange:0,states:{hover:{lineWidthPlus:1,
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S.prototype={opacity:1,textProps:"fontSize,fontWeight,fontFamily,color,lineHeight,width,textDecoration,textShadow,HcTextStroke".split(","),init:function(a,b){this.element=b==="span"?$(b):x.createElementNS(xa,b);this.renderer=a},animate:function(a,b,c){b=p(b,va,!0);bb(this);if(b){b=w(b,{});if(c)b.complete=c;jb(this,a,b)}else this.attr(a),c&&c();return this},colorGradient:function(a,b,c){var d=this.renderer,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,n,m,o=[];a.linearGradient?f="linearGradient":a.radialGradient&&(f="radialGradient");
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0?(e=ya(a[1]),k=e.get("rgb"),l=e.get("a")):(k=a[1],l=1);a=d.createElement("stop").attr({offset:a[0],"stop-color":k,"stop-opacity":l}).add(i);i.stops.push(a)}));c.setAttribute(b,"url("+d.url+"#"+a+")")}},attr:function(a,b){var c,d,e=this.element,f,g=this,h;typeof a==="string"&&b!==u&&(c=a,a={},a[c]=b);if(typeof a==="string")g=(this[a+"Getter"]||this._defaultGetter).call(this,a,e);else{for(c in a){d=a[c];h=!1;this.symbolName&&/^(x|y|width|height|r|start|end|innerR|anchorX|anchorY)/.test(c)&&(f||(this.symbolAttr(a),
f=!0),h=!0);if(this.rotation&&(c==="x"||c==="y"))this.doTransform=!0;h||(this[c+"Setter"]||this._defaultSetter).call(this,d,c,e);this.shadows&&/^(width|height|visibility|x|y|d|transform|cx|cy|r)$/.test(c)&&this.updateShadows(c,d)}if(this.doTransform)this.updateTransform(),this.doTransform=!1}return g},updateShadows:function(a,b){for(var c=this.shadows,d=c.length;d--;)c[d].setAttribute(a,a==="height"?t(b-(c[d].cutHeight||0),0):a==="d"?this.d:b)},addClass:function(a){var b=this.element,c=F(b,"class")||
"";c.indexOf(a)===-1&&F(b,"class",c+" "+a);return this},symbolAttr:function(a){var b=this;q("x,y,r,start,end,width,height,innerR,anchorX,anchorY".split(","),function(c){b[c]=p(a[c],b[c])});b.attr({d:b.renderer.symbols[b.symbolName](b.x,b.y,b.width,b.height,b)})},clip:function(a){return this.attr("clip-path",a?"url("+this.renderer.url+"#"+a.id+")":P)},crisp:function(a){var b,c={},d,e=a.strokeWidth||this.strokeWidth||0;d=v(e)%2/2;a.x=U(a.x||this.x||0)+d;a.y=U(a.y||this.y||0)+d;a.width=U((a.width||this.width||
0)-2*d);a.height=U((a.height||this.height||0)-2*d);a.strokeWidth=e;for(b in a)this[b]!==a[b]&&(this[b]=c[b]=a[b]);return c},css:function(a){var b=this.styles,c={},d=this.element,e,f,g="";e=!b;if(a&&a.color)a.fill=a.color;if(b)for(f in a)a[f]!==b[f]&&(c[f]=a[f],e=!0);if(e){e=this.textWidth=a&&a.width&&d.nodeName.toLowerCase()==="text"&&y(a.width);b&&(a=r(b,c));this.styles=a;e&&(ga||!ba&&this.renderer.forExport)&&delete a.width;if(Aa&&!ba)B(this.element,a);else{b=function(a,b){return"-"+b.toLowerCase()};
for(f in a)g+=f.replace(/([A-Z])/g,b)+":"+a[f]+";";F(d,"style",g)}e&&this.added&&this.renderer.buildText(this)}return this},on:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.element;$a&&a==="click"?(d.ontouchstart=function(a){c.touchEventFired=Da.now();a.preventDefault();b.call(d,a)},d.onclick=function(a){(wa.indexOf("Android")===-1||Da.now()-(c.touchEventFired||0)>1100)&&b.call(d,a)}):d["on"+a]=b;return this},setRadialReference:function(a){this.element.radialReference=a;return this},translate:function(a,b){return this.attr({translateX:a,
translateY:b})},invert:function(){this.inverted=!0;this.updateTransform();return this},updateTransform:function(){var a=this.translateX||0,b=this.translateY||0,c=this.scaleX,d=this.scaleY,e=this.inverted,f=this.rotation,g=this.element;e&&(a+=this.attr("width"),b+=this.attr("height"));a=["translate("+a+","+b+")"];e?a.push("rotate(90) scale(-1,1)"):f&&a.push("rotate("+f+" "+(g.getAttribute("x")||0)+" "+(g.getAttribute("y")||0)+")");(s(c)||s(d))&&a.push("scale("+p(c,1)+" "+p(d,1)+")");a.length&&g.setAttribute("transform",
a.join(" "))},toFront:function(){var a=this.element;a.parentNode.appendChild(a);return this},align:function(a,b,c){var d,e,f,g,h={};e=this.renderer;f=e.alignedObjects;if(a){if(this.alignOptions=a,this.alignByTranslate=b,!c||Ga(c))this.alignTo=d=c||"renderer",la(f,this),f.push(this),c=null}else a=this.alignOptions,b=this.alignByTranslate,d=this.alignTo;c=p(c,e[d],e);d=a.align;e=a.verticalAlign;f=(c.x||0)+(a.x||0);g=(c.y||0)+(a.y||0);if(d==="right"||d==="center")f+=(c.width-(a.width||0))/{right:1,center:2}[d];
h[b?"translateX":"x"]=v(f);if(e==="bottom"||e==="middle")g+=(c.height-(a.height||0))/({bottom:1,middle:2}[e]||1);h[b?"translateY":"y"]=v(g);this[this.placed?"animate":"attr"](h);this.placed=!0;this.alignAttr=h;return this},getBBox:function(){var a=this.bBox,b=this.renderer,c,d,e=this.rotation;c=this.element;var f=this.styles,g=e*Ea;d=this.textStr;var h;if(d===""||Pb.test(d))h="num."+d.toString().length+(f?"|"+f.fontSize+"|"+f.fontFamily:"");h&&(a=b.cache[h]);if(!a){if(c.namespaceURI===xa||b.forExport){try{a=
c.getBBox?r({},c.getBBox()):{width:c.offsetWidth,height:c.offsetHeight}}catch(i){}if(!a||a.width<0)a={width:0,height:0}}else a=this.htmlGetBBox();if(b.isSVG){c=a.width;d=a.height;if(Aa&&f&&f.fontSize==="11px"&&d.toPrecision(3)==="16.9")a.height=d=14;if(e)a.width=Q(d*fa(g))+Q(c*aa(g)),a.height=Q(d*aa(g))+Q(c*fa(g))}this.bBox=a;h&&(b.cache[h]=a)}return a},show:function(a){a&&this.element.namespaceURI===xa?this.element.removeAttribute("visibility"):this.attr({visibility:a?"inherit":"visible"});return this},
hide:function(){return this.attr({visibility:"hidden"})},fadeOut:function(a){var b=this;b.animate({opacity:0},{duration:a||150,complete:function(){b.attr({y:-9999})}})},add:function(a){var b=this.renderer,c=a||b,d=c.element||b.box,e=this.element,f=this.zIndex,g,h;if(a)this.parentGroup=a;this.parentInverted=a&&a.inverted;this.textStr!==void 0&&b.buildText(this);if(f)c.handleZ=!0,f=y(f);if(c.handleZ){a=d.childNodes;for(g=0;g<a.length;g++)if(b=a[g],c=F(b,"zIndex"),b!==e&&(y(c)>f||!s(f)&&s(c))){d.insertBefore(e,
b);h=!0;break}}h||d.appendChild(e);this.added=!0;if(this.onAdd)this.onAdd();return this},safeRemoveChild:function(a){var b=a.parentNode;b&&b.removeChild(a)},destroy:function(){var a=this,b=a.element||{},c=a.shadows,d=a.renderer.isSVG&&b.nodeName==="SPAN"&&a.parentGroup,e,f;b.onclick=b.onmouseout=b.onmouseover=b.onmousemove=b.point=null;bb(a);if(a.clipPath)a.clipPath=a.clipPath.destroy();if(a.stops){for(f=0;f<a.stops.length;f++)a.stops[f]=a.stops[f].destroy();a.stops=null}a.safeRemoveChild(b);for(c&&
q(c,function(b){a.safeRemoveChild(b)});d&&d.div&&d.div.childNodes.length===0;)b=d.parentGroup,a.safeRemoveChild(d.div),delete d.div,d=b;a.alignTo&&la(a.renderer.alignedObjects,a);for(e in a)delete a[e];return null},shadow:function(a,b,c){var d=[],e,f,g=this.element,h,i,j,k;if(a){i=p(a.width,3);j=(a.opacity||0.15)/i;k=this.parentInverted?"(-1,-1)":"("+p(a.offsetX,1)+", "+p(a.offsetY,1)+")";for(e=1;e<=i;e++){f=g.cloneNode(0);h=i*2+1-2*e;F(f,{isShadow:"true",stroke:a.color||"black","stroke-opacity":j*
e,"stroke-width":h,transform:"translate"+k,fill:P});if(c)F(f,"height",t(F(f,"height")-h,0)),f.cutHeight=h;b?b.element.appendChild(f):g.parentNode.insertBefore(f,g);d.push(f)}this.shadows=d}return this},xGetter:function(a){this.element.nodeName==="circle"&&(a={x:"cx",y:"cy"}[a]||a);return this._defaultGetter(a)},_defaultGetter:function(a){a=p(this[a],this.element?this.element.getAttribute(a):null,0);/^[\-0-9\.]+$/.test(a)&&(a=parseFloat(a));return a},dSetter:function(a,b,c){a&&a.join&&(a=a.join(" "));
/(NaN| {2}|^$)/.test(a)&&(a="M 0 0");c.setAttribute(b,a);this[b]=a},dashstyleSetter:function(a){var b;if(a=a&&a.toLowerCase()){a=a.replace("shortdashdotdot","3,1,1,1,1,1,").replace("shortdashdot","3,1,1,1").replace("shortdot","1,1,").replace("shortdash","3,1,").replace("longdash","8,3,").replace(/dot/g,"1,3,").replace("dash","4,3,").replace(/,$/,"").split(",");for(b=a.length;b--;)a[b]=y(a[b])*this["stroke-width"];a=a.join(",").replace("NaN","none");this.element.setAttribute("stroke-dasharray",a)}},
alignSetter:function(a){this.element.setAttribute("text-anchor",{left:"start",center:"middle",right:"end"}[a])},opacitySetter:function(a,b,c){this[b]=a;c.setAttribute(b,a)},titleSetter:function(a){var b=this.element.getElementsByTagName("title")[0];b||(b=x.createElementNS(xa,"title"),this.element.appendChild(b));b.textContent=p(a,"").replace(/<[^>]*>/g,"")},textSetter:function(a){if(a!==this.textStr)delete this.bBox,this.textStr=a,this.added&&this.renderer.buildText(this)},fillSetter:function(a,b,
c){typeof a==="string"?c.setAttribute(b,a):a&&this.colorGradient(a,b,c)},zIndexSetter:function(a,b,c){c.setAttribute(b,a);this[b]=a},_defaultSetter:function(a,b,c){c.setAttribute(b,a)}};S.prototype.yGetter=S.prototype.xGetter;S.prototype.translateXSetter=S.prototype.translateYSetter=S.prototype.rotationSetter=S.prototype.verticalAlignSetter=S.prototype.scaleXSetter=S.prototype.scaleYSetter=function(a,b){this[b]=a;this.doTransform=!0};S.prototype["stroke-widthSetter"]=S.prototype.strokeSetter=function(a,
b,c){this[b]=a;if(this.stroke&&this["stroke-width"])this.strokeWidth=this["stroke-width"],S.prototype.fillSetter.call(this,this.stroke,"stroke",c),c.setAttribute("stroke-width",this["stroke-width"]),this.hasStroke=!0;else if(b==="stroke-width"&&a===0&&this.hasStroke)c.removeAttribute("stroke"),this.hasStroke=!1};var ta=function(){this.init.apply(this,arguments)};ta.prototype={Element:S,init:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=location,g,d=this.createElement("svg").attr({version:"1.1"}).css(this.getStyle(d));
g=d.element;a.appendChild(g);a.innerHTML.indexOf("xmlns")===-1&&F(g,"xmlns",xa);this.isSVG=!0;this.box=g;this.boxWrapper=d;this.alignedObjects=[];this.url=(Ua||tb)&&x.getElementsByTagName("base").length?f.href.replace(/#.*?$/,"").replace(/([\('\)])/g,"\\$1").replace(/ /g,"%20"):"";this.createElement("desc").add().element.appendChild(x.createTextNode("Created with Highcharts 4.0.4"));this.defs=this.createElement("defs").add();this.forExport=e;this.gradients={};this.cache={};this.setSize(b,c,!1);var h;
if(Ua&&a.getBoundingClientRect)this.subPixelFix=b=function(){B(a,{left:0,top:0});h=a.getBoundingClientRect();B(a,{left:La(h.left)-h.left+"px",top:La(h.top)-h.top+"px"})},b(),N(G,"resize",b)},getStyle:function(a){return this.style=r({fontFamily:'"Lucida Grande", "Lucida Sans Unicode", Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif',fontSize:"12px"},a)},isHidden:function(){return!this.boxWrapper.getBBox().width},destroy:function(){var a=this.defs;this.box=null;this.boxWrapper=this.boxWrapper.destroy();Pa(this.gradients||
{});this.gradients=null;if(a)this.defs=a.destroy();this.subPixelFix&&X(G,"resize",this.subPixelFix);return this.alignedObjects=null},createElement:function(a){var b=new this.Element;b.init(this,a);return b},draw:function(){},buildText:function(a){for(var b=a.element,c=this,d=c.forExport,e=p(a.textStr,"").toString(),f=e.indexOf("<")!==-1,g=b.childNodes,h,i,j=F(b,"x"),k=a.styles,l=a.textWidth,n=k&&k.lineHeight,m=k&&k.HcTextStroke,o=g.length,Y=function(a){return n?y(n):c.fontMetrics(/(px|em)$/.test(a&&
a.style.fontSize)?a.style.fontSize:k&&k.fontSize||c.style.fontSize||12,a).h};o--;)b.removeChild(g[o]);!f&&!m&&e.indexOf(" ")===-1?b.appendChild(x.createTextNode(e)):(h=/<.*style="([^"]+)".*>/,i=/<.*href="(http[^"]+)".*>/,l&&!a.added&&this.box.appendChild(b),e=f?e.replace(/<(b|strong)>/g,'<span style="font-weight:bold">').replace(/<(i|em)>/g,'<span style="font-style:italic">').replace(/<a/g,"<span").replace(/<\/(b|strong|i|em|a)>/g,"</span>").split(/<br.*?>/g):[e],e[e.length-1]===""&&e.pop(),q(e,function(e,
f){var g,n=0,e=e.replace(/<span/g,"|||<span").replace(/<\/span>/g,"</span>|||");g=e.split("|||");q(g,function(e){if(e!==""||g.length===1){var m={},o=x.createElementNS(xa,"tspan"),p;h.test(e)&&(p=e.match(h)[1].replace(/(;| |^)color([ :])/,"$1fill$2"),F(o,"style",p));i.test(e)&&!d&&(F(o,"onclick",'location.href="'+e.match(i)[1]+'"'),B(o,{cursor:"pointer"}));e=(e.replace(/<(.|\n)*?>/g,"")||" ").replace(/&lt;/g,"<").replace(/&gt;/g,">");if(e!==" "){o.appendChild(x.createTextNode(e));if(n)m.dx=0;else if(f&&
j!==null)m.x=j;F(o,m);b.appendChild(o);!n&&f&&(!ba&&d&&B(o,{display:"block"}),F(o,"dy",Y(o)));if(l)for(var e=e.replace(/([^\^])-/g,"$1- ").split(" "),m=g.length>1||e.length>1&&k.whiteSpace!=="nowrap",q,D,s=k.HcHeight,t=[],u=Y(o),Lb=1;m&&(e.length||t.length);)delete a.bBox,q=a.getBBox(),D=q.width,!ba&&c.forExport&&(D=c.measureSpanWidth(o.firstChild.data,a.styles)),q=D>l,!q||e.length===1?(e=t,t=[],e.length&&(Lb++,s&&Lb*u>s?(e=["..."],a.attr("title",a.textStr)):(o=x.createElementNS(xa,"tspan"),F(o,{dy:u,
x:j}),p&&F(o,"style",p),b.appendChild(o))),D>l&&(l=D)):(o.removeChild(o.firstChild),t.unshift(e.pop())),e.length&&o.appendChild(x.createTextNode(e.join(" ").replace(/- /g,"-")));n++}}})}))},button:function(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i){var j=this.label(a,b,c,i,null,null,null,null,"button"),k=0,l,n,m,o,p,q,a={x1:0,y1:0,x2:0,y2:1},e=w({"stroke-width":1,stroke:"#CCCCCC",fill:{linearGradient:a,stops:[[0,"#FEFEFE"],[1,"#F6F6F6"]]},r:2,padding:5,style:{color:"black"}},e);m=e.style;delete e.style;f=w(e,{stroke:"#68A",
fill:{linearGradient:a,stops:[[0,"#FFF"],[1,"#ACF"]]}},f);o=f.style;delete f.style;g=w(e,{stroke:"#68A",fill:{linearGradient:a,stops:[[0,"#9BD"],[1,"#CDF"]]}},g);p=g.style;delete g.style;h=w(e,{style:{color:"#CCC"}},h);q=h.style;delete h.style;N(j.element,Aa?"mouseover":"mouseenter",function(){k!==3&&j.attr(f).css(o)});N(j.element,Aa?"mouseout":"mouseleave",function(){k!==3&&(l=[e,f,g][k],n=[m,o,p][k],j.attr(l).css(n))});j.setState=function(a){(j.state=k=a)?a===2?j.attr(g).css(p):a===3&&j.attr(h).css(q):
j.attr(e).css(m)};return j.on("click",function(){k!==3&&d.call(j)}).attr(e).css(r({cursor:"default"},m))},crispLine:function(a,b){a[1]===a[4]&&(a[1]=a[4]=v(a[1])-b%2/2);a[2]===a[5]&&(a[2]=a[5]=v(a[2])+b%2/2);return a},path:function(a){var b={fill:P};Ha(a)?b.d=a:da(a)&&r(b,a);return this.createElement("path").attr(b)},circle:function(a,b,c){a=da(a)?a:{x:a,y:b,r:c};b=this.createElement("circle");b.xSetter=function(a){this.element.setAttribute("cx",a)};b.ySetter=function(a){this.element.setAttribute("cy",
a)};return b.attr(a)},arc:function(a,b,c,d,e,f){if(da(a))b=a.y,c=a.r,d=a.innerR,e=a.start,f=a.end,a=a.x;a=this.symbol("arc",a||0,b||0,c||0,c||0,{innerR:d||0,start:e||0,end:f||0});a.r=c;return a},rect:function(a,b,c,d,e,f){var e=da(a)?a.r:e,g=this.createElement("rect"),a=da(a)?a:a===u?{}:{x:a,y:b,width:t(c,0),height:t(d,0)};if(f!==u)a.strokeWidth=f,a=g.crisp(a);if(e)a.r=e;g.rSetter=function(a){F(this.element,{rx:a,ry:a})};return g.attr(a)},setSize:function(a,b,c){var d=this.alignedObjects,e=d.length;
this.width=a;this.height=b;for(this.boxWrapper[p(c,!0)?"animate":"attr"]({width:a,height:b});e--;)d[e].align()},g:function(a){var b=this.createElement("g");return s(a)?b.attr({"class":"highcharts-"+a}):b},image:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f={preserveAspectRatio:P};arguments.length>1&&r(f,{x:b,y:c,width:d,height:e});f=this.createElement("image").attr(f);f.element.setAttributeNS?f.element.setAttributeNS("http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink","href",a):f.element.setAttribute("hc-svg-href",a);return f},symbol:function(a,
b,c,d,e,f){var g,h=this.symbols[a],h=h&&h(v(b),v(c),d,e,f),i=/^url\((.*?)\)$/,j,k;if(h)g=this.path(h),r(g,{symbolName:a,x:b,y:c,width:d,height:e}),f&&r(g,f);else if(i.test(a))k=function(a,b){a.element&&(a.attr({width:b[0],height:b[1]}),a.alignByTranslate||a.translate(v((d-b[0])/2),v((e-b[1])/2)))},j=a.match(i)[1],a=Jb[j]||f&&f.width&&f.height&&[f.width,f.height],g=this.image(j).attr({x:b,y:c}),g.isImg=!0,a?k(g,a):(g.attr({width:0,height:0}),$("img",{onload:function(){k(g,Jb[j]=[this.width,this.height])},
src:j}));return g},symbols:{circle:function(a,b,c,d){var e=0.166*c;return["M",a+c/2,b,"C",a+c+e,b,a+c+e,b+d,a+c/2,b+d,"C",a-e,b+d,a-e,b,a+c/2,b,"Z"]},square:function(a,b,c,d){return["M",a,b,"L",a+c,b,a+c,b+d,a,b+d,"Z"]},triangle:function(a,b,c,d){return["M",a+c/2,b,"L",a+c,b+d,a,b+d,"Z"]},"triangle-down":function(a,b,c,d){return["M",a,b,"L",a+c,b,a+c/2,b+d,"Z"]},diamond:function(a,b,c,d){return["M",a+c/2,b,"L",a+c,b+d/2,a+c/2,b+d,a,b+d/2,"Z"]},arc:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=e.start,c=e.r||c||d,g=e.end-
0.001,d=e.innerR,h=e.open,i=aa(f),j=fa(f),k=aa(g),g=fa(g),e=e.end-f<oa?0:1;return["M",a+c*i,b+c*j,"A",c,c,0,e,1,a+c*k,b+c*g,h?"M":"L",a+d*k,b+d*g,"A",d,d,0,e,0,a+d*i,b+d*j,h?"":"Z"]},callout:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=L(e&&e.r||0,c,d),g=f+6,h=e&&e.anchorX,i=e&&e.anchorY,e=v(e.strokeWidth||0)%2/2;a+=e;b+=e;e=["M",a+f,b,"L",a+c-f,b,"C",a+c,b,a+c,b,a+c,b+f,"L",a+c,b+d-f,"C",a+c,b+d,a+c,b+d,a+c-f,b+d,"L",a+f,b+d,"C",a,b+d,a,b+d,a,b+d-f,"L",a,b+f,"C",a,b,a,b,a+f,b];h&&h>c&&i>b+g&&i<b+d-g?e.splice(13,3,
"L",a+c,i-6,a+c+6,i,a+c,i+6,a+c,b+d-f):h&&h<0&&i>b+g&&i<b+d-g?e.splice(33,3,"L",a,i+6,a-6,i,a,i-6,a,b+f):i&&i>d&&h>a+g&&h<a+c-g?e.splice(23,3,"L",h+6,b+d,h,b+d+6,h-6,b+d,a+f,b+d):i&&i<0&&h>a+g&&h<a+c-g&&e.splice(3,3,"L",h-6,b,h,b-6,h+6,b,c-f,b);return e}},clipRect:function(a,b,c,d){var e="highcharts-"+ub++,f=this.createElement("clipPath").attr({id:e}).add(this.defs),a=this.rect(a,b,c,d,0).add(f);a.id=e;a.clipPath=f;return a},text:function(a,b,c,d){var e=ga||!ba&&this.forExport,f={};if(d&&!this.forExport)return this.html(a,
b,c);f.x=Math.round(b||0);if(c)f.y=Math.round(c);if(a||a===0)f.text=a;a=this.createElement("text").attr(f);e&&a.css({position:"absolute"});if(!d)a.xSetter=function(a,b,c){var d=c.getElementsByTagName("tspan"),e,f=c.getAttribute(b),n;for(n=0;n<d.length;n++)e=d[n],e.getAttribute(b)===f&&e.setAttribute(b,a);c.setAttribute(b,a)};return a},fontMetrics:function(a,b){a=a||this.style.fontSize;if(b&&G.getComputedStyle)b=b.element||b,a=G.getComputedStyle(b,"").fontSize;var a=/px/.test(a)?y(a):/em/.test(a)?
parseFloat(a)*12:12,c=a<24?a+4:v(a*1.2),d=v(c*0.8);return{h:c,b:d,f:a}},label:function(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i){function j(){var a,b;a=o.element.style;D=(t===void 0||xb===void 0||m.styles.textAlign)&&o.textStr&&o.getBBox();m.width=(t||D.width||0)+2*C+kb;m.height=(xb||D.height||0)+2*C;R=C+n.fontMetrics(a&&a.fontSize,o).b;if(y){if(!p)a=v(-J*C),b=h?-R:0,m.box=p=d?n.symbol(d,a,b,m.width,m.height,z):n.rect(a,b,m.width,m.height,0,z[Qb]),p.attr("fill",P).add(m);p.isImg||p.attr(r({width:v(m.width),height:v(m.height)},
z));z=null}}function k(){var a=m.styles,a=a&&a.textAlign,b=kb+C*(1-J),c;c=h?0:R;if(s(t)&&D&&(a==="center"||a==="right"))b+={center:0.5,right:1}[a]*(t-D.width);if(b!==o.x||c!==o.y)o.attr("x",b),c!==u&&o.attr("y",c);o.x=b;o.y=c}function l(a,b){p?p.attr(a,b):z[a]=b}var n=this,m=n.g(i),o=n.text("",0,0,g).attr({zIndex:1}),p,D,J=0,C=3,kb=0,t,xb,yb,x,Kb=0,z={},R,y;m.onAdd=function(){o.add(m);m.attr({text:a||a===0?a:"",x:b,y:c});p&&s(e)&&m.attr({anchorX:e,anchorY:f})};m.widthSetter=function(a){t=a};m.heightSetter=
function(a){xb=a};m.paddingSetter=function(a){s(a)&&a!==C&&(C=a,k())};m.paddingLeftSetter=function(a){s(a)&&a!==kb&&(kb=a,k())};m.alignSetter=function(a){J={left:0,center:0.5,right:1}[a]};m.textSetter=function(a){a!==u&&o.textSetter(a);j();k()};m["stroke-widthSetter"]=function(a,b){a&&(y=!0);Kb=a%2/2;l(b,a)};m.strokeSetter=m.fillSetter=m.rSetter=function(a,b){b==="fill"&&a&&(y=!0);l(b,a)};m.anchorXSetter=function(a,b){e=a;l(b,a+Kb-yb)};m.anchorYSetter=function(a,b){f=a;l(b,a-x)};m.xSetter=function(a){m.x=
a;J&&(a-=J*((t||D.width)+C));yb=v(a);m.attr("translateX",yb)};m.ySetter=function(a){x=m.y=v(a);m.attr("translateY",x)};var A=m.css;return r(m,{css:function(a){if(a){var b={},a=w(a);q(m.textProps,function(c){a[c]!==u&&(b[c]=a[c],delete a[c])});o.css(b)}return A.call(m,a)},getBBox:function(){return{width:D.width+2*C,height:D.height+2*C,x:D.x-C,y:D.y-C}},shadow:function(a){p&&p.shadow(a);return m},destroy:function(){X(m.element,"mouseenter");X(m.element,"mouseleave");o&&(o=o.destroy());p&&(p=p.destroy());
S.prototype.destroy.call(m);m=n=j=k=l=null}})}};Za=ta;r(S.prototype,{htmlCss:function(a){var b=this.element;if(b=a&&b.tagName==="SPAN"&&a.width)delete a.width,this.textWidth=b,this.updateTransform();this.styles=r(this.styles,a);B(this.element,a);return this},htmlGetBBox:function(){var a=this.element,b=this.bBox;if(!b){if(a.nodeName==="text")a.style.position="absolute";b=this.bBox={x:a.offsetLeft,y:a.offsetTop,width:a.offsetWidth,height:a.offsetHeight}}return b},htmlUpdateTransform:function(){if(this.added){var a=
this.renderer,b=this.element,c=this.translateX||0,d=this.translateY||0,e=this.x||0,f=this.y||0,g=this.textAlign||"left",h={left:0,center:0.5,right:1}[g],i=this.shadows;B(b,{marginLeft:c,marginTop:d});i&&q(i,function(a){B(a,{marginLeft:c+1,marginTop:d+1})});this.inverted&&q(b.childNodes,function(c){a.invertChild(c,b)});if(b.tagName==="SPAN"){var j=this.rotation,k,l=y(this.textWidth),n=[j,g,b.innerHTML,this.textWidth].join(",");if(n!==this.cTT){k=a.fontMetrics(b.style.fontSize).b;s(j)&&this.setSpanRotation(j,
h,k);i=p(this.elemWidth,b.offsetWidth);if(i>l&&/[ \-]/.test(b.textContent||b.innerText))B(b,{width:l+"px",display:"block",whiteSpace:"normal"}),i=l;this.getSpanCorrection(i,k,h,j,g)}B(b,{left:e+(this.xCorr||0)+"px",top:f+(this.yCorr||0)+"px"});if(tb)k=b.offsetHeight;this.cTT=n}}else this.alignOnAdd=!0},setSpanRotation:function(a,b,c){var d={},e=Aa?"-ms-transform":tb?"-webkit-transform":Ua?"MozTransform":Hb?"-o-transform":"";d[e]=d.transform="rotate("+a+"deg)";d[e+(Ua?"Origin":"-origin")]=d.transformOrigin=
b*100+"% "+c+"px";B(this.element,d)},getSpanCorrection:function(a,b,c){this.xCorr=-a*c;this.yCorr=-b}});r(ta.prototype,{html:function(a,b,c){var d=this.createElement("span"),e=d.element,f=d.renderer;d.textSetter=function(a){a!==e.innerHTML&&delete this.bBox;e.innerHTML=this.textStr=a};d.xSetter=d.ySetter=d.alignSetter=d.rotationSetter=function(a,b){b==="align"&&(b="textAlign");d[b]=a;d.htmlUpdateTransform()};d.attr({text:a,x:v(b),y:v(c)}).css({position:"absolute",whiteSpace:"nowrap",fontFamily:this.style.fontFamily,
fontSize:this.style.fontSize});d.css=d.htmlCss;if(f.isSVG)d.add=function(a){var b,c=f.box.parentNode,j=[];if(this.parentGroup=a){if(b=a.div,!b){for(;a;)j.push(a),a=a.parentGroup;q(j.reverse(),function(a){var d;b=a.div=a.div||$(Ka,{className:F(a.element,"class")},{position:"absolute",left:(a.translateX||0)+"px",top:(a.translateY||0)+"px"},b||c);d=b.style;r(a,{translateXSetter:function(b,c){d.left=b+"px";a[c]=b;a.doTransform=!0},translateYSetter:function(b,c){d.top=b+"px";a[c]=b;a.doTransform=!0},visibilitySetter:function(a,
b){d[b]=a}})})}}else b=c;b.appendChild(e);d.added=!0;d.alignOnAdd&&d.htmlUpdateTransform();return d};return d}});var Z;if(!ba&&!ga){Z={init:function(a,b){var c=["<",b,' filled="f" stroked="f"'],d=["position: ","absolute",";"],e=b===Ka;(b==="shape"||e)&&d.push("left:0;top:0;width:1px;height:1px;");d.push("visibility: ",e?"hidden":"visible");c.push(' style="',d.join(""),'"/>');if(b)c=e||b==="span"||b==="img"?c.join(""):a.prepVML(c),this.element=$(c);this.renderer=a},add:function(a){var b=this.renderer,
c=this.element,d=b.box,d=a?a.element||a:d;a&&a.inverted&&b.invertChild(c,d);d.appendChild(c);this.added=!0;this.alignOnAdd&&!this.deferUpdateTransform&&this.updateTransform();if(this.onAdd)this.onAdd();return this},updateTransform:S.prototype.htmlUpdateTransform,setSpanRotation:function(){var a=this.rotation,b=aa(a*Ea),c=fa(a*Ea);B(this.element,{filter:a?["progid:DXImageTransform.Microsoft.Matrix(M11=",b,", M12=",-c,", M21=",c,", M22=",b,", sizingMethod='auto expand')"].join(""):P})},getSpanCorrection:function(a,
b,c,d,e){var f=d?aa(d*Ea):1,g=d?fa(d*Ea):0,h=p(this.elemHeight,this.element.offsetHeight),i;this.xCorr=f<0&&-a;this.yCorr=g<0&&-h;i=f*g<0;this.xCorr+=g*b*(i?1-c:c);this.yCorr-=f*b*(d?i?c:1-c:1);e&&e!=="left"&&(this.xCorr-=a*c*(f<0?-1:1),d&&(this.yCorr-=h*c*(g<0?-1:1)),B(this.element,{textAlign:e}))},pathToVML:function(a){for(var b=a.length,c=[];b--;)if(ja(a[b]))c[b]=v(a[b]*10)-5;else if(a[b]==="Z")c[b]="x";else if(c[b]=a[b],a.isArc&&(a[b]==="wa"||a[b]==="at"))c[b+5]===c[b+7]&&(c[b+7]+=a[b+7]>a[b+
5]?1:-1),c[b+6]===c[b+8]&&(c[b+8]+=a[b+8]>a[b+6]?1:-1);return c.join(" ")||"x"},clip:function(a){var b=this,c;a?(c=a.members,la(c,b),c.push(b),b.destroyClip=function(){la(c,b)},a=a.getCSS(b)):(b.destroyClip&&b.destroyClip(),a={clip:hb?"inherit":"rect(auto)"});return b.css(a)},css:S.prototype.htmlCss,safeRemoveChild:function(a){a.parentNode&&Qa(a)},destroy:function(){this.destroyClip&&this.destroyClip();return S.prototype.destroy.apply(this)},on:function(a,b){this.element["on"+a]=function(){var a=
G.event;a.target=a.srcElement;b(a)};return this},cutOffPath:function(a,b){var c,a=a.split(/[ ,]/);c=a.length;if(c===9||c===11)a[c-4]=a[c-2]=y(a[c-2])-10*b;return a.join(" ")},shadow:function(a,b,c){var d=[],e,f=this.element,g=this.renderer,h,i=f.style,j,k=f.path,l,n,m,o;k&&typeof k.value!=="string"&&(k="x");n=k;if(a){m=p(a.width,3);o=(a.opacity||0.15)/m;for(e=1;e<=3;e++){l=m*2+1-2*e;c&&(n=this.cutOffPath(k.value,l+0.5));j=['<shape isShadow="true" strokeweight="',l,'" filled="false" path="',n,'" coordsize="10 10" style="',
f.style.cssText,'" />'];h=$(g.prepVML(j),null,{left:y(i.left)+p(a.offsetX,1),top:y(i.top)+p(a.offsetY,1)});if(c)h.cutOff=l+1;j=['<stroke color="',a.color||"black",'" opacity="',o*e,'"/>'];$(g.prepVML(j),null,null,h);b?b.element.appendChild(h):f.parentNode.insertBefore(h,f);d.push(h)}this.shadows=d}return this},updateShadows:sa,setAttr:function(a,b){hb?this.element[a]=b:this.element.setAttribute(a,b)},classSetter:function(a){this.element.className=a},dashstyleSetter:function(a,b,c){(c.getElementsByTagName("stroke")[0]||
$(this.renderer.prepVML(["<stroke/>"]),null,null,c))[b]=a||"solid";this[b]=a},dSetter:function(a,b,c){var d=this.shadows,a=a||[];this.d=a.join&&a.join(" ");c.path=a=this.pathToVML(a);if(d)for(c=d.length;c--;)d[c].path=d[c].cutOff?this.cutOffPath(a,d[c].cutOff):a;this.setAttr(b,a)},fillSetter:function(a,b,c){var d=c.nodeName;if(d==="SPAN")c.style.color=a;else if(d!=="IMG")c.filled=a!==P,this.setAttr("fillcolor",this.renderer.color(a,c,b,this))},opacitySetter:sa,rotationSetter:function(a,b,c){c=c.style;
this[b]=c[b]=a;c.left=-v(fa(a*Ea)+1)+"px";c.top=v(aa(a*Ea))+"px"},strokeSetter:function(a,b,c){this.setAttr("strokecolor",this.renderer.color(a,c,b))},"stroke-widthSetter":function(a,b,c){c.stroked=!!a;this[b]=a;ja(a)&&(a+="px");this.setAttr("strokeweight",a)},titleSetter:function(a,b){this.setAttr(b,a)},visibilitySetter:function(a,b,c){a==="inherit"&&(a="visible");this.shadows&&q(this.shadows,function(c){c.style[b]=a});c.nodeName==="DIV"&&(a=a==="hidden"?"-999em":0,hb||(c.style[b]=a?"visible":"hidden"),
b="top");c.style[b]=a},xSetter:function(a,b,c){this[b]=a;b==="x"?b="left":b==="y"&&(b="top");this.updateClipping?(this[b]=a,this.updateClipping()):c.style[b]=a},zIndexSetter:function(a,b,c){c.style[b]=a}};K.VMLElement=Z=ma(S,Z);Z.prototype.ySetter=Z.prototype.widthSetter=Z.prototype.heightSetter=Z.prototype.xSetter;var ia={Element:Z,isIE8:wa.indexOf("MSIE 8.0")>-1,init:function(a,b,c,d){var e;this.alignedObjects=[];d=this.createElement(Ka).css(r(this.getStyle(d),{position:"relative"}));e=d.element;
a.appendChild(d.element);this.isVML=!0;this.box=e;this.boxWrapper=d;this.cache={};this.setSize(b,c,!1);if(!x.namespaces.hcv){x.namespaces.add("hcv","urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml");try{x.createStyleSheet().cssText="hcv\\:fill, hcv\\:path, hcv\\:shape, hcv\\:stroke{ behavior:url(#default#VML); display: inline-block; } "}catch(f){x.styleSheets[0].cssText+="hcv\\:fill, hcv\\:path, hcv\\:shape, hcv\\:stroke{ behavior:url(#default#VML); display: inline-block; } "}}},isHidden:function(){return!this.box.offsetWidth},
clipRect:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this.createElement(),f=da(a);return r(e,{members:[],left:(f?a.x:a)+1,top:(f?a.y:b)+1,width:(f?a.width:c)-1,height:(f?a.height:d)-1,getCSS:function(a){var b=a.element,c=b.nodeName,a=a.inverted,d=this.top-(c==="shape"?b.offsetTop:0),e=this.left,b=e+this.width,f=d+this.height,d={clip:"rect("+v(a?e:d)+"px,"+v(a?f:b)+"px,"+v(a?b:f)+"px,"+v(a?d:e)+"px)"};!a&&hb&&c==="DIV"&&r(d,{width:b+"px",height:f+"px"});return d},updateClipping:function(){q(e.members,function(a){a.element&&
a.css(e.getCSS(a))})}})},color:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this,f,g=/^rgba/,h,i,j=P;a&&a.linearGradient?i="gradient":a&&a.radialGradient&&(i="pattern");if(i){var k,l,n=a.linearGradient||a.radialGradient,m,o,p,D,J,C="",a=a.stops,t,s=[],u=function(){h=['<fill colors="'+s.join(",")+'" opacity="',p,'" o:opacity2="',o,'" type="',i,'" ',C,'focus="100%" method="any" />'];$(e.prepVML(h),null,null,b)};m=a[0];t=a[a.length-1];m[0]>0&&a.unshift([0,m[1]]);t[0]<1&&a.push([1,t[1]]);q(a,function(a,b){g.test(a[1])?(f=
ya(a[1]),k=f.get("rgb"),l=f.get("a")):(k=a[1],l=1);s.push(a[0]*100+"% "+k);b?(p=l,D=k):(o=l,J=k)});if(c==="fill")if(i==="gradient")c=n.x1||n[0]||0,a=n.y1||n[1]||0,m=n.x2||n[2]||0,n=n.y2||n[3]||0,C='angle="'+(90-V.atan((n-a)/(m-c))*180/oa)+'"',u();else{var j=n.r,r=j*2,v=j*2,x=n.cx,z=n.cy,R=b.radialReference,w,j=function(){R&&(w=d.getBBox(),x+=(R[0]-w.x)/w.width-0.5,z+=(R[1]-w.y)/w.height-0.5,r*=R[2]/w.width,v*=R[2]/w.height);C='src="'+E.global.VMLRadialGradientURL+'" size="'+r+","+v+'" origin="0.5,0.5" position="'+
x+","+z+'" color2="'+J+'" ';u()};d.added?j():d.onAdd=j;j=D}else j=k}else if(g.test(a)&&b.tagName!=="IMG")f=ya(a),h=["<",c,' opacity="',f.get("a"),'"/>'],$(this.prepVML(h),null,null,b),j=f.get("rgb");else{j=b.getElementsByTagName(c);if(j.length)j[0].opacity=1,j[0].type="solid";j=a}return j},prepVML:function(a){var b=this.isIE8,a=a.join("");b?(a=a.replace("/>",' xmlns="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" />'),a=a.indexOf('style="')===-1?a.replace("/>",' style="display:inline-block;behavior:url(#default#VML);" />'):
a.replace('style="','style="display:inline-block;behavior:url(#default#VML);')):a=a.replace("<","<hcv:");return a},text:ta.prototype.html,path:function(a){var b={coordsize:"10 10"};Ha(a)?b.d=a:da(a)&&r(b,a);return this.createElement("shape").attr(b)},circle:function(a,b,c){var d=this.symbol("circle");if(da(a))c=a.r,b=a.y,a=a.x;d.isCircle=!0;d.r=c;return d.attr({x:a,y:b})},g:function(a){var b;a&&(b={className:"highcharts-"+a,"class":"highcharts-"+a});return this.createElement(Ka).attr(b)},image:function(a,
b,c,d,e){var f=this.createElement("img").attr({src:a});arguments.length>1&&f.attr({x:b,y:c,width:d,height:e});return f},createElement:function(a){return a==="rect"?this.symbol(a):ta.prototype.createElement.call(this,a)},invertChild:function(a,b){var c=this,d=b.style,e=a.tagName==="IMG"&&a.style;B(a,{flip:"x",left:y(d.width)-(e?y(e.top):1),top:y(d.height)-(e?y(e.left):1),rotation:-90});q(a.childNodes,function(b){c.invertChild(b,a)})},symbols:{arc:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=e.start,g=e.end,h=e.r||c||
d,c=e.innerR,d=aa(f),i=fa(f),j=aa(g),k=fa(g);if(g-f===0)return["x"];f=["wa",a-h,b-h,a+h,b+h,a+h*d,b+h*i,a+h*j,b+h*k];e.open&&!c&&f.push("e","M",a,b);f.push("at",a-c,b-c,a+c,b+c,a+c*j,b+c*k,a+c*d,b+c*i,"x","e");f.isArc=!0;return f},circle:function(a,b,c,d,e){e&&(c=d=2*e.r);e&&e.isCircle&&(a-=c/2,b-=d/2);return["wa",a,b,a+c,b+d,a+c,b+d/2,a+c,b+d/2,"e"]},rect:function(a,b,c,d,e){return ta.prototype.symbols[!s(e)||!e.r?"square":"callout"].call(0,a,b,c,d,e)}}};K.VMLRenderer=Z=function(){this.init.apply(this,
arguments)};Z.prototype=w(ta.prototype,ia);Za=Z}ta.prototype.measureSpanWidth=function(a,b){var c=x.createElement("span"),d;d=x.createTextNode(a);c.appendChild(d);B(c,b);this.box.appendChild(c);d=c.offsetWidth;Qa(c);return d};var Mb;if(ga)K.CanVGRenderer=Z=function(){xa="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"},Z.prototype.symbols={},Mb=function(){function a(){var a=b.length,d;for(d=0;d<a;d++)b[d]();b=[]}var b=[];return{push:function(c,d){b.length===0&&Rb(d,a);b.push(c)}}}(),Za=Z;Ta.prototype={addLabel:function(){var a=
this.axis,b=a.options,c=a.chart,d=a.horiz,e=a.categories,f=a.names,g=this.pos,h=b.labels,i=h.rotation,j=a.tickPositions,d=d&&e&&!h.step&&!h.staggerLines&&!h.rotation&&c.plotWidth/j.length||!d&&(c.margin[3]||c.chartWidth*0.33),k=g===j[0],l=g===j[j.length-1],n,f=e?p(e[g],f[g],g):g,e=this.label,m=j.info;a.isDatetimeAxis&&m&&(n=b.dateTimeLabelFormats[m.higherRanks[g]||m.unitName]);this.isFirst=k;this.isLast=l;b=a.labelFormatter.call({axis:a,chart:c,isFirst:k,isLast:l,dateTimeLabelFormat:n,value:a.isLog?
ea(ka(f)):f});g=d&&{width:t(1,v(d-2*(h.padding||10)))+"px"};if(s(e))e&&e.attr({text:b}).css(g);else{n={align:a.labelAlign};if(ja(i))n.rotation=i;if(d&&h.ellipsis)g.HcHeight=a.len/j.length;this.label=e=s(b)&&h.enabled?c.renderer.text(b,0,0,h.useHTML).attr(n).css(r(g,h.style)).add(a.labelGroup):null;a.tickBaseline=c.renderer.fontMetrics(h.style.fontSize,e).b;i&&a.side===2&&(a.tickBaseline*=aa(i*Ea))}this.yOffset=e?p(h.y,a.tickBaseline+(a.side===2?8:-(e.getBBox().height/2))):0},getLabelSize:function(){var a=
this.label,b=this.axis;return a?a.getBBox()[b.horiz?"height":"width"]:0},getLabelSides:function(){var a=this.label.getBBox(),b=this.axis,c=b.horiz,d=b.options.labels,a=c?a.width:a.height,b=c?d.x-a*{left:0,center:0.5,right:1}[b.labelAlign]:0;return[b,c?a+b:a]},handleOverflow:function(a,b){var c=!0,d=this.axis,e=this.isFirst,f=this.isLast,g=d.horiz?b.x:b.y,h=d.reversed,i=d.tickPositions,j=this.getLabelSides(),k=j[0],j=j[1],l,n,m,o=this.label.line;l=o||0;n=d.labelEdge;m=d.justifyLabels&&(e||f);n[l]===
u||g+k>n[l]?n[l]=g+j:m||(c=!1);if(m){l=(n=d.justifyToPlot)?d.pos:0;n=n?l+d.len:d.chart.chartWidth;do a+=e?1:-1,m=d.ticks[i[a]];while(i[a]&&(!m||!m.label||m.label.line!==o));d=m&&m.label.xy&&m.label.xy.x+m.getLabelSides()[e?0:1];e&&!h||f&&h?g+k<l&&(g=l-k,m&&g+j>d&&(c=!1)):g+j>n&&(g=n-j,m&&g+k<d&&(c=!1));b.x=g}return c},getPosition:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this.axis,f=e.chart,g=d&&f.oldChartHeight||f.chartHeight;return{x:a?e.translate(b+c,null,null,d)+e.transB:e.left+e.offset+(e.opposite?(d&&f.oldChartWidth||
f.chartWidth)-e.right-e.left:0),y:a?g-e.bottom+e.offset-(e.opposite?e.height:0):g-e.translate(b+c,null,null,d)-e.transB}},getLabelPosition:function(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h){var i=this.axis,j=i.transA,k=i.reversed,l=i.staggerLines,a=a+e.x-(f&&d?f*j*(k?-1:1):0),b=b+this.yOffset-(f&&!d?f*j*(k?1:-1):0);if(l)c.line=g/(h||1)%l,b+=c.line*(i.labelOffset/l);return{x:a,y:b}},getMarkPath:function(a,b,c,d,e,f){return f.crispLine(["M",a,b,"L",a+(e?0:-c),b+(e?c:0)],d)},render:function(a,b,c){var d=this.axis,e=d.options,
f=d.chart.renderer,g=d.horiz,h=this.type,i=this.label,j=this.pos,k=e.labels,l=this.gridLine,n=h?h+"Grid":"grid",m=h?h+"Tick":"tick",o=e[n+"LineWidth"],q=e[n+"LineColor"],D=e[n+"LineDashStyle"],J=e[m+"Length"],n=e[m+"Width"]||0,C=e[m+"Color"],t=e[m+"Position"],m=this.mark,s=k.step,r=!0,v=d.tickmarkOffset,w=this.getPosition(g,j,v,b),x=w.x,w=w.y,z=g&&x===d.pos+d.len||!g&&w===d.pos?-1:1,c=p(c,1);this.isActive=!0;if(o){j=d.getPlotLinePath(j+v,o*z,b,!0);if(l===u){l={stroke:q,"stroke-width":o};if(D)l.dashstyle=
D;if(!h)l.zIndex=1;if(b)l.opacity=0;this.gridLine=l=o?f.path(j).attr(l).add(d.gridGroup):null}if(!b&&l&&j)l[this.isNew?"attr":"animate"]({d:j,opacity:c})}if(n&&J)t==="inside"&&(J=-J),d.opposite&&(J=-J),h=this.getMarkPath(x,w,J,n*z,g,f),m?m.animate({d:h,opacity:c}):this.mark=f.path(h).attr({stroke:C,"stroke-width":n,opacity:c}).add(d.axisGroup);if(i&&!isNaN(x))i.xy=w=this.getLabelPosition(x,w,i,g,k,v,a,s),this.isFirst&&!this.isLast&&!p(e.showFirstLabel,1)||this.isLast&&!this.isFirst&&!p(e.showLastLabel,
1)?r=!1:!d.isRadial&&!k.step&&!k.rotation&&!b&&c!==0&&(r=this.handleOverflow(a,w)),s&&a%s&&(r=!1),r&&!isNaN(w.y)?(w.opacity=c,i[this.isNew?"attr":"animate"](w),this.isNew=!1):i.attr("y",-9999)},destroy:function(){Pa(this,this.axis)}};K.PlotLineOrBand=function(a,b){this.axis=a;if(b)this.options=b,this.id=b.id};K.PlotLineOrBand.prototype={render:function(){var a=this,b=a.axis,c=b.horiz,d=(b.pointRange||0)/2,e=a.options,f=e.label,g=a.label,h=e.width,i=e.to,j=e.from,k=s(j)&&s(i),l=e.value,n=e.dashStyle,
m=a.svgElem,o=[],p,q=e.color,J=e.zIndex,C=e.events,r={},u=b.chart.renderer;b.isLog&&(j=za(j),i=za(i),l=za(l));if(h){if(o=b.getPlotLinePath(l,h),r={stroke:q,"stroke-width":h},n)r.dashstyle=n}else if(k){j=t(j,b.min-d);i=L(i,b.max+d);o=b.getPlotBandPath(j,i,e);if(q)r.fill=q;if(e.borderWidth)r.stroke=e.borderColor,r["stroke-width"]=e.borderWidth}else return;if(s(J))r.zIndex=J;if(m)if(o)m.animate({d:o},null,m.onGetPath);else{if(m.hide(),m.onGetPath=function(){m.show()},g)a.label=g=g.destroy()}else if(o&&
o.length&&(a.svgElem=m=u.path(o).attr(r).add(),C))for(p in d=function(b){m.on(b,function(c){C[b].apply(a,[c])})},C)d(p);if(f&&s(f.text)&&o&&o.length&&b.width>0&&b.height>0){f=w({align:c&&k&&"center",x:c?!k&&4:10,verticalAlign:!c&&k&&"middle",y:c?k?16:10:k?6:-4,rotation:c&&!k&&90},f);if(!g){r={align:f.textAlign||f.align,rotation:f.rotation};if(s(J))r.zIndex=J;a.label=g=u.text(f.text,0,0,f.useHTML).attr(r).css(f.style).add()}b=[o[1],o[4],k?o[6]:o[1]];k=[o[2],o[5],k?o[7]:o[2]];o=Oa(b);c=Oa(k);g.align(f,
!1,{x:o,y:c,width:Ca(b)-o,height:Ca(k)-c});g.show()}else g&&g.hide();return a},destroy:function(){la(this.axis.plotLinesAndBands,this);delete this.axis;Pa(this)}};na.prototype={defaultOptions:{dateTimeLabelFormats:{millisecond:"%H:%M:%S.%L",second:"%H:%M:%S",minute:"%H:%M",hour:"%H:%M",day:"%e. %b",week:"%e. %b",month:"%b '%y",year:"%Y"},endOnTick:!1,gridLineColor:"#C0C0C0",labels:M,lineColor:"#C0D0E0",lineWidth:1,minPadding:0.01,maxPadding:0.01,minorGridLineColor:"#E0E0E0",minorGridLineWidth:1,minorTickColor:"#A0A0A0",
minorTickLength:2,minorTickPosition:"outside",startOfWeek:1,startOnTick:!1,tickColor:"#C0D0E0",tickLength:10,tickmarkPlacement:"between",tickPixelInterval:100,tickPosition:"outside",tickWidth:1,title:{align:"middle",style:{color:"#707070"}},type:"linear"},defaultYAxisOptions:{endOnTick:!0,gridLineWidth:1,tickPixelInterval:72,showLastLabel:!0,labels:{x:-8,y:3},lineWidth:0,maxPadding:0.05,minPadding:0.05,startOnTick:!0,tickWidth:0,title:{rotation:270,text:"Values"},stackLabels:{enabled:!1,formatter:function(){return Ba(this.total,
-1)},style:M.style}},defaultLeftAxisOptions:{labels:{x:-15,y:null},title:{rotation:270}},defaultRightAxisOptions:{labels:{x:15,y:null},title:{rotation:90}},defaultBottomAxisOptions:{labels:{x:0,y:null},title:{rotation:0}},defaultTopAxisOptions:{labels:{x:0,y:-15},title:{rotation:0}},init:function(a,b){var c=b.isX;this.horiz=a.inverted?!c:c;this.coll=(this.isXAxis=c)?"xAxis":"yAxis";this.opposite=b.opposite;this.side=b.side||(this.horiz?this.opposite?0:2:this.opposite?1:3);this.setOptions(b);var d=
this.options,e=d.type;this.labelFormatter=d.labels.formatter||this.defaultLabelFormatter;this.userOptions=b;this.minPixelPadding=0;this.chart=a;this.reversed=d.reversed;this.zoomEnabled=d.zoomEnabled!==!1;this.categories=d.categories||e==="category";this.names=[];this.isLog=e==="logarithmic";this.isDatetimeAxis=e==="datetime";this.isLinked=s(d.linkedTo);this.tickmarkOffset=this.categories&&d.tickmarkPlacement==="between"&&p(d.tickInterval,1)===1?0.5:0;this.ticks={};this.labelEdge=[];this.minorTicks=
{};this.plotLinesAndBands=[];this.alternateBands={};this.len=0;this.minRange=this.userMinRange=d.minRange||d.maxZoom;this.range=d.range;this.offset=d.offset||0;this.stacks={};this.oldStacks={};this.min=this.max=null;this.crosshair=p(d.crosshair,ra(a.options.tooltip.crosshairs)[c?0:1],!1);var f,d=this.options.events;Ma(this,a.axes)===-1&&(c&&!this.isColorAxis?a.axes.splice(a.xAxis.length,0,this):a.axes.push(this),a[this.coll].push(this));this.series=this.series||[];if(a.inverted&&c&&this.reversed===
u)this.reversed=!0;this.removePlotLine=this.removePlotBand=this.removePlotBandOrLine;for(f in d)N(this,f,d[f]);if(this.isLog)this.val2lin=za,this.lin2val=ka},setOptions:function(a){this.options=w(this.defaultOptions,this.isXAxis?{}:this.defaultYAxisOptions,[this.defaultTopAxisOptions,this.defaultRightAxisOptions,this.defaultBottomAxisOptions,this.defaultLeftAxisOptions][this.side],w(E[this.coll],a))},defaultLabelFormatter:function(){var a=this.axis,b=this.value,c=a.categories,d=this.dateTimeLabelFormat,
e=E.lang.numericSymbols,f=e&&e.length,g,h=a.options.labels.format,a=a.isLog?b:a.tickInterval;if(h)g=Ja(h,this);else if(c)g=b;else if(d)g=cb(d,b);else if(f&&a>=1E3)for(;f--&&g===u;)c=Math.pow(1E3,f+1),a>=c&&e[f]!==null&&(g=Ba(b/c,-1)+e[f]);g===u&&(g=Q(b)>=1E4?Ba(b,0):Ba(b,-1,u,""));return g},getSeriesExtremes:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart;a.hasVisibleSeries=!1;a.dataMin=a.dataMax=a.ignoreMinPadding=a.ignoreMaxPadding=null;a.buildStacks&&a.buildStacks();q(a.series,function(c){if(c.visible||!b.options.chart.ignoreHiddenSeries){var d;
d=c.options.threshold;var e;a.hasVisibleSeries=!0;a.isLog&&d<=0&&(d=null);if(a.isXAxis){if(d=c.xData,d.length)a.dataMin=L(p(a.dataMin,d[0]),Oa(d)),a.dataMax=t(p(a.dataMax,d[0]),Ca(d))}else{c.getExtremes();e=c.dataMax;c=c.dataMin;if(s(c)&&s(e))a.dataMin=L(p(a.dataMin,c),c),a.dataMax=t(p(a.dataMax,e),e);if(s(d))if(a.dataMin>=d)a.dataMin=d,a.ignoreMinPadding=!0;else if(a.dataMax<d)a.dataMax=d,a.ignoreMaxPadding=!0}}})},translate:function(a,b,c,d,e,f){var g=1,h=0,i=d?this.oldTransA:this.transA,d=d?this.oldMin:
this.min,j=this.minPixelPadding,e=(this.options.ordinal||this.isLog&&e)&&this.lin2val;if(!i)i=this.transA;if(c)g*=-1,h=this.len;this.reversed&&(g*=-1,h-=g*(this.sector||this.len));b?(a=a*g+h,a-=j,a=a/i+d,e&&(a=this.lin2val(a))):(e&&(a=this.val2lin(a)),f==="between"&&(f=0.5),a=g*(a-d)*i+h+g*j+(ja(f)?i*f*this.pointRange:0));return a},toPixels:function(a,b){return this.translate(a,!1,!this.horiz,null,!0)+(b?0:this.pos)},toValue:function(a,b){return this.translate(a-(b?0:this.pos),!0,!this.horiz,null,
!0)},getPlotLinePath:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this.chart,g=this.left,h=this.top,i,j,k=c&&f.oldChartHeight||f.chartHeight,l=c&&f.oldChartWidth||f.chartWidth,n;i=this.transB;e=p(e,this.translate(a,null,null,c));a=c=v(e+i);i=j=v(k-e-i);if(isNaN(e))n=!0;else if(this.horiz){if(i=h,j=k-this.bottom,a<g||a>g+this.width)n=!0}else if(a=g,c=l-this.right,i<h||i>h+this.height)n=!0;return n&&!d?null:f.renderer.crispLine(["M",a,i,"L",c,j],b||1)},getLinearTickPositions:function(a,b,c){var d,e=ea(U(b/a)*a),f=ea(La(c/
a)*a),g=[];if(b===c&&ja(b))return[b];for(b=e;b<=f;){g.push(b);b=ea(b+a);if(b===d)break;d=b}return g},getMinorTickPositions:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.tickPositions,c=this.minorTickInterval,d=[],e;if(this.isLog){e=b.length;for(a=1;a<e;a++)d=d.concat(this.getLogTickPositions(c,b[a-1],b[a],!0))}else if(this.isDatetimeAxis&&a.minorTickInterval==="auto")d=d.concat(this.getTimeTicks(this.normalizeTimeTickInterval(c),this.min,this.max,a.startOfWeek)),d[0]<this.min&&d.shift();else for(b=this.min+
(b[0]-this.min)%c;b<=this.max;b+=c)d.push(b);return d},adjustForMinRange:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.min,c=this.max,d,e=this.dataMax-this.dataMin>=this.minRange,f,g,h,i,j;if(this.isXAxis&&this.minRange===u&&!this.isLog)s(a.min)||s(a.max)?this.minRange=null:(q(this.series,function(a){i=a.xData;for(g=j=a.xIncrement?1:i.length-1;g>0;g--)if(h=i[g]-i[g-1],f===u||h<f)f=h}),this.minRange=L(f*5,this.dataMax-this.dataMin));if(c-b<this.minRange){var k=this.minRange;d=(k-c+b)/2;d=[b-d,p(a.min,b-d)];
if(e)d[2]=this.dataMin;b=Ca(d);c=[b+k,p(a.max,b+k)];if(e)c[2]=this.dataMax;c=Oa(c);c-b<k&&(d[0]=c-k,d[1]=p(a.min,c-k),b=Ca(d))}this.min=b;this.max=c},setAxisTranslation:function(a){var b=this,c=b.max-b.min,d=b.axisPointRange||0,e,f=0,g=0,h=b.linkedParent,i=!!b.categories,j=b.transA;if(b.isXAxis||i||d)h?(f=h.minPointOffset,g=h.pointRangePadding):q(b.series,function(a){var h=i?1:b.isXAxis?a.pointRange:b.axisPointRange||0,j=a.options.pointPlacement,m=a.closestPointRange;h>c&&(h=0);d=t(d,h);f=t(f,Ga(j)?
0:h/2);g=t(g,j==="on"?0:h);!a.noSharedTooltip&&s(m)&&(e=s(e)?L(e,m):m)}),h=b.ordinalSlope&&e?b.ordinalSlope/e:1,b.minPointOffset=f*=h,b.pointRangePadding=g*=h,b.pointRange=L(d,c),b.closestPointRange=e;if(a)b.oldTransA=j;b.translationSlope=b.transA=j=b.len/(c+g||1);b.transB=b.horiz?b.left:b.bottom;b.minPixelPadding=j*f},setTickPositions:function(a){var b=this,c=b.chart,d=b.options,e=d.startOnTick,f=d.endOnTick,g=b.isLog,h=b.isDatetimeAxis,i=b.isXAxis,j=b.isLinked,k=b.options.tickPositioner,l=d.maxPadding,
n=d.minPadding,m=d.tickInterval,o=d.minTickInterval,Y=d.tickPixelInterval,D,J=b.categories;j?(b.linkedParent=c[b.coll][d.linkedTo],c=b.linkedParent.getExtremes(),b.min=p(c.min,c.dataMin),b.max=p(c.max,c.dataMax),d.type!==b.linkedParent.options.type&&ha(11,1)):(b.min=p(b.userMin,d.min,b.dataMin),b.max=p(b.userMax,d.max,b.dataMax));if(g)!a&&L(b.min,p(b.dataMin,b.min))<=0&&ha(10,1),b.min=ea(za(b.min)),b.max=ea(za(b.max));if(b.range&&s(b.max))b.userMin=b.min=t(b.min,b.max-b.range),b.userMax=b.max,b.range=
null;b.beforePadding&&b.beforePadding();b.adjustForMinRange();if(!J&&!b.axisPointRange&&!b.usePercentage&&!j&&s(b.min)&&s(b.max)&&(c=b.max-b.min)){if(!s(d.min)&&!s(b.userMin)&&n&&(b.dataMin<0||!b.ignoreMinPadding))b.min-=c*n;if(!s(d.max)&&!s(b.userMax)&&l&&(b.dataMax>0||!b.ignoreMaxPadding))b.max+=c*l}if(ja(d.floor))b.min=t(b.min,d.floor);if(ja(d.ceiling))b.max=L(b.max,d.ceiling);b.min===b.max||b.min===void 0||b.max===void 0?b.tickInterval=1:j&&!m&&Y===b.linkedParent.options.tickPixelInterval?b.tickInterval=
b.linkedParent.tickInterval:(b.tickInterval=p(m,J?1:(b.max-b.min)*Y/t(b.len,Y)),!s(m)&&b.len<Y&&!this.isRadial&&!this.isLog&&!J&&e&&f&&(D=!0,b.tickInterval/=4));i&&!a&&q(b.series,function(a){a.processData(b.min!==b.oldMin||b.max!==b.oldMax)});b.setAxisTranslation(!0);b.beforeSetTickPositions&&b.beforeSetTickPositions();if(b.postProcessTickInterval)b.tickInterval=b.postProcessTickInterval(b.tickInterval);if(b.pointRange)b.tickInterval=t(b.pointRange,b.tickInterval);if(!m&&b.tickInterval<o)b.tickInterval=
o;if(!h&&!g&&!m)b.tickInterval=nb(b.tickInterval,null,mb(b.tickInterval),p(d.allowDecimals,!(b.tickInterval>1&&b.tickInterval<5&&b.max>1E3&&b.max<9999)));b.minorTickInterval=d.minorTickInterval==="auto"&&b.tickInterval?b.tickInterval/5:d.minorTickInterval;b.tickPositions=a=d.tickPositions?[].concat(d.tickPositions):k&&k.apply(b,[b.min,b.max]);if(!a)!b.ordinalPositions&&(b.max-b.min)/b.tickInterval>t(2*b.len,200)&&ha(19,!0),a=h?b.getTimeTicks(b.normalizeTimeTickInterval(b.tickInterval,d.units),b.min,
b.max,d.startOfWeek,b.ordinalPositions,b.closestPointRange,!0):g?b.getLogTickPositions(b.tickInterval,b.min,b.max):b.getLinearTickPositions(b.tickInterval,b.min,b.max),D&&a.splice(1,a.length-2),b.tickPositions=a;if(!j)d=a[0],g=a[a.length-1],h=b.minPointOffset||0,e?b.min=d:b.min-h>d&&a.shift(),f?b.max=g:b.max+h<g&&a.pop(),a.length===0&&s(d)&&a.push((g+d)/2),a.length===1&&(e=Q(b.max)>1E13?1:0.001,b.min-=e,b.max+=e)},setMaxTicks:function(){var a=this.chart,b=a.maxTicks||{},c=this.tickPositions,d=this._maxTicksKey=
[this.coll,this.pos,this.len].join("-");if(!this.isLinked&&!this.isDatetimeAxis&&c&&c.length>(b[d]||0)&&this.options.alignTicks!==!1)b[d]=c.length;a.maxTicks=b},adjustTickAmount:function(){var a=this._maxTicksKey,b=this.tickPositions,c=this.chart.maxTicks;if(c&&c[a]&&!this.isDatetimeAxis&&!this.categories&&!this.isLinked&&this.options.alignTicks!==!1&&this.min!==u){var d=this.tickAmount,e=b.length;this.tickAmount=a=c[a];if(e<a){for(;b.length<a;)b.push(ea(b[b.length-1]+this.tickInterval));this.transA*=
(e-1)/(a-1);this.max=b[b.length-1]}if(s(d)&&a!==d)this.isDirty=!0}},setScale:function(){var a=this.stacks,b,c,d,e;this.oldMin=this.min;this.oldMax=this.max;this.oldAxisLength=this.len;this.setAxisSize();e=this.len!==this.oldAxisLength;q(this.series,function(a){if(a.isDirtyData||a.isDirty||a.xAxis.isDirty)d=!0});if(e||d||this.isLinked||this.forceRedraw||this.userMin!==this.oldUserMin||this.userMax!==this.oldUserMax){if(!this.isXAxis)for(b in a)for(c in a[b])a[b][c].total=null,a[b][c].cum=0;this.forceRedraw=
!1;this.getSeriesExtremes();this.setTickPositions();this.oldUserMin=this.userMin;this.oldUserMax=this.userMax;if(!this.isDirty)this.isDirty=e||this.min!==this.oldMin||this.max!==this.oldMax}else if(!this.isXAxis){if(this.oldStacks)a=this.stacks=this.oldStacks;for(b in a)for(c in a[b])a[b][c].cum=a[b][c].total}this.setMaxTicks()},setExtremes:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this,g=f.chart,c=p(c,!0),e=r(e,{min:a,max:b});I(f,"setExtremes",e,function(){f.userMin=a;f.userMax=b;f.eventArgs=e;f.isDirtyExtremes=
!0;c&&g.redraw(d)})},zoom:function(a,b){var c=this.dataMin,d=this.dataMax,e=this.options;this.allowZoomOutside||(s(c)&&a<=L(c,p(e.min,c))&&(a=u),s(d)&&b>=t(d,p(e.max,d))&&(b=u));this.displayBtn=a!==u||b!==u;this.setExtremes(a,b,!1,u,{trigger:"zoom"});return!0},setAxisSize:function(){var a=this.chart,b=this.options,c=b.offsetLeft||0,d=this.horiz,e=p(b.width,a.plotWidth-c+(b.offsetRight||0)),f=p(b.height,a.plotHeight),g=p(b.top,a.plotTop),b=p(b.left,a.plotLeft+c),c=/%$/;c.test(f)&&(f=parseInt(f,10)/
100*a.plotHeight);c.test(g)&&(g=parseInt(g,10)/100*a.plotHeight+a.plotTop);this.left=b;this.top=g;this.width=e;this.height=f;this.bottom=a.chartHeight-f-g;this.right=a.chartWidth-e-b;this.len=t(d?e:f,0);this.pos=d?b:g},getExtremes:function(){var a=this.isLog;return{min:a?ea(ka(this.min)):this.min,max:a?ea(ka(this.max)):this.max,dataMin:this.dataMin,dataMax:this.dataMax,userMin:this.userMin,userMax:this.userMax}},getThreshold:function(a){var b=this.isLog,c=b?ka(this.min):this.min,b=b?ka(this.max):
this.max;c>a||a===null?a=c:b<a&&(a=b);return this.translate(a,0,1,0,1)},autoLabelAlign:function(a){a=(p(a,0)-this.side*90+720)%360;return a>15&&a<165?"right":a>195&&a<345?"left":"center"},getOffset:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart,c=b.renderer,d=a.options,e=a.tickPositions,f=a.ticks,g=a.horiz,h=a.side,i=b.inverted?[1,0,3,2][h]:h,j,k,l=0,n,m=0,o=d.title,Y=d.labels,D=0,J=b.axisOffset,b=b.clipOffset,C=[-1,1,1,-1][h],r,v=1,w=p(Y.maxStaggerLines,5),x,y,A,z,R;a.hasData=j=a.hasVisibleSeries||s(a.min)&&s(a.max)&&
!!e;a.showAxis=k=j||p(d.showEmpty,!0);a.staggerLines=a.horiz&&Y.staggerLines;if(!a.axisGroup)a.gridGroup=c.g("grid").attr({zIndex:d.gridZIndex||1}).add(),a.axisGroup=c.g("axis").attr({zIndex:d.zIndex||2}).add(),a.labelGroup=c.g("axis-labels").attr({zIndex:Y.zIndex||7}).addClass("highcharts-"+a.coll.toLowerCase()+"-labels").add();if(j||a.isLinked){a.labelAlign=p(Y.align||a.autoLabelAlign(Y.rotation));q(e,function(b){f[b]?f[b].addLabel():f[b]=new Ta(a,b)});if(a.horiz&&!a.staggerLines&&w&&!Y.rotation){for(j=
a.reversed?[].concat(e).reverse():e;v<w;){x=[];y=!1;for(r=0;r<j.length;r++)A=j[r],z=(z=f[A].label&&f[A].label.getBBox())?z.width:0,R=r%v,z&&(A=a.translate(A),x[R]!==u&&A<x[R]&&(y=!0),x[R]=A+z);if(y)v++;else break}if(v>1)a.staggerLines=v}q(e,function(b){if(h===0||h===2||{1:"left",3:"right"}[h]===a.labelAlign)D=t(f[b].getLabelSize(),D)});if(a.staggerLines)D*=a.staggerLines,a.labelOffset=D}else for(r in f)f[r].destroy(),delete f[r];if(o&&o.text&&o.enabled!==!1){if(!a.axisTitle)a.axisTitle=c.text(o.text,
0,0,o.useHTML).attr({zIndex:7,rotation:o.rotation||0,align:o.textAlign||{low:"left",middle:"center",high:"right"}[o.align]}).addClass("highcharts-"+this.coll.toLowerCase()+"-title").css(o.style).add(a.axisGroup),a.axisTitle.isNew=!0;if(k)l=a.axisTitle.getBBox()[g?"height":"width"],n=o.offset,m=s(n)?0:p(o.margin,g?5:10);a.axisTitle[k?"show":"hide"]()}a.offset=C*p(d.offset,J[h]);c=h===2?a.tickBaseline:0;g=D+m+(D&&C*(g?p(Y.y,a.tickBaseline+8):Y.x)-c);a.axisTitleMargin=p(n,g);J[h]=t(J[h],a.axisTitleMargin+
l+C*a.offset,g);b[i]=t(b[i],U(d.lineWidth/2)*2)},getLinePath:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=this.opposite,d=this.offset,e=this.horiz,f=this.left+(c?this.width:0)+d,d=b.chartHeight-this.bottom-(c?this.height:0)+d;c&&(a*=-1);return b.renderer.crispLine(["M",e?this.left:f,e?d:this.top,"L",e?b.chartWidth-this.right:f,e?d:b.chartHeight-this.bottom],a)},getTitlePosition:function(){var a=this.horiz,b=this.left,c=this.top,d=this.len,e=this.options.title,f=a?b:c,g=this.opposite,h=this.offset,i=y(e.style.fontSize||
12),d={low:f+(a?0:d),middle:f+d/2,high:f+(a?d:0)}[e.align],b=(a?c+this.height:b)+(a?1:-1)*(g?-1:1)*this.axisTitleMargin+(this.side===2?i:0);return{x:a?d:b+(g?this.width:0)+h+(e.x||0),y:a?b-(g?this.height:0)+h:d+(e.y||0)}},render:function(){var a=this,b=a.horiz,c=a.reversed,d=a.chart,e=d.renderer,f=a.options,g=a.isLog,h=a.isLinked,i=a.tickPositions,j,k=a.axisTitle,l=a.ticks,n=a.minorTicks,m=a.alternateBands,o=f.stackLabels,p=f.alternateGridColor,D=a.tickmarkOffset,J=f.lineWidth,C=d.hasRendered&&s(a.oldMin)&&
!isNaN(a.oldMin),r=a.hasData,t=a.showAxis,v,w=f.labels.overflow,x=a.justifyLabels=b&&w!==!1,A;a.labelEdge.length=0;a.justifyToPlot=w==="justify";q([l,n,m],function(a){for(var b in a)a[b].isActive=!1});if(r||h)if(a.minorTickInterval&&!a.categories&&q(a.getMinorTickPositions(),function(b){n[b]||(n[b]=new Ta(a,b,"minor"));C&&n[b].isNew&&n[b].render(null,!0);n[b].render(null,!1,1)}),i.length&&(j=i.slice(),(b&&c||!b&&!c)&&j.reverse(),x&&(j=j.slice(1).concat([j[0]])),q(j,function(b,c){x&&(c=c===j.length-
1?0:c+1);if(!h||b>=a.min&&b<=a.max)l[b]||(l[b]=new Ta(a,b)),C&&l[b].isNew&&l[b].render(c,!0,0.1),l[b].render(c)}),D&&a.min===0&&(l[-1]||(l[-1]=new Ta(a,-1,null,!0)),l[-1].render(-1))),p&&q(i,function(b,c){if(c%2===0&&b<a.max)m[b]||(m[b]=new K.PlotLineOrBand(a)),v=b+D,A=i[c+1]!==u?i[c+1]+D:a.max,m[b].options={from:g?ka(v):v,to:g?ka(A):A,color:p},m[b].render(),m[b].isActive=!0}),!a._addedPlotLB)q((f.plotLines||[]).concat(f.plotBands||[]),function(b){a.addPlotBandOrLine(b)}),a._addedPlotLB=!0;q([l,n,
m],function(a){var b,c,e=[],f=va?va.duration||500:0,g=function(){for(c=e.length;c--;)a[e[c]]&&!a[e[c]].isActive&&(a[e[c]].destroy(),delete a[e[c]])};for(b in a)if(!a[b].isActive)a[b].render(b,!1,0),a[b].isActive=!1,e.push(b);a===m||!d.hasRendered||!f?g():f&&setTimeout(g,f)});if(J)b=a.getLinePath(J),a.axisLine?a.axisLine.animate({d:b}):a.axisLine=e.path(b).attr({stroke:f.lineColor,"stroke-width":J,zIndex:7}).add(a.axisGroup),a.axisLine[t?"show":"hide"]();if(k&&t)k[k.isNew?"attr":"animate"](a.getTitlePosition()),
k.isNew=!1;o&&o.enabled&&a.renderStackTotals();a.isDirty=!1},redraw:function(){this.render();q(this.plotLinesAndBands,function(a){a.render()});q(this.series,function(a){a.isDirty=!0})},destroy:function(a){var b=this,c=b.stacks,d,e=b.plotLinesAndBands;a||X(b);for(d in c)Pa(c[d]),c[d]=null;q([b.ticks,b.minorTicks,b.alternateBands],function(a){Pa(a)});for(a=e.length;a--;)e[a].destroy();q("stackTotalGroup,axisLine,axisTitle,axisGroup,cross,gridGroup,labelGroup".split(","),function(a){b[a]&&(b[a]=b[a].destroy())});
this.cross&&this.cross.destroy()},drawCrosshair:function(a,b){if(this.crosshair)if((s(b)||!p(this.crosshair.snap,!0))===!1)this.hideCrosshair();else{var c,d=this.crosshair,e=d.animation;p(d.snap,!0)?s(b)&&(c=this.chart.inverted!=this.horiz?b.plotX:this.len-b.plotY):c=this.horiz?a.chartX-this.pos:this.len-a.chartY+this.pos;c=this.isRadial?this.getPlotLinePath(this.isXAxis?b.x:p(b.stackY,b.y)):this.getPlotLinePath(null,null,null,null,c);if(c===null)this.hideCrosshair();else if(this.cross)this.cross.attr({visibility:"visible"})[e?
"animate":"attr"]({d:c},e);else{e={"stroke-width":d.width||1,stroke:d.color||"#C0C0C0",zIndex:d.zIndex||2};if(d.dashStyle)e.dashstyle=d.dashStyle;this.cross=this.chart.renderer.path(c).attr(e).add()}}},hideCrosshair:function(){this.cross&&this.cross.hide()}};r(na.prototype,{getPlotBandPath:function(a,b){var c=this.getPlotLinePath(b),d=this.getPlotLinePath(a);d&&c?d.push(c[4],c[5],c[1],c[2]):d=null;return d},addPlotBand:function(a){return this.addPlotBandOrLine(a,"plotBands")},addPlotLine:function(a){return this.addPlotBandOrLine(a,
"plotLines")},addPlotBandOrLine:function(a,b){var c=(new K.PlotLineOrBand(this,a)).render(),d=this.userOptions;c&&(b&&(d[b]=d[b]||[],d[b].push(a)),this.plotLinesAndBands.push(c));return c},removePlotBandOrLine:function(a){for(var b=this.plotLinesAndBands,c=this.options,d=this.userOptions,e=b.length;e--;)b[e].id===a&&b[e].destroy();q([c.plotLines||[],d.plotLines||[],c.plotBands||[],d.plotBands||[]],function(b){for(e=b.length;e--;)b[e].id===a&&la(b,b[e])})}});na.prototype.getTimeTicks=function(a,b,
c,d){var e=[],f={},g=E.global.useUTC,h,i=new Da(b-Sa),j=a.unitRange,k=a.count;if(s(b)){j>=A.second&&(i.setMilliseconds(0),i.setSeconds(j>=A.minute?0:k*U(i.getSeconds()/k)));if(j>=A.minute)i[Cb](j>=A.hour?0:k*U(i[pb]()/k));if(j>=A.hour)i[Db](j>=A.day?0:k*U(i[qb]()/k));if(j>=A.day)i[sb](j>=A.month?1:k*U(i[Xa]()/k));j>=A.month&&(i[Eb](j>=A.year?0:k*U(i[fb]()/k)),h=i[gb]());j>=A.year&&(h-=h%k,i[Fb](h));if(j===A.week)i[sb](i[Xa]()-i[rb]()+p(d,1));b=1;Sa&&(i=new Da(i.getTime()+Sa));h=i[gb]();for(var d=
i.getTime(),l=i[fb](),n=i[Xa](),m=(A.day+(g?Sa:i.getTimezoneOffset()*6E4))%A.day;d<c;)e.push(d),j===A.year?d=eb(h+b*k,0):j===A.month?d=eb(h,l+b*k):!g&&(j===A.day||j===A.week)?d=eb(h,l,n+b*k*(j===A.day?1:7)):d+=j*k,b++;e.push(d);q(wb(e,function(a){return j<=A.hour&&a%A.day===m}),function(a){f[a]="day"})}e.info=r(a,{higherRanks:f,totalRange:j*k});return e};na.prototype.normalizeTimeTickInterval=function(a,b){var c=b||[["millisecond",[1,2,5,10,20,25,50,100,200,500]],["second",[1,2,5,10,15,30]],["minute",
[1,2,5,10,15,30]],["hour",[1,2,3,4,6,8,12]],["day",[1,2]],["week",[1,2]],["month",[1,2,3,4,6]],["year",null]],d=c[c.length-1],e=A[d[0]],f=d[1],g;for(g=0;g<c.length;g++)if(d=c[g],e=A[d[0]],f=d[1],c[g+1]&&a<=(e*f[f.length-1]+A[c[g+1][0]])/2)break;e===A.year&&a<5*e&&(f=[1,2,5]);c=nb(a/e,f,d[0]==="year"?t(mb(a/e),1):1);return{unitRange:e,count:c,unitName:d[0]}};na.prototype.getLogTickPositions=function(a,b,c,d){var e=this.options,f=this.len,g=[];if(!d)this._minorAutoInterval=null;if(a>=0.5)a=v(a),g=this.getLinearTickPositions(a,
b,c);else if(a>=0.08)for(var f=U(b),h,i,j,k,l,e=a>0.3?[1,2,4]:a>0.15?[1,2,4,6,8]:[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9];f<c+1&&!l;f++){i=e.length;for(h=0;h<i&&!l;h++)j=za(ka(f)*e[h]),j>b&&(!d||k<=c)&&k!==u&&g.push(k),k>c&&(l=!0),k=j}else if(b=ka(b),c=ka(c),a=e[d?"minorTickInterval":"tickInterval"],a=p(a==="auto"?null:a,this._minorAutoInterval,(c-b)*(e.tickPixelInterval/(d?5:1))/((d?f/this.tickPositions.length:f)||1)),a=nb(a,null,mb(a)),g=Va(this.getLinearTickPositions(a,b,c),za),!d)this._minorAutoInterval=a/5;if(!d)this.tickInterval=
a;return g};var Nb=K.Tooltip=function(){this.init.apply(this,arguments)};Nb.prototype={init:function(a,b){var c=b.borderWidth,d=b.style,e=y(d.padding);this.chart=a;this.options=b;this.crosshairs=[];this.now={x:0,y:0};this.isHidden=!0;this.label=a.renderer.label("",0,0,b.shape||"callout",null,null,b.useHTML,null,"tooltip").attr({padding:e,fill:b.backgroundColor,"stroke-width":c,r:b.borderRadius,zIndex:8}).css(d).css({padding:0}).add().attr({y:-9999});ga||this.label.shadow(b.shadow);this.shared=b.shared},
destroy:function(){if(this.label)this.label=this.label.destroy();clearTimeout(this.hideTimer);clearTimeout(this.tooltipTimeout)},move:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this,f=e.now,g=e.options.animation!==!1&&!e.isHidden&&(Q(a-f.x)>1||Q(b-f.y)>1),h=e.followPointer||e.len>1;r(f,{x:g?(2*f.x+a)/3:a,y:g?(f.y+b)/2:b,anchorX:h?u:g?(2*f.anchorX+c)/3:c,anchorY:h?u:g?(f.anchorY+d)/2:d});e.label.attr(f);if(g)clearTimeout(this.tooltipTimeout),this.tooltipTimeout=setTimeout(function(){e&&e.move(a,b,c,d)},32)},hide:function(a){var b=
this,c;clearTimeout(this.hideTimer);if(!this.isHidden)c=this.chart.hoverPoints,this.hideTimer=setTimeout(function(){b.label.fadeOut();b.isHidden=!0},p(a,this.options.hideDelay,500)),c&&q(c,function(a){a.setState()}),this.chart.hoverPoints=null},getAnchor:function(a,b){var c,d=this.chart,e=d.inverted,f=d.plotTop,g=0,h=0,i,a=ra(a);c=a[0].tooltipPos;this.followPointer&&b&&(b.chartX===u&&(b=d.pointer.normalize(b)),c=[b.chartX-d.plotLeft,b.chartY-f]);c||(q(a,function(a){i=a.series.yAxis;g+=a.plotX;h+=
(a.plotLow?(a.plotLow+a.plotHigh)/2:a.plotY)+(!e&&i?i.top-f:0)}),g/=a.length,h/=a.length,c=[e?d.plotWidth-h:g,this.shared&&!e&&a.length>1&&b?b.chartY-f:e?d.plotHeight-g:h]);return Va(c,v)},getPosition:function(a,b,c){var d=this.chart,e=this.distance,f={},g,h=["y",d.chartHeight,b,c.plotY+d.plotTop],i=["x",d.chartWidth,a,c.plotX+d.plotLeft],j=c.ttBelow||d.inverted&&!c.negative||!d.inverted&&c.negative,k=function(a,b,c,d){var g=c<d-e,b=d+e+c<b,c=d-e-c;d+=e;if(j&&b)f[a]=d;else if(!j&&g)f[a]=c;else if(g)f[a]=
c;else if(b)f[a]=d;else return!1},l=function(a,b,c,d){if(d<e||d>b-e)return!1;else f[a]=d<c/2?1:d>b-c/2?b-c-2:d-c/2},n=function(a){var b=h;h=i;i=b;g=a},m=function(){k.apply(0,h)!==!1?l.apply(0,i)===!1&&!g&&(n(!0),m()):g?f.x=f.y=0:(n(!0),m())};(d.inverted||this.len>1)&&n();m();return f},defaultFormatter:function(a){var b=this.points||ra(this),c=b[0].series,d;d=[a.tooltipHeaderFormatter(b[0])];q(b,function(a){c=a.series;d.push(c.tooltipFormatter&&c.tooltipFormatter(a)||a.point.tooltipFormatter(c.tooltipOptions.pointFormat))});
d.push(a.options.footerFormat||"");return d.join("")},refresh:function(a,b){var c=this.chart,d=this.label,e=this.options,f,g,h={},i,j=[];i=e.formatter||this.defaultFormatter;var h=c.hoverPoints,k,l=this.shared;clearTimeout(this.hideTimer);this.followPointer=ra(a)[0].series.tooltipOptions.followPointer;g=this.getAnchor(a,b);f=g[0];g=g[1];l&&(!a.series||!a.series.noSharedTooltip)?(c.hoverPoints=a,h&&q(h,function(a){a.setState()}),q(a,function(a){a.setState("hover");j.push(a.getLabelConfig())}),h={x:a[0].category,
y:a[0].y},h.points=j,this.len=j.length,a=a[0]):h=a.getLabelConfig();i=i.call(h,this);h=a.series;this.distance=p(h.tooltipOptions.distance,16);i===!1?this.hide():(this.isHidden&&(bb(d),d.attr("opacity",1).show()),d.attr({text:i}),k=e.borderColor||a.color||h.color||"#606060",d.attr({stroke:k}),this.updatePosition({plotX:f,plotY:g,negative:a.negative,ttBelow:a.ttBelow}),this.isHidden=!1);I(c,"tooltipRefresh",{text:i,x:f+c.plotLeft,y:g+c.plotTop,borderColor:k})},updatePosition:function(a){var b=this.chart,
c=this.label,c=(this.options.positioner||this.getPosition).call(this,c.width,c.height,a);this.move(v(c.x),v(c.y),a.plotX+b.plotLeft,a.plotY+b.plotTop)},tooltipHeaderFormatter:function(a){var b=a.series,c=b.tooltipOptions,d=c.dateTimeLabelFormats,e=c.xDateFormat,f=b.xAxis,g=f&&f.options.type==="datetime"&&ja(a.key),c=c.headerFormat,f=f&&f.closestPointRange,h;if(g&&!e){if(f)for(h in A){if(A[h]>=f||A[h]<=A.day&&a.key%A[h]>0){e=d[h];break}}else e=d.day;e=e||d.year}g&&e&&(c=c.replace("{point.key}","{point.key:"+
e+"}"));return Ja(c,{point:a,series:b})}};var pa;$a=x.documentElement.ontouchstart!==u;var Wa=K.Pointer=function(a,b){this.init(a,b)};Wa.prototype={init:function(a,b){var c=b.chart,d=c.events,e=ga?"":c.zoomType,c=a.inverted,f;this.options=b;this.chart=a;this.zoomX=f=/x/.test(e);this.zoomY=e=/y/.test(e);this.zoomHor=f&&!c||e&&c;this.zoomVert=e&&!c||f&&c;this.hasZoom=f||e;this.runChartClick=d&&!!d.click;this.pinchDown=[];this.lastValidTouch={};if(K.Tooltip&&b.tooltip.enabled)a.tooltip=new Nb(a,b.tooltip),
this.followTouchMove=b.tooltip.followTouchMove;this.setDOMEvents()},normalize:function(a,b){var c,d,a=a||window.event,a=Tb(a);if(!a.target)a.target=a.srcElement;d=a.touches?a.touches.length?a.touches.item(0):a.changedTouches[0]:a;if(!b)this.chartPosition=b=Sb(this.chart.container);d.pageX===u?(c=t(a.x,a.clientX-b.left),d=a.y):(c=d.pageX-b.left,d=d.pageY-b.top);return r(a,{chartX:v(c),chartY:v(d)})},getCoordinates:function(a){var b={xAxis:[],yAxis:[]};q(this.chart.axes,function(c){b[c.isXAxis?"xAxis":
"yAxis"].push({axis:c,value:c.toValue(a[c.horiz?"chartX":"chartY"])})});return b},getIndex:function(a){var b=this.chart;return b.inverted?b.plotHeight+b.plotTop-a.chartY:a.chartX-b.plotLeft},runPointActions:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.series,d=b.tooltip,e,f,g=b.hoverPoint,h=b.hoverSeries,i,j,k=b.chartWidth,l=this.getIndex(a);if(d&&this.options.tooltip.shared&&(!h||!h.noSharedTooltip)){f=[];i=c.length;for(j=0;j<i;j++)if(c[j].visible&&c[j].options.enableMouseTracking!==!1&&!c[j].noSharedTooltip&&
c[j].singularTooltips!==!0&&c[j].tooltipPoints.length&&(e=c[j].tooltipPoints[l])&&e.series)e._dist=Q(l-e.clientX),k=L(k,e._dist),f.push(e);for(i=f.length;i--;)f[i]._dist>k&&f.splice(i,1);if(f.length&&f[0].clientX!==this.hoverX)d.refresh(f,a),this.hoverX=f[0].clientX}c=h&&h.tooltipOptions.followPointer;if(h&&h.tracker&&!c){if((e=h.tooltipPoints[l])&&e!==g)e.onMouseOver(a)}else d&&c&&!d.isHidden&&(h=d.getAnchor([{}],a),d.updatePosition({plotX:h[0],plotY:h[1]}));if(d&&!this._onDocumentMouseMove)this._onDocumentMouseMove=
function(a){if(W[pa])W[pa].pointer.onDocumentMouseMove(a)},N(x,"mousemove",this._onDocumentMouseMove);q(b.axes,function(b){b.drawCrosshair(a,p(e,g))})},reset:function(a,b){var c=this.chart,d=c.hoverSeries,e=c.hoverPoint,f=c.tooltip,g=f&&f.shared?c.hoverPoints:e;(a=a&&f&&g)&&ra(g)[0].plotX===u&&(a=!1);if(a)f.refresh(g),e&&e.setState(e.state,!0);else{if(e)e.onMouseOut();if(d)d.onMouseOut();f&&f.hide(b);if(this._onDocumentMouseMove)X(x,"mousemove",this._onDocumentMouseMove),this._onDocumentMouseMove=
null;q(c.axes,function(a){a.hideCrosshair()});this.hoverX=null}},scaleGroups:function(a,b){var c=this.chart,d;q(c.series,function(e){d=a||e.getPlotBox();e.xAxis&&e.xAxis.zoomEnabled&&(e.group.attr(d),e.markerGroup&&(e.markerGroup.attr(d),e.markerGroup.clip(b?c.clipRect:null)),e.dataLabelsGroup&&e.dataLabelsGroup.attr(d))});c.clipRect.attr(b||c.clipBox)},dragStart:function(a){var b=this.chart;b.mouseIsDown=a.type;b.cancelClick=!1;b.mouseDownX=this.mouseDownX=a.chartX;b.mouseDownY=this.mouseDownY=a.chartY},
drag:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.options.chart,d=a.chartX,e=a.chartY,f=this.zoomHor,g=this.zoomVert,h=b.plotLeft,i=b.plotTop,j=b.plotWidth,k=b.plotHeight,l,n=this.mouseDownX,m=this.mouseDownY,o=c.panKey&&a[c.panKey+"Key"];d<h?d=h:d>h+j&&(d=h+j);e<i?e=i:e>i+k&&(e=i+k);this.hasDragged=Math.sqrt(Math.pow(n-d,2)+Math.pow(m-e,2));if(this.hasDragged>10){l=b.isInsidePlot(n-h,m-i);if(b.hasCartesianSeries&&(this.zoomX||this.zoomY)&&l&&!o&&!this.selectionMarker)this.selectionMarker=b.renderer.rect(h,i,
f?1:j,g?1:k,0).attr({fill:c.selectionMarkerFill||"rgba(69,114,167,0.25)",zIndex:7}).add();this.selectionMarker&&f&&(d-=n,this.selectionMarker.attr({width:Q(d),x:(d>0?0:d)+n}));this.selectionMarker&&g&&(d=e-m,this.selectionMarker.attr({height:Q(d),y:(d>0?0:d)+m}));l&&!this.selectionMarker&&c.panning&&b.pan(a,c.panning)}},drop:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=this.hasPinched;if(this.selectionMarker){var d={xAxis:[],yAxis:[],originalEvent:a.originalEvent||a},e=this.selectionMarker,f=e.attr?e.attr("x"):
e.x,g=e.attr?e.attr("y"):e.y,h=e.attr?e.attr("width"):e.width,i=e.attr?e.attr("height"):e.height,j;if(this.hasDragged||c)q(b.axes,function(b){if(b.zoomEnabled){var c=b.horiz,e=a.type==="touchend"?b.minPixelPadding:0,m=b.toValue((c?f:g)+e),c=b.toValue((c?f+h:g+i)-e);!isNaN(m)&&!isNaN(c)&&(d[b.coll].push({axis:b,min:L(m,c),max:t(m,c)}),j=!0)}}),j&&I(b,"selection",d,function(a){b.zoom(r(a,c?{animation:!1}:null))});this.selectionMarker=this.selectionMarker.destroy();c&&this.scaleGroups()}if(b)B(b.container,
{cursor:b._cursor}),b.cancelClick=this.hasDragged>10,b.mouseIsDown=this.hasDragged=this.hasPinched=!1,this.pinchDown=[]},onContainerMouseDown:function(a){a=this.normalize(a);a.preventDefault&&a.preventDefault();this.dragStart(a)},onDocumentMouseUp:function(a){W[pa]&&W[pa].pointer.drop(a)},onDocumentMouseMove:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=this.chartPosition,d=b.hoverSeries,a=this.normalize(a,c);c&&d&&!this.inClass(a.target,"highcharts-tracker")&&!b.isInsidePlot(a.chartX-b.plotLeft,a.chartY-b.plotTop)&&
this.reset()},onContainerMouseLeave:function(){var a=W[pa];if(a)a.pointer.reset(),a.pointer.chartPosition=null},onContainerMouseMove:function(a){var b=this.chart;pa=b.index;a=this.normalize(a);a.returnValue=!1;b.mouseIsDown==="mousedown"&&this.drag(a);(this.inClass(a.target,"highcharts-tracker")||b.isInsidePlot(a.chartX-b.plotLeft,a.chartY-b.plotTop))&&!b.openMenu&&this.runPointActions(a)},inClass:function(a,b){for(var c;a;){if(c=F(a,"class"))if(c.indexOf(b)!==-1)return!0;else if(c.indexOf("highcharts-container")!==
-1)return!1;a=a.parentNode}},onTrackerMouseOut:function(a){var b=this.chart.hoverSeries,c=(a=a.relatedTarget||a.toElement)&&a.point&&a.point.series;if(b&&!b.options.stickyTracking&&!this.inClass(a,"highcharts-tooltip")&&c!==b)b.onMouseOut()},onContainerClick:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.hoverPoint,d=b.plotLeft,e=b.plotTop,a=this.normalize(a);a.cancelBubble=!0;b.cancelClick||(c&&this.inClass(a.target,"highcharts-tracker")?(I(c.series,"click",r(a,{point:c})),b.hoverPoint&&c.firePointEvent("click",
a)):(r(a,this.getCoordinates(a)),b.isInsidePlot(a.chartX-d,a.chartY-e)&&I(b,"click",a)))},setDOMEvents:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart.container;b.onmousedown=function(b){a.onContainerMouseDown(b)};b.onmousemove=function(b){a.onContainerMouseMove(b)};b.onclick=function(b){a.onContainerClick(b)};N(b,"mouseleave",a.onContainerMouseLeave);ab===1&&N(x,"mouseup",a.onDocumentMouseUp);if($a)b.ontouchstart=function(b){a.onContainerTouchStart(b)},b.ontouchmove=function(b){a.onContainerTouchMove(b)},ab===1&&
N(x,"touchend",a.onDocumentTouchEnd)},destroy:function(){var a;X(this.chart.container,"mouseleave",this.onContainerMouseLeave);ab||(X(x,"mouseup",this.onDocumentMouseUp),X(x,"touchend",this.onDocumentTouchEnd));clearInterval(this.tooltipTimeout);for(a in this)this[a]=null}};r(K.Pointer.prototype,{pinchTranslate:function(a,b,c,d,e,f){(this.zoomHor||this.pinchHor)&&this.pinchTranslateDirection(!0,a,b,c,d,e,f);(this.zoomVert||this.pinchVert)&&this.pinchTranslateDirection(!1,a,b,c,d,e,f)},pinchTranslateDirection:function(a,
b,c,d,e,f,g,h){var i=this.chart,j=a?"x":"y",k=a?"X":"Y",l="chart"+k,n=a?"width":"height",m=i["plot"+(a?"Left":"Top")],o,p,q=h||1,r=i.inverted,C=i.bounds[a?"h":"v"],t=b.length===1,s=b[0][l],v=c[0][l],u=!t&&b[1][l],w=!t&&c[1][l],x,c=function(){!t&&Q(s-u)>20&&(q=h||Q(v-w)/Q(s-u));p=(m-v)/q+s;o=i["plot"+(a?"Width":"Height")]/q};c();b=p;b<C.min?(b=C.min,x=!0):b+o>C.max&&(b=C.max-o,x=!0);x?(v-=0.8*(v-g[j][0]),t||(w-=0.8*(w-g[j][1])),c()):g[j]=[v,w];r||(f[j]=p-m,f[n]=o);f=r?1/q:q;e[n]=o;e[j]=b;d[r?a?"scaleY":
"scaleX":"scale"+k]=q;d["translate"+k]=f*m+(v-f*s)},pinch:function(a){var b=this,c=b.chart,d=b.pinchDown,e=b.followTouchMove,f=a.touches,g=f.length,h=b.lastValidTouch,i=b.hasZoom,j=b.selectionMarker,k={},l=g===1&&(b.inClass(a.target,"highcharts-tracker")&&c.runTrackerClick||b.runChartClick),n={};(i||e)&&!l&&a.preventDefault();Va(f,function(a){return b.normalize(a)});if(a.type==="touchstart")q(f,function(a,b){d[b]={chartX:a.chartX,chartY:a.chartY}}),h.x=[d[0].chartX,d[1]&&d[1].chartX],h.y=[d[0].chartY,
d[1]&&d[1].chartY],q(c.axes,function(a){if(a.zoomEnabled){var b=c.bounds[a.horiz?"h":"v"],d=a.minPixelPadding,e=a.toPixels(p(a.options.min,a.dataMin)),f=a.toPixels(p(a.options.max,a.dataMax)),g=L(e,f),e=t(e,f);b.min=L(a.pos,g-d);b.max=t(a.pos+a.len,e+d)}}),b.res=!0;else if(d.length){if(!j)b.selectionMarker=j=r({destroy:sa},c.plotBox);b.pinchTranslate(d,f,k,j,n,h);b.hasPinched=i;b.scaleGroups(k,n);if(!i&&e&&g===1)this.runPointActions(b.normalize(a));else if(b.res)b.res=!1,this.reset(!1,0)}},onContainerTouchStart:function(a){var b=
this.chart;pa=b.index;a.touches.length===1?(a=this.normalize(a),b.isInsidePlot(a.chartX-b.plotLeft,a.chartY-b.plotTop)?(this.runPointActions(a),this.pinch(a)):this.reset()):a.touches.length===2&&this.pinch(a)},onContainerTouchMove:function(a){(a.touches.length===1||a.touches.length===2)&&this.pinch(a)},onDocumentTouchEnd:function(a){W[pa]&&W[pa].pointer.drop(a)}});if(G.PointerEvent||G.MSPointerEvent){var ua={},zb=!!G.PointerEvent,Xb=function(){var a,b=[];b.item=function(a){return this[a]};for(a in ua)ua.hasOwnProperty(a)&&
b.push({pageX:ua[a].pageX,pageY:ua[a].pageY,target:ua[a].target});return b},Ab=function(a,b,c,d){a=a.originalEvent||a;if((a.pointerType==="touch"||a.pointerType===a.MSPOINTER_TYPE_TOUCH)&&W[pa])d(a),d=W[pa].pointer,d[b]({type:c,target:a.currentTarget,preventDefault:sa,touches:Xb()})};r(Wa.prototype,{onContainerPointerDown:function(a){Ab(a,"onContainerTouchStart","touchstart",function(a){ua[a.pointerId]={pageX:a.pageX,pageY:a.pageY,target:a.currentTarget}})},onContainerPointerMove:function(a){Ab(a,
"onContainerTouchMove","touchmove",function(a){ua[a.pointerId]={pageX:a.pageX,pageY:a.pageY};if(!ua[a.pointerId].target)ua[a.pointerId].target=a.currentTarget})},onDocumentPointerUp:function(a){Ab(a,"onContainerTouchEnd","touchend",function(a){delete ua[a.pointerId]})},batchMSEvents:function(a){a(this.chart.container,zb?"pointerdown":"MSPointerDown",this.onContainerPointerDown);a(this.chart.container,zb?"pointermove":"MSPointerMove",this.onContainerPointerMove);a(x,zb?"pointerup":"MSPointerUp",this.onDocumentPointerUp)}});
Na(Wa.prototype,"init",function(a,b,c){a.call(this,b,c);(this.hasZoom||this.followTouchMove)&&B(b.container,{"-ms-touch-action":P,"touch-action":P})});Na(Wa.prototype,"setDOMEvents",function(a){a.apply(this);(this.hasZoom||this.followTouchMove)&&this.batchMSEvents(N)});Na(Wa.prototype,"destroy",function(a){this.batchMSEvents(X);a.call(this)})}var lb=K.Legend=function(a,b){this.init(a,b)};lb.prototype={init:function(a,b){var c=this,d=b.itemStyle,e=p(b.padding,8),f=b.itemMarginTop||0;this.options=b;
if(b.enabled)c.itemStyle=d,c.itemHiddenStyle=w(d,b.itemHiddenStyle),c.itemMarginTop=f,c.padding=e,c.initialItemX=e,c.initialItemY=e-5,c.maxItemWidth=0,c.chart=a,c.itemHeight=0,c.lastLineHeight=0,c.symbolWidth=p(b.symbolWidth,16),c.pages=[],c.render(),N(c.chart,"endResize",function(){c.positionCheckboxes()})},colorizeItem:function(a,b){var c=this.options,d=a.legendItem,e=a.legendLine,f=a.legendSymbol,g=this.itemHiddenStyle.color,c=b?c.itemStyle.color:g,h=b?a.legendColor||a.color||"#CCC":g,g=a.options&&
a.options.marker,i={fill:h},j;d&&d.css({fill:c,color:c});e&&e.attr({stroke:h});if(f){if(g&&f.isMarker)for(j in i.stroke=h,g=a.convertAttribs(g),g)d=g[j],d!==u&&(i[j]=d);f.attr(i)}},positionItem:function(a){var b=this.options,c=b.symbolPadding,b=!b.rtl,d=a._legendItemPos,e=d[0],d=d[1],f=a.checkbox;a.legendGroup&&a.legendGroup.translate(b?e:this.legendWidth-e-2*c-4,d);if(f)f.x=e,f.y=d},destroyItem:function(a){var b=a.checkbox;q(["legendItem","legendLine","legendSymbol","legendGroup"],function(b){a[b]&&
(a[b]=a[b].destroy())});b&&Qa(a.checkbox)},destroy:function(){var a=this.group,b=this.box;if(b)this.box=b.destroy();if(a)this.group=a.destroy()},positionCheckboxes:function(a){var b=this.group.alignAttr,c,d=this.clipHeight||this.legendHeight;if(b)c=b.translateY,q(this.allItems,function(e){var f=e.checkbox,g;f&&(g=c+f.y+(a||0)+3,B(f,{left:b.translateX+e.checkboxOffset+f.x-20+"px",top:g+"px",display:g>c-6&&g<c+d-6?"":P}))})},renderTitle:function(){var a=this.padding,b=this.options.title,c=0;if(b.text){if(!this.title)this.title=
this.chart.renderer.label(b.text,a-3,a-4,null,null,null,null,null,"legend-title").attr({zIndex:1}).css(b.style).add(this.group);a=this.title.getBBox();c=a.height;this.offsetWidth=a.width;this.contentGroup.attr({translateY:c})}this.titleHeight=c},renderItem:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.renderer,d=this.options,e=d.layout==="horizontal",f=this.symbolWidth,g=d.symbolPadding,h=this.itemStyle,i=this.itemHiddenStyle,j=this.padding,k=e?p(d.itemDistance,20):0,l=!d.rtl,n=d.width,m=d.itemMarginBottom||0,
o=this.itemMarginTop,q=this.initialItemX,r=a.legendItem,s=a.series&&a.series.drawLegendSymbol?a.series:a,C=s.options,C=this.createCheckboxForItem&&C&&C.showCheckbox,u=d.useHTML;if(!r){a.legendGroup=c.g("legend-item").attr({zIndex:1}).add(this.scrollGroup);a.legendItem=r=c.text(d.labelFormat?Ja(d.labelFormat,a):d.labelFormatter.call(a),l?f+g:-g,this.baseline||0,u).css(w(a.visible?h:i)).attr({align:l?"left":"right",zIndex:2}).add(a.legendGroup);if(!this.baseline)this.baseline=c.fontMetrics(h.fontSize,
r).f+3+o,r.attr("y",this.baseline);s.drawLegendSymbol(this,a);this.setItemEvents&&this.setItemEvents(a,r,u,h,i);this.colorizeItem(a,a.visible);C&&this.createCheckboxForItem(a)}c=r.getBBox();f=a.checkboxOffset=d.itemWidth||a.legendItemWidth||f+g+c.width+k+(C?20:0);this.itemHeight=g=v(a.legendItemHeight||c.height);if(e&&this.itemX-q+f>(n||b.chartWidth-2*j-q-d.x))this.itemX=q,this.itemY+=o+this.lastLineHeight+m,this.lastLineHeight=0;this.maxItemWidth=t(this.maxItemWidth,f);this.lastItemY=o+this.itemY+
m;this.lastLineHeight=t(g,this.lastLineHeight);a._legendItemPos=[this.itemX,this.itemY];e?this.itemX+=f:(this.itemY+=o+g+m,this.lastLineHeight=g);this.offsetWidth=n||t((e?this.itemX-q-k:f)+j,this.offsetWidth)},getAllItems:function(){var a=[];q(this.chart.series,function(b){var c=b.options;if(p(c.showInLegend,!s(c.linkedTo)?u:!1,!0))a=a.concat(b.legendItems||(c.legendType==="point"?b.data:b))});return a},render:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart,c=b.renderer,d=a.group,e,f,g,h,i=a.box,j=a.options,k=a.padding,
l=j.borderWidth,n=j.backgroundColor;a.itemX=a.initialItemX;a.itemY=a.initialItemY;a.offsetWidth=0;a.lastItemY=0;if(!d)a.group=d=c.g("legend").attr({zIndex:7}).add(),a.contentGroup=c.g().attr({zIndex:1}).add(d),a.scrollGroup=c.g().add(a.contentGroup);a.renderTitle();e=a.getAllItems();ob(e,function(a,b){return(a.options&&a.options.legendIndex||0)-(b.options&&b.options.legendIndex||0)});j.reversed&&e.reverse();a.allItems=e;a.display=f=!!e.length;q(e,function(b){a.renderItem(b)});g=j.width||a.offsetWidth;
h=a.lastItemY+a.lastLineHeight+a.titleHeight;h=a.handleOverflow(h);if(l||n){g+=k;h+=k;if(i){if(g>0&&h>0)i[i.isNew?"attr":"animate"](i.crisp({width:g,height:h})),i.isNew=!1}else a.box=i=c.rect(0,0,g,h,j.borderRadius,l||0).attr({stroke:j.borderColor,"stroke-width":l||0,fill:n||P}).add(d).shadow(j.shadow),i.isNew=!0;i[f?"show":"hide"]()}a.legendWidth=g;a.legendHeight=h;q(e,function(b){a.positionItem(b)});f&&d.align(r({width:g,height:h},j),!0,"spacingBox");b.isResizing||this.positionCheckboxes()},handleOverflow:function(a){var b=
this,c=this.chart,d=c.renderer,e=this.options,f=e.y,f=c.spacingBox.height+(e.verticalAlign==="top"?-f:f)-this.padding,g=e.maxHeight,h,i=this.clipRect,j=e.navigation,k=p(j.animation,!0),l=j.arrowSize||12,n=this.nav,m=this.pages,o,r=this.allItems;e.layout==="horizontal"&&(f/=2);g&&(f=L(f,g));m.length=0;if(a>f&&!e.useHTML){this.clipHeight=h=t(f-20-this.titleHeight-this.padding,0);this.currentPage=p(this.currentPage,1);this.fullHeight=a;q(r,function(a,b){var c=a._legendItemPos[1],d=v(a.legendItem.getBBox().height),
e=m.length;if(!e||c-m[e-1]>h&&(o||c)!==m[e-1])m.push(o||c),e++;b===r.length-1&&c+d-m[e-1]>h&&m.push(c);c!==o&&(o=c)});if(!i)i=b.clipRect=d.clipRect(0,this.padding,9999,0),b.contentGroup.clip(i);i.attr({height:h});if(!n)this.nav=n=d.g().attr({zIndex:1}).add(this.group),this.up=d.symbol("triangle",0,0,l,l).on("click",function(){b.scroll(-1,k)}).add(n),this.pager=d.text("",15,10).css(j.style).add(n),this.down=d.symbol("triangle-down",0,0,l,l).on("click",function(){b.scroll(1,k)}).add(n);b.scroll(0);
a=f}else if(n)i.attr({height:c.chartHeight}),n.hide(),this.scrollGroup.attr({translateY:1}),this.clipHeight=0;return a},scroll:function(a,b){var c=this.pages,d=c.length,e=this.currentPage+a,f=this.clipHeight,g=this.options.navigation,h=g.activeColor,g=g.inactiveColor,i=this.pager,j=this.padding;e>d&&(e=d);if(e>0)b!==u&&Ra(b,this.chart),this.nav.attr({translateX:j,translateY:f+this.padding+7+this.titleHeight,visibility:"visible"}),this.up.attr({fill:e===1?g:h}).css({cursor:e===1?"default":"pointer"}),
i.attr({text:e+"/"+d}),this.down.attr({x:18+this.pager.getBBox().width,fill:e===d?g:h}).css({cursor:e===d?"default":"pointer"}),c=-c[e-1]+this.initialItemY,this.scrollGroup.animate({translateY:c}),this.currentPage=e,this.positionCheckboxes(c)}};M=K.LegendSymbolMixin={drawRectangle:function(a,b){var c=a.options.symbolHeight||12;b.legendSymbol=this.chart.renderer.rect(0,a.baseline-5-c/2,a.symbolWidth,c,a.options.symbolRadius||0).attr({zIndex:3}).add(b.legendGroup)},drawLineMarker:function(a){var b=
this.options,c=b.marker,d;d=a.symbolWidth;var e=this.chart.renderer,f=this.legendGroup,a=a.baseline-v(e.fontMetrics(a.options.itemStyle.fontSize,this.legendItem).b*0.3),g;if(b.lineWidth){g={"stroke-width":b.lineWidth};if(b.dashStyle)g.dashstyle=b.dashStyle;this.legendLine=e.path(["M",0,a,"L",d,a]).attr(g).add(f)}if(c&&c.enabled!==!1)b=c.radius,this.legendSymbol=d=e.symbol(this.symbol,d/2-b,a-b,2*b,2*b).add(f),d.isMarker=!0}};(/Trident\/7\.0/.test(wa)||Ua)&&Na(lb.prototype,"positionItem",function(a,
b){var c=this,d=function(){b._legendItemPos&&a.call(c,b)};d();setTimeout(d)});Ya.prototype={init:function(a,b){var c,d=a.series;a.series=null;c=w(E,a);c.series=a.series=d;this.userOptions=a;d=c.chart;this.margin=this.splashArray("margin",d);this.spacing=this.splashArray("spacing",d);var e=d.events;this.bounds={h:{},v:{}};this.callback=b;this.isResizing=0;this.options=c;this.axes=[];this.series=[];this.hasCartesianSeries=d.showAxes;var f=this,g;f.index=W.length;W.push(f);ab++;d.reflow!==!1&&N(f,"load",
function(){f.initReflow()});if(e)for(g in e)N(f,g,e[g]);f.xAxis=[];f.yAxis=[];f.animation=ga?!1:p(d.animation,!0);f.pointCount=f.colorCounter=f.symbolCounter=0;f.firstRender()},initSeries:function(a){var b=this.options.chart;(b=H[a.type||b.type||b.defaultSeriesType])||ha(17,!0);b=new b;b.init(this,a);return b},isInsidePlot:function(a,b,c){var d=c?b:a,a=c?a:b;return d>=0&&d<=this.plotWidth&&a>=0&&a<=this.plotHeight},adjustTickAmounts:function(){this.options.chart.alignTicks!==!1&&q(this.axes,function(a){a.adjustTickAmount()});
this.maxTicks=null},redraw:function(a){var b=this.axes,c=this.series,d=this.pointer,e=this.legend,f=this.isDirtyLegend,g,h,i=this.hasCartesianSeries,j=this.isDirtyBox,k=c.length,l=k,n=this.renderer,m=n.isHidden(),o=[];Ra(a,this);m&&this.cloneRenderTo();for(this.layOutTitles();l--;)if(a=c[l],a.options.stacking&&(g=!0,a.isDirty)){h=!0;break}if(h)for(l=k;l--;)if(a=c[l],a.options.stacking)a.isDirty=!0;q(c,function(a){a.isDirty&&a.options.legendType==="point"&&(f=!0)});if(f&&e.options.enabled)e.render(),
this.isDirtyLegend=!1;g&&this.getStacks();if(i){if(!this.isResizing)this.maxTicks=null,q(b,function(a){a.setScale()});this.adjustTickAmounts()}this.getMargins();i&&(q(b,function(a){a.isDirty&&(j=!0)}),q(b,function(a){if(a.isDirtyExtremes)a.isDirtyExtremes=!1,o.push(function(){I(a,"afterSetExtremes",r(a.eventArgs,a.getExtremes()));delete a.eventArgs});(j||g)&&a.redraw()}));j&&this.drawChartBox();q(c,function(a){a.isDirty&&a.visible&&(!a.isCartesian||a.xAxis)&&a.redraw()});d&&d.reset(!0);n.draw();I(this,
"redraw");m&&this.cloneRenderTo(!0);q(o,function(a){a.call()})},get:function(a){var b=this.axes,c=this.series,d,e;for(d=0;d<b.length;d++)if(b[d].options.id===a)return b[d];for(d=0;d<c.length;d++)if(c[d].options.id===a)return c[d];for(d=0;d<c.length;d++){e=c[d].points||[];for(b=0;b<e.length;b++)if(e[b].id===a)return e[b]}return null},getAxes:function(){var a=this,b=this.options,c=b.xAxis=ra(b.xAxis||{}),b=b.yAxis=ra(b.yAxis||{});q(c,function(a,b){a.index=b;a.isX=!0});q(b,function(a,b){a.index=b});
c=c.concat(b);q(c,function(b){new na(a,b)});a.adjustTickAmounts()},getSelectedPoints:function(){var a=[];q(this.series,function(b){a=a.concat(wb(b.points||[],function(a){return a.selected}))});return a},getSelectedSeries:function(){return wb(this.series,function(a){return a.selected})},getStacks:function(){var a=this;q(a.yAxis,function(a){if(a.stacks&&a.hasVisibleSeries)a.oldStacks=a.stacks});q(a.series,function(b){if(b.options.stacking&&(b.visible===!0||a.options.chart.ignoreHiddenSeries===!1))b.stackKey=
b.type+p(b.options.stack,"")})},setTitle:function(a,b,c){var g;var d=this,e=d.options,f;f=e.title=w(e.title,a);g=e.subtitle=w(e.subtitle,b),e=g;q([["title",a,f],["subtitle",b,e]],function(a){var b=a[0],c=d[b],e=a[1],a=a[2];c&&e&&(d[b]=c=c.destroy());a&&a.text&&!c&&(d[b]=d.renderer.text(a.text,0,0,a.useHTML).attr({align:a.align,"class":"highcharts-"+b,zIndex:a.zIndex||4}).css(a.style).add())});d.layOutTitles(c)},layOutTitles:function(a){var b=0,c=this.title,d=this.subtitle,e=this.options,f=e.title,
e=e.subtitle,g=this.renderer,h=this.spacingBox.width-44;if(c&&(c.css({width:(f.width||h)+"px"}).align(r({y:g.fontMetrics(f.style.fontSize,c).b-3},f),!1,"spacingBox"),!f.floating&&!f.verticalAlign))b=c.getBBox().height;d&&(d.css({width:(e.width||h)+"px"}).align(r({y:b+(f.margin-13)+g.fontMetrics(f.style.fontSize,d).b},e),!1,"spacingBox"),!e.floating&&!e.verticalAlign&&(b=La(b+d.getBBox().height)));c=this.titleOffset!==b;this.titleOffset=b;if(!this.isDirtyBox&&c)this.isDirtyBox=c,this.hasRendered&&
p(a,!0)&&this.isDirtyBox&&this.redraw()},getChartSize:function(){var a=this.options.chart,b=a.width,a=a.height,c=this.renderToClone||this.renderTo;if(!s(b))this.containerWidth=ib(c,"width");if(!s(a))this.containerHeight=ib(c,"height");this.chartWidth=t(0,b||this.containerWidth||600);this.chartHeight=t(0,p(a,this.containerHeight>19?this.containerHeight:400))},cloneRenderTo:function(a){var b=this.renderToClone,c=this.container;a?b&&(this.renderTo.appendChild(c),Qa(b),delete this.renderToClone):(c&&
c.parentNode===this.renderTo&&this.renderTo.removeChild(c),this.renderToClone=b=this.renderTo.cloneNode(0),B(b,{position:"absolute",top:"-9999px",display:"block"}),b.style.setProperty&&b.style.setProperty("display","block","important"),x.body.appendChild(b),c&&b.appendChild(c))},getContainer:function(){var a,b=this.options.chart,c,d,e;this.renderTo=a=b.renderTo;e="highcharts-"+ub++;if(Ga(a))this.renderTo=a=x.getElementById(a);a||ha(13,!0);c=y(F(a,"data-highcharts-chart"));!isNaN(c)&&W[c]&&W[c].hasRendered&&
W[c].destroy();F(a,"data-highcharts-chart",this.index);a.innerHTML="";!b.skipClone&&!a.offsetWidth&&this.cloneRenderTo();this.getChartSize();c=this.chartWidth;d=this.chartHeight;this.container=a=$(Ka,{className:"highcharts-container"+(b.className?" "+b.className:""),id:e},r({position:"relative",overflow:"hidden",width:c+"px",height:d+"px",textAlign:"left",lineHeight:"normal",zIndex:0,"-webkit-tap-highlight-color":"rgba(0,0,0,0)"},b.style),this.renderToClone||a);this._cursor=a.style.cursor;this.renderer=
b.forExport?new ta(a,c,d,b.style,!0):new Za(a,c,d,b.style);ga&&this.renderer.create(this,a,c,d)},getMargins:function(){var a=this.spacing,b,c=this.legend,d=this.margin,e=this.options.legend,f=p(e.margin,20),g=e.x,h=e.y,i=e.align,j=e.verticalAlign,k=this.titleOffset;this.resetMargins();b=this.axisOffset;if(k&&!s(d[0]))this.plotTop=t(this.plotTop,k+this.options.title.margin+a[0]);if(c.display&&!e.floating)if(i==="right"){if(!s(d[1]))this.marginRight=t(this.marginRight,c.legendWidth-g+f+a[1])}else if(i===
"left"){if(!s(d[3]))this.plotLeft=t(this.plotLeft,c.legendWidth+g+f+a[3])}else if(j==="top"){if(!s(d[0]))this.plotTop=t(this.plotTop,c.legendHeight+h+f+a[0])}else if(j==="bottom"&&!s(d[2]))this.marginBottom=t(this.marginBottom,c.legendHeight-h+f+a[2]);this.extraBottomMargin&&(this.marginBottom+=this.extraBottomMargin);this.extraTopMargin&&(this.plotTop+=this.extraTopMargin);this.hasCartesianSeries&&q(this.axes,function(a){a.getOffset()});s(d[3])||(this.plotLeft+=b[3]);s(d[0])||(this.plotTop+=b[0]);
s(d[2])||(this.marginBottom+=b[2]);s(d[1])||(this.marginRight+=b[1]);this.setChartSize()},reflow:function(a){var b=this,c=b.options.chart,d=b.renderTo,e=c.width||ib(d,"width"),f=c.height||ib(d,"height"),c=a?a.target:G,d=function(){if(b.container)b.setSize(e,f,!1),b.hasUserSize=null};if(!b.hasUserSize&&e&&f&&(c===G||c===x)){if(e!==b.containerWidth||f!==b.containerHeight)clearTimeout(b.reflowTimeout),a?b.reflowTimeout=setTimeout(d,100):d();b.containerWidth=e;b.containerHeight=f}},initReflow:function(){var a=
this,b=function(b){a.reflow(b)};N(G,"resize",b);N(a,"destroy",function(){X(G,"resize",b)})},setSize:function(a,b,c){var d=this,e,f,g;d.isResizing+=1;g=function(){d&&I(d,"endResize",null,function(){d.isResizing-=1})};Ra(c,d);d.oldChartHeight=d.chartHeight;d.oldChartWidth=d.chartWidth;if(s(a))d.chartWidth=e=t(0,v(a)),d.hasUserSize=!!e;if(s(b))d.chartHeight=f=t(0,v(b));(va?jb:B)(d.container,{width:e+"px",height:f+"px"},va);d.setChartSize(!0);d.renderer.setSize(e,f,c);d.maxTicks=null;q(d.axes,function(a){a.isDirty=
!0;a.setScale()});q(d.series,function(a){a.isDirty=!0});d.isDirtyLegend=!0;d.isDirtyBox=!0;d.layOutTitles();d.getMargins();d.redraw(c);d.oldChartHeight=null;I(d,"resize");va===!1?g():setTimeout(g,va&&va.duration||500)},setChartSize:function(a){var b=this.inverted,c=this.renderer,d=this.chartWidth,e=this.chartHeight,f=this.options.chart,g=this.spacing,h=this.clipOffset,i,j,k,l;this.plotLeft=i=v(this.plotLeft);this.plotTop=j=v(this.plotTop);this.plotWidth=k=t(0,v(d-i-this.marginRight));this.plotHeight=
l=t(0,v(e-j-this.marginBottom));this.plotSizeX=b?l:k;this.plotSizeY=b?k:l;this.plotBorderWidth=f.plotBorderWidth||0;this.spacingBox=c.spacingBox={x:g[3],y:g[0],width:d-g[3]-g[1],height:e-g[0]-g[2]};this.plotBox=c.plotBox={x:i,y:j,width:k,height:l};d=2*U(this.plotBorderWidth/2);b=La(t(d,h[3])/2);c=La(t(d,h[0])/2);this.clipBox={x:b,y:c,width:U(this.plotSizeX-t(d,h[1])/2-b),height:t(0,U(this.plotSizeY-t(d,h[2])/2-c))};a||q(this.axes,function(a){a.setAxisSize();a.setAxisTranslation()})},resetMargins:function(){var a=
this.spacing,b=this.margin;this.plotTop=p(b[0],a[0]);this.marginRight=p(b[1],a[1]);this.marginBottom=p(b[2],a[2]);this.plotLeft=p(b[3],a[3]);this.axisOffset=[0,0,0,0];this.clipOffset=[0,0,0,0]},drawChartBox:function(){var a=this.options.chart,b=this.renderer,c=this.chartWidth,d=this.chartHeight,e=this.chartBackground,f=this.plotBackground,g=this.plotBorder,h=this.plotBGImage,i=a.borderWidth||0,j=a.backgroundColor,k=a.plotBackgroundColor,l=a.plotBackgroundImage,n=a.plotBorderWidth||0,m,o=this.plotLeft,
p=this.plotTop,q=this.plotWidth,r=this.plotHeight,t=this.plotBox,s=this.clipRect,v=this.clipBox;m=i+(a.shadow?8:0);if(i||j)if(e)e.animate(e.crisp({width:c-m,height:d-m}));else{e={fill:j||P};if(i)e.stroke=a.borderColor,e["stroke-width"]=i;this.chartBackground=b.rect(m/2,m/2,c-m,d-m,a.borderRadius,i).attr(e).addClass("highcharts-background").add().shadow(a.shadow)}if(k)f?f.animate(t):this.plotBackground=b.rect(o,p,q,r,0).attr({fill:k}).add().shadow(a.plotShadow);if(l)h?h.animate(t):this.plotBGImage=
b.image(l,o,p,q,r).add();s?s.animate({width:v.width,height:v.height}):this.clipRect=b.clipRect(v);if(n)g?g.animate(g.crisp({x:o,y:p,width:q,height:r,strokeWidth:-n})):this.plotBorder=b.rect(o,p,q,r,0,-n).attr({stroke:a.plotBorderColor,"stroke-width":n,fill:P,zIndex:1}).add();this.isDirtyBox=!1},propFromSeries:function(){var a=this,b=a.options.chart,c,d=a.options.series,e,f;q(["inverted","angular","polar"],function(g){c=H[b.type||b.defaultSeriesType];f=a[g]||b[g]||c&&c.prototype[g];for(e=d&&d.length;!f&&
e--;)(c=H[d[e].type])&&c.prototype[g]&&(f=!0);a[g]=f})},linkSeries:function(){var a=this,b=a.series;q(b,function(a){a.linkedSeries.length=0});q(b,function(b){var d=b.options.linkedTo;if(Ga(d)&&(d=d===":previous"?a.series[b.index-1]:a.get(d)))d.linkedSeries.push(b),b.linkedParent=d})},renderSeries:function(){q(this.series,function(a){a.translate();a.setTooltipPoints&&a.setTooltipPoints();a.render()})},renderLabels:function(){var a=this,b=a.options.labels;b.items&&q(b.items,function(c){var d=r(b.style,
c.style),e=y(d.left)+a.plotLeft,f=y(d.top)+a.plotTop+12;delete d.left;delete d.top;a.renderer.text(c.html,e,f).attr({zIndex:2}).css(d).add()})},render:function(){var a=this.axes,b=this.renderer,c=this.options;this.setTitle();this.legend=new lb(this,c.legend);this.getStacks();q(a,function(a){a.setScale()});this.getMargins();this.maxTicks=null;q(a,function(a){a.setTickPositions(!0);a.setMaxTicks()});this.adjustTickAmounts();this.getMargins();this.drawChartBox();this.hasCartesianSeries&&q(a,function(a){a.render()});
if(!this.seriesGroup)this.seriesGroup=b.g("series-group").attr({zIndex:3}).add();this.renderSeries();this.renderLabels();this.showCredits(c.credits);this.hasRendered=!0},showCredits:function(a){if(a.enabled&&!this.credits)this.credits=this.renderer.text(a.text,0,0).on("click",function(){if(a.href)location.href=a.href}).attr({align:a.position.align,zIndex:8}).css(a.style).add().align(a.position)},destroy:function(){var a=this,b=a.axes,c=a.series,d=a.container,e,f=d&&d.parentNode;I(a,"destroy");W[a.index]=
u;ab--;a.renderTo.removeAttribute("data-highcharts-chart");X(a);for(e=b.length;e--;)b[e]=b[e].destroy();for(e=c.length;e--;)c[e]=c[e].destroy();q("title,subtitle,chartBackground,plotBackground,plotBGImage,plotBorder,seriesGroup,clipRect,credits,pointer,scroller,rangeSelector,legend,resetZoomButton,tooltip,renderer".split(","),function(b){var c=a[b];c&&c.destroy&&(a[b]=c.destroy())});if(d)d.innerHTML="",X(d),f&&Qa(d);for(e in a)delete a[e]},isReadyToRender:function(){var a=this;return!ba&&G==G.top&&
x.readyState!=="complete"||ga&&!G.canvg?(ga?Mb.push(function(){a.firstRender()},a.options.global.canvasToolsURL):x.attachEvent("onreadystatechange",function(){x.detachEvent("onreadystatechange",a.firstRender);x.readyState==="complete"&&a.firstRender()}),!1):!0},firstRender:function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=a.callback;if(a.isReadyToRender()){a.getContainer();I(a,"init");a.resetMargins();a.setChartSize();a.propFromSeries();a.getAxes();q(b.series||[],function(b){a.initSeries(b)});a.linkSeries();I(a,
"beforeRender");if(K.Pointer)a.pointer=new Wa(a,b);a.render();a.renderer.draw();c&&c.apply(a,[a]);q(a.callbacks,function(b){b.apply(a,[a])});a.cloneRenderTo(!0);I(a,"load")}},splashArray:function(a,b){var c=b[a],c=da(c)?c:[c,c,c,c];return[p(b[a+"Top"],c[0]),p(b[a+"Right"],c[1]),p(b[a+"Bottom"],c[2]),p(b[a+"Left"],c[3])]}};Ya.prototype.callbacks=[];Z=K.CenteredSeriesMixin={getCenter:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.chart,c=2*(a.slicedOffset||0),d,e=b.plotWidth-2*c,f=b.plotHeight-2*c,b=a.center,
a=[p(b[0],"50%"),p(b[1],"50%"),a.size||"100%",a.innerSize||0],g=L(e,f),h;return Va(a,function(a,b){h=/%$/.test(a);d=b<2||b===2&&h;return(h?[e,f,g,g][b]*y(a)/100:a)+(d?c:0)})}};var Fa=function(){};Fa.prototype={init:function(a,b,c){this.series=a;this.applyOptions(b,c);this.pointAttr={};if(a.options.colorByPoint&&(b=a.options.colors||a.chart.options.colors,this.color=this.color||b[a.colorCounter++],a.colorCounter===b.length))a.colorCounter=0;a.chart.pointCount++;return this},applyOptions:function(a,
b){var c=this.series,d=c.options.pointValKey||c.pointValKey,a=Fa.prototype.optionsToObject.call(this,a);r(this,a);this.options=this.options?r(this.options,a):a;if(d)this.y=this[d];if(this.x===u&&c)this.x=b===u?c.autoIncrement():b;return this},optionsToObject:function(a){var b={},c=this.series,d=c.pointArrayMap||["y"],e=d.length,f=0,g=0;if(typeof a==="number"||a===null)b[d[0]]=a;else if(Ha(a)){if(a.length>e){c=typeof a[0];if(c==="string")b.name=a[0];else if(c==="number")b.x=a[0];f++}for(;g<e;)b[d[g++]]=
a[f++]}else if(typeof a==="object"){b=a;if(a.dataLabels)c._hasPointLabels=!0;if(a.marker)c._hasPointMarkers=!0}return b},destroy:function(){var a=this.series.chart,b=a.hoverPoints,c;a.pointCount--;if(b&&(this.setState(),la(b,this),!b.length))a.hoverPoints=null;if(this===a.hoverPoint)this.onMouseOut();if(this.graphic||this.dataLabel)X(this),this.destroyElements();this.legendItem&&a.legend.destroyItem(this);for(c in this)this[c]=null},destroyElements:function(){for(var a="graphic,dataLabel,dataLabelUpper,group,connector,shadowGroup".split(","),
b,c=6;c--;)b=a[c],this[b]&&(this[b]=this[b].destroy())},getLabelConfig:function(){return{x:this.category,y:this.y,key:this.name||this.category,series:this.series,point:this,percentage:this.percentage,total:this.total||this.stackTotal}},tooltipFormatter:function(a){var b=this.series,c=b.tooltipOptions,d=p(c.valueDecimals,""),e=c.valuePrefix||"",f=c.valueSuffix||"";q(b.pointArrayMap||["y"],function(b){b="{point."+b;if(e||f)a=a.replace(b+"}",e+b+"}"+f);a=a.replace(b+"}",b+":,."+d+"f}")});return Ja(a,
{point:this,series:this.series})},firePointEvent:function(a,b,c){var d=this,e=this.series.options;(e.point.events[a]||d.options&&d.options.events&&d.options.events[a])&&this.importEvents();a==="click"&&e.allowPointSelect&&(c=function(a){d.select(null,a.ctrlKey||a.metaKey||a.shiftKey)});I(this,a,b,c)}};var O=function(){};O.prototype={isCartesian:!0,type:"line",pointClass:Fa,sorted:!0,requireSorting:!0,pointAttrToOptions:{stroke:"lineColor","stroke-width":"lineWidth",fill:"fillColor",r:"radius"},axisTypes:["xAxis",
"yAxis"],colorCounter:0,parallelArrays:["x","y"],init:function(a,b){var c=this,d,e,f=a.series,g=function(a,b){return p(a.options.index,a._i)-p(b.options.index,b._i)};c.chart=a;c.options=b=c.setOptions(b);c.linkedSeries=[];c.bindAxes();r(c,{name:b.name,state:"",pointAttr:{},visible:b.visible!==!1,selected:b.selected===!0});if(ga)b.animation=!1;e=b.events;for(d in e)N(c,d,e[d]);if(e&&e.click||b.point&&b.point.events&&b.point.events.click||b.allowPointSelect)a.runTrackerClick=!0;c.getColor();c.getSymbol();
q(c.parallelArrays,function(a){c[a+"Data"]=[]});c.setData(b.data,!1);if(c.isCartesian)a.hasCartesianSeries=!0;f.push(c);c._i=f.length-1;ob(f,g);this.yAxis&&ob(this.yAxis.series,g);q(f,function(a,b){a.index=b;a.name=a.name||"Series "+(b+1)})},bindAxes:function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=a.chart,d;q(a.axisTypes||[],function(e){q(c[e],function(c){d=c.options;if(b[e]===d.index||b[e]!==u&&b[e]===d.id||b[e]===u&&d.index===0)c.series.push(a),a[e]=c,c.isDirty=!0});!a[e]&&a.optionalAxis!==e&&ha(18,!0)})},
updateParallelArrays:function(a,b){var c=a.series,d=arguments;q(c.parallelArrays,typeof b==="number"?function(d){var f=d==="y"&&c.toYData?c.toYData(a):a[d];c[d+"Data"][b]=f}:function(a){Array.prototype[b].apply(c[a+"Data"],Array.prototype.slice.call(d,2))})},autoIncrement:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.xIncrement,b=p(b,a.pointStart,0);this.pointInterval=p(this.pointInterval,a.pointInterval,1);this.xIncrement=b+this.pointInterval;return b},getSegments:function(){var a=-1,b=[],c,d=this.points,
e=d.length;if(e)if(this.options.connectNulls){for(c=e;c--;)d[c].y===null&&d.splice(c,1);d.length&&(b=[d])}else q(d,function(c,g){c.y===null?(g>a+1&&b.push(d.slice(a+1,g)),a=g):g===e-1&&b.push(d.slice(a+1,g+1))});this.segments=b},setOptions:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.options.plotOptions,b=b.userOptions||{},d=b.plotOptions||{},e=c[this.type];this.userOptions=a;c=w(e,c.series,a);this.tooltipOptions=w(E.tooltip,E.plotOptions[this.type].tooltip,b.tooltip,d.series&&d.series.tooltip,d[this.type]&&
d[this.type].tooltip,a.tooltip);e.marker===null&&delete c.marker;return c},getCyclic:function(a,b,c){var d=this.userOptions,e="_"+a+"Index",f=a+"Counter";b||(s(d[e])?b=d[e]:(d[e]=b=this.chart[f]%c.length,this.chart[f]+=1),b=c[b]);this[a]=b},getColor:function(){this.options.colorByPoint||this.getCyclic("color",this.options.color||ca[this.type].color,this.chart.options.colors)},getSymbol:function(){var a=this.options.marker;this.getCyclic("symbol",a.symbol,this.chart.options.symbols);if(/^url/.test(this.symbol))a.radius=
0},drawLegendSymbol:M.drawLineMarker,setData:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this,f=e.points,g=f&&f.length||0,h,i=e.options,j=e.chart,k=null,l=e.xAxis,n=l&&!!l.categories,m=e.tooltipPoints,o=i.turboThreshold,r=this.xData,t=this.yData,s=(h=e.pointArrayMap)&&h.length,a=a||[];h=a.length;b=p(b,!0);if(d!==!1&&h&&g===h&&!e.cropped&&!e.hasGroupedData)q(a,function(a,b){f[b].update(a,!1,null,!1)});else{e.xIncrement=null;e.pointRange=n?1:i.pointRange;e.colorCounter=0;q(this.parallelArrays,function(a){e[a+"Data"].length=
0});if(o&&h>o){for(c=0;k===null&&c<h;)k=a[c],c++;if(ja(k)){n=p(i.pointStart,0);i=p(i.pointInterval,1);for(c=0;c<h;c++)r[c]=n,t[c]=a[c],n+=i;e.xIncrement=n}else if(Ha(k))if(s)for(c=0;c<h;c++)i=a[c],r[c]=i[0],t[c]=i.slice(1,s+1);else for(c=0;c<h;c++)i=a[c],r[c]=i[0],t[c]=i[1];else ha(12)}else for(c=0;c<h;c++)if(a[c]!==u&&(i={series:e},e.pointClass.prototype.applyOptions.apply(i,[a[c]]),e.updateParallelArrays(i,c),n&&i.name))l.names[i.x]=i.name;Ga(t[0])&&ha(14,!0);e.data=[];e.options.data=a;for(c=g;c--;)f[c]&&
f[c].destroy&&f[c].destroy();if(m)m.length=0;if(l)l.minRange=l.userMinRange;e.isDirty=e.isDirtyData=j.isDirtyBox=!0;c=!1}b&&j.redraw(c)},processData:function(a){var b=this.xData,c=this.yData,d=b.length,e;e=0;var f,g,h=this.xAxis,i,j=this.options;i=j.cropThreshold;var k=0,l=this.isCartesian,n,m;if(l&&!this.isDirty&&!h.isDirty&&!this.yAxis.isDirty&&!a)return!1;if(h)n=h.getExtremes(),m=n.min,n=n.max;if(l&&this.sorted&&(!i||d>i||this.forceCrop))if(b[d-1]<m||b[0]>n)b=[],c=[];else if(b[0]<m||b[d-1]>n)e=
this.cropData(this.xData,this.yData,m,n),b=e.xData,c=e.yData,e=e.start,f=!0,k=b.length;for(i=b.length-1;i>=0;i--)d=b[i]-b[i-1],!f&&b[i]>m&&b[i]<n&&k++,d>0&&(g===u||d<g)?g=d:d<0&&this.requireSorting&&ha(15);this.cropped=f;this.cropStart=e;this.processedXData=b;this.processedYData=c;this.activePointCount=k;if(j.pointRange===null)this.pointRange=g||1;this.closestPointRange=g},cropData:function(a,b,c,d){var e=a.length,f=0,g=e,h=p(this.cropShoulder,1),i;for(i=0;i<e;i++)if(a[i]>=c){f=t(0,i-h);break}for(;i<
e;i++)if(a[i]>d){g=i+h;break}return{xData:a.slice(f,g),yData:b.slice(f,g),start:f,end:g}},generatePoints:function(){var a=this.options.data,b=this.data,c,d=this.processedXData,e=this.processedYData,f=this.pointClass,g=d.length,h=this.cropStart||0,i,j=this.hasGroupedData,k,l=[],n;if(!b&&!j)b=[],b.length=a.length,b=this.data=b;for(n=0;n<g;n++)i=h+n,j?l[n]=(new f).init(this,[d[n]].concat(ra(e[n]))):(b[i]?k=b[i]:a[i]!==u&&(b[i]=k=(new f).init(this,a[i],d[n])),l[n]=k),l[n].index=i;if(b&&(g!==(c=b.length)||
j))for(n=0;n<c;n++)if(n===h&&!j&&(n+=g),b[n])b[n].destroyElements(),b[n].plotX=u;this.data=b;this.points=l},getExtremes:function(a){var b=this.yAxis,c=this.processedXData,d,e=[],f=0;d=this.xAxis.getExtremes();var g=d.min,h=d.max,i,j,k,l,a=a||this.stackedYData||this.processedYData;d=a.length;for(l=0;l<d;l++)if(j=c[l],k=a[l],i=k!==null&&k!==u&&(!b.isLog||k.length||k>0),j=this.getExtremesFromAll||this.cropped||(c[l+1]||j)>=g&&(c[l-1]||j)<=h,i&&j)if(i=k.length)for(;i--;)k[i]!==null&&(e[f++]=k[i]);else e[f++]=
k;this.dataMin=p(void 0,Oa(e));this.dataMax=p(void 0,Ca(e))},translate:function(){this.processedXData||this.processData();this.generatePoints();for(var a=this.options,b=a.stacking,c=this.xAxis,d=c.categories,e=this.yAxis,f=this.points,g=f.length,h=!!this.modifyValue,i=a.pointPlacement,j=i==="between"||ja(i),k=a.threshold,a=0;a<g;a++){var l=f[a],n=l.x,m=l.y,o=l.low,q=b&&e.stacks[(this.negStacks&&m<k?"-":"")+this.stackKey];if(e.isLog&&m<=0)l.y=m=null,ha(10);l.plotX=c.translate(n,0,0,0,1,i,this.type===
"flags");if(b&&this.visible&&q&&q[n])q=q[n],m=q.points[this.index+","+a],o=m[0],m=m[1],o===0&&(o=p(k,e.min)),e.isLog&&o<=0&&(o=null),l.total=l.stackTotal=q.total,l.percentage=q.total&&l.y/q.total*100,l.stackY=m,q.setOffset(this.pointXOffset||0,this.barW||0);l.yBottom=s(o)?e.translate(o,0,1,0,1):null;h&&(m=this.modifyValue(m,l));l.plotY=typeof m==="number"&&m!==Infinity?e.translate(m,0,1,0,1):u;l.clientX=j?c.translate(n,0,0,0,1):l.plotX;l.negative=l.y<(k||0);l.category=d&&d[l.x]!==u?d[l.x]:l.x}this.getSegments()},
animate:function(a){var b=this.chart,c=b.renderer,d;d=this.options.animation;var e=this.clipBox||b.clipBox,f=b.inverted,g;if(d&&!da(d))d=ca[this.type].animation;g=["_sharedClip",d.duration,d.easing,e.height].join(",");a?(a=b[g],d=b[g+"m"],a||(b[g]=a=c.clipRect(r(e,{width:0})),b[g+"m"]=d=c.clipRect(-99,f?-b.plotLeft:-b.plotTop,99,f?b.chartWidth:b.chartHeight)),this.group.clip(a),this.markerGroup.clip(d),this.sharedClipKey=g):((a=b[g])&&a.animate({width:b.plotSizeX},d),b[g+"m"]&&b[g+"m"].animate({width:b.plotSizeX+
99},d),this.animate=null)},afterAnimate:function(){var a=this.chart,b=this.sharedClipKey,c=this.group,d=this.clipBox;if(c&&this.options.clip!==!1){if(!b||!d)c.clip(d?a.renderer.clipRect(d):a.clipRect);this.markerGroup.clip()}I(this,"afterAnimate");setTimeout(function(){b&&a[b]&&(d||(a[b]=a[b].destroy()),a[b+"m"]&&(a[b+"m"]=a[b+"m"].destroy()))},100)},drawPoints:function(){var a,b=this.points,c=this.chart,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l=this.options.marker,n=this.pointAttr[""],m,o,q,t=this.markerGroup,s=p(l.enabled,
!this.requireSorting||this.activePointCount<0.5*this.xAxis.len/l.radius);if(l.enabled!==!1||this._hasPointMarkers)for(f=b.length;f--;)if(g=b[f],d=U(g.plotX),e=g.plotY,k=g.graphic,m=g.marker||{},o=!!g.marker,a=s&&m.enabled===u||m.enabled,q=c.isInsidePlot(v(d),e,c.inverted),a&&e!==u&&!isNaN(e)&&g.y!==null)if(a=g.pointAttr[g.selected?"select":""]||n,h=a.r,i=p(m.symbol,this.symbol),j=i.indexOf("url")===0,k)k[q?"show":"hide"](!0).animate(r({x:d-h,y:e-h},k.symbolName?{width:2*h,height:2*h}:{}));else{if(q&&
(h>0||j))g.graphic=c.renderer.symbol(i,d-h,e-h,2*h,2*h,o?m:l).attr(a).add(t)}else if(k)g.graphic=k.destroy()},convertAttribs:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this.pointAttrToOptions,f,g,h={},a=a||{},b=b||{},c=c||{},d=d||{};for(f in e)g=e[f],h[f]=p(a[g],b[f],c[f],d[f]);return h},getAttribs:function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=ca[a.type].marker?b.marker:b,d=c.states,e=d.hover,f,g=a.color;f={stroke:g,fill:g};var h=a.points||[],i,j=[],k,l=a.pointAttrToOptions;k=a.hasPointSpecificOptions;var n=b.negativeColor,m=
c.lineColor,o=c.fillColor;i=b.turboThreshold;var p;b.marker?(e.radius=e.radius||c.radius+e.radiusPlus,e.lineWidth=e.lineWidth||c.lineWidth+e.lineWidthPlus):e.color=e.color||ya(e.color||g).brighten(e.brightness).get();j[""]=a.convertAttribs(c,f);q(["hover","select"],function(b){j[b]=a.convertAttribs(d[b],j[""])});a.pointAttr=j;g=h.length;if(!i||g<i||k)for(;g--;){i=h[g];if((c=i.options&&i.options.marker||i.options)&&c.enabled===!1)c.radius=0;if(i.negative&&n)i.color=i.fillColor=n;k=b.colorByPoint||
i.color;if(i.options)for(p in l)s(c[l[p]])&&(k=!0);if(k){c=c||{};k=[];d=c.states||{};f=d.hover=d.hover||{};if(!b.marker)f.color=f.color||!i.options.color&&e.color||ya(i.color).brighten(f.brightness||e.brightness).get();f={color:i.color};if(!o)f.fillColor=i.color;if(!m)f.lineColor=i.color;k[""]=a.convertAttribs(r(f,c),j[""]);k.hover=a.convertAttribs(d.hover,j.hover,k[""]);k.select=a.convertAttribs(d.select,j.select,k[""])}else k=j;i.pointAttr=k}},destroy:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart,c=/AppleWebKit\/533/.test(wa),
d,e,f=a.data||[],g,h,i;I(a,"destroy");X(a);q(a.axisTypes||[],function(b){if(i=a[b])la(i.series,a),i.isDirty=i.forceRedraw=!0});a.legendItem&&a.chart.legend.destroyItem(a);for(e=f.length;e--;)(g=f[e])&&g.destroy&&g.destroy();a.points=null;clearTimeout(a.animationTimeout);q("area,graph,dataLabelsGroup,group,markerGroup,tracker,graphNeg,areaNeg,posClip,negClip".split(","),function(b){a[b]&&(d=c&&b==="group"?"hide":"destroy",a[b][d]())});if(b.hoverSeries===a)b.hoverSeries=null;la(b.series,a);for(h in a)delete a[h]},
getSegmentPath:function(a){var b=this,c=[],d=b.options.step;q(a,function(e,f){var g=e.plotX,h=e.plotY,i;b.getPointSpline?c.push.apply(c,b.getPointSpline(a,e,f)):(c.push(f?"L":"M"),d&&f&&(i=a[f-1],d==="right"?c.push(i.plotX,h):d==="center"?c.push((i.plotX+g)/2,i.plotY,(i.plotX+g)/2,h):c.push(g,i.plotY)),c.push(e.plotX,e.plotY))});return c},getGraphPath:function(){var a=this,b=[],c,d=[];q(a.segments,function(e){c=a.getSegmentPath(e);e.length>1?b=b.concat(c):d.push(e[0])});a.singlePoints=d;return a.graphPath=
b},drawGraph:function(){var a=this,b=this.options,c=[["graph",b.lineColor||this.color]],d=b.lineWidth,e=b.dashStyle,f=b.linecap!=="square",g=this.getGraphPath(),h=b.negativeColor;h&&c.push(["graphNeg",h]);q(c,function(c,h){var k=c[0],l=a[k];if(l)bb(l),l.animate({d:g});else if(d&&g.length)l={stroke:c[1],"stroke-width":d,fill:P,zIndex:1},e?l.dashstyle=e:f&&(l["stroke-linecap"]=l["stroke-linejoin"]="round"),a[k]=a.chart.renderer.path(g).attr(l).add(a.group).shadow(!h&&b.shadow)})},clipNeg:function(){var a=
this.options,b=this.chart,c=b.renderer,d=a.negativeColor||a.negativeFillColor,e,f=this.graph,g=this.area,h=this.posClip,i=this.negClip;e=b.chartWidth;var j=b.chartHeight,k=t(e,j),l=this.yAxis;if(d&&(f||g)){d=v(l.toPixels(a.threshold||0,!0));d<0&&(k-=d);a={x:0,y:0,width:k,height:d};k={x:0,y:d,width:k,height:k};if(b.inverted)a.height=k.y=b.plotWidth-d,c.isVML&&(a={x:b.plotWidth-d-b.plotLeft,y:0,width:e,height:j},k={x:d+b.plotLeft-e,y:0,width:b.plotLeft+d,height:e});l.reversed?(b=k,e=a):(b=a,e=k);h?
(h.animate(b),i.animate(e)):(this.posClip=h=c.clipRect(b),this.negClip=i=c.clipRect(e),f&&this.graphNeg&&(f.clip(h),this.graphNeg.clip(i)),g&&(g.clip(h),this.areaNeg.clip(i)))}},invertGroups:function(){function a(){var a={width:b.yAxis.len,height:b.xAxis.len};q(["group","markerGroup"],function(c){b[c]&&b[c].attr(a).invert()})}var b=this,c=b.chart;if(b.xAxis)N(c,"resize",a),N(b,"destroy",function(){X(c,"resize",a)}),a(),b.invertGroups=a},plotGroup:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this[a],g=!f;g&&(this[a]=
f=this.chart.renderer.g(b).attr({visibility:c,zIndex:d||0.1}).add(e));f[g?"attr":"animate"](this.getPlotBox());return f},getPlotBox:function(){var a=this.chart,b=this.xAxis,c=this.yAxis;if(a.inverted)b=c,c=this.xAxis;return{translateX:b?b.left:a.plotLeft,translateY:c?c.top:a.plotTop,scaleX:1,scaleY:1}},render:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart,c,d=a.options,e=(c=d.animation)&&!!a.animate&&b.renderer.isSVG&&p(c.duration,500)||0,f=a.visible?"visible":"hidden",g=d.zIndex,h=a.hasRendered,i=b.seriesGroup;
c=a.plotGroup("group","series",f,g,i);a.markerGroup=a.plotGroup("markerGroup","markers",f,g,i);e&&a.animate(!0);a.getAttribs();c.inverted=a.isCartesian?b.inverted:!1;a.drawGraph&&(a.drawGraph(),a.clipNeg());q(a.points,function(a){a.redraw&&a.redraw()});a.drawDataLabels&&a.drawDataLabels();a.visible&&a.drawPoints();a.drawTracker&&a.options.enableMouseTracking!==!1&&a.drawTracker();b.inverted&&a.invertGroups();d.clip!==!1&&!a.sharedClipKey&&!h&&c.clip(b.clipRect);e&&a.animate();if(!h)e?a.animationTimeout=
setTimeout(function(){a.afterAnimate()},e):a.afterAnimate();a.isDirty=a.isDirtyData=!1;a.hasRendered=!0},redraw:function(){var a=this.chart,b=this.isDirtyData,c=this.group,d=this.xAxis,e=this.yAxis;c&&(a.inverted&&c.attr({width:a.plotWidth,height:a.plotHeight}),c.animate({translateX:p(d&&d.left,a.plotLeft),translateY:p(e&&e.top,a.plotTop)}));this.translate();this.setTooltipPoints&&this.setTooltipPoints(!0);this.render();b&&I(this,"updatedData")}};Gb.prototype={destroy:function(){Pa(this,this.axis)},
render:function(a){var b=this.options,c=b.format,c=c?Ja(c,this):b.formatter.call(this);this.label?this.label.attr({text:c,visibility:"hidden"}):this.label=this.axis.chart.renderer.text(c,null,null,b.useHTML).css(b.style).attr({align:this.textAlign,rotation:b.rotation,visibility:"hidden"}).add(a)},setOffset:function(a,b){var c=this.axis,d=c.chart,e=d.inverted,f=this.isNegative,g=c.translate(c.usePercentage?100:this.total,0,0,0,1),c=c.translate(0),c=Q(g-c),h=d.xAxis[0].translate(this.x)+a,i=d.plotHeight,
f={x:e?f?g:g-c:h,y:e?i-h-b:f?i-g-c:i-g,width:e?c:b,height:e?b:c};if(e=this.label)e.align(this.alignOptions,null,f),f=e.alignAttr,e[this.options.crop===!1||d.isInsidePlot(f.x,f.y)?"show":"hide"](!0)}};na.prototype.buildStacks=function(){var a=this.series,b=p(this.options.reversedStacks,!0),c=a.length;if(!this.isXAxis){for(this.usePercentage=!1;c--;)a[b?c:a.length-c-1].setStackedPoints();if(this.usePercentage)for(c=0;c<a.length;c++)a[c].setPercentStacks()}};na.prototype.renderStackTotals=function(){var a=
this.chart,b=a.renderer,c=this.stacks,d,e,f=this.stackTotalGroup;if(!f)this.stackTotalGroup=f=b.g("stack-labels").attr({visibility:"visible",zIndex:6}).add();f.translate(a.plotLeft,a.plotTop);for(d in c)for(e in a=c[d],a)a[e].render(f)};O.prototype.setStackedPoints=function(){if(this.options.stacking&&!(this.visible!==!0&&this.chart.options.chart.ignoreHiddenSeries!==!1)){var a=this.processedXData,b=this.processedYData,c=[],d=b.length,e=this.options,f=e.threshold,g=e.stack,e=e.stacking,h=this.stackKey,
i="-"+h,j=this.negStacks,k=this.yAxis,l=k.stacks,n=k.oldStacks,m,o,p,q,r,s;for(q=0;q<d;q++){r=a[q];s=b[q];p=this.index+","+q;o=(m=j&&s<f)?i:h;l[o]||(l[o]={});if(!l[o][r])n[o]&&n[o][r]?(l[o][r]=n[o][r],l[o][r].total=null):l[o][r]=new Gb(k,k.options.stackLabels,m,r,g);o=l[o][r];o.points[p]=[o.cum||0];e==="percent"?(m=m?h:i,j&&l[m]&&l[m][r]?(m=l[m][r],o.total=m.total=t(m.total,o.total)+Q(s)||0):o.total=ea(o.total+(Q(s)||0))):o.total=ea(o.total+(s||0));o.cum=(o.cum||0)+(s||0);o.points[p].push(o.cum);
c[q]=o.cum}if(e==="percent")k.usePercentage=!0;this.stackedYData=c;k.oldStacks={}}};O.prototype.setPercentStacks=function(){var a=this,b=a.stackKey,c=a.yAxis.stacks,d=a.processedXData;q([b,"-"+b],function(b){var e;for(var f=d.length,g,h;f--;)if(g=d[f],e=(h=c[b]&&c[b][g])&&h.points[a.index+","+f],g=e)h=h.total?100/h.total:0,g[0]=ea(g[0]*h),g[1]=ea(g[1]*h),a.stackedYData[f]=g[1]})};r(Ya.prototype,{addSeries:function(a,b,c){var d,e=this;a&&(b=p(b,!0),I(e,"addSeries",{options:a},function(){d=e.initSeries(a);
e.isDirtyLegend=!0;e.linkSeries();b&&e.redraw(c)}));return d},addAxis:function(a,b,c,d){var e=b?"xAxis":"yAxis",f=this.options;new na(this,w(a,{index:this[e].length,isX:b}));f[e]=ra(f[e]||{});f[e].push(a);p(c,!0)&&this.redraw(d)},showLoading:function(a){var b=this,c=b.options,d=b.loadingDiv,e=c.loading,f=function(){d&&B(d,{left:b.plotLeft+"px",top:b.plotTop+"px",width:b.plotWidth+"px",height:b.plotHeight+"px"})};if(!d)b.loadingDiv=d=$(Ka,{className:"highcharts-loading"},r(e.style,{zIndex:10,display:P}),
b.container),b.loadingSpan=$("span",null,e.labelStyle,d),N(b,"redraw",f);b.loadingSpan.innerHTML=a||c.lang.loading;if(!b.loadingShown)B(d,{opacity:0,display:""}),jb(d,{opacity:e.style.opacity},{duration:e.showDuration||0}),b.loadingShown=!0;f()},hideLoading:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.loadingDiv;b&&jb(b,{opacity:0},{duration:a.loading.hideDuration||100,complete:function(){B(b,{display:P})}});this.loadingShown=!1}});r(Fa.prototype,{update:function(a,b,c,d){function e(){f.applyOptions(a);if(da(a)&&
!Ha(a))f.redraw=function(){if(h)a&&a.marker&&a.marker.symbol?f.graphic=h.destroy():h.attr(f.pointAttr[f.state||""]);if(a&&a.dataLabels&&f.dataLabel)f.dataLabel=f.dataLabel.destroy();f.redraw=null};i=f.index;g.updateParallelArrays(f,i);k.data[i]=f.options;g.isDirty=g.isDirtyData=!0;if(!g.fixedBox&&g.hasCartesianSeries)j.isDirtyBox=!0;k.legendType==="point"&&j.legend.destroyItem(f);b&&j.redraw(c)}var f=this,g=f.series,h=f.graphic,i,j=g.chart,k=g.options,b=p(b,!0);d===!1?e():f.firePointEvent("update",
{options:a},e)},remove:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.series,e=d.points,f=d.chart,g,h=d.data;Ra(b,f);a=p(a,!0);c.firePointEvent("remove",null,function(){g=Ma(c,h);h.length===e.length&&e.splice(g,1);h.splice(g,1);d.options.data.splice(g,1);d.updateParallelArrays(c,"splice",g,1);c.destroy();d.isDirty=!0;d.isDirtyData=!0;a&&f.redraw()})}});r(O.prototype,{addPoint:function(a,b,c,d){var e=this.options,f=this.data,g=this.graph,h=this.area,i=this.chart,j=this.xAxis&&this.xAxis.names,k=g&&g.shift||0,l=e.data,
n,m=this.xData;Ra(d,i);c&&q([g,h,this.graphNeg,this.areaNeg],function(a){if(a)a.shift=k+1});if(h)h.isArea=!0;b=p(b,!0);d={series:this};this.pointClass.prototype.applyOptions.apply(d,[a]);g=d.x;h=m.length;if(this.requireSorting&&g<m[h-1])for(n=!0;h&&m[h-1]>g;)h--;this.updateParallelArrays(d,"splice",h,0,0);this.updateParallelArrays(d,h);if(j&&d.name)j[g]=d.name;l.splice(h,0,a);n&&(this.data.splice(h,0,null),this.processData());e.legendType==="point"&&this.generatePoints();c&&(f[0]&&f[0].remove?f[0].remove(!1):
(f.shift(),this.updateParallelArrays(d,"shift"),l.shift()));this.isDirtyData=this.isDirty=!0;b&&(this.getAttribs(),i.redraw())},remove:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.chart,a=p(a,!0);if(!c.isRemoving)c.isRemoving=!0,I(c,"remove",null,function(){c.destroy();d.isDirtyLegend=d.isDirtyBox=!0;d.linkSeries();a&&d.redraw(b)});c.isRemoving=!1},update:function(a,b){var c=this,d=this.chart,e=this.userOptions,f=this.type,g=H[f].prototype,h=["group","markerGroup","dataLabelsGroup"],i;q(h,function(a){h[a]=c[a];delete c[a]});
a=w(e,{animation:!1,index:this.index,pointStart:this.xData[0]},{data:this.options.data},a);this.remove(!1);for(i in g)g.hasOwnProperty(i)&&(this[i]=u);r(this,H[a.type||f].prototype);q(h,function(a){c[a]=h[a]});this.init(d,a);d.linkSeries();p(b,!0)&&d.redraw(!1)}});r(na.prototype,{update:function(a,b){var c=this.chart,a=c.options[this.coll][this.options.index]=w(this.userOptions,a);this.destroy(!0);this._addedPlotLB=u;this.init(c,r(a,{events:u}));c.isDirtyBox=!0;p(b,!0)&&c.redraw()},remove:function(a){for(var b=
this.chart,c=this.coll,d=this.series,e=d.length;e--;)d[e]&&d[e].remove(!1);la(b.axes,this);la(b[c],this);b.options[c].splice(this.options.index,1);q(b[c],function(a,b){a.options.index=b});this.destroy();b.isDirtyBox=!0;p(a,!0)&&b.redraw()},setTitle:function(a,b){this.update({title:a},b)},setCategories:function(a,b){this.update({categories:a},b)}});ia=ma(O);H.line=ia;ca.area=w(T,{threshold:0});var qa=ma(O,{type:"area",getSegments:function(){var a=this,b=[],c=[],d=[],e=this.xAxis,f=this.yAxis,g=f.stacks[this.stackKey],
h={},i,j,k=this.points,l=this.options.connectNulls,n,m;if(this.options.stacking&&!this.cropped){for(n=0;n<k.length;n++)h[k[n].x]=k[n];for(m in g)g[m].total!==null&&d.push(+m);d.sort(function(a,b){return a-b});q(d,function(b){var d=0,k;if(!l||h[b]&&h[b].y!==null)if(h[b])c.push(h[b]);else{for(n=a.index;n<=f.series.length;n++)if(k=g[b].points[n+","+b]){d=k[1];break}i=e.translate(b);j=f.toPixels(d,!0);c.push({y:null,plotX:i,clientX:i,plotY:j,yBottom:j,onMouseOver:sa})}});c.length&&b.push(c)}else O.prototype.getSegments.call(this),
b=this.segments;this.segments=b},getSegmentPath:function(a){var b=O.prototype.getSegmentPath.call(this,a),c=[].concat(b),d,e=this.options;d=b.length;var f=this.yAxis.getThreshold(e.threshold),g;d===3&&c.push("L",b[1],b[2]);if(e.stacking&&!this.closedStacks)for(d=a.length-1;d>=0;d--)g=p(a[d].yBottom,f),d<a.length-1&&e.step&&c.push(a[d+1].plotX,g),c.push(a[d].plotX,g);else this.closeSegment(c,a,f);this.areaPath=this.areaPath.concat(c);return b},closeSegment:function(a,b,c){a.push("L",b[b.length-1].plotX,
c,"L",b[0].plotX,c)},drawGraph:function(){this.areaPath=[];O.prototype.drawGraph.apply(this);var a=this,b=this.areaPath,c=this.options,d=c.negativeColor,e=c.negativeFillColor,f=[["area",this.color,c.fillColor]];(d||e)&&f.push(["areaNeg",d,e]);q(f,function(d){var e=d[0],f=a[e];f?f.animate({d:b}):a[e]=a.chart.renderer.path(b).attr({fill:p(d[2],ya(d[1]).setOpacity(p(c.fillOpacity,0.75)).get()),zIndex:0}).add(a.group)})},drawLegendSymbol:M.drawRectangle});H.area=qa;ca.spline=w(T);ia=ma(O,{type:"spline",
getPointSpline:function(a,b,c){var d=b.plotX,e=b.plotY,f=a[c-1],g=a[c+1],h,i,j,k;if(f&&g){a=f.plotY;j=g.plotX;var g=g.plotY,l;h=(1.5*d+f.plotX)/2.5;i=(1.5*e+a)/2.5;j=(1.5*d+j)/2.5;k=(1.5*e+g)/2.5;l=(k-i)*(j-d)/(j-h)+e-k;i+=l;k+=l;i>a&&i>e?(i=t(a,e),k=2*e-i):i<a&&i<e&&(i=L(a,e),k=2*e-i);k>g&&k>e?(k=t(g,e),i=2*e-k):k<g&&k<e&&(k=L(g,e),i=2*e-k);b.rightContX=j;b.rightContY=k}c?(b=["C",f.rightContX||f.plotX,f.rightContY||f.plotY,h||d,i||e,d,e],f.rightContX=f.rightContY=null):b=["M",d,e];return b}});H.spline=
ia;ca.areaspline=w(ca.area);qa=qa.prototype;ia=ma(ia,{type:"areaspline",closedStacks:!0,getSegmentPath:qa.getSegmentPath,closeSegment:qa.closeSegment,drawGraph:qa.drawGraph,drawLegendSymbol:M.drawRectangle});H.areaspline=ia;ca.column=w(T,{borderColor:"#FFFFFF",borderRadius:0,groupPadding:0.2,marker:null,pointPadding:0.1,minPointLength:0,cropThreshold:50,pointRange:null,states:{hover:{brightness:0.1,shadow:!1,halo:!1},select:{color:"#C0C0C0",borderColor:"#000000",shadow:!1}},dataLabels:{align:null,
verticalAlign:null,y:null},stickyTracking:!1,tooltip:{distance:6},threshold:0});ia=ma(O,{type:"column",pointAttrToOptions:{stroke:"borderColor",fill:"color",r:"borderRadius"},cropShoulder:0,trackerGroups:["group","dataLabelsGroup"],negStacks:!0,init:function(){O.prototype.init.apply(this,arguments);var a=this,b=a.chart;b.hasRendered&&q(b.series,function(b){if(b.type===a.type)b.isDirty=!0})},getColumnMetrics:function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=a.xAxis,d=a.yAxis,e=c.reversed,f,g={},h,i=0;b.grouping===
!1?i=1:q(a.chart.series,function(b){var c=b.options,e=b.yAxis;if(b.type===a.type&&b.visible&&d.len===e.len&&d.pos===e.pos)c.stacking?(f=b.stackKey,g[f]===u&&(g[f]=i++),h=g[f]):c.grouping!==!1&&(h=i++),b.columnIndex=h});var c=L(Q(c.transA)*(c.ordinalSlope||b.pointRange||c.closestPointRange||c.tickInterval||1),c.len),j=c*b.groupPadding,k=(c-2*j)/i,l=b.pointWidth,b=s(l)?(k-l)/2:k*b.pointPadding,l=p(l,k-2*b);return a.columnMetrics={width:l,offset:b+(j+((e?i-(a.columnIndex||0):a.columnIndex)||0)*k-c/2)*
(e?-1:1)}},translate:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart,c=a.options,d=a.borderWidth=p(c.borderWidth,a.activePointCount>0.5*a.xAxis.len?0:1),e=a.yAxis,f=a.translatedThreshold=e.getThreshold(c.threshold),g=p(c.minPointLength,5),h=a.getColumnMetrics(),i=h.width,j=a.barW=t(i,1+2*d),k=a.pointXOffset=h.offset,l=-(d%2?0.5:0),n=d%2?0.5:1;b.renderer.isVML&&b.inverted&&(n+=1);c.pointPadding&&(j=La(j));O.prototype.translate.apply(a);q(a.points,function(c){var d=p(c.yBottom,f),h=L(t(-999-d,c.plotY),e.len+999+d),
q=c.plotX+k,r=j,s=L(h,d),u;u=t(h,d)-s;Q(u)<g&&g&&(u=g,s=v(Q(s-f)>g?d-g:f-(e.translate(c.y,0,1,0,1)<=f?g:0)));c.barX=q;c.pointWidth=i;c.tooltipPos=b.inverted?[e.len-h,a.xAxis.len-q-r/2]:[q+r/2,h+e.pos-b.plotTop];r=v(q+r)+l;q=v(q)+l;r-=q;d=Q(s)<0.5;u=v(s+u)+n;s=v(s)+n;u-=s;d&&(s-=1,u+=1);c.shapeType="rect";c.shapeArgs={x:q,y:s,width:r,height:u}})},getSymbol:sa,drawLegendSymbol:M.drawRectangle,drawGraph:sa,drawPoints:function(){var a=this,b=this.chart,c=a.options,d=b.renderer,e=c.animationLimit||250,
f,g;q(a.points,function(h){var i=h.plotY,j=h.graphic;if(i!==u&&!isNaN(i)&&h.y!==null)f=h.shapeArgs,i=s(a.borderWidth)?{"stroke-width":a.borderWidth}:{},g=h.pointAttr[h.selected?"select":""]||a.pointAttr[""],j?(bb(j),j.attr(i)[b.pointCount<e?"animate":"attr"](w(f))):h.graphic=d[h.shapeType](f).attr(g).attr(i).add(a.group).shadow(c.shadow,null,c.stacking&&!c.borderRadius);else if(j)h.graphic=j.destroy()})},animate:function(a){var b=this.yAxis,c=this.options,d=this.chart.inverted,e={};if(ba)a?(e.scaleY=
0.001,a=L(b.pos+b.len,t(b.pos,b.toPixels(c.threshold))),d?e.translateX=a-b.len:e.translateY=a,this.group.attr(e)):(e.scaleY=1,e[d?"translateX":"translateY"]=b.pos,this.group.animate(e,this.options.animation),this.animate=null)},remove:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart;b.hasRendered&&q(b.series,function(b){if(b.type===a.type)b.isDirty=!0});O.prototype.remove.apply(a,arguments)}});H.column=ia;ca.bar=w(ca.column);qa=ma(ia,{type:"bar",inverted:!0});H.bar=qa;ca.scatter=w(T,{lineWidth:0,tooltip:{headerFormat:'<span style="color:{series.color}">â��</span> <span style="font-size: 10px;"> {series.name}</span><br/>',
pointFormat:"x: <b>{point.x}</b><br/>y: <b>{point.y}</b><br/>"},stickyTracking:!1});qa=ma(O,{type:"scatter",sorted:!1,requireSorting:!1,noSharedTooltip:!0,trackerGroups:["markerGroup","dataLabelsGroup"],takeOrdinalPosition:!1,singularTooltips:!0,drawGraph:function(){this.options.lineWidth&&O.prototype.drawGraph.call(this)}});H.scatter=qa;ca.pie=w(T,{borderColor:"#FFFFFF",borderWidth:1,center:[null,null],clip:!1,colorByPoint:!0,dataLabels:{distance:30,enabled:!0,formatter:function(){return this.point.name}},
ignoreHiddenPoint:!0,legendType:"point",marker:null,size:null,showInLegend:!1,slicedOffset:10,states:{hover:{brightness:0.1,shadow:!1}},stickyTracking:!1,tooltip:{followPointer:!0}});T={type:"pie",isCartesian:!1,pointClass:ma(Fa,{init:function(){Fa.prototype.init.apply(this,arguments);var a=this,b;if(a.y<0)a.y=null;r(a,{visible:a.visible!==!1,name:p(a.name,"Slice")});b=function(b){a.slice(b.type==="select")};N(a,"select",b);N(a,"unselect",b);return a},setVisible:function(a){var b=this,c=b.series,
d=c.chart;b.visible=b.options.visible=a=a===u?!b.visible:a;c.options.data[Ma(b,c.data)]=b.options;q(["graphic","dataLabel","connector","shadowGroup"],function(c){if(b[c])b[c][a?"show":"hide"](!0)});b.legendItem&&d.legend.colorizeItem(b,a);if(!c.isDirty&&c.options.ignoreHiddenPoint)c.isDirty=!0,d.redraw()},slice:function(a,b,c){var d=this.series;Ra(c,d.chart);p(b,!0);this.sliced=this.options.sliced=a=s(a)?a:!this.sliced;d.options.data[Ma(this,d.data)]=this.options;a=a?this.slicedTranslation:{translateX:0,
translateY:0};this.graphic.animate(a);this.shadowGroup&&this.shadowGroup.animate(a)},haloPath:function(a){var b=this.shapeArgs,c=this.series.chart;return this.sliced||!this.visible?[]:this.series.chart.renderer.symbols.arc(c.plotLeft+b.x,c.plotTop+b.y,b.r+a,b.r+a,{innerR:this.shapeArgs.r,start:b.start,end:b.end})}}),requireSorting:!1,noSharedTooltip:!0,trackerGroups:["group","dataLabelsGroup"],axisTypes:[],pointAttrToOptions:{stroke:"borderColor","stroke-width":"borderWidth",fill:"color"},singularTooltips:!0,
getColor:sa,animate:function(a){var b=this,c=b.points,d=b.startAngleRad;if(!a)q(c,function(a){var c=a.graphic,a=a.shapeArgs;c&&(c.attr({r:b.center[3]/2,start:d,end:d}),c.animate({r:a.r,start:a.start,end:a.end},b.options.animation))}),b.animate=null},setData:function(a,b,c,d){O.prototype.setData.call(this,a,!1,c,d);this.processData();this.generatePoints();p(b,!0)&&this.chart.redraw(c)},generatePoints:function(){var a,b=0,c,d,e,f=this.options.ignoreHiddenPoint;O.prototype.generatePoints.call(this);
c=this.points;d=c.length;for(a=0;a<d;a++)e=c[a],b+=f&&!e.visible?0:e.y;this.total=b;for(a=0;a<d;a++)e=c[a],e.percentage=b>0?e.y/b*100:0,e.total=b},translate:function(a){this.generatePoints();var b=0,c=this.options,d=c.slicedOffset,e=d+c.borderWidth,f,g,h,i=c.startAngle||0,j=this.startAngleRad=oa/180*(i-90),i=(this.endAngleRad=oa/180*(p(c.endAngle,i+360)-90))-j,k=this.points,l=c.dataLabels.distance,c=c.ignoreHiddenPoint,n,m=k.length,o;if(!a)this.center=a=this.getCenter();this.getX=function(b,c){h=
V.asin(L((b-a[1])/(a[2]/2+l),1));return a[0]+(c?-1:1)*aa(h)*(a[2]/2+l)};for(n=0;n<m;n++){o=k[n];f=j+b*i;if(!c||o.visible)b+=o.percentage/100;g=j+b*i;o.shapeType="arc";o.shapeArgs={x:a[0],y:a[1],r:a[2]/2,innerR:a[3]/2,start:v(f*1E3)/1E3,end:v(g*1E3)/1E3};h=(g+f)/2;h>1.5*oa?h-=2*oa:h<-oa/2&&(h+=2*oa);o.slicedTranslation={translateX:v(aa(h)*d),translateY:v(fa(h)*d)};f=aa(h)*a[2]/2;g=fa(h)*a[2]/2;o.tooltipPos=[a[0]+f*0.7,a[1]+g*0.7];o.half=h<-oa/2||h>oa/2?1:0;o.angle=h;e=L(e,l/2);o.labelPos=[a[0]+f+aa(h)*
l,a[1]+g+fa(h)*l,a[0]+f+aa(h)*e,a[1]+g+fa(h)*e,a[0]+f,a[1]+g,l<0?"center":o.half?"right":"left",h]}},drawGraph:null,drawPoints:function(){var a=this,b=a.chart.renderer,c,d,e=a.options.shadow,f,g;if(e&&!a.shadowGroup)a.shadowGroup=b.g("shadow").add(a.group);q(a.points,function(h){d=h.graphic;g=h.shapeArgs;f=h.shadowGroup;if(e&&!f)f=h.shadowGroup=b.g("shadow").add(a.shadowGroup);c=h.sliced?h.slicedTranslation:{translateX:0,translateY:0};f&&f.attr(c);d?d.animate(r(g,c)):h.graphic=d=b[h.shapeType](g).setRadialReference(a.center).attr(h.pointAttr[h.selected?
"select":""]).attr({"stroke-linejoin":"round"}).attr(c).add(a.group).shadow(e,f);h.visible!==void 0&&h.setVisible(h.visible)})},sortByAngle:function(a,b){a.sort(function(a,d){return a.angle!==void 0&&(d.angle-a.angle)*b})},drawLegendSymbol:M.drawRectangle,getCenter:Z.getCenter,getSymbol:sa};T=ma(O,T);H.pie=T;O.prototype.drawDataLabels=function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=b.cursor,d=b.dataLabels,e=a.points,f,g,h=a.hasRendered||0,i,j;if(d.enabled||a._hasPointLabels)a.dlProcessOptions&&a.dlProcessOptions(d),
j=a.plotGroup("dataLabelsGroup","data-labels",d.defer?"hidden":"visible",d.zIndex||6),p(d.defer,!0)&&(j.attr({opacity:+h}),h||N(a,"afterAnimate",function(){a.visible&&j.show();j[b.animation?"animate":"attr"]({opacity:1},{duration:200})})),g=d,q(e,function(b){var e,h=b.dataLabel,m,o,q=b.connector,t=!0;f=b.options&&b.options.dataLabels;e=p(f&&f.enabled,g.enabled);if(h&&!e)b.dataLabel=h.destroy();else if(e){d=w(g,f);e=d.rotation;m=b.getLabelConfig();i=d.format?Ja(d.format,m):d.formatter.call(m,d);d.style.color=
p(d.color,d.style.color,a.color,"black");if(h)if(s(i))h.attr({text:i}),t=!1;else{if(b.dataLabel=h=h.destroy(),q)b.connector=q.destroy()}else if(s(i)){h={fill:d.backgroundColor,stroke:d.borderColor,"stroke-width":d.borderWidth,r:d.borderRadius||0,rotation:e,padding:d.padding,zIndex:1};for(o in h)h[o]===u&&delete h[o];h=b.dataLabel=a.chart.renderer[e?"text":"label"](i,0,-999,null,null,null,d.useHTML).attr(h).css(r(d.style,c&&{cursor:c})).add(j).shadow(d.shadow)}h&&a.alignDataLabel(b,h,d,null,t)}})};
O.prototype.alignDataLabel=function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this.chart,g=f.inverted,h=p(a.plotX,-999),i=p(a.plotY,-999),j=b.getBBox();if(a=this.visible&&(a.series.forceDL||f.isInsidePlot(h,v(i),g)||d&&f.isInsidePlot(h,g?d.x+1:d.y+d.height-1,g)))d=r({x:g?f.plotWidth-i:h,y:v(g?f.plotHeight-h:i),width:0,height:0},d),r(c,{width:j.width,height:j.height}),c.rotation?b[e?"attr":"animate"]({x:d.x+c.x+d.width/2,y:d.y+c.y+d.height/2}).attr({align:c.align}):(b.align(c,null,d),g=b.alignAttr,p(c.overflow,"justify")===
"justify"?this.justifyDataLabel(b,c,g,j,d,e):p(c.crop,!0)&&(a=f.isInsidePlot(g.x,g.y)&&f.isInsidePlot(g.x+j.width,g.y+j.height)));if(!a)b.attr({y:-999}),b.placed=!1};O.prototype.justifyDataLabel=function(a,b,c,d,e,f){var g=this.chart,h=b.align,i=b.verticalAlign,j,k;j=c.x;if(j<0)h==="right"?b.align="left":b.x=-j,k=!0;j=c.x+d.width;if(j>g.plotWidth)h==="left"?b.align="right":b.x=g.plotWidth-j,k=!0;j=c.y;if(j<0)i==="bottom"?b.verticalAlign="top":b.y=-j,k=!0;j=c.y+d.height;if(j>g.plotHeight)i==="top"?
b.verticalAlign="bottom":b.y=g.plotHeight-j,k=!0;if(k)a.placed=!f,a.align(b,null,e)};if(H.pie)H.pie.prototype.drawDataLabels=function(){var a=this,b=a.data,c,d=a.chart,e=a.options.dataLabels,f=p(e.connectorPadding,10),g=p(e.connectorWidth,1),h=d.plotWidth,i=d.plotHeight,j,k,l=p(e.softConnector,!0),n=e.distance,m=a.center,o=m[2]/2,r=m[1],s=n>0,u,w,x,A=[[],[]],y,B,I,H,z,R=[0,0,0,0],N=function(a,b){return b.y-a.y};if(a.visible&&(e.enabled||a._hasPointLabels)){O.prototype.drawDataLabels.apply(a);q(b,
function(a){a.dataLabel&&a.visible&&A[a.half].push(a)});for(H=2;H--;){var G=[],M=[],F=A[H],K=F.length,E;if(K){a.sortByAngle(F,H-0.5);for(z=b=0;!b&&F[z];)b=F[z]&&F[z].dataLabel&&(F[z].dataLabel.getBBox().height||21),z++;if(n>0){w=L(r+o+n,d.plotHeight);for(z=t(0,r-o-n);z<=w;z+=b)G.push(z);w=G.length;if(K>w){c=[].concat(F);c.sort(N);for(z=K;z--;)c[z].rank=z;for(z=K;z--;)F[z].rank>=w&&F.splice(z,1);K=F.length}for(z=0;z<K;z++){c=F[z];x=c.labelPos;c=9999;var S,P;for(P=0;P<w;P++)S=Q(G[P]-x[1]),S<c&&(c=S,
E=P);if(E<z&&G[z]!==null)E=z;else for(w<K-z+E&&G[z]!==null&&(E=w-K+z);G[E]===null;)E++;M.push({i:E,y:G[E]});G[E]=null}M.sort(N)}for(z=0;z<K;z++){c=F[z];x=c.labelPos;u=c.dataLabel;I=c.visible===!1?"hidden":"visible";c=x[1];if(n>0){if(w=M.pop(),E=w.i,B=w.y,c>B&&G[E+1]!==null||c<B&&G[E-1]!==null)B=L(t(0,c),d.plotHeight)}else B=c;y=e.justify?m[0]+(H?-1:1)*(o+n):a.getX(B===r-o-n||B===r+o+n?c:B,H);u._attr={visibility:I,align:x[6]};u._pos={x:y+e.x+({left:f,right:-f}[x[6]]||0),y:B+e.y-10};u.connX=y;u.connY=
B;if(this.options.size===null)w=u.width,y-w<f?R[3]=t(v(w-y+f),R[3]):y+w>h-f&&(R[1]=t(v(y+w-h+f),R[1])),B-b/2<0?R[0]=t(v(-B+b/2),R[0]):B+b/2>i&&(R[2]=t(v(B+b/2-i),R[2]))}}}if(Ca(R)===0||this.verifyDataLabelOverflow(R))this.placeDataLabels(),s&&g&&q(this.points,function(b){j=b.connector;x=b.labelPos;if((u=b.dataLabel)&&u._pos)I=u._attr.visibility,y=u.connX,B=u.connY,k=l?["M",y+(x[6]==="left"?5:-5),B,"C",y,B,2*x[2]-x[4],2*x[3]-x[5],x[2],x[3],"L",x[4],x[5]]:["M",y+(x[6]==="left"?5:-5),B,"L",x[2],x[3],
"L",x[4],x[5]],j?(j.animate({d:k}),j.attr("visibility",I)):b.connector=j=a.chart.renderer.path(k).attr({"stroke-width":g,stroke:e.connectorColor||b.color||"#606060",visibility:I}).add(a.dataLabelsGroup);else if(j)b.connector=j.destroy()})}},H.pie.prototype.placeDataLabels=function(){q(this.points,function(a){var a=a.dataLabel,b;if(a)(b=a._pos)?(a.attr(a._attr),a[a.moved?"animate":"attr"](b),a.moved=!0):a&&a.attr({y:-999})})},H.pie.prototype.alignDataLabel=sa,H.pie.prototype.verifyDataLabelOverflow=
function(a){var b=this.center,c=this.options,d=c.center,e=c=c.minSize||80,f;d[0]!==null?e=t(b[2]-t(a[1],a[3]),c):(e=t(b[2]-a[1]-a[3],c),b[0]+=(a[3]-a[1])/2);d[1]!==null?e=t(L(e,b[2]-t(a[0],a[2])),c):(e=t(L(e,b[2]-a[0]-a[2]),c),b[1]+=(a[0]-a[2])/2);e<b[2]?(b[2]=e,this.translate(b),q(this.points,function(a){if(a.dataLabel)a.dataLabel._pos=null}),this.drawDataLabels&&this.drawDataLabels()):f=!0;return f};if(H.column)H.column.prototype.alignDataLabel=function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this.chart,g=f.inverted,
h=a.dlBox||a.shapeArgs,i=a.below||a.plotY>p(this.translatedThreshold,f.plotSizeY),j=p(c.inside,!!this.options.stacking);if(h&&(d=w(h),g&&(d={x:f.plotWidth-d.y-d.height,y:f.plotHeight-d.x-d.width,width:d.height,height:d.width}),!j))g?(d.x+=i?0:d.width,d.width=0):(d.y+=i?d.height:0,d.height=0);c.align=p(c.align,!g||j?"center":i?"right":"left");c.verticalAlign=p(c.verticalAlign,g||j?"middle":i?"top":"bottom");O.prototype.alignDataLabel.call(this,a,b,c,d,e)};T=K.TrackerMixin={drawTrackerPoint:function(){var a=
this,b=a.chart,c=b.pointer,d=a.options.cursor,e=d&&{cursor:d},f=function(c){var d=c.target,e;if(b.hoverSeries!==a)a.onMouseOver();for(;d&&!e;)e=d.point,d=d.parentNode;if(e!==u&&e!==b.hoverPoint)e.onMouseOver(c)};q(a.points,function(a){if(a.graphic)a.graphic.element.point=a;if(a.dataLabel)a.dataLabel.element.point=a});if(!a._hasTracking)q(a.trackerGroups,function(b){if(a[b]&&(a[b].addClass("highcharts-tracker").on("mouseover",f).on("mouseout",function(a){c.onTrackerMouseOut(a)}).css(e),$a))a[b].on("touchstart",
f)}),a._hasTracking=!0},drawTrackerGraph:function(){var a=this,b=a.options,c=b.trackByArea,d=[].concat(c?a.areaPath:a.graphPath),e=d.length,f=a.chart,g=f.pointer,h=f.renderer,i=f.options.tooltip.snap,j=a.tracker,k=b.cursor,l=k&&{cursor:k},k=a.singlePoints,n,m=function(){if(f.hoverSeries!==a)a.onMouseOver()},o="rgba(192,192,192,"+(ba?1.0E-4:0.002)+")";if(e&&!c)for(n=e+1;n--;)d[n]==="M"&&d.splice(n+1,0,d[n+1]-i,d[n+2],"L"),(n&&d[n]==="M"||n===e)&&d.splice(n,0,"L",d[n-2]+i,d[n-1]);for(n=0;n<k.length;n++)e=
k[n],d.push("M",e.plotX-i,e.plotY,"L",e.plotX+i,e.plotY);j?j.attr({d:d}):(a.tracker=h.path(d).attr({"stroke-linejoin":"round",visibility:a.visible?"visible":"hidden",stroke:o,fill:c?o:P,"stroke-width":b.lineWidth+(c?0:2*i),zIndex:2}).add(a.group),q([a.tracker,a.markerGroup],function(a){a.addClass("highcharts-tracker").on("mouseover",m).on("mouseout",function(a){g.onTrackerMouseOut(a)}).css(l);if($a)a.on("touchstart",m)}))}};if(H.column)ia.prototype.drawTracker=T.drawTrackerPoint;if(H.pie)H.pie.prototype.drawTracker=
T.drawTrackerPoint;if(H.scatter)qa.prototype.drawTracker=T.drawTrackerPoint;r(lb.prototype,{setItemEvents:function(a,b,c,d,e){var f=this;(c?b:a.legendGroup).on("mouseover",function(){a.setState("hover");b.css(f.options.itemHoverStyle)}).on("mouseout",function(){b.css(a.visible?d:e);a.setState()}).on("click",function(b){var c=function(){a.setVisible()},b={browserEvent:b};a.firePointEvent?a.firePointEvent("legendItemClick",b,c):I(a,"legendItemClick",b,c)})},createCheckboxForItem:function(a){a.checkbox=
$("input",{type:"checkbox",checked:a.selected,defaultChecked:a.selected},this.options.itemCheckboxStyle,this.chart.container);N(a.checkbox,"click",function(b){I(a,"checkboxClick",{checked:b.target.checked},function(){a.select()})})}});E.legend.itemStyle.cursor="pointer";r(Ya.prototype,{showResetZoom:function(){var a=this,b=E.lang,c=a.options.chart.resetZoomButton,d=c.theme,e=d.states,f=c.relativeTo==="chart"?null:"plotBox";this.resetZoomButton=a.renderer.button(b.resetZoom,null,null,function(){a.zoomOut()},
d,e&&e.hover).attr({align:c.position.align,title:b.resetZoomTitle}).add().align(c.position,!1,f)},zoomOut:function(){var a=this;I(a,"selection",{resetSelection:!0},function(){a.zoom()})},zoom:function(a){var b,c=this.pointer,d=!1,e;!a||a.resetSelection?q(this.axes,function(a){b=a.zoom()}):q(a.xAxis.concat(a.yAxis),function(a){var e=a.axis,h=e.isXAxis;if(c[h?"zoomX":"zoomY"]||c[h?"pinchX":"pinchY"])b=e.zoom(a.min,a.max),e.displayBtn&&(d=!0)});e=this.resetZoomButton;if(d&&!e)this.showResetZoom();else if(!d&&
da(e))this.resetZoomButton=e.destroy();b&&this.redraw(p(this.options.chart.animation,a&&a.animation,this.pointCount<100))},pan:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.hoverPoints,e;d&&q(d,function(a){a.setState()});q(b==="xy"?[1,0]:[1],function(b){var d=a[b?"chartX":"chartY"],h=c[b?"xAxis":"yAxis"][0],i=c[b?"mouseDownX":"mouseDownY"],j=(h.pointRange||0)/2,k=h.getExtremes(),l=h.toValue(i-d,!0)+j,i=h.toValue(i+c[b?"plotWidth":"plotHeight"]-d,!0)-j;h.series.length&&l>L(k.dataMin,k.min)&&i<t(k.dataMax,k.max)&&(h.setExtremes(l,
i,!1,!1,{trigger:"pan"}),e=!0);c[b?"mouseDownX":"mouseDownY"]=d});e&&c.redraw(!1);B(c.container,{cursor:"move"})}});r(Fa.prototype,{select:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.series,e=d.chart,a=p(a,!c.selected);c.firePointEvent(a?"select":"unselect",{accumulate:b},function(){c.selected=c.options.selected=a;d.options.data[Ma(c,d.data)]=c.options;c.setState(a&&"select");b||q(e.getSelectedPoints(),function(a){if(a.selected&&a!==c)a.selected=a.options.selected=!1,d.options.data[Ma(a,d.data)]=a.options,a.setState(""),
a.firePointEvent("unselect")})})},onMouseOver:function(a){var b=this.series,c=b.chart,d=c.tooltip,e=c.hoverPoint;if(e&&e!==this)e.onMouseOut();this.firePointEvent("mouseOver");d&&(!d.shared||b.noSharedTooltip)&&d.refresh(this,a);this.setState("hover");c.hoverPoint=this},onMouseOut:function(){var a=this.series.chart,b=a.hoverPoints;this.firePointEvent("mouseOut");if(!b||Ma(this,b)===-1)this.setState(),a.hoverPoint=null},importEvents:function(){if(!this.hasImportedEvents){var a=w(this.series.options.point,
this.options).events,b;this.events=a;for(b in a)N(this,b,a[b]);this.hasImportedEvents=!0}},setState:function(a,b){var c=this.plotX,d=this.plotY,e=this.series,f=e.options.states,g=ca[e.type].marker&&e.options.marker,h=g&&!g.enabled,i=g&&g.states[a],j=i&&i.enabled===!1,k=e.stateMarkerGraphic,l=this.marker||{},n=e.chart,m=e.halo,o,a=a||"";o=this.pointAttr[a]||e.pointAttr[a];if(!(a===this.state&&!b||this.selected&&a!=="select"||f[a]&&f[a].enabled===!1||a&&(j||h&&i.enabled===!1)||a&&l.states&&l.states[a]&&
l.states[a].enabled===!1)){if(this.graphic)g=g&&this.graphic.symbolName&&o.r,this.graphic.attr(w(o,g?{x:c-g,y:d-g,width:2*g,height:2*g}:{})),k&&k.hide();else{if(a&&i)if(g=i.radius,l=l.symbol||e.symbol,k&&k.currentSymbol!==l&&(k=k.destroy()),k)k[b?"animate":"attr"]({x:c-g,y:d-g});else if(l)e.stateMarkerGraphic=k=n.renderer.symbol(l,c-g,d-g,2*g,2*g).attr(o).add(e.markerGroup),k.currentSymbol=l;if(k)k[a&&n.isInsidePlot(c,d,n.inverted)?"show":"hide"]()}if((c=f[a]&&f[a].halo)&&c.size){if(!m)e.halo=m=n.renderer.path().add(e.seriesGroup);
m.attr(r({fill:ya(this.color||e.color).setOpacity(c.opacity).get()},c.attributes))[b?"animate":"attr"]({d:this.haloPath(c.size)})}else m&&m.attr({d:[]});this.state=a}},haloPath:function(a){var b=this.series,c=b.chart,d=b.getPlotBox(),e=c.inverted;return c.renderer.symbols.circle(d.translateX+(e?b.yAxis.len-this.plotY:this.plotX)-a,d.translateY+(e?b.xAxis.len-this.plotX:this.plotY)-a,a*2,a*2)}});r(O.prototype,{onMouseOver:function(){var a=this.chart,b=a.hoverSeries;if(b&&b!==this)b.onMouseOut();this.options.events.mouseOver&&
I(this,"mouseOver");this.setState("hover");a.hoverSeries=this},onMouseOut:function(){var a=this.options,b=this.chart,c=b.tooltip,d=b.hoverPoint;if(d)d.onMouseOut();this&&a.events.mouseOut&&I(this,"mouseOut");c&&!a.stickyTracking&&(!c.shared||this.noSharedTooltip)&&c.hide();this.setState();b.hoverSeries=null},setState:function(a){var b=this.options,c=this.graph,d=this.graphNeg,e=b.states,b=b.lineWidth,a=a||"";if(this.state!==a)this.state=a,e[a]&&e[a].enabled===!1||(a&&(b=e[a].lineWidth||b+(e[a].lineWidthPlus||
0)),c&&!c.dashstyle&&(a={"stroke-width":b},c.attr(a),d&&d.attr(a)))},setVisible:function(a,b){var c=this,d=c.chart,e=c.legendItem,f,g=d.options.chart.ignoreHiddenSeries,h=c.visible;f=(c.visible=a=c.userOptions.visible=a===u?!h:a)?"show":"hide";q(["group","dataLabelsGroup","markerGroup","tracker"],function(a){if(c[a])c[a][f]()});if(d.hoverSeries===c)c.onMouseOut();e&&d.legend.colorizeItem(c,a);c.isDirty=!0;c.options.stacking&&q(d.series,function(a){if(a.options.stacking&&a.visible)a.isDirty=!0});q(c.linkedSeries,
function(b){b.setVisible(a,!1)});if(g)d.isDirtyBox=!0;b!==!1&&d.redraw();I(c,f)},setTooltipPoints:function(a){var b=[],c,d,e=this.xAxis,f=e&&e.getExtremes(),g=e?e.tooltipLen||e.len:this.chart.plotSizeX,h,i,j=[];if(!(this.options.enableMouseTracking===!1||this.singularTooltips)){if(a)this.tooltipPoints=null;q(this.segments||this.points,function(a){b=b.concat(a)});e&&e.reversed&&(b=b.reverse());this.orderTooltipPoints&&this.orderTooltipPoints(b);a=b.length;for(i=0;i<a;i++)if(e=b[i],c=e.x,c>=f.min&&
c<=f.max){h=b[i+1];c=d===u?0:d+1;for(d=b[i+1]?L(t(0,U((e.clientX+(h?h.wrappedClientX||h.clientX:g))/2)),g):g;c>=0&&c<=d;)j[c++]=e}this.tooltipPoints=j}},show:function(){this.setVisible(!0)},hide:function(){this.setVisible(!1)},select:function(a){this.selected=a=a===u?!this.selected:a;if(this.checkbox)this.checkbox.checked=a;I(this,a?"select":"unselect")},drawTracker:T.drawTrackerGraph});r(K,{Axis:na,Chart:Ya,Color:ya,Point:Fa,Tick:Ta,Renderer:Za,Series:O,SVGElement:S,SVGRenderer:ta,arrayMin:Oa,arrayMax:Ca,
charts:W,dateFormat:cb,format:Ja,pathAnim:vb,getOptions:function(){return E},hasBidiBug:Ob,isTouchDevice:Ib,numberFormat:Ba,seriesTypes:H,setOptions:function(a){E=w(!0,E,a);Bb();return E},addEvent:N,removeEvent:X,createElement:$,discardElement:Qa,css:B,each:q,extend:r,map:Va,merge:w,pick:p,splat:ra,extendClass:ma,pInt:y,wrap:Na,svg:ba,canvas:ga,vml:!ba&&!ga,product:"Highcharts",version:"4.0.4"})})();

!function(e,t,n){"use strict";!function o(e,t,n){function a(s,l){if(!t[s]){if(!e[s]){var i="function"==typeof require&&require;if(!l&&i)return i(s,!0);if(r)return r(s,!0);var u=new Error("Cannot find module '"+s+"'");throw u.code="MODULE_NOT_FOUND",u}var c=t[s]={exports:{}};e[s][0].call(c.exports,function(t){var n=e[s][1][t];return a(n?n:t)},c,c.exports,o,e,t,n)}return t[s].exports}for(var r="function"==typeof require&&require,s=0;s<n.length;s++)a(n[s]);return a}({1:[function(o,a,r){var s=function(e){return e&&e.__esModule?e:{"default":e}};Object.defineProperty(r,"__esModule",{value:!0});var l,i,u,c,d=o("./modules/handle-dom"),f=o("./modules/utils"),p=o("./modules/handle-swal-dom"),m=o("./modules/handle-click"),v=o("./modules/handle-key"),y=s(v),h=o("./modules/default-params"),b=s(h),g=o("./modules/set-params"),w=s(g);r["default"]=u=c=function(){function o(e){var t=a;return t[e]===n?b["default"][e]:t[e]}var a=arguments[0];if(d.addClass(t.body,"stop-scrolling"),p.resetInput(),a===n)return f.logStr("SweetAlert expects at least 1 attribute!"),!1;var r=f.extend({},b["default"]);switch(typeof a){case"string":r.title=a,r.text=arguments[1]||"",r.type=arguments[2]||"";break;case"object":if(a.title===n)return f.logStr('Missing "title" argument!'),!1;r.title=a.title;for(var s in b["default"])r[s]=o(s);r.confirmButtonText=r.showCancelButton?"Confirm":b["default"].confirmButtonText,r.confirmButtonText=o("confirmButtonText"),r.doneFunction=arguments[1]||null;break;default:return f.logStr('Unexpected type of argument! Expected "string" or "object", got '+typeof a),!1}w["default"](r),p.fixVerticalPosition(),p.openModal(arguments[1]);for(var u=p.getModal(),v=u.querySelectorAll("button"),h=["onclick","onmouseover","onmouseout","onmousedown","onmouseup","onfocus"],g=function(e){return m.handleButton(e,r,u)},C=0;C<v.length;C++)for(var S=0;S<h.length;S++){var x=h[S];v[C][x]=g}p.getOverlay().onclick=g,l=e.onkeydown;var k=function(e){return y["default"](e,r,u)};e.onkeydown=k,e.onfocus=function(){setTimeout(function(){i!==n&&(i.focus(),i=n)},0)},c.enableButtons()},u.setDefaults=c.setDefaults=function(e){if(!e)throw new Error("userParams is required");if("object"!=typeof e)throw new Error("userParams has to be a object");f.extend(b["default"],e)},u.close=c.close=function(){var o=p.getModal();d.fadeOut(p.getOverlay(),5),d.fadeOut(o,5),d.removeClass(o,"showSweetAlert"),d.addClass(o,"hideSweetAlert"),d.removeClass(o,"visible");var a=o.querySelector(".sa-icon.sa-success");d.removeClass(a,"animate"),d.removeClass(a.querySelector(".sa-tip"),"animateSuccessTip"),d.removeClass(a.querySelector(".sa-long"),"animateSuccessLong");var r=o.querySelector(".sa-icon.sa-error");d.removeClass(r,"animateErrorIcon"),d.removeClass(r.querySelector(".sa-x-mark"),"animateXMark");var s=o.querySelector(".sa-icon.sa-warning");return d.removeClass(s,"pulseWarning"),d.removeClass(s.querySelector(".sa-body"),"pulseWarningIns"),d.removeClass(s.querySelector(".sa-dot"),"pulseWarningIns"),setTimeout(function(){var e=o.getAttribute("data-custom-class");d.removeClass(o,e)},300),d.removeClass(t.body,"stop-scrolling"),e.onkeydown=l,e.previousActiveElement&&e.previousActiveElement.focus(),i=n,clearTimeout(o.timeout),!0},u.showInputError=c.showInputError=function(e){var t=p.getModal(),n=t.querySelector(".sa-input-error");d.addClass(n,"show");var o=t.querySelector(".sa-error-container");d.addClass(o,"show"),o.querySelector("p").innerHTML=e,setTimeout(function(){u.enableButtons()},1),t.querySelector("input").focus()},u.resetInputError=c.resetInputError=function(e){if(e&&13===e.keyCode)return!1;var t=p.getModal(),n=t.querySelector(".sa-input-error");d.removeClass(n,"show");var o=t.querySelector(".sa-error-container");d.removeClass(o,"show")},u.disableButtons=c.disableButtons=function(){var e=p.getModal(),t=e.querySelector("button.confirm"),n=e.querySelector("button.cancel");t.disabled=!0,n.disabled=!0},u.enableButtons=c.enableButtons=function(){var e=p.getModal(),t=e.querySelector("button.confirm"),n=e.querySelector("button.cancel");t.disabled=!1,n.disabled=!1},"undefined"!=typeof e?e.sweetAlert=e.swal=u:f.logStr("SweetAlert is a frontend module!"),a.exports=r["default"]},{"./modules/default-params":2,"./modules/handle-click":3,"./modules/handle-dom":4,"./modules/handle-key":5,"./modules/handle-swal-dom":6,"./modules/set-params":8,"./modules/utils":9}],2:[function(e,t,n){Object.defineProperty(n,"__esModule",{value:!0});var o={title:"",text:"",type:null,allowOutsideClick:!1,showConfirmButton:!0,showCancelButton:!1,closeOnConfirm:!0,closeOnCancel:!0,confirmButtonText:"OK",confirmButtonColor:"#8CD4F5",cancelButtonText:"Cancel",imageUrl:null,imageSize:null,timer:null,customClass:"",html:!1,animation:!0,allowEscapeKey:!0,inputType:"text",inputPlaceholder:"",inputValue:"",showLoaderOnConfirm:!1};n["default"]=o,t.exports=n["default"]},{}],3:[function(t,n,o){Object.defineProperty(o,"__esModule",{value:!0});var a=t("./utils"),r=(t("./handle-swal-dom"),t("./handle-dom")),s=function(t,n,o){function s(e){m&&n.confirmButtonColor&&(p.style.backgroundColor=e)}var u,c,d,f=t||e.event,p=f.target||f.srcElement,m=-1!==p.className.indexOf("confirm"),v=-1!==p.className.indexOf("sweet-overlay"),y=r.hasClass(o,"visible"),h=n.doneFunction&&"true"===o.getAttribute("data-has-done-function");switch(m&&n.confirmButtonColor&&(u=n.confirmButtonColor,c=a.colorLuminance(u,-.04),d=a.colorLuminance(u,-.14)),f.type){case"mouseover":s(c);break;case"mouseout":s(u);break;case"mousedown":s(d);break;case"mouseup":s(c);break;case"focus":var b=o.querySelector("button.confirm"),g=o.querySelector("button.cancel");m?g.style.boxShadow="none":b.style.boxShadow="none";break;case"click":var w=o===p,C=r.isDescendant(o,p);if(!w&&!C&&y&&!n.allowOutsideClick)break;m&&h&&y?l(o,n):h&&y||v?i(o,n):r.isDescendant(o,p)&&"BUTTON"===p.tagName&&sweetAlert.close()}},l=function(e,t){var n=!0;r.hasClass(e,"show-input")&&(n=e.querySelector("input").value,n||(n="")),t.doneFunction(n),t.closeOnConfirm&&sweetAlert.close(),t.showLoaderOnConfirm&&sweetAlert.disableButtons()},i=function(e,t){var n=String(t.doneFunction).replace(/\s/g,""),o="function("===n.substring(0,9)&&")"!==n.substring(9,10);o&&t.doneFunction(!1),t.closeOnCancel&&sweetAlert.close()};o["default"]={handleButton:s,handleConfirm:l,handleCancel:i},n.exports=o["default"]},{"./handle-dom":4,"./handle-swal-dom":6,"./utils":9}],4:[function(n,o,a){Object.defineProperty(a,"__esModule",{value:!0});var r=function(e,t){return new RegExp(" "+t+" ").test(" "+e.className+" ")},s=function(e,t){r(e,t)||(e.className+=" "+t)},l=function(e,t){var n=" "+e.className.replace(/[\t\r\n]/g," ")+" ";if(r(e,t)){for(;n.indexOf(" "+t+" ")>=0;)n=n.replace(" "+t+" "," ");e.className=n.replace(/^\s+|\s+$/g,"")}},i=function(e){var n=t.createElement("div");return n.appendChild(t.createTextNode(e)),n.innerHTML},u=function(e){e.style.opacity="",e.style.display="block"},c=function(e){if(e&&!e.length)return u(e);for(var t=0;t<e.length;++t)u(e[t])},d=function(e){e.style.opacity="",e.style.display="none"},f=function(e){if(e&&!e.length)return d(e);for(var t=0;t<e.length;++t)d(e[t])},p=function(e,t){for(var n=t.parentNode;null!==n;){if(n===e)return!0;n=n.parentNode}return!1},m=function(e){e.style.left="-9999px",e.style.display="block";var t,n=e.clientHeight;return t="undefined"!=typeof getComputedStyle?parseInt(getComputedStyle(e).getPropertyValue("padding-top"),10):parseInt(e.currentStyle.padding),e.style.left="",e.style.display="none","-"+parseInt((n+t)/2)+"px"},v=function(e,t){if(+e.style.opacity<1){t=t||16,e.style.opacity=0,e.style.display="block";var n=+new Date,o=function(e){function t(){return e.apply(this,arguments)}return t.toString=function(){return e.toString()},t}(function(){e.style.opacity=+e.style.opacity+(new Date-n)/100,n=+new Date,+e.style.opacity<1&&setTimeout(o,t)});o()}e.style.display="block"},y=function(e,t){t=t||16,e.style.opacity=1;var n=+new Date,o=function(e){function t(){return e.apply(this,arguments)}return t.toString=function(){return e.toString()},t}(function(){e.style.opacity=+e.style.opacity-(new Date-n)/100,n=+new Date,+e.style.opacity>0?setTimeout(o,t):e.style.display="none"});o()},h=function(n){if("function"==typeof MouseEvent){var o=new MouseEvent("click",{view:e,bubbles:!1,cancelable:!0});n.dispatchEvent(o)}else if(t.createEvent){var a=t.createEvent("MouseEvents");a.initEvent("click",!1,!1),n.dispatchEvent(a)}else t.createEventObject?n.fireEvent("onclick"):"function"==typeof n.onclick&&n.onclick()},b=function(t){"function"==typeof t.stopPropagation?(t.stopPropagation(),t.preventDefault()):e.event&&e.event.hasOwnProperty("cancelBubble")&&(e.event.cancelBubble=!0)};a.hasClass=r,a.addClass=s,a.removeClass=l,a.escapeHtml=i,a._show=u,a.show=c,a._hide=d,a.hide=f,a.isDescendant=p,a.getTopMargin=m,a.fadeIn=v,a.fadeOut=y,a.fireClick=h,a.stopEventPropagation=b},{}],5:[function(t,o,a){Object.defineProperty(a,"__esModule",{value:!0});var r=t("./handle-dom"),s=t("./handle-swal-dom"),l=function(t,o,a){var l=t||e.event,i=l.keyCode||l.which,u=a.querySelector("button.confirm"),c=a.querySelector("button.cancel"),d=a.querySelectorAll("button[tabindex]");if(-1!==[9,13,32,27].indexOf(i)){for(var f=l.target||l.srcElement,p=-1,m=0;m<d.length;m++)if(f===d[m]){p=m;break}9===i?(f=-1===p?u:p===d.length-1?d[0]:d[p+1],r.stopEventPropagation(l),f.focus(),o.confirmButtonColor&&s.setFocusStyle(f,o.confirmButtonColor)):13===i?("INPUT"===f.tagName&&(f=u,u.focus()),f=-1===p?u:n):27===i&&o.allowEscapeKey===!0?(f=c,r.fireClick(f,l)):f=n}};a["default"]=l,o.exports=a["default"]},{"./handle-dom":4,"./handle-swal-dom":6}],6:[function(n,o,a){var r=function(e){return e&&e.__esModule?e:{"default":e}};Object.defineProperty(a,"__esModule",{value:!0});var s=n("./utils"),l=n("./handle-dom"),i=n("./default-params"),u=r(i),c=n("./injected-html"),d=r(c),f=".sweet-alert",p=".sweet-overlay",m=function(){var e=t.createElement("div");for(e.innerHTML=d["default"];e.firstChild;)t.body.appendChild(e.firstChild)},v=function(e){function t(){return e.apply(this,arguments)}return t.toString=function(){return e.toString()},t}(function(){var e=t.querySelector(f);return e||(m(),e=v()),e}),y=function(){var e=v();return e?e.querySelector("input"):void 0},h=function(){return t.querySelector(p)},b=function(e,t){var n=s.hexToRgb(t);e.style.boxShadow="0 0 2px rgba("+n+", 0.8), inset 0 0 0 1px rgba(0, 0, 0, 0.05)"},g=function(n){var o=v();l.fadeIn(h(),10),l.show(o),l.addClass(o,"showSweetAlert"),l.removeClass(o,"hideSweetAlert"),e.previousActiveElement=t.activeElement;var a=o.querySelector("button.confirm");a.focus(),setTimeout(function(){l.addClass(o,"visible")},500);var r=o.getAttribute("data-timer");if("null"!==r&&""!==r){var s=n;o.timeout=setTimeout(function(){var e=(s||null)&&"true"===o.getAttribute("data-has-done-function");e?s(null):sweetAlert.close()},r)}},w=function(){var e=v(),t=y();l.removeClass(e,"show-input"),t.value=u["default"].inputValue,t.setAttribute("type",u["default"].inputType),t.setAttribute("placeholder",u["default"].inputPlaceholder),C()},C=function(e){if(e&&13===e.keyCode)return!1;var t=v(),n=t.querySelector(".sa-input-error");l.removeClass(n,"show");var o=t.querySelector(".sa-error-container");l.removeClass(o,"show")},S=function(){var e=v();e.style.marginTop=l.getTopMargin(v())};a.sweetAlertInitialize=m,a.getModal=v,a.getOverlay=h,a.getInput=y,a.setFocusStyle=b,a.openModal=g,a.resetInput=w,a.resetInputError=C,a.fixVerticalPosition=S},{"./default-params":2,"./handle-dom":4,"./injected-html":7,"./utils":9}],7:[function(e,t,n){Object.defineProperty(n,"__esModule",{value:!0});var o='<div class="sweet-overlay" tabIndex="-1"></div><div class="sweet-alert"><div class="sa-icon sa-error">\n      <span class="sa-x-mark">\n        <span class="sa-line sa-left"></span>\n        <span class="sa-line sa-right"></span>\n      </span>\n    </div><div class="sa-icon sa-warning">\n      <span class="sa-body"></span>\n      <span class="sa-dot"></span>\n    </div><div class="sa-icon sa-info"></div><div class="sa-icon sa-success">\n      <span class="sa-line sa-tip"></span>\n      <span class="sa-line sa-long"></span>\n\n      <div class="sa-placeholder"></div>\n      <div class="sa-fix"></div>\n    </div><div class="sa-icon sa-custom"></div><h2>Title</h2>\n    <p>Text</p>\n    <fieldset>\n      <input type="text" tabIndex="3" />\n      <div class="sa-input-error"></div>\n    </fieldset><div class="sa-error-container">\n      <div class="icon">!</div>\n      <p>Not valid!</p>\n    </div><div class="sa-button-container">\n      <button class="cancel" tabIndex="2">Cancel</button>\n      <div class="sa-confirm-button-container">\n        <button class="confirm" tabIndex="1">OK</button><div class="la-ball-fall">\n          <div></div>\n          <div></div>\n          <div></div>\n        </div>\n      </div>\n    </div></div>';n["default"]=o,t.exports=n["default"]},{}],8:[function(e,t,o){Object.defineProperty(o,"__esModule",{value:!0});var a=e("./utils"),r=e("./handle-swal-dom"),s=e("./handle-dom"),l=["error","warning","info","success","input","prompt"],i=function(e){var t=r.getModal(),o=t.querySelector("h2"),i=t.querySelector("p"),u=t.querySelector("button.cancel"),c=t.querySelector("button.confirm");if(o.innerHTML=e.html?e.title:s.escapeHtml(e.title).split("\n").join("<br>"),i.innerHTML=e.html?e.text:s.escapeHtml(e.text||"").split("\n").join("<br>"),e.text&&s.show(i),e.customClass)s.addClass(t,e.customClass),t.setAttribute("data-custom-class",e.customClass);else{var d=t.getAttribute("data-custom-class");s.removeClass(t,d),t.setAttribute("data-custom-class","")}if(s.hide(t.querySelectorAll(".sa-icon")),e.type&&!a.isIE8()){var f=function(){for(var o=!1,a=0;a<l.length;a++)if(e.type===l[a]){o=!0;break}if(!o)return logStr("Unknown alert type: "+e.type),{v:!1};var i=["success","error","warning","info"],u=n;-1!==i.indexOf(e.type)&&(u=t.querySelector(".sa-icon.sa-"+e.type),s.show(u));var c=r.getInput();switch(e.type){case"success":s.addClass(u,"animate"),s.addClass(u.querySelector(".sa-tip"),"animateSuccessTip"),s.addClass(u.querySelector(".sa-long"),"animateSuccessLong");break;case"error":s.addClass(u,"animateErrorIcon"),s.addClass(u.querySelector(".sa-x-mark"),"animateXMark");break;case"warning":s.addClass(u,"pulseWarning"),s.addClass(u.querySelector(".sa-body"),"pulseWarningIns"),s.addClass(u.querySelector(".sa-dot"),"pulseWarningIns");break;case"input":case"prompt":c.setAttribute("type",e.inputType),c.value=e.inputValue,c.setAttribute("placeholder",e.inputPlaceholder),s.addClass(t,"show-input"),setTimeout(function(){c.focus(),c.addEventListener("keyup",swal.resetInputError)},400)}}();if("object"==typeof f)return f.v}if(e.imageUrl){var p=t.querySelector(".sa-icon.sa-custom");p.style.backgroundImage="url("+e.imageUrl+")",s.show(p);var m=80,v=80;if(e.imageSize){var y=e.imageSize.toString().split("x"),h=y[0],b=y[1];h&&b?(m=h,v=b):logStr("Parameter imageSize expects value with format WIDTHxHEIGHT, got "+e.imageSize)}p.setAttribute("style",p.getAttribute("style")+"width:"+m+"px; height:"+v+"px")}t.setAttribute("data-has-cancel-button",e.showCancelButton),e.showCancelButton?u.style.display="inline-block":s.hide(u),t.setAttribute("data-has-confirm-button",e.showConfirmButton),e.showConfirmButton?c.style.display="inline-block":s.hide(c),e.cancelButtonText&&(u.innerHTML=s.escapeHtml(e.cancelButtonText)),e.confirmButtonText&&(c.innerHTML=s.escapeHtml(e.confirmButtonText)),e.confirmButtonColor&&(c.style.backgroundColor=e.confirmButtonColor,c.style.borderLeftColor=e.confirmLoadingButtonColor,c.style.borderRightColor=e.confirmLoadingButtonColor,r.setFocusStyle(c,e.confirmButtonColor)),t.setAttribute("data-allow-outside-click",e.allowOutsideClick);var g=e.doneFunction?!0:!1;t.setAttribute("data-has-done-function",g),e.animation?"string"==typeof e.animation?t.setAttribute("data-animation",e.animation):t.setAttribute("data-animation","pop"):t.setAttribute("data-animation","none"),t.setAttribute("data-timer",e.timer)};o["default"]=i,t.exports=o["default"]},{"./handle-dom":4,"./handle-swal-dom":6,"./utils":9}],9:[function(t,n,o){Object.defineProperty(o,"__esModule",{value:!0});var a=function(e,t){for(var n in t)t.hasOwnProperty(n)&&(e[n]=t[n]);return e},r=function(e){var t=/^#?([a-f\d]{2})([a-f\d]{2})([a-f\d]{2})$/i.exec(e);return t?parseInt(t[1],16)+", "+parseInt(t[2],16)+", "+parseInt(t[3],16):null},s=function(){return e.attachEvent&&!e.addEventListener},l=function(t){e.console&&e.console.log("SweetAlert: "+t)},i=function(e,t){e=String(e).replace(/[^0-9a-f]/gi,""),e.length<6&&(e=e[0]+e[0]+e[1]+e[1]+e[2]+e[2]),t=t||0;var n,o,a="#";for(o=0;3>o;o++)n=parseInt(e.substr(2*o,2),16),n=Math.round(Math.min(Math.max(0,n+n*t),255)).toString(16),a+=("00"+n).substr(n.length);return a};o.extend=a,o.hexToRgb=r,o.isIE8=s,o.logStr=l,o.colorLuminance=i},{}]},{},[1]),"function"==typeof define&&define.amd?define(function(){return sweetAlert}):"undefined"!=typeof module&&module.exports&&(module.exports=sweetAlert)}(window,document);
/*!
 * JavaScript Cookie v2.1.0
 * https://github.com/js-cookie/js-cookie
 *
 * Copyright 2006, 2015 Klaus Hartl & Fagner Brack
 * Released under the MIT license
 */
(function (factory) {
	if (typeof define === 'function' && define.amd) {
		define(factory);
	} else if (typeof exports === 'object') {
		module.exports = factory();
	} else {
		var _OldCookies = window.Cookies;
		var api = window.Cookies = factory();
		api.noConflict = function () {
			window.Cookies = _OldCookies;
			return api;
		};
	}
}(function () {
	function extend () {
		var i = 0;
		var result = {};
		for (; i < arguments.length; i++) {
			var attributes = arguments[ i ];
			for (var key in attributes) {
				result[key] = attributes[key];
			}
		}
		return result;
	}

	function init (converter) {
		function api (key, value, attributes) {
			var result;

			// Write

			if (arguments.length > 1) {
				attributes = extend({
					path: '/'
				}, api.defaults, attributes);

				if (typeof attributes.expires === 'number') {
					var expires = new Date();
					expires.setMilliseconds(expires.getMilliseconds() + attributes.expires * 864e+5);
					attributes.expires = expires;
				}

				try {
					result = JSON.stringify(value);
					if (/^[\{\[]/.test(result)) {
						value = result;
					}
				} catch (e) {}

				if (!converter.write) {
					value = encodeURIComponent(String(value))
						.replace(/%(23|24|26|2B|3A|3C|3E|3D|2F|3F|40|5B|5D|5E|60|7B|7D|7C)/g, decodeURIComponent);
				} else {
					value = converter.write(value, key);
				}

				key = encodeURIComponent(String(key));
				key = key.replace(/%(23|24|26|2B|5E|60|7C)/g, decodeURIComponent);
				key = key.replace(/[\(\)]/g, escape);

				return (document.cookie = [
					key, '=', value,
					attributes.expires && '; expires=' + attributes.expires.toUTCString(), // use expires attribute, max-age is not supported by IE
					attributes.path    && '; path=' + attributes.path,
					attributes.domain  && '; domain=' + attributes.domain,
					attributes.secure ? '; secure' : ''
				].join(''));
			}

			// Read

			if (!key) {
				result = {};
			}

			// To prevent the for loop in the first place assign an empty array
			// in case there are no cookies at all. Also prevents odd result when
			// calling "get()"
			var cookies = document.cookie ? document.cookie.split('; ') : [];
			var rdecode = /(%[0-9A-Z]{2})+/g;
			var i = 0;

			for (; i < cookies.length; i++) {
				var parts = cookies[i].split('=');
				var name = parts[0].replace(rdecode, decodeURIComponent);
				var cookie = parts.slice(1).join('=');

				if (cookie.charAt(0) === '"') {
					cookie = cookie.slice(1, -1);
				}

				try {
					cookie = converter.read ?
						converter.read(cookie, name) : converter(cookie, name) ||
						cookie.replace(rdecode, decodeURIComponent);

					if (this.json) {
						try {
							cookie = JSON.parse(cookie);
						} catch (e) {}
					}

					if (key === name) {
						result = cookie;
						break;
					}

					if (!key) {
						result[name] = cookie;
					}
				} catch (e) {}
			}

			return result;
		}

		api.get = api.set = api;
		api.getJSON = function () {
			return api.apply({
				json: true
			}, [].slice.call(arguments));
		};
		api.defaults = {};

		api.remove = function (key, attributes) {
			api(key, '', extend(attributes, {
				expires: -1
			}));
		};

		api.withConverter = init;

		return api;
	}

	return init(function () {});
}));

/*!
 * modernizr v3.3.1
 * Build http://modernizr.com/download?-flexbox-setclasses-dontmin
 *
 * Copyright (c)
 *  Faruk Ates
 *  Paul Irish
 *  Alex Sexton
 *  Ryan Seddon
 *  Patrick Kettner
 *  Stu Cox
 *  Richard Herrera

 * MIT License
 */

/*
 * Modernizr tests which native CSS3 and HTML5 features are available in the
 * current UA and makes the results available to you in two ways: as properties on
 * a global `Modernizr` object, and as classes on the `<html>` element. This
 * information allows you to progressively enhance your pages with a granular level
 * of control over the experience.
*/

;(function(window, document, undefined){
  var tests = [];
  

  /**
   *
   * ModernizrProto is the constructor for Modernizr
   *
   * @class
   * @access public
   */

  var ModernizrProto = {
    // The current version, dummy
    _version: '3.3.1',

    // Any settings that don't work as separate modules
    // can go in here as configuration.
    _config: {
      'classPrefix': '',
      'enableClasses': true,
      'enableJSClass': true,
      'usePrefixes': true
    },

    // Queue of tests
    _q: [],

    // Stub these for people who are listening
    on: function(test, cb) {
      // I don't really think people should do this, but we can
      // safe guard it a bit.
      // -- NOTE:: this gets WAY overridden in src/addTest for actual async tests.
      // This is in case people listen to synchronous tests. I would leave it out,
      // but the code to *disallow* sync tests in the real version of this
      // function is actually larger than this.
      var self = this;
      setTimeout(function() {
        cb(self[test]);
      }, 0);
    },

    addTest: function(name, fn, options) {
      tests.push({name: name, fn: fn, options: options});
    },

    addAsyncTest: function(fn) {
      tests.push({name: null, fn: fn});
    }
  };

  

  // Fake some of Object.create so we can force non test results to be non "own" properties.
  var Modernizr = function() {};
  Modernizr.prototype = ModernizrProto;

  // Leak modernizr globally when you `require` it rather than force it here.
  // Overwrite name so constructor name is nicer :D
  Modernizr = new Modernizr();

  

  var classes = [];
  

  /**
   * is returns a boolean if the typeof an obj is exactly type.
   *
   * @access private
   * @function is
   * @param {*} obj - A thing we want to check the type of
   * @param {string} type - A string to compare the typeof against
   * @returns {boolean}
   */

  function is(obj, type) {
    return typeof obj === type;
  }
  ;

  /**
   * Run through all tests and detect their support in the current UA.
   *
   * @access private
   */

  function testRunner() {
    var featureNames;
    var feature;
    var aliasIdx;
    var result;
    var nameIdx;
    var featureName;
    var featureNameSplit;

    for (var featureIdx in tests) {
      if (tests.hasOwnProperty(featureIdx)) {
        featureNames = [];
        feature = tests[featureIdx];
        // run the test, throw the return value into the Modernizr,
        // then based on that boolean, define an appropriate className
        // and push it into an array of classes we'll join later.
        //
        // If there is no name, it's an 'async' test that is run,
        // but not directly added to the object. That should
        // be done with a post-run addTest call.
        if (feature.name) {
          featureNames.push(feature.name.toLowerCase());

          if (feature.options && feature.options.aliases && feature.options.aliases.length) {
            // Add all the aliases into the names list
            for (aliasIdx = 0; aliasIdx < feature.options.aliases.length; aliasIdx++) {
              featureNames.push(feature.options.aliases[aliasIdx].toLowerCase());
            }
          }
        }

        // Run the test, or use the raw value if it's not a function
        result = is(feature.fn, 'function') ? feature.fn() : feature.fn;


        // Set each of the names on the Modernizr object
        for (nameIdx = 0; nameIdx < featureNames.length; nameIdx++) {
          featureName = featureNames[nameIdx];
          // Support dot properties as sub tests. We don't do checking to make sure
          // that the implied parent tests have been added. You must call them in
          // order (either in the test, or make the parent test a dependency).
          //
          // Cap it to TWO to make the logic simple and because who needs that kind of subtesting
          // hashtag famous last words
          featureNameSplit = featureName.split('.');

          if (featureNameSplit.length === 1) {
            Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]] = result;
          } else {
            // cast to a Boolean, if not one already
            /* jshint -W053 */
            if (Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]] && !(Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]] instanceof Boolean)) {
              Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]] = new Boolean(Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]]);
            }

            Modernizr[featureNameSplit[0]][featureNameSplit[1]] = result;
          }

          classes.push((result ? '' : 'no-') + featureNameSplit.join('-'));
        }
      }
    }
  }
  ;

  /**
   * docElement is a convenience wrapper to grab the root element of the document
   *
   * @access private
   * @returns {HTMLElement|SVGElement} The root element of the document
   */

  var docElement = document.documentElement;
  

  /**
   * A convenience helper to check if the document we are running in is an SVG document
   *
   * @access private
   * @returns {boolean}
   */

  var isSVG = docElement.nodeName.toLowerCase() === 'svg';
  

  /**
   * setClasses takes an array of class names and adds them to the root element
   *
   * @access private
   * @function setClasses
   * @param {string[]} classes - Array of class names
   */

  // Pass in an and array of class names, e.g.:
  //  ['no-webp', 'borderradius', ...]
  function setClasses(classes) {
    var className = docElement.className;
    var classPrefix = Modernizr._config.classPrefix || '';

    if (isSVG) {
      className = className.baseVal;
    }

    // Change `no-js` to `js` (independently of the `enableClasses` option)
    // Handle classPrefix on this too
    if (Modernizr._config.enableJSClass) {
      var reJS = new RegExp('(^|\\s)' + classPrefix + 'no-js(\\s|$)');
      className = className.replace(reJS, '$1' + classPrefix + 'js$2');
    }

    if (Modernizr._config.enableClasses) {
      // Add the new classes
      className += ' ' + classPrefix + classes.join(' ' + classPrefix);
      isSVG ? docElement.className.baseVal = className : docElement.className = className;
    }

  }

  ;

  /**
   * If the browsers follow the spec, then they would expose vendor-specific style as:
   *   elem.style.WebkitBorderRadius
   * instead of something like the following, which would be technically incorrect:
   *   elem.style.webkitBorderRadius

   * Webkit ghosts their properties in lowercase but Opera & Moz do not.
   * Microsoft uses a lowercase `ms` instead of the correct `Ms` in IE8+
   *   erik.eae.net/archives/2008/03/10/21.48.10/

   * More here: github.com/Modernizr/Modernizr/issues/issue/21
   *
   * @access private
   * @returns {string} The string representing the vendor-specific style properties
   */

  var omPrefixes = 'Moz O ms Webkit';
  

  var cssomPrefixes = (ModernizrProto._config.usePrefixes ? omPrefixes.split(' ') : []);
  ModernizrProto._cssomPrefixes = cssomPrefixes;
  


  /**
   * contains checks to see if a string contains another string
   *
   * @access private
   * @function contains
   * @param {string} str - The string we want to check for substrings
   * @param {string} substr - The substring we want to search the first string for
   * @returns {boolean}
   */

  function contains(str, substr) {
    return !!~('' + str).indexOf(substr);
  }

  ;

  /**
   * createElement is a convenience wrapper around document.createElement. Since we
   * use createElement all over the place, this allows for (slightly) smaller code
   * as well as abstracting away issues with creating elements in contexts other than
   * HTML documents (e.g. SVG documents).
   *
   * @access private
   * @function createElement
   * @returns {HTMLElement|SVGElement} An HTML or SVG element
   */

  function createElement() {
    if (typeof document.createElement !== 'function') {
      // This is the case in IE7, where the type of createElement is "object".
      // For this reason, we cannot call apply() as Object is not a Function.
      return document.createElement(arguments[0]);
    } else if (isSVG) {
      return document.createElementNS.call(document, 'http://www.w3.org/2000/svg', arguments[0]);
    } else {
      return document.createElement.apply(document, arguments);
    }
  }

  ;

  /**
   * Create our "modernizr" element that we do most feature tests on.
   *
   * @access private
   */

  var modElem = {
    elem: createElement('modernizr')
  };

  // Clean up this element
  Modernizr._q.push(function() {
    delete modElem.elem;
  });

  

  var mStyle = {
    style: modElem.elem.style
  };

  // kill ref for gc, must happen before mod.elem is removed, so we unshift on to
  // the front of the queue.
  Modernizr._q.unshift(function() {
    delete mStyle.style;
  });

  

  /**
   * getBody returns the body of a document, or an element that can stand in for
   * the body if a real body does not exist
   *
   * @access private
   * @function getBody
   * @returns {HTMLElement|SVGElement} Returns the real body of a document, or an
   * artificially created element that stands in for the body
   */

  function getBody() {
    // After page load injecting a fake body doesn't work so check if body exists
    var body = document.body;

    if (!body) {
      // Can't use the real body create a fake one.
      body = createElement(isSVG ? 'svg' : 'body');
      body.fake = true;
    }

    return body;
  }

  ;

  /**
   * injectElementWithStyles injects an element with style element and some CSS rules
   *
   * @access private
   * @function injectElementWithStyles
   * @param {string} rule - String representing a css rule
   * @param {function} callback - A function that is used to test the injected element
   * @param {number} [nodes] - An integer representing the number of additional nodes you want injected
   * @param {string[]} [testnames] - An array of strings that are used as ids for the additional nodes
   * @returns {boolean}
   */

  function injectElementWithStyles(rule, callback, nodes, testnames) {
    var mod = 'modernizr';
    var style;
    var ret;
    var node;
    var docOverflow;
    var div = createElement('div');
    var body = getBody();

    if (parseInt(nodes, 10)) {
      // In order not to give false positives we create a node for each test
      // This also allows the method to scale for unspecified uses
      while (nodes--) {
        node = createElement('div');
        node.id = testnames ? testnames[nodes] : mod + (nodes + 1);
        div.appendChild(node);
      }
    }

    style = createElement('style');
    style.type = 'text/css';
    style.id = 's' + mod;

    // IE6 will false positive on some tests due to the style element inside the test div somehow interfering offsetHeight, so insert it into body or fakebody.
    // Opera will act all quirky when injecting elements in documentElement when page is served as xml, needs fakebody too. #270
    (!body.fake ? div : body).appendChild(style);
    body.appendChild(div);

    if (style.styleSheet) {
      style.styleSheet.cssText = rule;
    } else {
      style.appendChild(document.createTextNode(rule));
    }
    div.id = mod;

    if (body.fake) {
      //avoid crashing IE8, if background image is used
      body.style.background = '';
      //Safari 5.13/5.1.4 OSX stops loading if ::-webkit-scrollbar is used and scrollbars are visible
      body.style.overflow = 'hidden';
      docOverflow = docElement.style.overflow;
      docElement.style.overflow = 'hidden';
      docElement.appendChild(body);
    }

    ret = callback(div, rule);
    // If this is done after page load we don't want to remove the body so check if body exists
    if (body.fake) {
      body.parentNode.removeChild(body);
      docElement.style.overflow = docOverflow;
      // Trigger layout so kinetic scrolling isn't disabled in iOS6+
      docElement.offsetHeight;
    } else {
      div.parentNode.removeChild(div);
    }

    return !!ret;

  }

  ;

  /**
   * domToCSS takes a camelCase string and converts it to kebab-case
   * e.g. boxSizing -> box-sizing
   *
   * @access private
   * @function domToCSS
   * @param {string} name - String name of camelCase prop we want to convert
   * @returns {string} The kebab-case version of the supplied name
   */

  function domToCSS(name) {
    return name.replace(/([A-Z])/g, function(str, m1) {
      return '-' + m1.toLowerCase();
    }).replace(/^ms-/, '-ms-');
  }
  ;

  /**
   * nativeTestProps allows for us to use native feature detection functionality if available.
   * some prefixed form, or false, in the case of an unsupported rule
   *
   * @access private
   * @function nativeTestProps
   * @param {array} props - An array of property names
   * @param {string} value - A string representing the value we want to check via @supports
   * @returns {boolean|undefined} A boolean when @supports exists, undefined otherwise
   */

  // Accepts a list of property names and a single value
  // Returns `undefined` if native detection not available
  function nativeTestProps(props, value) {
    var i = props.length;
    // Start with the JS API: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-conditional/#the-css-interface
    if ('CSS' in window && 'supports' in window.CSS) {
      // Try every prefixed variant of the property
      while (i--) {
        if (window.CSS.supports(domToCSS(props[i]), value)) {
          return true;
        }
      }
      return false;
    }
    // Otherwise fall back to at-rule (for Opera 12.x)
    else if ('CSSSupportsRule' in window) {
      // Build a condition string for every prefixed variant
      var conditionText = [];
      while (i--) {
        conditionText.push('(' + domToCSS(props[i]) + ':' + value + ')');
      }
      conditionText = conditionText.join(' or ');
      return injectElementWithStyles('@supports (' + conditionText + ') { #modernizr { position: absolute; } }', function(node) {
        return getComputedStyle(node, null).position == 'absolute';
      });
    }
    return undefined;
  }
  ;

  /**
   * cssToDOM takes a kebab-case string and converts it to camelCase
   * e.g. box-sizing -> boxSizing
   *
   * @access private
   * @function cssToDOM
   * @param {string} name - String name of kebab-case prop we want to convert
   * @returns {string} The camelCase version of the supplied name
   */

  function cssToDOM(name) {
    return name.replace(/([a-z])-([a-z])/g, function(str, m1, m2) {
      return m1 + m2.toUpperCase();
    }).replace(/^-/, '');
  }
  ;

  // testProps is a generic CSS / DOM property test.

  // In testing support for a given CSS property, it's legit to test:
  //    `elem.style[styleName] !== undefined`
  // If the property is supported it will return an empty string,
  // if unsupported it will return undefined.

  // We'll take advantage of this quick test and skip setting a style
  // on our modernizr element, but instead just testing undefined vs
  // empty string.

  // Property names can be provided in either camelCase or kebab-case.

  function testProps(props, prefixed, value, skipValueTest) {
    skipValueTest = is(skipValueTest, 'undefined') ? false : skipValueTest;

    // Try native detect first
    if (!is(value, 'undefined')) {
      var result = nativeTestProps(props, value);
      if (!is(result, 'undefined')) {
        return result;
      }
    }

    // Otherwise do it properly
    var afterInit, i, propsLength, prop, before;

    // If we don't have a style element, that means we're running async or after
    // the core tests, so we'll need to create our own elements to use

    // inside of an SVG element, in certain browsers, the `style` element is only
    // defined for valid tags. Therefore, if `modernizr` does not have one, we
    // fall back to a less used element and hope for the best.
    var elems = ['modernizr', 'tspan'];
    while (!mStyle.style) {
      afterInit = true;
      mStyle.modElem = createElement(elems.shift());
      mStyle.style = mStyle.modElem.style;
    }

    // Delete the objects if we created them.
    function cleanElems() {
      if (afterInit) {
        delete mStyle.style;
        delete mStyle.modElem;
      }
    }

    propsLength = props.length;
    for (i = 0; i < propsLength; i++) {
      prop = props[i];
      before = mStyle.style[prop];

      if (contains(prop, '-')) {
        prop = cssToDOM(prop);
      }

      if (mStyle.style[prop] !== undefined) {

        // If value to test has been passed in, do a set-and-check test.
        // 0 (integer) is a valid property value, so check that `value` isn't
        // undefined, rather than just checking it's truthy.
        if (!skipValueTest && !is(value, 'undefined')) {

          // Needs a try catch block because of old IE. This is slow, but will
          // be avoided in most cases because `skipValueTest` will be used.
          try {
            mStyle.style[prop] = value;
          } catch (e) {}

          // If the property value has changed, we assume the value used is
          // supported. If `value` is empty string, it'll fail here (because
          // it hasn't changed), which matches how browsers have implemented
          // CSS.supports()
          if (mStyle.style[prop] != before) {
            cleanElems();
            return prefixed == 'pfx' ? prop : true;
          }
        }
        // Otherwise just return true, or the property name if this is a
        // `prefixed()` call
        else {
          cleanElems();
          return prefixed == 'pfx' ? prop : true;
        }
      }
    }
    cleanElems();
    return false;
  }

  ;

  /**
   * List of JavaScript DOM values used for tests
   *
   * @memberof Modernizr
   * @name Modernizr._domPrefixes
   * @optionName Modernizr._domPrefixes
   * @optionProp domPrefixes
   * @access public
   * @example
   *
   * Modernizr._domPrefixes is exactly the same as [_prefixes](#modernizr-_prefixes), but rather
   * than kebab-case properties, all properties are their Capitalized variant
   *
   * ```js
   * Modernizr._domPrefixes === [ "Moz", "O", "ms", "Webkit" ];
   * ```
   */

  var domPrefixes = (ModernizrProto._config.usePrefixes ? omPrefixes.toLowerCase().split(' ') : []);
  ModernizrProto._domPrefixes = domPrefixes;
  

  /**
   * fnBind is a super small [bind](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global_Objects/Function/bind) polyfill.
   *
   * @access private
   * @function fnBind
   * @param {function} fn - a function you want to change `this` reference to
   * @param {object} that - the `this` you want to call the function with
   * @returns {function} The wrapped version of the supplied function
   */

  function fnBind(fn, that) {
    return function() {
      return fn.apply(that, arguments);
    };
  }

  ;

  /**
   * testDOMProps is a generic DOM property test; if a browser supports
   *   a certain property, it won't return undefined for it.
   *
   * @access private
   * @function testDOMProps
   * @param {array.<string>} props - An array of properties to test for
   * @param {object} obj - An object or Element you want to use to test the parameters again
   * @param {boolean|object} elem - An Element to bind the property lookup again. Use `false` to prevent the check
   */
  function testDOMProps(props, obj, elem) {
    var item;

    for (var i in props) {
      if (props[i] in obj) {

        // return the property name as a string
        if (elem === false) {
          return props[i];
        }

        item = obj[props[i]];

        // let's bind a function
        if (is(item, 'function')) {
          // bind to obj unless overriden
          return fnBind(item, elem || obj);
        }

        // return the unbound function or obj or value
        return item;
      }
    }
    return false;
  }

  ;

  /**
   * testPropsAll tests a list of DOM properties we want to check against.
   * We specify literally ALL possible (known and/or likely) properties on
   * the element including the non-vendor prefixed one, for forward-
   * compatibility.
   *
   * @access private
   * @function testPropsAll
   * @param {string} prop - A string of the property to test for
   * @param {string|object} [prefixed] - An object to check the prefixed properties on. Use a string to skip
   * @param {HTMLElement|SVGElement} [elem] - An element used to test the property and value against
   * @param {string} [value] - A string of a css value
   * @param {boolean} [skipValueTest] - An boolean representing if you want to test if value sticks when set
   */
  function testPropsAll(prop, prefixed, elem, value, skipValueTest) {

    var ucProp = prop.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + prop.slice(1),
    props = (prop + ' ' + cssomPrefixes.join(ucProp + ' ') + ucProp).split(' ');

    // did they call .prefixed('boxSizing') or are we just testing a prop?
    if (is(prefixed, 'string') || is(prefixed, 'undefined')) {
      return testProps(props, prefixed, value, skipValueTest);

      // otherwise, they called .prefixed('requestAnimationFrame', window[, elem])
    } else {
      props = (prop + ' ' + (domPrefixes).join(ucProp + ' ') + ucProp).split(' ');
      return testDOMProps(props, prefixed, elem);
    }
  }

  // Modernizr.testAllProps() investigates whether a given style property,
  // or any of its vendor-prefixed variants, is recognized
  //
  // Note that the property names must be provided in the camelCase variant.
  // Modernizr.testAllProps('boxSizing')
  ModernizrProto.testAllProps = testPropsAll;

  

  /**
   * testAllProps determines whether a given CSS property is supported in the browser
   *
   * @memberof Modernizr
   * @name Modernizr.testAllProps
   * @optionName Modernizr.testAllProps()
   * @optionProp testAllProps
   * @access public
   * @function testAllProps
   * @param {string} prop - String naming the property to test (either camelCase or kebab-case)
   * @param {string} [value] - String of the value to test
   * @param {boolean} [skipValueTest=false] - Whether to skip testing that the value is supported when using non-native detection
   * @example
   *
   * testAllProps determines whether a given CSS property, in some prefixed form,
   * is supported by the browser.
   *
   * ```js
   * testAllProps('boxSizing')  // true
   * ```
   *
   * It can optionally be given a CSS value in string form to test if a property
   * value is valid
   *
   * ```js
   * testAllProps('display', 'block') // true
   * testAllProps('display', 'penguin') // false
   * ```
   *
   * A boolean can be passed as a third parameter to skip the value check when
   * native detection (@supports) isn't available.
   *
   * ```js
   * testAllProps('shapeOutside', 'content-box', true);
   * ```
   */

  function testAllProps(prop, value, skipValueTest) {
    return testPropsAll(prop, undefined, undefined, value, skipValueTest);
  }
  ModernizrProto.testAllProps = testAllProps;
  
/*!
{
  "name": "Flexbox",
  "property": "flexbox",
  "caniuse": "flexbox",
  "tags": ["css"],
  "notes": [{
    "name": "The _new_ flexbox",
    "href": "http://dev.w3.org/csswg/css3-flexbox"
  }],
  "warnings": [
    "A `true` result for this detect does not imply that the `flex-wrap` property is supported; see the `flexwrap` detect."
  ]
}
!*/
/* DOC
Detects support for the Flexible Box Layout model, a.k.a. Flexbox, which allows easy manipulation of layout order and sizing within a container.
*/

  Modernizr.addTest('flexbox', testAllProps('flexBasis', '1px', true));


  // Run each test
  testRunner();

  // Remove the "no-js" class if it exists
  setClasses(classes);

  delete ModernizrProto.addTest;
  delete ModernizrProto.addAsyncTest;

  // Run the things that are supposed to run after the tests
  for (var i = 0; i < Modernizr._q.length; i++) {
    Modernizr._q[i]();
  }

  // Leak Modernizr namespace
  window.Modernizr = Modernizr;


;

})(window, document);
/**
 * Geberit image gallery jQuery plugin.
 *
 * TODO: Lot's of improvement potential here.
 */
(function($) {
	$.fn.initGallery = function () {
		var $picGallery = this;

		/**
		 * Internal variables
         */
		var callbackFirstImageLoaded = arguments[0];
		var checkCallBack = false;
		var controlsObj = $('<span class="controls color-theme__font-color"></span>');
		var controlsObjWidth = 0;

		if (!$picGallery.length) {
			if (typeof callbackFirstImageLoaded !== "undefined") {
				callbackFirstImageLoaded();
			} else {
				return;
			}
		}

		var maxHeight = 0;

		/**
		 * kha: I wish I knew why this construct exists, but I honestly don't
		 */
		$picGallery.each(function () {
			var obj = $(this);
			initGallery(obj);
		});


		function initGallery(obj) {
			var first = obj.children(':first');
			var children = obj.children();
			var length = children.length;
			if (length == 1) {
				obj.addClass('sidebar-gallery--single-image');
			}
			children.each(function (index) {
				var o = $(this);
				var src = o.attr('data-img');
				if (index == 0) {
					$('<img class="web-image" title="" src="' + src + '" />').load(function () {
						if (!checkCallBack) {
							if (typeof callbackFirstImageLoaded !== "undefined") {
								callbackFirstImageLoaded();
							}
							gallerySetHeight(obj, first);
							checkCallBack = true;
						}
					});

					/**
					 * We call eveything again after 4 seconds? Why?
					 */
					setTimeout(function () {
						if (!checkCallBack) {
							if (typeof callbackFirstImageLoaded !== "undefined") {
								callbackFirstImageLoaded();
							}
							gallerySetHeight(obj, first);
							checkCallBack = true;
						}
					}, 4000);
				}
				if (typeof src !== "undefined" && src !== false) {
					o.prepend('<img class="web-image" title="" src="' + src + '" />');
				}
			});
			if (length == 1) {
				first.addClass('active');
			} else if (length > 1) {
				first.addClass('active');
				var controls = '';
				for (k = 0; k < length; k++) {
					if (k == 0) {
						controls += '<span class="active color-theme__background-nested"></span>';
					} else {
						controls += '<span class="color-theme__background-nested"></span>';
					}
				}
				controlsObj.append('<i class="icon-arrowLeft"></i>' + controls + '<i class="icon-arrowRight"></i>');
				obj.append(controlsObj);
				controlsObj.show();
			}

			/* height */
			setTimeout(function () {
				gallerySetHeight(obj, first);
			}, 200);

		}


		function gallerySetHeight(container, o) {
			var height;
			var imgHeight;
			height = o.height();
			imgHeight = o.find('img').height();
			controlsObj.css('top', imgHeight + "px");
			controlsObjWidth = controlsObj.width();
			if (controlsObjWidth > 0) {
				controlsObj.css('width', controlsObjWidth + "px");
				controlsObj.css('right', 0);
				controlsObj.css('left', 0);
			}
			if( height > maxHeight ) {
				container.height(height);
				maxHeight = height;
			}
		}

		$picGallery.on('click', '.controls span, .controls i', function (event) {
			var obj = $(this);
			var parent = obj.parent();
			/* left */
			if (obj.hasClass('icon-arrowLeft')) {
				if (!obj.next().hasClass('active')) {
					parent.children('.active').prev().trigger("click");
				}
				return false;
			}
			/* right */
			if (obj.hasClass('icon-arrowRight')) {
				if (!obj.prev().hasClass('active')) {
					parent.children('.active').next().trigger("click");
				}
				return false;
			}
			var index = obj.index() - 1;
			var container = parent.parent();
			var cur = container.find('figure').eq(index);
			parent.children().removeClass('active');
			obj.addClass('active');
			cur.show();
			gallerySetHeight(container, cur);
			cur.css('z-index', container.children().length).fadeTo(250, 1, function () {
				cur.addClass('active');
				cur.css('z-index', '');
				cur.css('opacity', '');
				cur.css('display', '');
				container.find('figure').not(cur).removeClass('active');
			});

		});

		$(window).resize(function () {
			$picGallery.each(function () {
				var obj = $(this);
				gallerySetHeight(obj, obj.find('.active'));
			});
		});


	};
})(jQuery);




/**
 * Geberit-Slider
 *
 * kha - konrad.haenel@eqs.com
 *
 * A custom slider jQuery plugin for the Geberit Annual Report 2015.
 */
(function ($) {
    $.fn.geberitSlider = function(opts) {

        /**
         * Set plugin default options
         */
        var settings = $.extend({
            autoPlayTimeoutDelay : 3000,
            defaultSlideDuration : 3000,
            slideTemplatesContainer : '#templates .story-slider',
            slideClass : '.story-slider__slide',
            slideCaptionClass: '.story-slider__slide-caption',
            slideStackContainerClass : '.story-slider__slides',
            secondaryStackContainerClass: '',
            secondarySlideClass: '',
            thumbsContainer: '',
            thumbsClass: '.story-slider__thumbnail',
            paginationContainer : '',
            paginationBulletClass: 'slider-pagination__bullet',
            fadeInactiveSlides: false,
            fadeSecondarySlides: true,
            transitionDuration: 500,
            autoHeight: false,
            onSlideRevealed: function() {},
            onSlideAdded: function() {},
            onSlideCleaned: function() {},
            maxVisibleThumbs: 3,
            stopAutoPlayOnHover: true
        }, opts);

        /**
         * Create various variables of often used jQuery objects
         */
        var $slider = this;
        var $slideStack = $slider.find(settings.slideStackContainerClass);
        var $thumbnailsContainer = $slider.find('.story-slider__navigation');
        var $thumbnailsWrap = $thumbnailsContainer.find('.story-slider__navigation-thumbnails');
        var $thumbnails = $thumbnailsWrap.find(settings.thumbsContainer + ' ' + settings.thumbsClass);
        var $paginationContainer;
        var paginationBullets;
        var slidesArray = [];
        var secondarySlidesArray = [];

        /**
         * Various useful variables
         */
        var currentSlideIndex = -1;
        var thumbsHeight = 119;
        var nextSlideTimeout;
        var autoPlayTimeout;


        /**
         * Flatten slideGroups into slideTemplates DOM object
         */
        $(settings.slideTemplatesContainer).find(settings.slideClass).each(function() {
            var $this = $(this);
            var $slideGroup = $this.closest('.slidegroup');
            if ($slideGroup.length > 0) {
                $this.attr('data-slidegroup-id', $slideGroup.attr('id'));
            } else {
                $this.attr('data-slidegroup-id', $this.index());
            }

            slidesArray.push($this);

            var $secondarySlide = $this.find(settings.secondarySlideClass);
            secondarySlidesArray.push($secondarySlide);
        }).appendTo(settings.slideTemplatesContainer);
        $(settings.slideTemplatesContainer + ' .slidegroup').remove();
        var $slideTemplates = $(settings.slideTemplatesContainer + ' ' + settings.slideClass).parent();

        /**
         * Set duratios for slide animation from data, else set to default values
         */
        var defaultSlideDuration = $slider.attr('data-duration-default');
        if(typeof defaultSlideDuration == "undefined") {
            defaultSlideDuration = settings.defaultSlideDuration;
        }
        var currentSlideDuration = defaultSlideDuration;

        /**
         * Attach slideGroupID and gotoSlide function to thumbnails.
         */
        $thumbnails.each(function() {
            var $this = $(this);
            var slideIndex;

            // Attach data-slidegroupid based on index if not provided
            var slideGroupID = $this.attr('data-slidegroup');
            if(typeof slideGroupID == "undefined") {
                $this.attr('data-slidegroup', $this.index());
            }

            $this.on('click', function (e) {
                for(var ind = 0; ind < slidesArray.length; ind++) {
                    if ($(slidesArray[ind]).attr('data-slidegroup-id') == $this.attr('data-slidegroup')) {
                        slideIndex = ind;
                        break;
                    }

                }
                gotoSlide(slideIndex);
            });
        });

        /**
         * Create pagination
         */
        if (settings.paginationContainer != '') {
            $paginationContainer = $(settings.paginationContainer);

            paginationBullets = [];

            for(var ind = 0; ind < slidesArray.length; ind++) {
                var $paginationBullet = $('<div class="' + settings.paginationBulletClass + '" />');
                $paginationBullet.on('click', function (e) {
                    gotoSlide($(e.currentTarget).index());
                });
                $paginationContainer.append(
                    $paginationBullet
                );
                paginationBullets.push($paginationBullet);
            }
        }

        /**
         * Reveal slide based on index in array.
         *
         * We stack a new slide on top of the visible stack, animate it in and remove the all slides below
         * it once it is fully visible.
         *
         * @param slideIndex
         */
        function gotoSlide(slideIndex) {
            /* Only execute of we are not already on the selected slide */
            //console.log('gotoSlide: ' + slideIndex);

            if (slideIndex !== currentSlideIndex) {
                /* Fetch selected slide from template and attach on top of slides stack */
                //var $slide = $slideTemplates.children().eq(slideIndex);
                var $slide = $(slidesArray[slideIndex]);

                /* Add primary slide to basic stack */
                addSlideToStack($slide, $slideStack);
                if (settings.fadeInactiveSlides){
                    fadeInactiveSlides($slideStack);
                }

                if (settings.secondarySlideClass != '' && settings.secondaryStackContainerClass != '') {
                    //var $secondarySlide = $slide.find(settings.secondarySlideClass);
                    var $secondarySlide = secondarySlidesArray[slideIndex];
                    addSlideToStack($secondarySlide, $(settings.secondaryStackContainerClass));
                    if (settings.fadeSecondarySlides) {
                        fadeInactiveSlides($(settings.secondaryStackContainerClass));
                    }
                }

                /**
                 * Set individual slide duration from data-slide-duration if available
                 */
                currentSlideDuration = $slide.attr('data-slide-duration');
                if(typeof currentSlideDuration == "undefined") {
                    currentSlideDuration = defaultSlideDuration;
                }

                /* Keep autoPlay active if not stopped on hover */
                if(!settings.stopAutoPlayOnHover) {
                    autoNextSlide();
                }

                currentSlideIndex = slideIndex;
            }
        }

        function gotoNextSlide() {
            if (currentSlideIndex < slidesArray.length - 1) {
                gotoSlide(currentSlideIndex + 1);
            } else {
                gotoSlide(0);
            }
        }
        function gotoPrevSlide() {
            if (currentSlideIndex < 0) {
                gotoSlide(currentSlideIndex - 1);
            } else {
                gotoSlide(slidesArray.length - 1);
            }
        }


        /**
         * Add a slide to the stack and fade it in. Remove slides below once it is fully visible.
         * @param $slide
         * @param $stack
         */
        function addSlideToStack($slide, $stack) {
            if (currentSlideIndex != -1) {
                $slide.css('opacity', 0);
            }

            $slide.reveal = function () {
                this.animate({
                    opacity: 1
                }, settings.transitionDuration, function() {
                    cleanStack($stack);
                    updateNavigation();

                    /* Call user-defined function on slide once it is revealed */
                    settings.onSlideRevealed.call($slide);
                });
            };

            /* Add slide to top of stack */
            $slide.appendTo($stack);
            $slide.css('display', '');

            /* Call callback function once slide is added */
            settings.onSlideAdded.call($slide);

            $slide.reveal();
        }

        /**
         *  Remove all slides below once slide revel is finished
         */
        function cleanStack($stack) {
            if ($stack.children().length > 1) {
                $stack.children().each(function () {
                    var $this = $(this);
                    if ($this.index() < $stack.children().length - 1) {
                        $this.css({
                            'opacity': '0',
                            'display': 'none'
                        });

                        settings.onSlideCleaned.call($this);
                    }
                });
            }
        }

        /**
         * Fade out inactive slides
         */
        function fadeInactiveSlides($stack) {
            if ($stack.children().length > 1) {
                $stack.children().each(function () {
                    var $this = $(this);
                    if ($this.index() < $stack.children().length - 1) {
                        $this.fadeOut(settings.transitionDuration);
                    }
                });
            }
        }

        /**
         * Update the navigation based on current application state.
         */
        function updateNavigation() {
            var $currentSlide = $(slidesArray[currentSlideIndex]);
            var currentSlideSlideGroupID = $currentSlide.attr('data-slidegroup-id');

            /**
             * Handle thumbnails for Geberit stories.
             * This code is pretty specific to the current page layout and contains animation.
             * TODO: Maybe generalize this?
             */
            $thumbnails.each(function() {
                var $thisThumb = $(this);
                var thisThumbSlideGroup = $thisThumb.attr('data-slidegroup');

                if ( ( typeof currentSlideSlideGroupID != "undefined" && typeof thisThumbSlideGroup != "undefined" && currentSlideSlideGroupID == thisThumbSlideGroup )
                    ||
                    ( ( typeof currentSlideSlideGroupID == "undefined" || typeof thisThumbSlideGroup == "undefined" ) && $thisThumb.index() == currentSlideIndex )
                ) {
                    $thisThumb.addClass('story-slider__thumbnail--active');

                    /* Animate thumbnails */
                    if ($thumbnails.length > settings.maxVisibleThumbs) {

                        // calc relativeThumbPos
                        var containerOffset = parseInt($thumbnailsWrap.css('top'));
                        if (isNaN(containerOffset)) {
                            containerOffset = 0;
                        }
                        var thumbPos = $thisThumb.position().top;
                        var offsetFromCenter = thumbPos - containerOffset - thumbsHeight;

                        if (offsetFromCenter != 0) {
                            var newTop = -offsetFromCenter-containerOffset;
                            if (newTop > 0) {
                                var thumbsToMove = newTop/thumbsHeight;
                                for (var i = 0; i < thumbsToMove ; i++) {
                                    $thumbnailsWrap.children().last().prependTo($thumbnailsWrap);
                                    $thumbnailsWrap.css('top', containerOffset - thumbsHeight);
                                    newTop -= thumbsHeight;
                                }
                            } else if (newTop < -( thumbsHeight * $thumbnails.length - settings.maxVisibleThumbs * thumbsHeight ) ){
                                var thumbsToMove = -(newTop +( thumbsHeight * $thumbnails.length - settings.maxVisibleThumbs * thumbsHeight )) /thumbsHeight;
                                for (var i = 0; i < thumbsToMove ; i++) {
                                    $thumbnailsWrap.children().first().appendTo($thumbnailsWrap);
                                    $thumbnailsWrap.css('top', containerOffset + thumbsHeight);
                                    newTop += thumbsHeight;
                                }
                            }
                        }
                        $thumbnailsWrap.animate({top: newTop}, 500);
                    }
                } else {
                    $thisThumb.removeClass('story-slider__thumbnail--active');
                }
            });

            /**
             * For starters, bullet navigation will be based on actual slide count, not slide-groups.
             */
            if (paginationBullets != null) {
                for (var bIndex = 0; bIndex < paginationBullets.length; bIndex++) {
                    var $thisPaginationBullet = paginationBullets[bIndex];

                    if ($thisPaginationBullet.index() == currentSlideIndex) {
                        $thisPaginationBullet.addClass('active');
                    } else {
                        $thisPaginationBullet.removeClass('active');
                    }
                }
            }
        }

        /**
         * Autoplay functions and behaviour
         */
        function autoNextSlide() {
            clearTimeout(autoPlayTimeout);
            clearTimeout(nextSlideTimeout);
            nextSlideTimeout = setTimeout(function () {
                gotoNextSlide();
                autoNextSlide();
            }, currentSlideDuration);
        }
        function stopAutoPlay() {
            clearTimeout(autoPlayTimeout);
            clearTimeout(nextSlideTimeout);
        }

        /**
         * Stop autoPlay on mouseenter. Can be disable with data-stop-on-hover html attribute.
         */
        if (settings.stopAutoPlayOnHover) {
            $slider
                .on('mouseenter', function () {
                    stopAutoPlay();
                })
                .on('mouseleave', function () {
                    stopAutoPlay();
                    autoPlayTimeout = setTimeout(function () {
                        autoNextSlide();
                    }, settings.autoPlayTimeoutDelay);
                });
        }

        /**
         * Automatically scale to slide content
         *
         * TODO: This isn't very stable yet. It doesn't react to changing slide heights or uses a global height.
         */
        function autoHeight() {
            $slider.height($slideStack.children().first().height());
        }

        /**
         * Navigation arrows
         * TODO: This ancient code doesn't use the plugin settings yet.
         */
        $('.navigation__arrowUp').on('click', function() {
            var $nextThumb = $thumbnails.siblings('.story-slider__thumbnail--active').prev();
            $nextThumb.click();
        });
        $('.navigation__arrowDown').on('click', function() {
            var $nextThumb = $thumbnails.siblings('.story-slider__thumbnail--active').next();
            $nextThumb.click();
        });

        /**
         * Initial behaviour
         */
        if($slideTemplates.children().length > 0) {
            gotoSlide(0);
            autoNextSlide();
        }

        if(settings.autoHeight) {
            $(window).on('resize', function () {
                autoHeight();
            });
        }

        /**
         * Public API
         */
        $slider.goto = function(slideIndex) {
            gotoSlide(slideIndex);
            stopAutoPlay();
        };

        $slider.currentIndex = function() {
            return currentSlideIndex;
        };

        /**
         * Return slider as jQuery object
         */
        return this.each(function(){});
    }
})(jQuery);


(function( $ ){
  $.fn.eqsSuggest = function(options) {
  
    var settings = {
	  'inputID'         : 'search_input',
	  'sizeID'          : 'search_input',
	  'resize'          : true,
      'maxKeywords'     : 10,
      'searchFormName'  : 'searchForm',
	  'hitLabel'        : 'Treffer',
	  'hitBefore'       : '(',
	  'hitAfter'        : ')',
	  'defaultKeys'     : [],
	  'padding'         : 10,
	  'outputNodeClass'    : undefined
    };
	
	var methods = {
	  showOutput : function (output) {
		var pos = $('#'+settings.sizeID).position();
		var default_width = ($('#'+settings.sizeID).outerWidth());
		  console.log(default_width);
		
		if (output.html()=='') {
			$('.searchOutput').slideUp();
			return;
		}
		
		$('.searchOutput').css('width', default_width + "px").children().remove();
		$('.searchOutput').append(output);
		$('.searchOutput').slideDown();
		
		var current_width = $('.searchOutput table').outerWidth();
		var css = {
				  "left" : pos.left + "px",
				  "top"  : pos.top + $('#'+settings.sizeID).height() + "px",
				  "width": current_width > default_width  ? (current_width + 2*settings.padding) + "px" : default_width
		};
		$('.searchOutput').css(css);
	  },
	  setKeyword : function (key) {
		$('#' + settings.inputID).val(key);
		$('.searchOutput').html = "";
		$('.searchOutput').css('display', "none");
		$('#searchButton').click();
	  }
	}
	
	return this.each(function() {        
      if ( options ) { 
        $.extend( settings, options );
      }

	  settings.inputID = $(this).attr('id');
	  
	  var div = $('<div class="searchOutput"></div>');
	  div.css({
		'display':'none',
		'position':'absolute',
		'z-index':'999'
	  });
	  if (settings.outputNodeClass) {
		div.appendTo($('#'+settings.outputNodeClass));
	  } else {
		div.appendTo(document.body);
	  }
	  
	  $(window).resize(function() {
		  var pos = $('#'+settings.sizeID).position();
		  var css = {
					  "left" : pos.left + "px",
					  "top"  : pos.top + ($(settings.sizeID).outerHeight()) + "px"
		  };
		  $('.searchOutput').css(css);
	  });
	    
	  $(this).focus(function() {
		$(this).val("");
		var output = "";
		var table  = $('<table />');
		if (settings.defaultKeys.length > 0) {
		  for(var i = 0; i < settings.defaultKeys.length; i++){
			  var tr = $('<tr></tr>');
			  var td = $('<td class="keywordCol"></td>');
			  td.text(settings.defaultKeys[i]);
			  td.click(function() {
				methods.setKeyword($(this).text());
			  })
			  td.appendTo(tr);
			  tr.appendTo(table);
		  }
		  methods.showOutput(table);
		}
	  });


	  $(this).keyup(function() {
		var keyword = $(this).val();
		var table  = $('<table />');
		var count = 0;
		for(var i = 0; i < window.myKeys.length; i++){
		  var _regex = new RegExp( "^" + keyword + "\w*", "i");
		  if(window.myKeys[i].match(_regex)){
			var tr = $('<tr></tr>');
			var td = $('<td class="keywordCol"><a href="javascript: void(0);">'+window.myKeys[i]+'</a></td>');
			td.click(function() {
			  methods.setKeyword($(this).text());
			})
			td.appendTo(tr);
			var td = $('<td class="numberCol"></td>')
			td.text(settings.hitBefore + window.myWeight[window.myKeys[i]] + settings.hitAfter);
			td.appendTo(tr);
			tr.appendTo(table);
			if (count == settings.maxKeywords - 1) {
			  break;
			}
			count++;
		  }
		}
		methods.showOutput(table)
	  });
	  
	  $(this).blur(function() {
		setTimeout(function(){$('.searchOutput').slideUp();}, 500);
	  });
    });
  };
})( jQuery );
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$(document).ready(function() {

	var isTouchDevice = !!('ontouchstart' in window);

	$('.gallery').initGallery();
	
	var clickEvent = 'click';
	if (isTouchDevice) clickEvent = 'touchstart';

	/*  ------------------------------ ACCORDIONS  ------------------------------ */
	/***
	 * TODO: This should be completely overhauled, there's a lot of optimization potential in here.
	 * Maybe use a prepackaged accordion component?
	 */
	
	if (window.location.search.match(/printPDF/)) {
		$(".accordion h2").addClass('open').css('cursor', 'default');
	} else {
		if (re_lang=="de") {
			$('.accordion').before('<a class="acc_unfoldall" title="Alle auf-/zuklappen" href="#">Alle aufklappen <i class="icon-arrowDown"></i></a>');
		} else {
			$('.accordion').before('<a title="Unfold/collapse all" class="acc_unfoldall" href="#">Unfold all <i class="icon-arrowDown"></i></a>');
		}
		
		var acc_heading = $('.accordion h2');
		var notes_heading = $('.notes h2');
		
		notes_heading.click(function() {
			var url = $(this).find('a').attr('href');
			if (typeof url!=="undefined" && url!="#") {
				window.location.href = url;
			}
		});
		
		notes_heading.find('a').click(function(e) {
			e.preventDefault();
		});
		
		acc_heading.click(function() {
			var obj = $(this);
			var delay = 300;
			if (obj.hasClass('open')) {
				obj.removeClass('open').addClass('closed').next().slideUp(delay, function(){ $(window).trigger("resize")});
				return false;
			} else {
				$('.open').click();
				obj.removeClass('closed').addClass('open').next().slideDown(delay, function(){
					$(window).trigger("resize");
					if (!obj.parents('.accordion').hasClass('noscroll')) {
						$("html, body").animate({ scrollTop: obj.offset().top }, delay, function(){ accAnimationCallback(); });
					}
				});
	
				return true;
			}
		});
		
		var accOpenByHash = false; // open accordion by hash inside it
		
		function accAnimationCallback() {
						
			//history.pushState("", document.title, window.location.pathname);
			
			if (accOpenByHash) {
				$("html, body").animate({ scrollTop: accOpenByHash.offset().top }, 300, function(){ accOpenByHash = false; });
			}
			
		}
		
		$('.acc_unfoldall').click(function(e){
			e.preventDefault();
			var obj = $(this);
			if (!obj.hasClass('open')) {
				obj.next('.accordion').children('div').show();
				obj.addClass('open');
				if (re_lang=="de") {
					obj.html('Alle zuklappen <i class="icon-arrowUp"></i>');
				} else {
					obj.html('Collapse all <i class="icon-arrowUp"></i>');
				}
			} else {
				obj.next('.accordion').children('div').hide();
				obj.removeClass('open');
				if (re_lang=="de") {
					obj.html('Alle aufklappen <i class="icon-arrowDown"></i>');
				} else {
					obj.html('Unfold all <i class="icon-arrowDown"></i>');
				}
			}
			$(window).trigger("resize");
		});
		
		acc_heading.addClass('closed').next().hide();
		notes_heading.not('.open').addClass('closed');
	
		acc_heading.first().addClass('first');
		notes_heading.first().addClass('first');
		
		if (notes_heading.length) {
			
			  var acc_hash = window.location.hash;
			   if (!acc_hash) {
			$('html,body').delay(300).animate({
				scrollTop: notes_heading.filter('.open').offset().top
			}, 300, function(){  });
			
			   }
		}
		
		
		$(window).on('hashchange', function() {
			
		  var acc_hash = window.location.hash;
		  if (acc_hash) {
			  
			var hashObj   = $('.accordion ' + acc_hash);
			var hashObjH2 = $('.accordion h2'+acc_hash);  
			  
			if (hashObjH2.length && hashObjH2.hasClass('closed')) {
				hashObjH2.click();
			} else if (hashObj.length) {
				if (hashObj.parents('div').prev('h2').length) {
					var h2 = hashObj.parents('div').prev('h2');
					if (h2.hasClass('closed')) h2.click();
					accOpenByHash = hashObj;
				}
			}
		  }
		}).trigger('hashchange');
		

	}
	    
	/*  ------------------------------ ACCORDIONS END  ------------------------------ */
			
			
	/*  ------------------------------ FANCYBOX  ------------------------------ */
	
	$("a.lightbox_table, a.lightbox_picture").fancybox({
		padding : [ 54, 0, 0, 0 ],
		helpers:  {
			title:  null
		}
	});

	$("a.lightbox_div").fancybox({
		padding : [ 54, 0, 0, 0 ],
		afterClose: function(){
			$(this.href).show();
		},
		minHeight : 0
	});
	
	$("div#struktur").fancybox({
		helpers:  {
			title:  null
		},
		overlayColor: '#fff',
		padding: 0,
		onClosed: function(){
		  if($("#printStruktur").html()=="true"){
			  window.print();
			  $("#printStruktur").html("");
		  }
		}
	});
	

	/*  ------------------------------ FANCYBOX END  ------------------------------ */


    /* init search suggest */
	$('#searchKeywords').eqsSuggest({
	  'searchFormName' : 'searchForm',
	  'hitLabel' : '',
	  'outputNodeClass' : 'searchForm',
	  'sizeID': 'searchKeywords',
	  'inputID': 'searchKeywords',
	  'padding': 20
	});
		


	
	
	/* ------------------------------ sticky footer ------------------------------ */
	//var stickyFooter = $('#stickyFooter');
	var mainContainer = $('#mainContainer');
	var homePage = $('.homePage');
	var service = $('#service');	
	var stickyService = $('#stickyService');	
	var serviceTop;
	if (service.length) {
		serviceTop = service.offset().top;
	}
	
	if(mainContainer.height()<service.height()) {
		mainContainer.css('min-height',service.height()+"px");
	}
	
	var videoTag = $('video');	
	
	$(window).resize(function() {
		/* JS stickyFooter is now handled via CSS flexbox */
		//if (!homePage.length) {
			//var wh = $(window).height();
			//var mainContainerPosBottom = mainContainer.position().top+mainContainer.height();
			//var stickyFooterHeight = stickyFooter.height();
			////if (wh>mainContainerPosBottom+stickyFooterHeight+20) { // 20 - padding bottom
			//	stickyFooter.css('position','fixed').css('width','100%').css('bottom',0);
			//} else {
			//	stickyFooter.removeAttr("style");
			//}
		//}
		var story = $('#story');
		var bg = $('#bg');
		if (story.length) {
			bg.height(story.height());
		}
		hideServicePopUp();
		
		
		if (videoTag.length) {
			var ww = $(window).width();
			videoTag.each(function(){
				var o = $(this);
				if (ww>re_mobileWidth) {
					var w = 681;
					var h = 383;
				} else {
					var w = 520;
					var h = 292;
				}
				o.attr('width',w).attr('height',h);
				//o.css('width',w).css('height',h);
				o.parent().css('width',w).css('height',h);
			});	
		}
		
	});
	
	//setTimeout(function(){
	//	$(window).trigger("resize");
	//}, 250);

	/* ------------------------------ sticky footer END ------------------------------ */
	
		
	/* accordion id 1040 */
	$(".topSection").click(function(){
      var ele = $(this);
      ele.toggleClass("active");
      ele.nextAll("[rel=" + ele.attr("rel") + "]").toggle();
  });
  
  

	/* video popup */
	$("#wrapper").on( 'click', 'a[data-video], div[data-video]', function(e) {
		e.preventDefault();
		var type = $(this).attr('data-type');
		if(type!==undefined && type==="editorial") {
			openEditorialPopup($(this).attr('data-video'));
		} else {
			openVideoPopup($(this).attr('data-video'));
		}	
	});
	
	$("#videocenter input").on("click", function () {
		$(this).select();
	});

	/* video popup */
	function openVideoPopup(obj) {
		console.log('openVideoPopup');
		$.fancybox({
			'scrolling': 'no',
			content : $('#'+obj),
			padding : [ 54, 0, 0, 0 ],
			afterLoad: function() {
				$(window).trigger("resize");
				$('body .fancybox-inner').css('border',0);
			}
		});
	}
	

	
	/* editorial popup */
	function openEditorialPopup(obj) {
		//console.log('openEditorialPopup')
		$.fancybox({
			'scrolling': 'no', 
			content : $('#'+obj),
			padding : [ 54, 0, 0, 0 ],
			afterLoad: function() {
				$(window).trigger("resize");
				$('body .fancybox-inner').css('border',0);
				videojs("video_embedded-video-1").ready(function(){
					var myPlayer = this;
					myPlayer.play();
					$('#editorial-video-points span').click(function(){
						var index = $(this).index();
						if (index===0) {
							myPlayer.currentTime(0);
							myPlayer.play();
						}
						if (index===1) {
							myPlayer.currentTime(60+17.2);
							myPlayer.play();
						}
						if (index===2) {
							myPlayer.currentTime(2*60+51);
							myPlayer.play();
						}
					});
				});
			}
		});
	}

		
	
	/* ------------------------------ SERVICE popup ------------------------------ */
	
	service.on( 'click', '#mobileQuickfinderBar', function(e) {
		showServicePopUp($(this), $('#quickFinderList').html());
	});
	
	service.on( 'click', '#mobileHistoryBar', function(e) {
		showServicePopUp($(this), $('#historyList').html());
	});
	
	var servicePopup = $('#servicePopup');
	var servicePopupTrigger;
	
	function showServicePopUp(obj, info) {
		var popup = servicePopup;
		var posx = 0;
		var posy = 0;
		stickyService.css('margin-bottom',0);
		servicePopupTrigger = obj;
		popup.removeAttr("style");
		posx = obj.offset().left - 251 // Math.floor(popup.width()/2);
		posy = obj.offset().top;
		popup.html('<ul>'+info+'</ul>');
		popup.css('left',posx+"px").css('top',posy+"px");
		var botPos = popup.height() - service.height() + obj.offset().top + 10;
		//console.log(obj.height() + " " + service.height() + " " + obj.position().top);
		stickyService.css('margin-bottom',botPos+"px");
		popup.show();
	}
	
	function hideServicePopUp () {
		var popup = servicePopup;
		stickyService.css('margin-bottom',0);
		popup.html('');
		popup.removeAttr("style");
		popup.hide();
	}
	
	 $('html').bind(clickEvent, function(e) {
		if( $(e.target).closest("#mobileQuickfinderBar").length > 0 || $(e.target).closest("#mobileHistoryBar").length > 0 || $(e.target).closest("#service").length > 0) {
		
		} else {
			hideServicePopUp();
		}
	 });
	 
	$('#mainNav').find('.mm').bind(clickEvent, function(e) {
		hideServicePopUp();
	});
	 
	 /* ------------------------------ SERVICE popup END ------------------------------ */
	 
	 
	 
	 /* ------------------------------ SCROLL EFFECTS ------------------------------ */
	
	
	$(window).scroll(function () {
		reScroll();
	}).trigger('scroll');
		
	
	 
	function reScroll() {

		var top = $(window).scrollTop();
		var height = $(window).height();
			
		/* service sticky */
		
		if (service.length) {
		
			var mainContainerPosBottom = mainContainer.position().top+mainContainer.height();
			var stickyServiceBottom = parseInt(top + stickyService.height());
			var stickyDiff = stickyServiceBottom-mainContainerPosBottom + 15;
			
			if (top>serviceTop) {
					stickyService.css('position','fixed');
				if (stickyDiff>0 && !service.hasClass('service-mobile')) {
					stickyService.css('top',"-"+stickyDiff+"px");
				} else {
					stickyService.css('top',0);
				}
			} else {
				stickyService.css('top',0).removeAttr("style");
			}
		
		}
		
		//if (servicePopup.find('ul').length && typeof servicePopupTrigger!=="undefined" && service) {
			
			//var posy = servicePopupTrigger.offset().top;
			//servicePopup.css('top',posy+"px");
		//}
		

		/* service sticky END */
				
	}
	
	service.scroll(function() {

		if (servicePopup.find('ul').length && typeof servicePopupTrigger!=="undefined") {
			
			var posy = servicePopupTrigger.offset().top;
			servicePopup.css('top',posy+"px");
		}
		
	});
	
	
	
	/* ------------------------------ SCROLL EFFECTS END ------------------------------ */					
	
});



// is an element visible
function isScrolledIntoView(ele) {
  var $element = $(ele);
  var viewportSize = getViewportSize(),
	  viewportOffset = getViewportOffset(),
	  elementSize = { height: $element.height(), width: $element.width() },
			  elementOffset = $element.offset();
  if (elementOffset.top + elementSize.height > viewportOffset.top &&
	  elementOffset.top < viewportOffset.top + viewportSize.height &&
	  elementOffset.left + elementSize.width > viewportOffset.left &&
	  elementOffset.left < viewportOffset.left + viewportSize.width) {
	return true;
  }
  return false;
}	

function getViewportSize() {
  var mode, domObject,
	  size = { height: window.innerHeight, width: window.innerWidth };

  // if this is correct then return it. iPad has compat Mode, so will
  // go into check clientHeight/clientWidth (which has the wrong value).
  if (!size.height) {
	mode = document.compatMode;
	if (mode || !$.support.boxModel) { // IE, Gecko
	  domObject = mode === 'CSS1Compat' ?
		document.documentElement : // Standards
		document.body; // Quirks
	  size = {
		height: domObject.clientHeight,
		width: domObject.clientWidth
	  };
	}
  }

  return size;
}

function getViewportOffset() {
  return {
	top: window.pageYOffset || document.documentElement.scrollTop || document.body.scrollTop,
	left: window.pageXOffset || document.documentElement.scrollLeft || document.body.scrollLeft
  };
}
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(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {
        $(window).load(function() {
            $(window).trigger("resize");
        });

        /**
         * Adapt main height to sidebar height
         */
        $(window).on('resize', function() {
            var $sidebar = $('#service');
            var $main = $('#mainWrapper');

            if ($sidebar.outerHeight() >= $main.height()) {
                $main.css('min-height', $sidebar.outerHeight());
            } else {
                $main.css('min-height', '');
            }
        });
    });
})(jQuery);

(function($) {
	$(document).ready(function () {

		var isTouchDevice = !!('ontouchstart' in window); // ??? kha

		var clickEvent = 'click';
		if (isTouchDevice) clickEvent = 'touchstart';

		var toolbar = $('#service'); // service toolbar
		var mm = $('#mm'); // mobile menu button

		//if (!toolbar.length) mm.hide(); // ??? kha

		/* MAIN MENU */

		var mainNav = $('#mainNav');
		var mainNavFirst = $('#site-header__main-navigation ul.mainnav > li');
		var mainNavNext = $('#site-header__main-navigation ul.subnav > li');

		mainNav.on('mouseleave', function () {
			$(this).find('ul').hide();
		});

		$('#site-header__main-navigation a').click(function (event) {
			event.preventDefault();
		});

		$('#site-header__main-navigation li').click(function (event) {
			event.stopPropagation();
			if (!isTouchDevice) {
				getURL($(this).children('a').attr('href'));
			}
		});

		mainNavNext.children('ul').on('mouseenter mouseleave', function () {
			$(this).toggleClass('hover');
		});

		if (!isTouchDevice) { // desktop
			mainNavFirst.mouseenter(function () {
				mainNavHi($(this));
			}).mouseleave(function () {
				mainNavLo($(this));
			});
			mainNavNext.mouseenter(function () {
				mainNavHi($(this));
			}).mouseleave(function () {
				mainNavLo($(this));
			});
		} else { // touch
			mainNavFirst.on({
				'touchstart': function () {
					var isActive = $(this).hasClass('hi');
					var sub = $(this).children('ul');
					mainNavFirst.removeClass('hi');
					mainNavFirst.find('ul').hide();
					if (!isActive && sub.length) {
						mainNavHi($(this));
					} else {
						getURL($(this).children('a').attr('href'));
					}
				}
			});
			mainNavNext.on({
				'touchstart': function (event) {
					event.stopPropagation();
					if ($(this).hasClass('hi')) {
						getURL($(this).children('a').attr('href'));
					}
					mainNavNext.removeClass('hi');
					mainNavNext.children('ul').hide();
					if ($(this).children('ul').length) {
						mainNavHi($(this));
					} else {
						$(this).addClass('hi');
						getURL($(this).children('a').attr('href'));
					}
				}
			});
			$('html').on({
				'touchstart': function (e) {
					if (!mainNav.is(e.target) && mainNav.has(e.target).length === 0) {
						hideAll();
					}
				}
			});
		}

		function mainNavHi(obj) {
			var sub = obj.children('ul');
			obj.addClass('hi');
			if (sub.length) {
				sub.fadeIn(400, function () {
					if (!obj.hasClass('hi')) {
						sub.stop(true, true);
					}
				});
			}
		}

		function mainNavLo(obj) {
			var sub = obj.children('ul');
			obj.removeClass('hi');
			sub.hide();
		}

		function getURL(url) {
			if (typeof url !== "undefined" && url != "#") {
				window.location.href = url;
			}
		}

		function hideAll() {
			mainNavFirst.removeClass('hi');
			mainNavNext.removeClass('hi');
			mainNavFirst.find('ul').hide();
		}

		/* MAIN MENU END */


		/*	TOOLBAR */
		mm.bind(clickEvent, function (e) {
			if (!toolbar.hasClass("service-mobile")) {
				serviceToMobileVersion(true);
			} else {
				serviceToMobileVersion(false);
			}
		});
		$('#mobile-close-button').on(clickEvent, function() {
			serviceToMobileVersion(false);
		})

		$('html').bind(clickEvent, function (e) {
			if ($(e.target).closest("#service").length > 0) {

			} else {
				if (toolbar.hasClass("service-mobile")) {
					serviceToMobileVersion(false);
				}
			}
		});

		function serviceToMobileVersion(open) {
			if (!toolbar.length) return;
			if (open) {
				var width = toolbar.width();
				toolbar.css('left', '-' + width + 'px');
				toolbar.fadeIn(100, function () {
					toolbar.css('transition', 'left 0.2s ease-out 0s').css('left', 0);
					toolbar.addClass("service-mobile");
					$('body').addClass('mm-locked');
					$('html').addClass('mm-locked');
				});
			} else {
				toolbar.removeAttr("style");
				toolbar.removeClass("service-mobile");
				$('body').removeClass("mm-locked");
				$('html').removeClass("mm-locked");
			}
		}

		$(window).resize(function () {
			if ($(window).width() > re_mobileWidth) {
				serviceToMobileVersion(false)
			}
		});

		/**
		 * Stories navigation expansion
		 */

		var $navigation = $('#navigation');
		var navigationBaseMarginBottom = parseInt($navigation.css('margin-bottom'));
		var stories = $('#navigation .stories');
		var storiesBar = stories.find('span');
		var storiesPoints = stories.children('li');

		function triggerStoryBox(obj) {
			var storiesCalcBottom = 0;
			if (obj !== "undefined") {
				if (toolbar.is(":hidden")) {
					toolbar.show();
					storiesCalcBottom = obj.height();
					toolbar.hide();
				} else {
					storiesCalcBottom = obj.height();
				}
				obj.css('display', 'block');
				$navigation.css('margin-bottom', (storiesCalcBottom + navigationBaseMarginBottom) + "px");
			}
		}

		storiesPoints.on('mouseenter', function () {
			var obj = $(this);
			if (obj.find('span').length) {
				triggerStoryBox(obj.find('span'));
			}
		});

		storiesPoints.on('mouseleave', function () {
			storiesBar.hide();
			$navigation.css('margin-bottom', navigationBaseMarginBottom + "px");
		});


	});

})(jQuery);







(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {
        var mobileSwitchCookieExpiryTime = 1;

        var $mobileSwitch = $('#mobileswitch');

        if($(window).width() < 600 && Cookies.get('mobileSwitchUsed') !== 'true') {
            $mobileSwitch.addClass('visible');
            $('body').addClass('mobile-overlay-active');

            $('#mobileswitch__confirm').on('click', function (e) {
                e.preventDefault();

                Cookies.set('mobileSwitchUsed', 'true', { expires: mobileSwitchCookieExpiryTime });

                window.location($(this).attr('href'));
            });

            $('#mobileswitch__abort').on('click', function (e) {
                e.preventDefault();

                Cookies.set('mobileSwitchUsed', 'true', { expires: mobileSwitchCookieExpiryTime });

                $mobileSwitch.remove();
                $('body').removeClass('mobile-overlay-active');
            });

        } else {
            $mobileSwitch.remove();
        }
    });
})(jQuery);
/**
 * This empty JavaScript file is needed to use the custom build 'modernizr' task in gulpfile.js
 */

(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {

        /* ------------------------------ SEARCH ------------------------------ */
        var searchInput = $('#searchKeywords');
        var searchBox = $('.icon.searchfield');
        var searchButton = $('#searchButton');
        var searchIsHidden = true;
        var searchForm = $('#searchForm');

        searchButton.click(function(){
            if (searchIsHidden) {
                searchInput.removeClass('hidden');
                searchBox.addClass('active');
                searchInput.css('width',"4px");
                searchInput.animate( {width: '162px'}, {
                    duration : 300,
                    complete : function(){
                        searchInput.focus();
                        searchIsHidden = false; }
                });
            } else if (searchInput.val()) {
                searchForm.submit();
            } else {
                searchInput.animate( {width: '1px'}, {
                    duration : 300,
                    complete : function(){
                        searchIsHidden = true;
                        searchInput.addClass('hidden');
                        searchBox.removeClass('active');
                    }
                });
            }
        });

        var searchIconContent = $('#searchButtonContent,#searchButtonMobile');
        var searchFormContent = $('#searchFormContent, #searchFormMobile');

        searchIconContent.click(function(event){
            searchFormContent.submit();
        });
        /* ------------------------------ SEARCH END ------------------------------ */

    });
})(jQuery);
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(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {

        /**
         * kha: You can add words with or without hyphenation to this list.
         * If no hyphenation is given, these words are wrapped in a 'no-hyphenation' span.
         * If hyphenation in the form 'hyphen-ated' is given, the hyphens are converted to '&shy;' tags
         * and the word is than wrapped in a 'manual-hyphenation' span.
         *
         * It also supports adding &nbsp; to spaces, doing this befor the other steps.
         */
        var wordList = [
            'Directors',
            'Geberit',
            'Rapperswil',
            'economiesuisse',
            'Governance',
            'TurboFlush',
            'Baehny',
            'AquaClean',
            'Mera'
        ];

        switch ($('html').attr('lang')) {
            case 'de':
                wordList = wordList.concat([
                    'Finanz',
                    'Österreich',
                    'fanden',
                    'illustriert',
                    'Nachhaltigkeitsthemen',
                    'Kon-zern-lei-tungs-mit-glieder',
                    'irgend-eine',
                    'Leistungs-periode',
                    'Regierungs-orga-nisationen',
                    'Themen-felder',
                    'Energie-management',
                    'Vor-gaben',
                    'Verbind-liche',
                    'Netto-ergebnis',
                    'd. h.'
                ]);
                break;
            case 'en-gb':
                wordList = wordList.concat([
                    'res-ponsible'
                ]);
                break;
            default:
                break;
        }


        $('article > section p, article > .notes p').each(function () {
                var $element = $(this);
                var $contents = $element.contents();

                /**
                 * kha: Grab all pure text nodes. We don't want to change HTML attributes and the like.
                 */
                $contents.filter(function () {
                    return this.nodeType == Node.TEXT_NODE;
                }).each(function () {
                    var textNodeText = $(this).text();

                    /**
                     * kha: Wrap strings in text-nodes
                     */
                    for (var i = 0; i < wordList.length; i++) {
                        var word = wordList[i];

                        if (word.indexOf(' ') !== -1) {
                            var htmlNonBreakingSpacedWord = word.replace(/\s/g, '&nbsp;');
                            textNodeText = textNodeText.replace(word, htmlNonBreakingSpacedWord);
                        }

                        if (word.indexOf('-') !== -1) {
                            var htmlHyphenatedWord = word.replace(/\-/g, '&shy;');
                            var unHyphenatedWord = word.replace(/\-/g, '');
                            var patternRegEx = new RegExp('(' + unHyphenatedWord + ')', 'g');
                            textNodeText = textNodeText.replace(patternRegEx, '<span class="manual-hyphenation">' + htmlHyphenatedWord + '</span>');
                        } else {
                            var patternRegEx = new RegExp('(' + word + ')', 'g');
                            textNodeText = textNodeText.replace(patternRegEx, '<span class="no-hyphenation">\$1</span>');
                        }
                    }

                    /**
                     * kha: Construct new DOM object from text-node, replace old text-node with DOM-element.
                     */
                    var $parsedHTML = $.parseHTML(textNodeText, document);
                    $(this).replaceWith($parsedHTML);
                });
            }
        );
    });
})(jQuery);
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(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {

        /**
         * Energy waterfaall chart anim
         */
        var $waterfallContainer = $('#energy-waterfall');
        var combinedValue = 0;
        var $bars = $waterfallContainer.find('.bar');
        var $barContainers = $waterfallContainer.find('.barcontainer');
        var $sumContainer = $waterfallContainer.find('.sumcontainer');
        var $barLabelsContainer = $waterfallContainer.find('.bar-labels');

        /**
         * Calc and set individual bar heights
         */
        function toggleBarHeight($barContainer) {
            var containerVal = parseFloat($barContainer.attr('data-value'));
            var barHeight = 0;
            if (!$barContainer.hasClass('expanded')) {
                barHeight = (containerVal / combinedValue) * $waterfallContainer.height();
                $barContainer.addClass('expanded');
            } else {
                $barContainer.removeClass('expanded');
            }
            $barContainer.height(barHeight);

            if ($barContainer.index() != 0) {
                $barContainer.css('top', -barHeight);
            }

            setSumBarHeight($sumContainer);
        }

        function setSumBarHeight($barContainer) {
            var aggregateContainerVal = 0;
            $waterfallContainer.find('.barcontainer.expanded').each(function () {
                var barContainerVal = parseFloat($(this).attr('data-value'));
                if (!isNaN(barContainerVal)) {
                    aggregateContainerVal += barContainerVal;
                }
            });
            var barHeight = aggregateContainerVal / combinedValue * $waterfallContainer.height();
            $barContainer.height(barHeight);
            $barContainer.find('.numlabel').text(function () {

                /* Avoid line-braking number length */
                aggregateContainerVal = aggregateContainerVal.toFixed(2);

                /* A simple solution to our localization problems */
                switch (re_lang) {
                    case 'de':
                        aggregateContainerVal = aggregateContainerVal.toString();
                        aggregateContainerVal = aggregateContainerVal.replace('.', ',');
                        console.log(aggregateContainerVal);
                        break;
                    default:
                        break;
                }
                return aggregateContainerVal;
            });
            $barContainer.addClass('expanded');
        }

        /**
         * Initially calc values for bars
         */
        $barContainers.each(function () {
            var $barContainer = $(this);

            var containerVal = parseFloat($barContainer.attr('data-value'));
            if (isNaN(containerVal)) {
                containerVal = 0;
            }
            $barContainer.find('.subcontainer').each(function () {
                containerVal += parseFloat($(this).attr('data-value'));
            });

            $barContainer.attr('data-value', containerVal);

            combinedValue += containerVal;

        });

        $bars.each(function () {
            /* Add label to .bar-labels */
            //$barLabelsContainer.append($('<div />'));
        });


        /**
         * Draw grid
         */
        var gridSpacing = 100;
        for (var lineIndex = 0; lineIndex < combinedValue / gridSpacing; lineIndex++) {
            var $line = $('<div class="gridline"><span class="color-theme__font-color">' + lineIndex * gridSpacing + '</span></div>');
            $line.css({
                'bottom': ((lineIndex * gridSpacing) / combinedValue ) * $waterfallContainer.height()
            });
            $waterfallContainer.append($line);
        }

        /**
         * Connect buttons to bars
         */
        $('#energy-waterfall-widget').find('.label').each(function () {
            var $label = $(this);
            $label.on('click', function (e) {
                //setBarHeight($barContainers[$(this).index()]);
                toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq($(this).index()));
            });
            $label.on('mouseenter', function (e) {
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('> .color-theme__background-nested').addClass('color-theme__background-nested--dark');
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('> .color-theme__background').addClass('color-theme__background-dark');
            });
            $label.on('mouseleave', function (e) {
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('.color-theme__background-nested').removeClass('color-theme__background-nested--dark');
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('.color-theme__background').removeClass('color-theme__background-dark');
            });

        });

        $(window).on('resize', function () {
            setBarWidths($waterfallContainer, $bars);
        });

        /**
         * Initially show first bar and sum-bar
         */
        toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(0));
        if ($('body').hasClass('merged-pages')) {
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(1));
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(2));
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(3));
        }
    });
})(jQuery);

(function ($) {
    $(document).ready(function () {

        /**
         * CO2 waterfall chart anim
         */
        var $waterfallContainer = $('#co2-waterfall');
        var combinedValue = 0;
        var $bars = $waterfallContainer.find('.bar');
        var $barContainers = $waterfallContainer.find('.barcontainer');
        var $sumContainer = $waterfallContainer.find('.sumcontainer');

        /**
         * Calc and set individual bar heights
         */
        function toggleBarHeight($barContainer) {
            var containerVal = parseFloat($barContainer.attr('data-value'));
            var barHeight = 0;
            if (!$barContainer.hasClass('expanded')) {
                barHeight = (containerVal / combinedValue) * $waterfallContainer.height();
                $barContainer.addClass('expanded');
            } else {
                $barContainer.removeClass('expanded');
            }
            $barContainer.height(barHeight);

            if ($barContainer.index() != 0) {
                $barContainer.css('top', -barHeight);
            }

            setSumBarHeight($sumContainer);
        }

        function setSumBarHeight($barContainer) {
            var aggregateContainerVal = 0;
            $waterfallContainer.find('.barcontainer.expanded:not(.initialcontainer)').each(function () {
                var barContainerVal = parseFloat($(this).attr('data-value'));
                if (!isNaN(barContainerVal)) {
                    aggregateContainerVal += barContainerVal;
                }
            });
            var barHeight = aggregateContainerVal / combinedValue * $waterfallContainer.height();
            $barContainer.height(barHeight);
            $barContainer.find('.numlabel').text(Math.round(aggregateContainerVal / 1000));
            $barContainer.addClass('expanded');
        }

        $barContainers.each(function () {
            var $barContainer = $(this);

            var containerVal = parseFloat($barContainer.attr('data-value'));
            if (isNaN(containerVal)) {
                containerVal = 0;
            }
            $barContainer.find('.subcontainer').each(function () {
                containerVal += parseFloat($(this).attr('data-value'));
            });

            $barContainer.attr('data-value', containerVal);

            if (!$barContainer.hasClass('initialcontainer')) {
                combinedValue += containerVal;
            }
        });

        /**
         * Connect buttons to bars
         */
        $('#co2-waterfall-widget').find('.label').each(function () {
            var $label = $(this);
            $label.on('click', function (e) {
                toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq($(this).index()));
            });
            $label.on('mouseenter', function (e) {
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('> .color-theme__background-nested').addClass('color-theme__background-nested--dark');
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('> .color-theme__background').addClass('color-theme__background-dark');
            });
            $label.on('mouseleave', function (e) {
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('.color-theme__background-nested').removeClass('color-theme__background-nested--dark');
                $bars.eq($(this).index()).find('.color-theme__background').removeClass('color-theme__background-dark');
            });
        });

        $(window).on('resize', function () {
            setBarWidths($waterfallContainer, $bars);
        });

        /**
         * Initially show first two bars
         */
        toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(0));
        if ($('body').hasClass('merged-pages')) {
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(1));
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(2));
            toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(3));
        } else {
            setTimeout(function () {
                toggleBarHeight($barContainers.eq(1));
            }, 2000)
        }

        /**
         * Draw grid
         */
        var gridSpacing = 50000;
        for (var lineIndex = 0; lineIndex < combinedValue / gridSpacing; lineIndex++) {
            var $line = $('<div class="gridline"><span class="color-theme__font-color">' + (lineIndex * gridSpacing) / 1000 + '</span></div>');
            $line.css({
                'bottom': ((lineIndex * gridSpacing) / combinedValue ) * $waterfallContainer.height()
            });
            $waterfallContainer.append($line);
        }
    });
})(jQuery);

/**
 * Add basic styling to bars
 */
function setBarWidths($container, $barElements) {
    var containerWidth = $container.width();
    $barElements.each(function () {
        var $bar = $(this);
        $bar.css('width', containerWidth / $barElements.length);
    })
}
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	eJzsvWuzJbd1JfgLzn8488ERUs/wGm8gNR2OuE+3uiVbIdndjvZ0MErFK6rsejCKRWvkXz9rrQ3k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g+10ponpeKmkI98Wp05BWfPmfTXwZ2AYCc0W5drjcZFGpHZ1xRVJv7By7ZZgGjRx4EGEO3z7Rvei
jhNXM+RFZY1q2fgEDQrc6IU0shpRHgJIDkPSBvMuYbwG1oi1Eg1y1MrRUuOE8CIOlcPMrlB2sCuL
IW2FsoZQX3iGkF4oyA9SdaoNK9gLucUNVkOGTjQuhbDTYE7uFszBSS4CWeNN+IEQBAatBltm5lrL
xoeP/VOmXyadxtIsdm1GeDZpo3CaYaUVkaFqpfOviQWpovcI0vXNo926R5tJ8vRcax1WYdMM2UvQ
M8kPyP9jL4JNlHwHkVQpwu2SNFjH5QSyGGk9kzYH65lB+H60syGEYfERrqWYOqd7pA==
	
	
	77Wa44FgMCzUuK4uBtcZfkMtn6JlGQrphlo0r9WOORh4iFb1vR2rgc3MapDBgjWwZqyNOpaewP1e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==
	
	
	se0+uuA5M0JUyqIBYCV9N7Ij7FbOGiTrSc2SJCnngYiBsAZWzZY3ahbakF4i1Wl77pYDDnwLkorD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Vq+Zz7hfswjhjPMKlln7U/lfkz8GOLUfTyRGwpxOTGqQPXbOBaU2Kg35BMetmYYu7uPULoAuKY19
Jyo2jRr75IcFaHhF74zNPH50A0kGNYCXSe48gIzWdMADUcLugJEnOeaOvhpIJtXMV3TTkqzvViwU
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nKtDbWSSjR5I5L1M1HEnMgpWAvt44wYWpDj9vfqnp6AvnOSeMfDz+RPmYcjdd6MqvS+fBDDGhVld
vEwtXiZuEEFmBr995rPVcv8UjSe0IsO+Bz3ifLQqe5SNPoIlgXoR+XggLUvwbuGcL3cQOpe98tUi
ZGTr/QGkH2dkWl2IlzlYyt6PVhK7VWfuyG/SM1wjxKcWqNvYDylkWuBLQ4s5k1vIgZoxv0YUi3nz
nnsJ0q0KH8odhjjKewmERom4oZDJe7SW8AqC28QogA5OY0+xPWArWsv9YYSX+zgl6ADWPL/I9kLk
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9e1+q9kgj0r+FqyD7jFF0zUZvHO36vLUqRO6aH61tGzjYe1nFq8QYfOzPoQDL/FlR5czXUr3dnSY
vC2DK6+qcLld7u/naIGgkz0cJwCVnijMiyF0iVZMXWh1iQA2DSPtjME9TpPKUk4z0eEqtIhL7G7h
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GK1BPzgwEYuP3WDJO1TVGGMQzZFG7x8HlE6W2QWuWotiztPQHRSbwieYjPslHMyE/i1aaf2zWznv
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PhQb8nTyQ9WxDE8cF8Gnrqt7STDO7zyLjsZaZvcEPMZU7uMYLAn9vjOFdIPuo4JTe67KelGeyyqe
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D8hfJ7tgoEU10EKRcDFarmC0LPe9ypfoX9+IfdN1I1RYxzKbQm7klcVGAD2MOBRBzfe7yG1iWerC
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2X4kazaa6PgLK+XB+jCdaUMNadP+erbUuNuAGwmwbMkFcSIaBcQpqJXmK479jJcadjLCtWRioKE9
VXRqzZODU7eYHLoawt8MRDHuJjwgI1xk5MJJOEnvilNt94hzOTR8jXge18Fr7UFradqRHH/E6Tax
2loyBVGvncSOqyqCkSOAKtPBCOTxveEE/VXZ/P0tItA5LKRUfe4V0r2BulCF7yRHOUv1sxGNGncZ
Gc10kmJWqWP2Ax+zMHce2Mlzev8w2nmio7mLe7G71wJUF9Pb7F5k7wnbB8VFM0ag0r9EbmLPm53q
D+RQZsLJUgoDBGLe+XT0eyDNWfvtXi1VXuko865BuiIth81SLipcwi6AqFTZu+kOWuLqQE1Pln9P
ZfqG3I5KzoZmVeODFC25zFuBxEaNvnLskl0vIzhUXIXuur7ekJEU+zi7hSpzMe4qsL0JfcZXeaiJ
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h6AWrJR2C+bZaqFToauRNo/ImVRGEMPz6wBy2dmtoPSplUwm0e9Jmb8imECLyzpHTb9xCh3SHahw
uutAzOBp0dWHEH46c0ChEiTnCQYEwk/i5SiXmexIaDQkSUyiUUmbjfUb9qwS6uD6QxSPazd5U85E
jDQ2YlndFG4dHQx0GJQpFUO5bE3zPlRf7hQsX9RyfH9ALkc6cqvf9gx7WRqm5KsQB8cx4DqSa/4p
boSGh0GINR+apBXiajCrbJgaN64jNpfRalMLZUer5sznzdutEOEIaGmhVa0SDWErPXSWl9SAxAG7
z0DDBGJ5IuCI5UtI246MFE2oRWZEIyRXajFAI1bq1rmOGqJwhmH4nitefYl1yFBd4BBSAH64Ecxz
dd1zoPj2S9WZu0snrh6vU3GRdbs6ZRt7NgEuW6dwEYdEektOnK9YrdeHVq38JKUZ6l6AtdOVpsuW
x5WiSCYxQl7ovk35H9Kis3iqWlKpAQkAfY7PFJ+n4WupaR13/BZgpcsiJ6QKfXr/4hxzy7El1RlM
eZcTknEDieQUFc5qsEcZ/RCQ4dEiR4sjvkOciDa0UvKvB44RO6nVgpxjVXGtUhXLNuCK4o866XOa
+jPRUHbHJW8oLqoMlHf3un9lmA+kiNzhy6dOdF/UpoGax4IrxWhAsm4uTxgbiVThM5qAsGmGNy6z
2uueCTR7Se5H42oS+BV7J+95QdJE/HNYoIVEcA281nLHLkd1hvl+pE18hX1cUbVHKzoPWjnFO4uN
uzkfvIqz/D6y9mMNBmcskmjBXs+DzF5faR+XwnqzhCSykG+6B2oZi+/Lckk/RMkPnvhwfDUhpKBV
8t5Id9elaKgmXF0z2lRV288QlXBDrbNjqRkvynIaaM+NimWlXuRdMrfVXprtdOtSABPJF0IAKniS
KGPDpaqcvpJBnP55qEpAf8tiCd5Cojd1oZq6cEqCupYoyhC5RUGsAuxIi5thhRQxYSXJaKFCCGgs
8zVz1lixWyV7R7h0NstGpugULqsyS/yC/ZBieKkWyRt0KnvDdUyGmE0qXK2EvGw2ipOLbT9qkHZy
XeaBEjQtDKuyM+eVnXus400iFc+cDMd6ChI14cALuKIBj7QprfQ1VoQppkLKddAqx36EXN8tiB57
XgI7mXmPOjG18L2WIR8zph41ItrIbIyv5+YDTIRUlRwEAy6noFVLxTe3qQWXRr+AaRpxTsvLSQ7q
F6h5HKA6uEb6rtHr4hie1BdmsJ9cKnUYhVIVdZYCgnKp9iKAX1S71R/UwpAc5GLGLoZMWL3In2DE
WeQnIquWmLKQrgA3RPPJXs9RXUEBuJTVCgNgUs6cUbSPvfrbCxRWlxqBRRdCfZzW+UlNyQ5tXFK5
JqZM+vrar8j+umrBpHe2bD+hQFUD6sTUwELZZbmmQyP9tX8ShLRanhfoQqOLzKwAW2iudoMpTN21
bJZfhwZetVAOfv+Q1C6fa29V4mwudBwo2UF5vzN7FucjYUys7DqJGS69ojRFteWeMmgEH/RQNMgO
b5NASDpQdwRINQZhfUUAJnvG466274dHmEKULzrNSXLcI7CKf5qWxH9yDyZU2d/jGUviLTCNbFRo
+Hd0DC0QUBSZqLoVln20QpNACwGZcbpOMyq1uipZKpWD0aJ0tSjF09wpPTXz4yOyphUVVLRqUQ4l
XR2vLn0jp0LfyamsqOQibk+en8yWflDW3R5kRtTAP6jIqsw3JogO+yi7288qn9B0mgK3wg+qsTol
HKMaoB6vLeWd/J6Cvq9r7d/Esrqm1VEVBnPIb1lfqx+VEMEVcgpHkyUjDaplMSFbwg==
	
	
	+uA3uUMKNw2v0Xb/P0WgIrbJ68d1aOU8YLKu4Y1L1FhqMiCCWEVGxwwTvRGBApHrtUYqUSBWqBLY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==
	
	
	dguCiW5BYLJqqp28BmW2jrZRHsYciZg/B+pHIYvaRTr0UalR9ZuS7WCe+tHDyLB8oLDyu5RIV3G+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BsoBZOe8uGWVk1SbaqY2dRYOUB3S9CTXSTWuk9z86rSYkadEAVeyxvZpRX3TCBZJT9J4wM6zjMsZ
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xBDfY30DeRTA3oM4BPBspTdSVwAOK1crP/Uj1yW9nrScw7++4j/jB27xpdGcP4DXGHAOQf5TfAbL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==
	
	
	iYJyd8gc4hbCfEL+HbgoQKdI3GIWA0ayMPzZRvpOC090q1kP5he4qjhde7NMWZpawRfFVh5gQnO2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==
	
	
	7edEud3H6Rd9MupJPyN62WHO5LUfp3M/HqIKBo7QpT3n6JK+s/S7T8fI/N8PkW+/mghffxaR+R/N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cZMZ1W1EhCgYJjbdX0/xIwRECE1nba3qyKawn+MJ5e+ILshTQFv6kwgxGEQIfDbjByKEa2TndlXL
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gdFbbcboG4iMmWxLB3Mbn05o4JTZenWS2Xp2Mtu0W8tE6aSxZoUxs2zxOma9Hs8YKew7GKmdNIxk
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m50pOQ7IxXh7z65oBAU5rLnMsoO5sLEDB6IBe3L9O9y7KT2jdZRhxyaqfA+MQJO1qdKuA2vtogXS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==
	
	
	Qe5E8dI+EFjcniUSHwfbVIKw1nV/fxA60qZSMo7AQbS5low3bATkGbRRHA3BuCdkflBCGIKFhO2+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3KEBwScIIKIORQW/gzNHQkSGil34t4tdKP9V7MLxT7ELl06spZ2mQtyqQfEu1oRJnGfTSxbxqUUL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aO+J+6M07rIbhL2s9eG2h0EXqlMiZO9vcHZ4tikprC7fJba00CmiAc9hY5FTbMs7l4SWUsfYugr7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==
	
	
	zS9lpcLqHyeY7nY315rAuKryq4FuVf4RavHDS5Yu3vlv2KUcZG049sDrDI9zxoTlaN68nWjFNiO0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==
	
	
	HxHfsI++2a/FrXX/rNWU580lRET5DvpeuxH1sF0Ic0u96TKjC9oPk097KOwT9xKu6QsEp1zHGZIn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0lr66Fl/fKLLhgHZ7fCtqhuqPvdTu8wkMp0npK1Bie37gbXBDFjaIpSdL5246QFmhMZuab9DpA1n
51ah/R12K6tOVbdTr0BnXTm3ksh2dOgoV5USasLd0nEVPBmlMncVrgl4gDsauuMGS/dolsvcd5U5
1egcjKz7fdINGyId4fQGgxgqvnOGVcVe1oI7i1QZzDQ6SIcAkGEmoXNXYwAzu1PHbN/FRqeEL/2B
QWd47Rx3iuZt/8ly6SkQMBY1DS1KcoIYGpmdEsqj+h8noUVpyrTRTj2pwBpLnEVLDFzHUgDH9kAl
lfmKVLdd0Q5oySmQIvKebSsn/6LFwS+csmXlLTj8WrwSixap5hNq0aopX1lq0TpajA==
	
	
	7XlUcJgLxJlSCf1HmsIhuXSXGbemLcpYr5ncnJILROXmtIJ/R9NcDwibUl3G94jrf5rj3zF8ejWV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==
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UBWRtz0LXeZ3g4TCmP2bk+nd8cJUbm+ckvat6enuk9r7N/b1b147X3I/GGcBA7CsLc0xwdBTHc0O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L3fSlkSXcIRkcGYU8TViCfx+KrBvOxuPbxWn4swckrUOBCyEZK00/+DMaMGvtzQhQJZmkEq7AIfV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==
	
	
	51xBB9pyKzV0zhV0i9WC69XQOVfQGbIINqihc66gM54kqj+tUUO39Lxy8xo6U0Ly4n6t5cCHssfj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==
	
	
	XvVb7f1K+3f9VohbbvCun5HmLl9nWPldv9UzVNd518+qHHF5Ltyq7/ot4+TtvOvnvNF5lhytuX3X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==
	
	
	OorFWVW4i7mhi8pBhSQO4qN9hc+VU/3IJYfeigPCRyph9FNM/1tc/xvQJXL3h0wD2JEVhmUCsWcK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==
	
	
	w1doxlKGH0Vk3eCTeBLcRMRX/iqyAjnoVvhFMx7JeGY2w66fzqU0hxohqEdkySXtPgSlQQJOhgGT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dUhDcJY9ixPT5wH2Q5RgdtPRbN8TVJTMbHYxWRHWrVrmHO48j7ivu+QeoYW7AHyEK1yCwnPJmpp6
WqgxLqPaPE8L4+LMptMP+1qVXkqsTFHAc2kIPsu+Pj3sOGHkaRWd4fRucg6cluGD3rU7cATh4lAJ
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e0FWUVxfjLANGK6g3TwzCsXW465p2GJE5icOLjZw8IrCmLajX4sajrB2WdUf1+YFWgoDjxFMro4Z
frlBQyZkQDN+QOxaxyWAbFBQggM/B9jzMzrwELdQQrQ08ZNYIOHjiLgIj765EfthRAjd4i7qVHwe
UayTb86lxmPXPOMzehpNt7gtlMqZgLkMRcNU6fE5d/3C5nMJhEr02MbJVk69t/w8m/c/5+YWqNIp
hhaPEfzCXEkf9A+2BtFgRHk2wPiPKszj7UdwRkK96dEsIxfqTcMIKyeNN/k44KHeFIPqz0v675PW
N0N+PwyJi9pu83HApxmuVi368NxZo+IPj+0jPCt6oEQ1qUcnWdEDB7TgOVtW9JBu7ZAUPWDKcVze
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gCvPhmI1W50cZUMP60KN2VCMYER8z4Ye2dK9bK+YMGRETR7Ug+/3zyM+aJDWrDXQc6KtSVDXkqLo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fLURLJODO6NqmVEgtyYOoRxO96ZTSP087kYa+HQdieA0magP8sNAmeIIrrs+H4izGLjqATenyf44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Oyl3lvsKBc0pbtzXP/OnVvr9rRd+Q6ocnJ03E3K+XYIop945XdIudm4+Y0k2gPx6ggGIlU+PmfZA
Ks5VgPOD6yE8W0lXYg0LohdeiWB/L6/VEIRUdvP1z9MA3Zz4Xpd1M34aoeoh3uOD3I8SVQDvpe96
HJAsK9rzIlkZJOKyVuYtVxopPnH0KSmD5KEpfzFJkPsklB9Ny6AAp4l9MFMtqQR2jHmpYmnS78FZ
U3Sal0koGbzMoF15mVlAc/G9ODGDpLsfm5SYQdI+S4+7pGaQ8xcv11IzKBuop8qX72EFByE5g3IF
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D+VmEkBR5NNKbgZr0DleNTeT0PZk+eVXyBLLPimkCedmsGs0dkzJGezVZKkTSc48DZCYztMADowj
u+4FEevYQ8re2qwlOQN1IKhcnJvBm7nBRPkVFDIYGedpX4xwp/zHQylZCc46apQeVrIzWImOlirZ
GS/OsezMXIenPjVlZ6Bhkr2yZmew1sQPsuwM3lp6dzimhSkTfjgOhSV3N/WnTUD0LDuDAokA+i3Z
GZQ3OPYzZ2dQXHAJgb1kZ4ZY4YE1OTPEVatKODszpBSxZL0GXo/LTHJKzAy51LtoYiY9UHY+/3Ul
ZqLUzuFwun6SPyZmMIq9RkvNYGcZJfVKzaTZc6l5bE7NpPqgjCk1A2VG20cyM0noCzkxM5WkRrs5
ZIrteglbsORmsGWXZ7/SMtgtl12X0zKQO0IOOyBTswucsKZlIE9GZ8dpmSe5pmWeRlBaBmLnY2BD
vzgcv6dlMK/JsOw4LYMvoiEkyqzgU/rlJTNzl6MpHaH+/nSrhDMzQeV4ZmaWfCWt6eDMDGxNDTFq
ZgZyY5nWzMysHFcEJM7M+D5auZko0ezM2x34kJ/BwiiWX+TOp38xYnjSnJPVubjb3XjfFgCWva6A
3SYxnSKYCX/+yeZTwkClyYLVUgnazkI38yB8xzSH0/0NsfrU2bIWZm/4sjEvtWErmRnj4ig+KrwM
GcMroXRHJobpzhMqJi4OL2k7HZxJrk4t8tj9wTReu2tiy67vpXB1CKUosm0hozY9MBqthf8gtKd+
olSiwg3cPEsJ8Mp24bH1BCt6mHf0+mrtNjnj3UNGCjeZ+vYWbDJNTGZKrX3XC84+dav14c52jHV6
W21sx63EAFpd7Tj6lZmPzR9MQbMgMBtPmD5pJ9Nfw+CnkpjveYaTobiWt9LOk75UgaUvCnZDm7hl
zPlUrBSb4XuHTyRM6a582bYTXM6uOTbJK1Q31YtifEo/bg7Arbt0Zs50yn4KTHgmHDzIDyGIa6JQ
p8slKH3T3sGfnRiN75qc/3LnFqrpSxlpmdrbefd4GNbJCpzjOZX1bTmC01Wy35J4Xny/dD2TfCYy
2XNa6SfsKPMiqJpmrvPD69DJYMI2yFrR94razaZT3fv8yDC9pZdptpi+7LSx0C45I6S9eG5mK30z
N+F6qGP8niAI1ZZJgt75JP++qP/95LjOw0053BofOzOJxn0DfW2JblymO7Jgt8wJr1r6c1BUCcUD
dnM2EFGDwRnErIHsy0+BAthpPoSuQBj9sndvX17LwF7Xigd+4WjY7EWtXO1LP5RaU257x4Y0cqwV
B5+KUXuC+RyHKlhm3oocYpUkM/LZtPr6aHx5JhrAABxt1jwP3tXZIjmaGuUeCw43+DjAcajQpK/n
1ecR4SaHlRz/hxH2puEeH+QBpOppBGNUAURBS+UFogpwBppQVISqiYbAGQsFqMrN/GQFlxriy3HC
FZ4qR6JDucCxsW+p4FQZZW0KfiQ+75BbIIAMkCFUnmFBpsJ3K/peAkwFoJvXbR2aCj+W8iYNUWTj
WTVgKryyg3ZItyUmtVvpKsNSZRDJ7tJ9Qao8N0vcBVAqAHNIYs6vAJB2o+OmQPL4rzkLGoieTlPO
wlfDgFS+cw0WJYgdjuqt7nE9daIHk8w9r5gBkNNptFe6/WyAVsw8SLliBkhBdq4ty7c/eP5cNJMn
xQGfH6tqAGBCDupFhS9AArJ6ASmbmVhA+gn019KJbmUzgPpRmF4rnAESD4ebuGpmyNLPRTPFzcVQ
OFP2qO1eIW4Ir/ZzGWrZH0qMpYKm7JHelgJ/EDcJeazwbZRJCY2Jwzor2TjiP4/wwChu8Y4yMsi9
kgbzp9RdRSZXzxGtpYmrgqtpMqLOUvGyamny5Z9UoyqXFydZVGVspJDJpJ/3TWXzYc9hf5nhZgU1
p9ucWlJjesVKalwaSmreqyVTYoAZfE9RWOqHxVU91yP0hEPc80llnEnZCcs4MIpDLxA5YbEYY3J6
wtLM803KTgjw0p+REcoRyOjlwBlypUOJvw83p48NsQRMxKkfUt0TSYgJC+w/u/YCnRjSw3k3hJsQ
V/dmZvkyx3tqQkyNMg5879bYS7t2YxHmaPmRBSCYkXBIa4gUfF/Pa6bZ4Cmo0rS+O/YtsLzeERIC
ftJvXKmEGcuXf7vicsDG1OphzclDLgFArnTDprn0qShzG6RORBgGuDb2Xf1xwHstUR/qCxiPDpDG
WWFC2eyq3tpgaHQAjJZIjaPRAbC6ZGt9XqviBspmB1PLHq9NWrG0YhL8Uz/H3cssddIqbDoxyulA
Dg5EV9C443XC3+uvnH7sqocW5R6Hfhoh10/aciwBIzybFjcoGF3BUWLRv3XzIVUW5iRwdJga7ZNU
LLoxs0oBnRSMbsiD4qfQI0Ded8WJUyC60m1nKxDdWBQ/kRrJerFI9Fhq1Rlhl7ym2A/DSEMVODts
yCTHoAM8ufbbKC4YdqJUT3DYwYQGPhekiipXuh0XTwMExkFB50qXiJQAzpXoygjcXAn+iuLNzY9l
PgcpW3wwpeR2tDmA7VvVHA8AlL7vw9exXIPxzVhz71Xjd8VARf5HXtDB5p5G8BMULZqhL4sl6cRN
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7t8hPwWFXeW/LuRnvzcWbELyl4ZMwuPTyBNUh0srX2GOreDQNTsYqYdi2DUM/hHlZfu+ahAICPeF
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oSGnNMGF1DN9rt2K1zHge1qQXlu9B9epswQ5uYq+TozI60KR2NoW9lswTS8/2m8MDAq7sT90sxJb
e2mAF/Xzcbaqtgs/zXfdpHrZv9hYdlTeYF/bQPQfFguCkq+fyjIzbsy4Th8GvK7pAoLEq9KCj22T
CZ11PnL/3lHHQYG/+a6VI6jYkjQ3mKrEKavSFC4E082Bc+x5QR/DpzplMTQB7sCXbnzalGaQfmi9
ps9xOMgWFptEdaCyFqQwFqqUurtGe6cP/3yDL/iotmKz//7zcA+SzweUtdw4hAPxeXJd2PQVBTPr
ckwscDUsf22ItR2h2HqJA74XVhCg2HzNXbhvFpX+8OzZcHbCy+enT5Kky80nO2km/0Fz2e9PK+Cf
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mDQmC3gclz/a70NXMymAAXKNORS8/AXQxm46df0YnJ9GLf+c8iALtS9xhC8PwALz8U1tTBjgpS8+
QEpfgIcrWsq7gtNALe7CIaEGdvwuUvcCTBPXFljVygRMOQ+bJJTnmjnuf3zAzlU9+vJBbCl6uQtw
GoY0oXqX5GXsVu4CpJF/cPYogVWT8hkrdsEe83juazEdj00pSqTSBeKsNfLLNYJQaxak0OVO/Kxz
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PrsWkkcRfn80qaIRlN1MkUs/q4Oiy/PqBqkb8u1lmsFVVdjoIYSv08/tqhtXdHffHTH62rLTf96V
Av6p/iBrXQl4tT36xBRYNSLlhSAWpxiuJk1ZFFcxoW8GsEv4B7Nmvutw09ZZOR0vC1gRCmrCZnib
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luWuNBbyuG6h0ey06pQglIp1YDaI7q/tFi3cAuHfro2XJriAGf9Q78PlbfnZ5b0JYeL0LYXxryXh
6fh09NhwwEH/TUqkwcnlAzBaPlI2fXuFfWOWjiyN5yvQ4s18QY3I1K7lC3hLzozUbk2cs1GcVwAc
9CWqNrf3ERNM8Olp1iq8w2+E0SuxHf5OLhrgFSzHAybL70h14N2IZWJCuCJWu4yEjG1Hi/JUpPVO
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GewbQ6RVzN01dOEmjpxDN7vaMV75MYTLF64hpEuwez2Gx2UfLUnc5vo+tn2T9V+Yyu+lu4xhIGtT
tIaYSOY4QLg4h22uA5+YaZMh1BDs5v4cdwOWWxGEUo543ZxZ9mApUGBjPnxTs7Dw+kl69k9bgr9u
YmX729MMmFipSfY8BT6OW8WS6MDXF814SOAG6+e030t97KW8F6QRcorbYPmK6ufcNLQ6r9xDMpAN
5cSMtZLfYstyI0/cl7wQbPnw3sKYA6VS5bk3No2hkeS9MheDTzEZeCH7N3WhrYuTnl21qPZAu1Gy
HCb+eKuo74LXtVi1sAev6+npAItexwHZCMpuh/BWrt6kBcuVw//V0E2z27N4y/WwtgPzw1Mqth5K
uTwXJNO5WirRB1z3GBuAY0TxGsmzf3RC1dnCmtxMbehTES1wh5+CvhXuRCJY9dyzL5Vec0i8UnvD
IWXP5ND2e5Byr9rZsn2ZMJmrl/HtJC1Ws3IAQ5Wx7oBcdUVWTXs3wFocxiG+CpMStryVR1Mou5v9
gyGHcl9iHilufoZZrkVsbcXl6fo4PSkwl58FbMTEGQP4G5s3NXeI3NuJ4k8j4gpXOK1Wd84QpWeH
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aQMAAJ83jh9IzBnLy39ucevSlAb35hI2c+JFQQs3zdNbJwBskd1T9RyTgp7OCvmRZgAFNv9SHvb4
XUpYr/nnTgAYIC3qPUGGAa7XtBcA1ACjoK4I6ClPaIHanQM1d2KLu8chmRVLfAJ1nOI7ZO8IEOch
a2xozqSooqycssXaQ1wZPeXVD5nxQ+F5pUc3Z0XHsJi6H3+yltqDWDemc9JFmZ5uziivf7AqPIMw
NxRPkl9h7Efxn6QvQDVNeITOAENb8HY9tDNAVcc8W2eAGtfIy3342s4LFuFhXlTy/gDl9NBPcor8
OMS8kXCXN/K9WSOAkm05vh8R7rF7COjtgPii4SY/GJLVZ4oDDm4YUKwt7mWFE/C/gE3LnQZtGTCG
KDXLjFZRz4Cya0kK5JRXKLsHig9rG4ARgvgKFzhNSuY+qNW77HprHVBexOiQcdywIJxeDY7N4Iyy
B0S0NQ4oSRESp+LpcQFh6TS3eD6c5I5PBpPh5SRre2oPAUycJnlObiKAD3NUgRAstZ+tUFvE12c/
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uF/zw1ni14pQoK0NkbZvFMWBXsoGSBPXCQvsK+G1fPOpAHz/uYu5bA9HmbyfN1TsXkSZnk44Ns5h
VUT61YQ9+pocCZphgGrEJC+Dk1rDgbrpw7oyS9XZmA0XMfWCh2QEuHk3QKvU7kZQPGB7rKeXjBde
XfHfRLjwqZVOgfgZmiraIKAne31Ui/bsoqSuPRExguvjXDsj7+JE7+o0n821uvaRGhtfCM5wnJnB
UK0aCKy7FLI5q7bIQ+3Sa3EBRdk4mMN1zVPpiFbKr8rr05r+eeUg5Jv+VAmap8o5tbCVlHWRswwu
IFuGKrWwfZBKkTFeyupllz11erHsKYVC15xIgcP0Ahi5MS2wr1MxUETp+1TMGcJT8RoK8DvR8/QV
99hiQfbZ2QSECaaHEQox2cQ6PdlkOiOmJYkeZNpo0oTaUjrT1DnJMu/PP7MfPiVCoziNr+L1uivG
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BqzLcHqtstGSu1k9leNpazrXgH7oMvnS63m3KZag19dXyWh1UyTIQNZqhvmZCAfEvwTq2JYdIeDL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ySfLAiAsdXAz0HAJvG0+pAhSso0b9s3KPxtBHRIzwk/MIXQMLsVTya9QTBR7ndbdCL/DGGwmeEXE
Thwxc5cxjsEolPbNTlm230nWfZIOy3uKuDlO5kZiz48wuXx6K6/Ph0M9JB9cZPtt5ikJKNC0ZDcr
oT/J8YYGE7Z1i1eHpRPC59g3ubQfLrEsODX8hSYTL3nOLtViXZjqcEHd8AzXw8Y0rgmBSLn4lOTF
x684IrPn8M+exKqF0lFOAVSCu+6ol15auIp3rFjBuwpjwPdTICn3I39+Pfk9WTz7251GelAlf7mT
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cNno/eJqWqvyVJ+DaZzO4I6wV/wccHA8/enSfN1l9xj6vob2rPZUUTOjlXERU9GvUbQhc9bGIuhc
Xczleh1WZ/bwVVZWHwRsq2DWDmbAj2LtLRJHSHMRiGvLUhZGy2JtlDmEcUMmZqthMZDL1xtriFi6
JG2eBknWsOuEzs6HPJG1GEFfaJ1OKa5HJ2+LnlppPhpbCxaMdfey105pYOGc+/UxvzcRcXXEFC3p
qldoj9hhhAl7GiCQbAhocPrPc8WL87eRQpzAWqa9NUpRxLK78MoN+PErjgip47Cf/8UQ2tefB9bu
sConm/QaiWIun4BUGyZIu5GzazPeyDd0bh5pjphauxFMpM+U9BtBM1X1f0LDEfRjNR7ar30CTKgy
Vkq7ESwFsXSt2wiW0shS9aO0Wi1aHtw/o2mwVjqNnIgyJS2HlZ+GpKryA1WLYHg91BpgNpdW14KV
NatzK7XjZ8jBGIcXtrlnxQknWj17J/uj+ib2TiM4FKZ5WgpjrR5hMchwHODO2N0IU1ZpijI3RBhe
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CtKM//S7Mb5j4R+9r6fwM/qjb+YqYYj9dKUTfjGCP5oumJ6M/UiJIMzI0I/EeL+I/OzegjaiPpQN
EZ8Ue7RHL314MCiCPfpsWDcZ69FXnje3NBjs6YYYgkk7tUms+Qz2SN8w6TrcYXMGuQz2aGtErMVj
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khdWHk0odCjDvu5od1N3Xtf2nMK4fLMwWp9Er6wLue5/vlBDujdvsYIrv1sF30ciq8ZCPX59UJ8v
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3euwtLEmPzgWFKx2efllzXy9X1J3yF8hixtM0xqMAX9Q4XBr5ceA+dzoVBblAYSd7apexXBpYXSN
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aFwJe7Tg0UpkFvu7XYskW5w0P6tkYy9iu2Z3bf59+nx/7CZsUKT9vJ73374hHeCsT2CB5razE03/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==
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p3dT5+ymMLg3VYnK3yCDErpSgFuTwnBpKIY7I9HELe3OjH5THKl0Zc4BZQcBNByZmgZr+DGasrIC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zFUdRZ48VNKy2gtzDzZHjrH5xxu1Rat8+WnUGmVdNCDG44YZvuQg5/IAX7JBflnrJ4J1pkhb+2EO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==
	
	
	tqqdGt2EiNKZrP3HuzDA+MGukoxcV0zhULACbM/I5GACaCrC5VEp2w/cHMD5lkG7ol+V+Y3BrbSl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==
	
	
	27w8FLagMKAaACOT1rAKTQMaga0C3R2IHAvyamhqFxLGUKRhrE+uEN2LyQFZmgiga151GrL2GQtu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pjPDCPddxl7RA/Eirdq13PZMboZKGFENlSMuhV8fuTPGTKFPvNkgfeVBWbNyvgHvLgiNSTo4t3nb
NGzOUaRpMxttfJhIi83AEnG6YuRGEBBraMwaNg3KrGVQTSw3ZZOxlk3WPNDsjBn/zG8hW3D7bBEi
u360slScbX3zQq49MtCOhfUj6CYm5k1qbGmXnjigsZByZWk43FSBJBlHT3TOk6zUZihRUBXKRu20
alhtfbZ3ZTQLdmmjPONL02ajRCTg0HRLFMqOm3+3RNGRR4VUkoxaG1sVMEgrhkxObdXgvTzkqQ0Q
zjZjhmpfaFJUwkyV75ArF/L0kI980TyGDoK91A5rY8nUPU7LhtvaEo5DqzrGgIHCmeH6ZGk+hAcW
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eR6ZpV/i3/UVp2v9roEu4BRLMO68/ZFdv2l5tYMFy2YxNQcLLoM19hKw4DIYsQeDBZdB+uYGsOCC
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ARaEZFL/3s0BpVdhsGAgi7yABU8EBhYMIzRsgMeSUmgDCwbOSAMLYsakW4iBBfFFpFJMwX44x7IX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==
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WoWUfSMG4Zd6f5jD68q0aByPhzwLxSBOx+5dRXld5gJDiyMmOVggH8k+27tMHxMCsYLI8oO/ABvE
7Vwg8wZyZYhMHM5uMyS45sSrAfdPZm2ClP3Yyfg+g8SR1MWBvB4yovuztFrGCO1YCe4QnuFRi6BM
R7cVxEDBoOWraaTl7eEO1R6R+n5AxbuygVx6V2COqM9RHpZAe3WAXyFUWsVRimWiPC4gH+FLcAmd
cHQJl9BaxjeBgwt8GyEKTzSvtgmvbeFLM6o2ShrFCdoSOx3p+CKJFRoAsRYhMZwUUnbrYik9RmzT
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wwKD7NpBPlox3i25mMHxHW6I9RXdSgZR5DBt3KO9/vuwwj7sI2aN6pFJA3H9ukIB1MF7kE4bMx1W
CyJTu8rcKK3UqL/svmauMXxqlVoryGfrOsbyevOqq6onWDj9oXdIoTsRhcMgLoItl9W939+LZDjQ
kQObHFy2w5GNYkCEDkf2TMyObQ4kpvMD28d4+sLW79xBOPuzayZ05txOmzqjdOsBlDb1Ak1jKW4+
YONTHE6uTt5ReAYt8OWnIHYPvMeg9yXjDPsTWZ1twW4W+r+oxIRSUq1C5YzdY737IikyH/HURqzj
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zGbAEKRRmKZ2c4vpanUtR8Ki3JPLcYSmp+MTSHY7voKnx+MccHo9TKCk5sMHCMl/PJ7Qaobkf25o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{"title":"Share price development <br \/>1.1. until 31.12.2015","years":["Jan","Feb","Mar","Apr","May","Jun","Jul","Aug","Sep","Oct","Nov","Dec"],"marginTop":10,"height":270,"labelAlign":"left","marginBottom":70,"unit":"CHF","unitPos":67,"formatY":false,"intervalY":20,"disableMarker":1,"disableTooltip":0,"series":[{"name":"Geberit share","data":[338.1,323.77,356.51,370,333.91,328.12,318.37,319.17,290,316.36,332.57,340.2]},{"name":"SMI","data":[336.72,329.18,344.73,350.13,345.58,340.51,346.75,344.88,325.69,328.87,335.96,332.17]}]}
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{"title":"Share price development <br \/>22.6.1999 (IPO) \u2013 31.12.2015<br\/><span style=\"font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; font-size: 10px; line-height: 12px; font-weight: normal;\">Annual average share price<\/span>","years":["99","00","01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15"],"marginTop":10,"height":270,"labelAlign":"left","marginBottom":70,"unit":"CHF","unitPos":67,"formatX":true,"formatY":false,"intervalY":40,"disableMarker":1,"disableTooltip":0,"series":[{"name":"Geberit share","data":[37.55,51.8,40.27,40.33,45.95,79.62,89.6,141.36,186.49,142.62,138.88,184.08,188.27,201.4,270.5,338.4,340.2]},{"name":"SMI","data":[37.55,42.37,36.37,29.97,25.33,29.44,33.69,42.28,46.91,36.33,29.59,33.94,31.57,35.74,42.97,47.06,46.19]}]}
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{"title":"Total construction output<br\/>Europe 2015","years":["2015"],"marginTop":10,"height":314,"unit":"(EUR 1,371 billion)","unitPos":50,"data":[["1",18.54],["2",27.04],["3",16.43],["4",15.36],["5",22.63]],"legend":["Residential \u2013 New","Residential \u2013 Renovation","Non-residential \u2013 New","Non-residential \u2013 Renovation","Civil engineering"]}
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{"title":"Construction output and Geberit<br\/>net sales in Europe 2011 \u2013 2015","years":["","2011","2012","2013","2014","2015"],"marginTop":10,"height":420,"labelAlign":"right","marginBottom":120,"unit":"(Index: 2010 = 100)","unitPos":50,"formatY":true,"intervalY":10,"disableMarker":1,"series":[{"name":"Geberit net sales,<br \/>currency-adjusted and organic in Europe","data":[100,110.1,114.72,118.28,124.55,127.66]},{"name":"Total Building Construction","data":[100,100.87,95.83,93.95,95.16,96.17]},{"name":"Total - Building Renovation","data":[100,100.9,98.27,97.43,99.12,100.33]},{"name":"Total - New Building","data":[100,100.83,93.12,90.11,90.77,91.57]}]}
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{"title":"Net sales development <br>2006 \u2013 2015","years":["2006","2007","2008","2009","2010","2011","2012","2013","2014","2015"],"marginTop":0,"height":"","unit":"(in CHF million)","unitPos":32,"formatX":true,"intervalY":500,"columnWidth":15,"series":[{"name":"Sales","data":[1935.1,2206.4,2178.9,1931,1900,1867.6,1919.6,1999.9,2089.1,2593.7]}]}
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{"title":"Net sales by markets\/regions 2015","years":["2015"],"marginTop":42,"height":314,"data":[["1",30.7],["2",10.6],["3",9.8],["4",9.2],["5",7.5],["6",6.7],["7",5.9],["8",5],["9",4.9],["10",0.7],["11",3.5],["12",2.9],["13",2.6]],"legend":["Germany","Switzerland","Nordic Countries","Central\/EasternEurope","Benelux","Italy","France","Austria","United Kingdom\/Ireland","Iberian Peninsula","America","Far East\/Pacific","Middle East\/Africa"]}
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